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The fiscal year ending in September 2007 concluded the 
fifth year of the five-year renewal of Cooperative Agreement 
DE-FC52-92F19460 with the U.S. Department of Energy. This 
annual report serves as the final report for the Agreement and 
summarizes progress in laser-fusion research at the Labora-
tory for Laser Energetics (LLE) during the past fiscal year. It 
also reports on LLE’s progress on laser, optical materials, and 
advanced technology development; work on the OMEGA EP 
(extended performance) laser project; operation of OMEGA for 
the National Laser Users’ Facility (NLUF) and other external 
users; and programs focusing on the education of high school, 
undergraduate, and graduate students during the year.

Progress in Laser-Fusion Research
The laser-fusion research program at the University of 

Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) is focused 
on the National Nuclear Security Administration’s (NNSA’s) 
Campaign-10 inertial confinement fusion (ICF) ignition 
and experimental support technology, operation of facilities 
(OMEGA), and the construction of OMEGA EP—a high-
energy petawatt laser system. While LLE is the lead laboratory 
for research into the direct-drive approach to ICF ignition, it 
also takes a lead role in certain indirect-drive tasks within the 
National Ignition Campaign. 

During this past year progress in the laser-fusion research 
program was made in three principal areas: OMEGA direct-
drive and indirect-drive experiments and targets; development 
of diagnostics for experiments on OMEGA, OMEGA EP, and 
the National Ignition Facility (NIF); and theoretical analysis 
and design efforts aimed at improving direct-drive-ignition 
capsule designs and advanced ignition concepts such as fast 
ignition and shock ignition.

1. National Ignition Campaign Experiments

In FY07, LLE scientists in collaboration with scientists 
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Plasma 
Science and Fusion Center (PSFC) inferred, for the first time, 
a neutron-averaged areal density in excess of 200 mg/cm2 
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from direct-drive cryogenic D2 implosions on the OMEGA 
laser. This set of measurements completed an NNSA Level-2 
milestone and demonstrated conclusively that hydrogen can 
be compressed to fuel densities required for both indirect- 
and direct-drive-ignition capsules. The neutron-averaged 
areal density was inferred from the energy loss of secondary 
protons produced in the core along five different directions. 
The measured particle spectra were in close agreement with 
LILAC 1-D code predictions, indicating that the fuel assembly 
proceeded according to 1-D simulations up to the peak density 
of the implosions, i.e., ~140 g/cc (or approximately 700 times 
the density of liquid deuterium). Results of these experiments 
were presented at the 49th Annual Meeting of the American 
Physical Society Division of Plasma Physics and have been 
submitted for publication.

Experiments were conducted on OMEGA to investigate 
the energy coupling and implosion symmetry achieved in an 
indirect (hohlraum)-driven target using a multicone geometry 
and elliptical phase plates (p. 212). Indirect-drive-ignition target 
designs planned for the National Ignition Facility (NIF) aim at 
concurrent objectives of minimizing laser-energy losses due 
to stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) or stimulated Raman 
scattering (SRS) and maximizing the capsule drive symmetry. 
The OMEGA experiments, which used specially designed 
phase plates that produced elliptical irradiation patterns on 
the hohlraum wall, demonstrated significant improvement in 
coupling. The improved coupling correlates with reduced losses 
from SRS and SBS. In the same experiments, the implosion 
symmetry was investigated for the first time using a multicone 
laser drive smoothed with phase plates. 

OMEGA planar direct-drive experiments investigated the 
role of preheat in the stabilization of the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) 
instability. Compression of an ICF target is very sensitive to 
any preheat experienced by the driven target. Nonlocal-electron 
preheat is a potentially major source of preheat for ICF targets 
(caused by electrons with energies of ~10 keV and hot electrons 
with energies of ~100 keV). The RT-instability growth rate of 
target modulations at the ablation surface is sensitive to pre-
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heat because the increased ablation velocity (caused by target 
decompression) reduces the RT growth. The experiments showed 
significant reduction in the RT growth rate for short-wavelength 
(i.e., less than 30-nm) perturbations driven by high-intensity 
(1 # 1015 W/cm2) compared to lower-intensity (5 # 1014 W/cm2) 
UV irradiation. These results were presented at the 49th Annual 
Meeting of the American Physical Society Division of Plasma 
Physics and will be submitted for publication.

The speed and heating of convergent shocks are of funda-
mental importance for the design of ignition and high-gain ICF 
capsules. Strong, spherically converging shocks are formed 
by the rapid deposition of energy on the capsule’s surface 
(laser energy in the case of direct-drive or x rays in the case 
of indirect-drive targets). All of the generated shocks must 
propagate through hot, already-shocked material; this adds 
uncertainty in the shock speed and strength. In collaboration 
with MIT PSFC, the products of two nuclear-reaction types 
induced by the central collapse of convergent shocks were 
measured temporally and spectrally on OMEGA (p. 148). 
Observations of these products provided information about 
the speed and heating of the shocks, as well as the state of the 
imploding capsule at the time of shock collapse. Comparison of 
these data to predictions from 1-D hydrodynamic simulations 
revealed numerous differences that will be used in the future 
to develop improved models for these implosions.

A comprehensive set of experiments was completed on 
OMEGA (p. 1) to track the flow of laser energy in a target. 
Time-resolved measurements of laser absorption in the corona 
were performed on imploding directly driven capsules. The 
mass ablation rate was inferred using time-resolved Ti K-shell 
spectroscopy of stationary (nonimploding), solid CH spherical 
targets that were configured with a buried tracer layer of Ti. 
Shock heating was also measured. A detailed comparison of 
the experimental results and the simulations indicates that a 
time-dependent flux limiter in the thermal transport model is 
required to simulate the laser-absorption measurements.

In another collaborative OMEGA experiment with MIT 
PSFC, nuclear measurements of fuel–shell mix in inertial 
confinement implosions were carried out (p. 14). The extent of 
fuel–shell mix was probed in imploded capsules containing a 
deuterated plastic (CD) layer and filled with pure 3He. Spectral 
measurements of the high-energy protons produced by the 
D-3He fusion reaction were used to constrain the level of mix 
at shock time, to demonstrate that some of the fuel mixes with 
the CD layer, and that capsules with a higher initial fill density 
or thicker shells are less susceptible to the effects of mix. 

2. Target Diagnostics for OMEGA, OMEGA EP, and the NIF

To improve the understanding and predictions of the shock-
heated and compressed temperature and density conditions 
in the main fuel layer of an imploding capsule, exploratory 
experiments were undertaken on OMEGA by LLE scientists 
in collaboration with Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford 
University, and LLNL scientists to measure the temperature and 
ionization conditions in shock-heated and compressed targets 
using noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering (p. 191). 
The shock-heated shell is predicted to have plasma conditions 
in the warm dense matter (WDM) regime. Measuring WDM 
conditions is challenging because the temperature of the plasma 
is too low (~10 eV) to emit x rays and dense plasmas cannot be 
optically probed. The experiments succeeded in determining 
an upper limit of Z = 2 and Te = 20 eV for the ionization and 
electron temperature, respectively, of directly driven, Br-doped 
CH foils. The experiments demonstrated that x-ray scattering 
is a promising technique to probe spatially averaged plasma 
conditions in the DT shell of an imploding target during the 
laser irradiation to determine the shell adiabat.

Current designs for both direct-drive-ignition (DDI) and 
indirect-drive-ignition (IDI), high-gain ICF targets require a 
layer of condensed (cryogenic) hydrogen fuel that adheres to the 
inner surface of a spherical ablator. NIF ignition capsules (both 
DDI and IDI) require a total root-mean-square (rms) devia-
tion of less than 1 nm in the uniformity of the DT-ice layer. 
Measurement of the ice-layer radius over the entire surface 
of the capsule with submicron resolution is required to verify 
that this specification has been met. LLE scientists developed 
an improved system for three-dimensional characterization of 
spherical cryogenic capsules using ray-trace analysis of mul-
tiple shadowgraph views (p. 46). A 3-D ray-tracing model was 
incorporated into the backlit optical shadowgraph analysis (the 
primary diagnostic for ice-layer characterization of transparent 
targets at LLE). The result was an improved self-consistent 
determination of the hydrogen/vapor surface structure for 
cryogenic targets.

Neutron core imaging will be used on NIF implosions to 
identify ignition-failure mechanisms such as poor implosion 
symmetry or inadequate convergence/areal density. Neutron 
imaging on OMEGA is obtained by placing an appropriate 
aperture in front of a spatially sensitive neutron detector [see, 
for example, the report on the Commissariat à l’Énergie Atom-
ique (CEA) work on p. 270]. Similar systems will be used on 
the NIF. LLE, in collaboration with CEA, LLNL, and LANL, 
has conducted an optimization study (p. 203) to understand the 
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effects and trade-offs of the neutron-imaging system’s compo-
nent tolerances on the overall quality of the system.

3. Theoretical Analysis and Design

Ignition target designs based on a wetted-foam ablator offer 
higher coupling efficiency for NIF DDI capsules than is possible 
with conventional solid-DT-ablator capsules. Simulations were 
carried out on the performance of wetted-foam targets driven 
by 1 MJ on the NIF (p. 26). A stability analysis was performed 
using the two-dimensional hydrodynamic code DRACO. A 
nonuniformity budget analysis was constructed and suggests 
that two-dimensional smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) 
or an alternative scheme using multiple frequency modulators 
(presented at the 49th Annual Meeting of the American Physi-
cal Society Division of Plasma Physics) may reduce single-
beam nonuniformities to levels required for ignition.

To produce ignition with direct-drive targets at the 1-MJ 
level, NIF capsules require relatively thin shells (initial aspect 
ratio ~5) driven at high velocities (~4 # 107 cm/s). The per-
formance of such implosions is sensitive to the growth of RT 
instability on the ablation front. Low-velocity implosions with 
low in-flight aspect ratio (IFAR) have good stability properties 
during the acceleration phase. However, such targets would 
fail to ignite for moderate driver energies because the hot-spot 
temperature and pressures are too low. In collaboration with 
the University of Rochester Fusion Science Center (FSC), we 
have investigated (p. 234) the possibility of using a spheri-
cally converging shock wave propagating through the shell 
during the coasting phase of the implosion to enhance the 
compression of the hot spot and significantly improve ignition 
conditions. The ignitor shock is launched at the end of the 
laser pulse and must collide with the return shock near the 
inner shell surface. We show that a two-step ignition scheme 
can be configured by combining a fuel-assembly laser pulse 
and a shock-driving power spike. Such configurations can lead 
to a significant reduction in the energy required for ignition 
and high gain.

Fast ignition is another two-step ignition scheme that uses 
fast electrons (or protons) to heat an assembled high-density 
fuel core. In direct-drive fast ignition, the high-energy driver 
used for the compression is a conventional short-wavelength 
(m < 0.53 nm) laser while a high-intensity laser (power ~ 
petawatts) with a longer wavelength (m > 0.53 nm) is used to 
produce the high-energy charged particles. During FY07 we 
conducted comprehensive hydrodynamic simulations of igni-
tion and burn for direct-drive fast-ignition fusion targets (p. 74). 

The simulations show that even modest-sized UV-laser drivers 
(for the target compression), with an energy of ~100 kJ, can 
produce a fuel assembly yielding maximum gain close to ~60 
with the appropriate ignition laser pulse. At a total energy of 
~1 MJ, the total gain of the optimized fast-ignition target is ~160 
for an ignition pulse of ~100 kJ. The basis of these designs will 
be tested on OMEGA EP beginning in FY09.

Lasers, Optical Materials, and Advanced Technology
In recent years, the output power of fiber lasers has increased 

to levels in excess of a kilowatt. These lasers are widely used 
in high-power applications such as material processing and 
industrial manufacturing. Nonlinear effects such as SBS and 
SRS and self-focusing can limit the power scalability in fibers. 
Self-focusing can lead to beam-quality degradation through a 
process called filamentation. Filamentation has been studied 
extensively in semiconductor lasers over the past two decades; 
however, little such work has been done in fiber lasers. A theo-
retical model for the filamentation effect in a large-mode-area 
(LMA) fiber laser is discussed starting on p. 55. This model 
predicts the output-power thresholds at which the filamenta-
tion will occur for a given set of optical-fiber parameters; a 
simplified threshold expression is also provided. The results 
are consistent with previous experiments.

Although the damage threshold of fiber lasers is increased 
with the use of LMA’s, their increased mode area in traditional 
step-index fibers introduces higher-order transverse modes 
that can potentially degrade the laser beam. Many designs of 
LMA fibers for high-power applications have been developed 
for beam-quality control. These design features have included 
internal structures, external structures, refractive-index, and 
gain-dopant designs in multimode fibers. However, the impact 
of transverse spatial-hole burning (THSB) on beam quality 
has largely been ignored. As a beam with nonuniform trans-
verse intensity distribution propagates through the fiber, the 
gain becomes more saturated where the intensity is highest. 
As the gain sampled by each transverse mode changes, the 
net beam profile, and thus the beam quality, changes. At high 
power this effect becomes pronounced due to heavily saturated 
population inversion. We report (p. 120) on measurements 
of the beam-quality factor for an ASE source based on an 
ytterbium-doped LMA multimode fiber as a function of pump 
power. A localized multimode model is presented contain-
ing spatially resolved gain and a modal decomposition of 
the optical field. Numerical simulations are performed with 
this model and compared to the experimental results. The 
comparison validates the model and demonstrates TSHB’s 
impact on beam quality.
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We report on comprehensive experimental and theoretical 
studies of the time-resolved generation and detection of coher-
ent acoustic phonons (CAP’s) in very high quality GaN single 
crystals (p. 88). These studies were performed using a femto-
second, two-color, all-optical pump/probe technique. Very 
good agreement is observed between the theoretical modeling 
and experimental measurements, indicating that this approach 
makes it possible to successfully generate nanoscale acoustic 
waves at the surface of bulk semiconductors and, simultane-
ously, to nondestructively probe the material’s structure deep 
below the surface. This approach should be very promising in 
producing and detecting CAP waves in a large variety of bulk 
semiconductor materials.

Holographic volume Bragg gratings (VBG’s) represent a 
new class of robust, highly efficient, and spectrally selective 
optical elements that are recorded in photo-thermo-refractive 
glass. VBG’s have extremely high spectral and angular dis-
persions that are higher than any dispersive elements previ-
ously used. VBG’s are stable at elevated temperatures, have 
a high optical-damage threshold similar to that of bulk glass 
materials, and have a high diffraction efficiency and low 
losses, allowing their use in laser resonators. In collaboration 
with scientists from OptiGrate and the College of Optics and 
Photonics/CREOLE, University of Central Florida, we report 
(p. 115) on the demonstration of instrument-limited suppres-
sion of out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in 
a Nd:YLF diode-pumped regenerative amplifier (DPRA) using 
a VBG element as a spectrally reflective element. A VBG with 
99.4% diffraction efficiency and a 230-pm-FWHM reflection 
bandwidth produced a 43-pm-FWHM output spectral width in 
an unseeded DPRA compared to 150-pm FWHM in the same 
DPRA with no VBG.

In a second article (p. 135) by the same collaborative team as 
above we report on analytical and experimental studies of pump-
induced temporal contrast degradation in optical parametric 
chirped-pulse amplifiers (OPCPA’s). OPCPA systems will be 
playing an increasingly important role in the exploration of the 
new regimes of laser–matter interaction at intensities in excess of 
1022 W/cm2. Such experiments can be adversely affected by laser 
light present before the main pulse. The temporal contrast of the 
laser pulse is the ratio of the peak power of the main pulse to the 
power of the light in some predetermined temporal range before 
the main pulse. Incoherent laser and parametric fluorescence can 
significantly degrade the contrast of the pulse. In this report we 
quantify the effect of incoherent pump-pulse ASE on contrast 
degradation in OPCPA systems and present an experimental 
technique using VBG crystals to mitigate this problem.

Polycrystalline ceramics such as chemical-vapor–deposited 
(CVD) silicon carbide, polycrystalline alumina, and aluminum 
oxynitride display a great potential for advanced optical appli-
cations in severe environments that require high hardness, high 
toughness, and excellent thermal properties. These materials 
are nominally fully dense, and there is growing interest in 
grinding and ultimately polishing them to nanometer levels 
of surface microroughness. We have developed a procedure 
(p. 98) for estimating subsurface damage depth induced by 
deterministic microgrinding of hard polycrystalline optical 
ceramics with diamond-bonded tools. This estimate comes 
from tracking the evolution of surface microroughness with 
the amount of material removed by multiple MRF spots of 
increasing depth into the surface. This technique also provides 
information regarding the specimen microstructure (i.e., grain 
size), mechanical properties (hardness and fracture roughness), 
and the grinding conditions (i.e., abrasive size used), from 
extended spotting with the MRF process.

Key to the success of a multipetawatt laser such as 
OMEGA EP is the ability to produce meter-scale, high-optical-
quality, high-damage-resistance, high-efficiency, multilayer 
dielectric diffraction (MLD) gratings. The specific require-
ments for OMEGA EP are a diffraction efficiency greater than 
95%, peak-to-valley wavefront quality of less than m/10 waves, 
and a laser damage threshold greater than 2.7 J/cm2 for 10-ps 
pulses. The multilayer dielectric grating consists of a film of 
SiO2 etched to form a grating structure with 1740 lines per mil-
limeter. The structure resides on top of a multilayer dielectric 
high-reflector stack composed of alternating layers of SiO2 
and HfO2. The cleanliness of this structure is of paramount 
importance to its survivability. An article starting on p. 228 
describes the results of an investigation conducted by LLE 
to further optimize a final MLD diffraction grating cleaning 
process called “piranha clean” that will increase laser-damage 
resistance to meet LLE specifications.

Status and Progress of OMEGA EP
The OMEGA EP project is in its fifth year. In FY07 an 

allocation of $2.25 million completed the $89 million fund-
ing required for the project. The project will be completed in 
April 2008. 

The first quarter of FY07 was highlighted by the start 
of shot operations. Propagating shots on Beamline 1 were 
used to characterize spatially resolved gain profiles for the 
amplifier chain. The amplifiers and laser diagnostics met all 
performance objectives with high reliability. Beamline 1 was 
also tested for amplification of the broadband short-pulse 
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source. The spectral transmittance of a chirped-pulse source 
beam with 8-nm bandwidth was characterized. Analysis of 
the spectral transmittance data indicated that there were no 
spectral anomalies in the four-pass beamline. This is a favor-
able and important result for the short-pulse performance of 
the OMEGA EP beamlines. 

In the second quarter of FY07, progress was highlighted by 
the completion of the spatial-filter vacuum vessel subsystem. 
These tubes are a vital component of the architecture of the 
beamline, used to transport and image the high-power beam 
from one portion of the laser to the next. There are 108 indi-
vidually welded and machined tube sections, custom fabricated 
to OMEGA EP requirements. Center sections include access 
features to the pinhole regions that proved to be very useful 
during the initial alignment and commissioning operations. 
Also during this second quarter the grating compressor inter-
nal structures, on the project critical path, started to arrive 
at LLE. 

Acquisition of the grating compressor internal structure 
concluded in the third quarter, approximately one year behind 
initial plans. Delays in the acquisition are largely attributable to 
managing potential contamination sources. Contamination in 
any form is a serious threat to the performance of the compres-
sor optics—a threat that was minimized through the control of 
materials and fabrication processes. Ultimately, the tables were 
successfully cleaned to the LLE-required precision cleaning 
standard and installed during the third quarter. This allowed 
the installation of the internal assemblies to begin. All eight of 
the tiled-grating assemblies were completed and tested offline 
in preparation for the compressor loading. Also during the third 
quarter, two of the remaining three beams were activated to 
~3-kJ IR energy at the beamline output calorimeters. 

During the fourth quarter of FY07 the fourth and final 
beamline was activated to ~3-kJ IR energy level. Loading of 
grating compressor optics continued, along with the assembly 
and installation of the UV diagnostic systems. At the end 
of FY07, 68 of the 104 optical assemblies were loaded into 
the grating compressor chamber. Alignment was completed 
through the four main alignment paths to the primary compres-
sor optics. Each of the two Fizeau interferometer arms that will 
be used to verify grating tiling within the vacuum vessel was 
completed as were the up-collimators that send full aperture 
infrared beams to the grating and transport paths. The optical 
alignment made good progress in part due to the internal struc-
ture design flexibility, allowing temporary alignment fixtures 
to be placed in a variety of locations. 

Overall, the project completed most objectives for FY07 and 
continues to make satisfactory progress toward project comple-
tion. In addition to having operated the beamlines with trained 
and qualified operators, the project is successfully operating all 
key enabling technologies. Development is complete, engineer-
ing is complete, and by the end of the year all of the following 
project elements will have achieved operating status:

•	 optical	parametric	chirped-pulse-amplification	
front-end sources

•	 deformable	mirrors	and	wavefront-control	systems
•	 plasma-electrode	Pockels	cells	(double	pulse)
•	 40-cm-aperture	disk	amplifiers
•	 41-cm	# 141-cm-aperture tiled gratings
•	 diffractive	color	correctors
•	 frequency-conversion	crystals

National Laser Users’ Facility (NLUF) and External 
Users’ Programs

More than half (54%) of the OMEGA shots in FY07 were 
dedicated to external users including the NLUF programs, 
LLNL, LANL, SNL, CEA, and AWE (Atomic Weap-
ons Establishment).

FY07–FY08 NLUF Experiments
Fiscal year 2007 was the first year of a two-year period of 

performance for the NLUF projects approved for FY07–FY08 
funding and OMEGA shots. A total of 121 shots were conducted 
for six NLUF projects. Their progress is detailed beginning on 
p. 242 in the following reports:

•	 Recreating	Planetary	Core	States	on	OMEGA	in	FY07	
(R. Jeanloz, University of California, Berkeley) 

•	 Experimental	Astrophysics	on	the	OMEGA	Laser	
(R. P. Drake, University of Michigan)

•	 Laboratory	Experiments	on	Supersonic	Astrophysical	
Flows Interacting with Clumpy Environments 
(P. Hartigan, Rice University)

•	 Multiview	Tomographic	Study	of	OMEGA	Direct-Drive-
Implosion Experiments 
(R. Mancini, University of Nevada, Reno)

•	 Monoenergetic	Proton	Radiography	of	Laser–Plasma-
Generated Fields and ICF Implosions 

 (R. D. Petrasso and C. K. Li, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology)
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•	 X-Ray	Compton	Scattering	on	Compressed	Matter	
 (R. Falcone and H. J. Lee, University of California 

at Berkeley)

FY07 LLNL OMEGA Experimental Programs
In FY07, LLNL led 422 target shots on the OMEGA Laser 

System; this rate was 9.3% higher than the planned allocation. 
Approximately 57% of these LLNL-led shots were dedicated 
to advancing the National Ignition Campaign (NIC) in prepa-
ration for future experiments on the NIF; the remainder were 
dedicated to experiments for the high-energy-density science 
(HEDS) program. Objectives of the OMEGA NIC Campaigns 
included the following:

•	 Laser–plasma	interaction	studies	in	physical	conditions	
relevant for the NIF ignition targets

•	 Studies	of	the	impact	of	x-ray	flux	originating	from	out-
side the laser entrance hole (LEH) on the radiation 
temperature of a hohlraum

•	 Characterization	of	the	properties	of	warm,	dense	
matter—specifically radiatively heated Be

•	 Studies	of	the	physical	properties	of	capsules	based	
on	Cu-doped	Be	and	high-density	carbon

•	 Determination	of	the	ablator	performance	during	the	
implosion	of	NIC-candidate	ablators

•	 Experiments	to	detect	and	study	second-shock-melting,	
high-density	carbon

•	 High-resolution	measurements	of	velocity	nonuniform-
ities	created	by	microscopic	pertubations	in	NIF	abla-
tor materials

The LLNL HEDS campaigns included the following 
experiments:

•	 Quasi-isentropic	(ICE)	drive	used	to	study	material	
properties such as strength, equation of state, phase, 
and	phase-transition	kinetics	under	high	pressure

•	 Late-time	hohlraum-filling	studies

•	 Laser-driven	dynamic	hohlraum	(LDDH)	implosion	
experiments

•	 The	development	of	an	experimental	platform	to	study	
nonlocal	thermodynamic	equilibrium	(NLTE)	physics	
using	direct-drive	implosions

•	 Opacity	studies	of	high-temperature	plasmas	under	
LTE conditions

•	 Development	of	long-duration,	point-apertured,	point-
projection	x-ray	backlighters

•	 Studies	of	improved	hohlraum	heating	efficiency	using	
cylindrical hohlraums with foam walls

FY07 LANL OMEGA Experimental Programs
During FY07, LANL fielded a range of experiments on 

OMEGA to study ICF and high-energy-density laboratory 
plasma (HEDLP) physics. LANL conducted 192 target shots, 
21.5% higher than the planned allocation.

As reported starting on p. 259, the LANL-led campaigns 
included the following experiments:

•	 Studies	of	radiation	transport	in	inhomogeneously	
mixed	media	where	discrete	particles	of	random	size	
are randomly dispersed in a host material

•	 Off-Hugoniot	experiments	to	explore	the	hydrodynamic	
evolution	of	embedded	layers	subject	to	radiative	heating

•	 NIF	Platform	#5—aimed	at	developing	x-ray	diagnostic	
techniques to measure temperature in future NIF radia-
tion transport experiments

•	 The	“symergy”	experiment	to	test	the	concept	of	using	
thin shells to quantify asymmetry during the foot of NIF 
ignition drive pulse

•	 The	“convergent	ablator”	campaign,	to	characterize	the	
ablator	performance	in	scaled	NIF	capsules

•	 Laser–plasma	interaction	experiments

•	 The	“Hi-Z”	experiment	to	study	the	effects	of	instability	
growth and the resulting mix

•	 Studies	of	reaction	history	using	a	double	laser	pulse

•	 “DT	ratio—3He”	experiment	to	investigate	the	effect	of	
helium on yield and reaction history of DT implosions
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•	 The	“beta-mix”	experiment	to	develop	a	radiochemical	
diagnostic to study mix in NIF experiments

FY07 SNL OMEGA Experimental Programs
During FY07, SNL scientists led 15 target shots on the 

OMEGA laser—36% more than the nominal allocation. The 
SNL experiments focused on measurements of the high-density 
carbon ablation rate conducted on planar ablator samples driven 
by radiation from a halfraum. These experiments are reported 
on pp. 268–269.

FY07 CEA OMEGA Experimental Programs
During FY07, CEA scientists led 40 experiments on 

OMEGA (equal to the nominal allocation). Reports on the 
experiments begin on p. 270 and include the following:

•	 Measurements	of	wall	and	laser-spot	motion	in	cylindri-
cal hohlraums

•	 Development	of	neutron	imaging	on	OMEGA	

•	 Neutron	flux	and	duration	measurements	with	CVD	dia-
mond detectors

FY07 AWE OMEGA Experimental Programs
AWE scientists conducted 26 OMEGA target shots in 

FY07—30% more than the nominal allocation. The experi-
ments were focused on studies of radiation transport through 
enclosed spaces with inwardly moving walls—key to under-
standing the physics of laser-heated hohlraums.

FY07 Laser Facility Report
The OMEGA facility conducted 1514 target shots for a 

variety of users in FY07 (see Fig. 1). The OMEGA Avail-
ability and Experimental Effectiveness averages for the year 
were 92.8% and 95.9%, respectively. Highlights of the year 
included the following:

•	 A	total	of	27	D2	and	17	DT	low-adiabat	cryogenic	target	
implosions	that	required	high-contrast	pulse	shapes	were	
performed.

•	 An	offline	OMEGA	frequency-conversion-crystal	(FCC)	
tuning	test	bed	was	developed.

•	 More	than	25	new	or	significantly	modified	target-diagnostic	
systems were qualified for use on the OMEGA Experimental 
Facility in FY07. These diagnostics supported LLE, LLNL, 
LANL, AWE, and CEA experiments.

•	 Significant	modifications	were	made	to	the	OMEGA	Laser	
Facility	in	FY07	to	integrate	the	OMEGA	EP	short-pulse	
beam	into	the	OMEGA	target	chamber.
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FY07 OMEGA target shot summary.

Education at LLE
As the only major university participant in the National ICF 

Program, education continues to be an important mission for 
the Laboratory. A report on this year’s Summer High School 
Research Program is described in detail on p. 238. Fourteen stu-
dents participated in this year’s program. The William D. Ryan 
Inspirational Teacher Award was presented to Mr. Christian 
Bieg, a physics teacher at Fairport High School.

Graduate students are using the OMEGA laser for fusion 
research and other facilities for HED research and technol-
ogy development. They are making significant contributions 
to LLE’s research activities. Twenty-nine faculty from five 
departments collaborate with LLE’s scientists and engineers. 
Presently, 77 graduate students are involved in research projects 
at LLE, and LLE directly sponsors 42 students pursuing Ph.D. 
degrees via the NNSA-supported Frank Horton Fellowship Pro-
gram in Laser Energetics. Their research includes theoretical 
and experimental plasma physics, high-energy-density physics, 
x-ray and atomic physics, nuclear fusion, ultrafast optoelectron-
ics, high-power-laser development and applications, nonlinear 
optics, optical materials and optical fabrications technology, 
and target fabrication.

Approximately 68 undergraduate students participated in 
work or research projects at LLE this past year. Student projects 
include operational maintenance of the OMEGA Laser System; 
work in laser development, materials, and optical-thin-film–
coating laboratories; and programming, image processing, 
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and diagnostic development. This is a unique opportunity for 
students, many of whom will go on to pursue a higher degree in 
the area in which they gained experience at the Laboratory.

In addition, LLE directly funds research programs within 
the MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, the State University 

Robert L. McCrory 
Director, Laboratory for Laser Energetics

Vice Provost, University of Rochester

of New York (SUNY) at Geneseo, the University of Nevada, 
Reno, and the University of Wisconsin. These programs involve 
a total of approximately 16 graduate students, 27 undergraduate 
students, and 7 faculty members.
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Introduction
Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) occurs when a spherical shell 
target containing cryogenic thermonuclear fuel (i.e., DT) is 
imploded.�–9 The implosion is initiated by the ablation of mate-
rial from the outer surface using either intense laser beams (direct 
drive)3,5,6,8,9 or x rays produced in a high-Z enclosure (indirect 
drive).4,7 The ablated shell mass forms a coronal plasma that sur-
rounds the target and accelerates the shell inward via the rocket 
effect. When the higher-density shell converges toward the target 
center and is decelerated by the lower-density fuel, a hot spot 
forms. Compression by the cold, dense shell causes the pressure 
and DT fusion reaction rate of the hot spot to increase. It is pre-
dicted that the a-particle fusion products will deposit sufficient 
energy in the hot spot to launch a thermonuclear burn wave out 
through the cold, dense fuel in the shell just prior to stagnation 
when the areal density of the hot spot exceeds 0.3 g/cm2 and the 
hot-spot temperature reaches �0 keV (Ref. 4). Energy gain with 
hot-spot ignition depends on the implosion velocity of the shell 
Vimp, the shell areal density tRshell at the time of burn, and the 
in-flight shell adiabat ,P Pfuel Fermia =  defined as the ratio of 
the pressure in the main fuel layer Pfuel to the Fermi-degenerate 
pressure PFermi.

4,�0–�2 

A physical understanding of the energy transport from the 
laser to the target is required to develop capsule designs that can 
achieve energy gain with ICF. An experimental investigation of 
direct-drive energy coupling is the subject of this article. The 
60-beam, 30-kJ, 35�-nm OMEGA Laser System�3 is used to 
irradiate millimeter-scale, spherical and planar plastic and cryo-
genic D2 and DT targets on nanosecond time scales with peak 
intensities I ranging from �0�3 to �0�5 W/cm2. High levels of laser 
drive uniformity are achieved with 2-D smoothing by spectral 
dispersion (SSD) and polarization smoothing (PS).�4 The three 
major parts of energy coupling—laser absorption, electron ther-
mal transport, and shock heating of the target—were diagnosed 
with a wide variety of experiments. The experimental results are 
compared with the simulations of the �-D hydrodynamics code 
LILAC,�5 which is used to design ignition targets for the �.8-MJ, 
35�-nm, �92-beam National Ignition Facility (NIF).�6 The initial 
design of a direct-drive-ignition target relies on �-D simulations 

to optimize the energetics of the implosion. Subsequent calcula-
tions are performed with the 2-D hydrodynamics code DRACO 
to mitigate the deleterious effects of hydrodynamic instabili-
ties on target performance.�7 Energy coupling to the target is 
primarily a �-D effect; therefore, comparisons of experimental 
results with �-D LILAC simulations are presented. The physics of 
direct-drive energy coupling is similar for plastic and cryogenic 
targets. The initial coupling is identical since cryogenic targets 
have a thin plastic ablator; however, the subsequently formed 
lower-Z, hydrogen-isotope, coronal plasma absorbs less laser 
energy. Plastic targets reduce the complexity and cost of the 
experiment and increase the shot rate. 

ICF target acceleration and deceleration are realized when 
hot, low-density plasma pushes against cold, high-density 
plasma, making the target implosion inherently susceptible to 
the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) hydrodynamic instability.4–9,�8–20 
High-gain, direct-drive ICF target implosions require accurate 
predictions of the shell adiabat a since it defines the mini-
mum energy needed for hot-spot ignition and the amount of 
ablative stabilization in the RT growth rate. The shell adiabat 
is tuned by varying the temporal pulse shape of the laser 
irradiation. The minimum energy for hot-spot ignition scales 
as ?E V. .

min
� 8 5 8

impaa k (Refs. �� and �2); hence, low-adiabat 
implosions with high-implosion velocities require less laser 
energy to ignite. A higher adiabat at the ablation front reduces 
the RT growth rate ,kg VaRT RT RT-c a b=  where aRT and bRT 
are constants, k is the wave number of the perturbation, and g 
is the target acceleration (Refs. �8 and �9), by increasing the 
ablative stabilization term,2�,22 which is proportional to the 
velocity of the ablation front with respect to the unablated shell 
Va. The ablation velocity depends on the shell adiabat Va ? a3/5 

(Ref. �9). A balance must be struck between the laser energy 
and the shell stability constraints to choose a shell adiabat. 

A schematic of direct-drive energy coupling is presented in 
Fig. �09.�. After the initial breakdown of the target surface with 
the intense laser beams, the laser light no longer propagates to 
the ablation front. Instead, the expanding coronal plasma forms 
a critical electron density ,n mc e L

2 2 2
cr r m=  where m is the 

Laser Absorption, Mass Ablation Rate, and Shock Heating 
in Direct-Drive Inertial Confinement Fusion
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electron mass, c is the speed of light, e is the electron charge, 
and mL is the laser wavelength, and the laser energy is absorbed 
primarily via inverse bremsstrahlung in the underdense corona 
having electron densities less than the critical density ne # ncr, 
where ncr (mL = 35� nm) = 9 # �02� cm–3. The fraction of laser 
energy absorbed in the corona, fabs, is inferred from measure-
ments of the scattered light.
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Figure �09.�
Diagram illustrating the flow of energy from the laser to the target in direct-drive 
ICF. Typical laser irradiation conditions are listed. The laser energy is absorbed 
in the corona at densities less than the critical density via inverse bremsstrahlung. 
Thermal electron conduction transports the absorbed energy to the ablation front. 
Laser ablation launches a shock wave in the ablator or shell of the target. 

As shown in Fig. �09.�, the energy flows from the criti-
cal-density surface to the ablation front via electron thermal 
transport. This process is calculated in LILAC�5 using a flux-
limited thermal transport model.23 The efficiency hhydro of this 
process can be obtained by comparing the mass ablation rate 
mo  to the measured laser absorption fraction fabs.

4 The mass 
ablation rate is inferred from time-resolved x-ray burnthrough 
measurements of laser-driven targets with buried high-Z tracer 
layers.24–34 To eliminate the early burnthrough due to the RT 
instability growth,34 the measurements are performed on solid, 
plastic spherical targets. In contrast to an accelerating, spherical 
shell target with a buried high-Z layer, a solid target does not 
accelerate and is not susceptible to the RT instability; therefore, 
the burnthrough measurement will be affected only by the laser 
ablation. The effects of the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability on 
the burnthrough experiments presented here have been estimated 
to be negligible. Both the ablation pressure P and the mass 
ablation rate depend on the amount of energy coupled to the 
ablation front: P ? (fabshhydroI)2/3 and ? ,m f I � 3

abs hydroho ` j  and 
the implosion velocity is proportional to the ratio of the ablation 
pressure to the mass ablation rate ?V P mimp o_ i (Ref. 4).

The laser ablation process launches a shock wave into the 
target that compresses and heats the shell (Fig. �09.�). This 
primary source of heating determines the adiabat for the bulk 
of the shell. X-ray radiation and energetic electrons provide 
additional but lower levels of shell heating. Diagnosing the 
plasma conditions in the shock-heated shell and modeling its 
equation of state are challenging since they straddle the bound-
aries between Fermi-degenerate, strongly coupled, and weakly 
coupled plasmas (i.e., �023 cm–3 < ne < �024 cm–3 and �0 eV < 
Te < 40 eV). Such plasmas are too cold to emit x rays and too 
dense to be probed with optical Thomson scattering. The 
amount of shock heating in planar-CH-foil targets was diag-
nosed with time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy35–37 
and noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering.38 

The implosion can be divided into four stages: shock 
propagation, acceleration phase, deceleration phase, and peak 
compression. This article concentrates on the first two stages, 
when the laser irradiates the target and when the shell adia-
bat is set. It is organized as follows: A description of the �-D 
hydrodynamics code and its predictions are presented in 1-D 
Hydrodynamics Code (p. 2). The scattered-light measure-
ments are presented in Laser-Absorption Experiment (p. 3). 
The laser-driven burnthrough measurements are described in 
Mass-Ablation-Rate Experiment (p. 5). The shock-heating 
measurements are presented in Shock-Heating Experi-
ment (p. 8). Throughout this article, the highly reproducible 
experimental results achieved with a high level of laser drive 
uniformity are shown to constrain the modeling of direct-drive 
energy transport from the laser to the target. The limitations 
of the flux-limited thermal-transport model23 and further 
improvements in the modeling are presented in Discussion 
(p. ��). A nonlocal treatment of the thermal transport, which 
is in progress,39 is expected to improve agreement between the 
simulation and the experiment. 

1-D Hydrodynamics Code 
Direct-drive implosions on the OMEGA Laser System 

are routinely simulated with the �-D hydrodynamics code 
LILAC.�5 This code is used to design high-gain, direct-drive 
implosions for the NIF.6,8,9 The electron thermal conduction 
that throttles the energy flow in direct-drive ICF is challenging 
to model.23,39,40 As described below, it is currently simulated 
with a flux-limited thermal-transport model. The main objec-
tive of this detailed investigation is to tune the physics models 
in LILAC by comparing the predicted laser absorption, mass 
ablation rate, and shock heating with the measured quantities. 
Accurate simulations of OMEGA experiments will instill 
confidence in the target designs for the NIF. 
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A detailed description of LILAC can be found elsewhere�5 
with the main features of the code described in this section. 
Laser absorption is calculated using a ray-trace algorithm 
that models inverse bremsstrahlung. Transport of radiation is 
modeled through multigroup diffusion with the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory Astrophysical Tables4� providing the 
opacities. The SESAME tables are used to model the equation of 
state. LILAC uses a flux-limited Spitzer–Härm42 electron-ther-
mal-conduction model that calculates the effective heat flux qeff 
using a sharp cutoff model [i.e., qeff = min(qSH, fqFS)]. The heat 
flux is proportional to the temperature gradient qSH = –ldTe. 
In the region where qSH > qFS, the heat flux is calculated as a 
fraction f of the free stream limit qFS = nTeVT, where l is the 
heat conductivity, Te is the electron temperature, V T mT e e=  
is the thermal electron velocity, and ne is the electron density. 
The coefficient f is commonly referred to as a “flux limiter.” 
Typical values of f for simulations of direct-drive experiments 
are 0.04 < f < 0.�. The larger the flux limiter, the closer the heat 
flux is to the classical Spitzer–Härm limit. 

The classical heat-transport theory of Spitzer–Härm is valid 
when the mean free path of the electron is much smaller than 
the temperature-gradient length of the plasma. This is not a 

good approximation for the steep gradients near the critical 
density in direct-drive ICF. Nonlocal energy-transport cal-
culations have been proposed using Fökker–Planck codes to 
model the heat flux in direct-drive ICF when the temperature 
scale length is a few electron mean free paths;40 however, until 
recently such calculations have been implemented with limited 
success in hydrodynamics codes.43 A new nonlocal-transport 
model using a simplified Boltzmann equation (Krook model) 
has been developed and incorporated in LILAC.39 

Laser-Absorption Experiment
The fraction of laser energy absorbed in the corona is 

inferred from power measurements of the 35�-nm light scat-
tered from spherical implosions44–47 of cryogenic D2 and 
plastic-shell targets.48 Scattered light is detected behind two 
focusing lenses in the full-aperture backscatter stations (FABS) 
of beams 25 and 30: time-resolved spectra and calorimetric 
measurements are recorded.49 Time-resolved spectra of the 
scattered light collected between the focusing lenses are also 
recorded. The scattered light is assumed to be distributed uni-
formly over 4r since the calculated deviations from isotropy 
are in the �% to 2% range. As shown in Fig. �09.2, there is 
good agreement (within !2% rms) between time-integrated 
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absorption data and the LILAC predictions for a wide variety 
of targets, laser pulse shapes, and irradiation energies. (The 
overall accuracy of the FABS calorimetry is estimated at �% 
to 2% rms. Systematic errors of #3% between the calorimeters 
in the two FABS stations arise from the shot-to-shot varia-
tions in the transmissions of the blast shields protecting the 
OMEGA focus lenses that are coated with target debris from 
experiments. These errors are calibrated and corrected during 
routine system maintenance every few weeks.) 

Since the shell adiabat is tuned by varying the temporal 
pulse shape of the laser irradiation, power measurements of the 
scattered light are essential to characterize the drive. The time-
resolved scattered-light spectrum presented in Fig. �09.3(a) was 
recorded for the shaped laser pulse drive shown on a linear 
scale in Fig. �09.3(a) and a log scale in Fig. �09.3(b). The laser 
pulse has a low-intensity foot followed by a higher-intensity 
main drive. The shell adiabat is set during the foot portion of 
the pulse. A comparison of the time histories of the measured, 
spectrally integrated, scattered-light signal and the LILAC 
prediction is shown in Fig. �09.3(b). Two flux limiters were 
considered: f = 0.06 and f = 0.�. Overall the LILAC predic-
tion for the scattered-light power is in good agreement with 
the measurement over more than three orders of magnitude; 
however, some differences (�0% of the absolute scattered-light 
fraction) are observed that could affect the shock dynamics 

(i.e., shock timing and shock strength). It is difficult to ascribe 
a single rms error estimate to the time-resolved absorption (or 
scattered-light) measurements. The absorption and scattering 
processes are affected by detailed coronal plasma conditions 
created by the incident laser pulse shape. During the first �00 ps 
of the laser pulse and at low intensities, the discrepancy can be 
as high as 50% or more without affecting the time-integrated 
absorption, while later in the plasma evolution, nonlinear 
effects can instantaneously lead to enhanced scattering of up 
to �0%. These discrepancies are well outside the experimental 
error bars, which depend on the dynamic range and the record-
ing intensities on the streak camera. The discrepancy revealed 
with the scattered-light power is not evident in shock-velocity 
measurements, which can discriminate between the flux limit-
ers under consideration.39,50 

The measured absorption is systematically higher than 
predicted during the first �00 to 200 ps of the laser pulse. This 
is difficult to see in Fig. �09.3(b) because of the compressed 
time scale. The higher absorption at early times during the 
initial plasma formation is more apparent with a double-picket 
laser pulse (i.e., a train of two �00-ps laser pulses separated 
by 400 ps with ~�2 J/beam in the first pulse and ~�8 J/beam 
in the second pulse) experiment. The double-picket laser pulse 
shape is presented in Fig. �09.4(a), with the resulting streaked 
spectrum of the measured scattered light shown in Fig. �09.4(b). 
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curve) incident on target. LILAC predictions for two flux limiters are shown: f = 0.06 (dotted curve) and f = 0.� (solid curve). Time-integrated laser absorption 
fractions are listed for the three scattered-light curves. 
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Although the 52% temporally integrated absorption fraction 
inferred from the experiment for the first peak is higher than the 
39% LILAC prediction with f = 0.06, a simulation with a higher 
flux limiter of f = 0.� (predicted absorption fraction = 53%) 
matches the experimental result. After the corona is estab-
lished with the first pulse, the measured absorption fraction of 
the second pulse (72%) is matched with the lower flux limiter 
(predicted absorption fraction = 72%), while the higher flux 
limiter of f = 0.� overpredicts an absorption fraction of 84%. 
Therefore, the flux limiter needs to vary in time to simulate the 
measured absorption fraction. Fökker–Planck simulations have 
predicted a time-varying flux limiter.43 The enhanced absorp-
tion at early times is likely due to resonance absorption at very 
low I �0 W m cm<L

2 �3 2 2m n  with concomitant low energetic 
electron production (Th < �0 keV). In the overall energetics 
this enhanced absorption is negligible; however, the energetic 
electrons can deposit their energy in the shell. 

The time-resolved scattered-light spectra shown in 
Figs. �09.3(a) and �09.4(b) contain significant information. The 
initial rapid blue shift in the spectra is directly related to the 
rapid buildup of the plasma corona whose optical path length 
decreases as the plasma size increases. This is most easily 

seen in Fig. �09.4(b) where the incident laser bandwidth was 
very narrow compared to the scattered-light spectra shown. In 
addition, the broad incident spectrum presented in Fig. �09.3(a) 
(dotted line) changes dramatically during the high-intensity 
part of the laser pulse, indicating that nonlinear processes are 
changing the spectra and possibly the scattered-light levels. A 
detailed investigation of these spectra is currently underway. 

Mass-Ablation-Rate Experiment
The mass ablation rate is inferred from time-resolved x-ray 

burnthrough measurements24–34 of solid, spherical plastic targets 
with buried tracer layers of Ti. Hydrodynamic instabilities are 
expected to have negligible effects on the inferred mass abla-
tion rate since these targets do not accelerate. The �-D simula-
tions show that the shell trajectory of an imploding target has 
a negligible effect on the mass ablation rate for the �-ns square 
laser pulse; therefore, the non-accelerating, solid, spherical burn-
through target is predicted to have a mass ablation rate similar 
to the shell target. The target shown in Fig. �09.5 is irradiated 
with 60 beams smoothed with 2-D SSD and PS,�4 using a 23-kJ, 
�-ns square laser pulse with a peak intensity of � # �0�5 W/cm2. 
The ablation time is measured for three ablator thicknesses (2, 
5, and 8 nm) to sample the mass ablation rate at different times 
during the laser pulse. It is predicted that the mass ablation rate 
for the �-ns square laser pulse, having near-constant laser irradia-
tion, has small temporal variations; therefore, the burnthrough 
experiment is not preferentially sampling particular times 
during the laser pulse. The mass ablation rate is inferred from 
the onset of the K-shell emission of the ablated Ti tracer layer. 
Prior to ablation the Ti layer is too cold to emit x rays; however, 
as the Ti is ablated into the hot corona, a significant fraction of 
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Figure �09.5
Diagram of nonaccelerating target used for laser-driven burnthrough experiment. 
The solid, spherical plastic (CH) target has a buried tracer layer of Ti (0.� nm 
thick). The target specifications and laser irradiation conditions are shown. 
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its population is ionized to the He-like and H-like charge states 
and emits K-shell emission in the 4.5- to 5.5-keV photon energy 
range. The experimental signature of burnthrough is given by 
the Ti Hea emission. 

Time-resolved, Ti K-shell spectroscopic measurements 
were performed with x-ray streak cameras5� outfitted with a 
Bragg crystal spectrometer that used a flat RbAP (rubidium 
acid phthalate) crystal to disperse the spectrum onto a gold 
photocathode. The time axis for the streaked x-ray spectra 
was established as follows: The streak speed of the camera is 
calibrated using a temporally modulated ultraviolet laser pulse 
(i.e., a sequence of eight consecutive Gaussian laser pulses 
having a 548-ps period). The temporal resolution, defined 
by the streak speed and the photocathode slit width, is 50 ps. 
Defining the time t = 0 is challenging because the initial x-ray 
emission from the target is below the detection threshold of 
the diagnostic. Using the 4.5-keV x-ray continuum emission 
as a timing fiducial, the absolute timing is determined by 
synchronizing the measured pulse with the simulated one as 
described below. The synchronization is performed for each 
flux limiter under consideration since the temporal shape of the 
x-ray pulse depends on the flux limiter. The standard deviation 
of the difference between the measured and simulated x-ray 
pulse duration is 50 ps; therefore, the uncertainty in the mea-
sured burnthrough time is estimated to be !50 ps. The spectra 

recorded for the 2-nm CH ablator are shown in Fig. �09.6(a). 
The laser strikes the target at t = 0 ns and the onset of the Ti 
Hea signature burnthrough emission occurs around 0.3 ns. A 
similar measurement is presented in Fig. �09.6(b) for the 8-nm 
CH ablator. The spectral resolving power (E/DE ~ 50) is limited 
by source broadening but is clearly high enough to resolve the 
prominent Ti K-shell emissions. The streaked spectra presented 
in Fig. �09.6 show that the burnthrough occurs later for the 
target with the thicker CH ablator, as expected. 

Weak Ca K-shell emissions are observed in the burnthrough 
x-ray spectra of Fig. �09.6. Calcium is a surface contaminant 
of the solid plastic target introduced during production of the 
sphere. The calcium layer is ablated into the coronal plasma 
and emits K-shell emission around the same time as Ti. It is 
an experimental artifact that does not affect the measured 
burnthrough time. 

The x-ray emission from the corona is simulated by post-
processing the LILAC prediction with the time-dependent 
atomic physics code Spect3D.52 As mentioned above, the 
x-ray continuum emission from the target during the first few 
hundred picoseconds is below the detection threshold of the 
diagnostic; therefore, the absolute timing of the measurement 
is established by synchronizing the measured x-ray continuum 
in the 4.5-keV range with the LILAC/Spect3D prediction. The 
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synchronized x-ray pulses are shown in Fig. �09.7(a) for the 
8-nm CH ablator. In Fig. �09.7(b), the temporal evolution of the 
Ti Hea emission predicted with LILAC/Spect3D is compared 
with the measured burnthrough emission for the 8-nm CH 
ablator. Two flux limiters ( f = 0.06 and f = 0.�) were considered, 
and the experimental results are closer to the predictions with 
the higher flux-limiter value. Comparisons of the predicted 

and measured burnthrough times for these two flux limiters 
are presented in Fig. �09.8 for the ablators under consideration. 
The burnthrough time is defined as the time at which the Ti Hea 
emission reaches �0% of its peak intensity. It is clear from 
Fig. �09.8 that the burnthrough experiment is more consistent 
with the higher mass ablation rate of the LILAC prediction with 
f = 0.�. A flux limiter of f = 0.� was also needed to simulate the 

Figure �09.7
(a) Time histories of the measured (diamond symbols) and simulated (dotted curve for f = 0.06 and solid curve for f = 0.�) x-ray continuum in the ~4.5-keV 
range, and (b) time histories of the measured (diamond symbols) and simulated (dotted curve for f = 0.06 and solid curve for f = 0.�) Ti Hea emission for the 
laser-driven burnthrough experiment. 

Figure �09.8
A comparison of the measured laser-driven burnthrough time and (a) the LILAC prediction with a flux limiter f = 0.06 and (b) the LILAC prediction with a flux 
limiter f = 0.� for the three ablators under consideration. 
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ablation-front perturbation oscillations for Richtmyer–Meshkov 
instability experiments on OMEGA.39,53 

Shock-Heating Experiment 
The shock wave launched by laser ablation into the target is 

the primary source of heating for the bulk of the shell. X-ray 
radiation and energetic electrons from the corona can provide 
additional heating to portions of the shell near the ablation front. 
The amount of shock heating in planar-CH-foil targets was 
diagnosed using two techniques: time-resolved x-ray absorption 
spectroscopy and noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scatter-
ing. A detailed description of the latter experiment can be found 
elsewhere.38 The results of the former experiment will be briefly 
described in this section; however, a more detailed version will 
be published separately.37 Planar geometry is a good approxi-
mation for the shell during the shock-propagation stage of the 
implosion since convergence can be neglected. It also provides 
better diagnostic access than a spherical shell target. 

Local shell conditions were measured using time-resolved 
x-ray absorption spectroscopy of plastic foil targets with a 
buried tracer layer of Al as shown in Fig. �09.9. As the shock 
wave propagates through the Al, it compresses and ionizes the 
Al. The buried depth of the tracer layer is varied to probe the 
plasma conditions in different regions of the target. As shown 
in Fig. �09.�0, Al �s–2p x-ray absorption spectroscopy of a CH 
planar target with a buried Al tracer layer (� to 2 nm thick) was 
performed with a point-source (i.e., <�00-nm) Sm backlighter 
irradiated with laser intensities of ~�0�6 W/cm2. The overall 

thickness (~50 nm) of the drive foil was chosen to delay the accel-
eration phase until after the absorption spectra were recorded, 
minimizing the influences of hydrodynamic instabilities on the 
measurements. The direct-drive target was irradiated with up to 
�8 laser beams that were smoothed with phase plates, 2-D SSD, 
and PS.�4 The overlapped intensity had a uniform drive portion 
with a 400-nm diameter and peak intensities in the range of �0�4 
to �0�5 W/cm2. The Sm M-shell emission in the �.4- to �.7-keV 
range overlaps the bound–bound absorption features of Al near 
�.5 keV and probes the uniform drive portion of the target.35 
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Figure �09.9
Diagram of the target used to diagnose the shock-heated conditions of a direct-
drive ICF target. X-ray radiation and energetic electrons provide additional 
heating. X-ray absorption spectra of buried high-Z tracer layer are used to 
diagnose the plasma conditions in the shock-heated target. The position of 
the layer is varied to probe different regions of the target. 
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The frequency-dependent transmission of the shock-heated Al 
layer, obtained from the ratio I I e , ,n T L

0 e eo o = -n o t∆_ _ _i i i7 A of 
the transmitted backlighter spectrum I(o) to the incident Sm 
spectrum I0(o), depends on the mass absorption coefficient n 
and the areal density of the Al layer tDL. The absorption coef-
ficient is sensitive to variations in ne and Te for the shock-heated 
conditions under consideration.36 The high electron densities 
cause the spectral line shapes of the bound–bound absorption 
features to be Stark-broadened beyond the instrumental spectral 
resolution (~3 eV). The incident and transmitted spectra were 
recorded with an x-ray streak camera5� outfitted with a Bragg 
crystal spectrometer that used a flat RbAP crystal to disperse 
the spectrum onto a low-density CsI photocathode. The temporal 
resolution of the measurement was ~�00 ps. 

The sensitivity of the absorption spectroscopy to variations 
in the electron temperature is illustrated in Fig. �09.��. The 
predicted Al �s–2p absorption spectra, obtained by post-pro-
cessing the LILAC simulation for shot #44��6 with the time-
dependent atomic physics code Spect3D,52 are compared to the 
electron temperature in the Al layer. The target had a �-nm-
thick Al layer buried at a depth of �0 nm in a 50-nm-thick CH 
target and was irradiated with a �-ns square laser pulse having 
a peak intensity of � # �0�5 W/cm2. A flux limiter of 0.06 was 
used for the simulation. The electron temperature in the Al 
layer was calculated as follows: The LILAC/Spect3D spectra 

were compared with spectra calculated with the time-depen-
dent atomic physics code PrismSPECT52 assuming uniform 
shell conditions for various combinations of ne and Te. The 
best fit between the LILAC/Spect3D spectra and PrismSPECT 
was determined based on a least-squares-fitting routine, which 
inferred ne and Te simultaneously. The accuracy of the Te 
inference is �0%, while the uncertainty of the ne inference 
is about a factor of 2. The stair step in the simulated electron 
temperature observed in Fig. �09.�� around 0.5 ns is due to the 
discrete electron temperatures considered in the spectral fitting 
routine. Higher-charge states of Al are ionized in succession 
and absorb in �s–2p transitions as the shell Te increases. At 
time t = 0 ns, the laser irradiation of the target begins. When 
the shock propagates through the buried Al layer, the sharp rise 
in the temperature ionizes the Al and the lowest-charge states 
of Al (i.e., F-like and O-like) are observed in �s–2p absorption. 
The second rise in electron temperature at 0.75 ns occurs when 
the heat front penetrates the Al layer and ultimately ionizes it 
to the K shell. The minimum electron temperature that can be 
currently diagnosed using this technique is ~�0 eV. 

Time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy was per-
formed using a 50-nm-thick target with a �- or 2-nm-thick 
Al layer buried at a depth of �0 nm. Two laser intensities 
were studied: � # �0�4 W/cm2 generating a �0-Mbar shock 
and � # �0�5 W/cm2 generating a 50-Mbar shock. The pre-
dicted, shocked mass density in the Al layer for the higher 
intensity drive is ~8 g/cm3. The streaked x-ray spectra are 
presented in Fig. �09.�2 with the prominent absorption fea-
tures identified. The cold K edge of Al can be observed prior 
to the shock arrival at the Al layer. The diagnostic utility 
of the temperature and density dependence of the K-edge 
shift is currently being studied. Only the F-like Al �s–2p 
absorption feature is observed with the lower drive intensity 
[Fig. �09.�2(a)]. The three lowest-charge states (F-like, O-like, 
and N-like) appear in absorption when shock heated by the 
higher intensity [Fig. �09.�2(b)]. The Sm backlighter and 
the CH/Al/CH target have the same �-ns square laser pulse 
drive, but the Sm backlighter was fired 200 ps earlier than 
the drive foil to optimize the backlighter brightness for the 
shock-heating period of the Al layer. The higher charge states 
associated with the heat-front penetration that are predicted 
in Fig. �09.�� are not observed in Fig. �09.�2(b) because the 
Sm backlighter was off at that time. The temporal onset of 
the �s–2p absorption depends on the buried depth of the Al 
layer and the shock velocity. 

The measured spectral line shapes were compared with sim-
ulated absorption spectra calculated with LILAC and Spect3D. 
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A detailed description can be found elsewhere.37 Reasonable 
agreement was observed for the lower drive intensity; however, 
the higher-charge states were observed in the measured absorp-
tion spectrum compared to the simulated absorption spectrum 
for the higher drive intensity. This indicates that the measured 
electron temperature is higher than the prediction. The mea-
sured spectra were compared with simulated spectra calculated 
with PrismSPECT52 assuming uniform shell conditions for 
various combinations of ne and Te. The best fit to the measured 
spectra was determined based on a least-squares-fitting routine, 
which inferred ne and Te simultaneously. The electron density 
inferred from the higher laser drive intensity was � # �024 cm–3 

and for the lower drive intensity was 5 # �023 cm–3, consistent 
with the �-D predictions. The time history comparing the pre-
dicted electron temperature with the measurements is shown 
in Fig. �09.�3. Again, the simulated electron temperature was 
calculated as follows: (�) LILAC was post-processed with 
Spect3D and (2) the simulated absorption spectra were fitted 
with PrismSPECT, assuming uniform electron temperature 
and density in the Al layer. These calculations were performed 

Figure �09.�3
Comparison of time-resolved electron temperature in the Al layer inferred 
from the experiment (triangles) with LILAC simulations using f = 0.06 
(dashed curves) and f = 0.� (solid curves) for drive intensities of (a) � # 
�0�4 W/cm2 and (b) � # �0�5 W/cm2. 

Figure �09.�2
Time-resolved x-ray absorption spectra recorded for drive intensities of 
(a) � # �0�4 W/cm2 and (b) � # �0�5 W/cm2. The prominent absorption 
features are identified. 
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for two flux limiters ( f = 0.06 and f = 0.�). For the lower drive 
intensity the predicted electron temperatures for both flux limit-
ers are close to the time-resolved electron temperatures inferred 
from the measured absorption spectra [Fig. �09.�3(a)]. These 
experimental measurements are consistent with the results from 
the noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering experi-
ment of a similar drive foil: an upper limit of Te = 20 eV was 
inferred in those experiments.38 The time-resolved electron 
temperatures inferred from the measured absorption spectra 
are higher than the simulated ones for the � # �0�5 W/cm2 drive 
intensity [Fig. �09.�3(b)]. The simulation with the higher flux 
limiter predicts more shock heating and an earlier penetration 
of the heat front. The initial level of measured shock heating 
is higher than the simulation with f = 0.�; however, the timing 
of the heat-front penetration is similar. 

Discussion
The experimental results indicate that the energy trans-

port from the critical density to the ablation front cannot be 
described by flux-limited diffusion and may be nonlocal. The 
role of nonlocal thermal transport is twofold: (�) It results in an 
effective time-dependent flux limiter that influences the laser 
absorption fraction, the shock timing, and the shock-heated 
conditions. (2) It results in preheat through the transport of 
energetic electrons, which would increase the shell tempera-
ture. All of the experimental results presented in this article 
were compared with LILAC simulations having flux limiters 
of f = 0.06 and f = 0.�. The measurements are accurate enough 
to distinguish between these two models. In some cases the 
simulations with the higher flux limiter were closer to the 
experimental observables. A higher flux limiter was needed 
to reduce the discrepancies between the simulations and mea-
surements for the early-time laser absorption, the mass ablation 
rate with laser irradiation of � # �0�5 W/cm2, and the shock 
heating with laser irradiation of � # �0�5 W/cm2. Preheat due 
to energetic electrons and x rays from the corona may explain 
shock heating at laser irradiation of � # �0�5 W/cm2. These 
observations are consistent with the effects of nonlocal electron 
thermal transport.39 Other effects influencing the measure-
ments also need to be investigated. The higher early-time laser 
absorption may be caused by resonance absorption,54 which is 
not included in the LILAC prediction. LILAC may be under-
estimating the predicted electron temperature due to shock 
heating. The accuracy of modeling the electron temperature in 
the Al layer needs to be investigated. The simulations with the 
lower flux limiter of f = 0.06 were close to the measurements 
of shock heating at laser irradiation of � # �0�4 W/cm2. This 
could be consistent with a nonlocal electron thermal transport 
if the preheat is negligible at the lower intensity.

This detailed comparison of the results from the experiment 
and LILAC reveals the limitations of a flux-limited thermal-
transport model for direct-drive ICF: a single-flux limiter can-
not explain all the experimental observables. Laser absorption 
measurements indicate a time-dependent flux limiter is required. 
However, a nonlocal treatment of the thermal transport currently 
under development39 is expected to improve agreement between 
the simulations and the experimental results. 

Conclusion
An investigation of direct-drive energy coupling was con-

ducted to tune the physics models of the �-D hydrodynamics 
code LILAC. The flow of energy from the laser to the target 
was inferred by measuring the laser absorption fraction, the 
mass ablation rate, and the amount of shock heating. The highly 
reproducible experimental results achieved with a high level of 
laser drive uniformity constrain the modeling of direct-drive 
energy coupling. All of the experimental results were compared 
with LILAC simulations having flux limiters of f = 0.06 and f = 
0.�. The detailed comparison reveals the limitation of a flux-lim-
ited thermal-transport model for direct-drive ICF: a single-flux 
limiter cannot explain all the experimental observables. Fur-
thermore, simulations of laser absorption measurements need a 
time-dependent flux limiter to match the data. The experimental 
results indicate that the energy transport from the critical density 
to the ablation front is probably nonlocal. A nonlocal treatment of 
the thermal transport in LILAC is expected to improve the agree-
ment between the simulations and the experimental results. 
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Introduction
Turbulent mix is a vital concern in inertial confinement fusion 
(ICF)1,2 since it can quench the nuclear burn in the hot spot 
prematurely, or even extinguish it entirely. The saturation of 
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability growth at a density interface 
leads to small-scale, turbulent eddies that in turn lead to mix-
ing of the high- and low-density materials.3 These mixing 
processes can disrupt the formation of the low-density hot 
spot, lowering its temperature and reducing its volume. The 
resulting lower nuclear production can fail to ignite the capsule. 
Understanding the extent of mix under different conditions is 
a crucial step toward mitigating its adverse effects.

A substantial and sustained effort to understand hydrody-
namic instabilities and mix has been ongoing for many decades, 
due in large part to their heavy impact on ICF. Reviews of the 
literature on experimental, computational, and theoretical work 
on hydrodynamic instabilities and mix can be found on, for 
example, the first page of Refs. 4 and 5. Related work on mix 
in ICF implosions includes papers by Li,6 Radha,7 Regan,8 and 
Wilson,9 as well as many others.

This article reviews and extends aspects of the work pub-
lished by Li et al.6 over a wider range of capsule parameters. 
In addition, we calculate a quantitative upper limit on the null 
result published by Petrasso et al.10 of the amount of mix at 
the time of shock collapse, which occurs before the onset of 
the deceleration phase. Results from time-dependent nuclear 
production history measurements of the mix region will be 
published elsewhere.11 A brief review of the causes and effects 
of mix can be found in the next section. The remaining sections 
(1) describe the experimental setup, (2) present experimental 
observations, (3) describe the constraint on the amount of 
fuel–shell mix between shock collapse and deceleration-phase 
onset, and (4) summarize our results.

Causes and Effects of Mix
When a fluid of density t1 accelerates a heavier fluid of 

density t2, the fluid interface is RT unstable. The rapid growth 
of initial perturbations sends spikes of the heavy fluid into the 

Nuclear Measurements of Fuel–Shell Mix in Inertial Confinement 
Fusion Implosions on OMEGA

light fluid, while bubbles of the light fluid penetrate into the 
heavy fluid. The exponential growth eventually saturates into a 
nonlinear regime where the spike and bubble amplitudes grow 
quadratically in time. As the spikes and bubbles continue to inter-
penetrate, velocity shear between the two fluids results in further 
instability (the drag-driven Kelvin–Helmholtz instability), caus-
ing the spike tips to “mushroom” and roll up on increasingly finer 
scales, increasing the vorticity of the flow and eventually leading 
to mixing of the two fluids on the atomic scale.

In ICF, both the acceleration and deceleration phases have 
RT-unstable surfaces.2 The low-density ablating mass pushes 
against the high-density “payload” during the acceleration phase, 
and after further convergence and compression, the high-density 
shell is stopped by the low-density hot spot during the deceleration 
phase. Initial perturbations are seeded by laser and target surface 
nonuniformities, and growth of these perturbations during the 
acceleration phase can feed through to the inner surface and con-
tribute to seeding perturbations for the deceleration phase.2

Unmitigated RT growth during the acceleration phase 
can eventually break through the shell, compromising its 
compressibility and reducing the attainable areal density of 
the assembled target at stagnation. RT growth during the 
deceleration phase can send spikes of cold, dense fuel into the 
central hot spot, potentially disrupting its formation. Even if 
the spikes do not reach the center, their penetration and the 
resultant mixing of the cold, dense shell with the low-density 
hot spot will cool the outer regions of the hot spot, reducing 
the volume participating in nuclear production.

Experimental Setup
Direct-drive implosions were conducted on OMEGA,12 with 

60 beams of frequency-tripled (351 nm) UV light in a 1-ns square 
pulse and a total energy of 23 kJ. One-THz-bandwidth smoothing 
by spectral dispersion and polarization smoothing of the laser 
beam were used.13 The beam-to-beam energy imbalance was 
typically between 2% and 4% rms. The spherical capsules had 
diameters between 860 and 940 nm, plastic-shell thicknesses of 
20, 24, or 27 nm, and a surface coating of 0.1 nm of aluminum.
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Three target configurations were used (Fig. 109.14): The 
reference “CH” capsules had shells made of plastic (CH) 
and a gaseous fill of D2 and 3He. “CD” capsules had gaseous 
fills of pure 3He, and a shell made mostly of CH, except for 
a 1-nm layer of deuterated plastic (CD) on the inner surface. 
“CD offset” capsules are like the CD capsules, except that the 
1-nm CD layer is offset from the inner surface by 1 nm of CH. 
The composition of the ordinary plastic consists of an H to C 
ratio of 1.38, and the deuterated plastic has a D to C ratio of 
1.56 (Ref. 6).

E15586JR

3He

18 to 25 nm CH 
1 nm CD
1 nm CH

CD offset capsule

450-nm
radius

3He

19 to 26 nm CH 

1 nm CD

CD capsule

D2 + 3He

20 to 27 nm CH 

CH capsule

Figure 109.14
0.5 or 2.5 mg/cm3 of pure 3He gas fills a 20- to 27-nm-thick plastic shell with a 
1-nm deuterated layer either adjacent to the inner surface (CD capsule) or offset 
from the inner surface by 1 nm (CD offset capsule). The reference (CH capsule) 
contains D3He gas and has no deuterated layer. Whereas CH capsules will 
produce D3He protons whenever the fuel gets sufficiently hot, CD capsules will 
produce only D3He protons if the fuel and shell become atomically mixed.

The pure 3He gases were filled to initial pressures of 4 and 
20 atm at a temperature of 293 K, corresponding to initial mass 
densities (t0) of 0.5 and 2.5 mg/cm3. The D2–3He gas is an 
equimolar mixture of D to 3He by atom and is filled to a hydro-
dynamically equivalent initial pressure as the pure-3He fill, as 
described in Ref. 14. Because fully ionized D and 3He have the 
same value of (1 + Z)/A, mixtures with the same mass density 
will also have the same total particle density and equation of 
state and can be considered hydrodynamically equivalent. For 

the 4- and 20-atm 3He fills, the hydrodynamically equivalent 
D2–3He pressures are 3.6 and 18 atm, respectively.

Hydrodynamic simulations of capsule implosions using the 
1-D code LILAC15 showed only minor differences in the timing 
and profiles between the equivalent CH and CD implosions. 
The convergence ratio Cr, defined as the initial inner capsule 
radius over the fuel–shell interface radius at the time of stag-
nation, for capsules with different shell thicknesses and initial 
fill density is shown in Table 109.I.

Table 109.I: Predicted convergence ratio Cr calculated by LILAC 
for different capsule parameters. Capsules with higher 
convergence ratios are expected to be more susceptible 
to mix. The convergence ratio does not differ signifi-
cantly between CH and CD capsules.

t0 (mg/cm3) Thickness (nm) Cr (1-D)

0.5 20 38.0

0.5 24 35.2

0.5 27 31.5

2.5 20 14.9

2.5 24 14.5

2.5 27 13.8

The following primary nuclear reactions can occur in targets 
containing both D2 and 3He:
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where the number in parentheses is the mean birth energy of 
the second product.

The set of capsules shown in Fig. 109.14 is ideal for studying 
the nature and extent of turbulent mix in ICF implosions. Whereas 
implosions of CH capsules will produce D3He protons whenever the 
fuel gas gets sufficiently hot, heating alone is not sufficient for D3He 
production in CD and CD offset capsules. To produce measurable 
D3He yields, these capsules require in addition the mixing of the fuel 
and shell on an atomic scale. Measurement or absence of the D3He 
yield in implosions of CD offset capsules can be used to ascertain 
the extent into the shell that turbulent mixing processes reach.

Fuel–shell mix is not a requirement to produce DD-n yields 
in CD and CD offset implosions, but measurement of the DD-n 
yield provides a useful way to determine if the CD layer was 
heated to temperatures near 1 keV.
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The primary diagnostics for this study were wedged-range-
filter (WRF) spectrometers,16 to measure the D3He proton yield 
and spectrum, and neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) scintillator 
detectors,17 to measure the DD-n yield. On a given shot, up to 
six WRF spectrometers were used simultaneously to improve 
the estimate of the D3He yield.16 The D3He proton spectrum 
measured from implosions of D3He-filled CH capsules often 
shows two distinct components, corresponding to D3He proton 
emission shortly after the collapse of the converging shock and to 
emission during the deceleration phase, about 300 ps later.10,18

Experimental Results
1. Yield Measurements

Turbulent mixing of the fuel and shell is demonstrated by 
measurements of finite D3He yields (Yp) in 3He-filled, CD capsules 
(see Fig. 109.15 and Ref. 6). The shock component, apparent in the 
spectrum of the CH capsule implosion above 14 MeV, is absent in 
the CD capsule. All D3He yields reported in this section for CH 

capsules will include only the compression component; the shock 
component will be considered in the following section.

The D3He yields from CD capsules are at least two orders 
of magnitude higher than would be expected by the interaction 
of thermal 3He ions penetrating through the CD layer surface,6 
even with enhanced surface area resulting from a RT-perturbed 
surface. The D3He yields are at least three orders of magnitude 
higher than the maximum that would be expected if some 3He 
had diffused into the CD layer between the times of fabrica-
tion and implosion.6 For yields as high as have been observed, 
there must be a region that has been heated to at least 1 keV and 
where the fuel and shell have experienced atomic mix. 

Significant D3He yield from CD-offset implosions dem-
onstrates that there is substantial mixing of the fuel with the 
“second” 1-nm layer of the shell (Fig. 109.16). Thermal 3He ions 
cannot penetrate through the first micron of the shell to produce 
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Figure 109.15
D3He proton spectra from a CH capsule (shot 37642) and from a 
CD capsule (shot 32828) with 2.5-mg/cm3 initial fill density. The 
high D3He yield from CD implosions demonstrates the existence of 
fuel–shell mix. The CD implosion yield, although substantially less 
than the yield from the CH implosion, is much higher than what would 
be expected in the absence of turbulent fuel–shell mix.
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Figure 109.16
D3He proton spectra from a CD capsule (shot 37636) and from a CD off-
set capsule (shot 37641) with 0.5-mg/cm3 initial fill density. The D3He 
yield drops by only a factor of 5 to 10 when the CD layer is offset from 
the inner surface by 1 nm, demonstrating that a substantial amount of 
the second micron of the shell is mixed with the fuel.
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Figure 109.17
(a) DD-n and (b) D3He yields from CH 
(solid triangles), CD (open circles), and 
CD-offset (open diamonds) implosions as 
a function of initial fill density for 20-nm-
thick shells. Yields from CD and CD-off-
set implosions decrease with increasing 
fill density, in contrast to the increasing 
yields from CH implosions. Points show 
the mean of each shot ensemble, where the 
standard error in the mean is smaller than 
the size of the markers.
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(a) DD-n and (b) D3He yield in CH (trian-
gles) and CD (circles) capsules with low 
(open markers) and high (solid markers) 
t0 as a function of shell thickness. Cap-
sules with lower t0 are more susceptible 
to mix for all shell thicknesses.

these yields, so the second micron must be exposed to the fuel by 
bubble growth and then mixed through turbulent processes.

The decreasing yields for increasing t0 in CD capsules con-
trast strongly with the increasing yields for increasing initial t0 
in the reference CH capsules (see Fig. 109.17). This is evidence 
that the extent of mix is reduced for increasing initial fill den-
sity, since Yp in CD implosions is lower, even though the core 
conditions are more favorable for nuclear production, as seen 
by the higher value of Yp for CH implosions. Yp in CD-offset 
implosions decreases by an additional factor of 5 and 10 com-
pared to inner CD capsule implosions for 0.5 and 2.5 mg/cm3 
fills, respectively.

The lower DD-n yield (Yn) for CD implosions with higher 
t0 indicates that less heating of the CD layer occurred in these 

implosions. Additional heating of the inner surface of the shell 
can occur through thermal conduction from and turbulent mix 
with the hot fuel. The lower Yn supports the picture of reduced 
mix for higher-density fills.

Yields in both CH and CD implosions decrease with increas-
ing shell thickness (Fig. 109.18). Thicker shells decrease Yp by 
a larger factor in CD capsules compared to CH capsules, which 
suggests that the effects of mix are diminished. However, Yn 
decreases by a smaller factor in CD capsules, which may be due 
to temperature effects dominating mix effects for the neutron 
yield in such implosions.

2. Areal Density Measurements
Evidence for a delay in nuclear production can be found through 

measurement of the compression of the target at bang time by 
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Mean and standard error of tR’s for 
CH (solid markers) and CD (open 
markers) implosions as a function 
of shell thickness with (a) high- and 
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burn-averaged tR is consistently 
higher for CD capsules.

means of the areal density tR. Areal density is inferred from 
the mean downshift of the D3He proton spectrum from the birth 
energy of 14.7 MeV, so the inferred tR is an average measurement 
of tR over the time of nuclear production. Because the capsule 
continues to compress, and tR to increase, throughout the decel-
eration phase, one would expect that if bang time occurs during 
a later stage of the deceleration phase for an otherwise equivalent 

implosion, then the average tR would be higher.11,18 As seen in 
Fig. 109.19, the inferred burn-averaged tR is higher for implosions 
of CD capsules than for CH capsules. This is qualitatively consis-
tent with the later bang times measured for CD capsules.

The experimental results of these experiments are summa-
rized in Table 109.II. The mean and standard error are shown of 

Table 109.II: Experimental yield and areal density results of CH, CD, and CD-offset capsule implosions. The 
values shown are the mean and standard error of all shots in a particular ensemble, with the yield 
errors expressed as a percent of the mean. The quoted D3He yield and areal density for CH capsules 
include the compression component only.

Type t0  
(mg/cm3)

Thickness 
(nm)

Number 
of shots

Yn 
(#108)

Error 
(%)

Yp 
(#107)

Error 
(%)

tR  
(mg/cm2)

Error

CH 0.5 19.9 17 31.3 6 24.3 11 54 1.5

CH 0.5 23.9 9 9.6 6 3.5 12 54 2.3

CH 0.5 27.1 8 6.7 7 1.13 30 56 2.0

CH 2.5 19.8 61 142 4 54.4 5 51 1.0

CH 2.5 23.8 26 58 5 13.2 8 59 1.3

CH 2.5 26.9 16 35 5 5.6 8 62 2.0

CD 0.5 20.2 7 10.8 10 2.9 10 60 2.4

CD 0.5 23.5 5 4.7 7 0.54 9 69 2.6

CD 0.5 26.7 2 3.4 7 0.06 7 60 3.1

CD 2.5 20.2 11 5.2 8 1.25 13 62 2.8

CD 2.5 23.4 7 2.7 15 0.22 19 70 2.4

CD 2.5 26.6 4 2.4 5 0.07 4 68 2.7

CD-off 0.5 19.2 3 1.9 17 0.28 28 52 1.7

CD-off 0.5 23.7 2 1.2 14 – – – –

CD-off 2.5 18.4 5 0.5 24 0.06 14 55 3.0

CD-off 2.5 22.8 3 1.2 49 – – – –
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the DD-n and D3He yields (Yn and Yp) and the areal density tR 
inferred from the mean downshift of 14.7-MeV D3He protons 
for CH, CD, and CD-offset capsules. Also shown is the number 
of shots of each kind. The mean is the average of measured 
values within a given shot ensemble, and the standard error 
is the standard deviation of the measurements divided by the 
square root of the number of shots.

Constraint on the Possibility of Mix  
During the Coasting Phase

Comparative analysis of D3He-p spectra from CH and CD 
implosions can be used to place an upper bound on the possible 
amount of mix at shock time. For the representative spectrum of 
a CH capsule shown in Fig. 109.20, the total yield in the region 
from 14.2 to 14.7 MeV, corresponding to the shock component, 
is 1.7!0.2 # 107, or 3.7!0.3% of the total yield. The yield in the 
same region of the representative spectrum from a CD capsule 
comes to 2.6!2.5 # 104, equal to 0.14!0.13% of the total yield, 
and is consistent with zero.
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Figure 109.20
D3He proton spectra from implosions of 20-nm-thick shells filled with 
2.5 mg/cm3 of fuel with CH (shot 37642, dotted) and CD (shot 32828, solid) 
shell configurations. The shock component of the CH implosions comes to 
3.7% of the total yield, whereas the shock component contribution to the CD 
implosion spectrum is consistent with zero.

The “shock yield” of the CD implosion (#2.6 # 104) comes 
to, at most, 0.15% of the shock yield of the corresponding CH 
implosion (1.7 # 107). This yield ratio can be used to constrain 
the deuterium fraction by atom fD # 0.05% in the fuel of the 
CD implosion during shock burn, by application of Eq. (5) in 
Ref. 14. Equation (5) assumes that fD is uniform through the 

fuel region, so it does not preclude the more likely physical 
situation of deuterium concentrations higher than the above 
constraint in the outer, cooler region of the fuel.

Summary
The extent of fuel–shell mix has been shown to include a 

substantial amount of the shell from the inner first and second 
micron of the original material using 3He-filled, CD-shell target 
implosions. The observed yields are higher than is consistent 
with diffusive mixing, so they must be the result of turbulent 
mixing down to the atomic scale.

The improved stability of capsules with higher initial fuel 
density and thicker initial shells has been confirmed by com-
paring the yield trends of CH, CD, and CD-offset capsules. 
Increasing the capsule fill density decreased the D3He and 
DD-n yields for CD capsules and increased the yields for 
CH capsules, thereby demonstrating that the extent of mix is 
reduced for increasing initial fill density.

The D3He shock yield in CD capsules with high initial fill 
density was constrained to be less than 0.14% of the total D3He 
yield, and the average atomic fraction of deuterium in the fuel 
during the shock burn has been constrained to be less than 
0.05% and is consistent with zero.
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The stability of plasmas with magnetic (B) fields is a critical 
issue for basic and applied plasma physics; instabilities may 
lead to important (and sometimes catastrophic) changes in 
plasma dynamics.1 Intensive studies of various instabilities 
have been conducted for a wide range of plasmas and fields, 
particularly in the areas of magnetic-confinement plasmas2 
and space physics.3 In laser-produced, high-energy-density 
(HED) laboratory plasmas, however, experimental studies of 
B-field–related instabilities have been rare because of limita-
tions in experimental methods. In particular, resistive instabili-
ties, a large category of macroscopic instabilities, have not been 
observed previously in this regime, partly because they are not 
important in the hot, low-resistivity plasmas usually studied.4 

In the experiments described here, monoenergetic proton 
radiography was used for the first time to study the time evolu-
tion of the B-field structure that is generated by the interaction 
of a long-pulse, low-intensity laser beam with plasma. This 
work focuses on the qualitative and quantitative study of the 
physics involved in field evolution and instabilities over a time 
interval much longer than the laser pulse length, and B fields 
generated by laser–plasma interactions experience a tremen-
dous dynamic range of plasma conditions. While the laser is 
on, we study field generation (via dne # dTe),

4–6 growth, and 
the balance between energy input and losses. After the laser 
turns off, laser absorption at the critical surface ends and the 
plasma cools down. Fields start to decay and dissipate, and 
field diffusion [d # (Dmd # B), where Dm is the magnetic dif-
fusion coefficient4–6] becomes increasingly important relative 
to convection [d # (v # B), where v is the plasma fluid veloc-
ity4–6] as the cooling plasma becomes more resistive. At these 
later times, physical processes associated with resistivity tend 
to dominate over fluid effects, particularly around the bubble 
edge where the plasma b values, a ratio of thermal to field 
energies, are smaller than one. 

The approach described here allows us to make a direct 
comparison of proton images recorded at different times, to 
measure field evolution, to address different physics processes 
in different regimes, and, most importantly, to identify resistiv-

ity-induced instabilities. Most previous work in this field has 
involved high-intensity, short-pulse lasers7 or long-pulse lasers 
with limited diagnostic measurements.8 Preliminary mea-
surements we made while a laser beam was on have recently 
been published,9 but the work described here uniquely covers 
times extending well past the end of the laser pulse and reveals 
important new phenomena that were not previously seen and 
are not predicted by two-dimenstional (2-D) simulation codes. 
The first observation of repeatable, asymmetric structure 
around the plasma bubbles at late times provides important 
insights into pressure-driven magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
instabilities in resistive plasmas,2 while the first observation 
of nonrepeatable chaotic structure within the plasma bubble 
provides likely evidence of the electron thermal instability.10 
Simulations11 of these experiments with the 2-D hydrodynamic 
code LASNEX12,13 and hybrid PIC code LSP14 have been 
performed; they are qualitatively useful for interpreting the 
observations but diverge from our measurements (particularly 
after the laser beam is off). 

The setup of the experiments performed on OMEGA15 is 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 109.21. B fields were generated 
through laser–plasma interactions on a plastic (CH) foil by a 
single laser beam (henceforth called the interaction beam) 
with a wavelength of 0.351 nm, incident 23° from the normal 
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Figure 109.21
Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for face-on proton radiog-
raphy. Distances from the backlighter are 1.3 cm for the mesh, 1.5 cm for the 
CH foil (5 nm thick), and 30 cm for the CR-39 detector.
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direction. The laser had a 1-ns-long square pulse, an energy of 
~500 J, and a spot diameter of 800 nm determined by phase 
plate SG4 (defined as 95% energy deposition),16 resulting in a 
laser intensity of the order of 1014 W/cm2. 

The fields were studied with monoenergetic proton radiogra-
phy, using a backlighter that produced protons at the two discrete 
energies of 14.7 MeV and 3 MeV (fusion products of the nuclear 
reactions D + 3He " a + p and D + D " T + p, respectively, 
generated from D3He-filled, exploding-pusher implosions driven 
by 20 OMEGA laser beams).9,17 The duration of the backlighter 
was ~150 ps, and the timing of the interaction laser was adjusted 
in different experiments so the arrival of the backlighter protons 
at the foil would occur with different delays after the laser inter-
action beam was turned on. Separate radiographs made with the 
two proton energies were recorded simultaneously using stacked 
CR-39 detectors arranged with filters so that only one detector 
was sensitive to each energy.18 A nickel mesh (60 nm thick with a 
150-nm hole-to-hole spacing) was used to divide the backlighter 
protons into discrete beamlets, and, for the 14.7-MeV protons, 
the deflections of these beamlets due to fields in laser-induced 
plasmas on CH foils were measured in the images. 

Images made with these monoenergetic-proton backlighters 
have distinct advantages over images made with broadband 
sources: measured image dimensions and proton beamlets 
deflections provide unambiguous quantitative information 

about fields; detectors can be optimized; and the backlighter is 
isotropic (simultaneous measurements can be made in multiple 
directions17 and the source can be monitored at any angle). 

Face-on images made with D3He protons are shown in 
Fig. 109.22(a). The laser timing was adjusted so that these 
14.7-MeV protons arrived at the foil at various times between 
0.3 ns and 3 ns after the laser interaction beam was turned on. 
Since the interaction-beam pulse was 1 ns square with ~0.1-ns 
rise and decay times, the data covered two time intervals: 0.3 to 
0.9 ns when the laser was on, and 1.2 to 3 ns when the laser was 
off. Each image shows how the proton beamlets are deflected 
while passing through the magnetic field that formed around the 
plasma bubble generated by the interaction beam, as described 
previously.9,11,17

While the interaction beam is on, each image has a sharp 
circular ring where beamlets pile up after passing through 
the edges of the plasma bubble where the maximum B fields 
were generated. The deflection of each beamlet is propor-
tional to the integral �dB ##  (where d� is the differential 
pathlength along the proton trajectory), and this integral is 
highest at the edge of the bubble. Beamlets in the center of 
each image undergo less radial deflection, indicating that the 
integral �dB ##  is much smaller there. These features are 
well reproduced by LASNEX + LSP simulations, as shown 
in Fig. 109.22(b) (0.3 to 0.9 ns). Figure 109.23(a) shows the 
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Figure 109.22
(a) Measured face-on D3He proton images showing the spatial structure and temporal evolution of the B fields generated by laser–plasma interactions. Each 
image is labeled by the time interval between the arrival of the interaction beam at the foil and the arrival of the imaging protons. The images illustrate the 
transition from 2-D symmetric expansion of magnetic fields, during a 1-ns laser illumination, to a more-asymmetric 3-D expansion after the laser turned off 
and the plasma cooled and became more resistive; this asymmetry is conjectured to be driven by a resistive MHD interchange instability. (b) Images simulated 
by LASNEX + LSP for the conditions that produced the experimental images shown in (a).
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magnetic field predicted in these simulations in a plane per-
pendicular to the foil at 0.6 ns. The protons would travel from 
right to left in the plane of this field map, and the maximum 
line integrals would be at the edges.

At times after the laser beam is off, the simulations do not 
track the data as well. As shown in Fig. 109.22(b) (1.5 to 3 ns), 
simulations predict that the proton images have a double ring 
structure. The outer ring comes from the outer edge of the 
plasma bubble where large dTe occurred; the inner ring comes 
from the toroidal magnetic field at the edge of the hole burned 
into the plastic by the interaction laser, as seen in Fig. 109.23(b) 
for 1.5 ns. Figure 109.23(b) shows that the simulations also pre-
dict a second plasma bubble with a surface B field on the rear 
face of the foil after the laser has completely burned through; 
the direction of this field is reversed relative to the field on the 
front of the foil, but the simulated images show no major feature 
associated with this field because it is relatively weak.

At 2.3 ns in Fig. 109.22, the data and simulation are gener-
ally similar to each other. They each have an inner ring that 
corresponds to the burnthrough field, as described above, 
though it is a little smaller in the simulation than in the data. 
They each show a boundary farther out that corresponds to 
the outer surface of the bubble, but in the data it is strikingly 
asymmetric while in the simulation it is round because the code 
is limited to a 2-D structure.

We believe this is the first direct observation of the pressure-
driven, resistive MHD interchange instability in laser-produced 
HED plasmas at the interface between the bubble and field. 

This instability, which involves the interchange of field between 
the inside and outside of the bubble surface, occurs when the 
plasma is resistive and there is unfavorable field curvature 
(l$dp > 0, where l = B$dB/B2 is the field-line curvature and 
dp is the pressure gradient).2 It makes sense that the instabil-
ity occurs only after the laser is off, when the cooling plasma 
becomes more resistive. 

There are strong similarities in the angular structure of this 
region from one image to the next (five to ten cycles over the 
360° around the bubble), in spite of the fact that the images are 
from different shots. It seems that once the power input from the 
laser disappears, the plasma bubble quickly becomes asymmet-
ric, but something systematic must be seeding the asymmetry. 
The physics behind this process is conjectured to be highly 
localized resonance absorption of linearly polarized laser light 
caused by obliquely incident light (23° from the normal) in an 
inhomogeneous (dne ! 0) plasma.19 This phenomenon merits 
future experimental and theoretical investigation.

Another type of instability is apparent during the interval 
from 1.5 to 2.3 ns, where the distributions of beamlets near the 
image centers have some chaotic structure. The structures are 
quite different in each of the three images in this time interval, 
and since these images are from different shots, it would appear 
that the structure is random. We note that our earlier work9 
showed that a similar chaotic structure would occur if the laser 
was on and if no laser phase plates were used; phase plates 
either prevented the chaotic structure from forming as long 
as the laser was on or reduced its amplitude sufficiently that it 
was not visible until it had a chance to grow over a longer time 
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Time evolution of LASNEX-simulated B-field strength 
on a cross section of the plasma bubble in a plane 
perpendicular to the foil at (a) ~0.6 ns, when the laser 
was on, and (b) ~1.5 ns, when the laser was off. In 
each case, the horizontal coordinate z is the distance 
from the foil (assuming the laser is incident from the 
left), and the vertical coordinate r is the distance from 
the central axis of the plasma bubble. When the laser 
is on, strong fields occur near the edge of the plasma 
bubble. After the laser pulse, strong fields also appear 
near the edge of the hole burned into the foil by the 
laser and weaker fields (with the opposite direction) 
appear on the backside of the foil.
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period (possibly due to the electron thermal instability when 
the plasma cools and becomes more resistive, driven by heat 
flow and leading to a random filamentary structure of ne and Te, 
as well as B fields10). The phase plates presumably result in a 
more-uniform temperature profile and a reduced medium-scale 
random structure associated with localized regions of strong 
dne # dTe (Refs. 9 and 16). 

Similar features are seen as late as our last image at 3 ns, 
although by this time the field strengths have diminished so that 
the amplitudes of all beamlet displacements are small. Although 
both simulation and experiment show a continued expansion of 
the plasma bubble at late times, leading to convective losses, the 
beamlet displacements in the data are much smaller than those 
in the simulation, indicating that fields have dissipated much 
more quickly than predicted. However, since the data reveal a 
3-D structure after the laser is off, we have to realize that 2-D 
computer codes simply cannot model this time interval (although 
they are still useful for aiding qualitative interpretation of the 
images, particularly the role of the burnthrough hole in produc-
ing a static pattern in the images). Experimental measurements 
such as those shown here are therefore doubly important since 
they directly reveal previously unpredicted physical phenomena 
and also provide invaluable information for benchmarking true 
3-D code development in the future.

Quantitative conclusions can be drawn from the images 
by measuring the sizes of features in the images and the dis-
placements p of individual beamlet positions in the images. 
The displacements p of individual beamlet positions in the 
images result from the Lorenz force �dB ##  and represent 
not lateral displacements at the foils but angular deflections 
from interactions with fields near the foil leading to lateral 
displacement at the detector. The actual bubble size is thus not 
determined directly by the apparent size in the image because 
the image of the bubble is magnified by radial beamlet displace-
ments. The position of the actual bubble edge is inferred by 
determining the locations that the beamlets in the pileup region 
would have had in the image without displacement. The result 
of this analysis is shown in Fig. 109.24(a), where the radius at 
late times (when the bubble is asymmetric) represents an angu-
lar average. We see that the bubble radius grows linearly while 
the laser is on and then continues to expand after the laser is 
off. In addition to the radii of the plasma bubble, Fig. 109.24(a) 
also shows the radius of the burnthrough holes. Once the laser 
is off, this radius changes very little.

The maximum displacement p in each image represents the 
maximum value of � ;dB ##  the values from the images of 

Fig. 109.22(a) are plotted in Fig. 109.24(b). The maximum value 
of this integral occurs at the end of the laser pulse, and it decays 
thereafter; the value predicted by LASNEX does not decay as 
fast. We note that while the laser is on, this maximum occurs 
at the outside of the plasma bubble, but after the laser is off, the 
maximum occurs at the edge of the burnthrough hole.

In summary, we have measured the spatial structure and 
temporal evolution of magnetic fields generated by laser–
plasma interactions for the first time over a time interval that is 
long compared to the laser pulse duration, using monoenergetic 
proton radiography. Our experiments demonstrated that while 
a long-pulse, low-intensity laser beam illuminates a plastic foil, 
a hemispherical plasma bubble forms and grows linearly, sur-
rounded by a symmetric, toroidal B field. After the laser pulse 
turns off, the bubble continues to expand, but field strengths 
decay and field structure around the bubble edge becomes 
asymmetric due, presumably, to the resistive MHD interchange 
instability. A significant part of that asymmetric structure is 
repeatable in different experiments, indicating that the asym-
metry must have been seeded by some aspect of the experiment, 
like resonance absorption of obliquely incident, linearly polar-

Figure 109.24
(a) Evolution of sizes at the foil, inferred from the images, for the plasma 
bubble radius (solid circles) and the burnthrough hole (open circles), com-
pared with simulations (dashed and dotted lines, respectively). (b) Evolution 
of the maximum measured value of  �dB ##  (diamonds), compared with 
LASNEX simulations (dashed line). The solid lines in both (a) and (b) represent 
the 1-ns OMEGA laser pulse.
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ized laser light by an inhomogeneous plasma. Nonrepeatable 
chaotic structure forms at the center of the plasma bubble after 
the laser is off, possibly due to a resistivity-induced electron 
thermal instability. LASNEX + LSP simulations agree fairly 
well with data while the interaction laser is on, aiding the 
interpretation of the measured images, but the 2-D limitation 
of these simulations prevents them from predicting some large 
3-D structures that develop after the laser is off. 
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Introduction
The primary mission of the National Ignition Facility (NIF)1 
is to demonstrate fusion ignition via inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF).2 In the direct-drive3,4 approach to ICF, a spheri-
cal target is illuminated by a number of laser beams arranged 
symmetrically in a configuration that provides adequate drive 
symmetry. The target shell is accelerated inward as its outer 
layers expand due to ablation. After the end of the laser pulse, 
shock dynamics and compression of the contained gas cause 
the shell to decelerate. During both the acceleration and 
deceleration phases of the implosion, the target is subject to 
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability (see Ref. 3 and references 
therein)—first on the outer, then the inner surface of the shell. 
The acceleration-phase instability is seeded by the rough-
ness of the outer surface of the shell, by nonuniformities in 
the illumination profiles of the individual beams, by beam 
mispointing, by energy imbalance and mistiming between 
the various beams, by the drive nonuniformity inherent in the 
geometric arrangement of the beams, and by the feedout of 
perturbations to the ablation surface from the inner surface of 
the shell by means of rarefaction waves. The deceleration-phase 
RT instability is seeded by the initial roughness of the inner 
surface of the shell and by nonuniformities that feed through 
to the inner surface by laser-driven shocks. Target-fabrication 
techniques have been developed to improve the target-surface 
smoothness, including the use of b-layering of the DT-ice 
surface.5 The single-beam nonuniformities may be reduced 
through various beam-smoothing methods, such as smooth-
ing by spectral dispersion (SSD),6 polarization smoothing,7 or 
distributed phase plates.8 Even with these techniques, a target 
must be designed in such a way as to remain integral during 
the implosion and uniform enough to produce a hot spot that 
can initiate a burn wave in the fuel of the shell. 

In this article, we present a target design that uses a plastic 
foam ablator saturated with deuterium–tritium (DT) ice (so-
called “wetted foam”). Due to the dependence of inverse brems-
strahlung absorption on the atomic number ( G H G H~ Z Z2

l  see 
Ref. 9), the wetted foam has a higher laser-coupling efficiency 
than pure DT. Plastic foam shells were originally proposed as 
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a matrix for liquid DT fuel.10 Others11,12 proposed the use of 
foam as an ablator, in conjunction with a high-atomic-number 
material. In these designs, radiation from the high-atomic-
number material preheats the foam, increasing the ablation 
velocity and reducing outer-surface instability. In the design 
presented here, the wetted foam is used primarily because of 
the increase in laser absorption.13 Other proposed uses of foam 
include target designs for inertial fusion energy,14 as well as 
for reduction of laser imprint.15

The stability of this design with respect to the primary 
sources of target and drive nonuniformity has been determined 
using two-dimensional (2-D) simulations with the hydrocode 
DRACO.16 To weigh the effects of these different sources, a 
nonuniformity-budget analysis is performed in the manner of 
McKenty et al.17 This analysis maps nonuniformity from dif-
ferent sources to a parameterization of the inner-shell-surface 
spectrum at the end of the acceleration phase, which in turn 
allows prediction of target performance. Following a descrip-
tion of the design in the next section, the tolerance of the 
design to nonuniformity sources is presented; the results from 
integrated simulations including ice and surface roughness, 
multiple-beam nonuniformity (primarily due to port geometry 
and power imbalance between beams), and imprint are shown; 
and, finally, the conclusions from the nonuniformity-budget 
analysis and the integrated simulations are presented.

The 1-MJ, Wetted-Foam Design 
The 1.5-MJ, all-DT, direct-drive point design for symmetric 

drive on the NIF, shown in Fig. 109.25(a), consists of a DT 
shell surrounded by a thin layer of plastic (CH; see Ref. 17). 
The same design, scaled to an incident energy of 1 MJ, and 
the 1-MJ wetted-foam design are shown in Figs. 109.25(b) 
and 109.25(c). An incident energy of 1 MJ has been chosen 
to match energy restrictions to reduce the risk of damage to 
the NIF’s optical elements. Table 109.III shows that the laser 
absorption, averaged over the length of the laser pulse, is ~60% 
to 65% for the all-DT designs. When part of the DT shell is 
replaced by a CH(DT)4 wetted-foam ablator, the higher-average 
atomic number of the ablator results in an absorption of 86% 
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(Table 109.III). This allows a greater fraction of the incident 
laser energy to be converted to shell kinetic energy, allowing a 
thicker shell to be driven. The resulting 1-D gain for the 1-MJ, 
wetted-foam target is ~10% higher than that of the 1.5-MJ, 
all-DT design. 
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Figure 109.25
(a) The 1.5-MJ, all-DT, direct-drive target design for the NIF, (b) the same 
design scaled for an incident laser energy of 1 MJ, and (c) the 1-MJ, wetted-
foam design. The wetted-foam shell is 326 nm thick, with 216 nm of pure 
DT fuel.

Table 109.III: Properties of the 1.5-MJ, all-DT; 1-MJ, all-DT; and 
1-MJ, wetted-foam designs. Here A is the rms bubble 
amplitude at the end of the acceleration phase and 
DR is the in-flight shell thickness.

All-DT Scaled, All-DT Wetted-foam

Energy (MJ) 1.5 1 1

Target radius (nm) 1695 1480 1490

Absorption (%) 65 59 86

A/DR (%) 30 33 11

Gain 45 40 49

The density of CH(DT)4 is 304 mg cm–3, corresponding 
to a dry-foam density of 120 mg cm–3, given that during the 
freezing process the liquid DT contracts in volume by 17%, 
leaving voids in the wetted-foam layer. This is only 22% 
greater than the density of pure DT ice. This dry-foam den-
sity provides higher absorption, while not generating enough 
radiation to appreciably raise the fuel isentrope (as measured 
by the adiabat a, given by the ratio of the pressure to the cold 
Fermi-degenerate pressure). The wetted-foam-layer thickness 
ensures that the foam is entirely ablated by the end of the laser 
pulse. In an ignition design such as this, the first laser-driven 

shock, whether steady or, for picket designs, decaying, deter-
mines the shell adiabat. This is the only strong laser-driven 
shock, and it is the only shock to encounter unmixed foam 
and DT. High-resolution hydrodynamic simulations model-
ing the wetted-foam mixture have shown that after the initial 
undercompression behind the first shock,18 the flow variables 
asymptote to within a few percent of the Rankine–Hugoniot 
values for ICF-relevant shock strengths.19 These simulations 
demonstrate that the fluctuation decay scale length behind the 
shock is less than 2 nm, where this scale length is defined for a 
quantity q as Lq = dr/dlnGqH, and GqH is the average of q in the 
shock frame in the direction perpendicular to the shock [see 
Eq. (1) of Ref. 19]. These findings allow the wetted-foam layer 
to be modeled as a homogeneous mixture in the simulations 
described here. 

Assuming an ICF shell remains intact during the accelera-
tion phase, the most dangerous modes during deceleration are 
those that feed through from the outer to the inner surface. 
Modes feed through attenuated by a factor exp(–kDR), where 
k is the wave number and DR is the shell thickness; the long-
wavelength modes with k ~ 1/DR feed through most effectively. 
The number N of e-foldings of growth experienced by these 
modes during acceleration may be approximated by N ~ cDt ~ 
(kgt2)1/2, where c is the growth rate over the time period Dt 
during which the shell is accelerated by the laser pulse, which 
is proportional to the classical growth rate for long-wavelength 
modes. Writing this in terms of the distance traveled by the 
shell, which is proportional to the initial outer shell radius R0, 

~ ,N R R IFAR0
1 2 1 2/D_ ]i g  where IFAR is the in-flight aspect 

ratio of the imploding shell. This is related to the implosion 
velocity v and the average shell adiabat by ~IFAR v2 3 5a  
(Ref. 3). These relations show that the integrity of the shell 
during acceleration depends on the IFAR. The shell stability 
can be improved by lowering the implosion velocity or lowering 
the IFAR by increasing the shell thickness, which is equiva-
lent to raising the average adiabat, since DR ~ GaH 3/5. For a 
target where the adiabat is a constant function of shell mass, 
increasing the adiabat reduces the fuel compressibility and 
target gain. For a design such as this one, which has a shaped 
adiabat, N is reduced by a term proportional to ,v .0 6

outa a` j  
where aout is the ablator adiabat.20 The shell instability of the 
wetted-foam design is reduced from that of a 1-MJ-scaled, 
all-DT design by lowering the shell velocity by ~60 nm/ns 
(see Table 109.IV). As a result, the shell is less unstable during 
the acceleration phase, and the rms bubble amplitude divided 
by the shell thickness A/DR, computed from 1-D simulations 
using a postprocessor,21 is lower by a factor of 3 for the 1-MJ, 
wetted-foam design.
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The increase in shell mass has the added benefit of raising 
the areal density of the shell at the time of ignition, making the 
shell more robust to deceleration-phase instabilities. Any RT 
growth on the inner edge of the shell during deceleration delays 
the onset of ignition, effectively lowering the shell velocity.22 
The inward motion of the shell at the time of ignition is neces-
sary to offset the tremendous pressure the expanding burn wave 
exerts on the shell. If left unimpeded, the pressure of the burn 
wave would decompress the shell prematurely, quenching any 
possibility of high gain. In addition, decreasing the implosion 
velocity decreases the work done compressing the hot spot and 
reduces the hot-spot temperature. Further, a reduction in hot-
spot temperature reduces the effects of ablative stabilization 
of the deceleration-phase RT instability. Due to these effects, 
the minimum energy needed for ignition scales with IFAR as 
Eign ~ (IFAR)–3 (Ref. 20). The margin, defined as the inward-

moving kinetic energy at ignition divided by the peak inward 
kinetic energy, is a measure of the additional kinetic energy of 
the shell above that needed for ignition. As seen in Table 109.IV, 
the decrease in IFAR and increase in shell mass have the effect 
of lowering the margin for the wetted-foam design. As will be 
shown in the following section, this design tolerates 1.75 nm 
of ice roughness, suggesting sufficient margin. 

The laser pulse shape, shown in Fig. 109.26, uses an initial 
high-intensity picket to generate a decaying shock. As this 
shock propagates through the shell, its strength decreases to 
that supported by the foot, causing the level of shock heating 
to decrease from the ablator to the inner edge of the shell. This 
shapes the adiabat,23 producing a high-ablator adiabat of ~10 
while retaining a low-fuel adiabat of ~2. (Other adiabat-shap-
ing techniques include the use of a relaxation picket where the 
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(a) The laser pulse and (b) the adiabat and mass density of the shell shortly after shock breakout. The laser pulse consists of an initial intensity spike or “picket” 
followed by a foot of low constant intensity and a rise to a high-power drive pulse.

Table 109.IV: The wetted-foam design’s shell is thicker than that of the all-DT design 
scaled to 1 MJ. This reduces shell instability and increases the areal 
density, but at the cost of a lower margin.

V 
(nm/ns)

DR 
(nm)

IFAR A/DR 
(%)

Areal density 
tR (g/cm2)

Margin 
(%)

1-MJ, all-DT 430 285 69 33 1.1 45

Wetted-foam 372 323 28 11 1.4 30
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laser intensity is zero between the picket and the foot pulse,24 
and a series of such isolated picket pulses preceding the main 
drive pulse.12) This technique reduces the shell instability and 
laser imprint during the acceleration phase since the ablation 
velocity is proportional to a3/5 (see Ref. 3). At the same time, it 
maintains the low-fuel adiabat needed to compress the fuel and 
achieve ignition. The picket also lowers imprint by decreasing 
the duration of the period of acceleration due to the outer CH 
layer and by increasing the rate of growth of the conduction 
zone between the ablation and critical surfaces.25

This design is robust to shock mistiming, critical for a 
successful ICF target design. The shock timing depends on 
accurate modeling of the equation of state (EOS) of the wetted-
foam mixture and the DT. The effect on 1-D gain of changing 
either the foot length or power is shown in Fig. 109.27. These 
simulations show a reduction in gain of less than 10% for a 
variation in the foot-pulse length of !250 ps, well within the 
NIF specification26 of 100 ps. A change in power of !4%, 
comparable to the NIF specification, produces a gain reduction 
of ~8%. It is anticipated that the shock timing will be verified 
experimentally using the materials of interest. 

Nonuniformity-Budget Analysis
Four sources of nonuniformity contribute to the RT instabil-

ity during the implosion. These include inner-surface DT-ice 
roughness, outer-surface roughness, and single-beam and mul-
tiple-beam nonuniformity. To gauge their relative importance 
and estimate their effects on target gain in an integrated simu-
lation incorporating all four, a nonuniformity budget has been 
developed.17,27 McKenty et al.17 found that target gain may be 
approximated as a function of a weighted average of the inner-
surface ice spectrum at the end of the acceleration phase,

 ,a � �10
2

9
2

< >v v v= +  

regardless of the source of the ice perturbations. The low-mode 
weighting factor is a = 0.06. (The end of the acceleration phase 
is taken as the time when the ablation-front acceleration changes 
sign, shortly after the end of the laser pulse.) In 2-D simulations 
of the wetted-foam design incorporating various levels and 
spectral indices of ice roughness, it was found that this weighting 
factor provides reasonable scaling for this design as well. 

This spectral weighting is based on the different effects that 
short-wavelength modes have on the hot spot. Any mode growth 
increases the hot-spot surface area, enhancing the cooling due 
to thermal conduction with the shell. For short wavelengths, 
the spikes of a single-mode perturbation on the inner surface of 
the shell lie close enough together that they cool below the tem-
peratures at which they can contribute to a-particle generation. 
For these modes, the hot-spot size is effectively reduced by the 
physical extent of the perturbation.28 Gain reduction becomes 
independent of wavelength for these high modes depending 
only on mode amplitude. Kishony and Shvarts28 show that this 
behavior occurs for modes with � > 9. Because the dependence 
of yield on v is independent of the source of the nonuniformity, 
the target gain may be estimated by adding the contributions to 
v in quadrature and using the gain as a function of v found, for 
instance, from simulations of just initial ice roughness. 

Each of the sources of nonuniformity was simulated in 2-D. 
The laser-energy deposition was modeled using a straight-line 
ray-trace algorithm. To incorporate the reduction of coupling 
due to refraction, the absorbed energy determined from a 1-D 
simulation was used as the incident energy in 2-D simulations. 
This method provides a drive that closely replicates the adiabat 

Figure 109.27
Sensitivity of the wetted-foam design’s 
1-D target gain to (a) deviation in the foot-
pulse length and (b) foot-pulse power.
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in the 1-D simulation. The pulse was truncated to ensure that 
the acceleration-phase stability, as determined using a 1-D 
postprocessor,21 and the shell areal density at the time of igni-
tion remained the same, and the implosion velocity differed 
by only 3%. Without refraction, however, the conduction zone 
is smaller, leading to more-efficient imprint.29 It is expected 
that when these simulations are repeated using refractive laser-
energy deposition, the target will be somewhat less sensitive to 
single-beam nonuniformity.

1. Initial DT-Ice Surface Roughness
The amplitude spectrum of initial inner-surface ice rough-

ness has been found for cryogenic D2 targets fabricated at LLE 
and is approximated here by a power law in mode number A� = 
A0�–b, where b ~ 2. The power for these modes lies primarily 
in � < 50. A series of 2-D simulations of ice-surface rough-
ness were performed for various spectral amplitudes A0 and 
power-law indices b, including modes 2 to 50. The resolution 
used for these simulations was about eight zones per wave-
length for � = 50. The target gain as a function of initial rms 
ice roughness for b = 2 is shown in Fig. 109.28(a). This target 
was found to withstand 1.75 nm of initial ice roughness with 
little degradation in performance. When a power-law index 
of 1.5 was used, this design showed greater tolerance to ice 
roughness than the 1.5-MJ design presented in Ref. 17. This is 
most likely because of the higher areal density, 1.4 g cm–2, of 
the wetted-foam design. 

Figure 109.28(b) shows the shell at the time of ignition, when 
the hot-spot ion temperature has reached 10 keV. The density 
contours show that the hot spot is primarily distorted by modes 
2 to 6. The dependence of gain on v is shown in Fig. 109.29. 
It can be seen that this 1-MJ design can tolerate a v of slightly 
less than 1 nm, compared with ~2 nm for the 1.5-MJ design 
of Ref. 17. For .0 8 mLv n  in the wetted-foam design, the RT 
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growth delays the onset of ignition, which consumes part of 
the margin leading to a lower burnup fraction at ignition.22 The 
lower tolerance of this design compared to the 1.5-MJ design 
is due to the reduction in margin caused by the lowering of the 
incident laser-driver energy.

2. Outer-Surface Roughness
Foam-target fabrication at General Atomics has made sig-

nificant strides in the past few years. Resorcinol-formaldehyde 
foam shells with submicron pore sizes (less than 0.25 nm) 
and thin (~5-nm) CH overcoats have been diagnosed using 
atomic-force microscopy.30 The measured mode-amplitude 
spectrum shows spectral dependence roughly proportional 
to �–2, with most of the power in modes less than ten. The 
overall rms roughness for these foam shells has been shown 
to be as low as ~450 nm, about four times larger than that 
of the NIF’s CH-surface standard roughness (Ref. 17 and 
references therein). 

A 2-D simulation incorporating this surface spectrum, 
modeled as ribbon modes, resulted in a v value of 0.38 nm 
and demonstrated negligible reduction in target gain. By com-
parison, a simulation using the NIF standard with an rms of 
~115 nm produced a v of 0.08 nm. 

3. Multiple-Beam Nonuniformity
Multiple-beam nonuniformity, often referred to as beam-

to-beam power imbalance, is caused by at least five sources 
of drive nonuniformity: variations in the power between the 
different laser beams, drive asymmetry caused by the geometry 
of the beam port locations and beam overlap, beam-pointing 
errors, and variations in beam timing. The nonuniformity 
spectrum has been determined as a function of time for the first 
four of these contributions for the wetted-foam laser pulse by 
spherical-harmonic decomposition of the illumination pattern 
of the beams projected onto the surface of the target. A har-
monic modal spectrum is produced by combining all m modes 
in quadrature for each mode number �. The symmetric NIF 
direct-drive port geometry contributes a constant perturbation, 
primarily in mode � # 6. Beam mistiming, which is expected to 
have an rms value of 30 ps on the NIF,26 produces perturbations 
in modes � = 1 to 3, primarily during the rise and fall of the 
picket. Despite these perturbations, the mistiming of the picket 
was found to have a small effect on target performance.31 The 
imbalance in energy between beams is expected to be ~8% 
rms on the NIF. The resulting perturbations are dominated by 
modes 2 to 12, with an amplitude of ~1%. The 2-D simulations 
described here include the effects of power imbalance between 
beams, beam overlap, and port geometry. 

A series of six 2-D power-balance runs were performed. 
These simulations included modes 2 to 12, with 44 zones per 
wavelength of mode 12. They were performed using power-
balance histories17 adapted to the wetted-foam-design laser 
pulse. They produced an average reduction in gain of ~6%, 
with a v of about 0.11 nm. 

4. Single-Beam Nonuniformity
Single-beam nonuniformity or imprint is the source of 

nonuniformity capable of causing the greatest reduction in 
target yield, depending on the level of beam smoothing used. 
Illumination perturbations contribute to imprint through the 
perturbation in the laser-drive shock front and the acceleration 
perturbation in the post-shock region, which causes lateral flow 
in the shock-compressed material.32 These produce secular 
growth during the foot pulse that seeds RT growth during 
the drive pulse. Several methods have been developed for 
reducing imprint. On the NIF these include SSD, distributed 
phase plates, and polarization smoothing. In the 2-D imprint 
simulations, we have modeled the effects of all three smoothing 
techniques. The DPP spectrum is modeled using an analytical 
fit for the laser speckle,33 with amplitudes reduced to account 
for the effects of polarization smoothing and 40-beam overlap 
for the NIF’s 192-beam system. 

Two-dimensional SSD is modeled using a nondeterministic 
algorithm where the phase of each mode is assigned randomly 
every modal coherence time. The coherence time is given by a 
2-D generalization of the formula � �sint n maxc c

1
o rD=

-
_ i8 B  

(Ref. 34), where � R2max 0r d=  is the mode number corre-
sponding to half the speckle size d, Do is the SSD bandwidth, 
and nc is the number of color cycles on the laser system. The 
randomly chosen phases for each mode repeat after a number 
of coherence times, which depends on the mode number and 
the angular divergence in each dimension, implementing the 
asymptotic level of smoothing achievable by SSD. This asymp-
totic limit is much larger for 1-D SSD than for 2-D, resulting 
in much greater imprint, as will be seen below. For long-wave-
length modes the number of statistically independent speckle 
patterns is small enough that a single simulation does not fully 
sample the ensemble of possible phase choices. For this reason, 
many of the runs here were repeated several times. 

The reduction in growth rate due to ablative stabiliza-
tion means the ablation-front mode spectrum due to imprint 
decreases with increasing mode number (see, e.g., Fig. 4 of 
Ref. 32). When this spectrum feeds through to the inner sur-
face of the ice, there is an additional reduction in amplitude 
for increasing mode number due to the attenuation factor 
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exp(–kDR). The ice spectrum at the end of the acceleration 
phase is shown in Fig. 109.30 for a simulation modeling the 
effects of imprint from modes � = 2 to 200. Due to the initial 
mode-number dependence in the imprint spectrum and the 
feedthrough attenuation, modes above � = 100 contribute less 
than 1% to the overall rms. For this reason, additional 2-D 
imprint runs were performed including only modes up to 100. 
To reduce the simulation time, only even modes are modeled in 

these simulations, with the amplitudes of the odd modes added 
in quadrature. These simulations use a resolution of 14 zones 
per wavelength at � = 100, which has been found to be sufficient 
to resolve the smallest perturbation wavelengths.

The characteristic smoothing time T for SSD, given by the 
inverse of the smoothing rate, is related to the key SSD param-
eters by T ~ (omncd)–1 ~ (Donc)

–1, where om is the modulator 
depth. To determine the dependence of target performance on 
smoothing time, we have performed simulations for four differ-
ent levels of SSD bandwidth: 1.33 THz, 0.89 THz (referred to 
here and elsewhere as “1-THz” SSD), 590 GHz, and 295 GHz. 
These all use one color cycle in each direction and modulator 
frequencies of 15.4 GHz and 2.81 GHz. The shell at the end of 
the acceleration phase is shown for each of these simulations 
in Fig. 109.31. The dependence of imprint on the bandwidth 
is clearly seen in the level of perturbation on the outer shell 
surface: whereas the shell from the 1.3-THz simulation is intact 
and relatively unperturbed, that from the ~0.3-THz simulation 
is completely broken up. The v values for imprint alone are 
shown in Fig. 109.31: 0.37 nm, 0.86 nm, 0.96 nm, and 2.3 nm 
for 1.3 THz, 0.9 THz, 0.6 THz, and 0.3 THz, respectively. For 
comparison, the v value from a simulation with 2-D, 1-THz 
SSD with two color cycles in one direction and one in the other 
is just 0.43 nm, half of that found with one color cycle in each 
direction and the same bandwidth. When the v values from the 
simulations shown in Fig. 109.31 are combined in quadrature 
with those due to energy imbalance, port geometry and beam 
overlap, foam surface roughness, and 1-nm initial ice rough-
ness, they are increased to 0.74 nm, 1.07 nm, 1.15 nm, and 
2.43 nm. The projected gain factors from these sums are 39, 
12, 8, and 0.008, respectively. 

Figure 109.31
The shell is shown at the end of the acceleration phase for 2-D simulations of imprint modes 2 to 100, with one color cycle of SSD in each dimension and 
descending levels of bandwidth, showing the reduction in smoothing and the performance parameter v just from imprint.
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The SSD parameters that are currently anticipated for the 
NIF are much different from those required for an all-DT, 
direct-drive target at 1.5 MJ (Ref. 17), which we will refer to 
here as “2 # 1 SSD.” The 2 # 1 SSD parameters are 2 and 1 color 
cycles in each direction, modulator frequencies of 15.4 GHz and 
2.81 GHz, and a total UV bandwidth of 0.89 THz found by sum-
ming the individual bandwidths in quadrature. The anticipated 
NIF parameters for use with indirect-drive ignition (IDI) are 1-D 
SSD with 1.35 color cycles, a modulator frequency of 17 GHz, 
and a UV bandwidth of 185 GHz. These two sets of parameters 
have been simulated in 2-D, along with two intermediate levels 
of SSD: the 2 # 1 parameters but with just one color cycle in each 
direction (“1 # 1” SSD), and 2 # 1 SSD reduced to one dimen-
sion with two color cycles (“2 # 0” SSD). The shells at the end 
of the acceleration phase from multimode imprint simulations 
incorporating these levels of SSD are shown in Fig. 109.32. These 
simulations include all four sources of nonuniformity. The values 
of v for these four simulations are 0.94 nm for the 2 # 1 SSD 
case, 1.0 nm for 1 # 1 SSD, 2.0 nm for 2 # 0 SSD, and 7.3 nm 
for IDI SSD. The projected gain factors for these integrated 
simulations are 21, 16, 0, and 0, respectively. 

Integrated Simulations
Three integrated simulations were performed. The first two 

include drive asymmetry due to power imbalance and port 
geometry, surface roughness (370 nm), 0.75-nm initial ice 
roughness with a power-law index of b = 2, and single-beam 
imprint. The third uses a different initial ice spectrum with 2-D, 
2 # 1 SSD beam smoothing and is discussed below. 

The smoothing modeled in the first two simulations was 
polarization smoothing and either 2-D, 2 # 1 or 1-D, 2 # 0 SSD. 

The targets from these simulations, at the end of the accelera-
tion phase and near the time of peak compression, are shown in 
Fig. 109.33. The 2-D SSD case has a much less perturbed shell 
at the end of acceleration than the 1-D SSD simulation. As a 
result, its hot spot is much more uniform at peak compression, 
showing primarily distortions with modes less than or equal to 
6. The hot spot at this time (9.4 ns) is approximately 40 nm in 
size, and the neutron-averaged areal density is 1.31 g/cm3. By 
comparison, the 1-D SSD simulation shows large perturbations 
at the end of acceleration that produce distortions over a wide 
spectral range at peak compression (9.3 ns). These distortions 
in the shell produce a more-distorted inner shell surface and 
lower ion temperatures at stagnation than in the 2-D SSD case 
and prevent the target from achieving gain greater than 1. 

Smoothing levels due to 2-D and 1-D SSD are very differ-
ent, even for long-wavelength modes. The shortest mode that 
can be smoothed by SSD is given by � ~R F2 2 4min 0r iD= ^ h  
(Ref. 35), where F is the focal distance (7.7 m for the NIF) 
and 1

2
2
2i i iD D D= +2  is the effective far-field divergence, 

approximated by summing the contributions from each direc-
tion in quadrature. For 2 # 1, 2-D SSD, smoothing is effective 
above mode 4, and above mode 6 for 2 # 0, 1-D SSD. This is 
demonstrated in Fig. 109.34(a), which shows the smoothing 
due to SSD at 1 ns for modes up to 50. Note that even though 
the difference between 1-D and 2-D smoothing is small for 
modes less than 10, these modes also see less thermal smooth-
ing29 and a greater decoupling time than shorter-wavelength 
modes. Both 1-D and 2-D SSD smooth at the same rate prior 
to asymptoting. The difference in smoothing between 1-D 
and 2-D SSD is due to the difference in the asymptotic level. 
This is shown for mode number 22 in Fig. 109.34(b). For this 

Figure 109.32
The shell at the end of the acceleration phase is shown for four 2-D simulations incorporating different sets of SSD parameters. These are integrated simula-
tions that also include the effects of energy imbalance, foam-surface nonuniformity, and 1 nm of ice roughness. 
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The shell is shown at the end of the acceleration 
phase [(a) and (b)] and near the time of peak 
compression [(c) and (d)] for the 2 # 1 and 2 # 0 
SSD configurations, including all sources of 
nonuniformity. Unlike the integrated simula-
tions shown in Fig. 109.32, these were run to 
completion. The high level of nonuniformity at 
the end of the acceleration phase and the highly 
distorted hot spot in the 2 # 0 case demonstrate 
the importance of 2-D SSD smoothing for target 
performance. The 2 # 1 simulation achieved a 
gain of 20, compared to a gain of less than 1 for 
the 2 # 0 case.
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mode, the asymptotic level is reached at 70 ps for 1-D SSD and 
at 0.5 ns for 2-D SSD. 

The third completed integrated simulation had the same 
nonuniformity levels and beam smoothing as the 2 # 1 just 
discussed, with an initial ice roughness of 1 nm and an ice 
power-law spectral index of b = 1. This was chosen to approxi-
mate the spectra of cryogenic DT capsules produced at LLE, 
which have less power in the low modes because of the dif-
ferent layering process. While the ice roughness was higher 
for this simulation than for the integrated 2-D SSD simulation 
described above, the lower power-law index reduces the spec-
tral power in the low modes relative to the high modes. The 
combined effect is to produce a hot spot at peak compression, 
shown in Fig. 109.35, which is similar to that of the 2 # 1 SSD 
integrated simulation shown in Fig. 109.33(c), although with 
a smaller and more distorted hot spot. The gain factor of this 
simulation was 27. This shows that, for a smaller power-law 
index, the target can tolerate a greater ice roughness with little 
reduction in gain.
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The shell is shown at peak compression for a simulation using 2-D, 2 # 1, 
1-THz SSD with 1-nm initial ice roughness and an ice spectral index of 1. 
The resulting 2-D gain is 27.

Conclusions
An ignition target design using a wetted-foam ablator to 

couple greater laser energy into the target has been presented 
for use on the NIF with 1 MJ of incident laser energy. This 
design makes use of a thicker shell and lower implosion veloc-
ity to reduce the effects of imprint. A nonuniformity-budget 
analysis indicates that imprint, with 2-D, 2 # 1 color-cycle, 
1-THz SSD smoothing, produces an effective nonuniformity 
v that is slightly larger than that of the other sources of non-

uniformity, namely, power imbalance, outer-surface roughness, 
and ice roughness. With 1 # 1 SSD the effective nonuniformity 
is more than twice that from other sources. 

Simulations suggest that this design will ignite and achieve 
gain only if 2-D SSD is used to smooth single-beam illumina-
tion nonuniformities. The need for 2-D SSD has been found in 
other target-design performance studies as well.17,36 Integrated 
simulations including imprint, surface and ice roughness, and 
beam-to-beam power imbalance were completed for two levels 
of SSD: 2 # 1 and 2 # 0, and 0.75-nm initial ice roughness with 
a power-law index of b = 2. The former achieved a gain of 32 
compared to less than 1 for the latter. The difference in per-
formance is due primarily to the difference in the asymptotic 
level of smoothing for 2-D and 1-D SSD. A third integrated 
simulation was completed using 1-nm initial ice roughness 
with a power-law index of b = 1, meant to approximate the ice 
spectra found in DT cryogenic targets at LLE. This simulation 
also ignited, achieving a gain factor of 27. This indicates that 
greater ice nonuniformity may be tolerated if combined with 
a smaller spectral index.
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Introduction
Picosecond laser–solid interaction at relativistic intensities 
has generated a high level of experimental1–5 and theoreti-
cal6–9 interest in recent years. This is due to its relevance to 
the fast-ignitior (FI) scheme for achieving inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF)10,11 and to backlighter development for the x-ray 
radiography of dense materials.12,13

The interaction of high-intensity, I ~ (1018 to 1021) W/cm2, pico-
second laser pulses with solid targets produces copious energetic 
electrons. Remarkable conversion efficiencies of up to 40% of the 
incident laser energy have been reported,1,14 with characteristic 
electron energies ranging from ~100 keV up to several MeV.14–16 

When these energetic electrons propagate into the bulk of 
a solid target, hard-x-ray bremsstrahlung and characteristic 
inner-shell line emission are produced [the first observations 
of Ka radiation from picosecond laser–produced plasmas were 
presented as early as 1979 (Ref. 17)]. The brightness of this 
radiation, either continuous or line emission, makes it valuable 
for x-ray radiography of ICF implosions, a primary motiva-
tion for the recent experiments of Theobald et al., reported 
in Ref. 18. This article investigates, using semi-analytic and 
implicit-hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC) modeling,19,20 the K-shell 
line emission from mass-limited targets and compares the 
predictions with these experiments.

The inner-shell line emission provides information on the 
energetic electrons produced in the interaction and its subse-
quent transport and heating of the target.1,4,21–37 The main 
conclusion is that mass-limited targets of mid-Z elements pro-
vide an excellent “test bed” for FI physics due to simplifications 
afforded by the near-perfect hot-electron refluxing and by the 
effects on the line emission caused by the target heating.

Electron “refluxing” within the target, due to reflection from 
the surface sheath fields, is well known9,28,29 and is connected 
to the generation of fast protons and ions.30,31 When consider-
ing the generation of secondary radiation, this effect has not 
always been taken into account, e.g., Refs. 32–34. Unlike the 

High-Intensity Laser Interactions with Mass-Limited Solid 
Targets and Implications for Fast-Ignition Experiments 

on OMEGA EP

case of proton acceleration,9,28 the effect of hot electrons reflux-
ing on the K-shell production efficiency has not been described, 
rather the emphasis has been placed on the energy dependence 
of the K-shell ionization cross section34 and the competition 
with penetration depth and reabsorption of the characteristic 
radiation,26,35 which is appropriate for massive targets.

It is shown here that the K-shell yields, per joule of hot 
electrons, of mass-limited targets are insensitive to the hot-
electron spectrum and laser intensity. This is valid as long as 
the hot-electron stopping is classical and arises because of the 
energy dependence of the K-shell ionization cross section and 
electron range. It requires that relativistic corrections to the 
K-shell ionization cross section are accounted for.36 The inten-
sity dependence of K-shell production efficiency, expressed per 
joule of incident laser energy, is sensitive to the hot-electron 
conversion efficiency hL"e(I). The experimental Ka yields from 
Ref. 18 are found to be consistent with the model if an intensity-
independent hot-electron conversion efficiency of hL"e = 10% 
is assumed over the range 1018 < I < 1020 W/cm2.

Volumetric heating of reduced-mass targets18 is predicted to 
be sufficient that ionization of the copper M shell will strongly 
affect the ratio of Kb to Ka emission.21 Three-dimensional LSP 
calculations,19,20 including the relevant atomic processes,27 have 
been performed for parameters of the RAL (Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory) experiments and spatially resolved images of both 
Ka and Kb emission have been produced. It is shown that these 
measurements can be used to infer the degree of bulk heating 
and provide a consistency check on the hot-electron conversion 
efficiency obtained by fitting the absolute Ka-photon yields. A 
comparison between the predicted ratio of Kb- to Ka-photon 
production, for hL"e = 10%, with the experimentally observed 
ratios is not conclusive. Rather, it suggests the usefulness of 
the technique, which will be pursued in future experiments on 
OMEGA EP currently under construction at LLE.38

The following sections (1) summarize the Theobald et al.18 
experiments, (2) describe a semi-analytic model for K-shell line 
emission in mass-limited targets, (3) compare the modeling pre-
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dictions with the RAL experiments, (4) present the LSP calcula-
tions of volumetric heating, and (5) present the conclusions.

RAL PW and 100-TW Experiments
Pulses of 1.06-nm laser light from either the RAL Petawatt 

(PW) or the 100-TW Facility were focused with an f/3 off-axis 
parabola to ~10- to 100-nm spots onto Cu foil targets, achieving 
laser intensities between 3 # 1018 to 4 # 1020 W/cm2. The foil 
thicknesses ranged between d = 1 to 75 nm, and the areas from 
A = 0.01 to 8.0 mm2, resulting in target volumes of V = 10–5 to 
10–1 mm3. The pulse durations ranged from 0.4 to 10 ps. Inner-
shell emission and resonance-line emission occurred in these 
experiments. The Ka and Kb lines are emitted by the inner-shell 
transitions when an L- or M-shell electron fills a vacancy in the 
K shell, respectively, and the corresponding excess energy is 
radiated away by a photon in competition with Auger decay. Both 
x rays and energetic electrons may produce K-shell vacancies, 
assuming that the radiation has sufficient energy to excite above 
the K edge (for Cu, ho > 9 keV). Indirect inner-shell emission 
due to absorption of continuous x-ray radiation that is produced 
while suprathermal electrons decelerate in the target is negligible 
for elements with an atomic number Z < 30 (Refs. 37 and 39). 
Energetic electrons are the main contribution to Ka and Kb 
production in high-intensity, ultrashort, laser–solid interaction 
with low- and mid-Z materials.24,26 X-ray spectra were collected, 
and the total number of Ka and Kb photons emitted, per unit 
laser energy, were obtained as described in Theobald et al.18 The 
resonance-line emission is not discussed here.

In contrast with previous experiments using massive targets, 
absorption of the characteristic x rays is modest. As a result, 
the mechanism controlling the intensity dependence of the Ka 
yield is no longer the interplay between the electron penetration 
depth relative to the K-photon attenuation length as in earlier 
experiments.26,40 A different model is required to predict the 
K-shell yield and its dependence on interaction parameters.

Description of a Semi-Analytic Model
The absolute K-shell photon yield Nk is the sum of the yield 

from two hot-electron populations: (1) electrons that escape 
from the target after losing only part of their energy (l), and 
(2) electrons that reflux, losing all of their energy to the target 
(r), i.e., Nk = (Nk)l + (Nk)r.  The distinction is of significance 
only for targets thinner than the expected electron range in the 
material. For copper, this corresponds to targets thinner than a 
few millimeters for interaction intensities of ~1019 W/cm2.

A simple estimate of the “refluxing efficiency,” which is 
the ratio of the number of electrons stopped in the target to the 

total, ,N N Nr e el-h = _ i  can be given roughly by estimating the 
capacitance of the target. Assuming the target is a perfectly 
conducting thin disk in vacuum, C = 8 e0r ~ 70.8 # 10–12 r 
farads, where r is the radius of the disk in meters, then a loss 
of Nl = 4.42 # 1011 (r/1 mm) (V/1 MV) electrons is required 
to produce a potential drop V in a target of radius r. This will 
be modified if the target is not isolated, for example, by a 
conducting target stalk. The required potential is determined 
self-consistently so that, for Boltzmann-distributed electrons 
at a temperature T, the potential satisfies Nl = Ne exp(–eV/T). 
This leads to the equation exp(–U) = lU, where U = eV/T and 
l is given by e" E. ,rT7 08 10 L L

2 2#l h= - _ i  where r is in 
mm, T is in MeV, and EL is in joules. This can be solved for U, 
giving the refluxing efficiency hr = 1–exp(–U), with the results 
for varying laser intensity and foil radius shown in Fig. 109.36. 
Note that the efficiency is extremely high for the parameters of 
the RAL experiments, hr > 90%.
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Refluxing efficiency obtained from the capacitance model. The hot-electron 
temperature is assumed to depend on laser intensity according to the pon-
deromotive scaling.6

The refluxing electrons are prevented from escaping by 
the self-consistent electromagnetic fields, so that the electron 
stopping can be treated as if the electrons were propagating in 
an infinite medium. The K-photon yield (Nk)r is computed by 
integrating along the path of electrons whose initial energies are 
described by an energy distribution f(E0) as long as (1) energy 
loss is accurately described with a continuous slowing-down 
formula (dE/ds), and (2) cold cross sections vK(E) for K-shell 
ionization are appropriate (note that for copper Z = 29, only direct 
K-shell ionization is significant37). The contribution to the total 
yield Nk due to refluxing electrons (Nk)r is then given by
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where Ne is the total number of hot electrons, ~k is the fluores-
cence yield (~k = 0.44 for Cu)41 (the fraction of K-ionization 
events resulting in K-quantum emission), and nCu is the number 
density of copper atoms in the target. The contribution from 
the “loss” electrons (Nk)l is similarly obtained to the above 
but by replacing hr with 1–hr and truncating the electron path 
length s in the integral Eq. (2) whenever it exceeds the target 
thickness ,mins E s s E dmax0 0" =_ _i i8 B (if the target is thick 
enough so that multiple scattering is important, an accurate 
calculation of this term would require a Monte Carlo calcula-
tion). To distinguish between the K-emission lines, e.g., Kb, 
Ka1, Ka2, etc., of corresponding energies e . ,8 906Ki

=  8.048, 
and 8.028 keV, respectively, the relative emission probabilities 
pi are introduced, defined according to ,N p NK i ki

=  where “i” 
stands for either “b,” “a1,” or “a2.” The probabilities are taken 
to be ,p p,a i i1 2

R= a a=_ i  pb = 0.88, 0.12, respectively, whose 
values correspond to cold Cu at solid density.42 From this 
model the electron-to-K-photon generation efficiency he"k is 
determined. This is defined as Ek = he"kEe, where the energy 
in electrons is given by Ee = NeG EeH, and in K photons by Ek = 
ekNk. Here ek is the average fluorescence energy 

i
e epK i Ki

R=  
(8.14 keV for copper) and E EEf Ede = ^ h#  is the average elec-
tron energy, resulting in
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A direct comparison between the experimental production 
efficiency (yield/laser joule) and the calculated generation effi-
ciency is not straightforward. The experimentally observable 
quantity Nk,obs requires a knowledge of the detector solid angle, 
the filter, and detector efficiency.18 Given this, the efficiency
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may be computed only if the K-shell photon reabsorption 
fraction fabs and the hot-electron production efficiency 

e E Ee L="Lh  are known. EL is the energy in the laser pulse. 
The absorption fraction fabs can be easily computed,43 but 
the electron-production efficiency is subject to a great deal of 
uncertainty.1 In principle, this could depend on many factors, 
hL"e = hL"e(IL, EL, d log n, …), where, for example, IL is the 
laser intensity, EL is the laser energy, and d log ne is the elec-
tron-plasma density scale length.31,44 For current purposes it 
is either treated as a free “fitting” parameter, or taken to be a 
function of laser intensity only, with the dependence as given 
by Ref. 27, a fit to data obtained on the Nova Petawatt.1 The 
predicted efficiency, obtained using Eq. (3), requires further 
specification of the hot-electron spectrum f(E). Exponentially 
distributed electron energies are assumed, f(E)dE = (1/T) 
exp(–E/T)dE, and the laser intensity connected to the tem-
perature T, equal to the average energy for an exponential 
distribution, G EH = T, using the “ponderomotive scaling” of 
Wilks,6,45 . . 1T I0 511 1 1 37 MeV.18

2 1 2
m -m= + n` j9 C  Differ-

ent intensity-temperature scalings have been proposed in the 
literature.46,47 The calculations have also been performed with 
a relativistic Maxwellian (Jüttner) distribution,48 leading to no 
change in the overall conclusions.

Equation (3), using ITS (Integrated Tiger Series) data for 
hot-electron stopping power and K-shell ionization cross sec-
tions,49,50 the fluorescence probability, and the relative emis-
sion probabilities, taken together with the absorption fraction, 
the refluxing fraction, the hot-electron conversion efficiency, 
the hot-electron distribution function, and hot-electron tem-
perature scaling as described in the text fully defines the model. 
From this the conversion efficiency of laser energy to K photons 
hL"k can be computed with no free parameters.

Comparison Between the Modeling 
and RAL Experimental Results

Figure 109.37 shows Ka-photon yield, per joule of laser 
energy, as a function of laser intensity from the model described 
above with constant hot-electron conversion efficiencies of 
hL"e = 10% and 20% (solid curves). The predicted Ka produc-
tion efficiency is almost independent of laser intensity over 
the range I = 2 # 1018 to 2 # 1020 W/cm2 and takes the value 
(hL"k)model ~ 4 # 10–4 for hL"e = 10%. This is consistent with 
experimental data taken from shots with 200 to 500 J of laser 
energy on a 20-nm-thick target (black triangles). Although 
not the case in Fig. 109.38, the experimental data are usu-
ally corrected for absorption and not the model predictions. 
The independence of efficiency on hot-electron temperature 
(laser intensity) over the experimental range of intensities can 
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of K-shell emission per unit path ~knCuvk(E0) [Eq. (1)]. When 
normalized by E0, this product is a very weak function of the 
electron energy, provided that the relativistic corrections to 
the cross section vk(E) are properly taken into account.51 If 
the refluxing is ignored, hr " 0, then the dashed curves result. 
The LSP predictions, shown as circles in Fig. 109.37, are very 
similar to the semi-analytic model. This is to be expected 
because LSP uses the same cross sections as the model and 
the stopping is found to be due to classical collisions and not 
anomalous mechanisms. The discrepancies are a result of the 
approximations in the LSP collision model.20

Agreement can be obtained only for high refluxing effi-
ciency, hr ~ 100%, leading to the broad conclusion that reduced-
mass targets produce the same number of K photons as targets 
of infinite thickness (but without the reabsorption). It follows 
that the K-shell yield is independent of the target geometry 
(volume). As Fig. 109.38 shows, this is actually observed.

Figure 109.38 shows both the Ka- (solid markers) and 
Kb-photon production efficiencies (open markers) from both 
the 100-TW system (crosses) and the RAL PW (squares and 
diamonds) as a function of laser intensity for a range of target 
geometries having volumes 10–4 < V < 100 mm3. (The target 
thicknesses employed were 20 nm for the 100-TW shots, 5 to 
75 nm for the PW shots with 5-ps pulses, and 5 to 25 nm 
for the PW shots with 0.4- to 0.75-ps pulses.) The yields are 
essentially constant and the ratio of K Kb a is consistent with 
the expected cold matter value . .N N 0 14K K =

b a
 The predic-

tions of the semi-analytic model with hL"e = 10% are shown 
as dashed lines.

A hot-electron conversion efficiency of 10% is lower than the 
hL"e ~ (20%–40%) quoted in the literature for these intensi-
ties, e.g., in Ref. 15. Reference 1 suggests that the conversion 
efficiency hL"e rises significantly with laser intensity with 
efficiencies of hL"e ~ 40% for laser intensities of 1020 W/cm2. 
Figure 109.39 shows the predicted Ka yield from the model 
as a function of laser intensity when the functional form of 
hL"e is fit to the Nova PW data.1,27 The solid lines are lines 
of constant conversion efficiency hL"e and the shaded area, 
bounded by the dashed curves, is the prediction of the model 
with a reasonable allowance made for scatter in the data of 
Ref. 1. With the conversion efficiency prescribed in this way, 
there are no free parameters in the model.

The discrepancy between the simple model and the experi-
ment at high, I L 1 # 1019 W/cm2, and low, I ~ 1018 W/cm2, 
intensities might have several causes. Additional energy-loss 
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be understood if perfect refluxing is assumed: the number of 
K-shell photons per electron is essentially given by the product 
of the range s s E E E sd d d

E0 0
0 1

0
/ = -

_ _i i#  and the probability 
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channels for the hot electrons such as the acceleration of pro-
tons (or ions) from the back side of the target, “anomalous” 
stopping mechanisms such as resistive inhibition,52 or cur-
rent filamentation instabilities, presumably becoming more 
important at higher intensities9 are potential candidates. Large 
magnetic fields could bottle energy up at the surface,53 where 
the plasma is too hot to produce K photons.

An experimentally verifiable consistency check on the 
inferred hot-electron conversion efficiencies, computed by 
fitting the absolute Ka yields, can be made by considering 
the volumetric heating created by the hot electrons. The col-
lisional dissipation of the fast electrons, or the return current 
of the slower electrons, will volumetrically heat the foil on the 
picosecond time scale. The heating on this time scale, the same 
time scale as the K-shell emission, can be due only to the hot 
electrons and will be a measure of their energy content. The 
target heating can be quantified by measuring the ratio of Kb 
to Ka emission N NK Kb a

 because for the expected tempera-
ture rise T L 100 eV, significant ionization of the M shell is 
expected21 (Fig. 109.40). Smaller-mass targets are expected to 
achieve higher temperatures since an equal amount of energy 
is deposited in a smaller volume.21

Figure 109.40 shows the ionization degree Z* for solid-
density copper as a function of temperature according to the 
Thomas–Fermi model.54 The main part of the figure shows an 
estimate of the line ratio as a function of temperature based on 
this ionization (the cold ratio has been weighted by the relative 
population of the M shell). It is not straightforward to estimate 
the ratio of the absolute Ka and Kb yields because the heating 
rate is a function of time and space, as is the hot-electron popu-
lation. To take this properly into account we have performed 
LSP calculations. 
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LSP Calculations of Volumetric Target Heating
Three-dimensional numerical calculations of target heat-

ing and K-shell emission were performed using LSP.19,20 The 
targets were square copper foils of either (80 # 80) nm2 or 
(160 # 160) nm2 area, and either 10 nm or 20 nm in thickness. 
The hot-electron source was prescribed, as is usual in MC and 
implicit-hybrid calculations.26,53 Electrons from the cold bulk 
were promoted in energy inside a region defined laterally by 
the laser spot and extending to a depth of 0.5 nm into the target. 
The rate of promotion was defined so that the power translated 
into the electrons was a constant fraction hL"e of the assumed 
incident laser power. The energy spectrum of the promoted 
electrons was an isotropic Maxwellian with an average energy 
defined according to the local laser intensity on the surface of 
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the foil (assuming the ponderomotive scaling). A realistic laser 
spot shape was assumed, taken from Ref. 55, where 50% of 
the energy is contained within a characteristic diameter, a0 ~ 
16 nm. A radial temperature dependence of the hot electrons 
resulted from the assumed axial symmetry of the spot, similar 
to that of Ref. 26. The total injected hot-electron kinetic energy 
was taken to be either 10 or 30 J, with a pulse duration of 0.5 or 
1.5 ps, respectively. This held the average laser intensity over 
the central spot constant at I = 1.2 # 1019 W/cm2. The total 
duration of the simulations was 15 ps and the targets were 
either 10 or 20 nm thick. Inter- and intra-species collisions 
are included in the calculation,19,20 the effect of which is to 
slow the hot particles and to heat the initially cold target. It was 
observed that L90% of the hot-electron energy was converted 
into thermal energy of the target primarily as a result of direct 
e–e collisions, with only a few percent being either lost or 
converted into electromagnetic-field energy.

Figure 109.41 shows the peak temperatures attained by 
20-nm-thick targets that have been taken on a slice transverse 
to the target normal at a depth of 5 nm. In the left (right)-hand 
column, 10 (30) J of energy was introduced into hot electrons. 
The target volume was 1.28 # 10–4 (5.12 # 10–4) mm3 in the 
first (second) row. The smallest target reaches a peak tempera-

ture of ~500 eV, while the most massive ~100 eV. Only one 
quadrant of each foil was modeled, the remainder completed 
by assuming symmetry about the x and y axes. LSP assumes an 
ideal equation of state (EOS) for the various particle species. 
Here, the temperatures have been renormalized assuming a 
Thomas–Fermi EOS.

1. Reasons for the Absence of Enhanced Stopping 
in the LSP Calculations
The stopping power of hot electrons can be increased above 

that due to particle collisions by the presence of resistive elec-
tric fields.8,52 The current carried by the hot, laser-produced 
electrons far exceeds the Alfvén-limiting current for vacuum 
propagation, IA = 17cbbbkA,56 where bb is the beam veloc-
ity normalized to the speed of light, v ,cb bb =  and cb is the 
relativistic gamma factor .1 1 2

b b
2c b= + -_ i  Estimating the 

current according to e~I eI A T 25 MAL hot ="Lh  for IL = 
1019 W/cm2, A = r # (20)2 nm2, hL"e = 0.2, and Thot = 1 MeV. 
This is several hundred times larger than the Alfvén limit 

~ . .I I560 2 7 b b Ahot c b_ i8 B
Such beams cannot propagate unless there is a compensat-

ing return current. In metals and plasmas, the return current is 
naturally provided by cold electrons. The cold current represents 
a drag on the hot component through the resistive electric field 

,E j v=  where v is the electrical conductivity (assuming scalar 
conductivity and neglecting the Hall term). The resistive electric 
field E , j/v may be estimated to be ~2 # 105 kV/cm for the 
above parameters. This would stop a 1-MeV electron in ~50 nm. 
In making this estimate, a conductivity of v = 1 # 106 X–1m–1 
has been assumed. This value is representative of the minimum 
conductivity of copper (other mid-Z metals are similar). Typically 
this minimum occurs at a few 100 eV, thereafter increasing with 
temperature ~ T /

e
3 2v  according to the Spitzer value.

Resistive inhibition would be expected to be dominant, if the 
characteristic range due to the resistive electric field is small 
compared with the range due to binary collision events s0. The 
range estimated above is shorter than the range in copper of s0 = 
700 (3800) nm for 1.0 (5.0)-MeV electrons, respectively. In the 
current experiments, this is not the full story. In the thin-foil 
case, d < s0, the “resistive” range should instead be compared 
with the foil thickness d. This is because refluxing hot electrons 
can contribute significantly to the return current for times 
greater than a hot-electron transit time. For this reason the LSP 
calculations indicate that resistive inhibition is not an important 
effect for the parameters of the experiments of Ref. 18. This is 
further borne out by the predictions of the semi-analytic model 
that are consistent with the usual stopping power.
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Figure 109.41
The images show target heating from four 3-D LSP calculations on a slice 
perpendicular to the target normal taken at a depth of 5 nm from the target 
surface. The heating was computed with 10 J and 30 J of energy in hot elec-
trons (columns) and for target volumes of V = 1.28 # 10–4 and 5.12 # 10–4 mm3 
(rows). Only one quadrant of each foil was modeled, the remainder completed 
by assuming symmetry about the x and y axes. 
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Sources of plasma resistivity that are not currently modeled 
by LSP, such as ion-acoustic turbulence, possibly resulting from 
instability of the return current, have the potential to modify 
this picture. If the anomalous resistivity were to be a few times 
larger than the maximum resistivity quoted above, then the 
resistive range would become smaller than the typical target 
thickness. This could substantially reduce the contribution of 
hot electrons to the return current. 

2. Effect of Target Heating on K-Shell Line Ratios
The effect of target heating on the relative emission prob-

ability of the Kb line has been estimated by adjusting the 
emission probability pKb

 in the LSP calculations, according 
to Fig. 109.40, using the local temperature at the time when 
the emission process took place. The LSP predictions for the 
line ratio ,N NK Kb a

 for three target volumes and 10 (30) J of 
hot-electron energy, are shown by the light upper (dark lower) 
open diamonds in Fig. 109.42. Figure 109.42 also shows the 
experimentally determined ratio of Kb to Ka yield N NK Kb a

 
from the RAL 100-TW (crosses) and RAL PW (squares, dia-
monds, and circles) as a function of target volume.
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Figure 109.42
Experimental ratio of Kb to Ka yield N NK Kb a

 from the RAL 100-TW 
(crosses) and RAL PW (squares, diamonds, and circles) as a function of 
target volume. The open diamonds show LSP predictions in the cases of 10 J 
of energy in hot electrons (upper light) and 30 J (lower dark). 

The scatter in the experimental data is too large for the 
consistency check to be conclusive, especially considering that 
the experimental Kb signals, for target volumes V K 10–4 mm, 

are very close to the noise level of the detector at ~3%. It can 
be said, however, that the PW data are not inconsistent with 
a hot-electron conversion efficiency of 10%. For example, the 
close agreement of the 30-J calculations with the experimental 
data point (shot 5021803) at V = 5 # 10–5 mm3, where the energy 
in the central spot was ~150 J. 

3. Spatially Resolved K-Shell Emission
The spatial distribution of the K-shell emission reflects the 

trajectories of the hot electrons57 and also the volumetric heat-
ing profile. Although the K-shell emission was not imaged in 
Ref. 18, images of the Ka emission from the LSP calculation 
can be produced (Fig. 109.43).
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Image of Ka emission obtained from 3-D LSP calculations.

Conclusions
A semi-analytic model has been developed, and implicit-

hybrid particle-in-cell code simulations (LSP)19,20 have been 
performed to study fast-electron propagation, inner-shell x-ray 
photon production, and heating of mid-Z, mass-limited targets.

For the conditions considered, motivated by RAL experi-
ments,18 hot-electron flow within the target is dominated by 
refluxing at the electrostatic sheath at the target surface. This effect 
is responsible for the observed absolute x-ray yield. The semi-ana-
lytic model has been used to demonstrate the insensitivity of the 
yield to target geometry and hot-electron temperature under the 
conditions of hot-electron refluxing and classical stopping.

The experimental Ka yields are consistent between both 
models and experiment for an intensity-independent electron 
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conversion efficiency of ~10%. This result raises some concerns 
since 15% to 50% conversion efficiencies have been reported 
in the literature, e.g., Refs. 1, 6, 7, and 15. Surface fields18 or 
anomalous stopping mechanisms, e.g., Ref. 58, might prevent hot 
electrons from penetrating to the cold interior of the target where 
they can efficiently produce Ka photons. If this were the case, 
a higher hot-electron conversion efficiency would be required 
to produce the observed Ka yields.18 Target expansion is not a 
likely explanation for the discrepancy because it is responsible for 
only a few-percent decrease in the target density over the period 
of Ka emission. The ratio of Kb to Ka line emission is related to 
the degree of target heating that may be used as a consistency 
check on the hot-electron conversion efficiency.

Three-dimensional LSP calculations of volumetric target 
heating have been performed giving predictions for line ratios 
as a function of hot-electron conversion efficiency. At present, 
the experimental data set is not sufficiently precise to conclu-
sively choose between the predictions; however, it does suggest 
the usefulness of the technique, which will be pursued in future 
experiments on OMEGA EP.
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Introduction
In the laser-driven direct-drive approach to inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF), energy from many individual high-power 
lasers is delivered to a spherical target, causing a spherically 
symmetric implosion.1 The 60-beam, 30-kJ OMEGA Laser 
System2 is used to study direct-drive ignition (DDI), where the 
laser energy is deposited directly onto the target. For indirect-
drive ignition (IDI), the laser energy is directed onto a metal 
container (a hohlraum) surrounding the target, creating x rays 
that deposit the energy onto the target.3,4 IDI is inherently less 
efficient than DDI but has less-restrictive symmetry require-
ments on the laser illumination.

Current designs for both DDI and IDI high-gain ICF targets 
require a layer of condensed hydrogen fuel that adheres to 
the inner surface of a spherical shell ablator. Photon energy 
delivered to the target ablates its outer surface, and the abla-
tion pressure drives the fuel layer inward, compressing both it 
and the gaseous fuel at the target’s center. The drive pressure 
is varied in time such that the fuel density is compressed by 
a factor of as much as 4000 while remaining relatively cold. 
Shock waves resulting from the drive-pressure history, along 
with compressive work, heat the gaseous-core “hot spot” to the 
high temperatures needed to initiate burning the fuel.

As the fuel layer is compressed and decelerates, perturba-
tions on the inner ice surface act as amplitude seeds for the 
Rayleigh–Taylor instability5,6 on the inner surface. The nonlin-
ear growth of this deceleration-phase instability mixes the cold 
compressed fuel layer with the hot-spot fuel vapor, reducing 
fusion yield or preventing ignition.7–10 Asymmetry-induced 
hydrodynamics can reduce the performance of ICF targets to 
well below that predicted by 1-D modeling.11 Ignition require-
ments impose strong constraints on the illumination uniformity 
and on the sphericity of the target.12 

The degrading effect of an inner-ice-surface perturbation 
on implosion performance depends on the perturbation’s mode 
number, which is the ratio of the capsule’s circumference to the 
wavelength of the perturbation. The surface roughness is charac-

Three-Dimensional Characterization of Spherical Cryogenic 
Targets Using Ray-Trace Analysis of Multiple Shadowgraph Views

terized in terms of a mode spectrum analogous to Fourier analy-
sis. Since the target geometry is spherical, spherical harmonics 
Y�m(i,{) form the basis functions used for the mode spectrum. 
Accurate surface characterization of ice layers requires reliable 
measurement of the layer’s surface with submicron resolution at 
many points distributed over the surface of a target. Hydrody-
namic codes then calculate capsule implosion performance using 
the measured surface mode power spectrum. The benchmarking 
of calculated target performance with experimental results is 
essential for designing ignition-scale targets and specifying their 
allowable surface roughness with confidence.

The DDI specifications12 for the National Ignition Facility 
(NIF)13 require a total root-mean-square (rms) deviation of less 
than 1 nm for an ice layer with less than 0.25-nm rms from 
Fourier modes higher than n = 10. An ice-layer rms deviation of 
less than 1 nm is also required for successful IDI on the NIF.14 
Measurement of the ice-layer radius over the entire surface with 
submicron resolution is required to verify success or failure at 
achieving the required specifications. 

This article describes the optical backlit shadowgraphic 3-D 
characterization of cryogenic direct-drive-target ice layers at 
LLE using ray-trace analysis of the shadowgrams. The follow-
ing sections (1) briefly describe the principles and equipment 
used to record a cryogenic-target shadowgram at LLE; (2) ana-
lyze the resolution of shadowgram measurements; (3) describe 
three-dimensional ice-layer reconstruction from multiple target 
views using the conventional assumption that the shadowgram 
bright ring can be directly related to the ice thickness based on 
spherically symmetric calculations; and (4) present a shadow-
gram analysis to which nonspherically symmetric ray tracing is 
added, thereby improving the 3-D ice-layer reconstruction by 
self-consistently calculating the effects of ice-layer asymmetries 
and roughness on the position of the bright ring in each view. 
The conclusions are presented in the final section.

Shadowgraphic Characterization of Ice Layers
Optical backlit shadowgraphy is the primary diagnostic 

used to measure ICF target ice-layer roughness.15–25 A shadow-
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graph records the image of the light rays passing through 
a backlit target. The rays are reflected and refracted at the 
shell wall and ice-layer surfaces. Some rays are focused into 
characteristic rings. Ray-trace modeling of a typical cryogenic 
target using the PEGASUS code26 has identified the specific 
reflections/refractions responsible for the brightest rings (see 
Fig. 109.44). The most-prominent ring or “bright ring” is the 
result of a single internal reflection off the inner solid/vapor 
interface of the ice layer. The position of the bright ring in the 
shadowgraph is directly correlated with the position of the 
inner surface of the ice layer and allows the nonuniformity of 
the inner surface to be characterized.

A high-magnification, high-fidelity backlit optical shadow-
graphy system (see Fig. 109.45) is used to diagnose the ice-layer 
quality. A 627-nm red-light–emitting diode (LED) provides the 
backlighting. A 50- to 100-ns pulse drives the LED to illumi-
nate (~f/5) the target. Imaging optics (~f/6) magnify the target 
image on a DALSA charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera 

(12 bit, 1024 # 1024) (Ref. 27) such that the camera typically 
images about 1.2 nm per pixel. The camera is triggered by the 
same pulse that drives the LED. 

A sample shadowgram of an LLE cryogenic D2 target 
suspended from a beryllium “C-mount” by four threads of 
spider silk is shown in Fig. 109.46. The strong unbroken 
bright ring and mostly featureless central spot are indicative 
of the high quality of this ice layer. Two inner rings are also 
clearly visible.

Resolution of Shadowgram Rings
The analysis of the target image in an individual shadow-

gram consists of accurately determining the target center, 
unwrapping the image into polar coordinates, and measuring 
the radial positions of both the target edge and the bright 
ring’s peak intensity. Details of this procedure are published 
elsewhere.21 Here, the accuracy and resolution of these mea-
surements are discussed.
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Figure 109.44
Ray-trace modeling of a cryogenic target has identified the sources of the 
most-intense rings. The bright ring (b) is by far the most intense.
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Figure 109.45
The LLE Cryogenic Target Characterization Stations are based on a diffuse 
f/5 source and f/6 imaging optics.
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Figure 109.46
Shadowgraph of a cryogenic target (876-nm outer diameter, 4.2-nm shell 
thickness, 79-nm ice thickness) in a logarithmic scale. The fainter inner 
rings are clearly visible in the image. The bright-ring signal-to-noise ratio is 
typically over 20, and the effects of noise are reduced by the shadowgraph 
analysis routines.21 The offset of the light rays passing through the center of 
the target is due to an asymmetry in the spread of the illumination, which 
has little effect on the position of the bright ring.
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Previously, by examining the bright-ring-measurement 
scatter for very smooth liquid hydrogen layers,21 the resolu-
tion of the measurements was estimated to be about 0.1 pixel 
(~0.12 nm). The high resolution of the bright-ring measure-
ments has been verified using precision calibration targets as 
described here. The calibration targets are simulated target 
images of photolithographed chrome on glass.28 A simulated 
image consists of a “perfectly” circular edge along with a bright 
ring (plus two fainter inner rings) with a known variation in 
radial position. The radial variation of the rings was calculated, 
using the linearized formula discussed in the next section, for 
an ice surface with a surface-deviation, Fourier-mode power 
spectrum of 

 P Cn 2
n = -  (1)

for Fourier modes n = 1 to 100, where C was chosen such that 
the spectrum meets the DDI specification. The phase of each 
Fourier mode was randomized. This power spectrum and the 
calculated bright-ring position are shown in Fig. 109.47. The 
precision calibration target was photolithographed with a manu-
facturing tolerance of 0.1 nm. A shadowgram of this target taken 
in one of OMEGA’s Cryogenic Target Characterization Stations 
is shown in Fig. 109.48. This image has been analyzed using 
LLE’s standard shadowgram analysis routines, and the results 
are shown in Fig. 109.47. The measured bright-ring positions 
have a mean error of less than 0.1 nm (within the manufacturing 
tolerances of the calibration target), and the total rms error of 
the ring measurement is about 0.01 nm. 
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Figure 109.47
The measured (solid) bright ring for the simulated dot-surrogate target is an excellent match to the design specification (dotted) in terms of both (a) radial 
position and (b) power spectrum.
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Figure 109.48
Shadowgraph of the photolithographed chrome-on-glass “dot-surrogate” 
target. The outer edge is a perfect circle to within the manufacturing tolerance 
(0.1 nm). The rings are simulated by uniform-thickness gaps in the dot. The 
inner rings are fainter than the bright ring because their gap width is less. The 
radial positions of the rings vary around the target and are calculated for an 
ice surface whose roughness meets the DDI requirements.

It is clear that the bright-ring position can be very accurately 
measured in the characterization station shadowgrams. The 
relationship of that ring position with the radius of the actual ice 
surface producing the ring is discussed in the next section.
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Three-Dimensional Ice-Layer Reconstruction 
Using Multiple Shadowgraph Views

An important feature of LLE’s Cryogenic Target Shadow-
graphy System is the use of multiple views of the target to 
fully characterize the ice surface. Multiple views allow a far-
more-complete surface characterization than is possible from 
a single view. Even with three mutually orthogonal views, it 
can be shown that there is only a small chance of detecting 
many local ice defects.29 

In the LLE Cryogenic Target Characterization Stations, 
the targets are rotated to provide a large number of different 
views for a single camera. The maximum number of views 
is limited only by the step size of the rotation stepper motor, 
which is a few tenths of a degree. Shadowgrams are typically 
recorded at 15° intervals, producing a total of 48 independent 
views between two cameras in each characterization station. 
The two cameras have approximately orthogonal views: one 
camera views the target center from an angle of 26.56° above 
the equator and the second camera, located 109.96° azimuth-
ally from the first, views the target center from 12.72° above 
the equator. These view angles are determined by the loca-
tion of the layering sphere windows that are aligned with the 
OMEGA target chamber’s viewing ports, which are used to 
center the target at shot time. These views are not optimum 
for target characterization. An off-the-equator viewing angle 
always results in unviewable regions surrounding the rota-
tion poles; these unviewable “polar caps” are apparent in 
Fig. 109.49(a).

The standard method of shadowgram analysis assumes that 
the ice surface position along a great circle perpendicular to 

the shadowgraph view can be uniquely determined from the 
observed bright-ring position for that view17,22–25 by character-
izing the ice-to-bright-ring relationship using a ray-trace study 
of spherically symmetric targets with varying ice thickness. 
At LLE, ray-trace modeling of a typical cryogenic target using 
the PEGASUS code26 has identified how the shadowgram ring 
positions vary with the target parameters such as the shell outer 
radius and thickness, the D2-ice thickness, the shell index of 
refraction, and the D2 index of refraction. The PEGASUS code 
is two dimensional and assumes spherical symmetry in the 
target. A linearized formula derived from this modeling is used 
to determine the inner-ice-surface radius from the position of 
the bright ring for given target parameters.

A 3-D representation of the ice layer can be constructed 
from the ice-surface positions determined from the multiple 
shadowgram views. Figure 109.49 shows a target’s inner ice sur-
face reconstructed from a target rotation of 24 separate views. 
The surface is dominated by low-mode-number asymmetries, 
but very different Fourier modes are observed for any given 
great circle. For this data set, the ice-surface 1-D rms roughness 
of the individual great-circle observations varies from 2.6 nm 
to 5.3 nm with an average value of 3.5 nm. This particular data 
set was selected for the following reasons: 

• The outer surface is very smooth and symmetric and should 
have little effect on the bright ring.

• The optical distortion from collection optics was well mini-
mized for these images.

• The bright ring is smooth and has few breaks.
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Figure 109.49
Three-dimensional representation of a cryogenic inner ice surface (nm) displayed (a) on a spherical surface, (b) using the Aitoff projection with contour lines, 
and (c) using the Aitoff projection with surface elevation. These displays are constructed by interpolating all the individual data from the many great-circle 
observations to an evenly spaced (i,z) surface grid. The dotted lines in (a) show the location of the actual great circles observed in the individual shadowgraphs. 
The “polar caps” crossed by none of the great-circle observations are clearly visible.
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As mentioned earlier, computer modeling of a spherical 
implosion, including instability growth, requires an ice-rough-
ness spectrum described in terms of spherical-harmonics-basis 
functions Y�m(i,z) on the ice surface:
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respectively. The P� spectrum represents an average over all 
azimuthal modes. 

The P� spectrum for high mode numbers can be inferred 
from the Fourier power spectra of the many great circles 
observed. If one assumes that the surface perturbations are 
randomly distributed, the great-circle 1-D Fourier-mode power 
spectrum, averaged over many great circles, can be mapped30 to 
an equivalent Legendre-mode power spectrum. The assumption 
of randomly distributed perturbations limits the applicability of 
the mapping to higher mode numbers. At LLE the ice-surface 
positions are directly fit to spherical harmonics to determine 
the lower mode numbers (up to some �max).21 

The results of a direct Y�m(i,z) fit are shown in Figs. 109.50 
and 109.51 for a fit up to �max = 10. The surface reconstruction 
in Fig. 109.51 based on the low-mode-number fit is a good match 
to the data shown in Fig. 109.49. The Legendre power spectrum 
P� corresponding to this fit along with the higher mode numbers 
determined by the mapping method is displayed in Fig. 109.50. 
Target reconstructions using the standard analysis have success-
fully detected low-mode asymmetries in the ice layer, allowing 
the identification and correction of the sources of the layering 
sphere temperature isotherm asymmetries that cause them.31 

The maximum mode number fit, �max, is limited by the largest 
space between sampled points on the surface. For typical LLE 
targets, the largest gap in the surface data occurs at the unview-
able polar cap of the target. The maximum mode number that can 
be reliably fit is also reduced by the many smaller surface gaps 
between great-circle measurements, noise in the data, uneven 
surface weighting (sections crossed by several great circles are 
more heavily weighted), and the fact that the data do not agree 

at “cross-over” points (see the next section). The sum of these 
effects typically limits the direct surface fit to mode numbers up 
to about �max = 10. The exact limit varies with each data set. The 
results of fitting too high an �max are shown in Figs. 109.52 and 
109.53, where the fit has been extended to �max = 16. The power 
spectrum in Fig. 109.52 is rising as mode numbers approach 

Figure 109.50
Legendre-mode power spectrum P� of the ice surface. The dots correspond 
to the low-mode-number (up to �max = 10) direct fit. The circles result from 
mapping the average Fourier-mode spectrum of the many great circles.
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Figure 109.51
Three-dimensional reconstruction of a cryogenic inner ice surface (nm) based 
on a direct Y�m(i,z) fit to the measured data (up to �max = 10) (a) using the 
Aitoff projection with contour lines and (b) using the Aitoff projection with 
surface elevation. A comparison with Fig. 109.49 shows that the low-mode 
features are well matched by the fit. Although the actual great-circle data are 
used in the fitting, the results are mapped to an evenly spaced (i,z) surface 
grid using the Y�m coefficients for better display.
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�max, a trend not observed in the Fourier analysis of the bright 
rings. The combination of a too high �max along with the spaces 
between data circles and data mismatch at the great-circle cross-
over points produces a fit with more structure than seen in the 
individual bright rings. This increased structure and “crinkling” 
are evident in Fig. 109.53.

Ray-Trace Analysis
Despite the success of the standard analysis, it is well 

known18–20,24 that the assumption that the ice-surface position 
along a great circle perpendicular to the shadowgraph view 
can be directly correlated to the observed bright-ring position 
for that view is valid only for perfectly spherical symmetry. 
Kozioziemski et al.18 showed that a shift in the ice layer along 
the viewing axis will alter the bright-ring position and “sig-
nificantly shift the apparent ice-layer thickness.” This effect 
can be easily seen in Fig. 109.54, which shows the ray path of 
the bright ring for a target layer shifted along the viewing axis. 
For imperfect ice layers, Koch et al.19,20 note that “correlation 
depends on the height and curvature of the imperfection.” To 
illustrate this, the bright-ring radii predicted by 3-D ray tracing 
of a simulated ice surface constructed from spherical harmon-
ics for opposing views are shown in Fig. 109.55. The predicted 
bright rings show general similarities in the low-mode struc-
tures but differ greatly in the higher-mode detail. This explains 
why the ice surfaces determined by the standard method do 
not agree at the cross-over points of the views.

If the shadowgrams were viewed along the equator and 
exactly opposing views could be measured, the average posi-
tion of two bright rings would show a good correlation to the 
ice-surface position along the great circle perpendicular to the 
views.32 In this case the standard method can accurately be 
applied to the averaged bright ring. If one has nonequatorial 
views, exactly opposing views cannot be recorded. A study of 
two above-the-equator views in the Cryogenic Target Charac-
terization Stations for OMEGA rotated 180° about the polar 

Figure 109.53
Three-dimensional reconstruction of a cryogenic inner ice surface (nm) 
based on a direct Y�m(i,z) fit to the measured data (up to �max = 16) (a) using 
the Aitoff projection with contour lines and (b) using the Aitoff projection 
with surface elevation. A comparison with Fig. 109.49 shows a large amount 
of mid-mode noise in the fit.
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Figure 109.52
Legendre-mode power spectrum P� of the ice surface. The dots correspond 
to the low-mode-number (up to �max = 16) direct fit. The circles result from 
mapping the average Fourier-mode spectrum of the many great circles.
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Figure 109.54
The ray path that produces the bright ring in a target where the ice surface 
is shifted along the line of view shows how asymmetries affect the bright 
ring. When viewed from the right, the bright ring appears lower than when 
viewed from the left. The standard analysis would determine a quite-differ-
ent ice thickness for each view. For an unshifted layer, the rays on both sides 
would be at the same height and the bright ring would appear the same for 
both views.
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axis showed that only the lowest modes can be determined with 
any accuracy by averaging two bright rings.33

To self-consistently and accurately determine the 3-D ice 
surface from shadowgram bright-ring measurements requires the 
modeling of the effect that the ice-surface asymmetries and defects 
have on the bright-ring position and including this modeling into 
the shadowgram analysis. Kozioziemski et al.18 accomplished 
this in a limited fashion by using interferometry to measure the 
P1 ice-layer mode along the viewing axis, then correcting the 
bright-ring position for the effect of the P1 based on a ray-trace 
study. The ray-trace shadowgram analysis at LLE uses 3-D ray 
tracing to simultaneously fit the bright-ring measurements for all 
views (typically 48 different views) to a multimode (up to � = 18) 
spherical-harmonic representation of the ice layer. 

Producing a simulated full shadowgram for a nonspherically 
symmetric ice layer can take days of CPU time20,24 due to the 
large number of ray-trace calculations required. For this fitting 
analysis, where many iterations of varying a large number of 
spherical-harmonic components is required, an alternative was 
found based on the observation that for spherically symmetric 
targets, the peak intensity of the bright ring is centered on rays 
whose paths on both sides of the target are along the viewing 
axis. This is a poor approximation for asymmetric layers such 
as a melted layer that is very offset from the view angle, but it 

is a good approximation for the quasi-symmetrical case of a 
typical well-layered OMEGA cryogenic target.

With the above assumption, one need only follow one ray 
for each measured bright-ring position used in the fitting. The 
rays are launched backward from the measured bright-ring 
positions along their viewing angles and followed through the 
target and out the other side where the divergences of the rays’ 
final paths from the view angles are recorded. Nonlinear fit-
ting iterations are employed to adjust the spherical-harmonic 
description of the ice surface, minimizing the divergence of all 
the rays from the viewing angles. Typical total fitting times are 
of the order of several hours to a day, depending on the number 
of measurements (typically 180 points from each of 48 views) 
and the number of spherical-harmonic components fit, which 
varies as (�max + 1)2. The nonlinear fitting routine constrains 
the maximum peak-to-valley variation of the ice surface to be 
similar to the maximum variation in the bright-ring position, 
preventing large peak-to-valley structures from occurring on 
the surface between the data rings or in the polar cap.

An example of the results from the ray-trace analysis with 
�max = 16 is shown in Figs. 109.56–109.58. The ice-surface 
Legendre-mode power spectrum is well behaved up to this �max 
(Fig. 109.56), and the surface reconstructs show less anomalous 
structure (Fig. 109.57) than the standard method.
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Figure 109.55
Bright-ring radii predicted by 3-D ray tracing of an asymmetric ice surface 
for opposing views show very different structures. The standard method 
of shadowgram analysis assumes that both views will be identical and will 
depend solely on the ice radius at the great circle perpendicular to the view. In 
fact, the bright-ring radii also depend on the angle of the ice surface relative 
to each view, and the bright ring may not be centered on rays that strike the 
ice surface at the great circle.
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Figure 109.56
Legendre-mode power spectrum P� of the ice surface. The solid dots corre-
spond to the low-mode-number (up to �max = 16) ray-trace fit while the dashed 
line redisplays the standard method fit (up to �max = 16). The ray-trace analysis 
is well behaved up to higher mode numbers than the standard method. The 
circles are the result from mapping the average Fourier-mode spectrum of the 
many great circles to determine the higher Legendre modes.
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Figure 109.58 shows a measured bright ring taken from 
one of the 48 different views of a D2-ice layer in an OMEGA 
cryogenic target. The ice surface determined using the standard 
method with �max = 16 (Fig. 109.53) would produce the bright 
ring shown by the dotted line according to ray-trace calcula-
tions using that surface. The standard deviation between the 
measured bright rings for the 48 different views and their 
standard method predictions is 1.5 nm.

The ice surface determined by the ray-trace analysis 
(Fig. 109.57) gives the bright-ring prediction shown by the 
solid gray line in Fig. 109.58. This surface produces a much 

better match to the observed bright ring. The standard deviation 
between the measured bright rings for the 48 different views 
and their ray-trace analysis predictions is 0.8 nm, a reduction 
of 45% from the standard method.

Summary and Discussion
It has been shown that the bright-ring position can be mea-

sured very precisely, but accurately correlating the bright-ring 
position to an ice-surface position is difficult. The standard 
method of applying spherically symmetric bright-ring calcu-
lations is inaccurate for asymmetric ice layers. Incorporating 
asymmetric ray tracing directly into the bright-ring analysis 
allows a self-consistent fitting of the bright rings from multiple 
views to an ice surface. Ray-tracing analysis reduced the error 
between the measured bright rings (for 48 different views) and 
those predicted for the fitted ice surface by 45% in comparison 
with the ice surface determined by the standard analysis.

It may be possible to further improve the performance of 
the ray-trace shadowgram analysis by

• modeling the bright-ring position, directly taking into 
account the uncollimated illumination of the actual shadow-
graphy instead of assuming that the ring is centered on rays 
parallel to the viewing angles,

• fitting the optical differences between the views (magnifica-
tion, focal position, etc.), 

• adding some localized (e.g., spherical wavelet) defects to 
the ice-surface fitting to account for bright-ring features too 
localized to be fit by spherical harmonics and a reasonable 
�max, and

• including the effects of outer-surface perturbations on the 
bright ring that are believed to be responsible for some sharp 
features in the bright ring.

It is important to note that as the ice-layer quality improves and 
becomes more symmetric, the accuracy of the standard method 
improves. Initial studies of DT cryogenic targets for OMEGA34 
indicate that beta-layered DT targets are very smooth and sym-
metric and good candidates for accurate standard analyses. These 
very symmetric layers may still benefit from ray-trace analysis by 
isolating the effects of outer-surface perturbations on the bright 
ring that can be even larger than the actual ice-surface effects.

LLE is building a cryogenic fill-tube target station that will 
allow validation of this ray-trace modeling and shadowgram 
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Figure 109.57
Three-dimensional reconstruction of a cryogenic inner ice surface (nm) based 
on a ray trace Y�m(i,z) fit to the measured data (up to �max = 16) (a) using the 
Aitoff projection with contour lines and (b) using the Aitoff projection with 
surface elevation. This ray-trace fit shows less-artificial structure than the 
standard fit of Fig. 109.53.
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Figure 109.58
Unwrapping of a sample bright ring in polar coordinates shows that the 
measured bright-ring positions (black line) are much better matched by the 
predicted bright-ring positions using the ray-trace analysis ice surface (gray 
line) than by the bright ring predicted using the ice surface determined by 
the standard method (dotted line).
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analysis. The station will possess target rotation capabilities and 
equatorial views for both shadowgraphy and x-ray phase-contrast35 
layer diagnostics, allowing a direct comparison of ray-trace shad-
owgraphic analysis with (1) the standard analysis; (2) the standard 
analysis using averaged bright rings from opposing views; and 
(3) x-ray-phase-contrast direct measurements of the ice surface.
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Introduction
Fiber lasers have developed rapidly in recent years,1,2 with 
output powers above the kilowatt level.3,4 Along with the 
increasing output power, nonlinear effects become important 
and can ultimately limit the power scalability in the fiber. Two 
well-known nonlinear effects that have limited the output 
power of fiber lasers are stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) 
and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). Several methods can 
be used to increase the SBS threshold, including increasing 
the signal bandwidth to decrease the Brillouin gain,5 using 
new fiber designs to decrease the overlap between acoustic and 
optics modes,6 varying the temperature along the cavity,7,8 and 
using low-numerical-aperture, large-mode-area (LMA) fibers.9 
Spectral filtering and LMA fibers are also used to mitigate SRS. 
In LMA fibers, the large mode area serves to decrease the opti-
cal intensity, therefore increasing the nonlinear threshold.

While many methods are being investigated to suppress 
SBS and SRS, other nonlinear effects, such as self-focusing, 
also have an impact. In 1987 Baldeck et al.10 observed the 
self-focusing effect in the optical fiber with picosecond laser 
pulses. Self-focusing can lead to beam-quality degradation 
through a process called filamentation. The physical nature of 
filamentation arises from self-focusing through the nonlinear 
refractive index. When the light intensity is strong enough for 
self-focusing to occur, the beam in the laser cavity is focused 
narrower and narrower. As a result, the laser beam is limited in 
a small region in the center of the core. Thus the corresponding 
population inversion is depleted in the center of the core, but 
undepleted in other areas of the core, i.e., spatial hole burning. 
With spontaneous emission occurring throughout the core, 
it is easy to generate other lasing beams, finally resulting in 
filamentation. Filamentation has been studied extensively in 
semiconductor lasers in the past two decades;11–13 however, 
little work has been done in fiber lasers.

In this article, a theoretical model for the filamentation effect 
in LMA fiber lasers is presented. Solving the paraxial wave 
equation and population rate equation in three dimensions, an 
expression for the filament gain is derived using a perturbation 
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method. This expression includes both spatial and temporal 
characteristics, the filament spacing, and oscillation frequency. 
The filament gain also depends on the physical parameters of 
the optical fiber, the nonlinear refractive index, and the pump 
and signal power. This model can predict the output-power 
thresholds at which the filamentation will occur for a given set 
of optical-fiber parameters, in particular the core diameter. A 
simplified threshold expression is also provided. The results 
are shown to be consistent with previous experiments.

Theoretical Model and Steady-State Solution
Starting with Maxwell’s equation in a dielectric medium, 

a wave equation is obtained, assuming an optical field of the 
form , , ,A A r z t es

i kz tz= -~_ ^i hL  and using the slowly varying 
envelope approximation to neglect the second derivatives of the 
time t and axial coordinate z. After considering the gain, loss, 
nonlinear refractive index, and the coupling of the pump and 
the signal light in the optical fiber, the optical field of the signal 
light can be found to satisfy the paraxial wave equation
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where As is the slowly varying amplitude of the signal light 
along z and t, vg is the group velocity, ks = neff k0 is the mode 
propagation constant of the signal light, neff is the effective index 
of the refraction, and k0 is the free-space propagation constant. 

r r r r1 1T
2 2 2 2 2 2d 22 2 2 2 2z= + +_ _ ` ` _i i j j i is the trans-

verse Laplacian operator, representing diffraction. gls = gs–acav 
is the net gain of the signal light, where g N Ns s

e
s
a

2 1-v v=  is 
the local gain of the signal light. The energy-level system of the 
excitation ion is assumed to be a two-level system,16 where N2, 
N1 are the upper- and lower-state population densities, respec-
tively. ,j

a
j
ev v  are the absorption and emission cross sections at 

frequency ~j with j = p, s representing pump and signal light. To 
analyze the optical fiber laser, the mirror losses are distributed 
throughout the cavity, 2 ,ln R R L1 2intcav -a a= _ i  where aint 
is the internal loss, L is the cavity length, and R1 and R2 are 
the reflectivities of the mirrors. For the case of a fiber ampli-
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fier, the cavity loss is the same as the internal loss, acav = aint. 
n k Aj 0 eff j

c = 2  is the nonlinear parameter at frequency ~j, n2 
is the Kerr coefficient, and Aeff j

 is the effective cross-section 
area at frequency ~j. The nonlinear parameter cj represents 
self-focusing in optical fibers, for cj > 0; P Aj j= 2 is the optical 
power in the core at frequency ~j.

With the assumption of a two-level system, the rate equation 
of the excited state is given by16
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where P A hj j jeff j
z o= ` j is the photon flux at the frequency 

oj, x is the spontaneous lifetime of the excited state, and Nt = 
N1 + N2 is the total population density.

Equation (1) is a nonlinear equation without an exact solu-
tion. The waveguide mode is first solved in the absence of gain 
and loss for low-intensity levels (i.e., no nonlinear effects). The 
solution in the core can be found:14 
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where As0
 is a constant, ,p n k ks s

2
1
2

0
2 2-=  and n1 is the refractive 

index in the core. The index m can take only integer values, with 
m = 0 for the fundamental mode. Therefore, the optical field 
in Eq. (1) should have the form s .expA A z J p r ims s m1

z= ^ ^ ^h h h  
Substituting the Laplacian term with ,A p AT s s s

2 2-d =  Eq. (1) 
can be rewritten in the steady state as
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For simplicity, bi-directional pumping is assumed, so the 
pump power Pp can be regarded as nearly constant along the 
cavity, which leads to a constant gain along the cavity. When 
a laser is above threshold, the gain is clamped to the value of 
cavity loss at threshold. Since the loss is distributed along the 
cavity in this unfolded cavity model,13 net gain gls is zero and 
the signal power P As s= 2 must therefore be independent of 

.z A z As s1 0
=_ i8 B  Thus, the solution of Eq. (4) has the form 

s ,exp expA A J p r im i k zs s m s0
z D= ^ ^ ^h h h  is given by
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Equation (5) shows the change for the complex propagation 
constant due to the gain, loss, nonlinearity, and the wave-
guide mode.

The modal gain gs = Csg includes the transverse confine-
ment factor A As effs coreC =  to account for the fact that excited 
ions are doped only in the core. Substituting the relation N1 = 
Nt–N2 into Eq. (2), the upper-state population can be found in 
the steady state as 
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where ,P Aj j= 2 P A hj j j
e

j
asat

eff j
o v v x= +_ _i i8 B is defined as 

saturation power with j = p, s. For the case of the fiber laser, 
with the threshold condition of gs = acav and the assumption 
of constant pump power, the signal power is constant along the 
z direction in the cavity solved from Eq. (6):
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(7)

Linear Stability Analysis and Filament Gain
The stability of the single-mode solution against nonlinear 

spatial perturbations must be asserted to determine under what 
condition beam filamentation will occur. If small perturbations 
grow with propagation, then the steady-state solution is unstable 
and the beam can break up under propagation through the fiber. 
Small perturbations a and n are introduced in the optical field 

, , , expA P a r z t i k zs s sz D= + _ _i i8 B and upper-state population 
density Nl2 = N2 + n(r,z,z,t). Linearizing Eqs. (1) and (2) in 
a and n, while using the steady-state solutions, leads to two 
coupled linear equations: 
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Due to the cylindrical geometry, the perturbation is assumed 
to have the form of a Bessel function,
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where p is a Bessel parameter, kz has integer value, kz is the 
propagation constant of the perturbation, X is its oscillation 
frequency, and n0, a1, and a2 are constants. The two field-per-
turbation parameters originate from the fact that a represents 
a complex field, which is determined by two independent 
variables.17 The perturbation in population density n is a real 
number, which can be determined by one variable. Substituting 
Eqs. (10) and (15) into the coupled equations leads to linear 
equations about a1 and .a2

)  In the condition that they have 
nontrivial solutions, kz needs to satisfy
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where .p p ps
2 2 2-=l  The factor p and the saturated power gain 

G are defined respectively as
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The steady-state solution is stable provided the perturbation 
gain (which is the imaginary part of the kz) is less than the 
cavity loss, a reflection of the growth of the laser field in the 
cavity. With the relation g = –2Im(kz), the perturbation gain 
can be extracted from Eq. (14), where the factor 2 is added to 
define the power gain:
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(15)

The negative root from Eq. (12) is selected because the gain 
needs to be positive for the filamentation to occur. Equation (15) 
gives a general expression for the filament gain. In a fiber laser, 
when the population inversion is clamped to the threshold, the 
net gain gls is zero. The filament spacing is defined as w = r/p, 
and oscillation frequency .f 2rX=

It is already known that the solution of perturbation must 
have the form of a Bessel function due to the cylindrical geom-
etry of the fiber. Because the perturbation is also an electro-
magnetic field, it also needs to satisfy the boundary condition 
on the interface between the core and cladding, which means 
for every kz the Bessel parameter p or filament spacing w has 
only discrete values. In other words, the perturbation also 
has mode structure, which is similar to the well-known mode 
properties of the electromagnetic field in fibers. Equation (15) 
shows no dependence of kz to the filament gain, but that does 
not imply that all the modes can resonate. Mathematically, 
lower-order modes, especially the fundamental mode of the 
perturbation, do not have dense enough mode structure for 
filamentation to occur. Physically, the largest amplitude of 
the fundamental mode is in the center of the core, where the 
population is depleted. The amplitudes of higher-order modes 
are zero at the center and large at the margin where the popu-
lation is undepleted. Therefore higher-order modes of pertur-
bation are more likely to occur than lower-order modes. The 
peak-to-peak period of squared higher-order Bessel solutions 
is approximately equal to r, which accounts for the factor r 
in the definition of filament spacing.

Spatiotemporal Analysis of Filament Gain 
in Optical Fiber Lasers

Most high-power fiber lasers are Yb doped, due to high 
quantum efficiency, high doping density, the absence of excited-
state absorption, and a long upper-state lifetime. Therefore the 
parameters used in this section are for typical Yb-doped fiber 
lasers and are shown in Table 109.V.

Figure 109.59 shows a 3-D plot of normalized filament gain 
versus normalized filament spacing and oscillation frequency 
for the signal peak power Ps = 10 kW and core diameter dcore = 
100 nm. The figure is symmetric in frequency space; therefore 
only positive frequency is plotted. To facilitate understanding of 
Fig. 109.59, normalized gain gnorm = g/acav and normalized fila-
ment spacing wnorm = w/acore are used, where acore is the radius of 
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the fiber core. If perturbation gain is larger than cavity loss (gnorm > 
1), the filament can grow in the cavity; if filament spacing is less 
than core radius (wnorm < 1), filament can appear in the core. Both 
of these conditions need to be satisfied for the filament to occur 
since the gain exists only within the fiber core. In Fig. 109.59 there 
is a peak in the spatial dimension, which defines the filament spac-
ing at which the perturbation will grow most rapidly, where g > 
acav. However, the normalized filament spacing corresponding to 

the peak region is larger than unity, which means the filament is 
outside the core, and filamentation cannot occur. In the temporal 
dimension, the curve is constant with a dip at low frequencies. 
Since the noise perturbation is dynamic, there is less possibility 
for the filament to grow statically or in low frequency.

In Fig. 109.60, the signal peak power Ps is increased to 10 MW. 
The gain peak becomes much larger, and the corresponding fila-
ment spacing falls into the core. Because both of the thresholds 
are reached (gnorm > 1 and wnorm < 1), filamentation can occur. 
There is no observable feature in the temporal dimension. Thus 
for signal peak power high above the gain threshold, the temporal 
modulation of the filamentation can occur at any frequency.
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Figure 109.60
Normalized filament gain versus normalized filament spacing and frequency 
for dcore = 100 nm, Ps = 10 MW.

Figure 109.61 shows normalized filament spacing and 
normalized filament gain corresponding to the gain peak as 
functions of signal peak power for the core diameters ranging 
from 20 nm to 200 nm, when f = 10 GHz. With the increase 
of the signal peak power, the filament gain peak will move 
toward the small filament spacing and the filament gain will 
also increase. This agrees with conventional understanding: 
the higher the power, the denser the filaments and the larger 
the possibility for filamentation to occur. From Fig. 109.61 the 
gain threshold for the filamentation to occur (g = acav) can 
also be observed; it is from a magnitude of 100 W to 10 kW 
for core diameters ranging from 20 nm to 200 nm. The fila-
ment spacing threshold, however, is around a few MW, which 
then determines the filamentation threshold. Self-focusing, 
and thus filamentation, is determined only by the peak power 
(highest power) in fiber lasers, regardless of different average 
powers. Correspondingly, cw (continuous wave) operation is 
represented by the same curves in Fig. 109.61.

Table 109.V: Parameters for ytterbium-doped optical fiber 
laser calculations.

Parameter Value

mp 0.976 nm

ms 1.053 nm

p
av 2476 # 10–27 m2

p
ev 2483 # 10–27 m2

s
av 20.65 # 10–27 m2

s
ev 343.0 # 10–27 m2

Nt 9.4 # 1024 m–3

x 0.84 ms

Cp 0.01

ncore 1.46

nclad 1.45562

2n 2.6 # 10–20 m2/W

R1 1

R2 0.5

L 0.5 m

aint 0.003 m–1

Figure 109.59
Normalized filament gain versus normalized filament spacing and frequency 
for dcore = 100 nm, Ps = 10 kW.
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The gain peak with respect to the normalized filament spac-
ing can be obtained by solving ∂g/∂w = 0. Correspondingly, 
the filament spacing and signal peak power have the relation 

.w k P p2 s s s s
2 2 2r c= +  At spatial threshold w = acore, the spatial 

threshold power is

 .P
k

a p

2 s s

s
2 2 2

th
spatial core -r

c
=
a k

 (16)

At high frequency, saturation gain G and factor p can be 
neglected from Eq. (15), and the filament gain can be simpli-
fied at the gain peak as g = 2csPs. At gain threshold g = acav, 
the gain threshold power is

 .p
2 s

th
gain cav

c

a
=  (17)

Figure 109.62 shows the spatial and gain threshold powers 
as functions of core diameter. As would be expected from an 
intensity-dependent process, the gain threshold power increases 
as the core diameter (and thus mode diameter) increases. Con-
versely, the spatial threshold power decreases with increasing 
core diameter. For larger modes, the effects of diffraction and 
waveguiding are weaker; thus the mode becomes more suscep-
tible to filamentation. For all core diameters below 1000 nm, 
the spatial threshold dominates.

Figure 109.63 shows the normalized and non-normalized 
filament gains as functions of the signal peak power for three 

cavity lengths, from 0.5 m to 4 m when dcore = 100 nm and f = 
10 GHz. It is instructive to see that the normalized gain changes 
with cavity length since the cavity length relates to the cavity 
loss in the unfolded cavity model. The non-normalized gain 
is not affected by the fiber length since it is dependent only on 
signal peak power. In the laser cavity, light propagates back 
and forth, and the optical path is effectively infinitely long. 
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Gain threshold power (dashed) and spatial threshold power (solid) as a func-
tion of core diameter ( f = 10 GHz).

Figure 109.63
(a) Non-normalized filament gain, (b) normalized filament gain, and (c) nor-
malized filament spacing as a function of the signal peak power for three 
different cavity lengths: 0.5 m (solid), 2 m (dotted), and 4 m (dashed–dotted) 
(dcore = 100 nm, f = 10 GHz).
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Figure 109.61
(a) Normalized filament spacing and (b) normalized gain as a function of 
the signal peak power for various core diameters: 20 nm (dotted), 50 nm 
(dashed–dotted), 100 nm (dashed), and 200 nm (solid) ( f = 10 GHz).
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Thus filamentation can occur as long as the filament gain is 
larger than cavity loss, and it does not depend on cavity length. 
Figure 109.63(c) shows a plot of the corresponding normalized 
filament spacing versus signal peak power. The filament spatial 
properties do not change with cavity length since they have the 
same transverse spatial structure. Because spatial threshold 
determines total threshold here, total threshold is independent 
of cavity length.

Discussion and Conclusion
Only a single experiment reported self-focusing in multi-

mode optical fibers.10 In this work, 25-ps pulses were coupled 
into multimode fiber, and a mode scrambler was used to dis-
tribute pulse energy into every mode. The output beam profile 
was unchanged for pulse energies less than 1 nJ. When the pulse 
energy was increased beyond 10 nJ, self-focusing occurred. 
That is to say, the peak power threshold is between 40 W to 
400 W. Considering the use of the mode scrambler, the thresh-
old should be much smaller compared to our model, which 
assumes an unperturbed starting condition of the fundamental 
mode. Our model gives a gain threshold of around 1 W and a 
filament spacing threshold of around 0.5 MW. Starting with a 
set of modes instead of a single mode will lead to a reduction in 
the filamentation threshold due to the added spatial variations 
in the initial condition. More recently, an ultrashort Yb-doped 
fiber laser system was demonstrated with peak power in the 
fiber of 15 kW (Ref. 4). Since their peak power is still under 
the filament spacing threshold (~7 MW from our model), no 
filamentation occurs.

The thresholds of SBS and SRS are around ~20 W and 
~1 kW for short-length cw fiber lasers.7 For short-pulsed fiber 
lasers, SBS can be neglected for the broadband spectra; the 
threshold of SRS can be increased to MW using the LMA 
fibers. Recently, Cheng18 has reported a 1.56-MW-peak-power 
laser system using 80-nm-core, Yb-doped LMA fibers. Given 
the rapid rate of progress in high-peak-power fiber lasers, self-
focusing and filamentation will soon become a problem that 
will need to be addressed in order to retain high-beam-qual-
ity output. It is important to note that since these phenomena 
effectively increase the spatial frequency of the light in the 
fiber, bend loss will have a beneficial impact on the filamenta-
tion threshold.

In summary, an expression for filament power threshold was 
derived, using a perturbation method, starting from the paraxial 
wave equation. The spatial and temporal characteristics of the 

filament gain were analyzed. Two conditions must be satisfied 
simultaneously for filamentation to occur: filament gain larger 
than cavity loss and filament spacing less than the core radius. 
The filamentation also has the mode characteristics of optical 
fibers, and its threshold is of the order of a few MW.
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Introduction
Nanosecond-length laser pulses are commonly used in appli-
cations such as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and 
remote sensing. Accurate measurement of the pulse shape can 
be critical for specific applications. In particular, laser sys-
tems used for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) are required 
to produce stable, high-contrast pulse shapes to achieve the 
highest-possible compression of the target.1,2 While non-
linear techniques can measure pulse shapes with a contrast 
of the order of 107 (Refs. 3 and 4), reliable measurement of 
nanosecond-length pulses can only be achieved with either 
streak cameras or photodiodes in conjunction with oscil-
loscopes. Streak cameras offer high-dynamic-range (700:1), 
multichannel (>8) measurements with 30-ps temporal resolu-
tion.5 However, the relatively slow update rate of single-shot, 
high-dynamic-range streak cameras (0.1 Hz) precludes their 
use in applications that require real-time monitoring. Such 
applications include real-time pulse-shape adjustment or the 
diagnosis of intermittent problems.

Although oscilloscope sampling rates are continually 
increasing, the vertical resolution has remained stagnant at 
8 bits. Additionally, the effective number of bits (ENOB) is 
limited to 5 or 6 due to inherent noise floor and digitization 
effects. Therefore, when using photodiodes with oscilloscopes 
to measure an optical pulse shape, the oscilloscope becomes 
the limiting factor of measuring contrast, reducing the mea-
surable dynamic range (DR = 2ENOB) to ~45. Such a contrast 
is insufficient for the accurate measurement of high-contrast 
ICF pulse shapes that require measurement of pulses with up 
to 100:1 shape contrast at a reasonable level of accuracy.

The conventional method for reducing noise on periodic 
signals is to average temporally sequential events, which has 
the benefit of reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a 
factor of ,N  where N is the number of traces. However, non-
repetitive, single-shot events get washed out in the averaging 
process; this is particularly important when trying to diagnose 
intermittent failures. Furthermore, the acquisition speed in 
sequential averaging is reduced by a factor of N.

Averaging of Replicated Pulses for Enhanced-Dynamic-Range, 
Single-Shot Measurement of Nanosecond Optical Pulses

To capture single-shot events, the pulse can be replicated 
and averaged with itself to reap the benefits of averaging. In 
previous work, the pulse of interest was sent through an active 
fiber loop to produce a replicated pulse train.6 With gain in the 
loop, the signal was kept near maximum throughout the pulse 
train at the expense of amplifier noise added to the signal at 
every pass. Additionally, the amplitudes of the resultant pulse 
train followed an exponential decay curve, making it difficult 
to operate at high repetition rates. In this work, a passive pulse-
replication structure is implemented to achieve the series of 
pulses. The signal is power divided, then recombined with a 
fixed time delay. Multiple split/recombine stages with digi-
tally increasing delay can yield an arbitrary number of pulses, 
provided there is sufficient energy in the initial pulse. The 
replicated pulses are read from a single oscilloscope trace and 
subsequently averaged in order to achieve increased dynamic 
range. Similar pulse replication schemes have previously been 
implemented for increased temporal resolution in measuring 
picosecond pulses.7,8

Experimental Configuration and Measurements
The configuration for passive pulse replication is shown 

schematically in Fig. 109.64. A series of 2 # 2 fused-fiber 
splitters are spliced with m # 12.5-ns-delay fibers between the 
individual stages. Since successive combinations use splits from 
previous combinations, the last split is the only place where 
light is forfeited. It should also be mentioned that since the 
first splitter has two input ports, two separate pulses can be run 
simultaneously through this architecture, provided their timing 
is such that the resultant pulse trains do not overlap in time.

Figure 109.65 shows the resultant 64 pulses from the raw 
photodiode output as measured on a Tektronix TDS 6154C 
digital storage oscilloscope, which has a 12-GHz analog band-
width. The pulses are nominally spaced at 12.5 ns, although 
precise spacing is not critical to the method.

The trace is acquired from the scope at 25-ps resolution, 
and the individual pulses are separated by temporal binning. 
The fine temporal alignment between two pulses Pi(t) and Pj(t) 
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in the pulse train is measured once with a cross-correlation 
method using the formula

 ,X t P t P tF F Fij i j
1

#= - )
^ ^ ^h h h7 8A B& 0  (1)

where F and F–1 denote the discrete fast Fourier transform and 
its inverse and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The 
temporal offset tij is the value of t that maximizes the function 
Xij(t). Pj(t) is offset by this amount before averaging with the 
other pulses from the pulse train.

Figure 109.66 shows the single-shot, self-averaged pulse 
together with a multi-shot–averaged pulse (64 averages) and 
a single pulse (no averaging) for comparison. Similar to the 
multi-shot average, the single-shot average shows clear per-
formance enhancement compared to the single-shot case. 
Additionally, due to the jitter inherent in temporal acquisitions, 
the multi-shot–averaged case has a reduced effective bandwidth 
compared to the single-shot–averaged trace, as can be seen in 
the relative sharpness of the leading edges of the corresponding 
pulses in Fig. 109.66.

The dynamic range of the measurement is defined as the 
ratio of the peak of the signal to the signal level where the SNR 
is equal to unity. Figure 109.67 shows the calculated dynamic 

range for the single-shot and multi-shot averages as a func-
tion of the peak signal on the photodiode. In the multi-trace 
averages, there are 64 temporally displaced copies at different 
signal amplitudes (as can be seen in Fig. 109.65), each of which 
is plotted independently. Given that the noise level is identical 

Figure 109.64
Schematic of 64-pulse passive pulse-stacking architecture.
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Oscilloscope trace showing 64 pulse replicas.

Figure 109.66
Single-shot, single-shot–averaged, and multi-shot–averaged pulse shapes. 
Arbitrary offsets have been added for clarity.
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for all cases, increased signal amplitude corresponds directly to 
increased dynamic range. For the single-shot–averaging case, 
the data point is plotted versus the average amplitude of all of 
the peaks in the 64-pulse train. This plot clearly demonstrates 
that single-shot averaging works just as well as multi-shot 
averaging without the disadvantages of reduced acquisition 
time and the loss of single-shot events. For further compari-
son, the manufacturer’s specifications rate the oscilloscope at 
5.5 ENOB, corresponding to a maximum dynamic range of 45. 
The single-shot–averaging technique demonstrates a dynamic 
range of 312, or an ENOB of 8.3, an improvement of nearly 
3 bits over the nominal performance of the oscilloscope. This 
level of improvement is expected from the averaging function; 
since the SNR is reduced by N  and the maximum signal 
remains nearly the same, the dynamic range is improved by 
the same factor, for which .64 23=
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Dynamic range of single-shot–averaged and multi-shot–averaged pulses

Discussion and Conclusions
In principle, this method can be extended to a larger num-

ber of pulses in the pulse stacker, thereby achieving even 
better dynamic range and SNR. The ultimate limitation is 
peak-detected signal power, which is reduced by a factor of 2 
every time the number of pulses is doubled. Provided the laser 
system has sufficient energy to spare for the measurement, the 
upper limitation on power launched is driven by damage and 
nonlinear effects in the fiber.

For spectrally narrowband pulses, stimulated Brillouin scat-
tering (SBS) becomes the limiting factor in power launched 
into the fiber. The conventional threshold equation for the SBS 
threshold is ,g P L A 21B 0 eff eff =  where gB is the Brillouin gain, 

P0 is the threshold peak power, Leff is the effective interaction 
length, and Aeff is the effective mode area.9 Since the light 
scattered by SBS is in the reverse propagation direction, the 
effective length of the interaction is determined by the time 
of flight of the pulse in the fiber. Using typical numbers for 
1053 nm, the SBS energy threshold for a 1-ns pulse is of the 
order of several microjoules.

Conventional damage thresholds for fibers are near 5 J/cm2 for 
a 1-ns pulse, although higher values have been reported.10 Using 
the more-conservative value leads to an upper energy limit of 
the order of a few microjoules for a single-mode fiber at 1053 nm 
(~6-nm core). Together, damage and SBS considerations limit 
the maximum launched power to a few microjoules.

The receiver of the system also has its limitations. Gener-
ally, detection of low light levels may lead to signal-to-noise 
issues; therefore, higher light levels are desired. However, 
the photodiode itself has an upper limit of peak signal power 
before the pulse becomes distorted by space-charge effects 
that arise when the extracted charge exceeds more than a 
few percent of the charge stored in the photodiode. For the 
Discovery DSC-30 photodiodes that were used, the power 
was limited to approximately 10 pJ per pulse in the pulse 
train; reasonably beyond that value, pulse-shape distortion 
became noticeable.

Together, the fiber launch energy and the photodiode lin-
earity determine the maximum dynamic range of the detected 
signals. The single-pulse energy after passing through the 
system is given by (h/2)N, where h is the transmission of the 
coupler and N is the number of stages. Using the energy limi-
tations described above with a conservative 0.6-dB insertion 
loss for the couplers, a total of 14 stages can be utilized. Thus, 
this technique can be extended to achieve an increase of 7 bits 
over the nominal oscilloscope performance. 

In conclusion, measuring pulse shapes beyond the dynamic 
range of oscilloscopes is achieved by passive temporal-pulse 
stacking. Pulses are averaged with their time-delayed replicas 
without introducing additional noise or jitter, allowing for 
high-contrast pulse-shape measurements of single-shot events. 
A dynamic-range enhancement of 3 bits is demonstrated 
experimentally, and the technique can be extended to yield 
an increase of up to 7 bits of additional dynamic range over 
nominal oscilloscope performance. Moreover, single-shot 
averaging does not suffer from temporal jitter; therefore it can 
produce higher bandwidth measurements than conventional 
multi-shot averaging.
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Introduction
Direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) has seen for-
midable progress in recent years.1,2 The energy coupling and 
hydrodynamics of the implosion continue to be the dominant 
factors in the path to successful conversion of the incident laser 
energy EL into thermonuclear burn energy ETN (Ref. 3). For 
direct-drive implosions, the energy gain G E ELTN=  depends 
strongly on the implosion velocity Vi and on the coupling 
efficiency hc = habshh. The dominant part of this product 
is the hydrodynamic efficiency hh, the ratio of the kinetic 
energy of the implosion to the incident laser energy EL (a few 
percent), while the absorption efficiency habs is of the order of  
60% to 80% depending on the laser wavelength. It can be 
shown4 that the gain of an ignited target scales as G h i

2+ - ,Vh  
while hh is approximated well with ,V Ih i L+h . .0 75 0 25- -  where IL 
is the laser intensity. Thus, the thermonuclear gain is roughly 
inversely proportional to the implosion velocity. On the other 
hand, successful ignition of the assembled central hot spot (the 
necessary condition for any gain in ICF) in conventional ICF 
requires that the hot spot reaches a certain temperature Ths (of 
the order of 5-keV ion temperature), which requires high implo-
sion velocities. This is confirmed by the scaling relations of 
Ref. 4, which show that .T V .

i
1 4

hs+  Too slow a compression will 
not compensate thermal losses and the hot spot will not reach 
the required temperature, although the areal density of the fuel 
may attain high values. These restrictions on Vi set limits on 
both the minimum energy for ignition and the maximum gain 
in conventional ICF.

In what is called a magneto-inertial fusion (MIF) implosion, 
an additional thermal insulation of the fuel forming the hot spot 
is provided by a strong magnetic field in a typical direct-drive 
ICF target.5 The hot spot can reach ignition temperatures due to 
the reduced electron thermal conductivity, and then, when the 
nuclear burn develops, the alpha particles will also be confined 
to the burn region, delivering the energy needed to support the 
burn wave. Considering a hot spot with a characteristic radius 
Rh = 40 nm, a density of +10 g/cc, and a temperature of 5 keV, 
an electron–cyclotron frequency ~ce exceeding the collision 
frequency oe is required for magnetic insulation; i.e., ~cexe > 1, 

Laser-Driven Magnetic Flux Compression
for Magneto-Inertial Fusion

where 1e ex o=  is the collision time. This corresponds to 
B > 10 MG due to the high densities (small collision times) 
in the hot spot. The condition for alpha-particle confinement 
r R 1<ha  (where ra is the gyroradius) requires B > 95 MG 
for the 3.5-MeV fusion alphas in a burning DT plasma. Such 
strong magnetic fields are very difficult to create externally. The 
largest macroscopic magnetic fields have so far been generated 
only by magnetic-flux compression in metallic liners driven 
by chemical detonation.6,7 The measured upper limit that we 
are aware of is of the order of 10 MG (Ref. 8). Flux compres-
sion with an ICF-scale laser like OMEGA9 is a possible way 
to obtain even stronger fields. The idea is to perform an ICF 
implosion in which there is a preimposed macroscopic magnetic 
field, amplified with the compression of the target plasma. Flux 
compression with a plasma “liner” was discussed by Liberman 
and Velikovich in Refs. 10 and 11 more than 20 years ago. In 
Ref. 11 the authors consider a magnetic field that is “frozen” in 
plasma compressed by a thin cylindrical wall. They show effec-
tive compression of the field with low field diffusion losses. 
Z pinches and laser ablation are mentioned as possible drivers 
for the hydrodynamic compression of the plasma.

The basic concept of flux compression can be described 
with the following simple formulas. In cylindrical geometry, 
neglecting the diffusion of the magnetic field, the conservation 
of the magnetic flux U will yield an increase proportional to 
the reduction of the encircled area: 

 .B B r
r

B r
r

max
min min

0
0

2

0
0

0
2

U

U= =e eo o  (1)

In the general case of nonzero flux diffusion out of the confin-
ing volume, the flux compression equation is obtained from 
Eq. (1) by differentiation:

 .
B t

B
t r t t

r t1 1 2
d
d

d
d

d
d

-
U

U=
]

]

g

g
 (2)

This can be expressed in terms of the implosion velocity Vi = 
–dr(t)/dt and the speed of resistive field diffusion ,V f 0h n d=  
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Figure 110.1
(a) Target-coil geometry for magnetic-flux-compression experiments. The cylindrical target is compressed radially by the laser beams. A single-turn coil 
delivers the seed magnetic pulse. (b) A compact, capacitive discharge system designed for integration in multibeam OMEGA experiments drives the current 
in the coils.
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where h is the plasma resistivity, n0 is the permeability of 
vacuum, and d is a characteristic scale length of the conductor 
(plasma) shell in question. The ratio Re V Vm i f  is the magnetic 
Reynolds number, the dimensionless metric that determines 
the effectiveness of the flux compression scheme. It is the ratio 
of the convective to the dissipative term in the magnetic flux 
equation and as such determines the magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) regime (from ideal MHD at 1&Rem  to strictly resis-
tive MHD at Rem < 1). The speed Vf  can be obtained from the 
time scale12 of an assumed exponential flux decay through 
the conductive region interface (with scale length d), given by 
the ratio of shell inductance n0rr2 to resistance d/(2rrh) (per 
unit axial length):

 .ln
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r

V
r
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Expressing (2) in terms of Rem yields
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and shows that the field will increase only if Vi is much larger 
than Vf , i.e., 1.&Rem  Thus, when the diffusion of flux into the 
plasma shell due to its finite resistivity is considered, Eq. (1) 
is modified to

 ,B B r
r

max
min

Re
0

0
2 1

1

m=
-

e
f

o
p

 (4)

which follows from Eq. (3) for the simple case of Rem constant 
in time (or equal to an appropriately chosen average value 
GRemH).

The OMEGA laser9 is an ideal test bed for magnetic-flux-
compression experiments in plasmas [Fig. 110.1(a)]. Typical 
implosion velocities Vi in excess of 107 cm/s, coupled with the 
high conductivity of the hot plasma containing the field, should 
keep the magnetic Reynolds number large and provide for 
effective compression of the seed magnetic flux. The seeding 
of a magnetic field in the target can be accomplished with a coil 
system driven by a device such as the one shown in Fig. 110.1(b) 
and described later in this text. In contrast to compression with 
metallic liners, an ICF-scale, cylindrical-ablator shell (usually 
plastic) driven by a laser does not by itself trap the enclosed 
magnetic flux, but delivers kinetic energy to the plasma that 
contains the field. This is the gas fill that is ionized by the initial 
hydrodynamic shock to a highly conductive plasma state in 
which the resident seed magnetic field is captured. At the onset 
of the laser pulse, the rapid increase in ablation pressure drives 
this shock through the shell; it breaks out into the gas, filling the 
capsule, and fully ionizes it, raising the temperature in the gas 
post-shock region to about 100 eV. It is this region with a high 
magnetic Reynolds number (a time-averaged value of Rem > 60 
is obtained from the simulations) that traps the magnetic field. 
The colder and more-resistive shell then provides the mechani-
cal work for compression of this plasma and the field embedded 
in it. Figure 110.2 shows the simulated electron-temperature 
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Figure 110.2
The imploding shell (peak in dashed curve) compresses the shock-ionized gas 
fill that has trapped the axial magnetic field in the hot post-shock region.
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profile in the D2 gas fill during shock propagation. This is for 
a 1.5-mm-long, 860-nm-diam, 20-nm-thick cylindrical plastic 
shell filled with 3 atm of D2. The plastic shell can be identified 
in the density profile plotted at the same time. It is interest-
ing to note that there is diffusion of magnetic flux out of the 
post-shock region not only through the shell but also into the 
unshocked gas inside the target (Fig. 110.2). This is driven by 
the steep gradient in resistivity and the short scale length of 
the shock interface, leading to a very large value of the diffu-
sion speed. The simulation confirms it with an increase in the 
magnetic field ahead of the shock. The shock-front diffusion 
speed is 
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where the “–” denotes the pre-shock region. For our case, if we 
consider the good approximation 0 ,"&h h+-  an integration 
of the induction equation across the shock will yield a jump 
condition written in the frame of reference of the shock front 
moving with velocity us,
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This can be rewritten as
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This ratio shows that field cumulation in the post-shock region 
(large field ratio) needs large Vi, while Vf acts to reduce the field 
jump by raising the field ahead of the shock. In contrast, at the 
ionized gas–shell interface, the resistivity scale length is larger 
and the shell plasma is a conductor, albeit not as good as the 
plasma in the post-shock region. This leads to lower outward 
diffusion of the field and net flux compression due to the high 
convergence velocity of the shell. The field and density profiles 
at the center of the target, as simulated by LILAC-MHD,13 are 
shown in Fig. 110.3 for the time of peak compression. One 
can see that in the hot spot (in this case the central 20 nm 
of the target) the magnetic field reaches the values (>95 MG) 
needed for alpha-particle confinement in a DT fusion target. 
The result is a six-fold increase in the simulated stagnation ion 
temperature to >7 keV, when compared to a simulation with 
no seed field.
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Figure 110.3
LILAC-MHD results for a 3-atm, D2-filled CH capsule at the time of peak 
compression: field (solid curve) and density (dashed curve) profiles at the 
target center.

MIFEDS (Magneto-Inertial Fusion Energy Delivery 
System) Seed-Field Generator 

To obtain multi-megagauss fields with the laser-driven 
flux-compression (LDFC) scheme, it is necessary to start from 
substantial seed-field values due to the limit in maximum con-
vergence ratio of the compression. For a cylindrical geometry 
[Fig. 110.1(a)], the convergence ratio is between 10 and 20. Sup-
plying tens of tesla to the target chamber center of OMEGA is 
nontrivial since the parametric space is restricted on one side 
by the small physical volume available and on the other by the 
need of high energy in the magnetic pulse. This is actually a 
high-power requirement because of the short duration of an 
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OMEGA implosion (1-ns pulses are used in the experiments). 
A compact device shown in Fig. 110.4 [see also Fig. 110.1(b)] 
generating seed magnetic fields of sufficient strength (up to 
0.15 MG measured) was built to test the laser-driven magnetic-
flux-compression concept. It fits in a diagnostic insertion port 
on the OMEGA chamber, stores not more than 150 J, and 
provides magnetic pulses with an intensity of 0.1 to 0.15 MG 
and +400-ns duration.

E15668JRC

Figure 110.4
MIFEDS device in the diagnostic TIM (ten-inch manipulator) facility.

The interaction volume in the OMEGA target chamber is 
characterized by the target size and is thus limited to a linear 
dimension of a few millimeters. This small volume is in the 
field of view of an extensive suite of diagnostics, pointed at 
the target chamber center from various angles and occupying 
conical space envelopes that should not be broken to prevent 
beam clipping or conflict/collision with other diagnostics. For 
the LDFC scheme described above, a magnetic pulse of suffi-
cient strength must be delivered to the target interaction volume 
within such an envelope, and the field must be created by coils 
that do not obscure laser beams aimed at the target nor the view 
of the various diagnostics. Such restrictions point at low-mass, 
single-turn coils as the best solution. For a cylindrical target 
configuration, a Helmholtz-type coil provides advantageous 
geometry since a large number of laser beams can be pointed 
at the target in between the two coils without obscuration. An 
optimization of the field-to-coil current ratio

 ,B I R R D 4z 0
2 2 2 3 2

. n +
-

a k  (8)

with the incident laser beams taken into account, leads to a 
choice of radius R for each and separation D between the coils 
that deviates from the standard Helmholtz coil where R = D. In 
the design suitable for OMEGA experiments, R = 2.0 mm and 
D = 4.4 mm. Figure 110.1(b) shows a cylindrical target with a 
typical diameter of 860 nm as it is placed between coils with 
the above dimensions. The coils were made from copper-clad 
Kapton foil with a thickness of 100 nm and an individual coil 
width of 0.5 mm. The inductance of such a single-turn coil is 
very low. The calculated value, obtained from both an ana-
lytical formula and simulations of the coil’s magnetic energy 
with the magnetostatic code Radia,14 was +25 nH, consistent 
with measurements. To receive most of the energy stored in 
the charging circuit, the coil inductance must be the dominant 
portion of the total circuit inductance. If this is observed, 
the resulting low-inductance circuit will provide the stored 
energy in a very fast discharge pulse. Since our reference time 
scale—the duration of the laser-driven implosion—is less than 
3 ns, this fast discharge is warranted, reducing the total energy 
required for the generation and support of the seed magnetic 
field. A discharge pulse that lasts hundreds of nanoseconds will 
provide a large time window at peak current/field. A very fast 
discharge is, in fact, required with this type of low-mass (9-mg 
total measured mass of the two turns in the base design) coil 
since the peak current values must be reached before the joule 
heating destroys the coil and quenches the current rise. The rate 
of temperature rise, determined from the specific heating rate 
j2h, where j is the current density and h is the resistivity, can be 
written as cpdT/dt = j2h, with cp being the specific heat of solid 
copper, generally a function of temperature. By integrating this 
relation, we obtain the “fuse” action integral

 ,
c

T j td d
p

T

T t

2

0

p

0

1

h =# #  (9)

which relates the material properties to the time integral of 
the current density. At some value of this integral, the coils 
will melt and the current will be interrupted. Since j is set by 
the peak field requirement to minimize the action integral, we 
need to reduce the time of current propagation tp. Whether this 
time will be sufficient for the current to reach its peak value is 
determined by comparing tp to the time constant x = L/R of the 
discharge. Expressing the joule heating energy deposited from 
t = 0 to tp, in terms of the peak current Imax and the average 
resistance , ,R B T^ h  and using the time constant x, we obtain the 
ratio of the maximum magnetic energy Em(tp) to the heating 
in the coils, as the ratio of the pulse rise time tp to the circuit 
time constant,
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Figure 110.5
Low-inductance assembly of the energy storage capacitors and the laser-triggered spark-gap switch. The actual devices are also shown.
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Figure 110.6 
CAD drawing of the main MIFEDS components inside the air box that is 
mounted to the TIM rolling platform.
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This ratio needs to be minimized for the most-efficient energy 
transfer. Based on these considerations, we have chosen a 
capacitor bank consisting of two 100-nF capacitors connected 
in parallel, with total inductance of +8 nH. These are S-series15 
plastic case capacitors (Fig. 110.5) from General Atomics, rated 
for 40 kV, and pulsed currents of 50 kA. Their combined ESR 
value for the fundamental frequency of the discharge is less 
than 2.5 mX. Charged to their rated voltage, the capacitors 
can store 160 J but have been used routinely at 30-kV charge 
voltage, storing 90 J of energy. The same restrictions (as-low-
as-possible inductance and resistance) apply to the discharge 
switch and transmission wiring. In the design, a very-low-
inductance, coaxial, laser-triggered spark gap is mounted 
directly to the capacitors, while the return path consists of two 
3-in.-wide copper bars (Fig. 110.5). This compact package can 
fit in a small vessel that can be placed in an OMEGA TIM (ten-
inch manipulator) along with its dedicated charging circuitry. 
This way, the transmission length is greatly reduced in favor 
of the desired small overall inductance, and no high-voltage 
lines are fed into the target chamber. 

A CAD drawing of the MIFEDS device as placed in the 
TIM rolling platform is shown in Fig. 110.6. There are two 

distinct compartments: In the front is the energy storage and 
switch block, while the charger and protection circuitry are 
located in the back. There is a metal barrier between the com-
partments, with openings only for the trigger beam and the 
charging cables. This way, the capacitive coupling of noise 
from the rapid, high-current discharge in the front into the 
components in the back is reduced. Those components consist 
of (a) the power supply—a 30-W dc-to-dc converter16 with a 
supply voltage of 24-V dc and a rated peak voltage of 40 kV 
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Figure 110.7
Faraday rotation setup for the measurement of the seed magnetic fields on 
the benchtop.
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Figure 110.8
Faraday rotation data over two weeks of MIFEDS discharges. The data show 
good repeatability with a pulse duration of +400-ns FWHM and a rise time 
of +160 ns.
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at maximum current of 750 nA; (b) a high-voltage relay, used 
to dump to ground the residual energy immediately after dis-
charge; and (c) an array of diodes and current-limiting resistors 
to protect the high-voltage power supply from reverse voltage 
transients, a pressure sensor, a low-voltage solid-state relay, 
and an interface board to monitor and control the charge cycle. 
Careful packaging was necessary to be able to place and safely 
operate these components at >30 kV. Care was taken to provide 
a clear optical path for the trigger laser beam along the axis 
of the air box.

Magnetic-Field Measurements
The main diagnostic method for the seed magnetic field 

during the development of MIFEDS has been magneto-optical. 
Faraday rotation (Fig. 110.7) was used to measure the fields 
generated between the MIFEDS coils when testing coil geom-
etry, transmission line design, and the high-voltage switch. The 
probe laser was a temperature-stabilized, frequency-doubled, 
cw Nd-YAG laser providing 50 mW of power at 532-nm 
wavelength. The probe, placed between the two coils, was a 
1-mm-thick, terbium-doped glass disk with a 1.5-mm diam-
eter and Verdet constant V = 100 radT –1m–1. Because of the 
strong fields expected, the two polarizers were coaligned for 
maximum transmission of the linearly polarized laser light; 
this is not the highest sensitivity configuration but the easiest 
to work with, especially when rotation angles larger than 90° 
are possible. The drop in the signal due to Faraday rotation in 
the glass sample during the magnetic pulse was then observed 
and the field determined from the detected light intensity Idet(t), 

,cosI t I tdet 0
2

roti=] ]g g7 A  where z zt VB t droti =] ]g g  is the Faraday 

rotation angle as a function of the average axial field in the 
sample and its thickness dz. Figure 110.8 shows the change in 
laser intensity triggered by the Faraday rotation and recorded 
by a fast optical detector connected to an oscilloscope. Three 
intensity traces show very repetitive magnetic pulses with an 
average pulsewidth of +400-ns FWHM and decay time of the 
order of 1.5 ns. The maximum magnetic field at the center of 
the coil ranges from 14 to 15.7±0.3 T (10 T = 0.1 MG). These 
fields correspond to a total coil current of 79.3 kA for a separa-
tion D = 2.4 mm and a coil radius of 2 mm used in these tests. 
The magnetostatic Radia simulations,14 which account for the 
aspect ratio of the coil, gave a total current of 76 kA for the 
same peak field.

A simple analytical model was developed to look at the tem-
poral behavior of the coil current. It is based on the equivalent, 
damped LRC circuit, where the reference damping a was given 
by an average value of the time-dependent coil resistance. The 
current from the model,

 ,exp sinI t CV t tmod max
0

2
0
2 2

0
2 2

2 -
- -

~ a

~ a
a ~ a=

+
] ] ag g k  (11)

where Vmax is the charging voltage, C is the capacitance, and ~0 
is the fundamental frequency of the circuit, was then converted 
to the equivalent Faraday rotation signal, using Eq. (8). The 
best-fit parameters were sought and the fit is shown in Fig. 110.9. 
The best-fit parameters are Ravg = 0.21 X, ~0 = 8.78 # 106 rad/s, 
and a = 2.1 # 106 rad/s. From the fit we then determined a total 
circuit inductance of 65 nH, which is in line with calculations 
for the individual components. The agreement between the 
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Figure 110.9
A simple analytical model was fit to the data. It matches the experiment very 
well until after the current peak.
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experiment and the analytical model is very good until after 
the peak of the current pulse. At later times, the experimental 
data show rapid change in the time-dependent resistance of the 
circuit, which becomes overdamped. Several possible reasons 
for that include joule heating in the coil, extinguishing of the 
streamer in the spark-gap switch, or even change in the contact 
resistance somewhere in the transmission path. From a design 
standpoint this is beneficial since we are able to reach the peak 
current while the load is less resistive. The detrimental voltage 
reversal, characteristic of underdamped circuits, is avoided with 
this rapid increase of the circuit resistance.

Initial Experiments on OMEGA
Before testing it on OMEGA, the MIFEDS device was 

qualified in the diagnostic TIM facility, where a number of 
discharges were performed to monitor the charge cycle, EMI 
noise, gas pressure stability, and other parameters. The inter-
facing of MIFEDS to the diagnostic TIM closely emulated 
the OMEGA chamber/TIM setup (shown in Fig. 110.10).  
An optical Faraday rotation setup was arranged and the mag-
netic field pulses were recorded. The precise time delay from 
the triggering of a discharge to the time of peak magnetic field 
was established. The delay was highly repetitive at 310 ns with 
standard deviation of about 18 ns. One of the concerns was the 
survival of the cylindrical target during the rise time of the 
magnetic pulse. The possibility of destroying the target before 
the laser shot endangers the OMEGA laser components since 
some of the unterminated beams can back-propagate at full 
energy. A special safety circuit was implemented to prevent 
the propagation of OMEGA beams in the case of MIFEDS 
prefire (Fig. 110.10). It is connected to a pickup coil placed at 
the spark-gap switch in MIFEDS to detect the current pulse. 
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Figure 110.11
(a) D2-filled shell placed between the MIFEDS coils and imaged with the OMEGA Target Viewing System. The proton backlighter is visible in the lower 
right. The inset depicts a time-integrated x-ray self-emission image showing the enhanced emission from the compressed hot core. (b) Density map of protons 
imaging the target near peak compression. The protons passing through the core are slowed down below the detection threshold.
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It was established that the target needs a 100-nm Al overcoat 
to provide reasonable retention of the gas at 3- to 5-atm pres-
sure. This raised an important question about the time needed 
by the seed field to diffuse through the aluminum before an 
OMEGA shot. If the field is excluded from the inside of the 
target, the consequent flux compression would be impeded. For 
this purpose we designed a special experiment in the diagnostic 
TIM facility, using the Faraday rotation setup. An aluminized 
CH shell with all of the target parameters except for size (its 
diameter was 1.5 mm to accommodate a Faraday rotator glass 
sample) was placed between the MIFEDS coils, and several 
discharges were performed. The difference in the magnetic 
pulse rise time of these discharges and the earlier experiments 
with the stand-alone Faraday probe was within a typical time 
jitter of 16 ns. From this, it was concluded that the Al layer, 
much thinner than the skin depth of 60 nm at the fundamental 
frequency of the pulse, was not a barrier for the seed field. 

Initial experiments were conducted to integrate MIFEDS 
into OMEGA and test the experimental geometry, to develop 
the proton backlighter diagnostic, and to measure the conver-
gence ratio of cylindrical implosions. Forty OMEGA beams 
were radially incident on the cylindrical target, while the 
remaining 20 were used to generate 14.7-MeV probe protons 
in a separate D3He-filled glass shell for magnetic-field mea-
surement. The technique is a further development of the one 
described in Ref. 17. Figure 110.11(a) shows a typical configura-
tion with a cylindrical target mounted between the MIFEDS 
coils and imaged with the OMEGA Target Viewing System. 
One can also see the outlines of rectangular and circular poly-

imide plugs used in this case, as well as the crossbeam on the 
target stalk used to correctly orient the axis of the cylinder. The 
inset shows a time-integrated, x-ray self-emission image of the 
imploded target. The enhanced emission of x rays with aver-
age energy in the 1-keV range is seen from the hot compressed 
core. The 450-nm-diam glass microballoon used as the proton 
backlighter is visible in the lower right corner. From these 
experiments, the time of peak compression was established to 
within 100 ps. In comparison, the duration of the proton burst 
is +150 ps (Ref. 17). The detector medium for the protons is a 
two-layer package of 1-mm-thick, CR-39 plastic track detec-
tors, shielded by Al filters. The initially chosen filter thickness 
was not optimal, as can be seen from Fig. 110.11(b) where the 
proton density map at the surface of the second CR-39 detector 
is shown. The darker areas have a higher proton density. One 
can see the deficiency of protons in the area of the compressed 
core, which is undesirable since these are the particles to be 
deflected by the compressed fields. Monte Carlo simulations 
based on the experimental data are ongoing to identify the 
optimal filter thickness for the next experiment. The goal is 
to match to the CR-39 detector surface a specific portion of 
the energy loss versus depth curve (near but before the Bragg 
peak) of the particles that traverse the compressed core, so 
that these specific particles are centered in the limited readout 
energy band with a maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Upcoming 
experiments will utilize the improved detector geometry.

Conclusions
The concept of laser-driven magnetic-flux compression 

was briefly introduced with emphasis on its application to the 
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improvement of direct-drive laser fusion. The confinement and 
amplification of seeded magnetic flux in cylindrical, D2-filled 
plastic shells, irradiated by the OMEGA laser, were discussed 
in this context. A gigawatt seed-field generator that can dis-
charge 100 J of energy in 400 ns was designed and built in a 
compact package for these experiments. Its spatial and tem-
poral parameters were optimized for the delivery of a strong 
magnetic pulse in the small (a few tens of mm3) laser–target 
interaction volume of OMEGA. Seed magnetic fields larger 
than 0.15 MG were measured in the center of the low-mass 
double-coil assembly. A proton deflectrometry technique is 
being developed for the observation of the flux compression in 
an optically thick cylindrical target. The initial proton back-
lighting experiments helped establish the relative timing of the 
proton pulse with respect to the time of peak convergence of 
the target. The data aided the matching of the CR-39 detector 
surface with the appropriate portion of the dose versus depth 
curve (near but before the Bragg peak) for the protons that 
are slowed down through the core. These form the basis for 
future flux-compression experiments, first in cylindrical and 
later in spherical geometry. Applications of the laser-driven 
flux compression will not be limited to ICF studies. Work is in 
progress to use the seed field for OMEGA experiments in the 
context of laboratory astrophysics experiments, such as mag-
netized plasma jets. In addition, a scheme that uses moderate 
flux compression in cylindrical geometry is being evaluated for 
the confinement of electron–positron plasma18 generated in an 
integrated OMEGA/OMEGA EP19 experiment.
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Introduction
In fast-ignition1 inertial confinement fusion (ICF) a cryogenic 
shell of deuterium and tritium (DT) is first imploded by a high-
energy driver to produce an assembly of thermonuclear fuel 
with high densities and areal densities. Such a dense core is then 
ignited by the fast electrons (or protons) accelerated through 
the interaction of a high-power, ultra-intense laser pulse with 
either a coronal plasma or a solid, cone-shaped target.2,3 The 
fast particles slow down in the cold, dense fuel and deposit 
their kinetic energy through collisions with the background 
plasma. In direct-drive fast ignition, the high-energy driver is 
typically a laser with a wavelength mL . 0.25, 0.35, or 0.53 nm, 
and the high-intensity laser has a power in the petawatt range 
with a wavelength of 0.53 or 1.06 nm. The energy gain is 
defined as the ratio between the thermonuclear energy yield 
and the laser energy on target. Such a definition does not take 
into account the energy required to power the lasers. Including 
the wall-plug efficiency of the lasers is essential to assess the 
ultimate validity of fast-ignition inertial confinement fusion as 
an economical energy source but it requires detailed consider-
ations of the laser technology that are beyond the scope of this 
article. Earlier attempts4 to determine the gain curves for fast 
ignition were based on heuristic models of the fuel assembly 
and thermonuclear yields. The results shown here represent a 
calculation of the gain curve based on realistic target designs 
and hydrodynamic simulations of the implosion, as well as sim-
ulations of the ignition by a collimated electron beam and burn 
propagation. The targets are chosen according to the design 
of Ref. 5, where the laser pulses and target characteristics are 
optimized to achieve a fuel assembly with a small hot spot, 
large densities, and areal densities suitable for fast ignition. 
Here, we consider a high-energy laser as the compression driver 
and focus on two forms of the thermonuclear gain. The first is 
the maximum gain G E EM F c=  given by the ratio between 
the thermonuclear energy EF and the compression laser energy 
on target Ec. The second is the total gain G E ET F T=  defined 
as the ratio between the thermonuclear energy and the total 
laser energy on target including the petawatt laser energy ET 
= Ec + Epw. It is shown in this article that the maximum gain 
GM is only a function of the compression laser energy and 

wavelength GM = GM(Ec, mL), thus leading to the following 
form of total gain:
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The second term in the denominator of Eq. (1) can be neglected 
for large compression lasers with ,E Ec pw&  thus leading to 
GT - GM.

It is important to emphasize that the hydrodynamic simu-
lations of fast-ignition (FI) targets reported in this article are 
meant to address only one aspect of the physics pertaining 
to fast ignition: the issue of the hydrodynamic fuel assembly 
and its potential for high energy gains. The complicated phys-
ics of the fast-electron beam generation and transport is not 
considered here. Instead, the e-beam is assigned as an ideal 
beam, collimated and uniform, with or without a Maxwellian 
energy spread. Likely, such an ideal beam is very different 
from the experimental conditions, where the beam may be 
broken up into filaments and become divergent. Based on 
the available experimental data, it is currently not possible 
to predict the e-beam characteristics in a fast-ignition target 
because most of the experiments on fast-electron generation 
and transport pertain to the interaction of intense light with 
solid targets rather than plasmas relevant to fast ignition.6 Fast-
electron transport properties in plasmas are vastly different 
than in solid targets,6 and fast-ignition–relevant plasmas are 
difficult to produce without an implosion facility. However, 
the next generation of petawatt lasers such as FIREX-I7 and 
OMEGA EP8 will be combined with an implosion facility and 
integrated experiments will become possible. Such experiments 
should provide a wealth of experimental data to be used for the 
characterization of the fast-electron beam produced in the fast-
ignition targets. In this article, the injection of an ideal electron 
beam is simply assumed. All of the difficulties pertaining to 
hot-electron generation and transport physics are buried in the 
parameter describing the conversion efficiency of laser light 
into collimated hot electrons and the hot-electron temperature. 

Gain Curves and Hydrodynamic Simulations of Ignition 
and Burn for Direct-Drive Fast-Ignition Fusion Targets
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The latter is either assigned or estimated using the widely used 
ponderomotive scaling formula,9 derived from particle-in-cell 
(PIC) simulations of intense light–plasma interaction. Results 
based on such a formula should be taken with caution since 
there is no experimental confirmation that the ponderomotive 
scaling is applicable to fast-ignition targets. It is also worth 
mentioning that the conversion efficiency used here defines 
the conversion of laser light into an ideal collimated beam. 
Departures from the collimated beam configuration would 
cause deterioration in efficiency. Because of uncertainties in 
values of conversion efficiency, the results in this article are 
parameterized as a function of efficiency.

The hydrodynamic simulations of fast-ignition targets5 
reported in this article include one-dimensional (1-D) simula-
tions of the implosion and two-dimensional (2-D) axisymmetric 
simulations of ignition by a collimated electron beam and burn 
propagation. In the case of cone-in-shell targets, the final phase 
of the implosion is simulated in two dimensions assuming that 
the cone walls are rigid and truncated at a given distance from 
the center. This idealized, optimistic configuration is used to 
estimate the deterioration of the gain due to the presence of the 
cone. The targets are thick shells of wetted-foam (DT)6CH with 
an inner DT-ice layer and a thin CH overcoat. Such targets5 are 
designed to achieve a massive compressed core with a uniform 
density and a small hot spot. Because of their low in-flight 
aspect ratio (IFAR), such targets are not sensitive to the growth 
of hydrodynamic instabilities during the acceleration phase. 
Thus, one-dimensional simulations of the implosions provide 
a reasonably accurate description of the final fuel assembly 
(unless a cone is present).

A derivation of the gain curves for target densities around t . 
300 g/cm3 is described briefly by the same authors in Ref. 10. 
There, an analytic gain formula is derived and compared with 
the results of ignition and burn simulations of imploded targets. 
In Ref. 10, ignition is triggered by a monoenergetic 1- to 3-MeV 
electron beam with an energy of 15 kJ. The approach used in 
this article is similar to the one taken by Atzeni in Ref. 11 to 
describe the ignition conditions for a uniform-density, spherical 
DT plasma heated by a collimated electron beam. A major step 
forward in our work is that the DT plasma core is produced by 
simulating the implosion of realistic fast-ignition targets. Such 
targets are designed to produce an optimized fuel assembly for 
fast ignition featuring high densities, high areal densities, and 
small hot spots. Furthermore, our simulations of ignition and 
burn are extended to an entire family of fast-ignition targets, 
scaled for different compression driver energies, to generate a 
gain curve for direct-drive fast ignition.

This article presents the details of the simulation results that 
led to the conclusions of Ref. 10. As in Ref. 10, we use a simple 
parallel straight-line transport model for the fast electrons, in 
which the electrons lose their energy in the dense core accord-
ing to the well-established relativistic slowing-down theory of 
Refs. 12 and 13. Furthermore, we extend the work of Ref. 10 
to include sensitivity studies of ignition and gain deterioration 
due to the cone. The ignition sensitivity studies are carried out 
with respect to the electron-beam parameters (spot size, dura-
tion, electron energy), injection time, fast-electron temporal 
distribution, and fast-electron distribution function.

To model the energy spectrum of electrons generated by 
the ultra-intense laser–plasma interaction, simulations using 
Maxwellian electrons are performed, having ponderomotive 
temperature scaling with the laser intensity and the wavelength, 
and assuming a Gaussian temporal profile of the laser pulse. A 
minimum laser energy for ignition exceeding 100 kJ is found 
for the 1.054-nm wavelength. Electrons generated by such 
laser pulses have energies in the range of several MeV. The 
stopping distance of such energetic electrons in the DT plasma 
greatly exceeds the optimal for ignition11 tR = 0.3 to 1.2, thus 
increasing the energy required for ignition. The simulations 
show that the energy of fast electrons, the stopping distance, 
and the minimum energy for ignition can be reduced using 
frequency-doubled laser pulses since the mean energy of fast 
electrons is proportional to the laser wavelength. This conclu-
sion is in agreement with earlier results by Atzeni et al.14 and 
Honrubia et al.,15 where the ponderomotive scaling was used 
to estimate the fast-electron energy.

In this article, the gain of cone-in-shell targets is also 
estimated through two-dimensional simulations. Gold cones 
were suggested as a way to keep a plasma-free path for the 
fast-ignitor pulses and deliver the petawatt pulse energy to 
the fuel core. While improving the energy transport to the hot 
spot, cone-focus geometries can complicate the implosion. A 
simple model of cone-in-shell targets is considered here, where 
the shell is imploding along a fixed-boundary “rigid” cone 
with a truncated tip. After the shell departs from the cone tip, 
the high-pressure shell plasma is free to expand into the hole 
left by the cone. This last phase of the implosion is simulated 
with the two-dimensional hydrocode DRACO,16 which is also 
used to simulate the ignition and burn phases. This is a highly 
simplified model of cone-in-shell target implosions, and the 
resulting gains should be viewed as an optimistic estimate. The 
simulations show that, in spite of the fact that the shell integrity 
is not preserved and the density profile is modified facing the 
cone, the minimum energy for ignition (using monoenergetic 
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electron beams) is only weakly increased by 3 to 4 kJ, while 
the target gain is reduced by only 20% to 30%.

The following sections (1) present a summary of the high-
density and high-tR target design recently developed for fast 
ignition; (2) describes the simulations of ignition and burn 
using monoenergetic (and Maxwellian) electron beams with 
prescribed parameters and calculation of the gain curve; 
(3) discuss the effects of a fast-electron Maxwellian distribu-
tion, ponderomotive temperature scaling, and Gaussian laser 
pulses; and (4) present and discuss the results from simulations 
of pseudo-cone targets.

Review of the Target Designs and Gain Formula
We follow the work of Ref. 5 with regard to the optimization 

of the target designs for fast ignition. The optimal fuel assem-
bly for fast ignition5 requires a small-size, low-temperature 
hot spot surrounded by a massive cold shell of densities in 
the 300- to 500-g/cm3 range. A small and relatively cold hot 
spot is preferred in that most of the driver energy is used to 
compress the fuel assembly rather than heating the hot spot. 
The optimum density for ignition is determined based on 
considerations concerning the fast-electron energy required 
for ignition and the fast-electron beam radius. It follows from 
Atzeni’s work11 that the minimum energy for ignition using 
a monoenergetic electron beam can be approximated by 
E 11 400 g cm .min 3 1 85

ig t= _ i8 B  and the optimum beam radius 
by ,r 16 400 g cmb

3opt t= .0 97_ i8 B  where t is the density of the 
precompressed DT fuel. While lower ignition energies are 
needed for greater fuel densities, they require a more-focused 
electron beam. A reference density of 300 g/cm3 is often used 
in the literature, for which a reasonable-sized electron beam 
of about 20-nm radius requires about 20 kJ of electron energy 
for ignition. Since technological limitations make it difficult to 
achieve electron-beam radii shorter than 15 to 20 nm, a fuel 
density of 300 to 500 g/cm3 can be a reasonable compromise 
to keep the ignition energy relatively low without imposing 
severe requirements on the e-beam focus.

In Ref. 5, relations between the in-flight and stagnation 
hydrodynamic variables of the imploded shells are derived 
and used to design optimized fast-ignition targets. Accord-
ing to these relations, the maximum density at stagnation 
scales as Vmax i+t a and the maximum areal density scales 
as ,R E . .

c
0 33 0 57+t a  where Vi is the implosion velocity at the 

end of the acceleration phase and a is the value of the in-flight 
adiabat at the inner shell surface. Here the adiabat is defined 
as the ratio of the plasma pressure to the Fermi pressure of a 
degenerate electron gas. For a DT plasma, the adiabat can be 

approximated by a . p(Mbar)/2.2 t (g/cm3)5/3. The aspect ratio 
at stagnation, defined as the ratio of the hot-spot radius to the 
shell thickness ,A Rs h sD=  scales as As + Vi. Simple formu-
las for the target gain and the maximum in-flight aspect ratio 
(IFAR) are also obtained, according to which G V .

M i
1 25+ i

-  
and ,VIFAR .

i
2 0 6+ a  where GaH is the average in-flight adia-

bat and the common expression for the burn fraction i . (1 + 
7/tR)–1 can be used. The energy gain decreases with the implo-
sion velocity and increases with tR. For a given driver energy 
on target, lower implosion velocities require more massive 
targets, and therefore more fuel available for reactions. Higher 
tR’s lead to longer confinement time and therefore higher burn 
fractions. Thus low implosion velocities (i.e., massive targets) 
and low adiabats (i.e., high tR) are necessary to achieve high 
gains. A low implosion velocity also decreases the IFAR, reduc-
ing the growth rate of the most-dangerous Rayleigh–Taylor 
instability modes. The latter are the Rayleigh–Taylor modes 
with a wave number k such that kDif . 1, where Dif represents 
the in-flight thickness. Furthermore, with a low implosion 
velocity, the stagnation aspect ratio, and, consequently, the size 
and energy of the hot spot, decreases.

The scaling law for the maximum density at stagnation sug-
gests that the minimum implosion velocity is set by the adiabat 
and the density required for ignition. Thus, high-gain fast-igni-
tion implosions require low values of the inner-surface in-flight 
adiabat. As long as the ratio Vi +a t is sufficiently large to 
achieve the densities required for fast ignition, the implosion 
velocity can be minimized by driving the shell on the lowest-
possible adiabat. However, very low adiabat implosions require 
long pulse lengths and careful pulse shaping. The long pulse 
length is due to the slow velocity of the low-adiabat shocks, and 
the careful shaping is required to prevent spurious shocks from 
changing the desired adiabat. Furthermore the ratio between 
the peak power and the power in the foot of the laser pulse (i.e., 
the power contrast ratio) increases as the adiabat decreases, 
thus leading to difficult technical issues in calibrating the pulse 
shape. These constraints on the pulse shape are alleviated by 
using the relaxation laser-pulse technique.17 As suggested in 
Ref. 5, reasonable minimum values of the inner surface adiabat 
and implosion velocity are a . 0.7 and Vi  + 1.7 # 107 cm/s, cor-
responding to an average density of about 400 g/cm3. An adia-
bat below unity implies that at shock breakout, the inner portion 
of the shell is not fully ionized. Reference 5 also shows that a 
very modest IFAR - 16 corresponds to such implosion velocity 
and adiabat. Since the number of e foldings for the growth of 
the most-dangerous Rayleigh–Taylor instability modes with 
wave number k - 1/Dif is approximately . . ,0 9 3 6IFAR -  one 
concludes that the implosion of such capsules is approximately 
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one dimensional. This is an important consideration since it 
allows us to make use of the one-dimensional code LILAC18 
to simulate the generation of the dense core of the fast-ignition 
fuel assembly (in the absence of a cone).

It is important to emphasize that the peak values of the 
density and total areal density occur at different times. As the 
shell stagnates, the density and areal density grow as a result of 
the plasma compression induced by the return shock traveling 
outward from the center. The peak density occurs before the 
time of peak areal density. Furthermore, a significant amount 
of relatively low density (t < 200 g/cm3), unshocked free-fall-
ing plasma surrounds the dense core at the time of peak tR. 
Such a low-density plasma carries a significant fraction of the 
areal density (+25%), thus preventing the fast particles from 
fully penetrating the dense core. Hence, it can be beneficial to 
launch the igniter beam soon after the time of peak tR when 
the return shock has propagated farther out and compressed 
the low-density region. One-dimensional simulations of the 
implosions indicate that at such a time, the average density of 
the compressed core is about half its peak value.

Using low-velocity implosions of massive shells for fast-
ignition fuel assembly should also improve the performance 
of cone-in-shell targets where a gold cone is inserted into the 
shell to keep a plasma-free path for the fast-ignitor pulse.2,3 
Recent experiments and simulations of cone-in-shell target 
implosions19 have shown that the integrity of the cone tip is 
compromised by the large hydrodynamic pressures and that a 
low-density plasma region develops between the cone tip and 
the dense core, thus complicating the fast-electron transport. 
Since the stagnation pressure scales as Vi+t

.1 8 (Ref. 20), the 
fuel assemblies from low-velocity implosions can improve the 
cone target’s performance since the resulting dense core has 
relatively low pressure (due to the low velocity), thus reducing 
the hydrodynamic forces on the cone tip. Furthermore, since 
low velocities are obtained by imploding shells with large 
masses, the resulting core size is large, thus reducing the dis-
tance between the tip and the dense core edge.

While the simulations in Ref. 5 consider only implosions 
driven by a compression laser pulse with a wavelength m = 
0.35 nm, the wavelength dependence for the stagnation vari-
ables is included analytically into the gain formula. After set-
ting the values of the adiabat a . 0.7 and implosion velocity 
Vi + 1.7 # 107 cm/s, the maximum gain becomes a function of 
the compression laser energy and wavelength (see Ref. 10): 
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where Ec is in kilojoules and a weak analytical dependence on 
the maximum pulse intensity I15 + 1 (in units of 1015 W/cm2) 
is included. This expression uses fitting parameters n and p, 
which need to be determined by comparison with ignition 
and burn simulations. Here p represents the fraction of the 
maximum total areal density available for the burn to be used 
in .R R R maxi t t p t=^ ^h h7 A  The ad hoc term E E1 ccut- n

` j  has 
been introduced to account for the yield deterioration of small 
targets where the burn temperature is below 30 keV and the 
electron-beam size is of the order of the compressed core size 
occurring for Ec + Ecut . 40 kJ. The factors n and p are of order 
unity and are to be determined by a numerical fit to the gain in 
the ignition and burn simulations reported in the next section.

Simulation of Ignition and Burn by Monoenergetic
and Maxwellian Electron Beams

To simulate the burn phase of the fast-ignited capsules, we 
start from the one-dimensional fuel assembly obtained from 
the code LILAC and simulate the ignition by a collimated 
electron beam and subsequent burn with the two-dimensional, 
two-fluid hydrocode DRACO.16 The latter has been recently 
modified21 to include the electron-beam-energy deposition into 
the dense fuel. The effects of electron-beam instabilities such 
as Weibel and resistive filamentation are not included in this 
work. An overview of the physics issues related to fast-electron 
generation and transport problem in fast ignition can be found 
in Refs. 6 and 22. Here a simple straight-line transport model 
for fast electrons is chosen, in which fast electrons lose energy 
due to collisions with thermal electrons and to collective plasma 
oscillations. We use the slowing-down theory of Ref. 13 that 
includes the effect of multiple scattering. The value of the  
Coulomb logarithm in the stopping-power term of Ref. 13 has 
been modified to account for quantum effects. Burn simulations 
of several fuel assemblies have been performed, characterized 
by the implosion parameters mentioned above. The targets used 
in the simulations (Fig. 110.12 shows three of them) are massive 
wetted-foam targets with an initial aspect ratio of about 2 (outer 
radius/thickness) driven by UV laser energies varying from 
50 kJ to 2 MJ and I15 - 1. The relaxation-type17 laser pulses are 
shown in Fig. 110.13 with the main pulse length varying from 
11.5 ns for the 100-kJ target to 22 ns for the 750-kJ target. In 
all cases, the fast electrons are injected at about 50 nm from 
the dense core and close to the time of peak areal density.
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Figure 110.12
100-, 300-, and 750-kJ targets for optimized 
fast-ignition fuel assembly.
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Figure 110.13
Laser pulses (power versus time) for the 100-kJ (dashed lines), 300-kJ 
(dashed–dotted lines), and 750-kJ (solid lines) targets.
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Figure 110.14
Density profiles of the 300-kJ target at different times (about the time of peak 
tR) when the fast electrons are injected in the simulations of Fig. 110.17.

The main properties of the ignition and burn propagation 
are illustrated below for a particular example of the 300-kJ 
fuel assembly. Figure 110.14 shows the target radial density 
profiles at consecutive moments of time close to the time 
of maximum areal density. During this period of time, the 
target expands and the maximum density drops from about  
700 g/cm3 to 300 g/cm3. The dense part of the core is sur-
rounded by a relatively low density unshocked region. As 
the return shock propagates outward, more fuel gets com-
pressed, thus increasing the total tR available for the burn. 
Figure 110.15 shows the density (a) as a function of the areal 
density and (b) as a function of the volume. The areal density 
of the dense region varies between 1.1 to 1.3 g/cm2, while the 

tR in the unshocked region decreases from 0.6 to 0.28 g/cm2 
with time. The hot-spot volume [Fig. 110.15(b)] is less than 
8% of the compressed volume.

Figure 110.16 shows snapshots of ignition and burn simula-
tions for the 300-kJ fuel assembly. Ignition is triggered by a 
2-MeV monoenergetic electron beam with a radius of 20 nm 
and duration of 10 ps. The cylindrically symmetric, radially 
uniform electron beam is injected from the right. The beam’s 
temporal distribution is also uniform. Ignition is triggered first 
in a small plasma volume heated by the electrons [Figs. 110.16(a) 
and 110.16(b)]; the thermonuclear burn wave then propagates 
to the remaining fuel [Figs. 110.16(c)–110.16(f)].
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We have performed simulations using monoenergetic 
electron beams to find how the minimum energy for ignition 
depends on the electron-beam parameters and the injection 
time. The results for the 300-kJ fuel assembly are shown below. 
Figure 110.17 shows the dependence of the minimum ignition 
energy for a 10-ps, 2-MeV monoenergetic electron beam on the 
beam injection time for three beam radii: 20, 30, and 40 nm. 
The minimum ignition energy is found with an error #4% by 
changing the total electron-beam energy while keeping all the 
other parameters constant. For a 20-nm electron beam, mini-
mum ignition energy of about 15 kJ is found when the density 
is maximum for earlier injection times. It increases for late 
injections when the target density decreases. While focused 
beams with a radius #20 nm are preferable for ignition, realistic 
electron beams may have a larger spot size when entering the 
fuel core because of their angular spread. For a 30-nm elec-
tron beam, the ignition energy reaches its minimum of 26 kJ 
at the injection time of t = 20.58 ns and for a 40-nm beam the 
minimum ignition energy is 41 kJ at t = 20.62 ns.
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Figure 110.17
Minimum ignition energy versus injection time for a 10-ps, 2-MeV monoen-
ergetic electron beam and three values of the beam radius: 20, 30, and 
40 nm.

The minimum energy for ignition found in our simulations 
is in good agreement with that found by Atzeni.11 According 
to Atzeni’s formula, the minimum ignition energy of 19.7 kJ 
is reached for a density of 300 g/cm3 and a beam radius of 
20 nm. Our simulations predict a minimum ignition energy 
of about 25 kJ for the same beam radius and injection when 
the density has a similar value in the dense region. The 25% 
difference in the ignition energy between our simulations and 
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Figure 110.18
Minimum ignition energy versus (a) beam radius and (b) duration for a 2-MeV 
monoenergetic electron beam. (a) The beam duration is 10 ps and (b) the 
beam radius is 20 nm.

Atzeni’s formula can be attributed to the loss of fast electrons 
in the low-density unshocked region. Notice that the electron-
pulse duration in our simulation is less than the hydrodynamic 
confinement time of the heated region as required by Atzeni.

Figure 110.18(a) shows the dependence of the minimum 
ignition energy on the beam radius for a pulse duration of 10 ps 
and injection time of 20.62 ns. Figure 110.18(b) shows how 
the minimum ignition energy depends on the electron-pulse 
duration for a fixed radius of 20 nm and the same injection 
time. The minimum ignition energy increases with both the 
electron-beam radius and pulse duration.

Figure 110.19 shows the dependence of the minimum igni-
tion energy on the electron energy. The beam radius is 20 nm, 
the pulse duration is 10 ps, and the injection time is 20.62 ns. 
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Figure 110.19
Minimum ignition energy versus electron energy for 2-MeV monoenergetic 
(solid line) and Maxwellian (dashed line) electron beams. The beam duration 
is 10 ps and the radius is 20 nm.
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Figure 110.20
Contour plots of the density and ion temperature after the 300-kJ target is 
heated by a 25-kJ, 10-ps, 20-nm, 2-MeV Maxwellian electron beam.

The results for monoenergetic electrons (solid line) and elec-
trons with an energy spread (dashed line) are shown. In the 
simulations with an energy spread, a relativistic Maxwellian 
electron distribution function is used. For monoenergetic 
electrons, the lowest ignition energy of 16.25 kJ is reached at 
2 MeV, while for Maxwellian electrons, 21.5 kJ for the mean 
energy of 1.25 MeV is reached. The minimum ignition energy 
is higher for Maxwellian electrons because the energy is depos-
ited over a larger region in the longitudinal direction and is not 
as localized as for monoenergetic electrons. This is seen from 
the snapshots for the plasma temperature just after the energy 
is deposited by fast electrons (t = 10 ps) in the simulations with 
2-MeV Maxwellian (Fig. 110.20) and monoenergetic electrons 
(Fig. 110.16). Maxwellian electrons with E > GEH transfer more 
energy than electrons with E < GEH. This explains why the mean 
electron energy that minimizes the ignition energy is lower for 
Maxwellian than for monoenergetic electrons. Figure 110.19 
also shows that the minimum ignition energy greatly increases 
for high-energy multi-MeV electrons. This is because the stop-
ping length of such electrons greatly exceeds the optimal size 
of the heated region11 0.3 < tR < 1.2 g/cm2, so that a much 
longer region is heated. Unfortunately, this appears to be the 
case of realistic laser pulses (see Simulation of Ignition by 
Maxwellian Electrons with Ponderomotive Temperature 
Scaling and Gaussian Laser Pulses, p. 82).

Our simulations for different targets show that, for a 20-nm 
beam radius, the minimum energy required for ignition is 
consistently .15 kJ using electron beams with a 20-nm radius. 

As long as the ignition is triggered, the thermonuclear energy 
yield is approximately independent of the electron-beam char-
acteristics. The neutron yields for the 100-, 300-, and 750-kJ 
assemblies are 2.0 # 1018, 1.2 # 1019, and 4.2 # 1019, and the 
thermonuclear energy yields are 5.6, 34, and 118 MJ, respec-
tively. The results of these simulations are used to determine 
the fitting parameters p . 0.7 and n . 1.1 in Eq. (2), leading to 
the following maximum gain formula:
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where Ec is in kilojoules and Ecut . 40 kJ. Notice that even 
a modest-sized UV laser driver with an energy of 100 kJ can 
produce a fuel assembly yielding a maximum gain close to 60. 
Figure 110.21 shows that Eq. (3) accurately fits all simulation 
results and can be used to determine the total gain in Eq. (1). 
Figure 110.22 shows the total gain for three values of the 
ignition-pulse energy EPW = 50 kJ, 75 kJ, and 150 kJ. Even in 
the case of EPW = 150 kJ, the target gain from a 100-kJ fuel 
assembly is still remarkably high (GT - 22).
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Simulation of Ignition by Maxwellian Electrons
with Ponderomotive Temperature Scaling
and Gaussian Laser Pulses

Hot electrons in fast ignition are produced during the 
interaction of ultra-intense laser pulses with either the coronal 
plasma or a solid target. The spectrum of fast electrons and 
the energy conversion efficiency from the laser to electrons 
generally depend on the details of this interaction. An assump-
tion, however, is often used14,15,23 that the mean energy of 
hot electrons equals the energy of their oscillation in the laser 
field E + mc2 (c–1) (so-called ponderomotive scaling9), where 
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Figure 110.22
Target gain (energy yield/total energy on target) versus compression 
driver energy for EPW = 50 kJ (solid line), 75 kJ (dashed line), and 150 kJ 
(dashed–dotted line).

Figure 110.21
Maximum gain (energy yield/compression driver energy) versus compression 
driver energy from Eq. (3) (curve) and DRACO simulations (dots).

,p1 22c = +  p + eA/mc2 is the momentum of electrons 
(normalized to mc) in the linearly polarized laser field with 
the amplitude of the vector potential A. The experimental data 
predict different values of the energy conversion efficiency 
from the laser to electrons in the range h + 0.2 to 0.5 for laser 
intensities I > 1019 W/cm2 (Refs. 2 and 24). We have performed 
simulations assuming a Gaussian temporal profile for the laser 
pulse and a relativistic Maxwellian distribution function for 
fast electrons with a mean energy following the ponderomotive 
scaling that can also be rewritten as
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According to this scaling, the mean energy is a function 
of the laser intensity and the wavelength. Notice that for a 
relativistic Maxwellian distribution function of the form 

,expf E kT1 1mc2 2 1 2
- - -+ c c c] ^ _g h i8 B  the mean energy is 

GEH = 3kT/2 in the nonrelativistic and GEH = 3kT in the ultra-
relativistic limit. Two values of the energy conversion efficiency 
to fast electrons were used: h = 0.3 and h = 0.5. Simulations 
with different parameters of the laser pulse such as spot size 
(rectangular beam profile in the radial direction), duration, 
and wavelengths of 1.054 nm and 0.527 nm were performed 
for the 300-kJ fuel assembly to find the minimum energy 
required for ignition. The optimal injection time is found to 
be close to t = 20.62 ns when the averaged density is about 
450 g/cm3. Using a smaller beam radius and pulse duration lead 
to higher intensities and more-energetic electrons, according 
to the ponderomotive scaling Eq. (4). However, very energetic 
(multi-MeV) electrons require a large stopping distance that 
can even exceed the size of small-to-moderate energy targets. 
Larger beam radii with trb > 0.6 g/cm2 lead to a heated volume 
greater than the optimal value.11 Also very long laser pulses 
with durations exceeding the confinement time of the heated 
region are detrimental and lead to a higher ignition energy. 
Optimal values of the duration and radius exist for which the 
laser ignition energy is minimized.

A set of simulations was performed to find such conditions. 
Tables 110.I and 110.II summarize the results. The optimal laser 
pulse duration and radius, the mean hot-electron energy (at the 
time of the Gaussian peak), the electron-beam fuel coupling 
efficiency, and the minimum ignition energy (of the laser pulse 
and the electron beam) are provided from simulations carried 
out with two values of the coupling efficiency and two laser 
wavelengths (m = 1.054 nm and 0.527 nm). The minimum laser 
energy for ignition is 235 kJ (with 71 kJ in fast electrons) for 
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Table 110.I: Summary of the simulations for m = 1.054 nm.

h rb xb Emin
las.ig Emin

e.ig GEH he–pl

(nm)     (ps) (kJ) (kJ) (MeV)

0.3 26.3 16.3 235 71 7.7 0.69

0.5 22.5 13.8 105 53 6.3 0.76

Table 110.II: Summary of the simulations for m = 0.527 nm.

h rb xb Emin
las.ig Emin

e.ig GEH he–pl

(nm) (ps) (kJ) (kJ) (MeV)

0.3 19 8 106 32 3.7 0.86

0.5 16.8 7 50 25 3.2 0.92

wavelength m = 1.054 nm and conversion efficiency h = 0.3 
(Table 110.I). Figure 110.23 shows snapshots of the plasma 
density and ion temperature for this simulation at two moments 
of time: at the end of the laser pulse and at the developed burn 
stage. Figure 110.23(b) shows that the plasma is heated through-
out the core. Electrons are not completely stopped in the core 
and continue to heat the low-density plasma behind it. Ignition 
is triggered first in the plasma column heated by the electrons 
and the burn region then expands radially [Figs. 110.23(c) 
and 110.23(d)]. The laser intensity at the time of the Gaussian 
peak is 6.5 # 1020 W/cm2, and very energetic electrons are 

produced with a mean energy of 7.7 MeV (Table 110.I). Only 
69% of the total electron energy is deposited into the plasma. 
Table 110.I also shows that the laser energy required for igni-
tion decreases to 105 kJ (53 kJ in fast electrons) for h = 0.5. 
This significant reduction in the ignition energy is due not 
only to a larger fraction of the laser energy converted into hot  
electrons but also to the lower electron energies produced with 
reduced intensities.

It was suggested by Atzeni and Tabak14 that shorter laser 
wavelengths can reduce the mean energy of fast electrons [see 
Eq. (4)], their stopping length, and the energy required for igni-
tion. Indeed, Table 110.II shows that for a frequency-doubled 
green light (m = 0.527 nm), the laser energy required for igni-
tion decreases to 106 kJ (32 kJ in fast electrons) for h = 0.3 and 
50 kJ (25 kJ in fast electrons) for h = 0.5. The mean hot-electron 
energy, however, is still high in these simulations (3.7 MeV and 
3.2 MeV, respectively), which suggests that even shorter laser 
wavelengths can be desirable.

While simulations predict that using a green laser light 
reduces the energy required for ignition, frequency doubling 
of the red light with high conversion efficiency can present a 
technologically challenging task. In this context, finding other 
mechanisms to reduce the energy of hot electrons generated by 
ultra-intense laser pulses would be very helpful.
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Figure 110.23
Contour plots of the density and ion temperature 
at selected moments of time in the burn simula-
tion induced by a 235-kJ, 26.3-nm, 16.3-ps laser 
pulse with an energy conversion efficiency to fast 
electrons of h = 0.3.
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Simulations of Pseudo-Cone Targets
The use of gold cones is currently considered as one of 

the most promising options to deliver the petawatt-pulse laser 
energy to the compressed fuel. The cone provides an access 
path for an ignition laser beam to the fuel, free of the coronal 
plasma that otherwise can reflect the laser light at the critical 
plasma surface 1 to 2 mm away from the compressed core. Fast 
electrons are produced by the interaction of the laser beam 
with the cone tip located tens to a few hundred microns from 
target center and then transported toward the core. Cone-focus 
geometries, while improving the transport of energy to the hot 
spot, can complicate the implosion. The question arises whether 
the fuel can still be compressed to the same high densities 
and areal densities as for spherically symmetric implosions. 
The compressed core should be significantly modified from 
the side of the cone where the laser-generated fast electrons 
enter the core to ignite it. It is important to determine how the 
minimum energy for ignition and the target gain are affected 
by the cone.

We have performed simulations of cone-target implosions 
using a highly simplified model of the cone. We assume that 
the cone walls are rigid and truncated at a given distance from 
the center. The pseudo-cone target is schematically shown in 
Fig. 110.24. The cone walls are directed toward the center of 
the target and truncated at a distance of about 200 nm from 
it. The cone opening angle is 90°. A narrow cone tip may exist 
and go farther toward the center. We use 1-D LILAC implo-

sion simulations until the converging shell reaches the cone 
tip. From this point on, the simulation is continued with the 
2-D DRACO code. The 1-D LILAC outputs are used as initial 
conditions (time t = 0) after removing the section of the shell 
corresponding to the cone tip. Such a model accounts only 
for the effect associated with the hole left in the shell after its 
departure from the cone. Other effects such as shear flow down 
the sides of the cone and DT contamination by the gold19,25 
or more-complicated cone shapes are not considered here and 
will be addressed in future work.

We first study how the perturbed shell converges. Fig-
ure 110.25 shows snapshots of the fuel density in the DRACO 
simulation for the 300-kJ fuel assembly. The 2-D simulation 
starts from the spherically symmetric shell with the hole 
caused by the cone. When the shell approaches the center, the 
hole does not close and the hot gas flows out from the central 
region. Figure 110.25(c) shows the density profile at the moment 
of time (t = 0.98 ns) when the maximum density is reached in 
the simulation without the cone, while Fig. 110.25(d) covers 
the moment of time (t = 1.14 ns) slightly before the maximum 
areal density. At t = 0.98 ns, the density profile on the left side 
of the target is practically the same as in the 1-D simulation 
(without the cone) and the maximum density is approximately 
the same. At t = 1.14 ns, the density profile on the left side is still 
close to that in the 1-D simulation except for the hot spot, which 
shrinks. The opening in the shell at t = 1.14 ns has a radius of 
about 6 nm and is surrounded by a high-density region. While 
the compressed core is certainly modified by the cone, these 
changes do not seem to significantly affect the ignition energy 
requirements. To verify this, we have performed burn simula-
tions using a 2-MeV monoenergetic electron beam with a radius 
of 20 nm and a duration of 10 ps, injected at t = 1.14 ns in the 
z direction. It is found that the ignition energy increased by 
only 4 kJ to 19 kJ with respect to the 1-D implosion without the 
cone. The maximum gain in the pseudo-cone target simulation 
is equal to 90 instead of 113 without the cone.

Similar pseudo-cone simulations were performed for other 
targets driven by laser pulses with energies ranging from 
50 kJ to 2 MJ. For all of the targets, the minimum ignition 
energy ranges from 18 to 20 kJ and is found to be only weakly 
affected by the cone. Figure 110.26 shows the maximum gain 
in the pseudo-cone target simulations and the gain predicted by 
Eq. (3). The maximum gain decreases by 20% to 25% for driver 
pulse energy between 200 kJ and 2000 kJ and slightly more (up 
to 30%) for lower-energy drivers. Notice that removing a part 
of the shell in place of the cone in these simulations reduces 
the total mass of the thermonuclear fuel by approximately 15%; 

Figure 110.24
Pseudo-cone target.
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Figure 110.25
Contour plots of the density at different times in 
the pseudo-cone-target simulation.
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Figure 110.26
Maximum gain versus compression driver energy for the pseudo-cone targets 
(dots connected by a solid line) and for spherically symmetric implosions 
[Eq. (3)] (dashed line).

however, the maximum gain in the simulation is reduced more 
than that. This signifies that not all of the remaining fuel can be 
assembled so effectively as for an unperturbed shell. Neverthe-
less, the reduced gain in the pseudo-cone target simulations is 
still remarkably high; in particular, a maximum gain of 70 is 
still possible with driver-pulse energies of only 200 kJ.

Summary and Discussion
Hydrodynamic simulations of realistic, high-gain, fast-

ignition targets, including one-dimensional simulations of the 

implosion and two-dimensional simulations of ignition by a 
collimated electron beam and burn propagation are presented 
and discussed in this article. The targets’ design is based on 
the fuel assembly theory of Ref. 5. The fast-ignition targets 
are massive wetted-foam, cryogenic DT shells with an initial 
aspect ratio close to 2. They are imploded by relaxation-type 
pulses to form high-density and high-areal-density cores with 
small hot spots, which are optimal for fast ignition. Due to the 
large thickness and small in-flight aspect ratio, such targets are 
practically unperturbed by Rayleigh–Taylor instability, making 
1-D hydrocodes suitable to simulate the implosion.

The simulations of ignition and burn have been used to find 
the minimum energy for ignition and to generate gain curves 
for direct-drive, fast-ignition inertial confinement fusion based 
on realistic fast-ignition target designs. A large number of runs 
for targets driven by UV-laser compression pulses with energies 
from 50 kJ to 2 MJ have been performed. Fitting parameters in 
the analytical scaling for the target gain are obtained, account-
ing for the fraction of the maximum total areal density available 
for the burn and yield deterioration of small targets. It is found 
that even modest-sized UV-laser drivers, with an energy of 
100 kJ, can produce a fuel assembly yielding a maximum gain 
(energy yield/compression driver energy) close to 60. Assuming 
a 100-kJ ignition laser pulse, the total gain (energy yield/total 
energy on target) can be as high as 30 for a 100-kJ compression 
pulse and about 60 for a 200-kJ driver. Notice that at 1 MJ, the 
total gain of the optimized fast-ignition target GT = 160 (for a 
100-kJ ignition pulse) is considerably higher than the gain of 
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direct-drive NIF targets, G - 50 (Ref. 26). Although less than 
earlier heuristic model predictions4 (which also use different 
optimizations), Eq. (3) shows that fast ignition can achieve 
significant gains with relatively small drivers.

In our simulations of ignition and burn, the energy of fast 
electrons, beam radius (20 nm and larger), and pulse length 
were varied to find the minimum beam energy for ignition close 
to 15 kJ for different (25-kJ to 2-MJ driver-pulse energy) fuel 
assemblies, using monoenergetic electron beams. The depen-
dence of the minimum beam energy for ignition on the elec-
tron-beam parameters and injection time has been analyzed in 
detail. The minimum beam energy for ignition increases up to 
20 kJ for electrons with energy spread (relativistic Maxwellian 
distribution function) and optimal mean energy. Simulations 
using ponderomotive temperature scaling for fast electrons 
with the laser intensity and Gaussian (in time) laser pulses have 
also been performed for the 300-kJ fuel assembly. It is shown 
that for a laser wavelength of 1.054 nm, the minimum laser 
pulse energy required for ignition is 235 kJ (with 71 kJ in fast 
electrons) if the energy conversion efficiency from the laser to 
fast electrons is 30%. The laser ignition energy decreases to 
105 kJ (53 kJ in fast electrons) if the energy conversion effi-
ciency is 50%. Such large laser ignition energies are caused by 
the high electron energy. Indeed, the hot electrons produced by 
ultra-intense laser pulses have multi-MeV energies, and their 
stopping range can greatly exceed the optimal value for fast 
ignition. A possible solution may be using frequency-doubled 
ignition pulses, for which the mean energy of fast electrons 
decreases by a factor of 2 (for the same laser intensity). Simu-
lations for a laser wavelength of 0.527 nm predict a minimum 
laser pulse energy for ignition of 106 kJ (with 32 kJ in fast 
electrons) for an energy conversion efficiency of 30% and 50 kJ 
(25 kJ in fast electrons) for a conversion efficiency of 50%. It 
has been reported27 that sharp solid–plasma interface electrons 
can be produced with energy below the ponderomotive scaling 
prediction. A strong reduction in energy conversion efficiency 
to fast electrons, however, simultaneously takes place. Finding 
mechanisms to reduce the energy of fast electrons without a 
significant loss of conversion efficiency would be very helpful 
to avoid a technologically complicated task of resorting to green 
laser light for high-power lasers.

We have also performed simplified cone-target simula-
tions assuming that the cone walls are rigid and truncated at 
a certain distance from the center. Such simulations predict 
a gain deterioration of 20% to 30% and a small increase in 
the minimum ignition energy with respect to unperturbed 
targets. More-sophisticated cone models are currently under 

implementation in the code DRACO28 and the results from 
more-realistic cone-in-shell target implosion simulations will 
be reported in future articles.
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Introduction
Coherent acoustic phonons (CAP’s) excited by ultrafast laser 
pulses have been investigated using optical pump/probe spec-
troscopy in GaN systems, including GaN thin films, InxGa1–xN/
GaN heterostructures, and multiple quantum wells.1–5 A com-
mon feature of such structures is the existence of a significant 
lattice mismatch, which results in highly strained interfaces. 
Since GaN and its alloys are piezoelectric semiconductors 
with large piezoelectric constants, the presence of strain at the 
interface gives rise to a strong, of-the-order-of-several-MV/cm,5 
built-in piezoelectric field. When a pump-laser pulse excites 
electron-hole pairs, the strain-induced piezoelectric field spa-
tially separates the electrons and holes and, in turn, leads to a 
stress that serves as the source of CAP generation.

In addition to the piezoelectric effect, two other CAP-gen-
eration mechanisms have been reported in the literature:6,7 
the deformation-potential–coupled electronic stress and the 
heat-induced thermal stress. Both of these stresses originate in 
the transient photoexcitation of electron-hole pairs in the mate-
rial. In one case, the transition of electrons from the valence 
band to the conduction band breaks the lattice equilibrium 
and results in a deformation of the lattice. Such deformation, 
in turn, alters the semiconductor band structure and induces 
the electronic stress coupled to the conduction-band free car-
riers through the deformation potential. In the other case, the 
photoexcited carriers simply transfer their excess energy to 
the lattice via electron–phonon scattering, as they relax down 
toward the band edge. The fast cooling process of hot carriers 
produces a sharp increase in the lattice temperature, leading 
to thermal stress.

Among the above-mentioned mechanisms of CAP genera-
tion, the piezoelectric effect always makes the dominant con-
tribution in the strained systems, studied in Refs. 1–5, while the 
other two typically play only a very weak role, as discussed in 
Ref. 5. However, in bulk semiconductor single crystals (GaN, 
in our case), there is obviously no lattice-mismatch–induced 
strain and the piezoelectric field cannot be built. Thus, the CAP 

generation can only be due to either the electronic or thermal 
stress, or both, depending on the photon excitation energy and 
the studied material’s properties.

In recent work,8 we have demonstrated that in bulk GaN 
crystals the stress-induced CAP’s are very long lived and propa-
gate macroscopic distances without losing their coherence. 
We utilized far-above-bandgap, ultraviolet (UV) femtosecond 
pump pulses to excite the CAP’s at the sample surface and 
detected them by measuring the transient differential reflectiv-
ity (DR/R) signal of a time-delayed, near-infrared (NIR) probe 
pulse. We observed the CAP oscillations (superimposed on 
the exponentially decaying DR/R electronic transient) with 
the amplitude of the order of 10–5 to 10–6 and the frequency 
linearly dependent (no dispersion) on the probe-beam wave 
number. We have also made an early prediction that the elec-
tronic stress was the dominant factor in CAP generation in 
bulk GaN crystals.

In this work, we report our systematic experimental and 
detailed theoretical modeling studies on all-optical generation 
and detection of CAP’s in bulk GaN crystals with the two-
color (UV/blue–NIR), time-resolved, femtosecond pump/probe 
technique. Our theoretical modeling is based on the one-
dimensional elastic wave equation and diffusion effects and 
predicts that the electronic stress is the dominant factor in 
CAP generation in GaN single crystals. For a CAP-detection 
mechanism, we have derived an analytic expression for the 
time-dependent, probe-beam reflectivity change caused by the 
propagating CAP’s. Experimentally, we have varied the energy 
of the pump excitation pulses from far above the GaN bandgap, 
through near bandgap, up to just below bandgap (band-tail 
states). In all cases, we were able to produce easily measur-
able CAP oscillations, and, by careful investigation of their 
amplitude changes as a function of the energy (wavelength) of 
the pump photons, we confirmed that indeed the CAP excita-
tion origin was due to the electronic stress, generated by the 
femtosecond pump at the sample surface region. By using, in 
all of our tests, probe beams with photon energies far below 

Femtosecond Optical Generation and Detection of Coherent 
Acoustic Phonons in GaN Single Crystals
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the GaN bandgap (corresponding wavelengths were around 
800 nm), we took advantage of a very small, +50-cm–1 absorp-
tion coefficient (very weak attenuation) of probe light in GaN 
crystals8,9 and were able to demonstrate that the CAP pulses 
propagated deeply into the GaN crystal volume without any 
measurable loss of coherence/attenuation.

Another advantage of our two-color pump/probe configu-
ration was that the NIR probe was not sensitive to the details 
of the band-gap structure, nor to any interband absorption.10 
The possibility of the two-photon–absorption process was also 
negligible because the total energy of two +800-nm probe 
photons was still considerably lower than the GaN bandgap 
energy. Thus, the UV–NIR, two-color femtosecond spectros-
copy allowed us to avoid any undesired effects and made our 
phonon dynamics studies in GaN very clear to interpret.

In the next section we present our theoretical approach to the 
phenomenon of acoustic phonon generation and their coherent 
propagation in bulk semiconducting single crystals, stressing 
the need to include both electronic and thermal stresses in 
the phonon-generation mechanism. We also demonstrate that 
under our experimental conditions, for GaN, the amplitude of 
the CAP’s depends only on the energy/wavelength of pump 
photons, while their oscillation frequency is probe dependent 
only in the simplest-possible dispersionless manner. The last 
two sections (1) briefly review our GaN crystal growth, describe 
the two-color femtosecond spectroscopy setup used in our mea-
surements, and present detailed experimental results and their 
interpretation; and (2) present our conclusions and underline the 
applicability of our theoretical model for CAP studies in any 
high-quality single-crystal semiconducting materials.

Theoretical Modeling
Following the approach presented by Thomsen et al.,7 we 

have developed a theoretical model of the generation, propa-
gation, and detection of CAP’s in bulk GaN crystals, studied 
using a femtosecond, two-color pump/probe technique. In 
our scheme, an intense, femtosecond laser pump pulse with 
photon energy above the material bandgap excites both the 
electronic and thermal stresses at the sample surface. These 
two stresses act as the driving terms in the elastic wave equa-
tion that describes generation and propagation of CAP’s. The 
propagating CAP’s modulate optical properties of the GaN 
dielectric function, which is represented as disturbance of a 
dielectric permittivity in Maxwell’s equations. By solving the 
Maxwell equations, we obtained an analytical expression for the 
time-dependent modulation of the DR/R transient caused by the 

traveling CAP waves, which, in turn, could be directly measured 
in our experiments, using below-bandgap probe pulses.

We stress that the Thomsen model was developed to explain 
generation and detection of CAP’s in a – As2Te3 and similar 
compounds with a picosecond, one-color pump/probe method.7 
In such a case, the CAP generation was assumed to be solely 
due to the thermal stress, and the detection was limited in 
a near-surface region. In the model presented here, we will 
consider both the electronic- and thermal-stress generation 
mechanisms. Since GaN exhibits relatively large deformation 
potential and different coefficients in ambipolar and thermal 
diffusion, the contribution of the electronic stress to the CAP’s 
amplitude and shape is different from that of the thermal stress. 
Our theoretical calculations show that in GaN, CAP’s generated 
by electronic stress have actually an-order-of-magnitude-larger 
strength than that generated by the thermal stress.

In the experimental CAP detection, we use far-below-band-
gap femtosecond probe-beam pulses. For bulk samples, sur-
face-generated CAP’s propagate forward into the material with 
no reflections toward the surface. Thus, the surface (one-color 
scheme) detection scheme that was used by Thomsen et al.7 to 
detect the echo of a CAP pulse is not appropriate in our case. 
In contrast, by using a far-below-bandgap probe beam, we were 
able to detect the CAP perturbation propagating deeply inside 
the material, taking advantage of the very long penetration 
depth (very low absorption) of our NIR probe photons.

1. CAP Pulse Generation
We consider a femtosecond UV pump pulse with photon 

energy higher than the GaN bandgap that is incident on the 
surface of a bulk GaN crystal. Given that the diameter of the 
irradiated area is much larger than the UV pulse absorption 
depth, both the electronic and thermal stresses generated by 
the pump pulse can be assumed to depend only on the z axis, 
which is defined to be perpendicular to the sample surface and 
pointing into the sample. Therefore, the lattice displacement 
has a nonzero component only in the z direction, and, in our 
case, the CAP generation is reduced to a one-dimensional 
(1-D) problem.

The 1-D elastic (nondissipative) wave equation describing 
generation and propagation of CAP’s is given by
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where z, ,z t u z tzz 2h =2^ ^h h  represents the acoustic phonon 
field with u(z,t) defined as the lattice displacement, vs is the 
longitudinal sound velocity in GaN, t is the mass density of 
GaN, and zzvth and zzve  are the thermal and electronic stresses, 
respectively. Both zzvth and zzve  are functions of z and time t and 
can be expressed as

 , , ,z t B T z t3zz -v bD=th ^ ^h h  (2)

 , , , ,z t d n z t d n z tzz c e v h-v =e ^ ^ ^h h h  (3)

where B is the bulk modulus, b is the linear thermal expan-
sion coefficient, DT(z,t) is the lattice temperature rise, dc and 
dv are the conduction-electron and valence-hole deformation 
potentials, respectively, and, finally, ne(z,t) and nh(z,t) are 
the photoexcited electron and hole densities, respectively. In 
general, ne(z,t) and nh(z,t) have different spatiotemporal evolu-
tions, but, since in our case they are initially excited in equal 
numbers by the same pump pulse, we are going to ignore this 
difference and assume that ne(z,t) . nh(z,t) = n(z,t), and, hence, 
Eq. (3) becomes

 , , .z t d d n z tzz c v-v =e ^ _ ^h i h  (4)

Assuming that both the carrier motion and heat conduction 
have a diffusive character, we utilize a simple transport model 
to describe the evolution of n(z,t) and DT(z,t):
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and boundary conditions
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where D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient of the GaN elec-
tron-hole plasma; | is the thermal diffusivity; Rpump, Q, apump, 
and Epump are the reflectance, fluence, absorption coefficient, 
and photon energy of the pump beam; and Eg and CV are the 
GaN bandgap energy and the specific heat per unit volume, 
respectively. We have also assumed above that during the dura-
tion of our +150-fs-wide pump pulses, the photoexcitation is 
instantaneous and the plasma diffusion is negligible.

Knowing the n(z,t) and DT(z,t) distributions, we can readily 
solve the wave equation [Eq. (1)], subject to the initial, t = 0, 
and elastic boundary, z = 0, conditions:

 , 0 ,z 0zzh =^ h  (11)

 , , , .t
V

B T t d d n t0 1 3 0 0zz
s

c v2
- -h

t
bD=^ ^ _ ^h h i h8 B  (12)

In our analysis of CAP generation, the two trigger mechanisms, 
namely, the electronic and thermal stresses, are completely 
decoupled. Thus, the CAP fields excited by each mechanism 
can be treated separately, and the total CAP field is just the 
simple sum of both the electronic and thermal components. 
Figure 110.27 presents examples of numerically computed 
profiles of CAP transients, generated by the electronic stress, 
the thermal stress, and the sum of both, respectively. The 
CAP pulses plotted in Fig. 110.27(a) were calculated for the 
far-above-bandgap pump-photon excitation (photon energy 
of 4.59 eV; corresponding wavelength 270 nm), while those 
shown in Fig. 110.27(b) correspond to the excitation using 
just-above-bandgap pump photons (energy of 3.54 eV; wave-
length 350 nm). In both cases, Q was kept constant and equal 
to 0.08 mJ/cm2/pulse, the value actually implemented in our 
pump/probe experiments, while the apump values were taken 
to be 2.07 # 105 and 1.29 # 105 cm–1, corresponding to the 
pump-photon energies of 4.59 eV and 3.54 eV, respectively.9 
The other GaN material parameters used in our calculations 
can be found in Table 110.III.
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Figure 110.27
Simulation of spatial-time profiles of propagating CAP transients generated by the electronic stress, thermal stress, and the sum of both, respectively. The CAP 
pulses shown in (a) and (b) were excited by the pump photons with photon energies of 4.59 eV and 3.54 eV (wavelengths 270 nm and 350 nm), respectively. 
The inset shows the frequency spectra of the electronically (solid line) and thermally induced (dashed line) CAP.
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Table 110.III.  Material parameters for wurtzite GaN.

Parameter GaN

Longitudinal sound velocity os (m/s) 8020(11)

Mass density t (g/cm3) 6.15(12)

Bulk modulus B (GPa) 207(13)

Linear thermal expansion coefficient 
b (K–1)

3.17 # 10–6(14)

Electron deformation potential 
dc (eV)

–4.08(15)

Hole deformation potential 
dv = D1 + D3 (eV)

2.1(16)

Ambipolar diffusion coefficient 
D (cm2/s)

2.1(17)

Thermal diffusivity | (cm2 s–1) 0.43(12)

Band gap Eg (eV) 3.4(18)

Specific heat per unit volume 
Co (J cm–3°C–1)

3.01(12)

As seen in Fig. 110.27, CAP pulses have a strength of the 
order of 10–5 and a spatial width of approximately twice the 
pump-beam penetration depth .1pump pumpp a=` j  We note, 
however, that our simulations predict that the electronic stress 
contribution is the major, dominant contribution in CAP  
generation, as compared to the thermal-stress contribution, 
in both the far-above- and just-above-bandgap excitations 
[Figs. 110.27(a) and 110.27(b), respectively], with the strength 
ratio between the electronic- and thermal-induced CAP’s equal 
to about 8 and 60 for the 4.59- and 3.54-eV pump photons, 
respectively. The electronically induced strength of CAP’s 
decreases only slightly when the pump photon energy decreases 
from 4.59 eV to 3.54 eV, while the thermal one drops by about 
an order of magnitude. Thus, the change of the total CAP 
strength is small [see Figs. 110.27(a) and 110.27(b), bottom 
curves], as it is electronically dominated. The CAP amplitude 
is determined mainly by apump, which changes only a little in 
the studied above-bandgap, pump-energy region.

The shapes of all CAP pulses presented in Fig. 110.27 are 
asymmetrically bipolar with a slight broadening at their trail-
ing sides. This broadening is caused by the diffusion effects7 
and is much more pronounced in the electronically induced 
CAP’s because the electron-hole diffusion is about five times 
faster than the thermal diffusion. The diffusion effects not only 
broaden the CAP pulse, but they also narrow its frequency 
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spectrum [inset in Fig.110.27(a)], where the spectra of the 
electronically and thermally induced CAP’s are shown.

2. CAP Pulse Detection
In the discussed GaN sample geometry, the surface-gener-

ated CAP pulses propagate into the crystal along the z axis, 
causing a spatiotemporal modulation of the material’s dielectric 
function. This modulation can be detected through the change 
in the reflectivity R of a time-delayed probe beam. The R 
dependence in the presence of a generalized disturbance of 
the dielectric function can be obtained by solving the Maxwell 
equations inside the GaN sample and was derived by Thomsen 
et al.7 as

 ,R r r0
2

D= +  (13)
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is the reflection coefficient at the sample surface and represents 
that part of the probe beam’s electric field reflected from the 
free surface, while
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corresponds to the probe beam’s electric field reflected from 
the CAP pulse. In Eqs. (14) and (15), n and l are the real and 
imaginary parts of the refractive index, respectively; ~, c, and 
k0 are the angular frequency of the probe light, the light speed, 
and the wave vector of the probe beam in vacuum, respectively; 
and Df(z,t) is the change in dielectric function, which, under 
assumption that the disturbance is caused only by the propagat-
ing CAP pulse, can be expressed as
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Finally, we note that l is related to the probe-beam absorption 
coefficient aprobe or, equivalently, the penetration depth gprobe 
through ,4 4probe probel a m r m rg= =  where m is the probe-
beam wavelength.

Since our experiments measure the probe’s DR/R signal, 
Eq. (13) must be rewritten in the form
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The analytic expression of DR/R can be obtained if nzz(z,t), 
which we have only in a numerical form presented in Fig. 110.27, 
is substituted in Eq. (16) by an analytic expression:

 s
s, ,z t Ae z v tsgnzz

z v tpump- -h = - -a
^ _h i  (18)

which fits our stress pulses very well and neglects only the elec-
tron-hole and thermal diffusion effects in the CAP generation, 
and A is the strength of the CAP pulse given by
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Combining the above formulas and considering that for our 
two-color pump/probe technique the condition apump & aprobe 
holds, we find an analytic expression for Df(z,t) and, finally, 
obtain the closed-form formula for DR/R, correct to the first 
order in nzz(z,t):
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is the probe-beam–related amplitude,
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is the phase, and
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Equation (20) allows us to directly compare our theoreti-
cal modeling with the experiments, facilitating data analysis 
and making our results more explicit. We can, however, 
simplify Eq. (20) somewhat further by noting that under our 
experimental conditions, gpump is of the order of several tens 
of nanometers; thus, for the GaN sound speed vs = 8020 m/s, 
the second term in the square bracket in Eq. (20) rapidly damps 
out within several picoseconds and can be neglected, as in our 
experiments we study CAP’s within at least a few-hundred-ps-
wide time delay window. The simplified expression of DR/R 
can be written as
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The temporal dependence of DR/R is represented in Eq. (24) 
as a simple damped-sinusoidal function and it follows Eq. (48) in 
Ref. 7, but now we also have an expression for the DR/R ampli-
tude, as the product of A, F1, and .nd d d dzz zzh l h+2 2

` `j j  The 
probe-related F1 [see Eq. (21)] can be considered as a constant 
since for far-below-bandgap NIR light, n and l in high-qual-
ity GaN crystals remain almost unchanged. The nd d zzh  and 
d d zzl h  terms are the photoelastic constants and are related 
only to n and l; thus, nd d d dzz zzh l h+2 2

` `j j  also contributes 
a constant term in the total DR/R amplitude. Finally, following 
Eq. (19), the term A (strength of the CAP pulse) is only pump 
light related. We note that A experiences a dramatic change 
when the pump energy is tuned across the band edge because of 
the step-like change of apump near Eg. Experimentally it means 
that the total DR/R amplitude measured using the two-color 
pump/probe technique should change with the pump-beam 
energy, following the same functional dependence as A, namely 
the spectral characteristics of apump. Furthermore, this theo-
retical prediction indicates that we should be able to undeniably 
determine which stress contribution—electronic or thermal—is 
the dominant factor for triggering the CAP’s in our bulk GaN 
crystals. If the electronic stress is dominant, as we saw in CAP 
Pulse Generation (p. 89), the experimentally observed DR/R 
amplitude should exhibit only a slight decrease when the pump 
energy changes from far above to just above bandgap. On the 

other hand, when the thermal stress is dominant, the oscillation 
amplitude should experience an-order-of-magnitude drop in 
the same pump-energy range. Independently, when the pump 
beam energy is tuned across band edge, the amplitude of the 
experimental DR/R signal should almost abruptly decrease to 
zero, due to the rapid decrease of apump.

In agreement with the Thomsen model,7 the DR/R damping 
constant in Eq. (21) is determined by the vsprobeg  ratio. For 
the +800-nm-wavelength (energy far below the GaN bandgap) 
probe light used in our two-color measurements, gprobe is 
+200 nm,8,9 which gives a damping time of +25 ns. Thus, we 
should observe CAP’s propagating deeply into the GaN crystal, 
actually, in full agreement with our early studies.8

Following again Eq. (24), the frequency of the DR/R oscil-
lations is given by

 f nv
nv

k2 s
s

0m r= =  (25)

and is related only to the probe beam. For a constant n, expected 
under our experimental conditions, f is proportional to k0, 
which indicates a linear dispersion relation for CAP’s with the 
slope corresponding to the fixed os. Finally, z [see Eq. (22)] is, 
in our case, predicted to be a constant.

Experimental Procedures and Results
1. Sample Fabrication and Experimental Setup

Our GaN single crystals were grown with a high-pressure, 
solution-growth (HPSG) method.19 The growth process was 
carried out at an external nitrogen gas pressure of 8 to 14 kbar 
and temperatures of 1350°C to 1600°C because of the high 
solubility of GaN in Ga at high temperatures. Nitrogen was 
first compressed to a 10- to 15-kbar level with a two-step pres-
sure compressor and intensifier and then transported into the 
metallic Ga melt with a temperature gradient of 5°C to 50°C 
cm–1. GaN single crystals formed at the cooler zone of the 
HPSG chamber. They grew up to 1-mm-thick platelets with 
typical sizes of up to 3 # 4 mm2. These crystals exhibited an 
excellent wurtzite crystalline structure according to x-ray dif-
fraction measurements, while their morphology depended on 
the growth process pressure, temperature range, and nitrogen 
supersaturation. In our experiments, we have studied a 2.5 # 
2.5-mm2, transparent (slightly brownish) GaN crystal piece 
that was +0.4 mm thick.

Two-color, femtosecond pump/probe spectroscopy experi-
ments were performed in a reflection mode using a com-
mercial mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse duration 
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of +100 fs and repetition rate of 76 MHz. Our experimental 
setup is schematically shown in Fig. 110.28. In our study, two 
arrangements were used to generate the pump beam with 
desired photon energy. One optical path (see Fig. 110.28) was 
designed to deliver photons with energies in the range of 3.1 
to 3.54 eV (wavelength of 400 to 350 nm) in the vicinity of a 
GaN bandgap of 3.4 eV and was based on frequency doubling 
of the fundamental Ti:sapphire pulse train. The other included 
our homemade third-harmonic generator and allowed us to 
generate pump photons with energies ranging from 4.13 eV 
to 4.64 eV (wavelength of 300 to 267 nm), far above the GaN 
bandgap. The pump beam was focused onto the surface of the 
GaN crystal with a spot diameter of +20 nm at an incident 
angle of +30°. The incident fluence was +0.08 mJ/cm2 per 
pulse and was kept constant while varying the pump-photon 
energy. Probe pulses were directly generated by the Ti:sapphire 
laser and had photon energies varying from 1.38 eV to 1.77 eV 
(wavelengths from 900 nm to 700 nm) far below the GaN gap; 
their fluence was always much lower (at least by a factor of 
10) than that of the pump. The probe beam was delayed with 
respect to the pump and near-normally incident on the same 
area on the sample surface with a spot diameter of +10 nm, 
and its reflection from the sample surface was filtered from 
any scattered pump photons and collected by a photodetector 
connected to a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier was 
synchronized with a mechanical chopper that modulated the 
pump beam at a frequency of +2 KHz. The lock-in output was 
sent to a computer for data processing. The magnitude of DR/R 
that we measured was in the range of 10–3 to 10–6.

2. Experimental Results
Typical time-resolved DR/R probe signals from our GaN 

crystal excited with far-above-bandgap (wavelength of 283 nm) 
and just-above-bandgap (wavelength of 350 nm) pump photons 
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Figure 110.28
Experimental setup for the two-color, femtosecond 
pump/probe spectroscopy.
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Figure 110.29
Time-resolved normalized DR/R waveforms as a function of the pump/probe 
delay time, measured in GaN single crystals for (a) the pump/probe wave-
length of 283 nm/850 nm; (b) pump/probe wavelength of 360 nm/720 nm. 
The case (a) corresponds to the far-above-bandgap optical excitation, while 
case (b) corresponds to just-above-bandgap excitation.

are shown in Figs. 110.29(a) and 110.29(b), respectively. The 
corresponding probe wavelengths are 850 nm in Fig. 110.29(a) 
and 720 nm in Fig. 110.29(b). As we can see, although the two 
presented DR/R waveforms exhibit different electronic relax-
ation features, observed during the initial few picoseconds of 
relaxation and associated with the conduction band inter- and 
intra-valley electron scattering,10 both are characterized by 
the same, few-hundred-ps-long exponential decay, associated 
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with the electron-hole recombination, with pronounced regular 
oscillations on top of it.

In this work, we focus only on this latter oscillatory feature, 
which we identify as propagation of the CAP transient inside 
the crystal.8 Thus, in order to get a clearer view, we have 
subtracted numerically the electronic relaxation background 
from all of our collected raw data. Figure 110.30(a) shows the 
oscillatory component of the measured DR/R signal for four 
experimental examples, representative of our measurement 
cases. The presented traces correspond to the three different 
experimental conditions for CAP excitation, namely, far-above-
bandgap excitation (trace 283 nm/850 nm), just-above-bandgap 
excitation (traces 350 nm/700 nm and 360 nm/720 nm), and 
band-tail-state excitation (trace 370 nm/740 nm), respectively. 
In all cases, no attenuation of the oscillations is observed within 
our experimental +450-ps-wide time-delay window, which is 
consistent with Eq. (24), predicting that in our experiments the 
CAP oscillation damping constant is limited by the vsprobeg  
ratio and for v 25 nssprobe .g  is much longer than our experi-
mental time window.

Figure 110.30(b) presents four DR/R CAP-related transients 
calculated using Eq. (24) and corresponding directly to the four 
experimental transients shown in Fig. 110.30(a). In our theo-
retical calculations, the refractive index n = 2.3 and the probe 
absorption coefficient aprobe = 50 cm–1 are assumed to remain 
unchanged for all of the studied probe wavelengths. The pump 
reflectance Rpump was set to be 0.2 and the constants nd d zzh  
and d d zzl h  entering into Eqs. (21) and (22) were set to be 

1.2 and 0.5, respectively, in order to keep the CAP amplitude 
term F1 and phase z consistent with our experimental values. 
We note that there is extremely good agreement between the 
corresponding experimental [Fig. 110.30(a)] and theoretical 
[Fig. 110.30(b)] traces, in terms of both the oscillation ampli-
tude and frequency.

Comparing the traces 283 nm/850 nm, 350 nm/700 nm, and 
360 nm/720 nm, we observe only a slight amplitude decrease 
as we move from the far-above- to just-above-bandgap excita-
tion. On the other hand, the 370-nm/740-nm trace, collected 
for the pump-photon energy corresponding to GaN band-tail 
states, has a much smaller amplitude than the other three, but 
the oscillatory feature is still observable. The above observa-
tions experimentally confirm our theoretical prediction that the 
driving mechanism for CAP generation in bulk GaN crystals is 
the electronic stress associated with the deformation potential. 
The rapid drop in CAP amplitude that occurs when we move the 
energy of our excitation photons across the GaN bandgap (com-
pare traces 360 nm/720 nm and 370 nm/740 nm in Fig. 110.30) 
is caused by the dramatic change of the apump coefficient at 
the band edge. The latter is clearly illustrated in Fig. 110.31, 
where we plot the experimental CAP oscillation amplitude 
dependence on the pump-photon wavelength (energy) for the 
whole pump tuning range. The solid line shows the theoretical 
DR/R amplitude dependence on the pump-photon energy, using 
Eq. (24) [see also Eq. (19)]. We used the values listed in Ref. 9 
for the apump spectral dependence in GaN crystals. The solid 
squares, circles, and triangles represent our experimental data 
corresponding to the far-above-bandgap, just-above-bandgap, 
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Figure 110.31
The amplitude of the CAP oscillations versus the pump-beam wavelength 
(energy–top axis). The solid line is the theoretical curve, while the solid 
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Figure 110.32
The phase of the CAP oscillation versus the probe–beam wavelength 
(energy–top axis). The solid line shows the theoretical fit based on Eq. (22) 
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lations Fourier spectra, while the solid line shows the linear fit, intercepting 
the plot origin, based on Eq. (25).

and band-tail-state pump excitations, respectively. We see very 
good overall agreement between our experimental points and 
the modeling. Only in the case of the pump photons exciting 
the band-tail states (solid triangles in Fig. 110.31), the decrease 
of the CAP amplitudes with the pump-wavelength increase is 
slower than the theoretical prediction. The latter discrepancy, 
however, is clearly a consequence that in our theoretical calcu-
lations we used the values of apump from Ref. 9 and not apump 
directly measured for our GaN samples. The dashed line in 
Fig. 110.31 corresponds to the GaN absorption coefficient 
spectrum extracted from the transmission and reflection data of 
our actual GaN single crystal, experimentally measured using 
a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer. We note that 
in this case the agreement is excellent.

For all of the traces plotted in Fig. 110.30, the CAP oscilla-
tion phase was essentially constant and equal to +1.2, as shown 
in Fig. 110.32, which presents z as a function of the probe-
photon wavelength (energy) for our entire experimental tuning 
range. The constant z is very consistent with our theoretical 
prediction based on Eq. (22) and the fact that n, l, ,nd d zzh  and 
d d zzl h  can be assumed constant for our NIR probe photons. 
The solid line in Fig. 110.32 was obtained by fitting Eq. (20) 
with .n 2 5d d d dzz zzh l h =` `j j  as the best fit.

Finally, Fig. 110.33 demonstrates the dispersion relation 
of the CAP oscillation frequency on the probe beam’s wave 
number. For the entire probe-beam tuning range from 700 nm 
to 850 nm, we observe a linear (dispersionless) relationship 
between f and k0, as predicted by Eq. (25). The slope of the 
data (solid line in Fig. 110.33) gives os = 8002±22 m/s. The 
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latter result is very close to our earlier finding,8 as well as to the 
values of 8160 m/s and 8020 m/s reported in literature.1,11

Conclusions
We have presented our comprehensive studies of CAP 

generation and detection in a bulk GaN single crystal, using a 
time-resolved, femtosecond, two-color pump/probe technique. 
We theoretically predicted and experimentally confirmed that 
the CAP transients, in our case, were initiated by electronic 
stress induced at the GaN crystal surface by generation of free 
carriers, photoexcited by +100-fs pump UV pulses. Using 
far-below-bandgap, +100-fs-wide probe pulses with a very 
long penetration depth into the GaN crystal, we monitored 
the CAP propagation that manifested itself as regular, single-
frequency oscillations superimposed on the probe DR/R signal. 
The amplitude of the oscillations was of the order of 10–5 to 
10–6, and within our +450-ps time window, we observed no 
signal attenuation. We also found that the CAP oscillation 
amplitude was dependent only on the pump-photon energy and, 
in general, followed the spectral dependence of the GaN opti-
cal absorption coefficient, as was predicted by our theoretical 
model. For the entire tuning range of our NIR probe photons, 
the phase of the CAP oscillations was constant and the CAP 
frequency was dispersionless (proportional to the probe k0) 
with the slope corresponding to os = 8002±22 m/s, the speed 
of sound in GaN. Very good agreement between our theoreti-
cal modeling and experimental results demonstrates that our 
theoretical approach, which is a generalization of the Thomsen 
model,7 comprehensively describes the dynamics of CAP’s in 
bulk materials, generated by the strong, above-the-bandgap 
optical excitation and synchronously probed using almost 
nonattenuated probe pulses. Thus, our above-bandgap pump 
and far-below-bandgap probe experimental approach makes 
it possible to successfully generate nanoscale acoustic waves 
at the surface of bulk semiconductors and, simultaneously, to 
nondestructively probe the material’s structure deeply under its 
surface. The two-color femtosecond spectroscopy technique, 
implemented here for the studies of GaN, should be very prom-
ising in producing and detecting CAP waves in a large variety 
of bulk semiconducting materials.
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Introduction
Chemical vapor–deposited (CVD) silicon carbide (Si4C/
SiC), polycrystalline alumina (Al2O3/PCA), and aluminum 
oxynitride (Al23O27N5/ALON) polycrystalline ceramics 
display a great potential for advanced optical applications in 
severe environments that require high hardness, high tough-
ness, and excellent thermal properties. These materials are 
nominally fully dense; therefore, there is growing interest in 
grinding and ultimately polishing them to nanometer levels of 
surface microroughness.

Grinding of ceramic materials usually involves the use 
of metal- or resin-bonded diamond abrasive wheels.1 The 
material-removal mechanism can be described by indentation 
fracture mechanics, where removal is caused by multiple inden-
tation events.2,3 Two crack systems extend from the plastic 
deformation zone induced by the indentation: median/radial 
and lateral cracks.2 For a given process, lateral cracks control 
the extent of material removal,4,5 while the extensions of 
median/radial cracks are commonly associated with subsurface 
damage (SSD),6 which contributes to the degradation of the 
materials’ strength.2

For optical applications, SSD can be the source of com-
ponent instability (e.g., surface stress) and contamination. 
Polishing abrasives embedded in cracks can lead to laser-
induced damage, and thermal cycling can result in component 
fracture.7–9 Therefore, determination of SSD depth is critical 
for high-quality optics. Unfortunately, SSD from grinding is 
often masked by a deformed surface layer that is smoothed or 
smeared over the part surface.9–11 For polycrystalline ceram-
ics, this layer may also consist of pulverized grains or powder. 
The thickness of this deformed layer varies along the ground 
surface because of the nonhomogeneity of the composite and 
the nonuniform distribution of diamond abrasives on the grind-
ing wheel.12 Therefore, it is valuable to develop new analytical 
techniques for understanding the damaged surface left from 
grinding and how it extends into the subsurface for these opti-
cal ceramics.9,10

Different techniques for estimating SSD depth induced by 
grinding have been pursued. Randi et al.13 reviewed both non-
destructive and destructive techniques to evaluate SSD in brittle 
materials. Nondestructive methods include transverse electron 
microscopy, x-ray diffractometry, Raman spectroscopy, optical 
microscopy, photoluminescence, and the use of ultrasound for 
ground ceramic materials. Destructive techniques include taper 
polishing, cleavage, sectioning, ball dimpling, and spotting 
with magnetorheological finishing (MRF). These destructive 
techniques are ultimately followed by microscopy or diffrac-
tive-based techniques to observe and measure SSD depth. 

One recent example of a nondestructive technique is light 
scattering, as described by Fine et al.,7 whose results were 
confirmed by the sectioning technique. Another recent study 
by Wang et al.8 showed how the measurement of the quasi-
Brewster angle (qBAT) as a function of wavelength could be 
used to estimate SSD depth for polished CaF2 (111) surfaces. 
The MRF spot technique, as described by Randi et al.,13 was 
used by Wang et al.8 to validate their results. 

Examples of sectioning techniques include the work by Xu 
et al.14 done on polycrystalline alumina scratched by a single 
diamond, or Kanematsu,10 who visualized the morphology 
of SSD induced by grinding on silicon nitride. His approach 
included a combination of taper-polishing and plasma-etch-
ing techniques, finally observing SSD using scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM). In addition, dye impregnation was 
used to identify the crack morphology of previously ground 
samples that were subsequently broken using a flexure test.10 
Miller et al.9 and Menapace et al.5,15 utilized MRF computer 
numerically controlled (CNC) machines with raster polishing 
capabilities to study the distribution of SSD in larger, polished 
fused-silica parts by fabricating a wedge.

SSD depth can also be estimated by correlating SSD depth 
to the grinding-induced surface microroughness, or by correlat-
ing SSD depth to the size of grinding or polishing abrasives. 
Preston16 showed that surface microroughness was three to four 

Subsurface Damage and Microstructure Development in Precision 
Microground Hard Ceramics Using MRF Spots
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times the SSD depth, by comparing polished and ground glass 
microscope slides in the early 1920s. In the 1950s Aleinikov17 
expressed the proportionality factor to be +4 for optical glasses 
and ceramics. Hed et al.18 extended Aleinikov’s work using 
bound-abrasive tools (diamond and boron carbide), finding that 
the ratio between SSD depth and peak-to-valley (p–v) surface 
microroughness (measured using a contact profilometer) for 
Zerodur, fused silica, and BK-7 glass was +6.5, a much higher 
value than previous results. For a large variety of optical glasses 
ground with bound-abrasive diamond tools, Lambropoulos et 
al.19 estimated SSD depth to be less than two times the p–v 
surface microroughness (from areal measurements using a 
white-light interferometer). In more recent work, Randi et al.13 
found the ratio between p–v microroughness (from areal mea-
surements using a white-light interferometer) and SSD to be 1.4 
for some optical single crystals ground with diamond-bonded 
tools, where SSD was measured directly by combining MRF 
spotting and microscopy techniques. Using the MRF-based 
technique described here, we demonstrated that, for nonmag-
netic nickel-based tungsten carbides (WC-Ni—a challenging 
composite for optical applications), there is a strong positive 
correlation between p–v surface microroughness (from areal 
measurements using a white-light interferometer) and SSD 
depth for rough-ground surfaces.20 The application of this 
technique to magnetic cobalt-based tungsten carbides (WC-Co) 
was also successful.21 In all work cited above, it is critical to be 
aware of the instruments used to characterize surface roughness 
since different instruments produce different surface-roughness 
values, due to their different lateral scale-length capabilities.

SSD was also found to be a function of abrasive size used 
in the controlled grinding stages for fabrication of precision 
optics, as discussed by Lambropoulos22 for a variety of optical 
glasses and glass ceramics. In practice, by reducing the abrasive 
size with each grinding cycle, the plastically deformed material 
is removed, reducing the residual stresses associated with the 
indentation events, and subsequently reducing the initiation of 
cracks within the plastic zone.4 This suggests that, by gradu-
ally reducing abrasive size, SSD can be minimized with every 
subsequent grinding step.

We present here a procedure for estimating SSD depth 
induced by deterministic microgrinding of hard polycrystalline 
optical ceramics with diamond-bonded tools. This estimate 
comes from tracking the evolution of surface microroughness 
(measured using a white-light interferometer) with the amount 
of material removed by multiple MRF spots (measured using 
a contact profilometer) of increasing depth into the surface. In 

addition to extending our p–v microroughness/SSD correla-
tion to hard ceramics, this technique also reveals information 
about the specimen microstructure (i.e., grain size), mechani-
cal properties (i.e., hardness and fracture toughness), and the 
grinding conditions (i.e., abrasive size used), from extended 
spotting with the MRF process. 

Experimental Procedure
1. Materials

Samples were obtained from the following sources: three 
ALON (Surmet Corp., MA, Lot 1472, April 2006) disks 
(40 mm in diameter # 15 mm thick), two PCA (commercial 
manufacturer) disks (40 mm in diameter # 2.5 mm thick), 
and three CVD SiC (Rohm and Haas Company, Advanced 
Materials, MA) disks (76 mm in diameter # 11.5 mm thick). 
Grain-size ranges were 150 to 250 nm for ALON, submicron 
size for PCA, and 5 to 10 nm for CVD SiC. 

2. Mechanical Properties (Hardness and
 Fracture Toughness)

Hardness measurements were taken on a Tukon micro-
indenter equipped with a Vickers diamond indenter and a 
built-in microscope (#50 objective). A constant dwell time of 
15 s was used, with a nominal indentation load of 1 kgf (9.8 N). 
Averaging was performed on the diagonals of five to ten random 
indents on the surface. 

In the case of ALON, individual grains were easily distin-
guished, allowing placement of indentations in the middle of 
individual grains. There were no grain boundaries observable 
for CVD SiC and PCA using the microscope. For all of the 
materials tested, indentations were randomly placed on speci-
men surfaces, avoiding large pores and/or inclusions. 

Fracture toughness Kc values were calculated from the 
observed radial cracks produced at the indentation corners 
using the Evans correlation.23 The relevant physical and 
mechanical properties are listed in Table 110.IV.

3. Grinding Experiments
All samples were processed under the same conditions 

using deterministic microgrinding. The first set of grinding 
experiments was performed on a CNC grinding machine25 
using a contour-tool grinding configuration for flat surfaces 
[see Fig. 110.34(a)], with three different diamond tools: rough, 
medium, and fine (40-nm, 10- to 20-nm, and 2- to 4-nm grit 
size, respectively). Both the rough and medium tools had a 
bronze matrix while the fine tool matrix was resin. To avoid tak-
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Table 110.IV: Physical and mechanical properties of hard ceramics listed by increasing Vickers hardness  
and fracture toughness.(a)

Material ID Density t 
(g/cm3)

Grain size 
(nm)

Young’s 
modulus E 

(GPa)

Vickers hardness 
HV (GPa)

Fracture toughness 
Kc  

mMPa] g
(b)

ALON (Al23O27N5) 3.69(c) 150 to 250  334 15.4±0.3(d) 2.7±0.2

PCA (Al2O3) 3.99(e) <1  400(f) 21.6±0.3(g) 3.3±0.1

CVD SiC (Si4C) 3.21 5 to 10  466 25.0±0.1(g) 5.1±0.3

 (a) Catalog values, unless otherwise specified.
 (b) Calculated using the Evans correlation.23

 (c) Density may vary slightly depending on the stoichiometry.
 (d) Averaging ten Vickers indentations at 1 kgf.
 (e) Using Archimedes’ water immersion principles.24

 (f) Calculated from measurement using ultrasonic tests and density values. Data were averaged 
for two PCA disks (+30 mm in diameter # +1 mm thick) polished on both sides.

 (g) Averaging five Vickers indentations at 1 kgf.
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Figure 110.34
Schematics of the two grinding configurations used in our experiments: (a) contour and (b) ring-tool configurations.

ing the part off the machine between operations, the tools were 
trued and dressed in advance using Al2O3 dressing sticks that 
were 320 or 800 grit (29- to 32-nm and 9- to 12-nm grit size, 
respectively). Table 110.V lists the grinding conditions used.

For PCA an additional grinding experiment was performed 
because of the large form error on the part surface from grind-

ing using the previous contour configuration. These experiments 
were completed on a CNC grinding machine26 using a ring-tool 
grinding configuration for flat surfaces [see Fig. 110.34(b)]. 
Grinding was done using rough and medium diamond tools 
(65-nm and 10- to 20-nm grit size, respectively). Both tools had 
a bronze matrix, and dressing procedures were performed as dis-
cussed above. Table 110.V lists the grinding conditions used.
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Table 110.V:  Grinding conditions used in a single pass.(a)

Tool grit size 
(nm)

Depth of cut 
(nm)

In-feed 
(z axis) 

(mm/min)

Duration of 
single pass

Cross-feed 
(x axis) 

(mm/min)

Duration of 
single pass 

(min)

Contour tool grinding configuration.25

40(b) 100 0.5 12 (s) 1.0 30 to 40

10 to 20(b) 20 0.5 2.4 (s) 1.0 30 to 40

2 to 4(c) 5 0.5 0.6 (s) 5.0 6 to 8

Ring tool grinding configuration.26

65(b) 100 0.1 ~20 (min) NA NA

10 to 20(b) 30 0.01 ~45 (min) NA NA

 (a) The following parameters remained constant: Wheel speed, Xt = 6800 rpm for contour tool grin-
ding; Xt = 3000 rpm for ring tool grinding; work spindle speed, Xw = 100 rpm in both cases.

 (b) Bronze bonded, 75 diamond concentration.
 (c) Resin bonded, 75 diamond concentration.

Before all grinding experiments, each workpiece was 
attached to a steel base with hot wax and then placed in the 
grinding machine parallel to the tool axis of rotation. Water–oil 
emulsion coolant27 was delivered to the tool/workpiece inter-
face to avoid burnout and thermal damage. In the case of the 
contour grinding configuration, grinding was done with two 
passes for each tool; i.e., the total material removed per tool 
was 200, 40, and 10 nm (rough, medium, and fine tools, respec-
tively). No subsequent “spark-out “ passes were performed. 
For example, the fine grinding was done only after the part 
had gone through two-pass cycles with the rough and medium 
tools. Finally, the workpieces were cleaned using acetone. For 
ring-tool grinding, multiple tool passes were performed until 
material was evenly removed from the surface.

4. Spotting of Ground Surfaces
Magnetorheological finishing (MRF)28,29 is a commercial 

polishing process for the manufacturing of precision optics. 
We used MRF spotting, with a commercial CNC machine,30 
in our experiment to estimate the depth of subsurface damage 
induced by grinding. For all of our experiments, MRF spots 
were polished onto the ground surface of a nonrotating part, by 
lowering the part surface into contact with a rotating magnetic 
fluid ribbon. The MRF fluid used was a commercial product31 
that consisted of an aqueous mixture of nonmagnetic nanodia-
mond abrasives, magnetic carbonyl iron, water, and stabiliz-
ers. Machine parameters such as the magnetic-field strength 
(+2 to 3 kG), wheel speed (250 rpm), pump speed (125 rpm), 
ribbon height (1.6 mm), and depth of the part penetrating into 
the ribbon (0.3 mm) were kept constant and the spotting time 

was varied. Spotting was done on previously rough-ground, 
medium-ground, and fine-ground surfaces of each material. 
Multiple spots with time durations of 1 to 8, 12, and 16 min 
were taken on subsets of the ground surfaces of ALON and 
CVD SiC, whereas in the case of the PCA, multiple spots 
with time durations of 6, 12, 24, 48, and 96 min were taken as 
described in Surface Evaluation from the Spotting Experi-
ments (p. 103). 

5. Microscopy of Processed Surfaces
Surfaces were studied using a contact profilometer, a white-

light interferometer, a scanning electron microscope (SEM), 
and an atomic force microscope (AFM). Before the surfaces 
were analyzed, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned in 
acetone (30 min at room temperature), then rinsed with alcohol, 
and finally dried using a nitrogen gun. 

Metrology was conducted as follows:

• A stylus profilometer32 was used to perform 3-D scans of 
the MRF spots, which were then used to extract the spots’ 
physical dimensions, i.e., spot volume, peak removal depth, 
and spot profile. The stylus tip is a cone with a 60° angle 
and a 2-nm spherical tip radius of curvature. The instrument 
has a 12-nm vertical resolution, and the lateral resolution is 
about the size of the tip. 

• Average microroughness data [peak-to-valley (p–v) and root 
mean square (rms)] were obtained with a noncontacting 
white-light interferometer33 over five 350 # 250-nm2 areas 
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randomly distributed across ground areas and within MRF 
spots as described in Surface Evaluation from the Spot-
ting Experiments (p. 103). This instrument has a lateral 
resolution of +1 nm and a vertical resolution of +0.3 nm. 
The motorized XY stage and field-of-view stitching software 
allow this instrument to be programmed to measure a large 
area at high resolution. 

• The morphologies of the processed surfaces following 
grinding, and for selected MRF spots, were analyzed using a 
field emission SEM.34 The preferred imaging configuration 
was a mix signal of the in-lens and in-chamber secondary 
electron detectors. Surfaces of ground and spotted CVD SiC 
material were not etched or coated prior to SEM. Imaging 
of the nonconductive materials (i.e., PCA and ALON) was 
also performed without etching or application of a conduc-
tive coating, using a low beam voltage (1.5 to 0.7 kV), at an 
+3-mm working distance. 

• Additional surface scans for selected spots were taken on the 
AFM35 over three 10 # 10-nm2 areas randomly distributed 
within spots where the deepest point of fluid penetration 
(ddp) occurred, as discussed in Surface Evaluation from 
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Figure 110.35
Light microscope images of ground sur-
faces: (a) rough-ground CVD SiC (5- to 
10-nm grain size, 40-nm tool grit size 
with contour configuration, +4-nm p–v); 
(b) fine-ground ALON (150- to 300-nm 
grain size, 2- to 4-nm tool grit size with 
contour configuration, +4-nm p–v); 
(c) fine-ground CVD SiC (5- to 10-nm 
grain size, 2- to 4-nm tool grit size with 
contour configuration, +0.4-nm p–v); 
(d) medium-ground PCA (submicron grain 
size, 10- to 20-nm tool grit size with ring 
configuration, +8.5-nm p–v).

the Spotting Experiments (p. 103). Silicon tips with tip 
radii of approximately 10 nm were used. The lateral image 
resolution can be as small as the tip radius (5 to 15 nm) and 
the instrument vertical noise resolution is less than 0.5 Å. 

Experimental Results 
1. Surface Microroughness and Surface Morphology 
 from Grinding 

Surface microroughness data for all materials after each 
grinding stage were taken using the white-light interferometer. 
As expected, surface microroughness decreased with decreas-
ing diamond abrasive size. Using the light microscope36 we 
observed pitting on the ground surfaces, with no traces of grain 
boundaries for all the materials tested, as seen in Fig. 110.35. 
The p–v surface microroughness varied from +14.5 nm 
(ALON) to +3.7 nm [CVD SiC; see Fig. 110.35(a)] after 
grinding with the rough tool (40-nm grit size), from +12 nm 
(ALON) to +3.5 nm (CVD SiC) for the medium tool (10- to 
20-nm grit size), and from +4 nm [ALON; see Fig. 110.35(b)] 
to +0.4 nm [CVD SiC; see Fig. 110.35(c)] for the fine tool 
(2- to 4-nm grit size). Surface microroughness for PCA was 
+9 nm [see Fig. 110.35(d)] with the medium ring tool (10- to 
20-nm grit size).
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Figure 110.36
Morphology of the as-ground surfaces using SEM with different magnifica-
tions: (a),(b) ALON ground with contour configuration, 40-nm tool grit size, 
and +14.5-nm p–v, low and high magnification, respectively, taken using low 
beam voltage (1 kV), at a 5-mm working distance; (c),(d) CVD SiC ground 
with contour configuration, 40-nm tool grit size, +4-nm p–v, low and high 
magnification, respectively, taken using nominal beam voltage (10 kV), at a 
10-mm working distance; and (e),(f) PCA ground with ring configuration, 
10- to 20-nm tool grit size, +8.5-nm p–v, low and high magnification, respec-
tively, taken using low beam voltage (1.5 kV), at a 3-mm working distance.
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Figure 110.37
(a) 3-D image of an MRF spot taken with a contact stylus profilometer on 
rough-ground CVD SiC for 8 min. Arrows indicate the spot’s leading edge 
(where an MRF ribbon first contacts the material), the spot’s ddp region, 
identified by an ellipse (deepest point of part penetration into the MRF fluid 
ribbon), and the spot’s trailing edge. The fluid flow direction is from left to 
right. (b) Spot profile extracted from a line scan through the center of the 3-D 
map (indicated by a dashed line). The distance between the trailing edge and 
the ddp region is +2 mm in the horizontal direction. The spot depth reaches 
+6 nm in the region sampled with the line scan.

By using the SEM’s high-magnification capabilities we 
examined the morphologies of the ground surfaces with 
greater detail. Figure 110.36(a) shows the morphology of the 
rough-ground ALON, where the material microstructures, i.e., 
grain boundaries, are not visible. By using high magnification, 
Fig. 110.36(b) shows that the removal mechanism involved 
fracture. Figure 110.36(c) shows that for CVD SiC, the rough-
ground surface is pitted, with the surrounding surface relatively 
smooth. Using higher magnification, Fig. 110.36(d) shows that 
the pit lengths, approximately 5 nm long, are comparable to 
the average grain size (5 to 10 nm) of this CVD SiC material. 

Examination of the PCA surface in Fig. 110.36(e) shows that 
the deformed layer induced by grinding covers/masks the 
grains and any SSD, for PCA. Using higher magnification, 
Fig. 110.36(f) shows the exposed PCA subsurface where it 
appears that single grains pulled out, leaving craters of the 
order of 0.2 to 0.4 nm wide. 

2. Surface Evaluation from the Spotting Experiments
MRF spots of increasing time duration were taken on all 

ground surfaces. Figure 110.37(a) shows a typical 3-D map 
generated with a profilometer for an 8-min MRF polishing 
spot taken on a rough-ground CVD SiC surface. After using 
the software to remove form figure errors (e.g., tilt and curva-
ture), we calculated the physical properties such as volume and 
maximum amount of material removed by the MRF spot (i.e., 
spot depth). The volumetric removal rates for ALON, CVD 
SiC, and PCA using the MRF operating conditions described 
previously were found to be 0.020, 0.006, and 0.002 mm3/min, 
respectively, from averaging the results of four spots.

The area enclosed by the white ellipse in Fig. 110.37(a) 
constitutes the region of maximum removal within the spot, 
where the depth of deepest penetration (ddp) into the subsurface 
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occurs. The ddp in Fig. 110.37(a) has some asymmetry with 
respect to the spot center profile line [shown in Fig. 110.37(b)], 
in this case exhibiting a variation of ±0.6 nm. This feature is 
typically encountered for many of the longer-time-duration 
spots examined in this work. It could be due, in part, to subtle 
misalignments of the plane of a part surface with respect to 
the MRF ribbon. Figure 110.37(b) illustrates how we extract 
the spot center profile from the 3-D map to establish the loca-
tion of the ddp region relative to the trailing edge for rough- 
ness measurements.

Figure 110.38(a) shows a 3-D map of a different spot taken 
on a rough-ground CVD SiC surface transverse to the MRF 
flow direction (as indicated by an arrow in the figure), with the 
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Figure 110.38
Scans taken on rough-ground CVD SiC, 
spotted for 3 min: (a) 3-D map done with the 
white-light interferometer in stitching mode, 
transverse to the MRF flow (see arrow indi-
cating the MRF flow direction); (b),(c) areal 
maps (0.3 # 0.3 mm2) of microroughness on 
the ground surface and within the spot ddp, 
respectively; (d) line scan of the ground sur-
face, taken from the center of (b); (e) line scans 
within the ddp region transverse to the MRF 
flow direction, taken from the center of (c) (as 
indicated by the arrows); and (f) line scan of 
the spot-width profile (indicated by a dashed 
white line in the 3-D map) in (a).

white-light interferometer in stitching mode. Figures 110.38(b) 
and 110.38(c) give 3-D maps (0.3 # 0.3 mm2) of the rough-
ground surface and within the ddp, extracted from the map 
of Fig. 110.38(a), respectively. Figures 110.38(d) and 110.38(e) 
show line scans, or 2-D profiles, extracted from Figs. 110.38(b) 
and 110.38(c) (as indicated by the arrows), respectively. These 
line scans show the significant roughness reduction from 
+1.4-nm p–v [+100-nm rms; Fig. 110.38(d)] for the ground 
surface to +95-nm p–v [+18-nm rms; Fig. 110.38(e)] achieved 
inside the MRF spot, in agreement with the areal micro-
roughness values, which vary from +3.2-nm p–v [+99-nm 
rms; Fig. 110.38(b)] on the ground surface and +170-nm p–v 
[+19-nm rms; Fig. 110.38(c)] within the spot ddp. Note that 
the discrepancy between the line scans and the areal data 
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comes from the larger areas sampled with the latter method. 
Another discrepancy between the 3-D map and line scans 
in Fig. 110.38 is associated with the spot depth. The vertical 
scale in Fig. 110.38(a) indicates the overall areal p–v rough-
ness variations of +5.2 nm, which artificially indicates a spot 
depth of that scale because it includes the highest peaks on 
the rough surface. However, when we examine single line 
scans of the spot width profile [represented by a dashed line 
in Fig. 110.38(a)], the spot depth is shown to be +2 nm [see 
Fig. 110.38(f)].

After the location of a given spot’s ddp was identified [as 
described in Fig. 110.37(b)], areal surface microroughness 
measurements were taken using the white-light interferometer 
at five random locations within the ddp region over areas of 
0.35 # 0.26 mm2 as seen schematically in Fig. 110.39(a). In 
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Figure 110.39
Schematic diagram of the procedure used for surface microroughness 
measurements within MRF spots. The dashed ellipse represents the ddp 
region. The rectangle within the ddp represents one of five random sites over 
which surface roughness was measured. (a) First orientation of the spot for 
generating line scans perpendicular (9) to the MR fluid flow direction, and 
(b) after rotating the part 90° to generate line scans parallel (z) to the MR 
fluid flow direction.

addition, horizontal line scans were taken perpendicular (9) to 
the MRF flow direction. Then, the part was rotated by 90° and 
remeasured so that horizontal line scans parallel (z) to the MRF 
flow direction were also obtained, as seen in Fig. 110.39(b). 
This procedure is necessary because the interferometer analog 
camera creates images with a horizontal raster pattern.

Surface microroughness data taken on initial ground sur-
faces and in ddp areas for long-time-duration spots are listed 
in Tables 110.VI(a)–110.VI(c). The areal data represent averages 
of 5 random measurements, while the values for the line scans 
(9 and z) represent averages of 50 line scans. The amount of 
material removed in each spot, or the spot maximum depth, is 
reported for measurements done using the contact profilometer, 
as described in the text that discusses Fig. 110.37(a).

Tables 110.VI(a)–110.VI(c) summarize the results of grinding 
and spotting experiments (the complete set of experimental data 
can be found elsewhere37). The evolution of microroughness 
with the amount of material removed by the MRF spot indicates 
that by removing an optimal amount of material from the as-
ground surface, p–v surface microroughness was significantly 
reduced. This observation is valid for all initial surface condi-
tions: rough, medium, and fine ground. For example, in the 
case of ALON, the initial surface microroughness values were 
+14.5-nm p–v (+1.5-nm rms), while after removing +11 nm 
with the MRF process, surface microroughness decreased to 
+1.2-nm p–v (+0.09-nm rms). When an additional +13 nm of 
material were removed, surface microroughness decreased to 
+1.1 nm (+0.07-nm rms). In addition, we found differences in 
microroughness values between areal and line scans, either in a 
direction perpendicular (9) or parallel (z) to the MRF flow. For 
example, in the case of CVD SiC, the initial rough-ground sur-
face microroughness values were +3.7-nm p–v (+0.11-nm rms), 
whereas using line scans, surface microroughness values were 
+1.5-nm p–v (+0.1-nm rms). [Note that there is no preferred 
directionality to the ground surface.] After removing +1.7 nm 
with the MRF process, surface microroughness decreased to 
+0.11-nm p–v (+0.02-nm rms) in a direction perpendicular 
(9) to the flow, compared to +0.06-nm p–v (+0.01-nm rms) 
measured parallel (z) to the flow direction. Similar observations 
can be made in the case of PCA. 

Discussion
In this work MRF spots were placed on previously ground 

hard optical ceramics, exposing the subsurface without intro-
ducing new damage. By removing several microns of material 
(proportional to the initial p–v microroughness in the as-ground 
state), surface roughness was significantly reduced. With the 
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Table 110.VI(a): Selected summary of results for grinding and spotting experiments. Surface microroughness 
measurements were taken at five random locations within a spot ddp with the white-light 
interferometer. The amount of material removed by MRF (spot maximum depth) was 
extracted from the 3-D profilometer scans.

Material ALON Processed with Contour Tool

Rough ground

MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 10.93±0.23 23.83±0.12

Areal (nm) p–v 14.52±1.04 1.2±0.4 1.1±0.2

rms 1.45±0.02 0.09±0.01 0.07±0.02

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 8.12±0.49 0.40±0.04 0.30±0.06

rms 1.41±0.05 0.09±0.00 0.07±0.02

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 8.12±0.49 0.39±0.05 0.23±0.10

rms 1.41±0.05 0.07±0.02 0.06±0.03

Medium Ground

MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 9.12±0.11 21.57±0.51

Areal (nm) p–v 11.72±0.00 0.56±0.16 0.65±0.17

rms 0.72±0.02 0.09±0.02 0.12±0.03

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 4.84±0.42 0.39±0.09 0.47±0.11

rms 0.70±0.03 0.09±0.02 0.12±0.03

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 4.84±0.42 0.23±0.06 0.18±0.03

rms 0.70±0.03 0.05±0.01 0.04±0.01

Fine Ground

MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 5.98±0.31 21.50±0.10

Areal (nm) p–v 4.24±1.44 0.51±0.09 1.05±0.06

rms 0.10±0.05 0.08±0.01 0.16±0.04

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 0.67±0.50 0.33±0.03 0.72±0.16

rms 0.07±0.03 0.07±0.00 0.16±0.04

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 0.67±0.50 0.22±0.04 0.19±0.09

rms 0.07±0.03 0.05±0.01 0.05±0.03

removal of additional material (i.e., using longer MRF spotting 
time), we observed that roughness continued to decrease or to 
slightly increase.

These results suggest that, after examining the evolution of 
surface roughness within the spots as a function of the amount 
of material removed (see Fig. 110.40), two stages can be iden-
tified: a stage where removal of the initial grinding damage 
occurs, and a stage where removal shows the development 
of a texture relating to the interaction between MRF and the 
material surface. In the first stage, surface roughness resulting 
from deformation and fracture by grinding is removed, starting 
with the initial surface condition and ending when the surface 

roughness reaches a low value after spotting with MRF. Here 
the improvement in surface condition is best characterized by 
the drop in areal p–v roughness, a measurement that captures 
all features over a reasonably large area. 

As seen in Fig. 110.40, the areal p–v for the initially rough-
ground ALON [Fig. 110.40(a)], rough-ground CVD SiC 
[Fig. 110.40(b)], and medium-ground PCA [Fig. 110.40(c)] 
falls from +14.5, +3.7, and +9 nm to +1.2, +0.20, and 
+0.25 nm, with +11, +1.7, and +9 nm removed in the first 
stage, respectively. Beyond this point, differences become 
apparent in the second stage, depending on how the surface 
roughness is examined.
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Table 110.VI(b): Selected summary of results for grinding and spotting experiments. Surface microroughness 
measurements were taken at five random locations within a spot ddp with the white-light 
interferometer. The amount of material removed by MRF (spot maximum depth) was 
extracted from the 3-D profilometer scans.

Material CVD SiC Processed with Contour Tool

Rough Ground
MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 1.70±0.060 9.41±0.012

Areal (nm) p–v 3.680±0.228 0.193±0.042 0.126±0.013

rms 0.108±0.006 0.021±0.004 0.018±0.004

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 1.453±0.200 0.107±0.014 0.080±0.016

rms 0.10±0.005 0.020±0.004 0.017±0.004

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 1.453±0.200 0.061±0.008 0.056±0.007

rms 0.10±0.005 0.013±0.002 0.012±0.001

Medium Ground

MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 1.61±0.020 8.64±0.03

Areal (nm) p–v 3.464±0.177 0.169±0.041 0.140±0.025

rms 0.077±0.009 0.021±0.007 0.020±0.004

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 1.184±0.066 0.105±0.031 0.080±0.039

rms 0.070±0.004 0.020±0.007 0.030±0.021

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 1.184±0.066 0.054±0.010 0.047±0.007

rms 0.070±0.004 0.011±0.002 0.010±0.002

Fine Ground

MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 1.86±0.090 10.23±0.120

Areal (nm) p–v 0.424±0.069 0.141±0.054 0.136±0.025

rms 0.018±0.002 0.013±0.001 0.019±0.003

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 0.011±0.005 0.073±0.009 0.091±0.012

rms 0.018±0.001 0.012±0.001 0.019±0.003

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 0.011±0.005 0.060±0.006 0.043±0.006

rms 0.018±0.001 0.012±0.001 0.009±0.002

Table 110.VI(c): Selected summary of results for grinding and spotting experiments. Surface microroughness 
measurements were taken at five random locations within a spot ddp with the white-light 
interferometer. The amount of material removed by MRF (spot maximum depth) was  
extracted from the 3-D profilometer scans.

Material PCA Processed with Ring Tool

Medium Ground

MRF Material Removal (nm) 0 (as ground) 8.84±0.07 15.9±0.06

Areal (nm) p–v 8.942±1.067 0.247±0.031 0.276±0.045

rms 0.569±0.076 0.033±0.006 0.044±0.008

Perpendicular (9) (nm) p–v 3.613±0.401 0.177±0.0028 0.220±0.039

rms 0.460±0.082 0.033±0.006 0.043±0.008

Parallel (z) (nm) p–v 3.613±0.401 0.128±0.008 0.101±0.008

rms 0.460±0.082 0.030±0.002 0.022±0.002
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Figure 110.40
Surface microroughness (p–v) evolution with the amount 
of material removed with MRF after grinding with (semi 
log) (a),(b) rough and (c) medium tools for ALON, CVD 
SiC, and PCA, respectively.

For orthogonal line scans, the initial ground p–v rough-
ness is similar, as the ground surface shows no processing-
related directional features {+8.1-, +1.4-, +3.6-nm p–v, for 
ALON [see Fig. 110.40(a)], CVD SiC [see Fig. 110.40(b)], and 
PCA [see Fig. 110.40(c)], respectively}. In the case of ALON 
[Fig. 110.40(a)], for both line-scan orientations (9 and z) with 
respect to the direction of MRF fluid flow over the surface, 
p–v surface roughness is seen to drop from +400 nm to 
+300 (9) and +230 nm (z), respectively, in the second stage as 
the diamonds in the MR fluid continue to polish the surface, 
removing a total of +24 nm of material. In the case of CVD 
SiC [Fig. 110.40(b)], p–v surface roughness (9) is seen to drop 
from 107 to 80 nm, whereas p–v surface roughness (z) drops 
slightly from 61 to 56 nm, as the diamonds in the MR fluid 
continue to polish the surface, removing a total of +9.4 nm of 
material. In the case of PCA, p–v surface roughness (z) is seen 
to drop from +0.13 to 0.1 nm, as the diamonds in the MR fluid 
continue to polish the surface, removing a total of 16 nm of 
material. Although not described here, it is possible to study the 
microstructure of the material with this sampling technique, 

one example being decoration of grain boundaries.38 However, 
as in the case of PCA [Fig. 110.40(c)], p–v roughness (areal and 
9) is seen to increase with additional material removed beyond 
+9 nm in the second stage. This increase is real, and is due to 
a texture or grooving impressed on the polished, damage-free 
surface by the abrasives in the MR fluid. These grooves come 
from a lack of part rotation during long-duration spotting.

An interesting observation can be made for both ALON and 
CVD SiC: In the second stage, where the interaction between 
the MR fluid abrasives and the surface is strong, there is a 
gradual increase in p–v roughness as shown with all three 
measurement protocols ending with an abrupt drop in the p–v 
roughness; after this, the roughness either increases or slightly 
decreases. For both ALON and CVD SiC, this phenomenon 
takes place when the amount of material removed by the MRF 
reaches a depth comparable to the material grain size {+12 
and 4 nm for ALON [see Fig. 110.40(a)] and CVD SiC [see 
Fig. 110.40(b)], respectively}. This phenomenon is not present 
in the case of PCA [Fig. 110.40(c)], suggesting that, as grain 
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Figure 110.41
SEM images inside MRF spots taken on PCA that was previously medium 
ground (10- to 20-nm grit size) to an initial roughness of 3.6-nm p–v. 
(a)–(e) +1.6-, 2.6-, 5.6-, 9-, and 16-nm spot depths (MRF material removed), 
respectively. The initial deformation layer as seen in Figs. 110.36(e) and 
110.36(f) is completely removed. Long spot dwell times [(d), (e)] enhanced 
the intrinsic directionality of the MRF process.

size increases, the interaction between a material’s grains and 
the polishing abrasives contributes to surface roughening, or 
“grain decoration.”  

SEM analysis within polishing spots confirms that MRF 
exposes and removes fractured material in both stages 1 and 
2, without creating additional damage. Figure 110.41 shows 
the evolution of surface texture in spots taken on previously 
medium-ground PCA. Figures 110.41(a) and 110.41(b) represent 
spot depths of +2 to 3 nm, where MRF processing exposed 
voids and pulverized powder regime beneath the deformed 
layer. Longer spotting times to remove up to a total of 16 nm 
of material [see Figs. 110.41(c)–110.41(e)] verify that MRF 
eliminated all pitting and hidden damage, with the subsequent 
development of a grooved texture.

1. Use of Power Spectrum to Quantify Surface Topography
In addition to the conventional p–v and rms values that 

define surface roughness, the interaction between the MR fluid 
and the material surface is discussed in terms of the power 
spectral density (PSD). This analysis results in a unique signa-
ture,39 in which surface texture parallel (z) and perpendicular 
(9) to the MR fluid flow direction may be observed and studied 
to obtain information on the surface and its microstructure. 

For a given surface profile z(x), the rms roughness is de-
fined as
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where Df = 1/(NDx) = 1/L, with L being the scan length. PSD 
is a statistical function that allows a breakdown of the surface 
roughness over a range of spatial frequencies. Furthermore, the 
area under a 1-D PSD curve (between two spatial-frequency 
limits) is a measure of the rms surface roughness in this spatial 
range:41

 .f dfrms PSD
f

f
2
1 D 1 D
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max

=- - ^ h#  (3)

After removing the low-frequency terms (tilt, curvature, 
etc.) from the roughness data for part surfaces discussed in 
Experimental Results (p. 102), horizontal 1-D PSD plots 
were generated from areal measurements (0.35 # 0.26 mm2) 
taken with a white-light interferometer over spatial frequencies 
extending from 2.0 # 10–6 nm–1 to 2.0 # 10–2 nm–1 by using 
multiple line scans in a direction perpendicular (9) to the MRF 
flow, as seen in Fig. 110.39(a). Removing the low-frequency 
terms resulted in an improved PSD spectrum.42

Because the white-light interferometer has a lateral resolu-
tion limit of 1 nm, additional 1-D PSD plots were generated 
from AFM scans with a lateral resolution in the nanometer 
range. These scans were also done within spot ddp regions.
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A consideration of PSD data generated from profiles per-
pendicular (9) to the MRF flow direction allows us to study the 
residual grooving pattern of the MR fluid flow that represents 
the abrasive/surface interactions. 

2. MRF Signature on Hard Materials
Figure 110.42 shows the PSD curves in ddp regions for two 

spots of increasing time duration taken on the surface of ini-
tially rough-ground ALON. The curves represent the evolution 
of surface texture with the amount of material removed by the 
MRF spot, from +10.5 nm to +24 nm (corresponding to 3- and 
16-min spot dwell times, respectively). The interferometer PSD 
curves (i.e., at lower spatial frequencies) show an amplitude 
reduction from the short- to the long-dwell-time spots, due 
to surface smoothing of roughness contributions of the MRF 
process. The material’s microstructure dominates the curve in 
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Figure 110.42
PSD (log–log) for MRF spotting done on initially rough-ground (40-nm grit size) ALON. White-light interferometer measurements were taken using a 2.5 
objective using a 2# magnification (1.41 # 1.06 mm2).

the spatial frequency range of 7 # 10–5 to 3 # 10–4 nm–1, corre-
sponding to features of the order of +50 to 100 nm (comparable 
to the ALON grain size). 

AFM measurements were taken and evaluated to examine 
the PSD across the surface of a single grain in the spatial 
frequency range of 1 # 10–4 to 1 # 10–2 nm–1 (corresponding 
to features of the order of 10 to 0.1 nm; see scale at top of 
Fig. 110.42). When compared to the interferometer results, 
the AFM measurements show a reversal. PSD values for the 
16-min-duration spot have higher amplitudes across all relevant 
spatial frequencies due to the grooving effect of the MRF 
process on the surface of a single grain. The morphology of 
the grooving pattern represents the “MRF signature on hard 
materials.” Figures 110.43(a) and 110.43(b) show the surface 
morphologies within these spots detected by the AFM. Profiles 
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Figure 110.43
AFM scans taken at spots’ ddp of initially 
rough-ground ALON: (a) short- and 
(b) long-dwell-time spots (3 and 16 min, 
respectively); (c),(d) profiles taken across 
the diagonal of scans, represented by the 
white lines in (a) and (b), respectively. The 
markers in (c) and (d) represent vertical 
heights in a range of +11 to 14 nm and 
+19 to 30 nm for the short- and long-
dwell-time spot, respectively. The grain 
size is 50 to 100 nm.

of these scans taken across the image diagonal represented by a 
white line are shown in Fig. 110.43(c) and 110.43(d). The images 
and accompanying profiles agree well with the PSD function. 
For example, when we calculate the number of features (+40) 
across the diagonal (+15 nm) of Fig. 110.43(b), formed by 
the long-dwell-time MRF spot, the number corresponds to a 
feature size of the order of 0.5 nm at 2 # 10–3 nm–1 spatial 
frequency, which corresponds to the peak in that frequency, as 
seen in Fig. 110.42. The markers in Fig. 110.43(c) extend over 
vertical heights in the range of +11 to 14 nm, for the short-
dwell-time spot, whereas the markers in Fig. 110.43(d) for the 
long-dwell-time spot extend over vertical heights in the range 
of +19 to 30 nm.

The calculated rms values from the PSD curves of 
Fig. 110.42, designated as rms 1, rms 2, etc., on the figure, are 
plotted in Fig. 110.44. The left-hand side of Fig. 110.44 shows 
the calculated rms values for ALON, corresponding to the spa-
tial frequency of the interferometer PSD curves in Fig. 110.42, 
and the calculated rms values from the PSD curves for CVD 
SiC and PCA where we used a 20# objective and a +350-nm 
spatial scan length (511 data points) in the spatial-frequency 
range of 0.2 # 10–5 to 0.9 # 10–3 nm–1 (corresponding to fea-
tures of the order of +100 to 1 nm) on the interferometer. As 
seen in Fig. 110.42, we notice a decrease in rms surface rough-
ness from the short- to the long-dwell-time spots for ALON 
(see arrow 1). [The roughness increase for the 16-min spot at 

low frequencies is due to surface figure errors from grinding.] 
In the case of CVD SiC there is an increase in the PSD from 
the short to the long MRF spot dwell time (see arrow 2). This 
increase represents an increase in surface roughness on the 
part surface due to decoration of grain boundaries within the 
spatial-frequency range of 10–4 to 10–3 nm–1, representing 
features of the order of 1 to 10 nm, comparable to the mate-
rial grain size. [The increase in the curve amplitude for CVD 
SiC (16-min spot) in the low-frequency range is also attributed 
to surface figure error as mentioned above for ALON.] In the 
case of PCA, we see a large reduction in roughness values for 
the long- compared to the short-dwell-time spots (see arrow 
3). This can be attributed to surface smoothing of roughness 
contributions in this interval, in the spatial-frequency range 
of 3.2 # 10–5 to 10–4 nm–1. There is almost no change in the 
spatial-frequency range of 3.2 # 10–4 to 10–3 nm–1, correspond-
ing to a feature size of the order of 3.3 to 1 nm. This represents 
features that are much larger than the nominal grain size, pos-
sibly due to grain clusters. 

The right-hand side of Fig. 110.44 shows the calculated rms 
values for PSD curves done in the spatial-frequency range of 
0.0002 to 0.02 nm–1 (corresponding to features of the order 
of 1 to 0.05 nm) using the AFM. These results are within the 
boundaries of a single grain for ALON, whereas for both CVD 
SiC (5- to 10-nm grain size) and PCA (submicron-range grain 
size), these results span at least one grain boundary. Notice 
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the increase in the roughness values for ALON at the spatial 
frequency 10–2 nm–1 (see arrow 4), indicating the presence 
of MRF signature, as discussed for Figs. 110.42 and 110.43. 
There is almost no change in surface roughness at the spatial 
frequency 10–2 nm–1 for both CVD SiC and PCA, correspond-
ing to the MRF signature. Beyond this frequency we notice a 
reduction in roughness for all three materials: In the case of 
CVD SiC, there is a decrease in surface roughness from the 
short- to the long-dwell-time spot (see arrow 5). In the case of 
PCA, an increase in surface roughness from the short- to the 
long-dwell-time spot (see arrow 6) in a spatial-frequency range 
of 10–3 to 3.2 # 10–3 nm–1, corresponding to features of the 
order of 1000 to 300 nm (comparable to the PCA grain size), 
is due to grain boundary highlighting by the MRF process, 
i.e., grain decoration.43

Conclusions
The response of three hard optical ceramics to deterministic 

microgrinding has been studied. Grinding experiments showed 
that grinding-induced surface roughness decreased with a 

decreasing size in the diamond abrasive used. Microgrinding 
with a rough tool involved fracture, leading to p–v surface 
roughness in the range of 14.5 to 4 nm (1.4- to 0.1-nm rms). 
Using high-magnification SEM images, we found that the 
deformed layer induced by grinding covered the actual dam-
age depth/SSD.

We have demonstrated that an MRF spot can be placed 
on ground surfaces of hard ceramics without introducing 
additional damage, and that the spot can be used to estimate 
the induced SSD depth from microgrinding. For initially 
rough and medium surfaces, SSD depth is +11 nm (ALON), 
+1.7 nm (CVD SiC), and +9 nm (PCA), corresponding to 
initial p–v surface roughness values of +14.5 nm, +3.7 nm, 
and +9 nm, respectively. The evolution of surface roughness 
with the amount of material removed by the MRF process, as 
measured within the spot’s deepest point of penetration (least 
roughness), can be divided into two stages: In the first stage the 
induced damaged layer and associated SSD from microgrind-
ing are removed, reaching a low surface-roughness value. In the 
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second stage we observe interaction between the MRF process 
and the material’s microstructure as MRF exposed the subsur-
face without introducing new damage. We showed that SSD 
depth can be estimated by using an optical profilometer–based 
measurement of the areal p–v surface microroughness of the 
as-ground surface. This provides an upper bound to the SSD 
value. SEM images confirmed these observations.

We also showed the development of the “MRF signature” on 
hard ceramics by computing PSD curves within the resolution 
capabilities of the interferometer and the AFM. By considering 
PSD data generated from profiles perpendicular to the MRF 
flow direction, we studied the residual grooving pattern of the 
MR fluid flow that represents the abrasive/surface interactions. 
Additional work is still needed, however, to characterize MR 
fluid particles/surface (i.e., materials’ microstructure) interac-
tions parallel to the MR fluid flow direction.

The spotting technique is intended only as a diagnostic 
tool, by removing material from rough surfaces to expose the 
subsurface damage. It does not reflect on the true polishing 
capabilities with MRF technology for hard ceramics.
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Introduction
Holographic volume Bragg gratings (VBG’s) represent a new 
class of robust, highly efficient, and spectrally selective optical 
elements that are recorded in photo-thermo-refractive glass.1 
VBG’s have extremely high spectral and angular dispersions 
that are higher than any dispersive elements previously used. 
VBG’s are stable at elevated temperatures, have a high opti-
cal-damage threshold similar to that of bulk glass materials, 
and have high diffraction efficiency and low losses, allowing 
their use in laser resonators.

VBG’s are widely used in laser devices for spectrum and 
beam profile control. Employing VBG’s in an external resonator 
of laser diodes makes it possible to produce high-brightness, 
near-diffraction–limited beams and coherently combine them.2 
A high-brightness spectral-beam combination of two vertical-
external-cavity, surface-emitting lasers has been demonstrated 
with the aid of a VBG.3 VBG’s have also been used as spec-
trally selective elements for laser wavelength tuning4 as well 
as line narrowing in lasers5,6 and optical parametric oscilla-
tors.7 Chirped VBG’s have been employed for ultrashort-pulse 
stretching and compression.8

Generating high-energy optical pulses in laser amplifiers 
requires high gain that inherently produces amplified spontane-
ous emission (ASE) with bandwidths of the order of the amplifi-
cation bandwidth of the laser system, which can be detrimental 
to the temporal quality, energy extraction, and stability of laser 
amplifiers.9 Amplification of optical pulses usually requires 
low ASE levels. For example, the temporal contrast of high-
energy, short optical pulses amplified by the optical parametric 
chirped-pulse–amplification (OPCPA) system can be degraded 
by ASE-induced noise on the pump pulse.10

In this article we demonstrate for the first time that 
employing a VBG as a spectrally selective reflective element 
in a regenerative amplifier resonator significantly improves 
the spectral quality of the regenerative amplifier output by 
suppressing out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission. 
This spectrally filtered regenerative amplifier should be very  

beneficial for applications where high spectral quality of pulsed 
radiation is required, such as pump lasers for high-contrast 
OPCPA systems.11

Experimental Setup
The Nd:YLF diode-pumped regenerative amplifier (DPRA) 

shown in Fig. 110.45 is identical to the one described in Ref. 12, 
the only difference being that it has a longer cavity length. It has 
a folded linear cavity with a round-trip time of 21 ns that allows 
amplification of pulses as long as 13-ns FWHM in duration. 
The Nd:YLF active element is oriented for a 1053-nm opera-
tional wavelength and is pumped by a 150-W, fiber-coupled 
laser diode (Apollo Instruments, Irvine, CA), which is oper-
ated in a pulsed mode producing a 1-ms pump pulse at 805 nm 
with a 5-Hz repetition rate. The DPRA intracavity Pockels cell 
driven by fast electrical circuitry allows the injection and cavity 
dumping of the amplified pulse. The injected pulse is mode 
matched to the DPRA resonator and, after a certain number of 
round-trips, reaches its maximum energy and is dumped from 
the DPRA cavity (inset in Fig. 110.45). Two DPRA resonator 
configurations have been compared: (1) with a flat end mirror 
having 99.9% reflectivity and (2) with a combination of AR-
coated VBG (OptiGrate, Orlando, FL) having 99.4% diffrac-
tion efficiency and the same flat end mirror. The VBG has a 
bandwidth of 230 pm (FWHM) centered at a1053 nm with an 
+7° angle of incidence.

Spectral filtering in a regenerative amplifier cavity benefits 
from the large number of passes on the filtering element. 
Assuming a single-pass filtering spectral transmission T(~), 
the spectral filter after N round-trips in the cavity is T(~)N, 
or T(~)2N if the filter is seen twice per round-trip, which is 
the case in this implementation. Figure 110.46(a) displays the 
spectral reflection of a Gaussian filter with a 230-pm (FWHM) 
bandwidth centered at 1053 nm and the spectral reflection after 
50 round-trips in a cavity with two passes on the filter per 
round-trip. The effective filtering function has a bandwidth of 
23 pm (FWHM). Filtering of the ASE can be performed as long 
as the bandwidth reduction in the amplifier does not degrade 
the temporal pulse shape of the output pulse. Figure 110.46(b) 

Spectral Filtering in a Diode-Pumped Nd:YLF Regenerative 
Amplifier Using a Volume Bragg Grating
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Figure 110.46
(a) VBG with a Gaussian filter function using a 230-pm FWHM, one-pass bandwidth (solid line) produces a filter function with an effective bandwidth of 
23-pm FWHM after 50 round-trips in the DPRA with a VBG two-pass configuration (dashed line); (b) 2-ns-FWHM, super-Gaussian pulse before (solid line) 
and after (white circles) bandwidth narrowing using a 23-pm-FWHM filter (simulation); (c) measured 2.4-ns-FWHM pulse shape after the DPRA with further 
amplification and doubling for the DPRA with mirror (solid line) and VBG (dotted line).
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Figure 110.47
Output beam profile corresponds to TEM00 mode for both DPRA configura-
tions with (a) a mirror and (b) VBG. DPRA output energy is 4 mJ.

Figure 110.48
Output spectra for the DPRA without injection: the DPRA with a mirror 
produces a gain-narrowed ASE spectrum with 150-pm FWHM (solid line); 
the DPRA with the VBG spectrum is narrowed to 43-pm FWHM (dashed 
line). In the latter case, the spectrum width and shape are defined by the 
common action of the VBG reflection curve and Nd:YLF gain profile. In 
both cases DPRA performance has been optimized for cavity dumping after 
21 cavity roundtrips.
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shows a 2-ns (FWHM), 20th-order super-Gaussian pulse before 
and after filtering by a 23-pm (at –3-dB level) filtering function. 
The choice of the 2-ns-FWHM pulse duration corresponds to 
the typical pulse widths used to pump OPCPA systems.11 In 
this simulation, no significant change in the temporal intensity 
is observed, showing that an even narrower filter could be 
used. While different round-trips in the cavity correspond to 
a different effective bandwidth of the filter, ASE is expected 
mostly from the source seeding the regenerative amplifier and 
the first few round-trips in the amplifier (when the pulse energy 
is low), which correspond to the narrowest effective filtering 
function. Figure 110.46(c) displays the pulse shape measured 
after amplification in the DPRA and a four-pass ring power 
amplifier and after second-harmonic generation, for use as the 
pump pulse in an OPCPA system. No significant change in the 
output square pulse, including the fast rising and falling edges, 
is observed when the mirror in the DPRA is replaced with the 
VBG + mirror combination.

In our experiment the DPRA is injected with a 13-ns-
FWHM, Gaussian-like pulse that is sliced out of a 150-ns-
FWHM pulse produced by a diode-pumped, single-fre-
quency, Q-switched Nd:YLF laser.13 The bandwidth of this 
pulse is obviously narrower than that of the 2-ns-FWHM, 
super-Gaussian pulse; therefore, no output-pulse distortion 
due to VBG spectral filtering is expected. The DPRA output 
energy, beam profile, and spectra have been recorded for 
both DPRA resonator configurations (with a mirror and a 
VBG + mirror combination).

Experimental Results and Discussion
The beam profiles shown in Fig. 110.47 correspond to the 

TEM00 mode for both DPRA configurations (mirror and VBG). 
These beam profiles have been taken at a DPRA operational 
output-pulse energy of 4 mJ.

The maximum energy produced by the DPRA with a mirror 
is 18 mJ. After introducing the VBG into the DPRA cavity, the 
maximum output energy drops to 14 mJ, which is consistent 
with introducing +1.2% of additional losses per round-trip 
by VBG with 99.4% diffraction efficiency. The output-beam 
profile corresponds to a TEM00 mode over the whole range of 
output energy when using the VBG.

We recorded an output spectra using an ANDO AQ6317B 
(Yokogawa Corp. of America, GA) optical spectrum analyzer 
(OSA) for an injected DPRA and a DPRA without injection 
with the same number of round-trips (21). In each case the pump 
diode current has been adjusted to achieve cavity dumping at 
the maximum of the intracavity pulse-buildup dynamics. An 
unseeded DPRA with a mirror produces the gain-narrowed 
ASE spectrum shown in Fig. 110.48 (solid line) with an ASE 
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Figure 110.49
(a) Simulations show that for a reliable OSA recording of ASE filtering effect, the injected energy must be about equal to the DPRA ASE (in this case EASE = 
0.7 Ein). (b) Output spectra for the DPRA with injected pulse energy of 0.0025 pJ, comparable to DPRA ASE: with the mirror (solid line) a significant ASE ped-
estal is observed; with the VBG (dashed line), the spectrum does not show any presence of ASE. The number of round-trips (21) is the same for all cases.

bandwidth of 150 pm (FWHM). In contrast, the unseeded 
DPRA using the VBG shown in Fig. 110.48 (dashed line) pro-
vides a much narrower spectrum with a width (43-pm FWHM) 
and shape defined by the common action of the VBG reflection 
curve and Nd:YLF gain profile. The position of the output 
spectrum is defined by the VBG angular alignment. The VBG 
in the DPRA cavity is aligned using an injection laser in cw 
mode as an alignment beam, i.e., the VBG position provides 
the best DPRA cavity alignment (maximum VBG reflectivity) 
for the wavelength that is going to be injected. This injection 
wavelength is not exactly at the peak of the DPRA gain curve, 
leading to the asymmetric spectrum shape when using the VBG 
in a DPRA without injection.

Observing the VBG spectral-filtering effect is limited by 
an instrument spectral resolution and dynamic range of 20 pm 
and 40 dB, respectively. We have simulated the DPRA spectral 
behavior as it will be seen by the OSA to determine experi-
mental conditions for reliable observation of the VBG spec-

tral-filtering effect. Our simulations show that DPRA injection 
energy must be about equal to ASE energy. The injected pulse 
energy in this case is +0.0025 pJ, which corresponds to a gross 
gain of greater than 1012. The simulated output spectrum of the 
DPRA with the mirror is shown in Fig. 110.49(a); the simulated 
output spectrum consists of an injected line on top of an ASE 
pedestal, which is reliably recorded by the OSA. The measured 
output spectra are shown in Fig. 110.49(b) and agree very well 
with the simulated results. The number of round-trips for both 
simulated and experimental results is 21. In the DPRA with 
the VBG + mirror combination (even at this very low injection 
level), the ASE in the output spectrum [shown in Fig. 110.49(b) 
(dashed line)] is suppressed to the instrument’s 40-dB dynamic 
range. The OSA spectral resolution does not allow us to make 
the spectra comparison at higher levels of DPRA injection; 
however, it is obvious that spectral contrast will be even better 
when the injection level is increased due to domination of the 
injected pulse over ASE even on initial cavity round-trips.
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Conclusion
We have demonstrated a VBG spectrally filtered DPRA 

operation for the first time. Using VBG as the DPRA resonator 
spectrally selective element allows out-of-band ASE suppres-
sion even for a very low DPRA injection level. Using DPRA 
with VBG spectral filtering can be beneficial in high-energy 
laser amplifiers.
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Introduction
In recent years fiber lasers and amplifiers have been widely 
used in high-power applications such as material processing 
and industrial manufacturing. Their main advantages are heat-
dissipation capability, broad gain bandwidth, compactness, 
robustness, and high efficiency. The primary limitation in 
their power scaling is the onset of nonlinear effects, including 
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and stimulated Raman 
scattering (SRS).1 This limitation can be significantly mitigated 
by the adoption of large-mode-area (LMA) fibers due to the 
resulting reduction in intensity. The damage threshold is also 
increased for LMA fibers. However, increasing the mode area 
in traditional step-index fibers will introduce higher-order 
transverse modes and therefore degrade the beam quality. The 
optimization of the beam quality in LMA fibers has been a 
subject of intense research.2–9

Many designs of LMA fibers for high-power applications 
have been developed for beam-quality control. Design aspects 
have included internal structure designs such as photonic crys-
tal fibers and helical-core fibers;2–4 external structure designs 
such as coiled multimode fibers;5 refractive-index designs 
such as low-numerical-aperture (NA), single-mode fibers and  
ring-shaped index fibers;6,7 and gain dopant designs in multi-
mode fibers.8,9

The impact, however, of transverse spatial-hole burning 
(TSHB) on beam quality has often been ignored. When a mul-
timode optical beam with nonuniform transverse intensity is 
propagating in the fiber, the gain becomes more saturated where 
the intensity is highest. As the gain seen by each transverse 
mode changes, the net beam profile, and thus the beam quality, 
changes. At high powers, this effect becomes pronounced due 
to heavily saturated population inversion. To our knowledge, 
TSHB in LMA fibers has not yet been modeled.

In this article, the beam-quality factor is measured for 
an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source based on 
an ytterbium-doped LMA multimode fiber as a function of 
pump power. A localized multimode model is presented with 

spatially resolved gain and a modal decomposition of the 
optical field. Numerical simulations are performed with this 
localized multimode model as well as a simplified model and 
compared to experimental results. The comparison validates 
the localized model and demonstrates the impact of TSHB on 
beam quality.

In the following sections, (1) the experimental setup and 
measured results are presented; (2) a localized multimode 
model is introduced and the equations to calculate beam-qual-
ity factor are presented; (3) the results of numerical simulations 
based on this model are compared to experimental results and 
extrapolated to higher power; (4) the validity of a simplified 
model that does not include TSHB is discussed; and (5) the 
theoretical models are further applied to fiber amplifiers. The 
main conclusions are presented in the last section.

Experiment Configuration and Results
The experimental arrangement used for this work is shown 

schematically in Fig. 110.50. A fiber-coupled diode laser pro-
vided a maximum continuous-wave (cw) pump power of 9 W 
at 915 nm. The ytterbium-doped, dual-clad (YDDC) fiber was 
7 m long with a core diameter of 30 nm, an inner cladding 
diameter of 300 nm, a core NA of 0.06, and an absorption rate 
of approximately 4 dB/m at 915 nm. While the back end of the 
fiber was angle cleaved to prevent reflection of the forward 
ASE, a dichroic mirror was set between two aspheric lenses 
to extract the backward ASE output light. A beam splitter in 
the output beam made it possible for the output power and the 
beam-quality factor (M2 parameter) to be measured simultane-
ously. The ASE output power was measured by a power meter, 
and the beam widths (defined as the second moment) were 
measured by a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera placed at 
different distances.10 Using a least-squares-fitting method,11 the 
beam-quality factor in the x or y direction was calculated by 
fitting the beam widths and distances to a polynomial:10

 ,W z W M
W

z z2
0
2 4

0

2

0
2-

r
m= +^ d _h n i  (1)

Impact of Transverse Spatial-Hole Burning on Beam Quality
in Large-Mode-Area Yb-Doped Fibers
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Figure 110.50
Experimental configuration of the multimode-fiber ASE source.

where W(z) is the beam width at distances z, W0 and z0 are the 
respective beam width and distance at the beam waist where 
the beam width has a minimum, and m is wavelength.

The ASE output power is plotted as a function of pump power 
in Fig. 110.51. The figure shows that output power increases 
exponentially and quasi-linearly when the pump power is below 
and above +7 W, respectively, which means the saturation effect 
becomes apparent at 7-W pump power. We define this “soft” 
threshold as the pump threshold for saturation.

The beam-quality factor is plotted as a function of pump 
power in Fig. 110.52. It is instructive to note that the beam-
quality factors are identical within experimental error in the 
x and y directions, as expected from symmetrical circular 
geometry. Compared with Fig. 110.51, Fig. 110.52 shows that 
the beam quality improves with pump power below the pump 
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Output power versus pump power from the ASE source. The dashed vertical 
line is the pump threshold for saturation.
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The beam-quality factor of ASE source versus pump power in the  
(a) x direction and (b) y direction. The dashed vertical lines are the pump 
thresholds for saturation.

threshold for saturation and is nearly steady as the gain medium 
saturates. To fully understand the physics behind this beam-
quality behavior, numerical simulations based on theoretical 
modeling have been developed.

Localized Model and Beam-Quality Factor
Calculation Method

Since the beam quality is related to the modal properties 
of the output beam, a model that can treat multiple transverse 
modes is required. A multimode model has been developed for 
dealing with multiple spectral modes in single-spatial-mode, 
rare-earth–doped fibers.12 In this work, the model is extended 
to multi-transverse-spatial modes in multimode fibers for the 
first time.

The optical power is quantized into the transverse modes of 
the fiber, while the population inversion retains spatial depen-
dence. In this way, TSHB can be accounted for while retaining 
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the simplicity and transparency of a mode-based picture. A 
similar treatment has also been developed for modeling verti-
cal-cavity, surface-emitting lasers.13

The two-level rate equations are given by
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where the mode order k denotes any combination of beam prop-
agation direction (+, –), wavelength (m), transverse-mode order 
(om), and orientation (even, odd); n1, n2, and nt are ground-
level, upper-level, and total ytterbium ion density, respectively, 
as a function of time and spatial coordinates; va and ve are 
the absorption and emission cross sections of ytterbium ions, 
respectively; and x is the upper-state lifetime.

Pk(z), the power of the kth mode at position z in the fiber, is 
the integration of the light-intensity distribution Ik(r,z,z) over 
the radial and azimuthal coordinates:

 , , .P z I r z rdrdk k
00

2

z z=
3r

^ ^h h##  (4)

The normalized modal-intensity distribution ik(r,z) is 
defined as

 , , ,i r I r z P zk k kz z=^ ^ ^h h h (5)

and is determined by the spatial shape of the mode and there-
fore independent of z.

The terms on the right side of Eq. (2) describe the effects 
of absorption, stimulated emission, and spontaneous emission, 
respectively. Note that the interference terms are neglected in 
this model. This assumption is correct for transverse modes of 

ASE because they do not interfere with each other due to their 
lack of coherence. For a coherent multimode beam, this model 
could be modified by adding the interference terms. Mode 
coupling and scattering in the fiber are not considered.

In the steady-state case, the time derivative in Eq. (2) is set 
to zero and the inversion is solved as
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The numerator accounts for small signal gain and the summa-
tion in the denominator accounts for TSHB.

The propagation equations are given by
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(7)

where uk = 1 for the modes traveling in the forward direction or 
uk = –1 in the backward direction, m is the number of polariza-
tions of each mode, Dmk is the bandwidth, and a is the fiber-loss 
term. The terms on the right side of Eq. (7) describe the effects 
of stimulated emission, spontaneous emission, absorption, and 
scattering loss, respectively.

The ASE and pump have different optical properties. The 
modes of ASE propagate in the fiber in both directions, but 
the pump propagates only in the forward direction. The band-
width of ASE is relatively narrow, so the ASE is simplified as 
a single spectral mode. The pump light is considered to be a 
single spectral mode with Dmk = 0 (no spontaneous emission 
at the pump wavelength).
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Under the weakly guided approximation, the transverse 
modes of ASE can be represented by linearly polarized (LP) 
modes.14 For the LPom mode, the normalized optical intensity 
iom (r,z) and the normalized electrical field distribution Eom 
(r,z) can be written as 
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where o and m are the azimuthal and radial mode numbers, 
respectively; Jo and Ko are the Bessel function of the first kind 
and modified Bessel function of the second kind, respectively; 
acore is the radius of the core; and b is the normalization coef-
ficient of the electrical field.

The transverse attenuation coefficient of the mode in the 
inner cladding com and the transverse wave vector lom are 
solutions of the following system of equations:15
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The V number and NA are defined as

 ,V a2 NAcorem
r=  (12)

 ,n nNA core clad-= 2 2  (13)

where m is the wavelength and ncore and nclad are the refractive 
indexes in the core and cladding, respectively.

The azimuthal component fo(z) is equal to 1 for those 
transverse modes with zero azimuthal mode number and is 
given by
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for the other transverse modes with even or odd orientation.

Since the area of the inner cladding is much larger than the 
core, the highly multimode pump light can be simplified as one 
transverse mode effectively being uniformly distributed across 
the inner cladding and the core, which means the intensity dis-
tribution of pump Ipump and normalized intensity distribution 
of pump ipump can be considered independent of radial and 
azimuthal coordinates. The normalized intensity distribution 
of the pump in inner cladding and core is then obtained from 
Eqs. (4) and (5) by

 ,i
a

1
2pump
cladr

=  (15)

where aclad is the radius of inner cladding.

The output power is the sum of the backward output power 
contained in each mode and is given by

 .P P 0
,
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v m

output = - ] g/  (16)

The output-fraction factor aom of LPom mode is defined as

 .P Pvm vm outputa = -  (17)

The transverse modes with the same mode numbers but dif-
ferent orientations will have the same fraction factor for ASE 
due to symmetry.

The beam-quality factor of an optical beam can be calcu-
lated given the electrical field distribution.16 Since the electri-
cal field of ASE is real and symmetric at the output end and 
without inference, many terms in the equations to calculate 
the beam-quality factors vanish. The equations can then be 
simplified as
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Figure 110.53
ASE output power versus pump power from the localized model. The dashed 
vertical line is the pump threshold for saturation.
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Numerical Simulations and Discussions
Initial boundary conditions are needed to solve the propaga-

tion Eq. (7) and are specified at z = 0 and z = L as
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where P0 is the forward pump power injected into the fiber 
and L is the length of the fiber. For ASE sources, the input 
signal is zero.

The parameters used in numerical simulation are listed in 
Table 110.VII. The emission and absorption cross sections for 
the fiber used in the experiment are unknown and therefore 
cited from another fiber with similar parameters.17 Although 
the value of the bandwidth of ASE DmASE does not affect the 
simulation result significantly, it is set to make the output power 
from simulation match that from experiment.

Given the initial boundary conditions, the propagation 
Eq. (7) is resolved by standard numerical integration tech-
niques. The ASE output power and the output-fraction factors 
are obtained by Eqs. (16) and (17), and then the beam-quality 
factor is calculated by Eqs. (18) and (19). The ASE output 
power, the output-fraction factors, and the beam-quality fac-
tor as functions of pump power up to 25 W are calculated and 
plotted in Figs. 110.53, 110.54, and 110.55, respectively.

Compared with Fig. 110.51, Fig. 110.53 shows that the  
calculated output power has the same behavior as that from 
the experiment with a slightly larger value, which may result 
from the discrepancy between the cross sections used in  
simulation and experiment or over-estimation of pump power 
since coupling efficiency is not included in the model. The 

Table 110.VII: Parameters used in simulations.

Parameter Value

nt 1.45 # 1026 m–3

mASE 1030 nm

mpump 915 nm

va ASE 4.88 # 10–26 m2

ve ASE 6.24 # 10–25 m2

va pump 8.21 # 10–25 m2

ve pump 3.04 # 10–26 m2

x 0.84 ms

DmASE 5 nm

m 2

L 7 m

acore 15 nm

aclad 150 nm

NA 0.06

a 0.003 m–1

pump threshold for saturation is about 7.5 W, close to experi-
mental results.

Figure 110.54 shows that all of the transverse modes have 
nearly the same output-fraction factors at very low pump 
power. The output-fraction factors of lower-order modes (LP01 
and LP11 in this case) increase with pump power while those 
of higher-order modes (LP01, LP11, and LP31 in this case) 
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Output-fraction factors of LP fiber modes versus pump power from the local-
ized model. The dashed vertical line is the pump threshold for saturation.
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Beam-quality factor versus pump power from the localized model. The dashed 
vertical line is the pump threshold for saturation.

Table 110.VIII: The ratio of the gain seen by other transverse 
modes to the gain seen by the fundamental 
mode with 5-W pump power.

Mode g gLP LPm 01o

LP11 95.6%

LP21 89.8%

LP02 85.4%

LP31 78.0%

decrease. Most importantly, the lower-order modes maximize 
near the pump threshold for saturation, while the higher-order 
modes minimize.

From Eqs. (18) and (19), it is obvious that the output-fraction 
factors determine the beam-quality factor since the beam-
quality factor of each LP transverse mode is fixed. Generally 
speaking, lower-order modes have a smaller beam-quality 
factor, while the higher-order modes have a larger beam-qual-
ity factor.16 So the beam-quality factor decreases, minimizes, 
and increases when the output fractions of lower-order modes 
increase, maximize, and decrease, respectively.

This behavior is manifest in Fig. 110.55, which shows that 
the beam-quality factor decreases with increasing pump power 
below pump threshold for saturation as shown experimentally 
in Fig. 110.52. The calculation further shows that the nearly 

steady part near pump threshold for saturation in Fig. 110.52 is 
a minimum. The behavior of the beam-quality factor follows 
directly from the behavior of output-fraction factors as shown 
in Fig. 110.55. The output-fraction factors, and thus the beam-
quality factor, are determined by how much gain is experienced 
by each transverse mode, which depends on the overlap of mode 
field distribution and population inversion distribution.

The upper-level dopant distribution across the injection fiber 
end for various pump powers is plotted in Fig. 110.56. When 
5-W pump power is below the pump threshold for saturation, 
the population inversion is nearly uniform across the core, so 
the modal gain is nearly proportional to the fraction of the mode 
in the core. Since the fields of lower-order modes are more 
confined in the core, the lower-order modes have larger gain 
than the higher-order modes, as shown in Table 110.VIII. In this 
small-signal regime, the power in the modes with larger gain 
increases faster than in the modes with smaller gain. Therefore, 
the output-fraction factors of lower-order modes increase and 
the beam quality improves.
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Above the pump threshold for saturation, TSHB is shown in 
the upper-level dopant distribution with 8.5- and 20-W pump 
power in Fig. 110.56, where the gain profile is much more 
saturated in the center of the core than on the edge. Since 
lower-order modes are more concentrated in the center of the 
core, the gain of lower-order modes decreases relative to the 
gain of higher-order modes. In the saturation region, the faster 
the gain in the modes decreases, the slower the power in the 
modes increases. So under the impact of TSHB the output-
fraction factors of lower-order modes decrease and the beam 
quality degrades.

The Validity of a Simplified Model
The rate and propagation equations are often simplified by 

replacing transverse space integrals with overlap integrals, 
especially in single-mode fibers.18 The validity of such sim-
plification in multimode fibers is discussed below.

The rate equations of such a simplified model are given by
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 ,n z n z n zt 1 2= +^ ^ ^h h h  (22)

where n1 and n2 represent average ground-level and upper-level 
ytterbium ion density across the fiber cross section, respec-
tively, A is the area of the core cross section, and Ck is the 
overlap integral between the mode and dopants.

The overlap integral of ASE modes is given by
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If the dopant is distributing uniformly in the fiber core, Com 
depends only on the mode field and can be simplified as
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The overlap integral of pump is given by
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In the steady-state case, n2 is solved as
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Since the upper-level dopant distribution depends only on 
the longitudinal coordinate z and is independent of radial and 
azimuthal coordinates, TSHB is not included in the simplified 
model. The saturation effect is included as an averaged level 
across the core.

The simplified propagation equation is given by
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Given the same initial boundary conditions as Eq. (20), the 
propagation equation (27) is resolved. The output power as a 
function of pump power is the same in the simplified model 
as the localized model; however, the modal properties are 
significantly different. The output-fraction factors and beam-
quality factor as functions of pump power up to 25 W in the 
simplified model compared to the localized model are shown 
in Figs. 110.57 and 110.58. 

Figure 110.57 shows that the output-fraction factors in 
the simplified model are the same as those in the localized 
model when the pump power is below the pump threshold for 
saturation. However, the output-fraction factors of lower-order 
modes in the simplified model keep increasing beyond the 
pump threshold for saturation, becoming constant after 15 W. 
Similarly, Fig. 110.58 shows that the beam-quality factor in the 
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Figure 110.57
Output-fraction factors of LP fiber modes versus pump power from localized 
(solid) and simplified (dashed) models. The dashed vertical line is the pump 
threshold for saturation.
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Figure 110.58
Beam-quality factor versus pump power from localized (solid) and sim-
plified (dashed) models. The dashed vertical line is the pump threshold  
for saturation.

simplified model is the same as that in the localized model at 
pump power below pump threshold for saturation. Above the 
pump threshold for saturation, however, the beam-quality factor 
in the simplified model keeps decreasing until 15 W and then 
becomes constant.

The behaviors of output-fraction factors and beam-quality 
factor are consistent and can be explained as follows: In the 
simplified model, the gain seen by each transverse mode is 
always proportional to the fraction of the mode in the core, 
so the simplified model gives the same simulation results as 
the localized model below the pump threshold of saturation. 
Above the pump threshold for saturation, the gain of each mode 
decreases at the same rate, so the power in each mode increases 

at the same rate. Therefore, the output-fraction factor of each 
mode becomes constant, as does the beam-quality factor.

The beam-quality factors from simulation results of both 
models and the experimental results near pump threshold for 
saturation are compared in Fig. 110.59. Figure 110.59 shows 
that the beam-quality factor of the simplified model does not 
plateau like the experiment data, but the localized model pre-
dicts this behavior. The failure to show the minimum of beam-
quality factor near pump threshold for saturation proves that the 
simplified model is not valid and TSHB is required to model 
LMA multimode fibers when dealing with beam quality.

Fiber Amplifiers
Fiber amplifiers are more important than ASE sources 

in high-power applications of LMA fibers. As mentioned in 
Localized Model and Beam-Quality Factor Calculation 
Method (p. 121), the localized model assumes no interference, 
which is true for an optical beam from incoherent sources like 
ASE, but not for coherent sources like fiber amplifiers. While 
the equations could be easily modified to include the interfer-
ence terms, the relative phases between modes create a large 
additional parameter space that would require exploration. The 
calculations that follow neglect these interference terms since 
the additional complication does not aid in underscoring the 
importance of TSHB.
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experimental measurements (squares with solid-line fit).
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For the purpose of simplicity, only the LP01 and LP11 modes 
are assumed to be coupled into the fiber amplifier. The power 
contained in the LP11 mode is assumed to be evenly distributed 
in two orientations.

The initial boundary conditions are changed to
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where Ps is the total signal power and | is the input-fraction 
factor of the LP01 mode. 

The normalized electrical field distribution of the output 
beam can be written as

 , , ,E r E r e
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where the propagation coefficient bom is given by15
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In this form, modal dispersion is included. No initial phase dif-
ference is considered between the modes since the two modes 
are assumed to be excited by a single-mode input beam (for 
example, by misalignment).

Since the output beam is real and symmetrical, the equa-
tions to calculate the beam-quality factors in Ref. 16 can be 
simplified as
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The new parameters used in the simulation and those that 
differ from Table 110.VII are listed in Table 110.IX: ms is 
the wavelength of the signal, DmASE is set to be the same 
as the bandwidth of the signal, and P0 is set far above the 
pump threshold for saturation, which is true in most high-
power applications.

Table 110.IX: New and changed parameters used in simulations.

Parameter Value

mS 1030 nm

Ps 10 W

ncore 1.5

DmASE 0.1 nm

P0 1.5 kW

The calculations show that the output power is nearly the 
same in both models and does not change as the input-frac-
tion factor. For both models, the output-fraction factor of the 
fundamental mode and the beam-quality factor are calculated 
as a function of the input-fraction factor of the LP01 mode from 
0.5 to 1 (shown in Figs. 110.60 and 110.61). 

Figure 110.60 shows that the output-fraction factor of the 
fundamental mode in the localized model is smaller than the 
corresponding input-fraction factor, while the output-fraction 
factor of the fundamental mode in the simplified model is 
larger. These behaviors can be explained as follows: The pump 
power used in the simulations is well above pump threshold 
for saturation. In the localized model, the gain of fundamental 
mode is less than that of the LP11 mode due to the effect of 
TSHB. Therefore, the fundamental mode is amplified less than 
the LP11 mode, leading to a smaller output-fraction factor of the 
fundamental mode. In the simplified model, however, TSHB is 
ignored and the gain of fundamental mode is always larger than 
that of the LP11 mode. In this case, the fundamental mode is 
always amplified more than the LP11 mode, leading to a larger 
output-fraction factor of the fundamental mode.

Figure 110.61 shows that the beam-quality factor in the sim-
plified model is underestimated by as much as 15% compared to 
the localized model due to underestimation of the output-frac-
tion factor of the fundamental mode. This significant difference 
underscores the importance of TSHB on beam quality in LMA 
fiber amplifiers for high-power applications.
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Figure 110.60
Output-fraction factors of the fundamental mode versus input-fraction 
factors of the fundamental mode from localized (solid) and simplified 
(dashed) models.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the importance of TSHB on the beam quality 

of LMA multimode fibers was revealed through measurements 
and simulations. The measured beam-quality factor decreases 
until the gain becomes saturated in an ASE source based on an 
ytterbium-doped, large-mode-area, multimode fiber. Numerical 
simulation trends based on a model using spatially resolved 
gain and transverse-mode decomposition of the optical field 

agree with the experimental results. A simplified model without 
TSHB is shown not fit to predict the observed behavior of beam 
quality in LMA fibers, especially at high powers. A comparison 
of both models shows that TSHB is also critical for properly 
modeling beam quality in LMA fiber amplifiers.
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Ignition and high gain in inertial confinement fusion (ICF)1,2 
are critically dependent on mitigation of the Rayleigh–Taylor 
(RT) instability. ICF capsules typically consist of a spherical 
shell filled with a gaseous fuel and are imploded using lasers 
(direct drive) or x rays (indirect drive) to rapidly deposit energy 
and ablate the capsule surface. The RT instability, which is the 
growth of nonuniformities at a density interface when a low-
density material accelerates a high-density material, occurs 
during two distinct intervals in ICF implosions. During the 
acceleration phase, the low-density ablating plasma acceler-
ates the solid shell inward, and perturbations seeded by energy 
deposition nonuniformities or initial capsule surface roughness 
feed through to the inner fuel–shell surface. During the decel-
eration phase, shortly before the time of maximum capsule 
compression, growth of the RT instability at the fuel–shell 
interface quickly saturates, resulting in small-scale, turbulent 
eddies that lead to atomic-scale mixing of the fuel and shell.3 
RT growth and the resulting mixing processes disrupt the 
formation of a hot spot in the fuel, lowering its temperature 
and reducing its volume, which may prevent the capsule from 
igniting. Understanding the nature and timing of RT growth 
and mix under different conditions is an important step toward 
mitigating their adverse effects.

Substantial and sustained efforts to understand RT instabil-
ity and mix have been ongoing for many decades.4 This article 
presents the first time-dependent nuclear burn measurements 
of the mix region in ICF implosions. Although it has been 
previously demonstrated that there is no mix in the burn region 
at shock bang time,5,6 it was unknown how long after shock 
collapse it takes for atomic mixing to occur. Other relevant 
work on the mix region in ICF implosions includes time-inte-
grated nuclear yield measurements in both direct-drive6–10 
and indirect-drive11 configurations, as well as time-dependent 
x-ray measurements of capsules doped with tracer elements.12 
In addition, time-dependent nuclear measurements obtained 
from implosions of CD-shell capsules filled with nearly pure 
tritium have recently been reported.13

This article reports results from direct-drive experiments 
conducted with the OMEGA Laser System,14 with 60 fully 
smoothed,15 UV (m = 351 nm) beams in a 1-ns flat-top pulse and 
a total energy of 23 kJ. The on-target illumination uniformity 
was typically #2% rms. The spherical plastic target capsules 
had diameters between 860 and 880 nm, a total shell thickness 
of 20 nm, and a 0.1-nm-rms outer surface roughness. “CH” 
capsules had plastic (CH) shells and a gaseous fill of deuterium 
and helium-3 (D2 and 3He, equimolar by atom). “CD” capsules 
had gaseous fills of pure 3He and a shell made mostly of CH, 
except for a 1-nm layer of deuterated plastic (CD) on the inner 
surface (Fig. 110.62). The fill pressures of the D3He and the 
pure 3He mixtures in CH and CD capsules were chosen to give 
equal initial fill mass densities t0 at values of 0.5 or 2.5 mg/
cm3. Because fully ionized D and 3He have the same value of 
(1+Z)/A, mixtures with the same mass density have the same 
total particle density when fully ionized and can be considered 
hydrodynamically equivalent.16

Implosions of CH and CD capsules were observed using 
simultaneous measurements of products from two distinct pri-
mary nuclear reactions to study the nature and timing of mix. 
The D-3He reaction, D + 3He " 4He + p, and the DD-n reaction, 
D + D " 3He + n, have dramatically different composition and 
temperature sensitivities,16 which are used herein to constrain 
possible mix scenarios. The D-3He reaction depends much 
more strongly on temperature due to the doubly charged 3He 
reactant, and when the reactant species are initially separated, 
such as in CD capsules, they must be mixed before nuclear 
production will occur.17

Possible scenarios of atomic mix are constrained using 
spectral measurements of nascent 14.7-MeV D3He protons. 
D3He protons experience energy loss from their birth energy 
as they pass through the compressed shell plasma on their way 
out of the capsule. The proton-emission, path-averaged capsule 
areal density tL is inferred using the mean-energy downshift 
of measured proton spectra.18 For implosions with the same 

Time-Dependent Nuclear Measurements of Mix 
in Inertial Confinement Fusion
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Figure 110.62
Measurements of the D-3He nuclear reaction history from implosions of spherical plastic (CH) shells filled with an equimolar D2-3He mixture, and of equivalent 
CD-layer capsules filled with pure 3He. The gaseous fuel was filled to initial densities of (a) 2.5 mg/cm3 and (b) 0.5 mg/cm3. The CH capsule histories show 
distinct times of D-3He nuclear production corresponding to the shock (at +1.5 ns) and compression (+1.75 ns) burns. CD capsule implosions require mixing 
of the fuel and shell on the atomic scale for D-3He production, and the histories show that no such mix has occurred at shock-bang time. The time necessary 
for hydro-instabilities to induce fuel–shell mix results in a typical 75±30-ps delay in the peak D-3He reaction rate in CD capsules compared to equivalent CH 
capsules. In addition, nuclear production in CD implosions continues even after the compression burn ends in CH capsules, staying well above the typical 
noise level of 3 # 1015/s for an additional 50 ps.

mean radial areal density tR, the value of tL depends on the 
spatial distribution of the proton source and shell mass.18 A 
larger correction factor is needed as the mean source radius 
approaches the mean shell radius, as protons traverse longer 
paths through the shell. For example, a quasi-one-dimensional 
scenario of atomic mix that consists of a spherical mixing layer 
just inside a compressed spherical shell will require a much 
larger correction factor than a three-dimensional scenario 
involving turbulent mix induced at the tips of RT spikes driven 
into the hot core.

The dynamics of RT growth are of essential importance for 
any mix scenario. These dynamics are studied using temporal 
measurements of the emission of D3He protons, obtained using 
the proton temporal diagnostic (PTD).19,20 The PTD primar-
ily consists of a 1-mm-thick BC-422 scintillator, an optical 
transport system, and a fast streak camera. Optical fiducial 
pulses simultaneously recorded by the streak camera give an 
absolute timing accuracy of +25 ps. The time history of the 
proton arrival at the scintillator is obtained by deconvolution of 
the detector response from the streak camera image. D3He pro-
ton spectral measurements18 are then used to infer the D-3He 
reaction rate history from the proton current at the scintillator. 
Additional details on PTD instrumentation and data processing 
can be found in Frenje et al.19

Temporal measurements of 2.45-MeV neutrons from the 
DD-n nuclear reaction were obtained using the neutron tempo-
ral diagnostic (NTD),21 which works on the same principle as 
the PTD, but is optimized for neutron detection. Although the 
D-D reaction rate in CD capsule implosions is below the noise 
floor of the NTD, integrated D-D yields were readily obtained 
using time-of-flight neutron detectors.22

Implosions of CH capsules with D3He fuel characteristically 
emit D3He protons at two distinct times (Fig. 110.62). The shock 
burn is induced by the collapse of an ingoing spherical shock 
and occurs before the imploding shell starts to decelerate. 
About 250 ps later, during the deceleration phase, the com-
pression burn occurs as the imploding capsule compresses and 
reheats the fuel. In contrast to the two stages of proton emis-
sion observed in CH capsule implosions with D3He fills, CD 
capsules emit protons only during the later phase (Fig. 110.62), 
confirming the hypothesis that there is no mix at the time of 
shock collapse,23 first presented by Petrasso et al.5

Measurements of time-integrated nuclear yields demonstrate 
that capsules with lower t0 have an increased susceptibility 
to mix.6,9 Yields increased with lower t0 for CD capsule 
implosions, even though low t0 is less favorable for nuclear 
production in the capsule core, as seen through the decrease 
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Table 110.X: The number of shots in different ensembles of implosions of D3He-filled CH capsules and 3He-filled CD capsules with two 
values of initial fill density t0 is shown, along with ensemble averages and standard errors of the mean for several experimental 
observables: bang time and burn duration for DD-n and D-3He nuclear reaction histories, time-integrated DD-n and D-3He 
yields (Yn and Yp), and areal density tL. Standard errors are quoted in the same units as the averages, except for the yields, 
which are expressed as a percent. Only the compression component is included for Yp and tL in CH capsules.

Type t0  
(mg/cm3)

N shots DD bang 
(ps)

DD burn 
(ps)

D3He bang 
(ps)

D3He burn 
(ps)

Yn  
(#108)

Err 
(%)

Yp  
(#107)

Err 
(%)

tL 
(mg/cm2)

CH 2.5 8 1749±24 157±10 1734±19 155±11 129 6 61 10 54±2

CH 0.5 8 1697±22 148±11 1704±15 123±12 29 9 30 16 61±2

CD 2.5 7 — — 1817±31 154±15 5.1 9 1.7 11 64±4

CD 0.5 5 — — 1772±15 153±13 9.4 7 3.0 13 66±4

in yields for CH capsules (see Fig. 110.62 and Table 110.X). 
The increase in yields for lower t0 cannot be attributed to a 
difference in the temperature profile because both DD-n and 
D-3He yields increased by about the same factor of 1.8, despite 
markedly different composition and temperature dependence. 
Additional mix of 3He with the CD shell in low-t0 implosions 
must be invoked to explain the yield trends.24

The time necessary for RT growth to induce turbulent, atomic-
scale mixing of the fuel and shell results in a delay in the bang 
time (defined as the time of peak D-3He reaction rate) of CD 
capsules compared to equivalent CH capsules of 83±37 ps and 
69±21 ps for high and low t0 (Fig. 110.63 and Table 110.X), 
respectively; this is equal to about half the typical 150-ps burn 
duration (defined as the full temporal width above half peak reac-
tion rate). The delay is calculated as the difference between the 
ensemble averages of CD and CH capsule bang times, and the 
error is calculated as the quadrature sum of the standard errors 
of the mean for each ensemble average.

Measurements of DD-n bang time in CH capsules closely 
match the observed D-3He bang time (Fig. 110.63); however, 
the D-D reaction rate in CD capsules was too low for robust 
timing measurements.

The observed bang-time delay is not an artifact of limita-
tions of the diagnostics or experimental setup. The timing 
jitter of the PTD is the same for CH and CD implosions and 
is less than 20 ps, while bang-time errors of only 10 ps are 
introduced in the deconvolution process by proton energy 
spectrum uncertainties. A small systematic difference in shell 
thickness between CH and CD capsules was corrected using 
a 13-ps adjustment to the bang-time delay,25 and it has been 
demonstrated that bang time does not depend on potential dif-
ferences in implosion dynamics between capsules with pure 
3He fuel and capsules with D2-3He mixtures.16
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Figure 110.63
Mean and standard error of D3He (diamonds) and DD-n (circles) compres-
sion-bang times from CH (open markers) and CD (solid markers) capsule 
implosions as a function of initial fill density. In CD capsules, D3He bang 
time consistently occurs +75 ps later than in CH capsules.

The observed delay of the peak reaction rate for CD cap-
sules is likely due to the difference in how mix affects nuclear 
production in CH and CD capsules. Whereas mix tends to 
quench nuclear production in CH capsules through dilution and 
cooling of the hot fuel, in CD capsules mix enhances nuclear 
production by the addition and heating of the D reactant from 
the shell. Nuclear production in CD capsules does not occur 
until later in the deceleration phase, when the growth of the RT 
instability has had time to induce turbulent mixing. Enhance-
ment of reactant densities in CD capsules by continued mix in 
the later stages of compression, combined with the larger total 
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mass of fuel in such capsules, is enough to prolong nuclear 
production even after production would have been quenched 
in a CH implosion (Fig. 110.62).

Furthermore, systematically later nuclear production in CD 
capsule implosions leads to higher expected tL. The mean 
radial areal density tR increases throughout the deceleration 
phase as the shell continues to compress, so protons will selec-
tively sample higher tR (and tL) if they are emitted later in 
time. This effect is in addition to the potentially higher tL for 
CD capsules from geometric effects due to a noncentralized 
proton source profile, described above.

As seen in Fig. 110.64 and Table 110.X, tL is 9% and 18% 
higher for implosions of CD capsules than for equivalent CH 
capsules with low and high t0, respectively.26 These values 
are not much higher, suggesting that one or both of the effects 
described above might not be as sig nificant as expected. On 
this basis we conjecture that the source of protons in CD cap-
sules may be dominated by atomic mixing at the tips of RT 
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Mean and standard error of proton-emission-path–averaged areal densities 
(tL) for CH (open markers) and CD (solid markers) implosions as a function 
of initial fill density. D3He proton spectral measurements are used to infer this 
compression-burn averaged tL, where the shock component of CH implosion 
spectra has been excluded. For CH capsules, the radial areal density (tR) can 
be obtained from tL using a small correction (tR + 0.93 tL), which depends 
on the shell aspect ratio. The relation between tR and tL for CD capsules 
sensitively depends on the source profile as the mean source radius approaches 
the mean shell radius; that tL is not much higher than in CH capsules suggests 
that the source profile is still centrally peaked.

spikes from the shell that drive into the hot core, which would 
result in a more central proton emission profile and a smaller 
increase in tL.

In summary, temporal measurements of D3He protons 
emitted from ICF implosions of CD-shell, 3He-filled capsules 
offer new and valuable insights into the dynamics of turbulent 
mixing induced by saturation of the Rayleigh–Taylor instability. 
The first such measurements have demonstrated that bang time 
is substantially delayed as RT growth saturates to produce mix. 
The 83±37-ps bang-time delay of CD implosions compared to 
D3He-filled, CH implosions for high initial fill densities (t0) 
is equal to half the burn duration. Reducing t0 by a factor of 
5 increases the susceptibility of the implosion to mix and does 
not significantly affect the bang-time delay, observed to be 
69±21 ps. Continued mixing of the fill gas and shell prolongs 
nuclear production in CD capsules even after it is quenched in 
equivalent CH capsules. Finally, the relatively small increase 
in areal density tL of CD compared to CH capsules, despite 
the later bang time, suggests that nuclear production is domi-
nated by mixing induced at the tips of RT spikes driven into 
the hot core.
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Introduction
Laser–matter interactions in new regimes have occurred due 
to the generation of high-intensity optical pulses using large-
scale laser systems.1 The interaction regime of a laser pulse 
with a target is basically set by the peak intensity of the pulse, 
which is fundamentally proportional to the ratio of the pulse 
energy to the duration of the pulse and surface of the focal spot. 
Intensities of the order of 1022 W/cm2 have been claimed,2 and 
facilities delivering high-energy, high-intensity laser pulses 
are under operation or construction.3 The interaction can be 
detrimentally impacted by light present before the main pulse 
since absorbed light can lead to physical modification of the 
target.4 The temporal contrast of a laser pulse is the ratio of 
the peak power of the main pulse to the power of the light in 
some predetermined temporal range before the main pulse. 
The contrast can be reduced significantly during the genera-
tion and amplification of laser pulses, and contrast degradation 
manifests itself as isolated prepulses or as a slowly varying 
pedestal. Incoherent laser and parametric fluorescence can 
significantly impact the contrast of laser pulses and can lead to 
a long-range pedestal on the recompressed pulse.4,5 This con-
trast degradation is fundamental since fluorescence is always 
present for classical optical amplifiers. The contrast of optical 
parametric chirped-pulse amplifiers, however, is also detri-
mentally impacted by temporal variations of the intensity of 
the pump pulse that induce spectral variations on the stretched 
amplified signal via the instantaneous parametric gain. This 
is a practical limitation that can be eliminated or reduced by 
proper design of the pump pulse and the optical parametric 
chirped-pulse amplification (OPCPA) system. 

The parametric gain induced by a pump pulse in a non-
linear crystal is an efficient process for large-bandwidth, 
high-energy amplification of chirped optical pulses.6–8 It is 
used in stand-alone systems9–16 or as the front end of large-
scale laser facilities.17 The impact of temporal fluctuations on 
the contrast of the recompressed signal in an OPCPA system 
was first identified by Forget et al.18 Simulations of the effect 
of pump-pulse amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) on an 
OPCPA system have linked the ASE coherence time to the 

Pump-Induced Temporal Contrast Degradation in Optical 
Parametric Chirped-Pulse Amplification:  

Analysis and Experiment

temporal extent of the induced pedestal.19 These publications 
offer a physical explanation of pump-induced contrast degra-
dation, but an analytical treatment is necessary to quantify 
the impact of this phenomenon, improve the contrast of exist-
ing systems, and design new high-contrast OPCPA systems. 
This article quantifies the impact of incoherent pump-pulse 
ASE using an analytic formalism for pump-induced tempo-
ral contrast degradation in OPCPA systems and presents an 
experimental solution to reduce this impact. The impact of 
incoherent pump ASE is analytically quantified as a function 
of the operating regime of the OPCPA system. The following 
sections (1) present the necessary formalism and derive general 
equations describing the pump-induced contrast degradation in 
OPCPA systems; (2) compare these analytical derivations with 
simulations, bringing to light the magnitude of these effects in 
a typical OPCPA system; and (3) describe an LLE experiment 
that demonstrates the reduction of pump-induced temporal 
contrast degradation by filtering the pump pulse with a volume 
Bragg grating (VBG) in a regenerative amplifier.

Analysis of Pump-Induced Contrast Degradation 
in an OPCPA System
1. General Approach

The derivations presented in this section assume a one-
dimensional representation of the electric field of the signal 
and pump as a function of time (and equivalently optical fre-
quency), without spatial resolution. Such a model is sufficient 
to introduce the various aspects of contrast degradation in 
OPCPA systems. Some of these systems use flattop pumps and 
signals, in which case the temporal contrast is mostly limited 
by the contrast obtained in the constant-intensity portion of the 
beam. For high energy extraction, efficient phase matching, 
and optimal beam quality, OPCPA systems are usually run in 
configurations where spatial walk-off and diffraction are not 
significant. An instantaneous transfer function between the 
intensity of the pump, the intensity of the input signal, and 
the intensity of the output signal is used to describe the para-
metric amplifier. This applies to an amplifier where temporal 
walk-off and dispersion-induced changes in the intensity of the 
interacting waves are small compared to the time scales of the 
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temporal variations of the signal and pump. This also applies 
to a sequence of amplifiers where scaled versions of the same 
pump are used in each amplifier with an identical relative delay 
between the signal being amplified and the pump. Figure 111.1 
presents a schematic of an OPCPA system. The short input 
signal is stretched by a stretcher, amplified by the pump pulse 
in an optical parametric amplifier (one or several nonlinear 
crystals properly phase matched), and recompressed. As identi-
fied in Refs. 18 and 19, the variations of the parametric gain 
due to variations in the pump intensity lead to modulations of 
the temporal intensity of the amplified stretched pulse, which 
are equivalent to modulations of the spectrum of this pulse. 
These modulations lead to contrast-reducing temporal features 
after recompression.
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Figure 111.1
Schematic of an OPCPA system. Pump-intensity modulation gets transferred 
onto the spectrum of the chirped signal in an optical parametric amplifier 
(OPA). The modulation of the spectrum of the recompressed signal induces 
contrast-reducing temporal features on the recompressed signal.

2. Contrast Degradation of an OPCPA System  
in the Presence of Pump Noise
In this article, E and Eu relate to the temporal and spectral 

representations of the analytic signal of an electric field, and I 
and Iu relate to the corresponding intensities. The initial signal 
is described by the spectral field ( ).E ,0signal ~u  After stretching 
with second-order dispersion {, the stretched pulse is described 
in the time domain by

 ( ) expE t E t it1 2, ,1 0
2

signal signal -{ { {= u` _ aj i k

up to some multiplicative constants. The quadratic phase 
describes the one-to-one correspondence between time and 
optical frequency in the highly stretched pulse, which is sym-
bolically written as t = {~. The temporal intensity of the signal 
after parametric amplification is a function of the temporal 

intensity of the stretched signal ( )I t I t1, ,1 0signal signal{ {= u_ _i i 
and the temporal intensity of the pump Ipump(t), which can be 
written as

 f ( ), ( )I t I t I t, ,2 1signal signal pump= .] g 8 B  (1)

The function f depends on the parametric amplifier length and 
nonlinear coefficient. 

Figure 111.2 displays two examples of behavior of the func-
tion f for a given input signal intensity, namely the relation 
between the output signal intensity and the pump intensity. 
In Fig. 111.2(a), the amplifier is unsaturated, and there is a 
linear relation between variations of the pump intensity and 
variations of the amplified signal intensity around point A. 
In Fig. 111.2(b), the amplifier is saturated. The output signal 
intensity reaches a local maximum, and there is a quadratic 
relation between variations of the pump intensity and variations 
of the amplified signal intensity around point B. Assuming that 
the intensity modulation of the pump does not significantly 
modify the instantaneous frequency of the chirped signal, the 
intensity of a spectral component of the amplified signal at the 
optical frequency ~ is

 , ( ) ,f I I I I, ,1 0signal pump signal pump{~ {~ ~ { {~f= .u^ ^ ^h h h8 9B C

The pump-intensity noise dIpump(t) is introduced by writing 
the intensity as ( ) ( ) ( ) .I t I t I t0

pump pump pumpd= +] g  Assuming the 
amplifier is not saturated [Fig. 111.2(a)], the function f is devel-
oped to first order around the operating point set by I 0

pump
] g  as
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The spectral intensity of the amplified recompressed signal is

 ( ) ( ) , ( )I f I I, ,3 0signal signal pump~ { ~ { {~= .u u9 C  
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Figure 111.2
Representation of the transfer function between output signal inten-
sity and pump intensity around the operating point of a parametric 
amplifier in the (a) unsaturated and (b) saturated regimes. At point 
A, there is a linear relation between pump-intensity modulation 
and amplified-signal-intensity modulation. At point B, there is a 
quadratic relation between pump-intensity modulation and ampli-
fied-signal-intensity modulation.

and one can define

 ( ) ( ) ,I f I I, ,3
0

0
0

signal signal pump~ { ~ { {~=u u ^
]

h
g : D 

as the spectral intensity of the signal amplified by a noiseless 
pump. The partial derivative of f with respect to the pump 
intensity is assumed to be independent of the signal intensity, 
and one defines the constant
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For a compressor matched to the stretcher up to a residual spec-
tral phase {residual(~), the electric field of the recompressed 
signal is simply
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A first-order development of Eq. (3) gives a spectral representa-
tion of the signal:
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One can define

 ( ) ( ) ( )expE I i, ,3
0

3
0

signal signal residual~ ~ { ~= uu ] ]g g 7 A 

as the electric field of the recompressed signal in the absence of 
noise. In the OPCPA process, the spectral density of the ampli-
fied signal is usually approximately constant (or slowly varying) 
because of saturation effects, so that ( )I ,3

0
signal ~u] g  is replaced by 

{Isignal,2 in the denominator of Eq. (4). This leads to
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The Fourier transform of Eq. (5) gives the electric field in the 
temporal domain:
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(6)

Further simplification stems from defining

 ,f f I I, ,N1 1
0

2pump signal=^ ]
]

h g
g

which is the change in intensity of the amplified signal normal-
ized to the intensity of the amplified signal for a change in the 
pump intensity normalized to the pump intensity. The field of 
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the recompressed signal is
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(7)

and the intensity of the compressed signal is
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(8)

using the fact that the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (7) 
is a short pulse while the second term describes the contrast 
reduction over a large temporal range.

When the amplifier is saturated [Fig. 111.2(b)], f(1) = 0 and 
Eq. (2) must be replaced by the second-order decomposition 
of f, which is
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(9)

Assuming that the second-order derivative of f with respect 
to the pump intensity does not depend on the signal intensity, 
one defines

 f I ( ) , .f I I,2
2 2

0
0

pump signal pump~ { {~= 22 u ^]
]

hg
g: D

Replacing ,3signal ( )I 0 ~u] g  by {Isignal,2, one obtains
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The Fourier transform of Eq. (10) gives the temporal field of 
the recompressed signal:
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where f f= pumpI I, ,N2 2
0

2signal
2

^ ]
]

h g
g9 C  is the normalized change 

in the amplified signal intensity for a normalized change in 
the pump intensity. Finally, the intensity of the recompressed 
signal is
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(12)

Equations (8) and (12) are general expressions linking the varia-
tions in pump intensity to the intensity of the recompressed 
pulse in the two practically relevant cases: f(1) ! 0 describes 
the linear modulation regime, with a linear relation between 
the pump intensity and the amplified stretched signal intensity 
around the operating point; f(1) = 0, f(2) ! 0 describe the quad-
ratic modulation regime, with a quadratic relation between 
the pump intensity and the amplified stretched signal intensity 
around the operating point. In the next two subsections these 
general expressions are evaluated when ASE is present on the 
pump pulse.

3. Contrast Degradation of an OPCPA System in the Linear-
Modulation Regime due to the Pump-Pulse ASE
The pump-pulse ASE is described as an additive stationary 

process EASE, and the field of the pump pulse is

 ( ) ( ) ( ).E t E t E t0
pump pump ASE= +] g  (13)
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One has at first order
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which allows one to identify

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).I t E t E t E t E t*0 0
pump pump ASE pump ASEd = +*] ]g g  

One can use the simplification

 ( ) ( )E t E t I*0 0 0
pump pump pump= =] ] ]g g g  

over the interval [0,T ], where the pump has significant intensity, 
and set the ASE electric field to 0 outside the interval [0,T ]. 
The electric field of one realization of the ASE restricted to 
the interval [0,T ] and its Fourier transform are noted EASE,T 
and ,E ,TASE

u  respectively. One obtains

 ( ) ( ) ( )I I E E, ,
*

T T
0

pump pump ASE ASE -d ~ ~ ~= + .u uu ] g ; E  (14)

In the linear modulation regime, the calculation of the 
intensity of the recompressed pulse using this expression and 
Eq. (8) leads to
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(15)

where fpump is the energy of the pump pulse. The pump-
induced pedestal is therefore given by a convolution of the sym-
metrized spectrum of the ASE present on the pump pulse with 
the recompressed pulse intensity. The intensity of the pedestal 
is proportional to f ,N1

2 .^ h  Proper spectral filtering of the pump 
pulse reduces the temporal extent of the induced pedestal. In 
the usual case where the recompressed pulse is significantly 
shorter than the temporal variations of the induced pedestal, 
Eq. (15) can be simplified as
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(16)

The pedestal due to the ASE present on the pump pulse is 
therefore directly given by a symmetrized version of the spec-
trum of the ASE present on the pump pulse. The symmetrized 
spectrum of the ASE is spread in time proportionally to the 
second-order dispersion of the chirped pulse. Integration of 
Eq. (15) gives

 f+ ,1 2, ,N T
0

1
2

signal signal ASE pumpf f f f= ]
^

g
h9 C

which allows the energy in the pedestal fpedestal normalized to 
the energy of the signal signal

0f
] g  to be expressed as
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The ratio of the pedestal energy to the signal energy,

 ,f
0

pedestal signalf
^ h

is directly proportional to the ratio of the energy of the ASE in 
the temporal range defined by the pump to the energy of the 
pump. The ratio ,TASE pumpf f  is called “fractional ASE energy” 
in the remainder of this article.

4. Contrast Degradation of an OPCPA System in the 
Quadratic-Modulation Regime due to the Pump ASE
The intensity of the recompressed pulse for an OPCPA 

system in the quadratic-modulation regime with ASE present 
on the pump can be calculated using Eqs. (12) and (14):
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(18)

Equation (18) shows that the pedestal is given by the double 
convolution of the symmetrized spectrum of the pump ASE 
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with the recompressed signal in the absence of pump ASE. The 
convolution of the symmetrized spectrum of ASE with itself 
is broader than the spectrum of ASE (e.g., by a factor 2  for 
a Gaussian spectrum). Therefore, the temporal extent of the 
pedestal is larger than in the linear-modulation regime. In the 
case where the intensity of the recompressed signal is short 
compared to the temporal variations of the pedestal, Eq. (18) 
can be simplified into
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(19)

Finally, integrating Eq. (18) leads to the energy in the pedestal,
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In the quadratic-modulation regime, the ratio of the energy 
of the pedestal to the energy of the signal is proportional 
to the square of the fractional ASE energy. Comparing 
Eq. (20) with Eq. (17) leads to the conclusion that if 

,f f<, , ,T N N1 2ASE pumpf f 2
^ ^h h8 B  there is less energy in the 

pedestal when the amplifier is run in the quadratic-modula-
tion regime. Operating the OPCPA in the saturation regime 
locally decreases the modulation of the output intensity and 
reduces the total energy of the associated temporal pedestal, 
provided that the previous inequality is verified.

Simulations of Pump-Induced Contrast Degradation 
1. Model Description

Simulations of an OPCPA system with parameters similar 
to those of the OPCPA preamplifier of LLE’s Multi-Terawatt 
laser10 and the front end of the OMEGA EP Laser Facility17 
have been performed. The signal has a central wavelength 
equal to 1053 nm. The case of a flat spectral density has been 
simulated since it corresponds closely to the derivations per-
formed in the previous section. The case of a Gaussian spectral 
density with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to 
6 nm has also been simulated since it is closer to the actual 
experimental conditions. The stretcher introduces a dispersion 
equal to 300 ps/nm, i.e., { = 1.76 # 1022 s2. The preamplifier 
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Figure 111.3
Normalized intensity of the chirped Gaussian signal (solid curve) and pump 
(dashed curve) in the OPCPA system.

has two lithium triborate (LBO) crystals cut for type-I phase 
matching at 1053 nm and 526.5 nm in collinear interaction, i.e., 
{LBO = 11.8° and iLBO = 90°, with a total length of 59.5 mm. 
The OPCPA pump at 526.5 nm is obtained by doubling a 
pump pulse at 1053 nm in an 11-mm LBO crystal. The pump at 
1053 nm is a 20th-order super-Gaussian, with a FWHM equal 
to 2.6 ns. The intensity of the up-converted pump has been 
obtained using a Runge–Kutta resolution of the correspond-
ing nonlinear equations. Figure 111.3 displays the normalized 
intensity of the pump and stretched signal in the OPCPA 
crystal. The operation of the preamplifier was simulated by 
solving the system of three equations describing the parametric 
interaction of the electric field of the signal, idler, and pump 
using the Runge–Kutta method. No spatial resolution or tem-
poral effects have been introduced, for the reasons expressed 
at the beginning of the previous section. It is straightforward 
(although computationally more intensive) to introduce these 
effects. The phase mismatch between the interacting waves 
was chosen equal to zero. Figure 111.4 displays the amplified 
stretched signal intensity as a function of the pump intensity 
for an input stretched signal intensity of 0.1 W/cm2, i.e., the 
function ,I f I I, ,2 1signal signal pump= 7 A used in the previous sec-
tion for Isignal,1 = 0.1 W/cm2. Points A and B correspond to the 
linear- and quadratic-modulation regimes, respectively. A fit of 
the curve plotted in Fig. 111.4 around these two points leads to 
the values f(1,N) = 8 and f(2,N) = 66. The next two subsections 
present the contrast degradation results for a pump with ASE 
and a signal with constant spectral density followed by results 
for a pump with ASE and a signal with a Gaussian spectral 
density. For the sake of clarity, the intensity of the recompressed 
signal is plotted only at negative times (i.e., before the peak of 
the signal), bearing in mind that the pump-induced contrast 
degradation is symmetric.
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Figure 111.4
Transfer function of the OPCPA preamplifier for a signal intensity equal 
to 0.1 W/cm2. Points A and B identify the linear and quadratic regimes of 
operation, respectively.

2. Pump with ASE and Signal with Flat Spectral Density
In this section, the stretched signal has a flat spectral density 

and an intensity of 0.1 W/cm2. The pump ASE spectrum is 
assumed Gaussian and centered at the wavelength of the pump 
pulse. The FWHM of the spectrum is chosen equal to either 
0.14 nm (which was experimentally measured on the Nd:YLF 
regenerative amplifier used to generate the pump pulse) or 
0.03 nm (which corresponds to a hypothetical pump spectral 
bandpass filtering). Figure 111.5 displays close-ups of the simu-
lated intensity of the pump for an ASE bandwidth of 0.14 nm 
and 0.03 nm at various fractional ASE energies .,TASE pumpf f  
The homodyne beating of the electric field of the ASE with 
the electric field of the pump leads to significant pump inten-
sity modulation even at low ASE energy levels. Figure 111.6 
displays a comparison of the results of the simulation with the 
analytical results for the 0.14-nm bandwidth. The OPCPA is run 
either in the linear modulation regime [Figs. 111.6(a)–111.6(c)] 
or in the quadratic-modulation regime [Figs. 111.6(d)–111.6(f)]. 
The fractional ASE energy is specified as 10–5, 10–4, and 10–3. 
Significant pedestal levels are observed, even for relatively 
low pump intensity modulation, indicating that such contrast 
degradation can severely limit OPCPA systems, or laser sys-
tems that include an OPCPA as one of their amplifiers. Good 
agreement of the simulations with the analytical predictions 
is obtained. Discrepancy in the quadratic modulation regime 
at low fractional ASE energies is attributed to the leading 
and the falling edge of the pump, for which the amplification 
process is in the linear regime. The pedestal due to the pump 
ASE extends at longer times in the case of quadratic modula-
tion, as expected from the double convolution of Eq. (18). The 
pedestal is typically more intense at short times in the linear 
regime, and it can also be seen that the total energy in the 
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Figure 111.5
Close-ups of the temporal intensity of the pump for ASE with a Gaussian 
spectrum with a FWHM equal to 0.14 nm and a fractional energy equal to 
(a) 10–5, (b) 10–4, and (c) 10–3, and (d) for ASE with a Gaussian spectrum with 
a FWHM equal to 0.03 nm and a fractional energy equal to 10–3.

pedestal is smaller in the quadratic modulation regime than in 
the linear modulation regime {in agreement with the relation 

,<f f f, , ,T N N1 2ASE pumpf 2
^ ^h h8 B  with . }.f f 0 014, ,N N1 2 =2

^ ^h h8 B  
It should be noted, however, that the two modulation regimes 
lead to similar pedestal levels around –100 ps. Figures 111.7(a) 
and 111.7(d) display the intensity of the recompressed signal 
for an ASE bandwidth of 0.03 nm and a fractional ASE energy 
equal to 10–3, which can be compared to the intensity plotted 
in Figs. 111.6(c) and 111.6(f). Reduction of the bandwidth of the 
pump ASE leads to a drastic improvement of the signal tempo-
ral contrast. This result shows that a significant increase in the 
contrast of OPCPA systems can be obtained via proper spectral 
filtering of the pump pulse, as is discussed in Experimental 
Demonstration of Temporal Contrast Improvement of an 
OPCPA System by Pump Spectral Filtering (p. 144). While 
this was expressed previously in terms of the coherence time 
of the pump ASE,19 the temporal contrast away from the peak 
of the signal is influenced mostly by the spectral density of 
the ASE at optical frequencies significantly different from the 
central frequency of the pump. A non-zero spectral density at 
these optical frequencies leads to a finite extinction ratio for the 
pulse. The coherence time of the ASE describes the variations 
of the temporal electric field of the ASE due to interference 
between different optical frequencies in the ASE spectrum. 
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Figure 111.7
Intensity of the recompressed signal for an input signal with a flat spectral density, ASE with various Gaussian spectra, and fractional ASE energy equal to 10–3. 
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simulated intensity is plotted with a continuous line, and the intensity predicted analytically is plotted with solid circles. 
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Figure 111.6
Intensity of the recompressed signal for an input signal with a flat spectral density and an ASE Gaussian spectrum with a FWHM equal to 0.14 nm. (a)–(c) cor-
respond to an amplifier run in the linear-modulation regime when the fractional ASE energy is equal to (a) 10–5, (b) 10–4, and (c) 10–3. (d)–(f) correspond to an 
amplifier run in the quadratic-modulation regime when the fractional ASE energy is equal to (d) 10–5, (e) 10–4, and (f) 10–3. In each case, the simulated intensity 
is plotted with a continuous line, and the intensity predicted analytically is plotted with solid circles.
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However, the modulations of pump intensity are mostly due to 
the interference between optical frequencies of the noiseless 
pump pulse and optical frequencies of the pump ASE. Fig-
ure 111.7 presents simulations and analytic predictions for two 
different ASE spectra that have a FWHM equal to 0.14 nm, i.e., 
the same coherence time, for a fractional ASE energy equal to 
10–3. In the first case [Figs. 111.7(b) and 111.7(e)], a 20th-order 
super-Gaussian filter with 0.20-nm FWHM has been used to 
filter the ASE. A large decrease in the level of the pedestal is 
observed away from the peak of the pulse, although the pedestal 
conserved its value closer to the peak, as expected from the 
dependence of the pedestal to the spectrum of the ASE. In the 
second case [Figs. 111.7(c) and 111.7(f)], the ASE has a Gaussian 
spectrum with 0.14-nm FWHM centered 0.07 nm away from 
the central wavelength of the pump. The contrast is signifi-
cantly degraded compared to Figs. 111.6(c) and 111.6(f), and 
an increase of the pedestal intensity by approximately 20 dB 
is observed. Optimization of the contrast can be performed by 
proper spectral filtering of the pump. A narrow filter on the 
pump pulse increases the contrast of the recompressed signal 
and is not detrimental to the operation of the OPCPA system 
as long as the pump pulse is not temporally distorted by the 
spectral filter. Generally speaking, the pedestal shape, extent, 
and intensity vary significantly with the energy of the ASE, its 
spectrum, and the regime of operation of the amplifier.

3. Pump with ASE and Signal with Gaussian  
Spectral Density
In this section, the spectral density of the signal is assumed 

Gaussian, and the intensity of the stretched signal varies 
significantly as a function of time, taking its maximal value 

of 0.1 W/cm2 at the peak of the pulse. The condition that the 
first-order derivative or second-order derivative of the func-
tion f as a function of the intensity of the signal is independent 
of the signal intensity is not strictly verified. Some temporal 
components (i.e., spectral components) of the signal have an 
optical intensity placing them in the quadratic-modulation 
regime for the OPCPA process, but other components have an 
optical intensity placing them in the linear-modulation regime. 
The contrast of the recompressed signal is generally linked in a 
nontrivial manner to the noise of the pump pulse. Figure 111.8 
displays the transfer function between pump intensity and 
output signal intensity for a signal input intensity equal to  
0.1 W/cm2 and 0.05 W/cm2. While the pump intensity corre-
sponding to point B ensures that the output signal intensity is 
approximately the same for these two input signal intensities 
(i.e., the spectral density of the amplified pulse does not depend 
on the wavelength at first order), it allows operation only in the 
quadratic-modulation regime for the highest signal intensity. 
Figure 111.9 presents the intensities simulated with ASE param-
eters identical to those of Fig. 111.6. The analytical results plot-
ted on this figure correspond to the stretched signal pulse with 
a constant intensity of 0.1 W/cm2. For the linear- and quadratic-
modulation regimes, no significant difference between the two 
sets of simulations is observed, and the analytical derivation 
is still in good agreement with the simulations. In the linear 
regime for the peak intensity of the stretched pulse, all of the 
optical frequencies in the pulse are in a similar linear regime, 
and the resulting contrast is equivalent to the contrast obtained 
for a constant spectral density. The discrepancy observed for 
low ASE energy in the quadratic regime is more prevalent in 
this case, which indicates that additional contribution to the 
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pedestal is present due to some components of the signal in 
the linear-modulation regime. The coupling between pump 
intensity and amplified signal intensity for these wavelengths is 
smaller than at point A of Fig. 111.4. A fit of the dashed curve 
of Fig. 111.8 at its intersection with the vertical dashed line 
representing the pump intensity for these simulations leads to 
f(1,N) = 4, which implies a smaller impact of the pump intensity 
modulation. These results demonstrate that, in the general case, 
both linear- and quadratic-modulation regimes influence the 
induced pedestal on an OPCPA system.

Experimental Demonstration of Temporal Contrast 
Improvement of an OPCPA System by Pump  
Spectral Filtering 
1. Experimental Setup

A general approach to significantly improve the contrast 
of OPCPA systems by spectrally filtering the pump pulse has 
been experimentally demonstrated. Simple and efficient filter-
ing of the pump pulse is performed in a regenerative amplifier 
using a VBG, and the bandwidth of the filtering is narrowed 
significantly by the large number of round-trips in the cavity. 
Contrast improvement by regenerative spectral filtering was 
performed on the prototype front end of the OMEGA EP 
Laser Facility (Fig. 111.10).10,17 The pump pulse is generated 
by a fiber integrated front-end source (IFES), where a 2.4-ns 
pulse around 1053 nm is temporally shaped to precompensate 
the square-pulse distortion during amplification. This pulse is 
amplified at 5 Hz from 100 pJ to 4 mJ in a diode-pumped regen-
erative amplifier (DPRA).20 One of the flat end-cavity mirrors 
of the DPRA is replaced by the VBG and a flat mirror, so that 
the mirror acts as the DPRA end-cavity mirror and the beam 
is reflected twice per round-trip on the VBG. The incidence 
angle on the VBG, designed for high reflection at 1057.5 nm 
at normal incidence, is approximately 7° to provide maximum 
reflection at 1053 nm. The VBG is a bulk piece of photothermo- 
refractive glass, where a grating is permanently written by 
UV illumination followed by thermal development.21 The 
damage threshold of similar VBG’s has been found to be 
higher than 10 J/cm2 in the nanosecond regime. With sol-gel 
antireflection coating, the VBG has a single-pass reflectivity 
of 99.4% at 1053 nm, and the slight increase in the DPRA 
build-up time due to the additional losses was compensated by 
increasing the diode-pump current. No change in the output 
beam spatial profile was observed. Without active temperature 
control of the VBG, the DPRA operated for several days in 
a temperature-controlled room with no variation in perfor-
mance. (Additional characterization can be found in Ref. 22.) 
The bandwidth of the VBG reflectivity around 1057.5 nm is 
230 pm, which, assuming a Gaussian shape, should provide a 
23-pm bandwidth after 50 round-trips in the DPRA, with two 
reflections on the VBG per round-trip. With the intracavity 
VBG, the unseeded DPRA output spectrum shows a reduction 
of the bandwidth of the DPRA from 146 pm to 41 pm, but is 
broad enough to amplify the pump pulse without distortion 
(Fig. 111.11). Subsequent amplification to 2 J is performed by 
four passes in a crystal large-aperture ring amplifier containing 
two flash-lamp–pumped Nd:YLF rods, after apodization of the 
DPRA beam.23 Frequency conversion to 526.5 nm occurs in 
an 11-mm LBO crystal with an efficiency of 70%. Filtering in 
the DPRA decreases the amount of ASE from the IFES and 
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Figure 111.10
Schematic of the laser system. IFES: integrated front-end source; DPRA: diode-pumped regenerative amplifier; CLARA: crystal large-aperture ring amplifier; 
SHG: sum-harmonic generation. Filtering of the pump pulse is performed in the DPRA (shown above in bold).

Figure 111.11
Optical spectrum of the unseeded DPRA measured with a mirror in the 
cavity (thin solid curve with open circles) and with the VBG in the cavity 
(solid curve with solid squares). The optical spectrum of the signal ampli-
fied by the DPRA (dashed curve) is limited by the resolution of the optical 
spectrum analyzer and is significantly narrower than the unseeded DPRA 
with the intracavity VBG.

from the DPRA itself (these two high-gain stages having the 
largest contribution to the pump ASE) and benefits from the 
large number of reflections on the filter.

The OPCPA system is composed of a mode-locked laser 
operating at 1053 nm, an Öffner-triplet stretcher providing a 
dispersion of 300 ps/nm, a preamplifier with two 29.75-mm 
LBO crystals in a walk-off compensating geometry, a power 
amplifier with one 16.5-mm LBO crystal, and a two-grating 
compressor in a double-pass configuration. The pump pulse is 
split to pump the preamplifier and power amplifier. Amplifica-
tion of the signal to 250 mJ is achieved, and a portion of the 
amplified pulse is sent to the diagnostic compressor.

2. Experimental Results
The temporal contrast was measured using a scanning third-

order cross-correlator (Sequoia, Amplitude Technologies). 

The dynamic range of the diagnostics is 1011 but is limited to 
108 by the parametric fluorescence from the OPCPA system. 
Postpulses are due to multiple reflections in the cross-correla-
tor and are of no practical concern. Figure 111.12 displays the 
cross-correlations measured (a) when the preamplifier and 
power amplifier are operated at full energy, (b) when only the 
preamplifier is operated at saturation, and (c) when only the 
preamplifier is operated at half its nominal output power. The 
prepulse contrast is consistently improved with the intracavity 
VBG. The pump-induced contrast degradation is particularly 
important in the preamplifier, even when it is run at saturation, 
and a contrast improvement of the order of 20 dB is observed. 
When the preamplifier is run at half output power, a larger 
coupling between the pump intensity and the amplified signal 
intensity magnifies the impact of the pump noise on the con-
trast. These two operating points correspond to the linear- and 
quadratic-modulation regimes for the preamplifier, as identified 
by points A and B in Fig. 111.4. The choice of the crystals and 
pump intensities in this system reduces the spatial-intensity 
modulations in the amplified signal. This decreases the tem-
poral-intensity modulations in the amplified signal and reduces 
the impact of the pump-intensity variations on the contrast of 
the recompressed pulse. Most OPCPA systems are not designed 
with these considerations in mind, and the contrast improve-
ment is expected to be significant for these systems.

The optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of the OPCPA 
pump pulse was reduced by decreasing the average power of 
the monochromatic source in the IFES from its nominal value 
of 10 mW to 2 mW, 0.4 mW, and 0.1 mW, and compensating the 
reduced output energy by increasing the DPRA diode pump 
current. The reduced OSNR is due to the reduced seed level 
in both the IFES fiber amplifier and the DPRA. Figure 111.13 
displays the cross-correlations measured when the preamplifier 
and power amplifier are operated in nominal conditions [the 
cross-correlations measured for the nominal value of 10 mW 
can be seen in Fig. 111.12(a)]. Without spectral filtering, a large 
increase in the temporal pedestal is observed, and the contrast 
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Figure 111.12
Third-order scanning cross-correlation of the OPCPA output pulse (a) when the preamplifier and power amplifier are operated at full energy, (b) when only the 
preamplifier is operated at saturation, and (c) when only the preamplifier is operated at half its nominal output power. In each case, the cross-correlation mea-
sured with the mirror in the DPRA is plotted with a solid line, and the cross-correlation measured with the VBG in the DPRA is plotted with a dashed line.

Conclusions
An analysis of pump-induced contrast degradation in an 

OPCPA system has been performed. The general link between 
pump modulation and the contrast of the recompressed pulse 
has been derived in the two cases of practical interest, for 
which pump-intensity modulation couples either linearly 
or quadratically to the amplified signal intensity during the 
parametric process. Analytical expressions linking the spec-
trum of the ASE present on the pump pulse to the temporal 
pedestal of the signal amplified in the OPCPA system have 
been derived and compared to simulations. Significant reduc-
tion of the induced temporal pedestal was experimentally 
demonstrated in an OPCPA system by filtering the pump 
pulse during its amplification in a regenerative amplifier. The 
general expressions of the contrast degradation should prove 
useful for understanding the contrast limitation of current 
OPCPA systems and predicting the performance of future 
systems. The demonstrated solution is simple to implement 
and is applicable to most OPCPA systems.
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The speed and heating of convergent shocks are of fundamental 
importance for the design of high-gain implosions in inertial 
confinement fusion (ICF).1,2 Strong, spherically convergent 
shocks are formed by the rapid deposition of energy in the form 
of lasers (direct drive) or x rays (indirect drive) on the surface 
of a spherical capsule. Current ICF ignition designs include a 
sequence of up to four convergent shocks that must be precisely 
timed to coalesce at the inner shell surface in order to obtain 
maximal shell compression,3,4 a necessity for high fusion gain. 
All shocks formed after the first must propagate through hot, 
already-shocked material, which introduces uncertainty into 
the shock speed and strength. A thorough understanding of 
shock speeds in cold and heated material, and in planar and 
convergent geometries, will be vital for satisfactory ICF implo-
sion performance.

Previous studies of shock propagation relevant to ICF have 
focused largely on planar geometry.5,6 The planar approxima-
tion works well for the propagation of converging shocks in the 
shell at early times, but it breaks down as the shock approaches 
the center of collapse. Nuclear measurements of some aspects 
of shock collapse using a single nuclear product have also 
recently been reported.7,8

This article presents the first results of temporal and spectral 
measurements of products from two nuclear reaction types 
induced by the central collapse of convergent shocks. Obser-
vations of these products provide information about the speed 
and heating of the shocks, as well as the state of the imploding 
capsule at the time of shock collapse, which, in the experi-
ments discussed here, occurs immediately before the onset 
of the deceleration phase and the final stages of compression. 
The dual nuclear reaction measurements act as a powerful 
constraint and verification of observable and inferred values 
of shock collapse.

Direct-drive implosions were conducted on the OMEGA 
laser9 with 60 beams of ultraviolet (351 nm) light in a 1-ns 
flattop pulse, a total energy of 23 kJ, and full single-beam 
smoothing.10 The spherical capsules had diameters between 

Dual Nuclear Product Observations of Shock Collapse  
in Inertial Confinement Fusion

860 and 880 nm, plastic (CH) shell thicknesses of 20, 24, or 
27 nm, and a flash coating of 0.1 nm of aluminum. The cap-
sules were filled with an equimolar (by atom) mixture of D2 
and 3He gas with a total fill pressure (P0) of 3.6 or 18 atm at 
293 K, corresponding to initial fill mass densities of 0.5 and 
2.5 mg/cm3, respectively.

Three distinct primary nuclear reactions proceed during 
capsule implosions with D2 and 3He fuel: D + D " 3He + n; 
D + D " T + p; and D + 3He " 4He + p. The neutron and proton 
branches of the D-D reaction have nearly equal probabilities 
over temperatures of interest. The D-3He reaction depends 
much more strongly on temperature due to the doubly charged 
3He reactant.11

Nuclear products were observed by using the proton and 
neutron temporal diagnostics (PTD and NTD)8,12 to measure 
the D-3He and DD-n reaction histories; multiple wedged-range-
filter (WRF) proton spectrometers13 to measure the D-3He pro-
ton yield and spectrum; and a magnet-based charged-particle 
spectrometer13 to measure D-D protons emitted at shock-bang 
time. The birth energies of D-3He and D-D protons are 14.7 
and 3.0 MeV, respectively.

Experimental results were compared with numerical simu-
lations performed using LILAC,14 a one-dimensional (1-D) 
Lagrangian hydrodynamic code, which includes laser-beam 
ray-tracing, a tabular equation of state, and multigroup dif-
fusion radiation transport. The electron thermal energy is 
transported using a flux-limited diffusion model in which the 
effective energy flux is defined as the minimum of the diffu-
sion flux and a fraction f of the free-streaming flux. The flux 
limiter f = 0.06 unless otherwise specified.

The D-3He reaction rate history shows two distinct times 
of nuclear production [Fig. 111.14(a)]: “shock burn” begins 
shortly after shock collapse and ends near the beginning of the 
deceleration phase; “compression burn” begins near the onset of 
the deceleration phase and lasts approximately until stagnation 
of the imploding shell. For ordinary D3He mixtures, the DD-n 
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Figure 111.14
Representative experimental observations of D-D and D-3He nuclear products emitted at shock- and compression-bang time from an implosion of a 24-nm-
thick CH capsule shell filled with 18 atm of D3He gas (OMEGA shot 38525). (a) D-3He (solid) and DD-n (dashed) reaction rate histories; (b) D3He-proton 
spectrum; (c) DD-proton spectrum.

reaction rate during the shock burn is below the diagnostic 
detection threshold.

The shock and compression components can often be 
distinguished in D3He proton spectra [Fig. 111.14(b)].7 The 
protons emitted at shock-bang time experience relatively little 
downshift (~0.4 MeV) due to the low total capsule areal density 
(tR) at that time. The shell continues to compress after shock 
burn ends, and by compression-bang time the tR has increased 
enough to downshift the D3He protons by several MeV.

The tR during the shock burn is low enough to also 
allow nascent 3.0-MeV DD protons to escape the capsule 
[Fig. 111.14(c)]. Measurement of DD protons emitted during 
shock burn provides a valuable and sole measurement of the 
D-D shock yield when the reaction rate is below the NTD 
threshold. Measurement of their downshift can also provide a 
double check on the tR at shock-bang time inferred using the 
D3He proton spectra, or the sole measurement in cases where 
the shock component of the D3He proton spectrum cannot be 
separated from the compression component.

Observed and simulated shock-bang times and D-3He and 
DD-p shock yields are shown in Fig. 111.15 as functions of shell 
thickness for implosions of capsules with different P0. The 
shock-bang time is the time of peak D-3He nuclear production 
during the shock-burn phase, the D-3He shock yield includes 
only the contribution from the higher-energy “shock” compo-
nent of the D3He-proton spectrum, and the DD-p shock yield 
includes only that part of the spectrum above the high-energy 
cutoff of ablator protons15 [seen at 0.8 MeV in Fig. 111.14(c)]. 

The figure plots the mean and the standard error of the mean 
for shot ensembles of each capsule configuration. Summaries of 
experimental results are included in Tables 111.I and 111.II.

Experiments show that shock-bang time is linearly delayed 
with increasing shell thickness [Fig. 111.15(a)], corresponding 
to a shock speed of ~30 km/s in the shell. No difference in 
shock-bang time was observed for capsules with different P0. 
Simulations predict shock-bang time to occur much later than 
is consistent with experiments,16 as well as a strong dependence 
on fill pressure.

Observations show that both D-3He and D-D shock yields 
decrease for implosions of targets with thicker shells and lower 
P0. The reduction factor for lower fill pressures has a lower 
value (3 to 5), however, than that expected (25) due only to the 
density dependence of the nuclear fusion rate; the lower density 
also results in less-efficient thermal coupling between ions and 
electrons, so that the ion temperature, and consequently the 
nuclear fusion rate, stays higher.

The average ion temperature at shock-bang time GTiHsh 
can be inferred using the measured yields of the two different 
nuclear reactions, based on the ratio of their respective ther-
mal reactivities.17 Figure 111.16 demonstrates the anticipated 
higher GTiHsh for 3.6-atm implosions. The shock temperature 
of 5.4!0.4 keV for 24-nm-thick, 18-atm implosions compares 
favorably with the value of 6!1 keV obtained by a fit to the 
shock line width, assuming only thermal broadening, reported 
by Petrasso et al.7
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Experimental observations (solid) and 1-D simulations (open) of (a) shock-bang time, (b) D-3He shock yield, and (c) DD-p shock yield as a function of capsule 
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Table 111.II: Mean and error of measured values of DD-p shock yield, shock Ti, and tR at shock time inferred from 
the downshift of DD-p, for implosions with different shell thicknesses and 18-atm fill pressure. The DD-p 
shock yield is shown as both an absolute yield and a percentage of the total DD-n yield.

P 
(atm)

DR 
(nm)

N GTiHsh 
(keV)

YDD-s 
(#107)

err 
(%)

YDD-s 
(% Yn)

tR 
(mg/cm2)

3.6 19.9 5 7.9!0.9 4.2 10 1.5!0.2 8.3!0.7

18 20.2 3 5.9!0.4 14.1 13 1.2!0.2 9.3!0.6

18 23.9 3 5.4!0.4 9.2 20 1.9!0.3 10.0!0.7

18 27.1 2 — — — — 11.1!1.0

Table 111.I: Mean and error of measured values of shock-bang time, D-3He shock yield, and tR at shock time for implosions 
with different shell thicknesses and fill pressures. The D-3He shock yield is shown as both an absolute yield 
and a percentage of the total D-3He yield.

P 
(atm)

DR 
(nm)

N tsh 
(ps)

Yp-s 
(#107)

err 
(%)

Yp-s 
(% Yp)

tR 
(mg/cm2)

3.6 19.9 8 1470!16 — — — —

3.6 23.7 6 1585!27 0.48 9 10.6!0.9 9.8!0.4

3.6 27.0 4 1731!39 0.25 20 12.2!1.7 12.0!0.9

18 20.1 8 1506!16 3.09 7 6.2!0.5 8.2!1.0

18 23.9 9 1591!12 1.45 9 9.3!0.6 8.9!0.7

18 26.9 6 1690!11 1.44 18 19.8!2.5 9.4!1.2
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Shock-burn–averaged ion temperature, calculated using the ratio of the 
DD-p to D-3He shock yields from experiments (solid) and from 1-D simula-
tions (open) for capsules filled with 18 atm (triangles) and 3.6 atm (circles) 
of D3He gas.

One-dimensional simulations grossly overestimate the 
experimentally observed D-3He and DD-p shock yields. The 
experimental yield over the calculated yield (YOC) is 3%–4% 
for 3.6-atm fills and 5%–15% for 18-atm fills. These higher pre-
dicted yields combined with only slightly higher values of GTiHsh 
indicate that simulations calculate that, compared to experiment, 
capsules at shock-bang time are more highly compressed.

The compression of the capsule at shock-bang time can be 
quantified by the shock-burn–averaged areal density, tRsh. 
Experimentally, tRsh is inferred from the measured mean 
energy downshift from the birth energy of DD protons or 
D3He protons in the shock line, using a theoretical formal-
ism to relate their energy loss to plasma parameters.13,18 The 
inferred tRsh value is insensitive to the exact values assumed, 
particularly when using the downshift of 14.7-MeV protons; a 
CH plasma density of 3 g/cm3 and a temperature of 0.3 keV 
were used to derive the quoted tRsh values. The simulated 
tRsh is calculated as the tR weighted by the D-3He reaction 
rate over the shock burn.

Excellent agreement is observed between tRsh inferred from 
spectral results obtained using both DD and D3He protons, as 
shown in Fig. 111.17 and Tables 111.I and 111.II. Compared to 
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Figure 111.17
Shock tR’s for 18-atm (triangles) and 3.6-atm (circles) D3He fills of capsules 
as functions of shell thickness. The experimental tRsh is inferred from the 
downshift of nascent (a) 14.7-MeV D3He protons and (b) 3-MeV DD protons 
from their birth energy. Markers show mean and standard error. The simulated 
tR [open markers in (a)] is the tR of the implosion weighted by the D-3He 
reaction rate over the shock burn.

experiments, 1-D simulations predict much higher tRsh and 
show an opposing trend of tRsh as a function of shell thickness 
and a very strong dependence of tRsh on P0. A higher predicted 
tRsh is consistent with the expectation of higher compression 
discussed above.

On the basis of physical principles, tRsh should be nearly 
independent of P0 since the trajectory of the shell will not be 
affected by the fill gas until the deceleration phase, well after 
shock-bang time. Scrutiny of the simulated reaction rate histo-
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ries for low-P0 implosions reveals additional nuclear production 
caused by a reflection of the outgoing shock from the imploding 
shell. This shock reverberation explains the larger discrepancy 
for the yields, shock-bang times, and tRsh’s seen for low-P0 
simulations; however, no evidence of heating due to the shock 
reverberation is seen in the observed reaction rates.

Several competing shell-thickness–dependent effects could 
alter tRsh. For the same laser drive, the same amount of shell 
mass gets ablated, which for thicker shells results in more 
remaining mass (which tends to increase tRsh) and lower 
implosion velocity (which tends to decrease tRsh). The oppos-
ing trends of tRsh with shell thickness for experiments and 
simulations demonstrate that the simulations are improperly 
treating these competing effects.

The overprediction of shock yields, tRsh’s, and time until 
shock collapse by 1-D simulations might at first indicate the 
need for 2-D or 3-D simulations to capture the complete phys-
ics of collapsing shocks. Indeed, theoretical analysis suggests 
that converging shocks are weakly unstable to initial asym-
metries;19 however, experiments have demonstrated that the 
observables are highly robust to drive asymmetries20 and that 
the growth of asymmetries due to hydrodynamic instabilities 
is insufficient to mix the shell with the fill gas at shock col-
lapse time.21 The collapse and resulting nuclear production 
of converging shocks can thus be well approximated as a 1-D 
situation; more computationally intensive 2-D or 3-D simula-
tions are unnecessary.

One-dimensional simulations can be adjusted to match 
experimental timing by increasing the flux limiter f; however, 
increasing f will also push the shock yield and tR into further 
disagreement with experiments. No value of the flux limiter can 
match both the shock timing and yield simultaneously, suggest-
ing a limitation of handling shock collapse using only a hydro-
dynamic treatment. The fuel plasma during the shock burn is 
hotter and sparser than it is during the compression burn, which 
results in lower collision frequency and ion mean free paths 
that are comparable to the size of the plasma. Comparison of 
hydrodynamic and kinetic simulations22 shows that the kinetic 
treatment results in a weaker reflected shock and a nuclear 
production substantially lower during the shock burn.

In summary, nuclear production induced by the collapse 
of strong, spherically convergent shocks was observed using 
temporal and spectral measurements of products from two 
distinct nuclear reactions. The dual nuclear observations cre-
ate a comprehensive description of the state of the implosion 

at shock-collapse time, which, temporal measurements show, 
occurs immediately before the onset of the deceleration phase. 
Measuring both DD and D3He nuclear products acts as a power-
ful constraint and verification of data reliability; observations 
of their yields and spectra are used to infer temperatures and 
areal densities at shock-bang time near 6 keV and 10 mg/cm2, 
respectively. Comparison of the experimental results to pre-
dictions made by 1-D hydrodynamic simulations revealed 
numerous differences, including earlier time of shock collapse, 
lower nuclear production and fill-gas temperature, and lower 
capsule compression at shock-bang time. Given the importance 
of shock timing and heating to the success of ignition in ICF, it 
is worthwhile to re-examine the treatment of shocks in current 
hydrodynamic codes; the constraints imposed by this compel-
ling set of dual nuclear shock-burn measurements make it 
possible for efficient and insightful alterations to be selectively 
made in ICF simulations at a level hitherto unavailable.
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Introduction
In the last 15 years, there has been considerable interest in 
experiments that use laser-driven shock waves to measure 
high-energy-density equation-of-state (HED-EOS) data.1–5 
During this time, the generation of laser-driven shock waves 
has been refined, and the accuracy of the techniques employed 
has been improved significantly. Highly accurate optical stud-
ies of SiO2 with laser-driven shock waves have shown strong 
agreement with experimental results obtained with other 
established drivers;6 these measurements have extended the 
available data to many millions of atmospheres and identified 
new mechanisms that affect the material’s HED-EOS.7 Many 
HED-EOS experiments use standards or reference materials to 
which the behavior of the studied material is compared. These 
impedance-matching experiments are particularly important 
in laser-driven shock-wave experiments where nonreferenced 
HED-EOS measurements are complex.8,9 The measurements 
on SiO2 and the consistent structure of quartz lend themselves 
to the establishment of quartz as a standard material, as will 
be demonstrated in this study.

While shock waves in a material in its standard state can 
produce a wide range of pressures (depending upon the strength 
of the shock wave), the density and temperature states attain-
able are limited to the locus of solutions for the hydrodynamic 
equations commonly known as the principal Hugoniot of the 
material. One method to expand the attainable states from 
shock waves is to alter the initial density of the study mate-
rial.10 Experiments on these porous materials then enable the 
researcher to attain measurements of the material’s HED-EOS 
over a broad range of conditions. Additionally, experiments on 
porous materials have also been used to understand the exotic 
shock phenomenon of supersonic, radiative transport.11

In supersonic radiative transport, the radiative flux from a 
shock front exceeds the material flux, indicating that the radia-
tion front advances faster than the material shock front.12 The 
experimental study in Ref. 11 used tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) 
aerogels as a host material for the study of radiative transport. 

Equation-of-State Measurements in Ta2O5 Aerogel

These low-density aerogels were shocked to pressures over a 
million atmospheres, and both the radiation and hydrodynamics 
were tracked experimentally. However, to fully understand this 
experiment and future experiments with this material, reliable 
radiation-hydrodynamic (RadHydro) simulations are needed, 
which requires an understanding of the HED-EOS of the study 
material. To date, there were no HED-EOS measurements to 
provide guidance for the development of theoretical models of 
this high-porosity material. 

This study provides accurate EOS measurements on Ta2O5 
aerogel material to support model development. It uses the 
accumulated developments in laser-driven shock waves and 
their diagnosis to obtain compression and temperature data at 
pressures up to 3 Mbar (~3 # 106 atm). At these pressures, the 
Ta2O5 aerogels compress over four times their initial density 
and achieve temperatures $5 eV ($60,000 K). The aerogel 
densities used in this study are 0.1, 0.15, and 0.25 g/cm3, far 
smaller than the solid-state density of this material, 8.2 g/cm3. 
Twelve beamlines of the OMEGA Laser System13 generated 
experimental pressures up to 1.25 Mbar in the 0.1-g/cm3 
aerogel and up to 3 Mbar in the 0.25-g/cm3 aerogel. Since the 
material is transparent, the shock velocity was diagnosed with 
Doppler interferometry,14 and the temperature was diagnosed 
with a streaked optical pyrometer.15 Impedance-matching 
experiments were performed using two reference standards: 
aluminum (a legacy standard) and alpha quartz. 

The shock-wave driver, diagnostics, and experimental 
materials necessary for this study will be discussed in the next 
section. The remaining sections (1) give important experimental 
observations, including the physical properties of the Ta2O5 
aerogel samples (refractive index and density as well as the 
manufacturing residuals present), the measurements that justify 
the use of quartz as a reference material, and the EOS measure-
ments (density, temperature, and pressure) of the HED Ta2O5; 
(2) discuss the EOS measurements with respect to the available 
qEOS model; (3) address a diagnostic modification that could 
benefit future studies of this type; and (4) present conclusions.
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Experimental Technique
This experimental study used laser-driven shock waves 

to achieve the desired states required for HED-EOS model 
refinement. The OMEGA laser13 is the driver for the experi-
ments; the diagnostics were the velocity interferometer 
system for any reflector (VISAR)14 and the streaked optical 
pyrometer (SOP).15 Using these two diagnostics, it is pos-
sible to completely determine the EOS of a material using the 
impedance-matching technique. These diagnostics operate on 
a subnanosecond time scale so that they can fully capture the 
material response over the entire multinanosecond OMEGA 
laser pulse. The millimeter-scale targets of this study were 
precision manufactured, machined, and assembled through a 
collaboration between technicians in the LLE Target Fabrica-
tion Group and chemists at the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory Target Fabrication Group. 

OMEGA is a 60-beam, 351-nm, third-harmonic Nd:glass 
laser system designed for spherical illumination of imploding 
spherical targets.13 To produce shocks in these planar EOS 
targets, up to 12 of the OMEGA beamlines irradiate the target 
package. Six of these beams have an angle of incidence of 23° 
with respect to the target normal; the other six are incident at 
48°. All of the beams are focused (at f/6.7) to the same spot on 
the target. Each beam was outfitted with a distributed phase 
plate16 that produces a super-Gaussian intensity distribution 
at the target with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 
approximately 800 nm. A 3.7-ns, flattop pulse shape was used 
to maximize the steadiness of the shock-wave front while 
minimizing the coronal temperature for the desired experi-
mental conditions. The total energy per beamline was ~240 J 
of 351-nm radiation, yielding irradiances in the range of 15 
to 80 TW/cm2, depending on the number of beams and their 
incidence angle.

The primary diagnostics used during this experimental 
campaign were the VISAR14 and the SOP.15 Due to the fact 
that the shocked states are very hot (L1 eV), the shocked mate-
rial has a significant population of free electrons and readily 
emits in the near-infrared, optical, and ultraviolet portions of 
the spectrum. The VISAR records the time evolution of the 
Doppler shift of a probe laser that results from the advanc-
ing reflective shock-wave front. With the measurement of the 
shock-wave velocity in the reference material (or witness) and 
the target, the pressure and density of the shocked material can 
be determined with the impedance-matching technique. The 
SOP records the time evolution of the shock emission, which 
can then be related to a Planck radiation source to determine 
the temperature of the shock front. Using these diagnostics it is 
possible to fully capture the EOS of a shocked material.

The VISAR and the SOP share a common telescope located 
on the experimental axis directly opposite the OMEGA beams 
used to launch the shock wave into the sample (see Fig. 111.18). 
The telescope includes a mechanical assembly that allows the 
in-situ pointing and focusing of the diagnostics on the experi-
mental package. The probe beam and the self-emission from 
the shock are relayed from the target, and a dichroic beam 
splitter separates the VISAR probe beam from the rest of the 
self-emission. Both the VISAR probe beam and the self-emis-
sion are relayed to the front of streak cameras that provide two-
dimensional records. One dimension corresponds to a slit view 
of the relayed image, and the second dimension corresponds 
to a time sweep of that slit view. The spatial information from 
the slit allows the records from these diagnostics to be used 
to obtain shock evolution on complex targets with more than 
one region of interest.

Image relay 
from target to 
interferometer

Velocity
interferometer

Vacuum
chamber

E11212aJR

Target

Probe laser (532 nm)
delivered through 
multimode �ber

Self-emission
from target
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Delay element

Streak
camera

Streak
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Figure 111.18
Basic configuration of the VISAR/SOP 
system on OMEGA. VISAR: velocity 
interferometer system for any reflector; 
SOP: streaked optical pyrometer.
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Figure 111.19
The target cross-section is depicted on the left. The 
VISAR (left plot) and SOP (right plot) records for 
OMEGA shot 37190 give simultaneous records of the 
evolution of shock velocity and shock temperature 
along with the associated inferred velocity and tem-
perature profiles for a 12-beam, 1.9-TW/cm2 shot on a 
quartz reference Ta2O5 aerogel target. Each lineout is 
taken at position zero in the records, which corresponds 
to the same point on the target.

Figure 111.19 shows side-by-side VISAR and SOP records 
that are representative of the data taken for this study. In the 
case of this experiment, OMEGA shot 37190, experimental 
records from an optically transparent, quartz/Ta2O5 aerogel 
target (image in Fig. 111.20) are shown. The two diagnostic 
records are displayed as two-dimensional, gray-scale density 
plots with the brightest regions being darkest. Time zero is the 
point at which the OMEGA drive beams begin to irradiate the 
target. Variations in the gray scale are related to shock evolu-
tion, showing that the material reflectivity (VISAR record) and 
the brightness (SOP record) are not constant. The two main 
contributors to this behavior are shock strength and the local 
material properties. The shock strength affects the quantity and 
energy of the free electrons, and the material properties dic-
tate the scattering of light. The relative location of the fringes 
on the VISAR record corresponds to the shock velocity. The 
shock brightness temperature corresponds to the intensity of 
the SOP record.

The targets used in this study consist of a pusher assembly 
(a plastic ablator and an aluminum or quartz reference) that 
transmits a shock wave into a low-density aerogel sample 
(silica or Ta2O5) that is under study. These targets are gener-
ally 3-mm square, and the aerogel targets are transparent to 
optical wavelengths (Fig. 111.20). The targets are mounted on 
stalks and oriented such that the OMEGA beams are incident 
symmetrically about the target normal and the two principal 
diagnostics (VISAR and SOP). 

The reference assembly has two components: a plastic abla-
tor and a reference material. The plastic ablator is a 20-nm-
thick foil of polystyrene (CH) that is irradiated by the laser. 

E15902JR

Alignment reticle

Side view

Ablator

Reference

Aerogel

Face on

Figure 111.20
A typical Ta2O5 aerogel, planar target with a plastic ablator and quartz refer-
ence shown relative to a penny. These targets are generally 3 # 3-mm slides 
attached to a mounting stalk. This view shows the target as seen from the 
diagnostics (VISAR and SOP). The backing is a combination of a plastic 
ablator and a quartz slide, and the light amorphous material is the aerogel. 
Target alignment reticles, the grid to the left of the sample, are used to aid in 
pointing, rotation, and focusing during the experiment.
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Polystyrene is commonly used as the ablator due to its low 
atomic number [which reduces the production of high-energy 
(>2 keV) x rays] and its ease of handling and machining. Lower-
energy x rays are more easily absorbed in the dense, highly 
ionized, shocked ablator, keeping x rays away from the refer-
ence and the target and minimizing the preheat of the materi-
als before the shock arrives. The ablator thickness is chosen 
to be about twice the ablation depth of the laser to ensure that 
none of the higher-atomic-number reference material is heated 
by the laser while minimizing the amount of time the shock 
propagates through the ablator. The ablator is attached to the 
reference material using a UV-cured epoxy. 

The two reference materials used in this study were alu-
minum and z-cut alpha quartz. The aluminum pushers were 
approximately 70 nm thick while the alpha-quartz thicknesses 
were 100 nm thick to compensate for the slightly lower x-ray 
absorption in the quartz. The aerogels were mounted to the 
aluminum reference by bonding a freestanding aerogel sample 
onto an aluminum foil. To ensure that the glue did not wick 
into the aerogel, the samples were glued only at the edges, 
again with the UV-cured epoxy. The consequence of gluing the 
aerogel to the aluminum was that gaps, owing to the surface 
roughness of the aerogel, were present between the reference 
and the target. These gaps increase the uncertainty in the selec-
tion of the proper isentrope (initial state) for the release wave. 
With the alpha-quartz pushers the aerogel was grown directly 
onto the pusher, eliminating the gaps at the contact surface. 
This manufacturing technique was possible because, while the 
aluminum would disintegrate in the environment of the aerogel 
manufacturing process, the alpha quartz was unaffected.

Tantalum pentoxide, in its standard state, is a white to 
creamy-white solid with a density of ~8.2 g/cm3. The material 
has a relatively large band gap of ~4.2 eV, a high index of refrac-
tion (~2.1 at 532 nm), low absorption of optical and IR wave-
lengths (300 nm to 2 mm), and a low melting point (~1800 K, 
as compared to pure Ta, ~2700 K). The Ta2O5 aerogel in this 
study had three mean densities: 0.1, 0.15, and 0.25 g/cm3. 
Since the aerogel grains are of the order of 2- to 50-nm scale, 
much less than the wavelength of light, a significant amount of 
Rayleigh scattering occurs within these aerogels. This limits 
the maximum sample thickness that can be probed with optical 
diagnostics to a few-hundred micrometers for 0.1-g/cm3 aerogel 
and approximately 100 nm for the 0.25-g/cm3 aerogel. 

The Ta2O5 aerogels were produced by the Target Fabrica-
tion Group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory via a 

sol-gel process that entails the hydrolysis of tantalum ethoxide 
[Ta(OC2H5)5] in an ethanol solution.17 The targets are grown 
by dip-coating quartz slides in the gelatinous solution. They 
are then placed in a casting vessel for supercritical extraction 
of the ethanol. While in the solution and during the extraction 
of the ethanol solvent, the tantalum atoms bond with oxygen 
atoms, forming primarily Ta2O5 molecules. Unbonded surface 
oxygen atoms may terminate in either a hydroxol or an alkynol 
(typically methanol) group. If the aerogel is sintered after the 
drying process, the alkyl groups will be released, leaving only 
hydroxyl groups, which greatly increases the water absorptivity 
of the aerogel. Samples studied with an aluminum reference 
are then removed from the quartz and bonded to the reference 
assembly. Quartz-referenced targets merely require affixing 
the plastic ablator on the quartz slide.

Porous aerogels are hydrophilic, readily absorbing atmo-
spheric moisture, which is physiosorbed (held by Van der 
Waals forces). The high polarizability of the hydroxyl groups 
as compared to an alkyl group makes the sintered materials 
especially hydrophilic, making it difficult to remove all of the 
moisture from the sample. Most experiments with a Ta2O5 
aerogel (including this study) use unsintered samples, so that 
these aerogels have residual alkyl groups that are weakly 
chemically bound, or chemisorbed, to the surfaces of the aero-
gel structures. Combustion analysis puts the mass percentage 
of carbon at 1% or less, which is interpreted as a chemically 
absorbed contaminant that is present during all unsintered 
studies with this material.

The aerogel targets used in this study were produced by cre-
ating a “vat” of the catalyzed tantalum ethoxide/ethanol solu-
tion as described above. The samples were formed on quartz 
slides by coating them with the gelatin and placing the slide in 
a casting vessel. The manufacturer casts a much larger witness 
from the same vat that is machined and weighed for density 
estimates. These growth techniques are expected to be highly 
reproducible with manufacturer-quoted density errors of less 
than 10%. A systematic densification of the samples (compared 
to the witness) is possibly due to an increase in the importance 
of capillary effects for the large-aspect-ratio targets.

Experimental Observations
In this section, the series of measurements required to 

determine the EOS of the Ta2O5 aerogel will be discussed. 
The measurements can be subdivided into two categories: 
(1) characterization of the targets and the reference and (2) the 
actual target experiments.
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The characterization measurements provide input so that the 
target experiments can be evaluated. They include the refrac-
tive-index characterization (needed to determine shock veloc-
ity), the density characterization (needed for the impedance-
matching technique), and the quantification of manufacturing 
residuals (needed to verify the manufacturer’s estimate). The 
refractive index was measured as an input to the shock-velocity 
measurements, and this value helped evaluate density measure-
ments. To determine the amount of absorbed contaminants 
removed prior to an experiment, a series of experiments were 
performed that exposed aerogel samples to heat and vacuum 
to determine the quantity and type of contaminants for com-
parison with the manufacturer’s estimates.

With the characterization of the target and the reference 
materials established, the necessary inputs are available for 
interpreting experimental observations of the EOS of Ta2O5. 
The observations include kinematic properties, which can be 
determined by measuring the shock velocities with VISAR, and 
the thermal properties, which can be determined by measuring 
the shock brightness with the SOP.

1. Refractive-Index Measurements of the Ta2O5 Aerogel
The refractive index n of the sample material affects the 

VISAR sensitivity,14 and due to the highly porous nature of 
aerogels, the optical properties of an aerogel material differ 
greatly from its standard amorphous state. For these aerogels, 
the real part of the refractive index is near unity and the imagi-
nary part is negligible.18 Due to this near-unity refractive index 
and the thinness of these aerogel samples, it was necessary to 
use an optical technique based on white-light interferometry 
to measure the refractive index of the targets.19 This technique 
uses the short coherence length of white light to identify the 
apparent depth of a reflective surface that is viewed through a 
refractive medium of thickness d, as shown in Fig. 111.21(a). 
This depth adjustment DL achieves a total optical path length 
(OPL*) through the sample that is equal to the OPL from the 
reflective surface through air. Using these two positions to 
eliminate the unknown distance between the image plane and 
the surface of the refractive medium, a relationship among 
these quantities is obtained:

 nd- ,L dOPL OPL- -D = *  (1)

and after solving for n, the simple relation

 1n L dD= +  (2)

is found, where n is the real part of the index of refraction.

A ZYGO NewView 5000 white-light interferometer,20 
was used to measure both the depth adjustment DL due to the 
refractive property of the aerogels and the thickness of the 
aerogels. The objective numerical aperture (N.A.) for the DL 
measurement was 0.075 to keep the incident rays as normal to 
the aerogel surface as possible. The thicknesses d of the aerogel 
targets were measured in the manner shown in Fig. 111.21(b). 
Because the refractive index for these aerogels is close to that of 
air and the surface of the aerogel has a surface roughness of the 
order of a few microns, the thickness measurements required 
the use of an objective with a N.A. of 0.33 to achieve a small 
depth of focus. The use of this relatively large N.A. limited the 
overall depth of field to about a millimeter. Through multiple 
measurements around the edge, a reasonable surface profile 
was obtained. The uncertainty in the DL measurement was 
dominated by the need to use a small N.A. objective that had 
a depth of focus of about 0.1 nm, resulting in an uncertainty 
of DL at about 4%, while the uncertainty in identifying the 
thickness d of the target was approximately 3%. The refrac-
tive indices of the Ta2O5 aerogel targets were measured to be 
1.0206!0.0010, 1.0297!0.0017, and 1.0471!0.0024 for the 
0.1-, 0.15-, and 0.25-g/cm3 aerogel targets, respectively.

(a) (b)

d
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Figure 111.21
The measurement technique that determined the refractive index included 
two steps: First, the change in stage position, DL, required that the base of 
the sample be kept at an equal optical path length (OPL) through air and the 
target (a). Second, the thickness of the sample was measured by the differ-
ence d in stage position for the target’s upper surface in focus position and 
the base in focus position (b). Because the measurement (a) is through the 
sample, a small N.A. is desirable, whereas a large N.A. works best for the 
surface measurement of (b).

2. Density Measurements of an Ta2O5 Aerogel
The nominal initial density values of 0.1, 0.15, and 0.25 g/cm3 

supplied by the manufacturer were estimates based on a wit-
ness sample rather than the actual sample itself. To determine 
if the target densified more than the witness during the drying 
process, it was deemed necessary to validate the provided esti-
mates. These microscopic samples were validated by relating 
the density to the refractive index of the target.
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The Claussius–Mossotti relation21 applied to a highly 
porous material shows that the refractive index n less unity is 
proportional to the density t of the porous material:

 1 ,n - at=  (3)

where a is a proportionality constant associated with the 
strength of the dipole oscillators.18 Knowing this propor-
tionality constant and the refractive measurements discussed 
in Refractive-Index Measurements of the Ta2O5 Aerogel 
(p. 158), the density of the actual target materials can then 
be determined. To ascertain the proportionality constant, the 
manufacturer machined a witness sample of known density to 
approximately 100 nm thick. At this thickness, the technique 
described on p. 158 was used to determine the refractive index. 
Based on such measurements, the proportionality constant 
was determined to be 0.188!0.013. Using this result, it was 
found that the densification of the targets compared to the 
witness sample is less than the combined uncertainties of the 
measurements of the refractive index and the proportionality 
constant; thus, the density of the witness accurately reflects 
that of the target. This equality provides no information on 
the purity of the samples, or what contaminants, such as water 
or alkyls, are present in a target. To resolve the amount of the 
residuals, another set of measurements was required to quantify 
the amount of contaminants absorbed and the nature of their 
bonding mechanisms.

A series of three tests were run on samples from the same 
batch of Ta2O5 aerogel in ambient laboratory air having 30% 
to 40% relative humidity. The samples were approximately 
0.5 cm in diameter, roughly 2 cm in height, and weighed 
approximately 100 mg prior to testing. The first test deter-
mined the total amount of residuals by heating the sample in 
a dry nitrogen atmosphere utilizing a Computrac moisture 
analyzer.22 The samples were heated to 450 K over approxi-
mately 5 min based on the analyzer’s termination criteria, 
then removed from the analyzer and transferred to a scale 
capable of 0.1-mg-accuracy measurements. The mass of the 
sample and absorbed moisture was tracked as a function of 
time after its initial exposure to air. Because of the need to 
transfer from the test apparatus to a scale, the measurement 
began ~15 s after initial exposure. Figure 111.22 shows the 
measured time-dependent aerogel and absorbed contaminant 
mass after exposure to atmosphere. Extrapolating these results 
to time zero, the mass of the target without any contaminants 
was inferred to be 100.8!0.1 mg. The measured initial mass 
(prior to heat exposure), 104.7!0.1 mg, was then normalized 
to this extrapolated value to determine the mass percentage of 
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Figure 111.22
A characteristic plot of the total mass of a sample with absorbed water as a 
function of time after removal from the heat-addition test. Three such tests 
were performed: this first test was performed to measure the full chemically 
and physically absorbed contaminants, a second to determine the amount of 
physically absorbed contaminants, and a third to determine the amount of 
physically absorbed contaminants removed in an OMEGA shot cycle.

contaminants, which constitutes about 4% of the mass of the 
sample as it came from the manufacturer. The second sample 
was exposed to a vacuum (~10–4 Torr), however, with no heat 
addition. This sample remained in a vacuum environment 
for a week and was then removed and measured in the same 
manner as previously described. After normalization, it was 
found that approximately 3% of the as-manufactured mass is 
due to absorbed contaminants that can be removed by vacuum 
alone. To determine if the normal OMEGA shot cycle, which is 
approximately 20 min of vacuum exposure, achieves the same 
result, a third sample was placed in an equivalent vacuum for 
a period of 20 min and then removed and measured in time. 
The extrapolation of this sample again showed that the mass 
percentage of physiosorbed contaminants removed was 3% of 
the total as-manufactured mass.

These measurements indicate that approximately 1% of 
the as-manufactured mass fraction is from chemisorbed con-
taminants (contaminants that require heat addition to break 
bonds), while the remaining 3% is physiosorbed and suffi-
cient for vacuum removal. Correlating these results with the 
manufacturer’s carbon estimates based on combustion analysis 
experiments, it is expected that the chemisorbed contaminants 
are the alkyls and that the primary physiosorbed contaminant is 
absorbed water. The importance of these measurements is that 
the contaminants that can be removed by vacuum are removed 
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Figure 111.23
The experimental package used when the reference material is aluminum 
includes a quartz witness material in addition to the aerogel. The interfero-
gram shows the shock within the aerogel (lower half) and within the quartz 
(upper half). Before 3.5 ns, the shock is within the aluminum reference. 
After 3.5 ns, the shock reaches the material interface where it breaks out of 
the aluminum. The quartz and aerogel shock velocities are both determined 
within 1 ns of the breakout.
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Figure 111.24
The target and VISAR data with a quartz pusher are shown. The interfero-
gram from an experimental record shows the shock evolution as it propagates 
through the target. At t = 0, OMEGA begins irradiating the surface of the 
target. At approximately 1 ns, the shock exits the plastic ablator and enters 
the quartz with a reflected shock going back into the ablator. Due to the 
expansion of the critical surface, the coupling between the laser and the target 
decreases, resulting in a decay in the strength of the shock as evidenced by 
the fringe movement. At t = 3.5 ns, the shock is strengthened by the arrival 
of a compression wave due to the arrival of the reflected shock at the vacuum 
interface. This causes the shock wave to become steady as it approaches the 
interface. The shock reaches the interface at 4.5 ns. In this example, the shock 
velocity for the quartz is determined between 3 to 4.5 ns and for the aerogel 
between 4.5 to 6 ns.

in times less than the OMEGA shot cycle; however, a small 
amount of the residual alkyl groups are present in experiments 
using this aerogel.

3. Kinematic Properties of Ta2O5 Aerogel
The kinematic properties of the Ta2O5 aerogel samples 

were studied using both aluminum and alpha quartz as refer-
ence materials. The shock velocity in the aluminum reference 
was inferred from a quartz witness adjacent to the aerogel 
sample, as shown in Fig. 111.23, following the high-precision 
method proposed by Hicks et al.6 In this study, the linear 
relationship, reported by Hicks et al., between the measured 
shock velocity in a quartz witness and the shock velocity in 
aluminum, ,u B B u us s s0 1

Al Q Q-= + ` j  where . ,u 20 57 m nss
Q n=  

B0 = 21.14!0.12 nm/ns, and B1 = 0.91!0.03, was used to 
determine the aluminum shock velocity. The shock velocities 
in both the quartz and aerogel portions of the sample were 
determined with VISAR and are tabulated in Table 111.III 
along with the other kinematic parameters determined from 
the impedance-matching analysis using the SESAME-3700 
equation-of-state model for aluminum.

Although aluminum is a proven reference material, the 
difficulties of affixing these aerogels to the aluminum contact 
surface without gaps proved to be challenging and had a low 
success rate; consequently, the target design was switched to 
the quartz reference similar to that shown in Fig. 111.24 with 
Ta2O5 aerogel across the entire target. With the aerogel grown 
directly on the reference, the interface between the two materi-
als was gapless, leading to a perfect shot success rate. With the 
quartz pushers and transparent aerogels, the shock velocity was 
continuously measured through the quartz pusher and into the 
aerogel. Table 111.IV lists the 19 experimental results, us

Q and 
,us

Ta O2 5  for the aerogels of the three nominal densities along 
with the particle velocity and pressure inferred from the imped-
ance-matching technique using the Kerley-7360 model.

Figure 111.25 shows the results for the shock-velocity depen-
dence on the particle velocity for the three different densities of 
Ta2O5 aerogel (the initial densities 0.1-, 0.15-, and 0.25-g/cm3 
targets are solid diamond, open ellipses; solid diamond, gray 
ellipses; and open diamond, solid ellipses, respectively). Experi-
ments with the 0.25-g/cm3 aerogels were performed with both 
aluminum and alpha-quartz pushers. In Fig. 111.26, these points 
are translated into the pressure-density equation-of-state plane, 
with the same designations. Also shown in Fig. 111.26 are 
the a priori predictions by the qEOS model for this material 
(shown with the open, gray, and solid curves correlating to 0.1, 
0.15, and 0.25 g/cm3 as with the measurements). Figure 111.26 
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Table 111.III:  Ta2O5 aerogel-aluminum impedance matching.

Shot 
number

0
Ta O2 5t  

(g/cm3)
us

Al 
(nm/ns)

PAl 
(Mbar)

us
Ta O2 5 

(nm/ns)
up 

nm/ns)
PTa O2 5 
(Mbar)

Ta O2 5t  
(g/cm3)

34136 0.25!0.025 24.6!0.3 10.1!0.3 30.6!0.5 25.3!0.7 1.94!0.18 1.46!0.24

34138 0.25!0.025 19.1!0.3 5.5!0.2 21.7!0.5 18.3!0.6 0.99!0.11 1.58!0.38

34141 0.25!0.025 25.5!0.3 11.0!0.3 32.2!0.5 26.5!0.7 2.13!0.19 1.40!0.22

34143 0.25!0.025 24.1!0.3 9.6!0.3 30.0!0.5 24.7!0.6 1.85!0.17 1.41!0.23

34915 0.25!0.025 27.1!0.3 12.6!0.3 35.1!0.5 28.4!0.7 2.50!0.22 1.32!0.18

34917 0.25!0.025 22.0!0.3 7.8!0.25 26.5!0.5 22.0!0.6 1.46!0.14 1.48!0.26

35152 0.25!0.025 26.3!0.3 11.7!0.3 33.5!0.5 27.4!0.7 2.30!0.21 1.38!0.21

35153 0.25!0.025 25.9!0.3 11.4!0.3 32.4!0.5 27.0!0.7 2.19!0.20 1.51!0.25

34136 0.25!0.025 24.6!0.3 10.1!0.3 30.6!0.5 25.3!0.7 1.94!0.18 1.46!0.24

Shot data and inferred EOS parameters of Ta2O5 aerogel. The columns correspond to the OMEGA shot archive num-
ber, the initial density of the aerogel, the inferred shock velocity within the aluminum, the final shock strength prior to 
the wave decomposition, the shock velocity measured within the aerogel, the particle velocity that conserves mass and 
momentum for the wave decomposition, the strength of the shock within the aerogel, and the density of the shocked 
compressed aerogel.
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Figure 111.25
The shock-velocity dependence on the particle velocity for the three densities 
of this study. The points with the open error ellipses and gray error ellipses 
are from the 0.1- and 0.15-g/cm3 aerogels, respectively. Experiments in 
0.25-g/cm3 aerogels (solid ellipses) used aluminum references and quartz 
references. The uncertainty of the velocity measurements was dramatically 
reduced with the quartz reference as evidenced by the relative area of the 
error ellipses.
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Figure 111.26
The translation of the us–up plane to the shock strength versus the compressed-
density plane for the three densities: 0.1, 0.15, and 0.25 g/cm3 (open, gray, 
and solid, respectively). In addition to the measurements, the qEOS model’s 
predicted dependence for the three densities is shown as the solid lines. As 
can be seen, below 1 Mbar the measured compressed density is significantly 
higher than that predicted; however, above 1 Mbar, the qEOS model appears 
to adequately predict the material behavior. 
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Table 111.IV:  Ta2O5 aerogel-quartz impedance matching.

Shot 
number

0
Ta O2 5t  

(g/cm3)
us

Q 
(nm/ns)

PQ 
(Mbar)

us
Ta O2 5 

(nm/ns)
up 

(nm/ns)
PTa O2 5 
(Mbar)

Ta O2 5t  
(g/cm3)

37190 0.10!0.01 21.2!0.2 7.4!0.15 27.0!0.3 23.7!0.6 0.64!0.09 0.82!0.18

37729 0.10!0.01 26.8!0.2 12.4!0.2 37.1!0.3 31.5!0.7 1.17!0.15 0.66!0.11

37730 0.10!0.01 18.5!0.2 5.5!0.1 22.3!0.2 20.1!0.5 0.45!0.06 1.03!0.29

37731 0.10!0.01 17.6!0.1 4.9!0.1 20.7!0.2 18.8!0.3 0.39!0.05 1.07!0.24

37732 0.10!0.01 21.6!0.2 7.7!0.2 27.8!0.3 24.3!0.6 0.68!0.09 0.79!0.16

37734 0.10!0.01 24.1!0.2 9.8!0.2 32.6!0.2 27.7!0.6 0.90!0.12 0.66!0.11

38790 0.10!0.01 26.4!0.3 12.0!0.3 36.2!0.3 31.0!0.8 1.12!0.15 0.69!0.14

38127 0.15!0.015 17.3!0.1 4.7!0.1 19.9!0.3 17.6!0.4 0.53!0.07 1.29!0.30

38129 0.15!0.015 19.9!0.2 6.4!0.1 24.3!0.2 21.0!0.5 0.77!0.10 1.11!0.20

38793 0.15!0.015 23.6!0.2 9.4!0.2 31.0!0.4 25.8!0.6 1.20!0.16 0.90!0.16

38794 0.15!0.015 22.8!0.2 8.7!0.2 29.7!0.3 24.8!0.6 1.10!0.15 0.90!0.15

36542 0.25!0.025 19.2!0.2 6.0!0.1 22.2!0.4 19.0!0.4 1.05!0.09 1.72!0.31

36545 0.25!0.025 24.8!0.2 10.5!0.2 31.1!0.4 25.8!0.5 2.00!0.16 1.46!0.19

36546 0.25!0.025 22.7!0.2 8.6!0.2 27.9!0.3 23.2!0.5 1.62!0.13 1.48!0.19

42092 0.25!0.025 16.5!0.1 4.2!0.1 18.2!0.2 15.5!0.3 0.71!0.06 1.70!0.22

42094 0.25!0.025 16.9!0.1 4.4!0.1 18.8!0.2 16.0!0.3 0.75!0.06 1.70!0.22

42097 0.25!0.025 24.9!0.1 10.6!0.1 31.3!0.2 25.9!0.3 2.03!0.14 1.44!0.13

42098 0.25!0.025 20.6!0.1 6.9!0.1 24.3!0.2 20.7!0.3 1.26!0.09 1.67!0.18

42099 0.25!0.025 22.4!0.2 8.4!0.2 27.3!0.3 22.8!0.4 1.56!0.13 1.53!0.20

37190 0.10!0.01 21.2!0.2 7.4!0.15 27.0!0.3 23.7!0.6 0.64!0.09 0.82!0.18

Shot data and inferred EOS parameters of Ta2O5 aerogel. The columns are arranged as in Table 111.III.

shows that the model predicts the observed local asymptote 
at approximately six-fold compression for a strong shock. A 
disagreement exists at the lower pressures (KMbar) where the 
experiments exhibit higher compression than predicted by the 
model. The model’s region of high compression, occurring at 
~0.10 Mbar, is at much lower shock strength than that found in 
these experiments. 

The shock velocities across the contact surface are used with 
the impedance-matching technique to derive the kinematic 
properties of the shock. This procedure is shown in Fig. 111.27 
for OMEGA shot 37190. The shock velocity in the quartz just 

prior to the shock arrival at the contact surface is 21.2 nm/ns 
with an uncertainty of ~1% because the contact surface is free 
of gaps. This yields a Rayleigh line with a slight slope uncer-
tainty. The intersection of the Rayleigh line and its uncertainty 
lines with the reference Hugoniot (in this case quartz) identifies 
the release shock state P0 with its associated uncertainty. The 
isentropes from P0 and its uncertainty are calculated for the 
reflected wave. These isentropes are matched to the Rayleigh 
line for the aerogel, the product of 0.1 g/cm3 and 27 nm/ns, 
with the associated uncertainty in this slope, ~10%. The uncer-
tainties in the final kinematic parameters reported in this study 
were reported as the larger of the uncertainties in the matched 
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Figure 111.27
Uncertainties in the slopes of the Rayleigh lines were used to determine the 
uncertainties in the kinematic properties for shot 37190. The uncertainty in 
the measurement of the shock velocity of the reference standard produces 
uncertainties in the isentrope (dashed curves), which combines with the 
uncertainties in the density of the aerogel and shock velocity in the aerogel 
(thin, light gray curves).
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Figure 111.28
The temperature dependence on the shock strength for the 0.25-g/cm3 aerogel 
shows that the predicted temperature for qEOS is significantly different than 
that observed. Above 0.1 Mbar the rise in predicted temperature as the shock 
strength increases is about three times greater than the observed temperature 
dependence on shock strength.

the material. It was shown that the qEOS model exhibits very 
different behavior in the sub-Mbar regime than the measure-
ments. In this shock-strength regime, the qEOS model behavior 
is much stiffer (small compression for given shock strength) 
than that observed experimentally. High temperatures with 
only translational degrees of freedom available would restrict 
the final compression to this extent, so it is necessary to look at 
the Ta2O5 molecule to see if there may be neglected degrees of 
freedom to account for this deviation. While the temperature 
measurements could be consistent with the higher compres-
sions in experiment (as opposed to those found with qEOS), 
the temperature’s very weak dependence on shock strength 
suggests consideration of other potential reasons.

In qEOS Kinematic Agreement (p. 164), the Ta2O5 aerogel 
measurements will be compared with SiO2 aerogel measure-
ments conducted at multiple laboratories. The silica aerogels 
have a comparable final density to the Ta2O5 aerogels; however, 
they exhibit marked differences in some of their fundamental 
properties, namely the binding energy. Due to the finite time 
required for ionization, the possibility of nonequilibrium 
between the free electrons and the ions will be considered in 
qEOS Thermal Properties (p. 164). While this nonequilib-
rium would adversely affect thermal measurements that rely on 
the local electron temperature near the critical surface of the 
SOP, it would not affect the kinematic measurements, which 

values, i.e., , ,maxu u u_p p pd d d=
+9 C$ .  +, .maxP P Pd d d= -8 B# -

4. Thermal Properties of Ta2O5 Aerogel
The streaked optical pyrometer was used to infer the bright-

ness temperature of the shock front. These measurements 
involved the simultaneous measurement of the shock velocity 
and its brightness just prior to the shock’s arrival at the rear 
surface. Brightness measurements are acquired just before 
shock breakout to eliminate uncertainties in the shock-front 
brightness that might occur due to the scattering or absorption 
of light within the unshocked target ahead of the shock. The 
dependence of brightness and shock-velocity measurements are 
translated to temperature dependence on shock pressure using 
the NIST-traceable calibration of the SOP15 and the kinematic 
measurements discussed in Kinematic Properties of Ta2O5 
Aerogel (p. 160), respectively. The results for the 0.25-g/cm3, 
Ta2O5 aerogel are shown in Fig. 111.28 along with the predic-
tion by qEOS (solid line). As can be seen in this figure, the 
qEOS model overpredicts the temperature of the shock front. 
In the strong-shock limit [temperature (T) ? shock strength 
(P)], the slope of the locus of points, (DT/DP)Hug, is a few times 
greater than that of the measured values.

Discussion
The measurements of the EOS of the Ta2O5 showed marked 

differences to the a priori qEOS model that has been built for 
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rely on an equilibrium wave that is much less localized.

1. qEOS Kinematic Agreement
The shock-strength dependence of the compression for 

silica aerogel and Ta2O5 is shown in Fig. 111.29. Based on the 
Ta2O5 response, the Thomas-Fermi–based qEOS model [lines 
in Fig. 111.29(b)] is in good agreement with the high-pressure, 
kinematic behavior of Ta2O5. This agreement begins approxi-
mately between 0.75 and 1 Mbar for the three studied aerogel 
sample densities. The agreement at higher pressure means that 
sufficient ionization exists to allow the free electrons in the 
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Figure 111.29
These two graphs show the shock-strength dependence of the compression for 
(a) silica aerogel and (b) the Ta2O5 aerogel. The data and curves in both (a) 
and (b) exhibit high compressions at low pressures due to molecular contribu-
tions to the material compressibility. The molecular contributions become 
negligible at about 0.3 Mbar in the silica aerogel and at about 0.1 Mbar in the 
Ta2O5 aerogel. Above these threshold values, the compression is essentially 
independent of shock strength. The silica data are from Boehly et al. (light 
gray ellipses), Knudson et al. (dark gray ellipses), Trunin and Simakov (solid 
circles), and Vildanov et al. (open circles).13,23–26

plasma to dominate the kinematic behavior of the background 
molecules/ions. At low pressure, the difference between the 
predicted and observed response is large, with predicted com-
pression ratios far lower than those experimentally observed. 
This behavior indicates that the qEOS model is probably 
handling the dissociation of the material incorrectly. This is 
consistent with a reduction in the observed temperature.

When comparing the Ta2O5 aerogel to the silica aerogel, 
it is clear that there is precedent for this increased compress-
ibility relative to qEOS predictions for these two materials, 
which are of comparable final density. The main difference 
between this Ta2O5 study and the studies in the silica aerogel 
is that the pressure at which the Ta2O5 aerogels exhibit com-
pression independence is about three times higher than that in 
the silica aerogel. Ta2O5 has a total sublimation/dissociation 
energy26 of 
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which is approximately three times larger than that of SiO2 
(Ref. 27):
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This difference appears to account for the delayed onset of 
Thomas–Fermi behavior. The Ta2O5 remains more compress-
ible because these molecular structures provide an increased 
compressibility through the additional degrees of freedom and 
higher energy consumption to break the bonds.

2. qEOS Thermal Properties
The disagreement between the qEOS model and the tem-

perature measurements in Thermal Properties of Ta2O5 
Aerogel (p. 163) is pronounced. The kinematic results indi-
cate that the Ta2O5 material can absorb more energy than 
predicted by the qEOS model. The apparent independence of 
the measured temperature on the pressure suggests that local, 
nonequilibrium processes may also be important. Studies of 
other material have indicated that at sufficiently high pressures 
the brightness/temperature measurements in alkali halides 
(NaCl, KCl, and KBr) approached a similar plateau where 
the observed temperature became nearly constant with shock 
strength.28 An explanation for these observations based on a 
lack of equilibrium between electrons and the atoms just behind 
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Figure 111.30
The electron density in the vicinity of the shock front (a) normalized to the 
critical density of the pyrometer’s band center, 670 nm, and (b) the temperature 
of the electrons (dotted) and the ions (solid) in the vicinity of the shock front 
normalized to the electron temperature at the SOP’s critical surface. In the 
position coordinate, up to 141 nm, the material is quartz, while from 142 nm 
and beyond, the material is the Yb2O5 aerogel. Between 141 and 142 nm, 
the quartz is releasing into the less-dense aerogel. From about 145 nm and 
beyond, the shock wave has not yet arrived; however, radiation from the shock 
front is ionizing and heating the nearby material in advance of the arrival of 
the shock. The actual shock front arrives at about 145 nm and rapidly heats 
the ions. The electrons come into equilibrium with the ions at about 0.5 nm 
behind the shock front.

the shock front was provided by Zeldovich.29 Zeldovich argued 
that the energy of a shock wave is carried by the atoms and 
transferred (via collisions) to the electrons; thus, full equilib-
rium depends on the rate of electron–ion collisions. In most 
crystalline materials, the collision frequency is sufficiently 
high that equilibration occurs on a subpicosecond time scale. 
If the shock speed is sufficiently high and the collision rates are 
moderate, then equilibration can lag significantly behind the 
shock-wave front. This would result in the electron temperature 
being lower than the ion temperature until deep into the shock 
front. As the electron temperature is equilibrating, ionization 
is taking place, resulting in an increase in electron density as a 
function of position within the shock. Consequently, if the criti-
cal surface of a pyrometer channel is closer to the observer than 
the equilibrium temperature, then the brightness temperature, 
which is predominantly related to bound-free and free-free 
electronic transitions, would be artificially low.

To determine if these aerogels exhibit this nonequilibrium 
behavior, a simulation of the experiment was performed using 
the one-dimensional hydrodynamics code HYDRA.30 In this 
simulation, a 0.1-g/cm3 sample of Yb2O5 was shocked by a 
quartz pusher in the same configuration as shown in Fig. 111.24. 
It should be noted that ytterbium (Yb) was used as a surrogate 
for Ta because opacity tables for Ta were unavailable at the 
time of the simulation. The simulated drive environment was 
identical to that used in OMEGA shot 37190. Figure 111.30(a) 
shows the predicted electron density n ne c` j as a function 
of the one-dimensional spatial coordinate in the simulation. 
The density is normalized to the critical density for the band 
of the SOP centered at 1.84 eV. Figure 111.30(b) shows the 
temperature of the electrons (dotted) and the ions (solid) as 
a function of the one-dimensional spatial coordinate in the 
simulation. As with density, the temperature is normalized 
to the electron temperature at the critical surface for the SOP 
measurement wavelength. These snapshots are from 7 ns after 
the laser pulse began and spatially referenced to the front 
surface of the ablator. In the density plot looking from left to 
right, the high-density shocked region, at positions less than 
141 nm, is the advancing quartz pusher. The density gradient 
between 141 and 142 nm is due to the release of the high-
density quartz into the lower-density, shocked aerogel. The 
measured shock-wave front is at approximately 145 nm and is 
a little over 500 nm thick. Ahead of the shock wave is a region 
where the radiation from the shock is ionizing some of the 
atoms in the unshocked material to ~4% of the equilibrium 
electron density of the shocked material. In the temperature 
plot, one can see the corresponding features behind the shock 
front. As one approaches the shock front, significant deviations 

occur between the electron and ion temperatures. The leading 
edge of the shock front transfers energy to the ions by ion–ion 
collisions, heating them very rapidly to a level above the final 
equilibrium value. The electron–ion collision cross section is 
much smaller; therefore the energy transfer to the electrons is 
much slower and lags behind the shock front. 

The simulation indicates that the critical electron density 
for the measurement wavelength is achieved at a point ahead 
of where the electrons and the ions come into full equilibrium. 
Therefore, the measurement would exhibit lower temperatures 
than that produced by the shock wave. The most reasonable 
method to overcome this skin-depth issue is to observe the 
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shock at shorter wavelengths (i.e., at higher critical frequen-
cies). For example, this simulation indicates that a 200-nm 
pyrometer would likely make an accurate measurement of the 
shock temperature.

Conclusions
This study provided experimental EOS data of highly porous 

Ta2O5 aerogels. Using the OMEGA Laser System, aerogel 
samples were compressed from their initial densities of 0.1, 
0.15, and 0.25 g/cm3 by shock waves with strengths between 
0.3 and 3 Mbar. Under these shock loads, the materials were 
compressed to densities between 5 and 15 times their initial 
density and to temperatures $50,000 K. The shocked states 
as diagnosed with the VISAR and the SOP show strong devia-
tions from the available qEOS model for this material. When 
the compression measurements are compared to qEOS, it is 
found that the model underestimates the level of compression 
achieved by shock loading below 1 Mbar but reproduces the 
material behavior above 1 Mbar. This observation indicates that 
there are material degrees of freedom below 1 Mbar that are 
not fully captured by the qEOS model. The thermal measure-
ments indicate that this might be due to less-significant heat-
ing; however, the weak dependence of temperature on shock 
strength could indicate that nonequilibrium effects require 
more attention when considering aerogel materials.
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Introduction
The response of materials to shocks and other high-strain-rate 
deformation is the subject of intense research.1 There is particu-
lar interest in developing and testing constitutive models that 
allow continuum hydrodynamic computer codes to simulate 
plastic flow in the solid state. Such models are important for 
the study of material strength under high-strain and high-strain-
rate conditions. To test such models, the conditions within the 
compressed samples (such as compression and temperature) 
must be measured on a nanosecond time scale. We describe 
experiments on the OMEGA2 laser where vanadium (V) is 
compressed quasi-isentropically to a pressure of ~0.75 Mbar 
and its compression and temperature are measured by Extended 
X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS).3 Isentropic com-
pression (where the entropy is kept constant) enables us to 
reach high compressions at relatively low temperatures. This 
is important for the study of highly compressed metals at tem-
peratures well below the melting point. Additionally, significant 
EXAFS modulations can be obtained only at sufficiently low 
temperatures. The study of deformations and crystal phase 
transformations of compressed metals requires that the tem-
perature be kept below melting. This limits the pressure that 
can be applied in shock compression. Examining the Hugoniot 
curve that describes the trajectory of shocks in parameter space 
shows that vanadium will melt4 at a pressure of ~2.4 Mbar (and 
a temperature of ~8000 K), precluding solid-state studies at 
higher pressures. However, quasi-isentropic compression exper-
iments (ICE), involving a slower-rising compression, can access 
much higher pressures and still stay below the melting curve. 
Laser-driven quasi-isentropic compression can be achieved by 
a two-stage target design5 where a laser of a few-nanosecond 
pulse irradiates a “reservoir” layer. When the laser-generated 
shock wave reaches the back of the reservoir, the material 
releases and flows across a vacuum gap and stagnates against 
the sample (“plasma impact”), causing its pressure to rise over 
a period of a few tens of nanoseconds. This configuration has 
been previously studied and pressures of up to 2 Mbar dem-
onstrated.6–8 The main diagnostic in those experiments was 
the interferometric measurement of the back target surface, 
which, when back-integrated (in time and space), can yield the 

EXAFS Measurements of Quasi-Isentropically Compressed 
Vanadium Targets on the OMEGA Laser

pressure on the front surface as a function of time. EXAFS has 
the unique advantage of yielding information on the sample 
temperature. This is particularly important to measure because 
the stagnating reservoir material causes severe heating of the 
front sample surface, unless protected by a heat shield. The 
ability to measure temperatures of the order of 103 K is unique 
to EXAFS, as is the ability to directly measure compression 
and temperature within the sample. The EXAFS results show 
details not seen in the VISAR results: without the use of a heat 
shield, the heating of the target leads to a lower compression. 
Also, higher laser intensities can lead to nonuniformities due 
probably to hydrodynamic instability.

The use of in-situ EXAFS for characterizing nanosecond 
laser–shocked vanadium, titanium, and iron has been recently 
demonstrated.9,10 Additionally, the observed EXAFS was 
shown to indicate crystal phase transformation due to shock 
compression: the a-to-~ transformation in titanium9 and the 
body-centered-cubic (bcc) to hexagonal-closely-packed (hcp) 
phase transformation in iron.10 We show here that EXAFS can 
likewise be applied to the case of laser-driven, quasi-isentropic 
compression experiments (ICE). 

EXAFS modulations above an absorption edge are due to 
the interference of the ejected photoelectron wave with the 
reflected wave from neighboring atoms.3 This interference 
translates into modulations in the cross section for photon 
absorption above the K edge, the measured quantity. The 
frequency of these modulations relates to the interparticle 
distance, hence the density of the compressed material. The 
decay rate of the modulation with increasing photoelectron 
energy yields the mean-square relative displacement (v) of 
the crystal atoms and serves as a temperature diagnostic. The 
basic theory of EXAFS3 yields an expression for the relative 
absorption ( ) ( ) ,( ) k kk 10 -n n| =  where n(k) is the absorption 
coefficient and n0(k) is the absorption of the isolated atom. The 
wave number k of the ejected photoelectron is given by the de 
Broglie relation ,k m E E22 2

K-& =  where E is the absorbed 
photon energy and EK is the energy of the K edge. The meas-
ured spectrum yields the absorption n(E), which is converted 
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to |(k). The derived |(k) is analyzed with the FEFF ab initio 
EXAFS software package.11 The basic EXAFS formula for a 
single reflection in the plane-wave approximation is3
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where Nj is the number of atoms in the j-th shell, that is, the 
number of atoms surrounding the absorbing atom at a distance 
Rj, and m(k) is the mean free path for collisions. FEFF uses 
the scattering potential to calculate the amplitude and phase 
shift of the photoelectron waves scattered from several shells 
of neighboring atoms including multiple scattering paths. The 
total |(k) is constructed in the curved-wave approximation (i.e., 
the assumption of plane wave is removed) and iteratively fitted 
to the experimental |(k). The main fitting parameters are the 
nearest-neighbor distance R and the vibration amplitude v2 
appearing in the Debye–Waller term. R yields the density or 
compression; since R is the frequency of the modulations in 
k space, a compression results in the lengthening of the period 
of EXAFS modulations (a similar lengthening will also be evi-
dent in the photon-energy space, i.e., in the original spectrum). 
As a function of temperature, v2 was calculated using the 
Debye model12 for the phonon density of states, including cor-
relation, and it also depends on the density through the Debye 
temperature. Using the density dependence13 of the Debye 
temperature for V and the result for v2 from the FEFF fitting, 
the temperature can be derived. As the temperature increases, 
the EXAFS oscillations decay faster with increasing photon 
energy (or increasing electron wave number).

The use of EXAFS for diagnosing compressed metals places 
a severe restriction on the temperature since at higher tempera-
tures the damping of the EXAFS modulations (because of an 
increase in v2) may preclude reliable measurement. A useful 
general criterion for the observation of significant EXAFS 
modulations is the requirement for v2 to not exceed ~0.015 Å2. 
The averaged square vibration amplitude v2 increases with the 
temperature, but compression mitigates this increase because 
the Debye temperature increases with density. At normal den-
sity the temperature T0 of vanadium at which v2 = 0.015 Å2 is 
T0 ~ 500 K, whereas at a compression of 1.5 that temperature 
increases to T0 ~ 1800 K. Thus, compression extends the range 
of temperatures where EXAFS can be observed. This com-
pression, when achieved by a shock [at a pressure of ~1.8 Mbar 
(Ref. 14)], will result in a temperature of ~5000 K, much higher 

than T0. Thus, in spite of the compression, significant EXAFS 
modulations would not be visible in that case. On the other hand, 
an examination of the equation of state of vanadium15 shows 
that in a purely isentropic compression, the temperature corre-
sponding to 1.8 Mbar will rise to only ~530 K. Thus, in future 
ICE experiments, even if not purely isentropic, EXAFS could be 
measured at pressures of several Mbar and possibly higher. 

The drive (i.e., the pressure as a function of time at the front 
surface of the sample) is calibrated by substituting aluminum 
for the vanadium; this pressure is independent of the material 
of the sample. The drive pressure is deduced, for various laser 
intensities, by interferometrically measuring the velocity of the 
back target surface (VISAR16) as a function of time and then 
integrating it backward in time and space to obtain the drive.17 
Aluminum is used because its equation of state is well known, 
and LiF is used because it is transparent to the VISAR laser and 
its acoustical impedance is well matched to that of aluminum, 
minimizing reflections at the interface. The behavior of the 
total target (reservoir, vacuum gap, and sample) is simulated 
by the hydrodynamic code LASNEX.18 The code results are 
compared with both the measured back-surface velocity as 
well as the drive pressure obtained as explained above. Good 
agreement validates the use of such simulations for the case 
of the vanadium sample. The LASNEX-simulated compression 
and temperature within the vanadium can be compared with 
the EXAFS results.

In addition to the inevitable heating due to the compres-
sion, there are three sources of extraneous heating (called here 
preheat): (a) radiation from the imploding target (the radiation 
source, or the backlighter), (b) radiation from the laser-drive 
absorption region, and (c) heat generated from the plasma 
impact upon stagnation and conducted into the sample. The 
first preheating occurs during the EXAFS probing, whereas 
the other two occur before the onset of sample compression. 
Ways to measure as well as to minimize these heating sources 
are described below. 

The present work demonstrates the feasibility and finds the 
limitations of laser-driven quasi-isentropic compression experi-
ments, rather than carrying out a systematic parameter study. 
Typical results will highlight these limitations. 

The following sections of this article (1) explain the experi-
mental setup and procedures; (2) present the VISAR results and 
their analysis; (3) present the special case of high-irradiance, 
which leads to nonuniform compression; (4) analyze the role 
of the heat shield; (5) discuss the measurement of preheat; 
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and (6) present the EXAFS measurements of compression 
and heating.

Experimental
Figure 111.31 shows a schematic of the experimental con-

figuration used to measure K-edge EXAFS absorption spectra. 
The target consisted of two parts: a reservoir and a sample 
(V or Al), separated by a vacuum gap of either 300 or 400 nm. 
The reservoir includes an undoped, 125-nm-thick polyimide 
layer and a 50-nm-thick CH layer, doped with 2% (by number 
of atoms) of bromine. The bromine minimizes the sample 
heating by radiation from the laser-absorption region. The 
doping is limited to only the back of the reservoir to prevent 
laser heating of the doped layer, which would have increased 
the emitted radiation, and thus the preheating. The doping 
concentration is limited to minimize the absorption of source 
radiation within the reservoir, which reduces the intensity avail-
able for the EXAFS measurement. The sample (10-nm-thick 
polycrystalline V) was coated on the laser side with 8 nm of a 
low-conduction parylene-N heat shield. Its role is to protect the 
sample from heat conducted from its surface, where the reser-
voir plasma impact occurs. On some of the shots the heat shield 
was absent in order to demonstrate its effect. The V sample 
was backed by a 500-nm-thick C2H4 substrate, which served 
to minimize sample heating by the soft radiation from the 
imploding EXAFS source. This radiation shield also prevents 
rarefaction of the sample when the pressure wave arrives at its 
rear surface. The thickness of the radiation shield was chosen 
to heavily absorb the radiation below the vanadium K edge 
(5.463 keV) while absorbing only slightly the radiation above 
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Figure 111.31
Schematic of the experimental configuration for EXAFS measurement of ICE targets. For calibrating the drive, the V is replaced by Al and the radiation shield 
by LiF, the backlighter is removed, and the VISAR laser travels from right to left. XRS1 and XRS2 are x-ray spectrometers that measure, respectively, the 
incident and transmitted spectra. The Br doping reduces heating due to radiation from the laser-deposition region, the heat shield reduces heating due to the 
impact of reservoir material on the sample, and the radiation shield reduces heating due to the backlighter.

the K edge, where the EXAFS modulations occur. To further 
minimize this preheat, the target-backlighter distance (19 mm) 
was the largest possible on OMEGA. As explained before, in 
the VISAR drive-calibration shots, the V was replaced by Al 
and the radiation shield was changed to LiF. The rest of the 
targets were identical to that with the vanadium sample. For 
the calibration shots there is no backlighter and the VISAR 
laser travels from the right in Fig. 111.31. 

Eleven driving laser beams, 3-ns square pulse each, were 
fired simultaneously and focused to an ~3-mm focal spot, 
yielding an irradiance of ~17 TW/cm2 (some results for dif-
ferent irradiances are mentioned below). The x-ray spectrum 
is obtained when a fan of rays originating at the backlighter 
fall on the flat crystal at different Bragg angles, reflecting a 
slightly different wavelength at each point. The spectral range 
of the EXAFS spectrum (~5.5 to 6 keV) subtends a distance 
of ~0.5 mm at the target. A 3-mm-focal-spot size was chosen 
so that the EXAFS rays probe a small central region of the 
focal spot. This necessitates working without distributed phase 
plates (DPP’s),19 which create intensity nonuniformity in the 
focal spot. Some of this nonuniformity is smoothed out when 
the reservoir material flows across the vacuum gap (as will be 
shown in Fig. 111.33) for the uniformity of the back-surface 
motion. Specially designed phase plates for an ~3-mm focal-
spot size could improve the quality of these experiments. The 
spectral resolution (limited by the size of the imploded back-
lighter core) is ~10 eV, much smaller than a typical EXAFS 
modulation period. 
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Figure 111.32
(a) Typical spectrum emitted by the backlighter, used as a source for the 
measurement of absorption above the vanadium K-shell edge at 5.46 keV. 
The use of imploding CH shells creates a continuum without spectral lines, 
essential for reliable EXAFS measurements. (b) Streaked x-ray emission 
from the imploding backlighter target. Radiation above ~3 keV is emitted 
during peak compression (earlier emission is negligibly small), ensuring a 
short x-ray probing pulse.
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Figure 111.33
VISAR record for the case of an ICE target without a heat shield, driven 
at 17 TW/cm2. The time refers to the delay with respect to firing the drive-
laser beams; a timing fiducial is shown above the VISAR record. The fringe 
motion tracks the Al particle motion at the reflective Al–LiF interface. The 
smooth, gradual fringe shift with time is indicative of shockless, quasi-
isentropic compression.

The backlighter is formed by focusing 40 of the OMEGA 
beams on a CH shell of ~16-nm thickness and ~850-nm outer 
diameter, filled with 0.1 atm of argon, using a 1-ns square 
pulse. At peak compression the compressed core of the target 
(<100 nm in size) emits an intense continuum that is spectrally 
smooth [see Fig. 111.32(a)]; this is a requisite for measuring 
the inherently weak modulations in the absorption spectrum. 
Two cross-calibrated, flat-crystal spectrometers equipped with 
a Ge (1,1,1) crystal were placed at the extreme right and left 
positions in Fig. 111.31. The first was used to measure the inci-

dent spectrum (I0) and the second to measure the transmitted 
spectrum (I). The absorption as a function of photon energy 
E is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) .lnE I E I E0n = 7 A  I0 has to be corrected 
for the (known) absorption of backlighter radiation in the 
radiation shield. Absorption of the transmitted radiation (I) in 
the reservoir is small, and, additionally, at the time of EXAFS 
probing, most of the reservoir material has been ablated away. 
The measured intensity also includes radiation from the laser-
deposition region, which is subtracted. To measure this con-
tribution (typically, ~10% of the total), we fire the drive beams 
without irradiating the backlighter. A final adjustment of I I0
can be done far above the K edge, where EXAFS modulations 
are heavily damped and the absorption n0(E) is well known. 
The delay time of the drive beams with respect to the back-
lighter beams was varied so that the EXAFS could probe the 
vanadium at different times during the compression. Although 
the spectrometers used in the EXAFS measurement are time 
integrated, a meaningful shock diagnosis can be obtained 
without streaking the spectrum in time because the x-ray pulse 
width [Fig. 111.32(b)] is only ~120 ps, much shorter than the 
compression-wave transit time through the metal (~20 ns). 

Results and Analysis
1. VISAR Results

Figure 111.33 shows a typical VISAR record for the case of 
an ICE target without a heat shield, driven at 17 TW/cm2. The 
time refers to the delay with respect to firing the drive-laser 
beams; a timing fiducial is shown above the VISAR record. The 
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fringes are produced by the interference of the VISAR laser 
with the beam reflected from the back surface of the target. 
The vertical displacement of fringes is proportional to the Al 
particle velocity at the Al–LiF interface. The velocity results 
reported here refer to a spatial average over the 150-nm central 
portion of the field of view. The smooth, gradual fringe shift 
with time indicates shockless, quasi-isentropic compression. 
The relative uniformity (or planarity) of the drive is evidenced 
by the quasi-simultaneous arrival of the pressure wave (at 
~30 ns) and the small variations (!10%) in the slope of the 
fringes (i.e., the acceleration). This uniformity is achieved even 
though no smoothing was applied to the incident laser beams; 
nonuniformities in the laser irradiation are smoothed during 
the propagation through the target vacuum gap, leading to a 
more-uniform back-surface velocity.

The analysis of VISAR records, such as that in Fig. 111.33, 
proceeds in two directions: by back-integrating the VISAR-
measured velocity and by comparing with 1-D simulations of 
the LASNEX code. Normally, the back-surface velocity is used 
to derive the front-surface pressure, which is then used as input 
to a hydrodynamic code. The code then simulates the forward 
propagation whose end result is the back-surface velocity. 
This derived velocity is, in turn, compared with the measured 
velocity. This procedure cannot yield any information on the 
heating due to the three preheat sources mentioned above. 
LASNEX is used to simulate the entire experiment, starting 
with the laser interaction, the reservoir expansion, and the 
sample compression. Because of the resulting complexity, the 
application of LASNEX requires some adjustments to fit the 
data. This is thought to be due to 2-D effects that are neglected 
in these 1-D runs (primarily related to the nonuniformities of 
the unsmoothed beams) as well as uncertainties in the equation 
of state of the expanding reservoir plasma. Our confidence in 
the validity of the simulations depends on their agreement with 
both the measured back-surface velocity as well as the deduced 
front-surface pressure. Additionally, the code simulations are 
compared with the EXAFS results.

A sample of such an analysis of VISAR results (Fig. 111.34) 
shows the rear-surface velocity (upper frames) and the drive 
pressure (lower frames) for three different cases: irradiance of 
(a) 17 TW/cm2, (b) 17 TW/cm2 with no Br in the ablator, and 
(c) 10 TW/cm2. In (a) and (c) the reservoir contained a bromi-
nated layer; in (b) the brominated layer was replaced with an 
equal-thickness CH layer. The vacuum gap was 400 nm. The 
solid curves show simulation results by the LASNEX code; the 
dashed curves show experimental results. The dashed veloc-
ity curves are directly from the VISAR-measured results; the 
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Figure 111.34
Rear-surface velocity (left column) and drive pressure (right column) for 
three different cases: irradiance of (a) 17 TW/cm2, (b) 17 TW/cm2 (no Br), 
and (c) 10 TW/cm2. The solid curves show simulation results by the LASNEX 
code. The dashed velocity curves (upper) show the VISAR-measured results; 
the dashed pressure curves (lower) are obtained from the measured velocity 
curves by back-integration. The rise in velocity and pressure is seen to be 
slow and smooth, characteristic of shockless compression.

dashed pressure curves are obtained from the measured veloc-
ity curves by back-integration.17 A heat shield was not used in 
any of these cases. The rise in velocity and pressure is seen to 
be slow and smooth, characteristic of shockless compression. 
The small differences between the code and experimental 
results around peak compression and later are not well under-
stood; similar disagreements with 1-D simulations were also 
observed in ICE results reported in Fig. 7(b) of Ref. 5. To obtain 
the velocity fits in Fig. 111.34, two small adjustments had to 
be introduced in the LASNEX runs (no additional adjustments 
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had to be made to fit the pressure curves): (a) the assumed 
laser power had to be reduced by ~30% from the measured 
values to fit the magnitude of the velocity curve; this is due to 
the reduction in absorption due to the oblique incidence of the 
laser beams, and (b) the time scale had to be shifted by a few 
nanoseconds to fit the time of peak velocity. Nevertheless, the 
code simulations provide strong support for the VISAR meas-
urements of velocity and pressure as well as the compression 
and temperature measurements by EXAFS. This is because the 
main interest here is understanding the sample compression, 
whereas the interaction of the laser with the reservoir is of sec-
ondary importance. Figure 111.34 shows that the inclusion of 
Br doping slightly reduces the pressure achieved. Examination 
of the simulations shows that this is caused by the weakening 
of the compression pressure: the shock traveling within the 
reservoir weakens when passing from the polyimide to the 
less-dense CH(Br) layer, then further weakens when traveling 
through the latter layer. Thus, the total weakening is higher for 
a thicker CH(Br) layer. 

2. High-Irradiance Target Experiments
The laser irradiance for most of the target experiments 

described in this article was 17 TW/cm2 for which the achieved 
pressure was ~0.4 Mbar (see Fig. 111.34). At the higher irradi-
ance of 25 TW/cm2, the VISAR results indicate a pressure of 
0.75 Mbar. However, significant target nonuniformities are indi-
cated in the EXAFS record, at irradiances above ~22 TW/cm2. 
This precludes meaningful EXAFS analysis. Figure 111.35(a) 
shows the VISAR-measured velocity and the deduced pressure 
evolution for a 400-nm-vacuum-gap target, without a heat 
shield, and a laser irradiance of 25 TW/cm2. Figure 111.35(b) 
shows the EXAFS record for a target experiment at the same 
conditions. The horizontal axis corresponds to the dispersed 
photon energies (the K edge is seen at 5.46 keV), whereas 
the vertical axis corresponds to a one-dimensional image (or 
face-on radiograph) of the vanadium layer. The energy range 
shown (~5.4 to 5.8 keV) is where the EXAFS modulations 
are normally seen. The horizontal axis also corresponds to a 
face-on radiograph of the vanadium sample, except that at each 
horizontal position, a different photon energy contributes to the 
image. Thus, Fig. 111.35(b) is a quasi-2-D face-on radiograph of 
the vanadium. The relative modulation depth of the structures 
is ~15% (corresponding to vanadium thickness modulation of 
!0.5 nm), considerably higher than the modulation depth of 
the expected EXAFS (<5%), making the reliable measurement 
of EXAFS impossible. It should be noted that the EXAFS 
modulations [appearing as vertical lines in records like that in 
Fig. 111.35(b)] are due to modulations in the absorption as func-
tions of photon energy, whereas the 2-D structure modulations 
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Figure 111.35
(a) High pressure achieved with high laser irradiance: VISAR-measured 
back-surface velocity and derived pressure for an irradiance of 25 TW/cm2 
(400-nm-vacuum-gap target, without a heat shield). (b) EXAFS record for a 
target shot at this irradiance showing nonuniformities believed to be due to 
the instability of the rarefaction wave following the unloading of the laser-
launched shock at the rear surface of the reservoir. (The EXAFS record is 
effectively a 2-D radiograph of the target, and the intensity modulations are 
due to modulations in the thickness of the vanadium layer.)

in Fig. 111.35(b) must be due to modulations in the thickness 
of the vanadium layer. Similar behavior was seen for targets 
with or without a heat shield. A possible explanation for this 
observed modulation is related to the instability occurring 
when the laser-launched shock arrives at the back surface of the 
reservoir, leading to a rarefaction wave moving in the opposite 
direction.20 Modulations in the density of the expanding reser-
voir material grow linearly with time, at a rate proportional to 
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the shock speed and the perturbation wave number (see Fig. 5 
in Ref. 20). These modulations result in modulations in the 
strength of impact on the target and, therefore, to modulations 
in the latter’s compression. The instability appears for targets 
with or without a heat shield. The only common characteristic 
of the unstable cases is the high laser irradiance. This can be 
explained by the higher shock speed at higher laser intensi-
ties, leading to a higher growth rate. It is noteworthy that 
these nonuniformities do not seem to affect the VISAR signal 
[Fig. 111.35(a)]. The remainder of this article shows only results 
at irradiances lower than 20 TW/cm2, where the nonuniformi-
ties discussed here were not observed.

3. The Heat Shield
Simulations described below show that without a heat shield, 

the front surface of the sample heats up substantially (>104 K 
for 17 TW/cm2) and the heat flow into the sample creates a tem-
perature gradient. The inclusion of a heat shield greatly reduces 
this heating and creates a quasi-uniform temperature profile 
of the order of 102 K. This heating has a dramatic effect on 
the EXAFS spectra, as seen when comparing EXAFS results 
for the two cases of targets with and without a heat shield. 
As explained above, EXAFS is sensitive to the temperature 
because of the Debye–Waller term in Eq. (1). The back-surface 
velocity (both measured and simulated) is affected very little 
by this heating. This is related to the fact that the pressure in 
the sample is determined mainly by the reservoir plasma at 
stagnation and the effect of target preheat is mainly to lower 
the density; in the relevant part of parameter space a very large 
increase in temperature at a constant pressure causes only a 
small decrease in density. Therefore, to achieve maximum 
compression and uniform, low temperature in laser ICE experi-
ments, it is necessary to use targets with a heat shield. 

The effect of the heat shield on the target behavior was 
studied with 1-D runs of the LASNEX code. Figure 111.36(a) 
shows the evolution of pressure on the front surface of the 
vanadium sample, with and without a heat shield, for other-
wise identical conditions. Dashed curves refer to targets with 
a heat shield; solid curves refer to targets without a heat shield. 
In Fig. 111.36(b), the curves that rise later correspond to the 
400-nm vacuum gaps. The smaller vacuum gap yields a higher 
pressure. The introduction of a heat shield creates a weak 
shock, as evidenced by the sharp initial rise in pressure. Some 
reverberation is due to shock reflections, but when the pressure 
increases further, its behavior is almost the same as when the 
heat shield is absent. The predicted effect of the heat shield on 
the rear-surface velocity is seen in the experiment (Fig. 111.33 
compared with Fig. 111.37 below). Figure 111.36(b) shows the 
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Figure 111.36
LASNEX simulation for targets of two different vacuum gaps, with and 
without a heat shield: (a) the evolution of pressure on the front surface of the 
vanadium sample, and (b) the evolution of temperature in the middle of the 
vanadium sample. Dashed curves: with a heat shield; solid curves: without 
a heat shield. The heat shield is seen to effectively block the heating from 
reaching the sample. It has a much greater effect on the temperature than on 
the pressure. The results in (a) are borne out by the VISAR results and those 
in (b) by the EXAFS results.

evolution of temperature in the middle of the vanadium sample 
with and without a heat shield. The heat shield effectively 
eliminates the heat flow from the front surface. More simula-
tion examples, as will be shown in Figs. 111.42 and 111.43, can 
be summarized as follows (for 17 TW/cm2 at times $35 ns): 
(a) With a heat shield the temperature is quasi-uniform and low 
(~102 K) and the compression is 15%. (b) Without a heat shield 
the temperature falls sharply from a very high surface value 
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Fitting spectra calculated by the FEFF code to the measured EXAFS for the 
case where the drive beams were not shot. The temperature of the best-fit spec-
trum corresponds to an increase above room temperature of DT ~ 200 K. This 
heating is due to radiation from the imploding spherical target. The density of 
the best-fit spectrum corresponds to the normal density of vanadium.

(>104 K) and toward the back surface approaches ~500 K. The 
compression, ~8%, is much smaller than with a heat shield. 
These simulation results are borne out by the EXAFS measure-
ments (as will be shown in Fig. 111.43). 

Figure 111.37 shows the VISAR-measured rear-surface 
velocity of an ICE target of 300-nm vacuum gap, with a heat 
shield, irradiated at 20 TW/cm2. In close agreement with 
Fig. 111.36, the heat shield introduces a sharp initial rise in 
the velocity due to a shock, but later the velocity approaches 
a curve characteristic of a shockless compression. Thus, the 
employment of a heat shield results in a significant improve-
ment in target performance, with only a small perturbation. 
The thickness of the heat shield (8 nm) was chosen to be suf-
ficiently large to protect the sample from heating but not large 
enough to cause steepening of the compression wave into a 
strong shock. With Be, where both the density and the sound 
speed are higher than for CH, a thicker heat shield could be 
used without causing such steepening. 
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VISAR-measured rear-surface velocity of an ICE target of 300-nm vacuum 
gap, with a heat shield, irradiated at 20 TW/cm2. In close agreement with 
Fig. 111.36, the heat shield introduces a sharp initial rise in the velocity due 
to a shock, but later the velocity approaches the shape of the velocity curve 
obtained with no heat shield.

4. Measurements of Preheat
To measure the temperature rise due to backlighter radia-

tion, the EXAFS spectrum is obtained when irradiating the 
backlighter but without firing the drive beams. The temperature 
rise deduced from the EXAFS spectrum is then solely due to 
the backlighter radiation. The temperature is deduced from a 

fit of the EXAFS spectrum calculated by the FEFF code to 
the experimental spectrum. As explained in the Introduction 
(p. 167), the parameters R (nearest-neighbor distance) and 
v (mean atomic vibration amplitude) in the FEFF code are 
varied to yield the best fit. The resulting values of R and v yield 
the temperature and compression. A typical result is shown in 
Fig. 111.38. Here the best fit of the FEFF code corresponds 
to a compression of 1 (i.e., the normal density of vanadium, 
6.11 g/cm3) and a temperature rise from room temperature of 
DT ~ 200 K. The precision of temperature determination8 is 
10% to 15%.

To measure the preheat by radiation from the laser-deposi-
tion region, the target is probed at ~20 ns after firing the driv-
ing beams, i.e., before the impact of the expanding reservoir 
on the vanadium sample. The FEFF fit shown in Fig. 111.39 
yields a temperature of 630 K (and normal density). Of this, a 
rise of ~200 K is shown in Fig. 111.38 to be due to the back-
lighter radiation. Thus, the temperature rise due to radiation 
from the laser-deposition region is ~130 K. The correspond-
ing calculated preheat can be read off Fig. 111.36(b) at times 
<30 ns (preheat due to the backlighter is not included in the 
simulations). The result is ~90 K; the discrepancy could be 
due to shot irreproducibility (since two target experiments are 
required to make this determination). It should be noted that 
heating due to radiation from the laser-deposition region in the 
case of shock compression8,9 is negligible because in that case 
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Fitting FEFF spectra to the measured EXAFS of a driven target at 20 ns 
(i.e., before the impact of the expanding reservoir on the vanadium sample). 
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Measured spectra for undriven and driven ICE vanadium targets (before 
extracting the | function). Comparison of the EXAFS modulations above the 
vanadium K edge for the two spectra clearly shows the effect of compression, 
namely, the lengthening of the modulation period, and the effect of heating, 
namely, the faster damping with increasing photon energy.

the laser intensity required for achieving the same pressure is 
about ten times smaller than in the case of ICE. Nevertheless, 
the heating due to compression alone is considerably lower in 
the case of ICE.

5. EXAFS Measurement of Compression and Temperature
EXAFS measurements of the vanadium were made around 

peak compression. Figure 111.40 shows the raw measured 
spectra for undriven and driven ICE vanadium targets [(before 
extracting the |(k) function]. In the undriven case only the 
backlighter target was irradiated; the driven case refers to a 
target with a heat shield, a 300-nm vacuum gap, irradiated at 
17 TW/cm2. Comparison of the EXAFS modulations above 
the vanadium K edge for the two spectra clearly shows the 
effect of compression: (a) a higher density, as evidenced by the 
lengthening of the EXAFS modulation period, and (b) heating, 
as evidenced by the faster damping of the oscillations with 
increasing photon energy. The driven spectrum of Fig. 111.40 
was analyzed with the FEFF EXAFS code. The best fit, shown 
in Fig. 111.41, yields the conditions within the vanadium at the 
time 39 ns (with respect to firing the drive-laser beams). The 
best fit corresponds to a compression of 15% (i.e., a density of 
7 g/cm3) and a temperature of 720 K. 

As explained in the Introduction (p. 167), the FEFF fit 
yields the parameters R and v2; R (the nearest-neighbor dis-
tance) yields the density, whereas the temperature is derived 
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EXAFS measurement of ICE compression: fitting FEFF spectrum to the 
measured EXAFS for the case of an ICE target irradiation at ~17 TW/cm2. 
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Figure 111.43
LASNEX-simulated temperature (a) and density (b) profiles for a 400-nm-
vacuum-gap target without a heat shield, at 37 ns. Heating from the plasma 
impact is seen to be severe, resulting in a lower density (or compression). The 
profiles are used to calculate the expected EXAFS spectrum [Fig. 111.44(a)] 
by averaging over the spatially resolved EXAFS spectra.

from v2 and the density. The corresponding LASNEX simula-
tion of the vanadium density for a 300-nm-vacuum-gap target, 
with heat shield, at 39 ns is shown in Fig. 111.42, showing a 
uniform profile. The time 39 ns [which is slightly past peak 
compression, see Fig. 111.36(a)] was chosen because then the 
compression profile becomes uniform. The measured compres-
sion value is in excellent agreement with LASNEX. As seen 
above, of the total temperature rise from room temperature, 
DT ~ 200 K is the increase due to radiation from the back-
lighter and DT ~ 130 K is the increase due to radiation from 
the laser-absorption region. Thus, only ~90 K is the increase 
due to compression. This result can be compared with the 
EXAFS measurement of shock compression of vanadium,8 
where the same compression was accompanied by a tempera-
ture rise of DT = 770 K. Thus, laser-driven ICE can achieve 
a similar compression at a lower temperature than in shock 
compression. At higher drive pressures this advantage of ICE 
will increase because although preheat by radiation from the 
laser-absorption region will be higher, the main preheat (due 
to the backlighter) need not increase.
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Figure 111.42
LASNEX simulation of the vanadium (V) density for a target with a heat shield, 
300-nm vacuum gap, at 39 ns. By the time the pressure starts to fall the density 
becomes uniform. The density (~7 g/cm3) corresponds to a compression of 
1.15, in very good agreement with the measured value (Fig. 111.41).

We turn now to the case of an ICE target without a heat 
shield. As discussed above, the severe heating of the vanadium 
front surface creates a strong temperature gradient that makes 
the EXAFS analysis more complicated and less reliable. The 
value of such target shots is mostly in demonstrating that with-
out a heat shield such severe heating indeed takes place. Fig-

ure 111.43 shows the relevant LASNEX-simulated temperature 
and density profiles for a 400-nm-vacuum-gap target without 
a heat shield, at 37 ns. Heating from the plasma impact is seen 
to be severe. The density profile shows, as explained above, 
a lower density than in the case of a target with a heat shield 
(Fig. 111.42): ~6.5 g/cm3 (compression of 8%) as compared 
with ~7 g/cm3 (compression of 15%). We use these profiles to 
calculate the expected EXAFS spectra, shown in Fig. 111.44(a). 
For various depths within the vanadium, EXAFS spectra 
are calculated by the FEFF code, using the local density and 
temperature values given by LASNEX. Three examples of 
such spectra are shown, as well as the spatial average. The 
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Figure 111.44
EXAFS analysis for the nonuniform case of an ICE target without a heat shield. (a) For various depths within the vanadium, EXAFS spectra are calculated 
by the FEFF code, for the density and temperature values given by LASNEX (Fig. 111.43). Three examples of such spectra are shown, as well as the spatial 
average. (b) Comparison of the average spectrum from (a), with slight adjustments, and the corresponding experimental spectrum. The low amplitude of the 
spectrum in Fig. 111.44(b) as compared with that in Fig. 111.41 is evidence for significant sample heating when a heat shield is not used.

regions of higher temperatures contribute very little to the 
average. Effectively, the average is over the region where the 
temperature is less than ~1000 K. The main effect of the high 
temperature is to lower the amplitude of the average spectrum. 
This is because the secular absorption n0(k), appearing in the 
denominator of |(k), is independent of temperature and thus 
corresponds to absorption throughout the vanadium thickness. 
Since the amplitude of the average spectrum in Fig. 111.44(a) 
is smaller than that in Fig. 111.41 (the case with a heat shield) 
by a factor of ~2.5, the front ~60% of the vanadium thickness 
has temperatures much higher than ~1000 K; this agrees with 
the computed temperature profile in Fig. 111.43(a). Thus, the 
impact heating and its suppression by the heat shield is dem-
onstrated. Figure 111.44(b) shows a comparison of the average 
spectrum from (a) and the corresponding experimental spec-
trum. Unlike in Figs. 111.38, 111.39, and 111.41 where FEFF 
profiles were adjusted to fit the data, here the FEFF profiles 
are fixed by the LASNEX-calculated parameters. 

However, some adjustment had to be made in the frequency 
of the calculated EXAFS (adding 4% compression) to fit the 
data, but, even so, the fit is poor. This is due to the difficulty in 
correctly simulating EXAFS in a steep temperature gradient. 
Nevertheless, the main goal of such target shots was realized: 
the low amplitude of the spectrum in Fig. 111.44(b) as com-

pared with that in Fig. 111.41 is clear evidence of significant 
sample heating when a heat shield is not used.

Conclusions
In summary, EXAFS measurements in isentropic com-

pression experiments show details not accessible by VISAR 
measurements. In particular, the sample temperature has been 
measured. To determine the temperature rise due to the com-
pression, the preheat was determined separately and subtracted 
out. This preheat is due to three sources: radiation from the 
laser-deposition region, radiation from the backlighter, and heat 
conduction from the front surface of the target. In the present 
experiment the preheat was higher than the heating due to the 
compression. In future experiments at higher compressions, 
however, the reverse may be true. The experiments showed 
that when a heat shield is not present, significant heating occurs 
within a few microns of the surface. The shock generated by 
the heat shield has only a small effect on the main compression 
wave; a heat shield made of a material of high sound speed 
(such as diamond) may greatly reduce this shock. The experi-
ments also showed that a nonuniform compression occurs at 
irradiances higher than ~20 TW/cm2 (or pressures higher than 
~0.6 Mbar); the more-uniform irradiation of a hohlraum excited 
by the laser beams may reduce this effect.
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Introduction
Ignition of thermonuclear fuel (DT mixture) requires a fuel 
areal density L0.3 g/cm2 and a hot-spot temperature L10 keV 
(Refs. 1 and 2). Such conditions are predicted to be achieved in 
direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) designs, in which 
a cryogenic spherical DT-ice-shell target is imploded using 
direct illumination by intense laser beams.3–7 High energy 
gain in direct-drive ICF designs is achieved by optimizing the 
laser pulse shape and target dimensions.1,8,9

Physical understanding of laser–plasma coupling is required 
for accurate numerical modeling of high-gain, direct-drive ICF 
designs. These designs are based on precise timing of laser-
driven shocks, which determine the target adiabat (defined as a 
ratio of the fuel pressure to the Fermi-degenerate pressure).10,11 
The shock strength depends crucially on mechanisms of laser 
light absorption. A theoretical and experimental investigation 
of laser absorption, focusing on the effect of resonance absorp-
tion for typical conditions in the direct-drive experiments on 
the OMEGA Laser System,12 is the subject of this article. 

Resonance absorption of electromagnetic waves in an 
unmagnetized, inhomogeneous plasma has been of consider-
able interest for a long time.13–25 In this process, a p-polarized 
electromagnetic wave, i.e., a wave that has a nonzero electric 
field component along the electron-density gradient dn0, 
propagates from low to high densities and approaches the 
critical surface with an electron density n0 = ncr, where the 
laser frequency ~ matches the local electron plasma frequency 

.n e m4 e0
2

pe~ r=  Here, e and me are the electron charge and 
mass, respectively. During this propagation, the wave is par-
tially reflected from the turning point, defined by the condition 
~pe = ~ • cosi, where i is the angle between the vacuum wave 
vector k and the density gradient, and the small part of the wave 
energy tunnels to the critical density and excites the resonance 
plasma oscillations. These oscillations can be damped by vari-
ous mechanisms, including electron–ion collisional damping 
and excitation of Langmuir waves. A one-dimensional model 
of resonance absorption in linear density profiles has been the 
subject of numerous analytical and numerical investigations. 

The Effect of Resonance Absorption in OMEGA Direct-Drive 
Designs and Experiments

Forslund et al.19 solved numerically the wave equation for the 
electric field E and found the absorption fraction of electro-
magnetic waves as a function of ,sinq kL /2 3 2/ i] g  where L 
is the density scale length. This result was confirmed later by 
the simulations of Pert21 and Means et al.,22 who employed 
different methods. All of these numerical results agree well 
with analytic results obtained by Omel’chenko and Stepanov,16 
Speziale and Catto,20 and Tang17 for limited ranges of q. An 
analytic expression for the absorption fraction in the whole 
range of q was obtained by Hinkel–Lipsker et al.23 in the 
limit of small thermal and collisional effects. Later, the same 
authors24 found analytic solutions of the problem in the case of 
parabolic density profiles. In our current numerical study, we 
do not restrict ourselves by linear or parabolic density profiles 
using density profiles obtained in hydrodynamic simulations. 
A recent study by Xu et al.25 concentrated on modifications 
in resonance absorption caused by the relativistic effect and 
pondermotive force.

Direct-drive experiments conducted on OMEGA are rou-
tinely simulated using the 1-D hydrodynamic code LILAC.26 
The standard laser-absorption algorithm in LILAC is the 
ray-trace algorithm with ion–electron collisional absorption 
(inverse bremsstrahlung). An optional semi-analytic model of 
resonance absorption27 can be used in conjunction with the ray-
trace algorithm. An advantage of this semi-analytic model is its 
simplicity, whereas a disadvantage is its insufficient accuracy: it 
typically overestimates the resonance absorption by a factor of 
~2 (Ref. 27). In this study, to more accurately investigate reso-
nance absorption, the ray-trace algorithm of laser absorption in 
LILAC is replaced by a new algorithm based on the numerical 
solution of a wave equation in planar geometry.

This article addresses the following issues: (1) The wave 
equation describing the steady-state structure of electromag-
netic and Langmuir wave components in inhomogeneous 
plasma is presented, and the numerical method in the planar 
geometry is described. (2) The results of numerical simulations 
of the resonance absorption in OMEGA plasmas are presented 
in the case of both planar and spherical geometries. (3) The 
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results of planar reflection light experiments on OMEGA are 
presented and compared with simulations, and a design of 
planar shock-timing experiments is considered. (4) The main 
results are discussed and summarized in the final section.

Resonance Absorption in the Fluid Approximation 
We consider an electromagnetic wave of frequency ~ propa-

gated in vacuum, which obliquely irradiates a slab of warm, 
unmagnetized plasma. Properties of the slab are assumed to 
vary with a characteristic scale length >>c/~. Neglecting ion 
and low-frequency electron motions, one can describe a high-
frequency electron motion caused by the electromagnetic wave 
using the linearized momentum equation
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where ue is the velocity and Pe is the pressure of electrons, E is 
the electric field, and o is the damping rate. Assuming a poly-
tropic equation of state (e.g., Ref. 28), Pe ? n3, where n is the 
electron density, and a time variation of all perturbed quantities 
?e–i~t, and combining Eq. (1) with the Poisson equation d • E 
= –4ren, we derive the expression for the current density 
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where T mve e e
2 =  is the electron thermal velocity square 

and Te is the electron temperature. In Eq. (2), two different 
damping rates oem and ow have been introduced instead of 
the single damping rate o in Eq. (1) (see Ref. 19). The rate oem 
corresponds to the electromagnetic and ow to the Langmuir 
wave components represented by the first and second terms on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (2), respectively. The electric field 
E obeys Maxwell’s equations, which can be reduced to the 
steady-state wave equation

 E$ ,
c

i 4 0E E j2
2

2
- dd

~
~
r+ + =d g] b l  (3)

where j is defined by Eq. (2). Solving Eq. (3) with respect to E, 
one can calculate the laser-absorption rate Q = j • E. With the 
help of Eq. (2), Q can be expressed in the following form:
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This form allows one to distinguish the different contributions 
to laser absorption: the electromagnetic Qem and Langmuir 
wave Qw components. The damping rate oem is determined by 
the collisional damping, oem = oei (Ref. 2). The damping rate 
ow, in addition to collisional damping, must include damping 
due to kinetic effects, which describe dissipation of Langmuir 
waves at kmD L 1, where k is the wave number and mD is the 
Debye length. This gives ow = oei + oL, where
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is the Landau damping rate.29

We consider planar geometry and introduce the cartesian 
coordinates (x, y, z) with the z axis perpendicular to the plane 
of the plasma slab. The slab is uniform in the x and y directions 
and nonuniform in the z direction. The vacuum wave vector 
k of the incident plane electromagnetic wave is located in the 
y–z plane and inclined at an angle i with the z axis. In these 
coordinates, the s-polarized electromagnetic wave is described 
by a solution Ex of the x component of Eq. (3). This solution is 
completely independent of a solution for the p-polarized wave 
described by Ey and Ez, which obey the coupled y and z com-
ponents of Eq. (3). Assuming an independence of the field of 
the x coordinate and periodic dependence on the y coordinate, 

,e yik y
?  where ky = (~/c) sini, the corresponding components 
of Eq. (3) can be reduced to second-order ordinary differential 
equations in the following form: for the s-polarized wave,

 e ,sin
z

E

c
E 0

d

d x
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2

2

2
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and for the p-polarized wave,
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These differential equations are solved using the standard 
finite-difference numerical technique, which requires the solu-
tion of linear matrix equations. The matrix equations have a 
band diagonal form and can be efficiently solved by the LU 
decomposition method.30 We assume vacuum boundary condi-
tions for the incident and reflected electromagnetic waves at the 
outer edge of the plasma corona. For example, these conditions 
for the s-polarized wave are derived by using a vacuum solution 
in the form zz ,E Ae Bex

ik z ik z= + -  where kz = (~/c) cosi, and 
the complex coefficients A and B to be determined matching 
this solution and its first derivative with the corresponding 
numerical solution at the outer edge. Similarly, other solutions 
of the electric field, Ey and Ez, are considered in the case of 
the p-polarized wave. Knowing the field components, one can 
calculate the laser-absorption rate using Eq. (4) as the energy 
source in a 1-D hydrodynamic code.

Resonance Absorption in Typical OMEGA Plasmas
The 60-beam, 30-kJ OMEGA Laser System12 is used to 

study the physics of implosions by conducting spherical and 
planar experiments with millimeter-scale targets. OMEGA 
operates at a laser wavelength of m = 351 nm and peak intensi-
ties varying from 1014 to 1015 W/cm2 with a typical pulse rise 
time ~100 ps and a pulse duration ~1 to 3 ns. The pulse can be 
shaped to optimize target performance.10,11

In this section we investigate numerically the effects of 
resonance absorption for plasma conditions relevant to direct-
drive OMEGA experiments. Currently, plastic (CH) material 
is used as an ablator in most applications;7 therefore, we 
concentrate our analysis on CH plasma. All numerical results 
reported hereafter are obtained by employing the flux-limited 
Spitzer–Härm thermal-conduction model.26,31 If not explicitly 
mentioned, simulations assume a flux-limiter value flim = 0.06, 
and all of our numerical results include the Langdon effect.32 
Note that other more-sophisticated thermal-conduction models 
can be used, including the models based on the solution of 
the Fokker–Planck equation33 and different nonlocal electron 
transport treatments34,35 We found, however, that the effect 

of resonance absorption is not very sensitive to the particular 
choice of the thermal-conduction model. 

The method of laser-absorption simulation described in the 
previous section was developed in planar geometry, where the 
incident light can be properly separated on the s- and p-polar-
ized components. In spherical geometry, such a separation 
is not possible and the exact solution of the problem is more 
complicated. Instead of exactly solving the problem in spherical 
geometry, an approximate approach can be used to estimate 
laser absorption with the resonance effect. In the following two 
subsections we consider first the case of planar geometry, in 
which the effect of resonance absorption is calculated using the 
exact method; we then consider the case of spherical geometry, 
applying the planar-geometry approximation.

1. Planar Geometry
Figure 111.45 shows an example of a simulated electric 

field in a plasma developed during irradiation of a thick CH 
foil by a single p-polarized OMEGA laser beam with an angle 
of incidence i = 23.2°. This angle is typically used in planar 
OMEGA experiments and close to the angle at which reso-
nance absorption is most effective (see the definition of this 
angle below). The drive laser pulse [Fig. 111.45(a)] is taken 
from the actual experiment and has a square shape with about 
1-ns duration, an average intensity I . 5 # 1014 W/cm2, and 
an initial rise time .100 ps. The intensity modulation seen 
in Fig. 111.45(a) is due to the effect of smoothing by spectral 
dispersion.36 The solutions shown in Fig. 111.45(b) correspond 
to the time when the pulse intensity reaches the average value 
at t = t0. The distribution of electron density n0 [shown by the 
thick line in Fig. 111.45(b)] is obtained using a LILAC simula-
tion. The incident laser light propagates from right to left. The 
electron temperature Te . 1 keV at the critical surface, which 
is defined by the condition

 9 10 .n n
e

m

4

351 nm cme
0 2

2
21

2
3

cr #/ .
r

~

m
= -

c m  (9)

The value of Te varies insignificantly on the spatial interval 
displayed in Fig. 111.45(b). The solution shown by the thin 
solid line is obtained including all terms in Eq. (1). This 
solution shows some increase in the electric field near the 
critical surface and, at the same time, shows a resonant 
excitation of Langmuir waves. These waves can be clearly 
seen in Fig. 111.45(b) as the short-wavelength structures at 
z . 64 nm, whereas the long-wavelength structures at z > 
64 nm correspond to electromagnetic waves. The Langmuir 
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Figure 111.45
Example distribution of the electric field in a CH plasma near the critical surface, n0 = ncr. (a) The drive laser pulse irradiated a thick planar CH target at i = 
23.2°; the vertical arrow shows time t0 and laser intensity for solutions presented in plot (b). (b) Distributions of the electron density n0 and squared amplitude 
of the electric field .E E Ey z

2 2 2= +  Laser light with p-polarization propagates from right to left. The distribution of n0 (thick solid line) is obtained using a 1-D 
LILAC simulation. The electron temperature near the critical surface is .1 keV. The thin solid and short-dashed lines show the distribution of E2 obtained 
with and without the pressure term in Eq. (1), respectively. The two horizontal dashed lines represent the estimates of the wave-breaking and thermal pressure 
limits for E2.

waves propagate from the critical surface to the right, toward 
the lower electron density, and decay due to Landau damping 
at n0 K 0.6 ncr (the “wave-decay” region). Landau damping 
results in a conversion of the energy stored in Langmuir 
waves into hot electrons with Th . 5 keV, where the latter 
temperature is estimated using the phase velocity of Lang-
muir waves in the wave-decay region. Heating of the plasma 
[see Eq. (4)] occurs due to both collisional and Landau damp-
ing and is localized mainly between the critical surface and 
the wave-decay region. A typical electron temperature in the 
hot corona is about 1 to 2 keV, which is 2 to 5 times lower 
than our estimate of Th. This could result in a deviation of the 
electron distribution function from Maxwellian and nonlocal 
effects in the energy deposition. In our simulations, however, 
we neglect such nonlocal effects and assume only the local 
energy deposition into thermal electrons. For comparison, 
the solution without excitation of Langmuir waves is shown 
by the short-dashed line in Fig. 111.45(b). This solution, 
obtained using Eq. (1) without the pressure term (the cold 
plasma limit), has a distinctive resonance peak in the electric 
field at the critical surface. Note that the resonant field in 
the latter case exceeds the limits for the field corresponding 
to the electron pressure Pe and wave-breaking threshold37 
[represented by the lower and upper horizontal dashed lines 
in Fig. 111.45(b), respectively].

Two important conclusions regarding plasma conditions in 
direct-drive OMEGA experiments result from the considered 
example: First, the resonant electric field in a typical OMEGA 
plasma is significantly below the wave-breaking limit. Sec-
ond, the electromagnetic pressure corresponding to this field 
is typically below the electron pressure, which means that 
the pondermotive force is weak and can be neglected. These 
conclusions justify the omission of the nonlinear convection 
term (ued)ue in Eq. (1).

Next, we study the time evolution of the resonance absorp-
tion and its dependence on laser intensity and incident angle. 
The resonance absorption in a simulation can be quantified 
by comparing the absorption rates for s- and p-polarized laser 
beams (Qs and Qp, respectively) since Qp includes the effect of 
resonance absorption and Qs does not. Figure 111.46 compares 
these absorption rates and also presents ,Qw

p  which is the con-
tribution to the absorption rate due to the resonant excitation 
of Langmuir waves [see Eq. (4)], calculated for the case of 
thick (>200 nm) CH foils irradiated by a 1-ns square pulse at 
i = 23.2°. Three different average beam intensities have been 
considered: 1014, 5 # 1014, and 1015 W/cm2. Figure 111.46(a) 
shows the laser pulse shape and absorption rates Qs for these 
three cases. Figure 111.46(b) shows the relative difference 
Q Q Qp s s-` j  (solid lines), which characterizes the contribu-
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Figure 111.46
Simulated evolution of the laser-absorption rate for single, s- and p-polarized, 
1-ns OMEGA laser beams irradiating a thick planar CH target at i = 23.2°. 
Three different average laser intensities are considered: 1014, 5 # 1014, and 
1015 W/cm2, which are indicated by the corresponding values of the scaling 
factor F = 1, 5, and 10, respectively. (a) Drive-laser pulse (long-dashed line) 
and absorption rates Qs (solid lines) for the s-polarized beams. These rates 
do not include the effect of resonance absorption. (b) The relative differences 
between the absorption rates for p- and s-polarized beams Q Q Qp s s-` j  (solid 
lines), which demonstrate the effect of resonance absorption in the p-polarized 
beams, and the relative absorption rates Q Qw

p s due to the resonant excita-
tion of Langmuir waves (dashed lines). (c) Evolution of q / (kL)2/3 sin2i and 
the density scale length L at the critical surface. The resonance absorption is 
important as soon as 0.1 < q < 2 (Ref. 19). 
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tion of resonance absorption to the total laser absorption, and 
the ratio Q Qw

p s (dashed lines). The results show that the effect 
of resonance absorption is important only in the initial 200- to 
300-ps period of the laser pulse. This time dependence can 
be explained by the inverse dependence of resonance absorp-
tion on the density scale length L near the critical surface. 
Figure 111.46(c) shows the evolution of L and the dimensionless 
quantity q / (kL)2/3 sin2i, where k is the vacuum wave number 
of laser light. The resonance absorption can be efficient if 0.1 
K q K 2 (Ref. 19). The density scale length is relatively short, 
L . 1 to 2 nm (so q < 2), during the rise of laser power. At a 
later time, at maximum laser power, the length becomes long 
enough, L > 5 nm (q > 2), to quench the resonance absorption. 
Another effect seen in Fig. 111.46(b) is that the resonance 
absorption, including absorption via Langmuir waves, is more 
significant for higher laser intensities. In particular, the reso-
nance mechanism dominates over inverse bremsstrahlung at 
the beginning of the laser pulse for pulses with peak intensity 
L5 # 1014 W/cm2. The dependence of resonance absorption on 
the intensity can be attributed to increased temperature near the 
critical surface in the case of higher laser intensities.19

The angular dependence of resonance absorption is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 111.47, where the results of simulations are 
shown for a 100-ps laser pulse. For such a short pulse, the 
contribution of resonance absorption to the total absorption 
is more prominent and can be more easily measured experi-
mentally (see Fig. 111.46). A laser pulse with a peak inten-
sity of 5 # 1014 W/cm2 is shown by the long-dashed line in 
Fig. 111.47(a). In the same figure, example absorption rates in 
the case of p- and s-polarized laser beams (thick and thin lines, 
respectively) and resonant excitation of Langmuir waves in the 
p-polarized beam (short-dashed line) are shown for i = 17°. 
Figure 111.47(b) plots the angular dependence of absorption 
fractions in the case of p- and s-polarized beams and resonant 
excitation of Langmuir waves, using the same notations as in 
Fig. 111.47(a). Here, the absorption fraction is defined as the 
ratio of the corresponding time-integrated absorption rate per 
unit surface to the time-integrated laser intensity on target. 
The difference between the absorption fractions for p- and 
s-polarized beams illustrates the relative effect of resonance 
absorption. This effect peaks at i . 17° and corresponds to 
about a 30% increase in total absorption in comparison with 
the case of s-polarized beams. The energy absorbed due to the 
resonant excitation of Langmuir waves also peaks at i . 17°, 
where the contribution of this energy to the total absorption 
energy is about 50%.
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Figure 111.47
Simulated absorption rate and angular dependence of absorption fraction for single, s- or p-polarized, 100-ps OMEGA laser beams irradiating a thick planar 
CH target. (a) Drive-laser pulse with a peak intensity of 5 # 1014 W/cm2 (long-dashed line); the absorption rate for the p- and s-polarized beams (thick and thin 
solid lines, respectively), and the absorption rate due to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves (short-dashed line). All of these rates are calculated assuming 
i = 17°. (b) Time-integrated absorption fractions as functions of i in the same cases considered in (a). The effect of resonance absorption is represented by the 
difference in absorption rates and absorption fractions for the p- and s-polarized beams. This effect produces the maximum absorption fraction at i . 17°.

2. Spherical Geometry
In this section, we use an approximate approach to estimate 

the laser absorption, including the resonance effect, in spherical 
implosions. We apply the planar method to a small surface ele-
ment of a spherical target. Such an element is irradiated by the 
laser light distributed over a range of incident angles i from 0° 
to 90°. The total absorption rate for a target can be estimated 
by integrating the absorption rates for a given surface element 
over i from all angles in the hemisphere that cover the surface 
element and integrating the result over the entire target surface. 
This approach can be justified if the thickness of the absorption 
region is much smaller than the target radius. Such a condition 
typically occurs during the first few hundred picoseconds in 
direct-drive OMEGA implosions.

The intensity profile I(r) across an individual OMEGA 
laser beam can be approximated by the super-Gaussian38 
( ) ,I r I e r r

0 0= - n_ i  where I0 is the center beam intensity, r is the 
distance from the beam’s central axis, r0 is the beam radius, 
and n is the super-Gaussian index. Assuming spherically sym-
metric illumination of a target of radius R, it is straightforward 
to obtain the angular-dependent laser intensity at each point of 
the target surface, .I I e sin R r

0 0i = - $i n
] ^g h  Then, the intensity 

on target is

 .cos sinI di i i2I
2

r i=
r

0
] g#  (10)

The angular distribution I(i) is used in the modified planar 
method in LILAC to numerically estimate the laser-absorp-
tion rate Q in spherical implosions. To account for a mixed 
polarization of laser light from many randomly polarized 
OMEGA laser beams (up to 13 beams can irradiate a given 
small surface element), the method assumes an equal mixture 
of s- and p-polarized lights. The corresponding absorption 
rate is denoted as Qs,p. The absorption rate calculated using 
only the s-polarized light, Qs, does not include the effect of 
resonance absorption and is used for comparison. Note that, 
with respect to the assumed laser-absorption mechanisms, Qs 
is similar to the absorption rate calculated using the spherical 
ray-trace method.26

Figure 111.48 shows an example of simulated laser-absorp-
tion rates in the spherical implosion of a CH target driven by 
a 12.4-kJ, 1-ns square OMEGA laser pulse. In this example, 
the target radius R = 430 nm, and the beam parameters r0 = 
352 nm and n = 4.12. The drive-laser pulse (long-dashed line) 
and calculated evolution of the absorption rates Qs (solid lines) 
and Qs,p (short-dashed lines) for two values of the flux limiter 
flim = 0.06 and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 111.48(a). The reduced 
values of Qs and Qs,p for smaller flim can be explained by an 
increased coronal temperature and, as a result, the less-efficient 
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. Figure 111.48(b) shows the 
evolution of the relative difference Q Q Q,s p s s-` j  (solid lines), 
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Figure 111.48
Simulated laser-absorption rates for two values of the flux limiter flim in the spherical implosion of a CH target driven by a 12.4-kJ, 1-ns OMEGA laser pulse. 
The approximate method to simulate the laser absorption in spherical implosions is discussed in the text. (a) Drive-laser pulse (long-dashed line) and absorption 
rates Qs (solid lines) and Qs,p (short-dashed lines), for the s-polarized and mix-polarized (s and p) lights, respectively. The rate Qs does not include the effect 
of resonant absorption, but Qs,p does. (b) The relative difference of absorption rates Q Q Q,s p s s-` j  (solid lines) and the relative absorption rates Q Q,

w
s p s due 

to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves (dashed lines).

which represents the relative effect of resonance absorption, 
and the ratio Q Q,

w
s p s (dashed lines), where Q ,

w
s p represents a 

part of Qs,p due to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves. 
Similar to the planar case (see Fig. 111.46), resonance absorp-
tion in spherical targets has a maximum effect at the beginning 
of the laser pulse, during the first 200 to 400 ps. Also, the reso-
nantly excited Langmuir waves give a noticeable contribution 
to the total absorption only at the beginning of the laser pulse. 
The resonance absorption is reduced with an increase in flim. 
This reduction can be explained by an increase in the density 
scale length near the critical surface with an increase in flim. 
Based on the numerical results presented in Fig. 111.48(a), 
the effect of resonance absorption can be modeled with the 
standard laser ray-trace absorption method26 by adjusting the 
flux limiter to a higher value (e.g., from the typical flim = 0.06 
to 0.08) during the first ~200 ps of the pulse.

The dependence of resonance absorption on laser intensity 
in spherical implosions is demonstrated in Fig. 111.49 in the 
case of a 100-ps laser pulse. The pulse shape with a peak 
intensity of 5 # 1014 W/cm2 (long-dashed line) and calculated 
absorption rates Qs,p, Qs, and Q ,

w
s p (thick solid, thin solid, and 

short-dashed lines, respectively) are shown in Fig. 111.49(a). 
The total absorption fractions calculated using these rates, 
integrated over the pulse duration, are shown in Fig. 111.49(b) 
[using the same notations as in Fig. 111.49(a)] as functions of 
the peak laser intensity. Note that the relative effect of resonant 

absorption has a weak dependence on the intensity. Specifically, 
this effect varies from about 13% to 20% for an intensity varied 
from 1014 to 1015 W/cm2. The contribution of Langmuir waves 
to the total laser absorption varies from about 2% to 15% for the 
same range of intensity. Example absorption fractions in spheri-
cal implosion experiments on OMEGA employed ~100-ps drive 
pulses are shown in Fig. 111.49(b) by solid circles. 

Planar Experiments
Two series of planar direct-drive experiments on OMEGA 

have been proposed to verify the model of resonance absorption 
presented in Resonance Absorption in the Fluid Approxima-
tion (p. 180): reflection-light experiments and shock-timing 
experiments. Both series are based on similar experimental 
designs employing a single OMEGA laser beam, either s- or 
p-polarized, which irradiates a CH foil. The experiments are 
designed for beams with i = 23.2°, which is one of the allowed 
values of i, determined by the construction of the OMEGA 
target chamber, and close to the angle of the maximum effect of 
resonance absorption in OMEGA plasmas (see Fig. 111.47). The 
goal of these experiments is to demonstrate the relative effect 
of a resonance absorption mechanism by comparing reflection 
light and shock timing for the case of s- and p-polarized laser 
beams. In this section, the results of the reflection-light experi-
ments are presented and compared with simulations, and the 
effect of resonance absorption in the proposed shock-timing 
experimental design is discussed.
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Simulated absorption rates and dependence of absorption fractions on the peak laser intensity in spherical implosions of a CH target driven by a 100-ps 
OMEGA laser pulse. The approximate method to simulate the laser absorption in spherical implosions is discussed in the text. (a) Drive-laser pulse (long-dashed 
curve); absorption rates calculated using an equal mixture of s- and p-polarized lights (thick solid line), and using only the s-polarized light (thin solid line); 
absorption rate due to the resonant excitation of Langmuir waves (short-dashed line). (b) Absorption fraction as a function of peak laser intensity for the same 
cases considered in (a) and in implosion experiments (solid circles), which include a mixture of s- and p-polarized lights. The effect of resonance absorption 
is represented by the difference in absorption rates and absorption fractions for the lights with mixed polarization and s-polarization.
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(a) Experimental setup for the reflection-light measurements, using single 
laser beams of s- or p-polarization. Port 17 is on the direction of target 
normal. (b) View of the OMEGA ports used in the experiment. Port 30 is 
not depicted in (a).

The setup for the reflection-light experiments is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 111.50. In these experiments, a 200-ps laser 
beam with an energy of 55 J (!5%) is propagated from port 23 
[see Figs. 111.50(a) and 111.50(b)] toward a target and focused 
into a spot ~500 nm in diameter, resulting in an intensity .1.2 
# 1014 W/cm2. The beam is smoothed in space and time by the 
spectral dispersion technique39 and distributed phase plates.40 
The light reflected and scattered from the target is collected 
by three calorimeters located in ports 25, 17, and 30. The 
calorimeter in port 25 collects the specularly reflected light, 
whereas the other two calorimeters, in ports 17 and 30, collect 
the scattered light at about 23° from the direction to port 25. 
The calorimeter in port 17 is located on the target normal.

Table 111.V shows the beam energy along with the energy 
collected by the three calorimeters in two experiments with 
single s- and p-polarized OMEGA laser beams. In agreement 
with theory, which predicts smaller light reflection from the 
p-polarized beam, the energy reflected from the s-polarized 
beam exceeds the energy reflected from the p-polarized 
beam (both energies collected in port 25). Quantitatively, the 
experiments show a larger difference in these energies: the 
corresponding energy ratio is 2.5 versus 1.8 obtained in simu-
lations. Figure 111.51 shows time-resolved reflected power in 
the experiments and simulations, where the simulation data 
(thin solid lines) are given in W/cm2 and the experimental data 
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Table 111.V: Reflection- and scattered-light measurements. The 
experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 111.50.

Beam  
polarization

Beam  
energy  

(J)

Collected Energy (J)

Port 25 Port 30 Port 17

s 52.5 1.59 0.15 0.14

p 57.1 0.63 0.17 0.22

Figure 111.51
Time-resolved measured (thick solid lines) and simulated (thin solid lines) 
intensities of reflection light in the experiments illustrated in Fig. 111.50. The 
cases of (a) s-polarized and (b) p-polarized beams are shown. The incident 
laser intensities (in W/cm2) are shown by the dashed lines. The simulated 
reflection data are presented in W/cm2, whereas the experimental data are 
given in arbitrary normalizations.
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(thick solid lines) use arbitrary normalizations. Note a good 
agreement of time profiles of the experimental and simulated 
energy fluxes in both cases of s- and p-polarized beams.

The reflection experiments revealed significant sidescatter of 
laser light in both cases of s- and p-polarized beams. Due to this 
scatter, the measured reflection energies are about an order of 
magnitude smaller than the values predicted in simulations. An 
estimate using the amount of energy scattered in ports 17 and 
30 (see Table 111.V) and assuming a uniform scatter suggests 
that the total scattered energy exceeds the reflection energy by 
at least a factor of 20. A possible explanation for this scatter is 
the development of laser-induced perturbations of the reflection 
surface in plasma corona. These perturbations, or nonuniformi-
ties, can have spatial scales comparable to the laser wavelength 
and cause significant sidescatter of laser light if the amplitude 
of perturbations is large enough. The 1-D model of resonance 
absorption used in this article cannot consider perturbations 
in the transverse directions to the target normal and, therefore, 
cannot simulate such a scatter.

The early-time enhancement of laser absorption due to 
the resonance mechanism can affect the velocities of shocks 
originating at initial stages of implosions. A change in these 
velocities can be important for high-gain, direct-drive implo-
sion designs that utilize adiabat-shaping techniques.10,11 
Shock-timing experiments, somewhat analogous to the shock-
compressibility experiments,41 can be suitable for the study of 
the effect of resonance absorption on shock properties.

The shock-timing experimental design uses a setup similar 
to that used in the reflection-light experiments (see Fig. 111.50). 
The measured quantity in this design is the velocity of shocks 
driven by the laser beams with different polarization. The effect 
of resonance absorption is estimated by comparing the shock-
breakout times in finite-thickness targets in experiments with 
s- and p-polarized beams. On OMEGA, the shock-breakout time 
can be measured to an accuracy of about 50 ps by using two 
independent techniques: one that employs a velocity interfer-
ometer system for any reflector (VISAR),42,43 and another that 
utilizes temporal records of the shock-front self-emission (600 to 
1000 nm) acquired using an imaging streak camera.44 

Figure 111.52 shows simulated time-dependent travel 
distances for two shocks driven by s- and p-polarized laser 
beams in thick CH targets. The simulations assume a 100-ps 
laser pulse, similar to one shown in Fig. 111.47(a), but with a 
peak intensity of 1014 W/cm2. For a fixed travel distance, which 
corresponds to an assumed target thickness in experiments, the 
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Figure 111.52
Simulated time dependence of the travel distance of shocks driven by single 
100-ps OMEGA laser beams of different polarizations in thick CH foils. The 
beams have a peak intensity of 1014 W/cm2 and i = 23.2°. Two cases of s- and 
p-polarized beams (marked by “s” and “p”, respectively) are considered.

difference Dt between the propagation time of the two shocks 
corresponds to the difference of experimentally measured 
breakout time in the case of s- and p-polarized beams. The 
value Dt exceeds the experimental accuracy limit of 50 ps for 
targets thicker than 30 nm, and Dt is in the well-detectable 
range of several hundred picoseconds for target thicknesses 
L100 nm. Specifically, one gets Dt . 800 ps for a 125-nm-
thick target.

Discussion and Conclusions
The effect of resonance absorption in a CH plasma has 

been investigated theoretically and experimentally for the 
physical conditions relevant to direct-drive ICF experiments 
with a 351-nm laser and intensities in the range of 1014 to 
1015 W/cm2. It has been shown that nonlinear effects, such 
as pondermotive force and wave breaking, are not important; 
therefore, the linear theory of resonance absorption has been 
used in the 1-D hydrodynamic code LILAC to construct numeri-
cal models. The resonant excitation of Langmuir waves at the 
critical surface is an important mechanism that contributes to 
resonance absorption and dominates inverse bremsstrahlung 
absorption in the case of laser intensities L5 # 1014 W/cm2 and 
angles of incidence of laser beams in the optimum range, 10° 
K i K 30°. The decay of Langmuir waves caused by Landau 
damping results in a release of wave energy in the form of hot 
electrons with temperature .5 keV, which is larger by a factor 

of 2 to 5 than the electron temperature in hot corona, where 
Te . 1 to 2 keV. This could lead to a deviation of the electron 
distribution function from Maxwellian in hot corona if the 
energy released in hot electrons is relatively large. In implosion 
experiments on OMEGA, however, this energy is predicted to 
be relatively low [less than 15% of the total absorbed energy 
(see the short-dashed lines in Fig. 111.49)], so that the coronal 
plasma there is expected to be nearly Maxwellian. 

On OMEGA, resonance absorption has a maximum effect 
during a rapid increase in laser power, typically ~100 ps. Simu-
lations show that the resonance absorption in a 1-ns square 
laser pulse can be important only during the first 200 to 300 ps. 
At this initial period, the density scale length in plasma near 
the critical surface is relatively short, ~1 to 2 nm, resulting in 
enhanced resonance absorption. At later times, when the laser 
power reaches its maximum, the density scale length increases 
to more than 5 nm, causing significant reduction in resonance 
absorption. In short laser pulses, or pickets, ~100 ps, the reso-
nance absorption has a maximum relative effect, the value of 
which depends on the intensity and angle of incidence of the 
laser. In the case of spherical implosions, the predicted relative 
effect of resonance absorption varies from about 13% to 20% 
for intensities between 1014 and 1015 W/cm2.

We suggest, based on our numerical results, that the reso-
nance absorption in spherical implosions can be modeled with 
the standard laser ray-trace method,26 using a time-variable 
flux limiter, the value of which is increased by ~30% during 
the first ~200 ps of the laser pulse.

Planar reflection-light experiments have been conducted 
on OMEGA to verify the theoretical predictions of resonance 
absorption. These experiments used CH foils irradiated by 
single s- and p-polarized laser beams with an angle of incidence 
i = 23.2° and showed the reflection energy’s clear dependence 
on polarization, in good quantitative agreement with simulation 
results. The experiments also revealed significant sidescatter of 
laser light, which reduces the amount of reflection energy by 
about an order of magnitude in comparison with simulations. 
This sidescatter, affecting both s- and p-polarized lights, can 
be explained by laser-induced perturbations in the reflection 
surface of plasma corona. The effect of these perturbations 
cannot be accounted for in the simplified 1-D approach used 
in this study. We expect that the surface perturbations could 
reduce the difference between reflected s- and p-polarized laser 
lights predicted in simulations because of the introduction of 
additional polarization components (mixed s- and p-polarized 
lights) in the incident laser beams.
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Another OMEGA planar, direct-drive experiment that could 
demonstrate the effect of resonance absorption in laser-driven 
shocks has been designed and simulated. This design employs 
CH foils irradiated by single s- or p-polarized laser beams that 
initiate shocks with different velocities. The effect of resonance 
absorption is inferred by comparing the shock-breakout time 
at the target’s rear surface in the case of s- and p-polarized 
beams. Assuming a 100-ps laser pulse with a peak intensity 
of 1014 W/cm2, the simulations predict a time difference of 
shock breakout in the well-detectable range of several hundred 
picoseconds for a target thickness of about 100 nm.
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Introduction
The achievement of energy gain with a direct-drive inertial 
confinement fusion (ICF) ignition target requires an accurate 
prediction of the shock-heated and compressed conditions in the 
main fuel layer.1 A direct-drive ICF target for hot-spot ignition 
consists of a spherical cryogenic main fuel layer of deuterium 
and tritium surrounded by a thin plastic layer.1–3 Intense laser 
beams uniformly irradiate the target and launch a shock wave 
through the main fuel layer. The pressure in the shock-heated 
shell determines the implosion performance of the target. The 
laser pulse for a direct-drive implosion consists of a low-inten-
sity foot and high-intensity main drive. The low-intensity foot 
launches a relatively weak shock to isentropically compress 
the target, and the main drive sends a compression wave that 
implodes the target to form a central hot spot with sufficient fuel 
areal density and temperature to ignite the target. The entropy 
of the main fuel layer or shell adiabat a is defined as the ratio 
of the pressure in the main fuel layer to the Fermi-degenerate 
pressure. It is a critical parameter in ICF because it is related 
to the minimum laser drive energy needed for ignition and 
the growth rate of the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) hydrodynamic 
instability.4,5 The RT instability distorts the uniformity of the 
implosion, reduces the target compression, and could prevent 
hot-spot formation.6 Therefore, the successful target design for 
a stable, high-performance ICF implosion creates an adiabat 
in the shell that strikes a balance between the target stability 
and the laser-energy requirements. 

The shock-heated shell in direct-drive ICF is predicted to 
have plasma conditions in the warm dense matter (WDM) 
regime.7 The coupling parameter8 C and ratio of Fermi tem-
perature to electron temperature H characterize plasmas in 
Te–ne space. The electron–electron coupling parameter Cee is 
the ratio of Coulomb potential between free electrons to the 
average kinetic energy of the free electrons:

 ,
dk T

e
ee

B e

2
C =  (1)

where d = (3/4rne)
1/3 is the average interparticle spacing. When 

a plasma is strongly coupled (Cee >> 1), the Coulomb interac-

Diagnosing Direct-Drive, Shock-Heated, and Compressed  
Plastic Planar Foils with Noncollective Spectrally Resolved  

X-Ray Scattering

tions between particles determine the physical properties of the 
plasma. When Cee << 1, plasma behaves as an ideal gas and the 
interparticle coupling is insignificant. Similar considerations 
can be made with regards to the electron–ion and ion–ion cou-
pling parameters.8 In an ICF implosion, the shock-heated shell 
becomes a partially or fully degenerate plasma. The degree of 
degeneracy is described as 

 ,T TeFH =  (2)

where TF is the Fermi temperature [TF = &2(3r2ne)
2/3/2mekB, kB 

is the Boltzmann constant]. In degenerate plasmas, the electron 
energy depends only on ne, and the coupling constant is defined as 
the ratio between the potential and Fermi energy .e dEee

2
FC =a k  

Figure 111.53 shows Te–ne space characterized by the electron 
coupling parameter, Cee; the ratio of the Te and TF, ;T TeFH ` j  the 
average interparticle spacing d n3 4 e

1 3r= ;_ i9 C  and the Debye 
length mD. The plane is divided by the lines H = 1, Cee = 1, and 
d = mD into regions where Fermi-degenerate, strongly coupled, 
Fermi-degenerate and strongly coupled, weakly coupled, and 
ideal plasmas exist. As shown in Fig. 111.53, the predicted condi-
tions for the direct-drive experiments (see triangle symbols) lie 
in the WDM regime on the boundary between Fermi-degenerate, 
strongly coupled, and weakly coupled plasmas.

Diagnosing WDM is challenging because the temperature 
of the plasma is too low (~10 eV) for it to emit x rays and dense 
plasmas above the critical density cannot be probed with opti-
cal lasers for Thomson-scattering measurements.9 Two viable 
techniques exist to diagnose these plasmas: spectrally resolved 
x-ray scattering10 and time-resolved x-ray absorption spectros-
copy.11 X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements provide 
time-resolved local measurements of the plasma conditions in 
the shock-heated foil; they require, however, a buried mid-Z 
tracer layer such as Al. The Al 1s–2p absorption spectroscopy 
was used to diagnose similar plasma conditions in a direct-
drive, shock-heated CH planar foil by using a point-source Sm 
backlighter.12 The spectrally resolved x-ray scattering does not 
require a tracer layer; it requires, however, a large volume of 
shock-heated matter to scatter a sufficient number of x rays, 
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Te–ne space characterized by the electron coupling parameter Cee; the ratio 
of the Fermi temperature TF and the electron temperature Te, ;T TeFH =` j  
the average interparticle spacing d n3 4 e

3r= ;18 ^ h B  and Debye length mD. The 
plane is divided by the lines H = 1, Cee = 1, and d = mD into regions where 
Fermi-degenerate, strongly coupled, Fermi-degenerate and strongly coupled, 
weakly coupled, and ideal plasmas exist. Predicted conditions of direct-drive, 
shock-heated experiments are shown as triangle symbols. Plasma conditions of 
radiatively heated targets inferred with noncollective and collective spectrally 
resolved x-ray scattering are shown as diamond symbols. 

limiting its spatial resolution. Noncollective spectrally resolved 
x-ray scattering experiments reported in the literature have 
characterized the plasma conditions of an isochorically heated 
Be cylinder, a carbon foam, and a CH gas bag.13 Recently, col-
lective scattering was observed from an isochorically heated 
Be cylinder and was used to infer the electron density.14 In 
principle, when collective scattering is used in conjunction 
with noncollective scattering, the spatially averaged quantities 
of electron density, electron temperature, and ionization can 
be diagnosed. The radiatively heated plasmas conditions are 
shown as the diamond symbols in Fig. 111.53. 

Diagnosing plasmas that have conditions comparable to 
those in the shock-heated main fuel layer of a direct-drive ICF 
ignition target is the central focus of this article. For the first 
time, noncollective, spectrally resolved x-ray scattering is used 
to probe the plasma conditions in direct-drive, shock-heated 
planar plastic foils. Compared to x-ray scattering measurements 
from isochorically heated targets, direct-drive targets present 
new experimental challenges associated with the smaller physi-
cal dimensions of the target and gradients in the plasma condi-
tions, as well as target compression and acceleration during the 

scattering measurements. The scattering volumes and hence the 
scattered x-ray signal level of direct-drive targets are at least an 
order of magnitude smaller compared to the radiatively heated 
targets. Some direct-drive scenarios shape the adiabat in the 
target, which would require a spatially resolved and spectrally 
resolved x-ray scattering diagnostic. The direct-drive coronal 
plasma is in close proximity to the scattering volume and cre-
ates a major source of unwanted background x-ray continuum, 
which must be shielded from the detector. However, the target 
trajectory moves the coronal plasma into the field of view of 
the detector during the scattering measurement. Plastic foils are 
surrogates for cryogenic fuel layers. These results, required for 
ICF ignition, provided an opportunity to study the shell condi-
tions of a direct-drive ICF imploded target without the cost and 
complexity of cryogenic hardware. The spectral line shapes 
of the elastic Rayleigh and the inelastic Compton components 
are fit to infer the electron temperature Te and ionization Z: 
the Doppler-broadened Compton feature is sensitive to Te for 
Te greater than the Fermi temperature TF, and the ratio of the 
Rayleigh and the Compton components is sensitive to Z.

The following sections of this article (1) describe spectrally 
resolved x-ray scattering; (2) present the experimental setup and 
simulations from the 1-D hydrodynamics code; (3) present the 
experimental results and compare them with the predicted plasma 
conditions; and (4) discuss the future use of spectrally resolved 
x-ray scattering to infer the plasma conditions in the main fuel 
layer of a direct-drive inertial confinement fusion target. 

Spectrally Resolved X-Ray Scattering 
Scattering processes are classified as collective or noncol-

lective based on the scattering parameter, defined as

. ( )
,

sink T

n1
2

1 08 10 cm

eV

3
e

4
0

1 2

scatter
D eff

# $

m
a

i

m
= =

- -cm

_ ]

_

i g

i> H  (3)

where i is the scattering angle, k is the wave number of scat-
tered x rays ,sink 4 20 $r m i= ^ h7 A  m0 is the probe wavelength, 
and mD is the Debye length calculated with the effective tem-
perature15 Teff, which is defined as ,T T Te q

2 2
eff = +  where 

. .T T r1 33 0 18q sF -= ^ h with rs = d/aB (aB is the Bohr radius).16 
The characteristic plasma length in the scattering parameter, mD, 
in Eq. (3) is replaced by the Thomas–Fermi screening length

 E n e2 3 e0
2

TF Fm f=a k

for Fermi-degenerate plasma, and by the interparticle spacing 
d for strongly coupled plasma. With the use of the effective 
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temperature, the scattering parameter between ideal, strongly 
coupled, and Fermi-degenerate regimes is smoothly interpolated. 
For noncollective scattering (ascatter < 1), x rays are scattered by 
individual electrons. As a result, the red wing of the Compton 
component in the scattered spectrum reflects the free electron 
velocity distribution function,17 and the Doppler-broadened 
spectrum is sensitive to Te for Te > TF. When Te < TF, the electron 
distribution becomes a Fermi distribution and its spectral shape 
is only weakly sensitive to the electron density. All of the scat-
tering investigated in this article is noncollective. In the case of 
ascatter > 1, the incident x-ray photons interact with a collective 
electron cloud; in particular, collective scattering is of interest 
for electron-density measurements.14,18

Detailed calculations of the modeled x-ray scattering spectra 
presented here can be found in Refs. 13, 19, 20, and 21. A brief 
description of the model is given in this section. Spectrally 
resolved x-ray scattering can be modeled with the total dynamic 
structure factor in the differential scattering cross section. As 
derived by Chihara,22,23 the total dynamic structure factor and 
the free-electron correlation function are written as

 

, , ,

, , ,

S k f k q k S k Z S k

Z s k S k d

ii f ee

b s

1
0

ce -

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~
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Although Eq. (4) is valid only for a single-ion component 
plasma, the model for the experiment under consideration 
includes the scattering contribution from all ion species as well 
as their mutual correlations as described by Gregori et al.13 The 
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) corresponds to the 
elastic Rayleigh-scattering component. fI(k) is the ionic form 
factor for bound electrons and q(k) is the Fourier transform 
of the free-electron cloud surrounding the ion. Sii(k,~) is the 
ion–ion dynamic structure factor, which describes the degree 
of ion–ion correlations.

In Eq. (4) Zf and Zb are the number of free (or valence) elec-
trons and bound electrons, respectively. The number of elec-
trons associated with each atom, ZA, is the sum of Zf and Zb. Zf 
represents electrons that are not bound to any single atom or ion 
including valence, delocalized, or conduction electrons. These 
electrons are all described in terms of plane-wave or Bloch 
wave functions. From a hydrodynamic perspective the useful 

quantity to compare with numerical modeling is the number 
of free electrons or the average ionization Z, not Zf. From the 
discussion above, Zf differs from Z because it includes valence 
states together with kinematically free electrons. For the case 
of cold (undriven) plastic foil targets, Zf is just the number of 
valence electrons and has no relation to Z. On the other hand, as 
soon as the temperature in the plastic foil is raised by the laser 
interaction, atomic bonds are broken and the underlying lattice 
responsible for the formation of the valence band is destroyed. 
In this case Zf can be identified with Z and direct comparison 
with simulations is possible. The second term in Eq. (4) thus 
represents scatterings from either free or valence electrons that 
move independently from the ions. As shown in Eq. (5), their 
corresponding electron–electron correlation function ,S kee

0 ~^ h

can be obtained through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem24 
in terms of the electron dielectric response function derived 
using the random phase approximation (RPA).25,26 The RPA 
is accurate without any local field corrections in our noncollec-
tive scattering experiment. While the RPA is rigorously valid 
for kinematically free electrons, valence electrons can also be 
described in a similar way.27 Extension to a finite band gap is 
also possible, but its effect is small for the conditions of this 
experiment.19 The last term of Eq. (4) contributes to inelastic 
scattering from core electrons. Differently from valence and 
free electrons, electrons bound to localized levels in the L or 
K shells are treated as hydrogenic states in terms of a modified 
impulse approximation,28 which was shown to reproduce well 
experimental x-ray scattering data from shock-compressed Al 
plasmas;29 these are the bound electrons included in Zb. This 
term becomes important when L-shell bound electrons are 
involved in the scattering process, which is the case for a car-
bon-hydrogen plasma, created by the laser-induced ionization 
of a CH (C8H8) planar target. The average number of free (or 
valence) electrons for CH is given by

 ,Z
Z Z Z Z

2 2

6 1
f

b bC H - -
=

+
=

+C H_ _i i
 (6)

where ZC and ZH are the number of delocalized electrons 
in carbon and hydrogen, respectively. Figure 111.54 shows 
the modeled scattered spectra for CH foils using Eq. (4). 
Figure 111.54(a) shows the calculated total spectra including 
free electrons, weakly bound electrons, and tightly bound 
electrons. Figure 111.54(b) shows the contributions of inelastic 
scatterings from free electrons and weakly bound electrons to 
the Compton component. All spectra are calculated with an 
x-ray probe of 9.0-keV Zn Hea, a 130° scattering angle, and a 
Compton downshifted energy of 260 eV. The Compton down-
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Figure 111.54
(a) Calculated total scattered spectra including ion, free-electron, and bound-
free components for ZC = 0.75, ZC = 4, and ZC = 4.5. All spectra are normal-
ized to the larger of either the Rayleigh or Compton peak. (b) Contributions 
of inelastic scatterings from free electrons and weakly bound electrons to 
the Compton component for ZC = 0.75 and ZC = 4.5. The Te and t are fixed 
to be 10 eV and 4.96 g/cm3.

shifted energy is consistent with a 130° scattering angle, which 
is within the experimental tolerance of the 120° design. The 
calculated spectra, including all three terms in Eq. (4) for ZC 
= 0.75, ZC = 4.0, and ZC = 4.5, are shown in Fig. 111.54(a). In 
all cases discussed here ZH = 1 is set. The ratio of the Compton 
and Rayleigh peaks are comparable for ZC = 0.75 and ZC = 
4.0. This is because of the contribution of the scatterings from 
weakly bound electrons to the Compton component at low ZC. 
Figure 111.54(b) shows that the contributions from the free and 
weakly bound electrons to the Compton component for ZC = 

0.75 and ZC = 4.5, with Te = 10 eV and t = 4.96 g/cm3. For ZC 
= 0.75, the contribution of the scattering from weakly bound 
electrons is slightly higher than that from the free electrons 
and the total intensity of the Compton peak is comparable to 
the Rayleigh, as shown in Fig. 111.54(a). As ZC is increased, 
the Compton component is dominated by the scattering from 
free electrons while the ratio of the two peaks is comparable 
for ZC = 4. Therefore, low ionizations of shocked CH foils (i.e., 
Z < 2) cannot be accurately diagnosed with this technique. 
Once a carbon K-shell electron is ionized (ZC > 4), the ratio of 
the Compton and Rayleigh peak significantly changes for CH, 
as shown in Fig. 111.54(a).

Experiment 
Spectrally resolved x-ray scattering experiments were 

performed with 90° and 120° scattering angles. The error in 
the exact determination of the scattering angle is estimated as 
!10°. The experimental configuration for the 120° scattering 
geometry is shown in Fig. 111.55(a), with a photograph of the 
target shown in Fig. 111.55(b). The target consists of a large 
Au/Fe light shield, a Zn backlighter foil, a CH drive foil, and 
a Ta pinhole substrate. Up to six overlapped beams smoothed 
with phase plates (SG8)30 were used to drive a 125-nm-thick 
planar CH target with a uniform intensity in an ~0.5-mm laser 
spot of 1 # 1014 W/cm2. Eighteen additional tightly focused 
beams (~100-nm spot) irradiated the Zn foil with an overlapped 
intensity of ~1016 W/cm2 and generated a point-source back-
lighter of Zn Hea emission at 9.0 keV. The 0.5-mm-thick CH 
foil positioned between the Zn foil and the Ta pinhole substrate 
blocked x rays with photon energies less than ~4 keV with 
minimal attenuation to the Zn K-shell emission. This prevented 
the Zn backlighter from radiatively heating the target. The Ta 
pinhole substrate with a 400-nm-diam aperture restricted the 
backlighter illumination of the CH drive foil to the portion 
of the target that was uniformly shock heated. The scattering 
angle was reduced to 90° by adjusting the locations of the 
aperture and the focal position of the backlighter beams. 

Most of the Zn Hea emission propagates through the drive 
foil; however, a small fraction of the x rays are scattered. X rays 
scattered at 90° or 120° were dispersed with a Bragg crystal 
spectrometer and recorded with an x-ray framing camera31 
outfitted with a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera. A highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)32 crystal with a 2d spacing 
of 6.7 Å was used in the mosaic focusing mode33 to provide 
high reflectivity of the scattered x-ray spectrum.34 The Au/Fe 
shields reduced the measured background x-ray continuum 
levels by blocking the direct lines of sight to the Zn and CH 
coronal plasmas. 
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Figure 111.55
(a) Target design of the noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering experiment on OMEGA using a 120° scattering geometry; (b) a photograph of an 
x-ray scattering target compared in size to a penny. 

The strategy of the experiment was to drive a shock wave 
through the CH foil and to scatter the Zn Hea x rays from the 
uniformly compressed portion of the shock-heated CH around 
the time that the shock breaks out of the rear side of the target 
(i.e., the side opposite the laser-irradiated side). Two drive 
conditions were examined: undriven (i.e., cold, uncompressed 
CH foil) and an a = 3 drive. The measured time history of 
the laser power for the a = 3 drive is presented in Fig. 111.56. 
The plasma conditions of directly driven CH foils were simu-
lated with the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC. A detailed 
description of LILAC can be found elsewhere35 with the main 
features of the code described in this section. Laser absorption 
is calculated using a ray-trace algorithm that models inverse 
bremsstrahlung. Transport of radiation is modeled through 
multigroup diffusion with the Los Alamos National Labora-
tory Astrophysical Tables36 or an average ion model provid-
ing the opacities. The SESAME tables are used to model the 
equation of state. LILAC uses a flux-limited37 Spitzer–Härm38 
electron thermal-conduction model. This drive is predicted to 
create a 15-Mbar shock-wave pressure. Figure 111.57 shows 
the spatial profile of the predicted plasma conditions created 
with an a = 3 drive around the time the shock breaks out the 
rear side of the target. A single shock is launched by the a = 
3 drive and breaks out the rear side of the target at 2.7 ns. The 
measurement was made around the shock-breakout time. The 
plasma conditions in the CH at the time of shock breakout are 
predicted to be fairly uniform. For the a = 3 drive, the foil is 
predicted to be heated to Te = 12 eV with an average ionization 

Z = 0.95. As shown in Fig. 111.58, there is little difference in 
the predicted x-ray scattered spectra from the CH foil targets 
for undriven and a = 3 drive cases. The plasma condition for an 
undriven case is Te = 0.1 eV and ZC = 0.1. The ion temperature 
is predicted to be equal to the electron temperature for all of 
the drive cases under consideration. The spatially integrated, 
time-resolved spectra were collected over a 500-ps integration 
time, which is short compared to the hydrodynamic time scales 
of the experiment. 
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The measured laser pulse for the a = 3 drive (shot 41290).
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Predictions from the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC of the spatial profiles 
of electron temperature (Te), electron density (ne), average ionization (Z), and 
mass density (t) for laser-irradiated CH foil targets with a = 3 drive.
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The total number of the detected photons per nanosecond, 
Ndet, was estimated for the x-ray scattering experiment. It is 
given by 
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where EL is the laser energy, xL is the laser pulse duration, 
hL is the conversion efficiency from the laser energy into the 
9.0-keV x rays, hCH is the attenuation due to 500 nm of CH, 
ne is the electron density, x is the thickness of the compressed 
target, Xpinhole and Xdetector are the solid angles limited by 
the pinhole diameter and crystal size, Rcrystal is the integrated 
reflectivity of the crystal, and hCH is the efficiency inside the 
detector, including the MCP efficiency and filter transmission. 
Using EL = 280 J # 18 beams in the 3-ns pulse, ho = 9.0 keV, hL 
is assumed to be ~0.1%, . ,0 044pinhole rX =  hCH = 85%, ne = 
1.5 # 1023 cm–3, x = 40 nm for a shock-compressed target with 
the a = 3 drive, ascatter = 0.2 for the 120° scattering geometry, 

. ,5 7 104detector #rX = 3-  Rcrystal = 2 # 10–3, and hd = 1%. 
Using Eq. (7), Ndet is estimated to be ~1500 photons/ns. Since 
the integration time was 500 ps and the spectrum was dispersed 
over the ~90 spectrally resolved bins (~10 eV/bin), the estimated 
ratio of the signal due to photon statistics is 8.2, which is con-
sistent with the measured signal-to-noise ratio of 8.

Results and Discussion
X-ray spectra detected at 90° and 120° scattering angles 

were recorded for an undriven CH foil. Figure 111.59(a) shows 
the measured spectra from undriven CH foils in 90° and 120° 
scattering geometries, as well as the signal from a control tar-
get whose drive foil has a 1-mm-diam thru-hole in the center 
of the foil. Figure 111.59(b) shows a microscope image of the 
control target. The purpose of the control shot was to experi-
mentally confirm that the measured x rays were scattered from 
the intended target. The lack of signal measured for this shot 
indicates that x rays are scattering from the intended portion 
of the nominal drive foil (i.e., without a thru-hole), and scatter-
ing from other unintended sources is negligible. The Compton 
peaks of measured spectra with 90° and 120° scattering angles 
are consistent with the calculated Compton downshifted ener-
gies of E k m2 e

2 2
C =&  = 158 eV and 238 eV, respectively. In 

this article, all of the x-ray scattering measurements from the 
driven foils were taken with the 120° scattering angle; however, 
measurements from two different scattering angles would be 
beneficial to determine the accuracy of the experimentally 
determined values of Te and Zf.

The spectra of x rays detected at a 120° scattering angle 
are presented in Fig. 111.60(a) for the CH targets and in 
Fig. 111.60(b) for the Br-doped CH targets for the two drive 
conditions under consideration (i.e., undriven and a = 3 drive). 
The Br-dopant concentration level in the CH foil was 2% atomic 
in the bulk of the target, but no Br was in the ablator portion of 
the target. All of the spectra in Fig. 111.60 are normalized to the 
larger peak of the Rayleigh or Compton feature. The location 
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Figure 111.59
(a) Measured x-ray spectra scattered from undriven CH targets with 90° and 120° scattering geometries are compared with the noise level. The dotted and 
dashed vertical lines show the Compton downshifted energy of 158 eV/238 eV for the 90°/120° scattering angles. (b) A microscope  image of the control target 
with a 1-mm-diam thru-hole in the center of the CH foil.

of line emissions of Zn Hea at 9.0 keV and Zn Lya at 9.3 keV is 
indicated with vertical dotted lines in the figure. A comparison 
of the spectra scattered from the CH targets shows little dif-
ference between the driven and undriven targets. A detailed 
analysis of the measured spectra with models is presented in 
Figs. 111.61(a) and 111.61(b). A similar comparison for the x-ray 
spectra from the Br-doped CH shows significant changes in the 
heights of the Compton feature. Zn Lya line emission contrib-
utes to the blue wings of the measured Rayleigh features. For 
the quantitative analysis, the measured spectra were fit with 
models to infer Te and Zb for each ion in the plasma as described 
in Eq. (6). The modeled spectra were calculated as described 
in Spectrally Resolved X-Ray Scattering (p. 192), and a best 
fit to the measured spectra was obtained using a least-squares-
fitting routine that varied Te and the Zb’s.

The experimental scattered spectrum from the cold, 
undriven target is compared with three modeled spectra in 
Fig. 111.61(a). All of the modeled spectra have solid densities 
(t = 1.24 g/cm3) and low electron temperatures (Te = 0.1 eV) 
to indicate that no ionization in CH has occurred, but the ZC 
is varied from 0.1 to 4. The lowest ZC agrees with the experi-
mental result as expected in cold CH; however, the models are 
not very sensitive to ZC for ZC < 2, suggesting that valence 
electrons in cold CH could scatter x rays like free electrons. In 
order to investigate the Te sensitivity in the case of driven CH, 

Zf was set to 2.5 (corresponding to ZC = 4 and ZH = 1 delocal-
ized electrons) shown in Fig. 111.61(b). As mentioned before, 
in this case all of the carbon bonds are destroyed and Zf does 
indeed represent the average ionization state in the plasma. In 
addition to scattering from valence electrons, scattering from 
the remaining bound electrons into L and K shells must be 
included, with the respective ionization levels corrected for 
continuum lowering.39 In Fig. 111.61(b), the measured spec-
trum of the CH foil for the a = 3 drive is compared with the 
modeled spectra for three electron temperatures: Te = 1, 10, 
and 20 eV with ZC = 4. The mass density used in the models 
is four times solid density (t = 4.96 g/cm3), as suggested by 
LILAC simulations. Since the measured spectrum from the 
driven CH is bounded by the models with Te = 1 eV and Te = 
20 eV, an upper limit of Te = 20 eV is inferred for the a = 3 
drive. As described in Fig. 111.54(b), the ratios of the Compton 
and Rayleigh peaks are comparable when ZC < 4 in a driven 
CH. Therefore, the inferred Z in this experiment is an upper 
limit of Z ~ 2. The predicted spectra show that the width of the 
Compton peak is not very sensitive to the electron temperature 
because Te is comparable to the Fermi temperature TF = 16 eV 
from the hydro calculation (ne ~ 3 # 1023 cm–3 and Z ~ 1). It is 
also noted that for the compressed case with a = 3, the electron 
density is ne ~ 3 # 1023 cm–3, which lowers the continuum by 
~20 eV (Ref. 20); thus a fraction of the L-shell electrons should 
be indeed delocalized. 
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(a) Measured spectrum from the undriven CH target compared with modeled spectra for ZC = 0.1, ZC = 2, and ZC = 4 with Te = 0.1 eV. (b) Measured spectrum 
for the a = 3 drive compared with modeled spectra of Te = 1, 10, and 20 eV, and ZC = 4. 

Trace amounts of Br in the CH foil (i.e., 2% atomic concen-
tration) increase the sensitivity of the spectrally resolved x-ray 
spectra to changes in the electron temperature. The experi-
mental spectra scattered from CHBr targets are presented in 
Fig. 111.62 for the two drives under consideration, along with the 
fitted spectra. A comparison of the scattered x-ray spectra from 

the undriven CHBr target [see Fig. 111.62(a)] with the undriven 
CH target [see Fig. 111.61(a)] reveals that the Br dopant enhances 
the ratio of the Rayleigh peak to the Compton peak. This is a 
consequence of the increased number of tightly bound electrons 
in the CHBr foil. The models for scattered spectra of CHBr foils 
include the scattering contributions from all ionic species as 
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well as their mutual correlations. In addition, the attenuation 
of the scattered x rays due to the path length in the CHBr foil 
is included in the modeled scattered spectra. The electron tem-
peratures inferred from the spectral fitting for the undriven and 
a = 3 drive are Te = 0.1 eV and Te = 10 eV, respectively, which 
are similar to the observations for the pure CH foils. Adding 
the Br dopant increases the sensitivity of the x-ray scattering 
to changes in Z. As shown in Fig. 111.60(b), the height of the 
Compton feature is increased for the driven target, in contrast 
to the results with the CH target shown in Fig. 111.60(a). The 
density is assumed to be solid density for undriven and four 

times solid density for a = 3 drive. The undriven case has ZBr 
= 10, ZC = 4, and ZH = 1; the a = 3 drive has ZBr = 25, ZC = 
4, and ZH = 1. The ratio of the Rayleigh peak to the Compton 
peak is primarily dependent on ZBr. It is observed that ZBr 
increases for the driven CHBr foil, while ZC is not very sensi-
tive to the a = 3 drive. For the undriven case, little differences 
are seen between ZBr = 0.1 and ZBr = 10, while ZBr needs to 
be increased close to ZBr = 25 to match the model to data for 
the driven case. Since the binding energy of 257 eV for a 3-s 
M-shell electron of a neutral bromine atom is comparable to 
the Compton downshifted energy of ~240 eV, electrons of a 
bromine ion in the M and N shell (25 electrons) can be ionized 
with the Zn Hea x rays. Due to the high electron densities in 
the compressed plasma, continuum lowering is likely to be 
responsible for the large number of delocalized electrons in 
bromine. Those electrons belong to extended M and N shells 
for which electron bonding to the ion core may be heavily 
screened in the dense plasma. The values of Zf inferred from 
the spectral fitting are Zf = 2.6 and Zf = 2.9 for the undriven 
and a = 3 drive, respectively. 

The electron temperatures predicted with LILAC for the 
shocked CH and CHBr targets (Te = 12 eV) are comparable 
with the measured results (Te = 10 to 20 eV) for a drive intensity 
of 1 # 1014 W/cm2; however, an experimental accuracy for Te 
of 10% to 20% is needed to validate the simulations from the 
hydrodynamics codes. Attempts were made to increase the 
electron temperature in the direct-drive target by increasing 
the laser drive intensity to ~1015 W/cm2. However, the x-ray 
background levels measured for higher drive intensities were 
found to overwhelm the scattered x-ray spectrum. 

Future Application 
The main objective of this research is to develop techniques 

to probe the plasma conditions in the DT shell of a direct-drive 
implosion target during the laser irradiation to diagnose the 
shell adiabat. X-ray scattering is an attractive option for this 
application since it is noninvasive. The experimental results 
presented here demonstrate that it is possible to infer the spa-
tially averaged electron temperature of a nearly Fermi-degener-
ate, direct-drive, shock-heated, and compressed CH foil. The 
complications arising from the L-shell electrons of carbon 
associated to a structural phase transition from the solid state to 
plasma will not be present in the fully ionized hydrogen isotope 
plasma comprising the shell of the ICF target. Consequently, a 
straightforward interpretation of the spatially averaged quanti-
ties of electron temperature and average ionization in the shell 
of a DT ICF implosion target is expected from the noncollec-
tive x-ray scattering. Predicted x-ray-scattering spectra from 

Figure 111.62
Measured x-ray spectra scattered from CHBr targets for (a) undriven and 
(b) a = 3 drive are compared with modeled spectra varying ZBr. The inferred 
parameters are Te = 0.1 eV and Zf = 2.6 for undriven and Te = 10 eV and Zf = 
2.9 for the a = 3 drive. ZC = 4 was set for both undriven and driven cases.
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an imploding cryogenic capsule in hohlraum are discussed in 
Ref. 40. The recent observations of plasmons in warm dense 
matter14 show that it is possible to infer the electron density 
from the collective, forward x-ray scattering. Therefore, a com-
bination of collective and noncollective x-ray scattering should 
provide the capability to diagnose the spatially averaged quanti-
ties of electron density, electron temperature, and the average 
ionization of a direct-drive DT cryogenic implosion target. 

Conclusion
The electron temperature (Te) and average ionization (Z) 

of nearly Fermi-degenerate, direct-drive, shock-heated, and 
compressed CH planar foils were investigated for the first time 
using noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering on 
the OMEGA Laser System. CH and Br-doped CH foils were 
driven with six beams, having an overlapped intensity of 1 # 
1014 W/cm2 and generating 15-Mbar pressure in the foil. An 
examination of the scattered x-ray spectra reveals an upper limit 
of Z ~ 2, and Te = 20 eV is inferred from the spectral line shapes 
of the elastic Rayleigh and inelastic Compton components. 
The electron temperatures predicted with LILAC (Te = 12 eV) 
were found to be comparable with the measured results (Te = 
10 to 20 eV). Low average ionizations (i.e., Z < 2) cannot be 
accurately diagnosed in this experiment due to the difficulties 
in distinguishing delocalized valence or free electrons. Trace 
amounts of Br in the CH foil (i.e., 2% atomic concentration) 
were shown to increase the sensitivity of the noncollective, 
spectrally resolved x-ray scattering to changes in the average 
ionization. A combination of noncollective and collective 
spectrally resolved x-ray scattering looks like a promising 
diagnostic technique to probe the spatially averaged plasma 
conditions in the DT shell of a direct-drive implosion target 
during the laser irradiation to diagnose the shell adiabat. 
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Introduction
The inertial confinement fusion (ICF) approach to fusion igni-
tion relies on inertia to compress the fuel to ignition conditions. 
A major goal of ICF research is the generation of net energy 
by imploding targets containing deuterium–tritium (DT) 
fuel, using lasers, x rays generated by lasers, pulsed power, or 
ion beams.1 To achieve ignition, it is necessary for the target 
irradiation to be as symmetric as possible, minimizing hydro-
dynamic instabilities that reduce the implosion efficiency. To 
validate simulations of the implosions, one must measure or 
infer the density and temperature distribution of the fuel at peak 
compression.2 This requires a number of target diagnostics that 
typically utilize x rays and fusion-reaction products emitted 
from the core.3–5

For example, an x-ray image of an ICF core provides infor-
mation about the spatial structure of several complex processes 
within the target that are directly related to the fusion reactions. 
The x-ray image depends on the spatial and temporal profiles of 
plasma density and electron temperature. Diagnostics based on 
neutron emission provide a direct measure of the fusion burn 
region. These diagnostics are used to infer the fuel areal density, 
neutron yield, fuel ion temperature, and bang time.2 The spatial 
distribution of the burning fuel can be directly determined by 
imaging the primary and scattered neutron emission from the 
core6 (in this context, primary neutron images are based on 
the thermally broadened 14-MeV neutron emission from D-T 
fusion reactions in the core, while scattered neutron images are 
based on primary neutrons that scatter from the dense fuel to 
energies well below the 14-MeV line emission; these neutrons 
provide an image of the cold-fuel distribution in a non-igniting 
implosion). A neutron image is obtained by placing an appropri-
ate aperture in front of a spatially sensitive neutron detector. 
These apertures typically code the spatial distribution from the 
source by differentially attenuating the neutron flux. The recon-
struction of the core image requires precise knowledge of the 
aperture geometry.7 Neutron imaging would be used to identify 
ignition-failure mechanisms such as poor implosion symmetry 
or inadequate convergence/areal density. Neutron imaging is 

used on the OMEGA7 laser to measure the core symmetry of 
gas-filled plastic shells and energy-scaled, ignition-relevant 
cryogenic target implosions.8

A spatially sensitive neutron detector can be based on an array 
of scintillators or on a bubble chamber.9 For a required image 
resolution, the system design considerations include magnifica-
tion, the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, aperture-alignment accuracy, 
aperture-fabrication tolerances, neutron energy, neutron yield, 
field of view, and the detector spatial resolution. Here the S/N 
ratio refers to unwanted neutron signals from scattering sites 
near the imaging line of sight. This noise typically scales with 
the signal (primary yield) and can be reduced by shielding the 
detector. The impact of this noise can be further reduced by 
acquiring a flat-field (i.e., no aperture) image in a high-field 
implosion. For the work presented here, no attempt was made to 
include a neutron noise component in the simulations. For ICF 
experiments on laser facilities such as OMEGA7 and the National 
Ignition Facility (NIF),10 optimization of the system design is a 
complex process and understanding the effects and trade-offs of 
component tolerances requires simulations and image analysis. 
This article will discuss system design considerations and will 
focus on the resolution limitations introduced by the aperture 
alignment and fabrication tolerances. 

Design Considerations for Neutron Imaging for ICF
Neutron-imaging (NI) systems use extended pinholes or 

penumbral apertures (with annular apertures as a particular 
case of the second) to generate images on the detector plane.6 
A full system consists of a neutron source, an aperture, an 
alignment system, and a neutron-sensitive detector (Fig. 112.1). 
When the neutrons pass from the source through the aperture, 
their spatial intensity at the detector plane is modulated accord-
ing to the shape of the aperture. The alignment and type of 
aperture define the image size, shape, and resolution on the 
detector plane. The aperture’s three-dimensional shape is 
described by a two-variable point-spread function (PSF). The 
magnification M of the system is the ratio of source-detector 
distance L divided by the source-aperture distance  .

Aperture Tolerances for Neutron-Imaging Systems 
in Inertial Confinement Fusion
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1. Pinhole Imaging
Neutron-based pinhole imaging works on the same principle 

as an optical pinhole camera, with the source image directly 
displayed on the detector. Additional processing is required 
for a pinhole diameter comparable to or larger than the desired 
resolution. Due to the finite neutron range inside the materi-
als, the pinhole is extended radially and not limited to a single 
plane along the observation axis. The image on the detector 
plane consists of a central maximum surrounded by a large 
penumbra. The small diameter (typically of the order of 10 nm) 
of the aperture makes it difficult to produce with the required 
precision and constitutes one of the main sources of error in 
the measured/reconstructed image. Relative to a thin aperture 
(e.g., an optical pinhole), it is more difficult to obtain a clear 
image due to the finite depth of focus of a neutron aperture (a 
neutron aperture simply attenuates the neutron flux rather than 
blocking it from reaching the detector). The image may directly 
represent the source, as it does for an optical pinhole camera, 
but it is formed from only those neutrons passing through a 
small aperture, limiting the resolution and S/N ratio for low-
yield (for example, #1014) implosions.11

2. Penumbral Imaging
Penumbral imaging with an aperture larger than the source 

size is a coded-aperture-imaging technique (i.e., the image 
seen on the detector’s plane is not the exact representation of 
the source but is defined by the PSF of the aperture).5 With a 
penumbral aperture, the image consists of a uniform, bright 
central region surrounded by a partially illuminated penumbra. 
The source image is encoded in the penumbra of the detected 
image (the bright central region receives signals from the 
entire source area and does not provide spatial information). 
The diameter of a penumbral aperture is typically larger than 

the source and, therefore, for a comparable resolution, should 
be easier to fabricate, characterize, and align than a pinhole. 
Due to the larger solid angle, the image is formed from many 
more neutrons than for a pinhole; therefore, for a given yield, 
it typically has an intrinsically higher S/N ratio.12

The coded image must be deconvolved to produce an image 
of the neutron source. This process requires precise knowledge 
of the aperture point-spread function and the flat-field response 
of the imaging detector.6 Therefore, a penumbral aperture is 
designed to be as isoplanatic as possible. This means that the 
aperture PSF is independent of the source point in the field of 
view. In practice, this is difficult to do and is the primary reason 
for the study of alignment sensitivity.

For both types of apertures, uncertainties in the exact shape 
(due to finite fabrication tolerances) lead to errors in the recon-
structed image due to uncertainties in the calculated PSF. For 
brighter neutron sources (neutrons per source element), the S/N 
ratio improves faster for pinholes than for penumbral apertures, 
making pinholes the preferred aperture type of very high yield 
(for example, $1016) ICF imaging.10

Reconstruction of the Detector-Plane Image
Nyquist’s theorem states that in order to accurately recon-

struct a signal based on periodic sampling, the sampling 
frequency must be at least twice the maximum frequency of 
the signal. This limits the maximum resolution of a pixelated 
imaging system to 2d(pixel)/M, where M is the magnification 
of the system and d(pixel) represents the pixel resolution on the 
image plane.13 To diminish the effect of image aliasing (i.e., 
pixelation of image), various anti-aliasing techniques can be 
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Schematic diagrams of penumbral and pinhole-imaging 
devices. The functional information for source-image 
reconstruction comes from the penumbral area of 
the image on the detector plane (except for the case 
when the pinhole is much smaller than the source). 
The magnification of the system M is the ratio of the 
source-detector distance L divided by the source-
aperture distance  .
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applied. The numerical noise in the signal (in this case the noise 
is associated with the image reconstruction) is typically given 
by Poisson statistics, and its reduction requires low-bandpass 
filtration; i.e., the signal has a frequency higher than a conve-
niently chosen cutoff value.14

In the neutron-detection measurements associated with 
imaging, random errors arise from various sources, such as 
misalignment, detector noise, etc. In most of the cases, a Gauss-
ian distribution, or other similar type, can be used to charac-
terize the random errors encountered. The standard deviation 
of the distribution is used as a measure of the uncertainty. For 
a neutron image, the relevant sources of error are due to the 
detector noise (typically associated with flat-field statistics), 
aperture alignment, pixel resolution of the detector, and the 
recoil distances of the nuclei in the detector. Therefore, the 
overall measurement uncertainty is given by14

 ,s
2 2 2 2
noise align pixel recv v v v v= + + +  (1)

where the indices noise, align, pixel, and rec represent the 
errors induced by noise, alignment, pixel, and recoil distance. 
The resolution of the system (i.e., the scale of the smallest 
resolvable point in the source under ideal conditions) can be 
written based on similar assumptions. Because the error given 
by Poisson statistics is inversely proportional to the cutoff 
frequency kc (at which point the noise starts to dominate), the 
resolution of the imaging system can be written as14

 ,
k M M
1 2

c
s 2

2
2

align
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d d
d d

= + + +e do n  (2)

where M is the magnification of the system and dalign, dpixel, 
and drec are the resolution components given by alignment 
error, the finite pixelation of the detector, and the particle recoil 
distance from the interaction of the neutrons with the detector 
medium. A neutron imaging system could, in principle, achieve 
an improved resolution by using a high magnification, but a 
higher value for M increases the sensitivity to alignment errors. 
Keeping the other parameters fixed, a large target-aperture 
distance provides a better resolution as M increases in Eq. (2). 
Higher neutron yields increase the value of kc in Eq. (2) and 
decrease the resolution limit of the instrument.

A coded penumbral image and, in most cases, a coded pin-
hole image on the detector plane can be deconvolved using an 
inverse Fourier transform.5 By considering the magnified image 

of the source without any penumbral blurring as a function of 
coordinates f(x,y) and the image created by a point source (or 
the PSF) as g(x,y), an image on the detector plane h(x,y) is cre-
ated through the convolution of the first two functions:
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A deconvolution of the source image can be obtained by 
using the convolution theorem of the Fourier transform. Since 
H(k,l) = F(k,l) G(k,l), with H, F, G the Fourier transforms of 
h, f, g,
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where F and F–1 are the Fourier and inverse Fourier trans-
forms. A Wiener filter12 can be used to reduce the noise levels 
by replacing
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where c is an arbitrary correction factor (always positive) cho-
sen to minimize the noise on the reconstructed image. 

Neutron-Imaging Design Tool
To investigate the influences of various parameters of a 

NI system on the quality of the reconstructed image, a design 
tool has been developed. The code was written in PV Wave 
[http://www.vni.com], and Eqs. (5) and (6) have been used to 
reconstruct the encoded image. The source and detector plane 
are described by arrays that define the maximum theoretical 
system resolution. Various source distributions and intensity 
profiles can be generated. Noise can be added to simulate neu-
tron background, but for the work presented here no neutron-
related noise was added (any such noise can be subtracted 
from the image recorded on the detector plane). The aperture 
is described as a succession of thin layers with fixed openings 
along the particle-flux direction, and the resulting image on the 
detector plane is created by summing the neutron attenuations 
of the individual layers. A PSF for the aperture is generated by 
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ray tracing between the array elements of source and detector. 
The rays are treated as optical, to precisely define the thin-
layered edges of each aperture. In this way, a variety of aper-
tures can be simulated (pinholes and penumbral, cylindrical, 
biconic, or annular). The only limitation for the simulations is 
the available computational power. Fabrication and alignment 
tolerances can be determined by direct simulation using real-
istic source distributions and detector responses.

The simulations consist of defining a source distribution 
(shape and brightness) using an array of small source ele-
ments (the pixel size in the source is smaller than the system 
resolution) and calculating the PSF using ray tracing between 
the source elements and the detector elements (pixels). The 
pixelation of the detector is typical for existing neutron-imaging 
systems. The shapes of the reconstructed images can then be 
compared with the original source to determine if features 
associated with the aperture shape and alignment would be 
measurable in an actual imaging system. 

For any NI system, several factors determine the charac-
teristics of the image on the detector plane and those of the 
reconstructed image: The magnification determines the size 
of the image on the detector plane. If a large magnification is 
achieved by increasing the source-to-detector distance, a larger 
detector for a given source size or field of view is required. 
The aperture regulates the neutron flux on the detector. Its size 
determines, as much as the magnification, the dimension of the 
image on the detector plane for penumbral imaging systems. 
The aperture thickness and material determine its leakage 
to neutrons, and its shape controls the characteristics of the 
coded image and, therefore, the accuracy of the deconvolution 
process. The aperture is also sensitive to misalignment and 

can also be simulated. Another factor is the sensitivity of the 
recording medium. Apart from any intrinsic pixel resolution 
imposed by the detector dimensions, the detector resolution is 
ultimately limited by the recoil length of the elastically scat-
tered nuclei at the detector material (e.g., protons in a CH-based 
scintillator). The last two factors to be taken into consideration 
are the neutron-scattering sources near the imaging line of sight 
and the field of view (limits resolution via the PSF).

Specific Examples
This design tool has been tested against simple cases having 

analytical solutions. Good agreement between the analytic cal-
culations and numerical simulations suggests that the technique 
can be applied to complex aperture assemblies. For a point 
source, a perfect fit was obtained between the reconstructed 
and the analytically calculated image. For a circular flat source 
(constant brightness), the relative difference between the recon-
structed and the analytically calculated image was in the range 
of 1% (due to the fact that the circular source was approximated 
by an array and its element centers were either outside or inside 
the source radius, changing the calculated values of the inverse 
Fourier transform), as shown in Fig. 112.2.

Data images from implosions generated by OMEGA shots 
were reconstructed using the technique described above 
[Fig. 112.3(a)] and compared with the results obtained by using 
the method described in Ref. 14 (filtered autocorrelation) and 
shown in Fig. 112.3(b). The biconic aperture used had a 200-nm 
field of view (FOV), a thickness of 100 mm, and a central diam-
eter of 2 mm. The measured diameter of the neutron source size 
was ~50 nm, the source–aperture distance was 26 cm, and the 
source–detector distance was 800 cm, yielding a magnification 
of 30.8. The DT neutron yield was 8.5 # 1012.
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the relative difference between these two cases.
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Aperture Simulations
To test the sensitivity of the reconstructed images to aper-

ture misalignment and fabrication errors, cases similar to the 
experimental setup described in Ref. 6 (and above) were simu-
lated with the design code for a flat, circular source (Fig. 112.4). 
A biconic penumbral aperture with a central diameter of 2 mm 
and a pinhole with a central diameter of 10 nm were used to 
simulate a flat source 50 nm in diameter. In both cases, the 
FOV was 200 nm, the source–aperture distance was 26 cm, 
and the source–detector distance was 800 cm, with a mag-
nification of 30.8. The aperture thickness was 10 cm. The 
maximum theoretical resolution of the simulated system for the 
deconvolved images was 4 nm [obtained from Eq. (2) with the 
assumption of a perfect alignment, and where kc and drec had 
a cumulative contribution of less than 0.1 nm]. Based on the 
discussion in Reconstruction of the Detector-Plane Image 
(p. 204), the tolerances for aperture fabrication and alignment 
can be set by the need to identify certain scale features in the 
reconstructed image. For this study, based on 50-nm cores on 
OMEGA, features of 10 nm were considered important. By 
incrementally moving the source relative to the system axis, an 
aperture misalignment was simulated. In a second phase, the 
aperture shape was elliptically distorted (with the eccentricity 

e defined in Fig. 112.4). In both cases, the error introduced in 
the deconvolved image was precisely defined.

1. Penumbral Apertures
The penumbral aperture’s sensitivity to misalignment has 

been examined based on a set of simulations for apertures 
misaligned up to 2.36 mrad (corresponding to an offset of 
250 nm relative to the primary axis). As the source is displaced, 
the reconstructed image appears more and more distorted 
(Fig. 112.5), i.e., the ratio between the horizontal and vertical 
dimensions increases. Image distortions within the range of the 
10-nm feature limit were detectable for a misalignment angle 
as small as 0.4 mrad.

Aperture-fabrication defects were also analyzed for the 
penumbral aperture. Deviations from the circular conical shape 
were induced, and the coded image was transformed into an 
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Figure 112.3
Image data (shot 35988, DT[10] CH[20], Yn = 8.5 # 1012) deconvolved (a) with 
our code and (b) using filtered autocorrelation.15

Figure 112.4
Examples of simulated raw images for a penumbral aperture (left) and a 
pinhole (center) seen at the detector plane level. Right: the aperture cross 
section and the distortion direction.
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ellipse. As the ellipse eccentricity (e) increased, the images 
became more and more distorted, as shown in Fig. 112.6. The 
subsequent modifications suggested that the aperture defects 
are as important as alignment for a penumbral imaging system 
(Fig. 112.6) and were detectable within the feature limit at an 
eccentricity of 0.15 or a 1.2% difference between the a and b 
axis parameters (this corresponds to a 24-nm out-of-round 
error for a 2-mm-diam aperture). 

2. Pinhole Apertures
The pinhole sensitivity to misalignment has also been 

determined based on a set of simulations with progressively 
misaligned sources, in a geometry identical to the previous 
case. The same method has been used, first to verify the align-
ment tolerances (Fig. 112.7) and then to examine the influences 
of the fabrication defects (Fig. 112.8).
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Figure 112.6
Reconstructed images of a penumbral aperture for various degrees of deformation.
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Figure 112.7
Reconstructed images of a pinhole for various angles of misalignment (mrad).
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Figure 112.8
Reconstructed images of a pinhole for various degrees of deformation.
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Aperture-fabrication defects were further analyzed for 
the pinhole. Deviations from the circular conical shape were 
induced and the coded image was transformed into an ellipse. 
As the ellipse eccentricity (e) increased, the images became 
more and more distorted, as shown in Fig. 112.8. Detectable 
distortions were observed at 0.8 mrad for the misalignment 
and for an eccentricity of 0.5 for the fabrication errors (a 
b/a ratio of 0.87 or an out-of-round tolerance of 1.4 nm for a 
10-nm pinhole). 

For both penumbral and pinhole apertures, the misalign-
ment and fabrication errors can induce measurable false 
features in the deconvolution process. To minimize these 
features, alignment and fabrication tolerances can be deter-
mined from simulations such as those described above. For 
the imaging system previously described (and typical for a 
facility such as OMEGA), the requirements for a NI system 
designed to observe 10-nm features are summarized in 
Table 112.I. One can see that penumbral apertures are more 
sensitive to misalignment, while pinholes are more sensitive 
to fabrication errors.

Quantitative Analysis for the Errors Induced by Apertures
The distortions induced by the aperture-fabrication error or 

misalignment can be estimated by measuring the ratio between 
the reconstructed image axes for a flat disk neutron source. The 
values for angular misalignments and aperture deformations 
are detailed in Table 112.II. 

The errors in the reconstructed image tend to increase 
approximately linearly with the alignment or deformation of 
the aperture (penumbral or pinhole).

Requirements for NI at the National Ignition Facility (NIF)
The NIF facility will use 192 laser beams for ICF with a 

total power of 1.8 MJ. A directly driven deuterium–tritium 
shell will have a diameter of 3 mm with a final compressed 
hot spot of about 80 nm. The geometric and energy constraints 
will not allow the NI imaging aperture to be placed closer than 
50 cm from the source, implying, for a magnification similar to 
OMEGA, a much longer source–detector distance.

Simulations for penumbral and pinhole apertures similar 
to those used on OMEGA have been performed for the NIF 
case. The source–aperture distance was set to 52 cm and the 
source–detector distance was set to 16 m with a magnification 
value of M = 30.8, similar to the OMEGA simulation previ-
ously described. The FOV was maintained at the same value 
of 150 nm (with the apertures rescaled for the new geometry). 
The theoretical calculated resolution of the system was also 
4 nm (calculated in the same way as for the OMEGA simula-
tion from the previous section). The NIF requirements for a NI 
system can be summarized in Table 112.I.

Based on Table 112.I and the large source–aperture distance 
at the NIF, the limits obtained with the design tool suggest that 
penumbral apertures are slightly more sensitive to fabrication 

Table 112.I: Tolerances for a NI system with a 10-nm resolution for the geometric configuration of OMEGA (upper) 
and the NIF (lower).

Penumbral Apertures (OMEGA) Pinhole Apertures (OMEGA)

Misalignment of 0.4 mrad or source position  
off-center by 100 nm

Misalignment of 0.8 mrad or source position  
off-center by 200 nm

Fabrication eccentricity of 0.15 (i.e., 1.2% difference 
between the ellipse axes) or an absolute fabrication 
error of 24 nm

Fabrication eccentricity of 0.5 (i.e., ~14% difference 
between the ellipse axes) or an absolute fabrication 
error of 1.4 nm

Penumbral Apertures (NIF) Pinhole Apertures (NIF)

Misalignment of 0.4 mrad Misalignment of 0.4 mrad

Source position off-center by 200 nm Source position off-center by 200 nm

Fabrication eccentricity of 0.15 (i.e., 1.1% difference 
between the ellipse axes) or an absolute fabrication 
error of 22 nm

Fabrication eccentricity of 0.4 (i.e., 8.3% difference 
between the ellipse axes) or an absolute fabrication 
error of 0.83 nm
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errors (from 24 nm to 10 nm) with the angular sensitivity about 
the same, while pinholes become twice as sensitive to align-
ment (from 0.8 mrad to 0.4 mrad), with the same sensitivity to 
the relative fabrication error (1.4 nm).

Conclusions
A neutron-imaging (NI) design tool has been used to 

quantify the effects of aperture fabrication and alignment on 
reconstructed images. The simulations indicate that align-
ment tolerances of less than 1 mrad (current precision on 
OMEGA8) introduce measurable features in a reconstructed 
neutron image. Penumbral apertures are several times less 
sensitive to fabrication errors than pinhole apertures (as dis-
played in Tables 112.I and 112.II). A forthcoming publication 
will describe a NI bubble chamber that is being developed for 
high-resolution neutron imaging.
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Introduction
The overall coupling efficiency of laser energy to the implo-
sion capsule is an important parameter for inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF). Indirect-drive-ignition designs planned for 
the National Ignition Facility (NIF) have predicted coupling 
efficiencies of about 10% (Ref. 1). The use of phase plates for 
indirect-drive implosions affects the laser-scattering losses and 
is a central focus of this article. Laser-beam smoothing with 
phase plates was shown to reduce stimulated Brillouin scatter-
ing (SBS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) of gas-filled 
hohlraums and to increase the peak radiation temperature 
on Nova.2 Phase plates reduce laser–plasma instabilities by 
controlling the on-target laser-intensity distribution and the 
speckle modal power spectrum. These experiments extend the 
previous work2 to a multicone beam geometry using 40 beams 
compared with 10 beams configured in a single cone. An 
experimental platform on the OMEGA Laser System3 for 
the National Ignition Campaign drives hohlraums with three 
cones of beams smoothed with elliptical phase plates. The 
60 beams of OMEGA are symmetrically arranged around the 
spherical target chamber, so only 40 beams can be used to 
drive a hohlraum: The cones have angles of incidence 21.4° 
(cone 1 with 5 beams), 42.0° (cone 2 with 5 beams), and 58.8° 
(cone 3 with 10 beams) to the hohlraum axis. A multicone beam 
geometry improves the x-ray-drive symmetry of indirect-drive 
implosions and will be used on the NIF.1 The new phase plates 
were designed to provide favorable coupling of laser energy to 
x-ray drive for a wide variety of indirect-drive experiments on 
OMEGA. The coupling of laser energy to x-ray drive for gas-
filled hohlraums was significantly improved when phase plates 
were added. The improved coupling correlates with reduced, 
cone-dependent losses from SRS and SBS. A high-Z dopant 
in the gas-filled hohlraum4 is shown to reduce hard-x-ray pro-
duction and SRS and increase the peak radiation temperature. 
Indirect-drive implosion symmetry5 of vacuum and gas-filled 
hohlraums was investigated for the first time with a multicone 
laser drive smoothed with phase plates. A shift in symmetry 
was observed between vacuum and gas-filled hohlraums having 
identical beam pointing.

Elliptical Phase Plates
The elliptical phase plates can be used to drive hohlraums 

on OMEGA that have a laser entrance hole (LEH) diameter 
greater than 800 nm. Elliptical phase plates maximize the 
beam clearance, while minimizing the peak intensity at the 
LEH. This is illustrated in the upper row of Fig. 112.9, where 
the black circle represents the LEH having an 800-nm diam-
eter and the gray spot indicates the size of the beam including 
the intensity contour, which is 1% of the peak intensity. Each 
column represents a beam incident on the LEH with the minor 
axis of the ellipse lying in the plane of incidence for each of 
the cones. The elliptical laser spot at normal incidence projects 
to a circular spot at the plane of the LEH when the angle of 
incidence is 42°. As seen in the upper row of Fig. 112.9, ideal 
clearance between the edge of the beam and the extent of the 
LEH is achieved for the cone-2 beam with the elliptical phase 
plate. The cone-1 and cone-3 beams are slightly elliptical in 
the plane of the LEH; however, they still have good beam 
clearance. A single ellipticity was chosen to streamline con-
figuration operations on OMEGA. In contrast to the elliptical 
far-field laser spot, the lower row of Fig. 112.9 illustrates the 
limitation of the circular laser spot. To prevent the high-angle, 
cone-3 beams from clipping the LEH wall, the diameter of 
the circular laser spot must be reduced to the white circle in 
Fig. 112.9, which increases the peak intensity of the beam at the 
LEH. The phase plate is designed to produce an elliptical far 
field at normal incidence with a super-Gaussian power n = 5, a 
1/e half-width minor radius dmin = 103 nm, and 1/e half-width 
major radius dmaj = 146 nm. The single-beam average (I50) and 
peak (I95) intensities generated with the phase plate and a 500-J, 
1-ns square laser pulse are designed to be I50 = 1.3 # 1015 W/cm2 
and I95 = 4.5 # 1015 W/cm2, respectively. The far-field intensity 
distribution produced with the phase plate was characterized 
on OMEGA using the ultraviolet equivalent-target-plane diag-
nostic.6 The portion of the measured envelope having intensi-
ties greater than 10% of the peak intensity was modeled with 
a super-Gaussian profile having n = 4.1, dmin = 106 nm, and 
dmaj = 145 nm. Analysis of the single-beam intensity shows the 
E-IDI-300 phase plate generates an average intensity of I50 = 

Hohlraum Energetics and Implosion Symmetry with Elliptical 
Phase Plates Using a Multicone Beam Geometry on OMEGA
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1.0 # 1015 and a peak intensity of I95 = 3.8 # 1015 W/cm2 with 
a 500-J, 1-ns square laser pulse drive. Similar measurements 
performed for 9 of the 43 phase plates were found to be close 
to the design specifications with I50 = 1.0!0.05 # 1015 W/cm2, 
I95 = 3.7!0.2 # 1015 W/cm2, n = 4.3!0.3, dmin = 106!1.4 nm, 
and dmaj = 144!2.7 nm.

Hohlraum Energetics and Indirect-Drive-Implosion 
Symmetry Experiments

Hohlraum energetics experiments were conducted using 
thin-walled (5 nm Au), scale 1, vacuum and gas-filled (0.9 atm 
C5H12) Au halfraums irradiated with the shaped laser pulse 
PS26. The halfraums have an equal length and diameter of 
1.6 mm and an LEH diameter of 1.07 mm. The fully ion-
ized ne of the hohlraum plasma for the gas-filled targets is 
9 # 1020 cm–3. The gas fill is contained with a 0.6-nm-thick 
polyimide window over the LEH. Time-resolved, absolute 
levels of the x-ray flux were recorded with the DANTE diag-
nostic.7 Time-integrated levels of SRS and SBS that scattered 
back through the OMEGA focus lens were recorded with the 
full-aperture backscatter station (FABS), and light scattered 
just outside the lens was recorded with the near-backscatter 
imaging (NBI) diagnostic.8 The coupling of laser energy to 
x-ray drive is significantly improved for gas-filled halfraums 

with phase plates, consistent with earlier work.2 The targets 
were irradiated with an ~7-kJ PS26 laser pulse using 20 beams. 
As shown in Fig. 112.10(a), the peak radiation temperature Tr 
inferred from the measured levels of the x-ray flux increased by 
17 eV when the laser beams were smoothed with phase plates, 
corresponding to a 44% increase in the peak x-ray flux. The 
improved coupling is correlated with reduced laser-scattering 
losses. A shot-by-shot scan was performed to measure the 
cone-dependent laser-scattering losses. It was assumed that the 
laser-scattering losses were caused by single-beam interactions; 
consequently, all of the heater beams had phase plates. Shots 
were taken with and without phase plates in the interaction 
beam to complete the shot matrix. As shown in Figs. 112.10(b) 
and 112.10(c), laser-beam smoothing with phase plates reduces 
the cone-dependent FABS SRS and FABS SBS signals. The 
most energetically significant reductions occur for FABS SRS 
in cone 1 (23% to 10%) and cone 2 (17% to 4%). The total FABS 
scattering levels are higher for SRS than SBS (11% versus 5% 
without phase plates and 4% versus 2% with phase plates). The 
NBI SBS signal was 2% without phase plates and was negligible 
with phase plates. NBI SRS signals are not available. The scat-
tering losses measured with FABS SRS, FABS SBS, and NBI 
SBS were reduced by nearly a factor of 3 with phase plates (18% 
without phase plates and 6% with phase plates).
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The symmetry of imploding gas-filled (D2 doped with Ar) 
plastic capsules driven with gas-filled, scale-1, Au hohlraums 
having lengths of 2.3 and 2.5 mm was measured on OMEGA 
using phase plates in the drive beams. Axial and radial gated-
x-ray images of the implosion around the time of peak compres-
sion were recorded. Figure 112.11 shows that a shift of 150 nm 
in symmetry was observed between vacuum and gas-filled 
(0.9 atm CH4) hohlraums having identical beam pointing. 
The fully ionized ne of the hohlraum plasma for the gas-filled 
targets is 2.2 # 1020 cm–3. The ratio of x-ray drive at the poles 
of the capsule relative to the waist increased for the gas-filled 
hohlraum. As shown above, the inner cone beams (cone 1) have 
the highest level of SRS. The differential laser-scattering levels 
between the cones, which is more pronounced for the gas-filled 
hohlraum, could affect the indirect-drive-implosion symmetry 
and is the most likely cause for the observed symmetry shift 
seen in Fig. 112.11. 
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In conclusion, elliptical phase plates are benefiting indirect-
drive experiments on OMEGA.
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Introduction
Preheat by fast electrons in cryogenic target implosions is 
thought to be a crucial parameter in determining target perfor-
mance, primarily the achieved areal density. To quantitatively 
relate the achieved areal density to the fuel preheat, the preheat 
measurement has to be sufficiently reliable and precise. In addi-
tion, the validity of the assumptions used in the data analysis 
and the resulting uncertainty have to be determined. To that 
end this article presents a reformulated and more consistent 
analysis of preheat measurements and discusses the sensitiv-
ity of the results to the assumptions made in the analysis. The 
results are applied to both cryogenic and CH targets.

Details of the method of analysis are described in Ref. 1. The 
preheat is determined from the hard x-ray (HXR) bremsstrahl-
ung radiation; the HXR detector is calibrated by using a CH-
coated molybdenum (Mo) solid sphere where the preheat is 
determined using the Mo Ka line. The resulting calculated 
curves for both cryogenic and CH targets directly relate the 
HXR signal to the preheat. The curves are plotted as a func-
tion of fast-electron temperature, which is also measured by 
the HXR detectors.

The main improvement with respect to previous results1 
is the folding of the HXR sensitivity curve2 into the calcula-
tion of emitted radiation. The total bremsstrahlung radiation 
for a given electron energy is taken from the NIST tables,3 
but the folding also requires the spectrum of the radiation. 
That spectrum is a function of the photon energy Ep and the 
electron energy Ee (Ep < Ee); the spectrum is usually plotted 
as a function of R E Ep e=  but still depends separately on Ee. 
The folding with detector sensitivity has to be done for each 
electron energy. Also, because the electron energy distribution 
changes due to the transport through the target, the folding is 
done at each target location. The bremsstrahlung spectra were 
tabulated in papers by Seltzer et al.4 and Pratt et al.,5 on which 
the NIST tables are based. Thus, the calibration of the HXR 
detector is not a stand-alone number but is intertwined with 
the radiation spectrum and thus with the electron energy dis-
tribution. The detector measures only the absorbed radiation, 

and the derivation of incident radiation is model dependent. 
The radiation spectrum is calculated from the electron energy 
distribution but the latter has to be assumed. 

A simplified, generic formulation of bremsstrahlung radia-
tion given by Jackson6 is often used. Figure 112.12 compares 
the total radiation emitted by an electron traveling in Mo, 
calculated using Eq. (15.30) in Ref. 6 and as given by the NIST 
tables. Jackson’s formula is insufficient for precise calculations 
of preheat.
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Effective Detector Sensitivity
The folding of detector sensitivity described here was done 

for the three cases of Mo, CH, and cryogenic D2 (or DT) targets. 
The relative sensitivity of the HXR detector S(Ep) as a func-
tion of photon energy is given in Ref. 2. S(Ep) is the fraction of 
radiation absorbed in the detector. The fraction of the radiation 
energy emitted by an electron of energy Ee that is absorbed by 
the detector is given by

Improved Measurement of Preheat in Cryogenic Targets
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where “bremss” is the bremsstrahlung spectrum (from Refs. 4 
and 5). Figure 112.13 shows the calculated Seff for a few mate-
rials. As seen, the effective sensitivity depends weakly on the 
material. The total energy radiated by an electron of energy 
Ee that is absorbed in the detector is given by

 ,E E S E ENISTe e eabs eff bremss#=_ _ _i i i  (2)

where NISTbremss is the total radiation emitted by an electron of 
energy Ee, per cm traveled, and is given by the NIST tables.3 In 
the transport calculations described below, the results of Eq. (2), 
using curves like those in Fig. 112.13, are summed over the elec-
tron energy distribution D(Ee) at each target location. Summing 
over the target volume yields the total radiation energy absorbed 
in the detector for a given energy in the fast electrons. The cali-
bration to be described below relates the energy absorbed in the 
detector to the detector reading (in pC). The initial distribution 
D(Ee) is guessed and is then modified by the transport through 
the target. Three initial shapes for D(Ee) were tested:
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Distributions (b) and (c) can be thought of as two extremes of 
(a): in (b) the low-energy part of D(Ee) is reduced, whereas in 

(c) the high-energy part of D(Ee) is reduced. Since low-energy 
electrons are more efficient in collisions whereas high-energy 
electrons are more efficient in radiation, the ratio of preheat 
to radiation, as expected, is found to increase in going from 
(b) to (a) to (c).

The Mo Target Calibration Experiment
The preheat energy in any target experiment is determined 

from the HXR signal. To calibrate the HXR detector in absolute 
units, we used an ~0.9-mm-diam molybdenum solid sphere, 
coated with a 20-nm-thick CH layer. The target was irradiated 
with the 60 OMEGA beams at an intensity of ~1 # 1015 W/cm2 
and a 1-ns square pulse.1 The preheat was determined from the 
Mo Ka line and related to the HXR signal. The measured Mo 
Ka energy was 9.4 mJ (per total solid angle). The HXR2 chan-
nel (used to determine the total radiation) measured a signal 
of 1200 pC, and comparison of channels 2, 3, and 4 yielded a 
fast-electron temperature of Te = 65 keV.

A 1-D multi-energy transport code was used to transport 
fast electrons of varying temperatures for each of the three 
chosen shapes [Eq. (3)]. The calculations using a stationary 
target are time integrated over the pulse, as are the measure-
ments of Ka and HXR energies. In 1-D calculation, only radial 
trajectories are considered. For the Mo target this is justified 
because LILAC simulations show that at the end of the pulse 
the quarter-critical density is ~100 nm away from the target 
surface, a distance much smaller than the target diameter. 
At the end of the pulse (when most of the fast electrons are 
generated) the thickness of the unablated CH layer is ~10 nm. 
Therefore, in the calculations we assumed a cold, 10-nm-thick 
CH layer. When the calculations were repeated for a 15-nm 
CH thickness, the resulting calibration was hardly changed. 
The transport code calculates the slowing down of electrons, 
the production and transport of Ka energy, and the produc-
tion of HXR continuum. For the slowing down and the HXR 
production, the NIST tables are used; for the Ka production a 
semi-empirical cross section7 is used. The transport code shows 
that more than 99% of the HXR comes from the Mo; however, 
some of the electron energy (~10%) is deposited in the CH and 
must be subtracted from the total deposited energy. Two ratios 
are computed: PH/Ka = (preheat energy)/(Ka energy) and  
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PH/HXR-abs = (preheat energy)/(energy absorbed in HXR2), 
both as a function of Te. The Ka energy refers to the energy exit-
ing the target after absorption within the molybdenum. Here, 
we need only the results for the case of the Mo experiment (Te = 
65 keV), which we quote in Table 112.III. The absorption of the 
Ka line within the target increases with electron temperature 
because higher-energy electrons penetrate deeper; for Te = 
65 keV that absorption is only ~30%. 

Table 112.III shows the Mo target analysis results for the 
three electron distributions considered. Row 1 shows the ratio of 
preheat to emergent Ka energy. For the measured Ka energy of 
9.4 mJ, row 2 shows the preheat energy within the molybdenum. 
Row 3 shows the ratio of preheat energy to HXR energy absorbed 
in the detector. Dividing row 2 by row 3 yields the total energy 
absorbed in the HXR2 detector. Finally, dividing the measured 
HXR2 signal of 1200 pC by row 4 yields detector absolute cali-
bration, namely the signal in HXR2 (in pC) per radiation energy 
absorbed in HXR2 (in mJ).

As explained above, the ratio PH/HXR-abs increases in going 
from (b) to (a) to (c) because the relative number of low-energy 
electrons in the distribution increases. This is also true for the 
ratio PH/Ka, but here the change is very small (~6%). This can 
be shown to be due to the differences in the cross sections for 
producing Ka and bremsstrahlung radiation. The calibration 
factor is seen to change appreciably with the change in assumed 
distribution shape. However, as shown below, in calculating 
preheat in cryogenic or CH targets, the differences between the 
three distribution shapes become considerably smaller. This is 
because the ratio PH/HXR in CH or cryogenic targets is also 
dependent on the distribution shape, and when applying the 
corresponding calibration factor from Table 112.III, these dif-
ferences partly cancel out.

Preheat in CH Targets
The ratio of preheat to the HXR2 signal for CH targets was 

calculated as a function of temperature of the fast electrons, 

for each of the three electron distribution shapes of Eq. (3). 
As in the case of Mo, the NIST tables are used for both the 
slowing down (collisions) and the bremsstrahlung radiation. 
The corresponding calibration numbers of Table 112.III were 
used to convert radiation energy absorbed in the detector to 
the signal in pC. We assumed that the shape of the electron 
distribution is the same in the Mo experiment as in CH target 
experiments. This assumption is reasonable since in both cases 
(as well as in the cryogenic targets discussed below) the laser 
interacts with a CH layer. Thus, for each of the three distribu-
tion shapes, we used the corresponding calibration factor from 
Table 112.III. The results for a 10-nm-thick CH target are 
shown in Fig. 112.14. The variation around the average for all 
temperatures is !25%. This represents the range of uncertain-
ties in the preheat determination. To illustrate how the results 
depend on the target thickness, we show in Fig. 112.15 the 
ratio for a Maxwellian electron distribution, for three different 
thicknesses. The ratio of preheat to the HXR2 signal is almost 
independent of the target thickness. For electrons of a single 

Table 112.III: Calculated quantities involved in determining the HXR detector calibration 
from the Mo experiment, for three electron-energy distribution shapes

Quantity Calculated (a) Exponential (b) Maxwellian (c) Truncated

1 Preheat/Ka 1058 996 1063

2 Mo preheat 9.945 J 9.36 J 10.0 J

3 Preheat/HXR-abs 1704 1355 2503

4 HXR-abs 5.83 mJ 6.9 mJ 4.0 mJ

5 Calibration (pC/mJ) 205 174 300
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energy Ee, the ratio increases with thickness (until the thick-
ness exceeds the range corresponding to Ee) because a thicker 
target yields slower electrons, for which the preheat increases 
(as ~1/E) whereas the radiation decreases (see Fig. 112.12). 
However, for the case of continuous distribution of energies, 
the shift of the distribution to lower energies is equivalent to 
lowering the distribution, which does not affect the ratio of the 
two plotted quantities.

Preheat in Cryogenic Targets
To calculate the preheat and x-ray emission from cryogenic 

targets we use again a 1-D, multi-energy transport code. How-
ever, unlike the case of the CH-coated Mo target, the fraction 
of radiation emitted by the CH shell is not negligible and its 
calculation requires a multidimensional treatment of the fast-
electron transport. This is because when the fast electrons are 
generated, the quarter-critical surface is far enough from the 
target to enable many trajectories that miss the cold-fuel shell. 
Thus, before applying the preheat results derived here, that 
fraction has to be determined separately. Using the measured 
radiation that is emitted by the fuel leads to the determination 
of the preheat within the fuel alone. The deposition of electron 
energy within the CH shell is irrelevant to the determination 
of fuel preheat, but it affects the preheat results marginally 
since it changes the energy distribution of the electrons enter-
ing the fuel. As will be shown below, the results are weakly 
dependent on that distribution. For the calculation of radiation 
we again use the NIST tables. However, for the collisional 
transport (preheat) we must use the formula for slowing down 

in a plasma since the fuel is fully ionized even with no preheat. 
We use Eq. (1) of Ref. 1:

 .lnE x e N E E2 1 52d d e p
4- 'r ~=_ b `i l j (4)

in terms of the electron density and the plasma frequency. 
This equation is essentially identical to Eq. (13.88) given by 
Jackson in Ref. 6. We used the plasma density profile calculated 
by LILAC at the end of the laser pulse (when most of the 2~p 
electrons were found to be generated); however, the results are 
shown to be insensitive to this choice. 

For transport in un-ionized material, the dependence on 
electron density of the ratio preheat/radiation cancels out. 
However, because of the appearance of the plasma frequency in 
the Coulomb logarithm in Eq. (4), we must consider the density 
profile of a particular case. We used the plasma density profile 
calculated by LILAC for a typical D2 cryogenic target shot at 
an irradiance of 5 # 1014 W/cm2, at the end of the laser pulse. 
Figure 112.16 shows curves for the ratio of preheat to energy 
absorbed in the detector for the three distribution shapes; 
Fig. 112.17 shows the curves after applying the calibration from 
Table 112.III. The total relative span of the three curves around 
an average is ~20%. To test the sensitivity of the results to the 
density profile, Fig. 112.18 shows the effect of multiplying or 
dividing the density profile everywhere by a factor of 4. The 
preheat deduced from the HXR detector is seen to be weakly 
dependent on the density (or the areal density) of the fuel. Thus, 
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are actually given in terms of (1/t)dE/dx; this is inconsequential 
for Mo or CH since only the ratio of the two losses is used. 
However, for the cryogenic targets, we use the NIST tables only 
for the collision rate; thus, the tables (which are for hydrogen) 
had to be restated in terms of dE/dx, for which case they are 
the same for either D2 or DT. 

The LILAC-calculated density profile shows a sharp, well-
defined cold shell of ~4-g/cm3 density. Since the preheating 
of this cold shell is particularly relevant to target-performance 
degradation, we calculated the fraction of energy deposited 
within this shell, assuming the electrons move radially. For all 
temperatures above ~50 keV, this fraction is about constant at 
~0.8 and drops at lower temperatures. This is an upper limit 
on the fraction of energy deposited in the cold shell, as 2-D 
effects will lower it. It should be noted that the HXR signal in 
the ordinates of Figs. 112.16 and 112.17 apply only to the x-ray 
emission from the fuel, not the CH. Thus, before applying these 
figures to a particular cryogenic experiment, the fraction of the 
measured x-ray signal emitted by the fuel has to be determined 
by a code allowing for the 2-D trajectories of the electrons. No 
such complication arises in the case of CH-only targets. For 
these targets, the measured HXR signal yields the total energy 
absorbed as preheat in the target (integrated over time and 
space), with no need for 2-D calculation of the electron trajec-
tories. This is also shown in Fig. 112.15 by the independence 
of the ratio x ray/preheat on the target thickness.

An important result derived from these calculations relates 
to the determination of the temperature from the measured 
signals in three of the four HXR channels. The shape of the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum in these determinations2 is customar-
ily assumed to be exponential [~exp(–E/T)]. However, calculat-
ing the x-ray spectrum for a variety of assumed electron-energy 
distributions shows that the x-ray spectrum deviates from an 
exponential. Figure 112.19 shows the calculated bremsstrahlung 
spectrum for three different electron distribution functions 
plotted versus photon energy normalized to the fast-electron 
temperature. They are obtained by averaging the spectrum from 
a single-electron energy1 over the electron-energy distribution. 
We see that even for an assumed exponential distribution for 
the electrons, the distribution for the photons is not exponential, 
except for high E/T. The curve marked “slope” represents the 
exponential spectrum assumed in the derivation of the tempera-
ture from the HXR signals. Therefore, the HXR data have to 
be fitted with one of the curves shown in Fig. 112.19. The HXR 
channels are dominated by radiation in the range ~50 to 80 keV 
determined by the channel filters. Thus, for temperatures higher 
than ~80 keV, relevant values of E/T are smaller than 1 and the 
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the validity of the preheat curves for CH (Fig. 112.14) and D2 
(Fig. 112.16) is quite general with a precision of ~25%. The 
uncertainty in the experimentally determined temperature adds 
an additional uncertainty. The curves for D2 apply equally to 
a DT fuel since the loss rate dE/dx due to either collisions or 
radiation is independent of the atomic mass. The NIST tables 
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derived temperature would be lower than the true temperature 
(given by the curve marked “slope”). The correction increases 
with temperature. For a measured value of T = 100 keV, the 
correct temperature is estimated to be ~130 keV. The corrected 
temperature would reduce the determined preheat for a given 
measured HXR signal. Using Fig. 112.17 we estimate that the 
derived preheat for fast-electron temperatures in the range of 
100 to 200 keV would drop by ~50%. This indicates that even 
for high values of laser irradiance, the preheat by fast electrons 
may not be an important factor in explaining the degradation 
in compression. 

In summary, an improved procedure for calculating preheat 
from the measured hard x-ray signal is described. The numeri-
cally calculated bremsstrahlung spectrum as a function of elec-
tron energy (E) is averaged over an assumed electron-energy 

distribution and folded with the HXR detector sensitivity. This 
is done for each value of E and each target location within a 
multi-group, 1-D electron-transport code. The results relate 
the measured HXR signal and fast-electron temperature to 
the preheat. A 2-D transport code has to be used to determine 
the fraction of the measured x-ray signal coming from the fuel 
for cryogenic experiments because of the two-material target 
composition. Additionally, the shape of the measured x-ray 
spectrum has been calculated; this shape has to be used in the 
fitting of the HXR channels data. This correct procedure will 
yield a higher fast-electron temperature than when assuming 
an exponential x-ray spectrum and, therefore, a lower preheat 
for a given HXR signal.
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Ignition in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) starts in a hot 
spot in the core of compressed fuel pellets. In conventional ICF 
schemes, the hot spot—a small region with a temperature of 
~10 keV—is created through a highly symmetric compression 
driven by multiple laser beams that illuminate the target from 
all directions.1 In fast ignition (FI) a separate ignition pulse is 
used to create the hot spot after the core has been compressed, 
thereby relaxing symmetry requirements and leading to higher 
gain.2 There are several scenarios for getting the ignition pulse 
close to the compressed core. In the so-called “hole-boring” 
scenario of FI, the ignition pulse is to first propagate through 
a millimeter (mm)-scale underdense plasma to reach a critical 
surface with a critical density n m e4c e0

2 2~ r= _ i (me and e 
are electron mass and charge, respectively, and ~0 is the pulse 
frequency). There the ignition pulse may continue to push 
forward into the overdense plasma through its ponderomotive 
pressure (hole-boring) and relativistic transparency. As the 
intense laser interacts with the overdense plasma, it generates 
energetic electrons that must eventually reach the dense core 
region where their energy is to be absorbed to create the hot 
spot. An alternative way to move the ignition pulse closer to 
the core region is to use fuel pellets with a hollow gold cone 
attached to one side. The compression beams illuminate the 
target from all directions except those within the opening of 
the cone. The asymmetric compression still leads to a dense 
core and has the potential to lead to a clear path for the igni-
tion pulse to propagate up to a very overdense plasma. The 
first integrated FI experiments with the coned targets showed 
a 103 times fusion neutron increase.3 However, the hole-boring 
scenario is still being actively pursued for its more symmetric 
compression and its absence of radiation loss associated with 
the gold cone.

Many factors affect the overall efficiency of converting 
the ignition pulse energy to the hot-spot energy, including the 
conversion efficiency to the energetic electrons at the critical 
surface,4–6 the angular spread of these electrons,7,8 and the 
slowing-down and scattering of the electrons as they propagate 
to the core.9 Of particular concern to the hole-boring scenario 
is the loss of ignition pulse energy through laser–plasma inter-

actions in the mm-scale underdense plasma.10 While a small-
amplitude electromagnetic wave can linearly propagate through 
densities less than nc without much loss, the petawatt (PW) 
ignition pulse can interact with the plasma in a highly nonlinear 
manner, leading to processes such as laser self-focusing11,12 
and filamentation,13,14 as well as scattering15 and significant 
plasma heating and density modification.14,16 Energy lost in 
this region will not be available for hole boring and energetic 
electron generation at the critical surface. A channeling pulse, 
which could be the prepulse of the ignition pulse or a separate 
pulse, has been proposed2 to produce a low-density channel 
to reduce the nonlinear interactions of the ignition pulse in the 
underdense region. Plasma density channels were created using 
lasers with intensities of I = 1017–19 W/cm2 in experiments of 
laser–solid target or laser–gas jet interactions.17–20 Increased 
transmission of a trailing I = 1020 W/cm2 in the density chan-
nel was also observed.19 Two dimensional (2-D) and three-
dimensional (3-D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of these 
experiments showed laser self-focusing in the plasma and chan-
nel generation through the ponderomotive force and resulting 
shock expansion.18,21,22 Most of these previous experiments 
and simulations were done in 100-nm-scale plasmas.

The underdense region of an actual FI target, however, is 
about 1000 nm long. The residual plasma in the channel can 
continue to interact with the latter part of the channeling pulse 
and the ignition pulse. Later stages of the nonlinear evolution of 
the pulses and the channel need to be studied with full spatial 
scale simulations to obtain values of critical parameters such 
as the channeling time (Tc) and the required channeling pulse 
energy (Ec) and their scaling with the laser intensity I. These 
are needed to assess the viability of the hole-boring scheme 
and to plan for integrated experiments on next-generation FI 
facilities. This article presents results from 2-D PIC simulations 
with the code OSIRIS23 showing that channeling in mm-scale 
plasmas is a highly nonlinear and dynamic process involving 
laser self-focusing and filamentation, channel generation via 
shock waves, longitudinal plasma snowplowing, laser hosing, 
and channel bifurcation and self-correction. As a result, the 
channeling speed oscillates and is much less than the laser 
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linear group velocity. We find that it eventually asymptotes to 
the expression obtained by conservation of momentum even 
for densities less than the critical density.

In our 2-D PIC simulations, a channeling pulse of wavelength 
m0 is launched from the left boundary of the simulation box with a 
peak intensity between I = 1018 and 1020 (1 nm/m0)2 W/cm2 and 
a rise time of 150 laser periods, after which the pulse amplitude 
is kept constant. The transverse profile is Gaussian with a full-
width-at-half-maximum intensity spot size of r0 = 16 to 47 m0 
(1/e spot size for the electric field, w0 = 90 to 264 c/~0). It is 
focused onto a surface 600 m0 away from the left boundary. Both 
s- and p-polarizations are used to infer 3-D effects. The initial 
plasma density profile used is n0 = 0.1 nc exp(x/L) with L = 
430 m0. (Length and time in these simulations are normalized to 
m0 and 1/~0, respectively, but m0 = 1 nm is assumed so that the 
density scale length L is comparable to that of FI targets.) The 
ion-to-electron mass ratio is 4590,m mi e =  thereby approximat-
ing a DT plasma. The electron and ion temperatures are Te = Ti = 
1 keV. We simulate the region of n0 = 0.1 to 1.02 nc (x = 0 to 
1000 m0) in two different setups. In the first setup we simulate 
the whole region in two separate simulations, one for n0 = 0.1 to 
0.3 nc and the other for n0 = 0.3 to 1 nc. The simulation box size 
is Lx = 477 m0 (longitudinal) and Ly = 262 m0 (transverse) for 
the low-density portion and Lx = 523 m0 and Ly = 262 m0 for the 
high-density portion. The grid resolution in these simulations 
is Dx = 0.314 c/~0 and Dy = 0.628 c/~0. Ten particles per cell 
are used for each species in this setup. In the second setup we 
simulate the entire region in one simulation with a box size of 
Lx = 987 m0 and Ly = 401 m0 (totaling 19740 # 4010 cells). The 
grid resolution is kept the same but one particle per cell is used 
for each species.

We now describe general features of the channeling process 
using results from a simulation where I = 1019 W/cm2, r0 = 
16 nm, and the laser was p-polarized. Other simulations with 
different intensities and/or with an s-polarized laser display 
similar features. The channeling pulse power P greatly exceeds 
the power threshold for relativistic self-focusing Pc (Ref. 4). 
For n/nc = 0.1, P/Pc = 300P/(1012 W) n/nc . 780 & 1 and r0 is 
32 c/~p. Therefore, relativistic whole-beam self-focusing and 
filamentation of the pulse5 occur before significant plasma 
density perturbations arise. This initial phase is dominated by 
filamentation that is seeded by the Gaussian transverse profile 
since the initial r0 is 32 c/~p [Fig. 112.20(a)]. As the laser self-
focuses and filaments, the laser normalized vector potential a 
within each filament increases and the radius of each filaments 
decreases. This causes the transverse ponderomotive force from 
each filament to increase so that significant electron density 

Figure 112.20
Results from a simulation with an I = 1019 W/cm2, p-polarized laser and n0 = 
0.1 to 0.3 nc. (a) Laser E-field at t = 0.4 ps showing relativistic self-focusing 
and filamentation; (b) ion density at t = 0.8 ps showing the formation of 
microchannels; (c) ion density at t = 2.0 ps showing the formation of a single 
channel at the center for x < 1000 c/~0.
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depletion occurs.5 The space charge force ultimately causes the 
ions to follow, leading to the formation of several microdensity 
channels, with 6n nmax min .  [Fig. 112.20(b)]. 

Due to the fact that the microdensity channels form at dif-
ferent times along the laser propagation direction, the walls of 
the channels develop a longitudinal modulation. As new laser 
energy flows straight toward the filaments, the ponderomotive 
forces snowplow away the microchannels, eventually destroy-
ing them. This leads to the merging of neighboring mini-
channels, eventually forming a single density channel centered 
along the axis of the laser [Fig. 112.20(c)]. At the end of this 
stage, a high-mach-number ion-acoustic shock is launched, 
causing the walls of the channel to move radially outward at a 
fairly constant speed of 0.03 c. The channel eventually becomes 
much wider than r0.
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Figure 112.21
Average channel density plots for (a) n0 = 0.1 to 0.3 nc at t = 8.2 ps and (b) n0 = 
0.3 to 1.0 nc at t = 8 ps showing the density pile-up. The dotted lines are the 
initial density profiles.
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This entire process repeats as the laser and the head of 
the channel gradually advance toward the critical surface. 
Additionally, at the head of the channel, the density piles up 
to a value several times the local value of the initial density 
(Fig. 112.21). The density buildup grows as the channel digs 
into higher density. At regions of n0 > 0.55 nc, the density 
compression exceeds nc [Fig. 112.21(b)], thus making the sub-
sequent pulse propagation similar to the hole-boring process, 
slower than the linear group velocity for the initial local density 
v .n n1g c0-/  While the transverse expansion is regular, the 
advance of the head of the channel is dynamic and intermittent. 
The channel can bend away from its center due to a long-wave-
length hosing instability. This is seeded by hosing of the head 
of the laser on the electron time scale as it propagates up the 
density gradient. For a finite-width pulse in a uniform plasma, 
the hosing instability24 is caused by upward or downward tilting 
of local wavefronts due to a transverse phase velocity difference 

across the wavefronts. The phase velocity gradient is caused 
by the plasma density perturbation driven by the ponderomo-
tive force of the hosing pulse.25 The channel bends because 
of the hosing pulse, whose first occurrence is at t . 3 ps in the 
simulation with n0 = 0.1 to 0.3 nc [Fig. 112.22(a)]. With the 
initial pulse parameters a = 2.7, w = 90 c/~0, and observed kh = 
(r/500) ~0/c, the predicted growth rate in the long-wavelength 
regime,25,26 1-.a c w k c8 0 13 psh0hu .c ~= ` _j i  may seem 
too slow for this observed time. However, self-focusing makes 
a larger and w smaller than their initial values and can increase 
ch. There is another channel-bending instability caused by the 
plasma pressure, but its growth rate .C 0 07 ps 1

hp skh
+ +c -  

(Ref. 27) is too small even for Te = 1 MeV.

As the channel hoses, the radius of curvature gradually 
increases. At some point the curvature becomes too severe to 
trap all of the incoming energy. As a consequence, some of 
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the laser energy breaks out of the channel to form a second 
branch of the channel that bends in the opposite direction. This 
process stalls the channel formation process. Both branches 
then advance deeper into the plasma, leaving a narrow plasma 
“island” in the middle of the entire channel [Fig. 112.22(b)]. 
Eventually, the island is pushed away by the ponderomotive 
force of the incoming laser energy and the two branches merge 
to form again a single channel [Fig. 112.22(c)]. This process of 
bifurcation and self-correction can repeat in a simulation lasting 
~10 ps and provides a mechanism for the head of the channel to 
advance in propagation caused by the hosing-bending instabil-
ity. Over time, the channel direction remains along the pulse 
propagation direction in our simulations.

Residual densities in the channel vary for different pulse 
intensities, from 0.1 nc for I = 1018 W/cm2 to 0.04 nc for I = 
1020 W/cm2. To determine Tc, the time needed for the channel 
to reach the critical surface, under different pulse intensities, 
we define the channel as any location where the average plasma 
density is less than nr = 0.1 nc. The average density, rather than 
the lowest density, in the channel is more relevant for the trans-
mission of the ignition pulse. Specifically, the density is averaged 
transversely around the pulse center yc, yc–w/2 < y < yc + w/2. 
The channel front Xc is defined as the location when the average 
density decreases to nr and the channel advance speed is defined 
as v .X td dc c=  Figure 112.23 plots the time for the channel 
to reach different density surfaces for three pulse intensities, 
measured from the one-particle-per-cell and p-polarization runs, 
and the resulting vc for the I = 1019 W/cm2 case. It shows that vc 
generally decreases as n0 increases; however, vc also oscillates as 
the channel advances, reflecting the underlying bifurcation and 

self-correction process seen in Figs. 112.22(b) and 112.22(c). We 
emphasize that vc describes the speed of the density modifica-
tion rather than the speed at which the laser energy advances.  
Figure 112.23(b) shows that vc is much less than vg and asymp-
totes to the ponderomotive hole-boring velocity [Eq. (1)]

 v . ,c n
n

m
m I

0 6
10 W m cm

c

i

e

0 18 2 2
0
2

hb
n

m
=  (1)

as the front density buildup exceeds nc. At the end of these 
simulations, the channel did not reach the critical surface. We 
estimate Tc by fitting and extrapolating the data in Fig. 112.23(a) 
and find Tc = 283, 72, and 15 ps for I = 1018, 1019, and  
1020 W/cm2, respectively. An intensity scaling can be found 
from this limited data set,

 2.9 10T I 10 W cm ps ,
.

c
2 18 0 642

#.
-

a k  (2)

which enables us to obtain an intensity scaling for the total 
energy needed to reach the critical surface,

 1.7E I 10 W cm kJ.
.

c
18 0 362

. a k  (3)

From this scaling we can see that the channeling pulse intensity 
should be kept as low as possible to minimize the total energy 
used in the channeling process. However, the ignition process 
needs to be completed within ~100 ps, which sets a lower bound 
for the channeling intensity to I . 5 # 1018 W/cm2. If the self-
focusing and other nonlinear interactions were neglected and 
channeling were taken to be the hole-boring process described 
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by Eq. (1) from the beginning, analytical expressions for Tc and 
Ec can be obtained for density profiles dn/dx, 
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and 1.3 /E I 10 W/cm kJc
18 2hb . .0 5^] hg  for these simulations. That 

Tc
hb] g and Ec

hb] g are close to those from Eqs. (2) and (3) shows 
that despite the complexity of the channel formation, the chan-
neling in these parameter regimes eventually becomes largely a 
ponderomotive process.

The scalings of Eqs. (2) and (3) are based on the available 
data set with p-polarization. The s-polarization data show a 
slightly larger vc but similar scalings with intensities. The 
difference in vc is due to less laser absorption in the channel 
walls in the s-polarization case than in the p-polarization case. 
In reality, the difference in the laser absorption at the chan-
nel walls in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the 
polarization may cause different expansion rates in the two 
directions, resulting in a noncircular channel cross section. In 
addition, self-focusing is stronger in 3-D than in 2-D, which 
may lead to a larger channeling speed in 3-D. These effects 
will be studied in future 3-D simulations with reduced scales; 
however, currently, full-scale 3-D simulations are not feasible 
even on the largest computers available. 

In summary, channeling in the mm-scale underdense plasma 
of fast-ignition targets is a highly nonlinear and dynamic 
process. The channel expands transversely from density per-
turbations created by the relativistic and ponderomotive pulse 
self-focusing and filamentation. The density buildup near the 
channel front can eventually reach above the critical density, 
making the channeling speed much less than the linear group 
velocity of an electromagnetic wave. The channeling speed 
approaches estimates based on momentum conservation and 
100% reflection of the laser at the density pile-up at the chan-
nel front10 (although the second of these assumptions is not 
met). The scaling of the channeling time obtained from the 
PIC simulations indicates that a low-intensity channeling pulse 
is preferred to minimize the total channeling energy, but the 
intensity cannot be much lower than I . 5 # 1018 W/cm2 if the 
channeling is to be completed within 100 ps. It is worth point-
ing out that for a typical fast-ignition target, the critical surface 
for 1-nm light will be roughly 600 nm in front of the target 
center. One way to move the channel closer to the core would 
be to use blue light (m = 0.35 nm) for both the channeling and 
ignition pulses.
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Introduction
The OMEGA EP Laser System consists of four beamlines, 

two of which will provide 1054-nm pulses having multikilo-
joule energies, picosecond pulse widths, petawatt powers, and 
ultrahigh intensities exceeding 1020 W/cm2 (Ref. 1). These two 
beams can be directed into the existing OMEGA laser’s target 
chamber for (1) fast-ignition experiments, which use a pulse of 
energetic electrons to heat the compressed fuel, thus igniting the 
fusion reaction,2 and for (2) production of short pulses of x rays to 
“backlight” imploding fusion targets for diagnostic purposes.

The picosecond pulses are created by chirped-pulse ampli-
fication (CPA),3 as shown in Fig. 112.24. To amplify the laser 
pulse without damaging the amplifier, a short pulse from the 
source is first chirped, or stretched into a longer, lower-power 
pulse in which the longer wavelengths travel at the front. The 
pulse is expanded in diameter, amplified, and then compressed 
by a series of four diffraction gratings. The compression occurs 
as the longer (red) wavelengths at the front of the amplified 
pulse are diffracted more and, therefore, forced to travel longer 
paths than the shorter (blue) ones. As a result, all wavelengths 
in the pulse arrive at the fourth grating at the same time. The 
fourth grating in the series experiences the shortest pulse 
length and is subjected to the highest fluence. The damage 
resistance of this last grating is the limiting element on the 
amount of energy that can be obtained in the compressed laser 
pulse. The last grating must be of a very high optical quality 
and have a high laser-damage threshold. The primary require-

ments for these large-aperture (43 cm # 47 cm) gratings are 
a high diffraction efficiency greater than 95%, peak-to-valley 
wavefront quality of less than m/10 waves, and a high laser-
induced-damage threshold greater than 2.7 J/cm2 at 10-ps 
measured beam normal.

The multilayer dielectric (MLD) grating consists of a film of 
SiO2, etched to form a grating structure with 1740 lines per mil-
limeter. This structure resides on top of a multilayer dielectric 
high-reflector stack composed of alternating layers of SiO2 and 
HfO2. It is the cleanliness of this structure that is of paramount 
importance to survivability. Previous work at LLE has evalu-
ated several candidate MLD cleaning protocols.4 This article 
describes the results of an investigation to further optimize a 
final MLD-diffraction-grating cleaning process called “piranha 
clean” to increase laser-damage resistance.

Piranha Clean
Piranha solution is a mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen 

peroxide. This chemically aggressive agent has been used in the 
semiconductor industry for many years as the primary means 
of removing heavy organics like photoresist from wafers and 
photomasks. Typically, mixtures of H2SO4 (>95 wt%) and 
H2O2 (30 wt%) in volume ratios of 2 to 4:1 are used at tem-
peratures of 80°C and higher. When hydrogen peroxide and 
sulfuric acid are mixed, “Caro’s acid” [i.e., monopersulfuric 
acid (H2SO5)] is formed [Eq. (1)]. Caro’s acid is the active 
etchant in a piranha bath.5 

Optimizing a Cleaning Process for Multilayer Dielectric (MLD) 
Diffraction Gratings
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Figure 112.24
Diagram of chirped-pulse amplification. The pulse is amplified and then compressed by a series of four tiled-grating assemblies.
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As shown in Eq. (1), water is produced in the reaction between 
hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid. The presence of excess 
water in the mixture shifts the equilibrium toward the reac-
tants, minimizing the production of Caro’s acid. Therefore, 
using highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide (85 to 90 wt%) 
optimizes the production of Caro’s acid; however, the use of 
highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide is extremely dangerous. 
For safety reasons, a lower concentration (30 wt%) is used. The 
excess water in 30-wt% H2O2 shifts the reaction away from the 
formation of H2SO5. The use of H2O2 in a low concentration 
also leads to significant heating of the piranha solution when 
the reactants are mixed. Caro’s acid, which is heat sensitive, 
subsequently breaks down, resulting in a low-equilibrium con-
centration of this oxidizing acid. So, the mixture of H2SO4 and 
H2O2 requires higher temperatures to be effective in removing 
heavy organic materials like photoresist.

Experimental
Small (100-mm-diam) MLD diffraction gratings were fab-

ricated at Plymouth Grating Laboratories (Fig. 112.25) by the 
following process steps:

1. E-beam deposit a 1053-nm, high-reflectivity multilayer coat-
ing of hafnium dioxide (HfO2) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) 
on a BK7 substrate.

2. Meniscus-coat a bottom organic antireflective coating 
(BARC) to the multilayer stack to eliminate standing wave 
effects; then meniscus-coat a PFI 88 (Sumitomo) positive 
photoresist layer.

3. Expose (pattern) the photoresist layer using a scanning-
beam interference-lithography (Nanoruler) method. (The 
Nanoruler was developed by Dr. Mark Schattenburg at 
MIT. This exposure system moves a small UV laser beam 
over the substrate in overlapping scans to create a pattern of 
parallel lines in the photoresist. The gratings were patterned 
for 1740 lines/mm.)

4. Develop the patterned photoresist layer using an OPD262 
developer.

5. Selectively remove the BARC layer with an O2 reactive 
ion-beam-etch (RIBE) process.

6. Etch the SiO2 grating layer using an Ar/O2/CHF3 RIBE 
process.

After step 6 above, gratings were shipped to LLE to evaluate 
the piranha clean process for removing (e.g., stripping) all 
photoresist and cleaning the grating surface. Two variables 
were examined: the ratio of H2SO4 to H2O2, and the treat-
ment temperature.
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Figure 112.25
MLD grating fabrication process (figure not drawn to scale).

A sufficient number of gratings were cut into quarters to 
generate nine parts. A design-of-experiments (DOE) test was 
conducted with these parts to evaluate the influence of pi-
ranha solution composition and temperature on laser-damage 
threshold. The piranha clean process is shown schematically 
in Fig. 112.26. At a given treatment temperature, a part was 
immersed in a piranha bath of a given concentration and stirred 
for 20 min to strip the resist (step 1), subjected to a piranha 
rinse for less than 1 min (step 2), cleaned again for 10 min 
(step 3), rinsed in de-ionized water for approximately 3 min 
(step 4), then cooled to ~22°C and blown dry with filtered N2 
gas (step 5). Dried parts were evaluated for cleanliness by 
determining their laser-damage thresholds.
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Figure 112.26
Piranha process. The variables within the experiment were the ratio of H2SO4 to H2O2 and the temperature of the piranha mixture.
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Results 
1. Laser-Damage Threshold

Laser-damage testing was conducted using a 10-ps-pulse, 
s-polarized laser operating at 1053 nm with an incident beam 
angle of 61° (diffracted beam of 72°). Both 1-on-1 and N-on-1 
laser-induced-damage tests were performed. For 1-on-1 testing, 
individual sites on the grating are irradiated once with increas-
ing energies until visible damage is observed. For N-on-1 
testing, a single site is irradiated at increasing energies until 

damage is observed. The LLE specification for the damage 
threshold of our MLD gratings is >2.7 J/cm2 at 10-ps pulse 
length (for both 1-on-1 and N-on-1). 

Figures 112.27 and 112.28 show the results of the damage-
threshold tests that were measured for the different piranha 
clean processes. These results indicate that the temperature of 
the piranha mixture was the main variable, while the ratio of 
H2SO4 to H2O2 had a lesser effect. For both 1-on-1 and N-on-1 
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10-ps, 1-on-1 damage threshold at 1053 nm.
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tests, increasing the piranha temperature caused the grating 
laser-damage threshold to increase. This observation supports 
the discussion earlier in this article regarding the need to gener-
ate sufficient Caro’s acid for efficient etch-cleaning. One could 
expect that further increases in bath temperatures would lead 
to even more enhanced laser-damage thresholds. Other work 
(not described here) has shown that higher process temperatures 
create thermal shock issues for small test gratings. The full-size 
grating elements used in OMEGA EP, consisting of 10-cm-
thick plates of BK-7 glass, will not be subjected to cleaning 
process temperatures greater than 100°C. (Preliminary work 
to model this issue is reported elsewhere.6)

2. SEM Analysis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were col-

lected and analyzed for the highest (2:1, 100°C) and lowest 
(4:1, 60°C) damage-threshold MLD gratings that were cleaned 
in this study. The SEM images of the piranha 2:1, 100°C and 

piranha 4:1, 60°C processes indicate there is no visual residual 
contamination within either of the grating trenches. The SEM 
images, along with the associated laser-damage-threshold 
data for these gratings, are shown in Fig. 112.29. Since neither 
sample had visual contamination, SEM analysis is not useful 
in determining the root cause for the differences in damage-
threshold values.

3. ToF-SIMS Analysis
The ToF-SIMS analysis was performed at Surface Science 

Western, University of Western Ontario. The instrument used 
was an ION-TOF (GmbH), TOF-SIMS IV, with a mass range 
of 1 to 1000 amu. To acquire positive and negative “shallow” 
depth profiles (i.e., meaning probing a few tens of nanometers 
into the surface), a 3-keV Cs+ sputter ion beam was used for 
the negative secondary-ion profiles, while a 3-keV O2

+ sputter 
ion beam was used for the positive secondary-ion profiles. The 
sputter-beam raster area was 500 # 500 nm2. Each sputter beam 
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Piranha 2:1, 100°C, 30 min
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Figure 112.29
SEM images of the highest- and lowest-damage-
threshold samples (piranha 2:1, 100°C; piranha 4:1, 
60°C process). Laser-damage-threshold standard 
deviation for these samples is !5%.
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enhanced the secondary-ion yield through a reactive-ion effect 
for the given secondary-ion polarity. The Bi3

+ analysis area was 
centered within this sputter crater, with a raster size of 200 # 
200 nm2. (Using a smaller raster size for analysis rather than 
the sputter crater size allows one to avoid edge effects during 
depth profiling.) By alternating the Bi3

+ analysis and Cs O2
+ + 

sputter beams, and inserting an electron flood-gun pulse in 
between for charge neutralization, a depth profile into the 
surface was acquired.7 

A ToF-SIMS “shallow”-depth-profile analysis was conducted 
on the highest (piranha 2:1, 100°C) and lowest (piranha 4:1, 60°C) 
damage-threshold samples to determine if there was a correlation 
between higher contaminant ions and lower damage-threshold 
values. The relative intensities of the positive and negative ions 
detected versus the sputter time for the two samples were plotted 
to examine the differences between the two samples. 

The data (see Fig. 112.30) indicate that there were signifi-
cant levels of salt ions remaining within the lowest-damage-
threshold samples (piranha 4:1, 60°C). The potassium (K+) and 
sodium (Na+) ions were the most abundant at the surface and 
into the grating. These salt ions are thought to have come from 
multiple contamination sources, including, possibly, the rinse 
water, developer, materials used during cleaning (beakers), 
and general handling.

The carbon-ion species are shown in Fig. 112.31. The carbon 
ions are associated with the photoresist that was used in the 
fabrication process. This graph indicates that there were carbon 
(i.e., photoresist) species remaining at the surface and within 
the grating. The 4:1, 60°C sample had a much higher level of 
carbon ions than the 2:1, 100°C sample. There was also a high 
level of carbon implanted within the gratings. Since the top 
SiO2 grating layer is amorphous, the resist was being driven into 
this surface. This correlates well with the damage-threshold 
values measured on these samples. Low-temperature piranha 
(with lower ratio) creates less Caro’s acid and is ultimately less 
effective in removing organic contamination. This temperature 
effect can be seen clearly within our ToF-SIMS results.
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Figure 112.31
Carbon-containing species. Piranha 4:1, 100°C has significant levels of carbon 
(photoresist species) remaining after clean. Laser-damage-threshold standard 
deviation for these samples is !5%.

Poor rinsing and neutralization of the piranha chemistry 
can over time cause problems at the grating surface. Residual 
sulfur-containing ions on or within the surface can cause sur-
face haze (a common soft defect in the photomask industry). 
Figure 112.32 indicates that we did not completely rinse the 
piranha chemistry from the surface of the grating. The 4:1, 
60°C sample had a much higher level of remaining sulfur ions 
than the 2:1, 100°C sample. This may be due to the lower-
temperature piranha mixture not reacting completely with the 
carbon-resist species on the surface. The final rinse step to 
remove all of the piranha mixture will be very important in our 
final clean process to prevent the growth of sulfur-type haze.

Figure 112.30
Salt-containing species. Piranha 4:1, 100°C has significant levels of salt 
remaining after clean. Laser-damage-threshold standard deviation for these 
samples is !5%.
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Conclusions 
Final clean removes any resist or particle contaminants that 

remain on the MLD diffraction grating after patterning and 
etch. Contaminant-removal efficiency in this step is critical to 
the performance of the grating within the laser system. The 
final clean employs a piranha mixture and DI water rinse to 
remove residual organic and other particulate and molecular 
contaminants. This final clean process must leave the surface 
free of unwanted contaminants and be able to produce high-
damage-threshold gratings.

Using the 100-mm-diam MLD gratings fabricated at Plym-
outh Grating Laboratories, the final piranha cleaning process was 
optimized to achieve the OMEGA EP specification of >95% opti-
cal-diffraction efficiency and >2.7-J/cm2 laser-damage threshold. 
The two main variables in the piranha process were the ratio 
of H2SO4 and H2O2 and the temperature of the mixture. Post-
clean laser-damage threshold was measured for each cleaned 
sample. Additionally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
time-of-flight secondary ion-mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) 
“shallow”-depth-profile analysis was used to evaluate what type 
of contamination remained after the final clean process. 

The laser-damage-threshold results indicate that as the ratio 
of H2SO4 to H2O2 increases within the piranha mixture, the 

damage threshold increases. Additionally, as the temperature 
is increased, the laser-damage threshold increases. From our 
data, there is a stronger correlation with the temperature of the 
piranha mixture. 

ToF-SIMS shallow-depth-profile analysis provides an under-
standing of the contaminants on the surface as well as how far 
these contaminants are implanted into the grating surface. The 
analysis determined that the lowest-damage-threshold sample 
(4:1, 60°C) had considerably more contaminants on the surface 
and implanted into the grating. The low ratio and temperature 
piranha mixture was also unable to effectively rid the surface 
of the organic (i.e., photoresist) material and left considerable 
amounts of salts on the surface. Incomplete rinse and removal 
of the piranha mixture will leave sulfur-containing groups 
on the grating that may cause haze defects. LLE will use the 
information obtained in this study to scale up the piranha clean 
process to full-size gratings (43 # 47 # 10 cm). 
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The energy gain1 G of a direct-drive implosion is defined as 
the ratio between the thermonuclear energy yield and the laser 
energy on target. The gain is directly related to the capsule 
implosion velocity ,G V E m1 I h f i

2
h i= a k  where VI is the 

implosion velocity, E Eh K Lh =  is the hydrodynamic efficiency 
representing the ratio between the shell kinetic energy and the 
laser energy on target, Ef = 17.6 MeV is the energy of the fusion 
products for a DT fusion reaction, and mi = 2.5 mH is the average 
ion mass. The function i represents the fraction of burned fuel 
depending on the fuel areal density .R dr

R
/t t

0
#  The function 

i = i(tR) is commonly approximated1 by i . (1 + 7/tR)–1, 
where tR is given in g/cm2. The hydrodynamic efficiency of 
direct-drive implosions scales2 as ,V I. . .

h I L L
0 75 0 25 0 5

+h m  where 
IL is the laser intensity on target and mL is the laser wavelength. 
It follows that the target gain scales as ,G V1 .

I
1 25

+  indicating 
that high gains require low-velocity implosions. This is because 
low velocities are achieved by imploding massive shells and 
compressing large amounts of thermonuclear fuel. Since the 
areal densities are approximately independent of the implo-
sion velocities,2 the burn-up fraction depends only on the laser 
energy and fuel adiabat. Thus, low-velocity implosions of mas-
sive shells lead to high gains, provided that the fuel is ignited. 
However, the energy required to trigger ignition grows rapidly 
as the implosion velocity decreases. As shown in Ref. 3, the shell 
kinetic energy required for ignition scales as E V1K I

6ign +  and 
low-velocity implosions fail to ignite at moderate driver energies. 
Large lasers in the 1-MJ energy range, such as at the National 
Ignition Facility, are expected to ignite relatively thin shells 
(initial aspect ratio ~5) driven at high velocities, ~4 # 107 cm/s, 
to achieve moderate gains of ~40 (Ref. 4). The performance of 
such implosions is sensitive to the growth of the Rayleigh–Taylor 
(RT) instability on the ablation front. The RT modes that can 
cause shell breakup during the acceleration phase have an inverse 
wave number 1/k comparable to the in-flight shell thickness 
d(kd ~ 1). The number of e-foldings of growth for such modes 
is about ,IFAR  where IFAR is the in-flight aspect ratio, which 
scales1 as ~ .V I. .

L
2 0 6 0 27

a

The parameter a represents the shell’s in-flight adiabat 
defined as the ratio of the pressure to the Fermi pressure of 

a degenerate electron gas. For a fully ionized DT plasma, the 
adiabat is given by a = P(Mb)/2.3t(g/cc)5/3. To maximize the 
burn-up fraction (and the areal density), the adiabat must be 
kept low. It follows that the shell stability can be improved by 
lowering the IFAR through reducing the implosion velocity. 
Low-velocity implosions with low IFAR’s have good stability 
properties during the acceleration phase. However, despite 
their good stability properties and potential for high gains, 
slow targets would fail to ignite for moderate driver energies 
because the hot-spot temperature and pressures are too low. For 
example, ignition at implosion velocities of ~2 # 107 cm/s and 
adiabats of a ~ 1 require large multimegajoule laser drivers. 

Here we show that a spherically convergent shock wave 
propagating through the shell during the coasting phase of 
the implosion enhances the compression of the hot spot, thus 
significantly improving the ignition conditions.5 The ignitor 
shock is launched at the end of the laser pulse and must collide 
with the return shock near the inner shell surface. The return 
shock is the shock wave driven by the hot-spot pressure propa-
gating outward through the shell. After the ignitor and return 
shock collide, a third shock wave, resulting from the collision, 
propagates inward, leading to further compression of the hot 
spot. The final fuel assembly develops a peaked pressure profile 
with its maximum in the center. Such non-isobaric assemblies 
exhibit a lower ignition threshold than standard isobaric ones.5 
This mechanism is effective only in thick-shell implosions, 
where the ignitor shock wave significantly increases its strength 
as it propagates through the converging shell.

This effect can be observed in simulations of realistic ICF 
implosions of thick shells like the one in Fig. 112.33 showing 
a thick wetted-foam shell with an outer radius of 852 nm, a 
106-nm-thick layer of wetted foam CH(DT)6 and a 240-nm-
thick layer of DT ice. The initial shell aspect ratio (average shell 
radius/thickness) is about 2. One-dimensional simulations of 
a direct-drive implosion of such shells are carried out for the 
two 350-kJ, mL = 0.35-nm laser pulses shown in Fig. 112.34. 
The dashed curve represents a standard laser pulse, while the 
solid curve represents a shock-ignition laser pulse with a power 

Shock Ignition of Thermonuclear Fuel with High Areal Densities
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spike at the end of the pulse used to drive the ignitor shock. 
Both laser pulses use an intensity picket at the beginning of 
the pulse to shape the adiabat profile and to improve the target 
stability. The in-flight adiabat of the shell is a . 1, the implo-
sion velocity is V = 2.5 # 107 cm/s, and the IFAR . 17. The 
ultralow IFAR indicates that the integrity of the shell is not 
significantly affected by the Rayleigh–Taylor instability. The 
simulation of the implosions for the two laser pulses is carried 
out using the hydrocode LILAC. Figure 112.35 compares the 
pressure and density profiles at the time of peak compression 
for the standard pulse shape (dashed) and the shock-ignition 
pulse shape (solid). Notice that the hot-spot pressure for the 

shock-ignition pulse shape is about twice as high as for the 
standard pulse shape. While the target driven by the standard 
pulse is far from ignition, the shock-ignited target is at marginal 
ignition. Marginal ignition for a shock-ignited target is esti-
mated by the size of the shock-launching-time ignition window, 
i.e., the time interval during which the ignitor shock needs to 
be launched to trigger ignition. If the ignition window is very 
narrow (only tens of picoseconds), the shock-ignited target is 
close to marginal ignition. To exceed the marginal ignition 
conditions and to widen the ignition window, the total laser 
energy needs to be increased.
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Figure 112.35
Density (dashed) and pressure (solid) profiles at peak compression for the 
standard and shock-ignition pulse shape.

Since the laser intensity during the power spike is consider-
ably higher than during the assembly pulse, hot electrons can be 
generated in the corona by laser–plasma instabilities. In stan-
dard implosions, hot electrons can preheat the shell, thus raising 
the adiabat, reducing the final compression, and preventing the 
ignition of the hot spot. In shock ignition, hot electrons gener-
ated during the power spike may have a positive effect on the 
implosions. Since the areal density grows rapidly in time during 
the final stages of the implosion, the range of the hot electrons 
from the intensity spikes is less than the shell thickness. In this 
case, the hot electrons are stopped on the shell surface and help 
drive the ignitor shock. Figure 112.36 shows a plot of the laser 
intensity (solid curve) and the areal density evolution (dashed 
curve) during the power spike. Since the tR range of 100-keV 
electrons in DT (about 17 mg/cm2, dashed line in Fig. 112.36) 
is much smaller than the shell areal density (50 to 80 mg/cm2) 
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Thick wetted-foam target used in the shock-ignition simulations.
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during the spike, the hot electrons of moderate energy (~100 
keV) are stopped before penetrating deep into the shell, thus 
augmenting the strength of the ignitor shock. The effects of hot 
electrons are included in the simulations through a multigroup 
diffusion model for the hot electrons as described in Ref. 6. In 
the simulations, the hot electrons are generated isotropically 
during the power spike in the corona with their birth tempera-
ture set at 150 keV and with a Maxwellian distribution function. 
The total energy into hot electrons is assumed to be 25% of the 
laser energy during the power spike. As shown in Fig. 112.37, 

the ignition window is considerably wider when the effects of 
hot electrons are included in the simulation, thus showing that 
hot electrons can indeed benefit the shock-ignition scheme as 
long as their range does not exceed the shell thickness. 

Another important effect to be included in shock-ignition 
targets is the long mean free path of the thermal coronal elec-
trons heated to high temperatures during the power spike. The 
power spike raises the coronal electron temperatures to about 
7 keV, causing the heat-carrying electrons to free-stream to 
the ablation front, thus enhancing heat conduction. A nonlocal 
heat-conduction model is, therefore, required to adequately 
model the electron heat transfer during the power spike. To 
estimate the effects of nonlocal heat transport, the model of 
Ref. 7 is included in the simulations of the ignitor-shock genera-
tion during the power spike. The new conditions for ignition 
and gain are computed in terms of the ignition window and 
shown in Fig. 112.38. As expected, the long-mean-free-path 
electrons augment the heat transfer during the power spike, 
thus driving a stronger ignitor shock. The ignition window 
is widened by nonlocal transport, and the gain is higher than 
without nonlocal effects. 
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Figure 112.38
Ignition window with (solid) and without (dashed) nonlocal heat transport.

It is shown that a two-step ignition scheme can be configured 
by combining a fuel-assembly laser pulse and a shock-driving 
power spike. The ignitor shock enhances the compression of the 
hot spot, thus leading to a significant reduction of the energy 
required for ignition and high gains. A powerful laser pulse or 
particle beam can be used to drive the ignitor shock to trigger 
ignition at relatively low driver energies.
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Figure 112.37
Shock-launching-time ignition window with (solid) and without (dashed) 
hot electrons.
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During the summer of 2007, 14 students from Rochester-area 
high schools participated in the Laboratory for Laser Ener-
getics’ Summer High School Research Program. The goal of 
this program is to excite a group of high school students about 
careers in the areas of science and technology by exposing 
them to research in a state-of-the-art environment. Too often, 
students are exposed to “research” only through classroom 
laboratories, which have prescribed procedures and predict-
able results. In LLE’s summer program, the students experi-
ence many of the trials, tribulations, and rewards of scientific 
research. By participating in research in a real environment, the 
students often become more excited about careers in science 
and technology. In addition, LLE gains from the contribu-
tions of the many highly talented students who are attracted 
to the program.

The students spent most of their time working on their 
individual research projects with members of LLE’s technical 
staff. The projects were related to current research activities at 
LLE and covered a broad range of areas of interest including 
experimental diagnostic development and analysis, compu-
tational modeling of implosion hydrodynamics and electron 
transport, database development, materials science, compu-
tational chemistry, and solid-state switch development (see 
Table 112.IV).

The students attended weekly seminars on technical topics 
associated with LLE’s research. Topics this year included laser 
physics, fusion, holographic optics, fiber optics, liquid crystals, 
error analysis, and global warming. The students also received 
safety training, learned how to give scientific presentations, 
and were introduced to LLE’s resources, especially the com-
putational facilities. 

LLE’s Summer High School Research Program

The program culminated on 29 August with the “High School 
Student Summer Research Symposium,” at which the students 
presented the results of their research to an audience including 
parents, teachers, and LLE staff. The students’ written reports will 
be made available on the LLE Web site and bound into a permanent 
record of their work that can be cited in scientific publications. 

Two hundred and eighteen high school students have now 
participated in the program since it began in 1989. This year’s 
students were selected from approximately 50 applicants.

At the symposium it was announced that Mr. Christian Bieg, 
a physics teacher at Fairport High School, is the recipient of the 
eleventh annual William D. Ryan Inspirational Teacher Award. 
This award is presented to a teacher who motivated one of the 
participants in LLE’s Summer High School Research Program to 
study science, mathematics, or technology and includes a $1000 
cash prize. Teachers are nominated by alumni of the summer 
program. Mr. Bieg was nominated by Rui Wang, a participant 
in the 2006 Summer Program and a finalist in the 2007 Intel 
Science Talent Search. “I have moved around the globe during 
my years of primary and secondary education,” Rui wrote in her 
nomination letter, “yet the teacher whose dedication to science 
and education has inspired me the most is Mr. Bieg … Mr. Bieg 
was not only passionate about physics and teaching, but also 
knew exactly how to bring out the curious side in everyone … 
He had promised us on the first day that we would never see the 
world the same way after each class, and, of course, he kept his 
promise.” Mr. David Paddock, principal of Fairport High School, 
added, “Chris Bieg is an outstanding teacher … He has the abil-
ity to make the subject interesting and fun to all students, even 
those who may not generally favor science. Chris … serves as a 
wonderful role model for his students.”
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Table 112.IV:  High School Students and Projects—Summer 2007.

Name High School Supervisor Project Title

Joshua Bell Churchville-Chili W. R. Donaldson Development of a GaAs Photoconductive 
Switch for the Magneto-Inertial Fusion  
Electrical Discharge System

Margaret Connolly Mercy T. C. Sangster, 
M. McCluskey, 
S. Roberts

Response of CR-39 to Heat Exposure

Juraj Culak Brighton P. B. Radha Neutron Imaging of Inertial Confinement 
Fusion Implosions

Daniel Fleischer Brighton R. Boni, 
P. A. Jaanimagi

ROSS Performance Optimization 

Jean Gan Pittsford Sutherland K. L. Marshall Patterned Photoresist Spacers and Photo-
Induced Alignment Coatings for Liquid Crystal 
Waveplates and Polarizers

Roy Hanna Williamsville J. A. Delettrez Extension of the Modeling of Blooming and 
Straggling of the Electron Beam in the Fast-
Ignition Scenario

Katherine Manfred Fairport R. S. Craxton Polar-Direct-Drive Simulations for a Laser-
Driven HYLIFE-II Fusion Reactor

Richard Marron Allendale Columbia R. Kidder Creation of an Ontology for the OMEGA EP 
Laser System

Alan She Pittsford Mendon R. S. Craxton Thermal Conductivity of Cryogenic Deuterium

Benjamin Smith Webster Schroeder L. M. Elasky Expansion of Search Capabilities for the Target 
Fabrication Database

Alexander Tait Allendale Columbia W. A. Bittle Data Analysis for Electro-Magnetic Pulse  
Measurements

Ernest Wang Pittsford Mendon K. L. Marshall Computational Modeling of Spectral Properties 
of Azobenzene Derivatives

Eric Welch Livonia J. P. Knauer Design of an X-Ray Photoconductive Device 
Spectrometer

Andrew Yang Fairport R. Epstein Unfolding X-Ray Spectra from a Multichannel 
Spectrometer
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The OMEGA Facility conducted 1514 target shots for a vari-
ety of users in FY07 (see Table 112.V). A total of 27 D2 and 
17 DT low-adiabat cryogenic target implosions that required 
high-contrast pulse shapes were performed. Such pulse shapes 
are typically characterized by a narrow picket pulse on top of 
a low-intensity foot pulse, followed by a high-intensity drive 
pulse (see Fig. 112.39). Substantial strides have been made 
with low-adiabat-drive pulse shapes and shock timing. Small 
picket timing and intensity changes have been demonstrated to 
effect cryogenic target areal-density measurements in agree-
ment with theory. OMEGA Availability and Experimental 
Effectiveness averages for FY07 were 92.8% and 95.9%, 
respectively. Highlights of other achievements for FY07 
include the following:

•	 An	offline	OMEGA	frequency-conversion-crystal	(FCC)	
tuning test bed was developed and activated to tune new 
OMEGA	and	OMEGA	EP	FCC’s.	This	 facility	 sup-
ports the ongoing refurbishment of OMEGA crystals 
and is used to precisely characterize the performance of 
OMEGA	EP	FCC’s.

•	 More	than	25	new	or	significantly	modified	target-diagnostic	
systems	were	qualified	for	use	on	the	OMEGA	Experimental	

FY07 Laser Facility Report

Table 112.V:  The OMEGA target shot summary for FY07.

Laboratory
Planned Number 
of Target Shots

Actual Number 
of Target Shots IDI	NIC DDI	NIC Total	NIC Non-NIC

LLE 629 698 174 502 676 22

LLNL 386 422 235 0 235 187

LANL 158 192 73 0 73 119

NLUF 117 121 0 0 0 121

CEA 40 40 0 0 0 40

AWE 20 26 0 0 0 26

SNL 11 15 15 0 15 0

Total 1361 1514 497 502 999 515
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Figure 112.39
OMEGA single-beam pulse shape from a low-adiabat cryogenic target implo-
sion (shot 47206) using pulse shape HE363001p.

Facility in FY07. These diagnostics supported LLE, LLNL, 
LANL,	AWE,	and	CEA	experiments	and	all	were	supported	
by LLE and the cognizant laboratory. Diagnostic improve-
ments in FY 2007 include

– integration of the LLNL/OMEGA high-resolution veloci-
meter (OHRV) diagnostic,
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– upgrade of the active shock breakout (ASBO) diagnostic 
with a new long-pulse laser system, two ROSS streak 
cameras, and an off-axis telescope option, 

– integration of an electromagnetic interference (EMI) 
monitor system to provide baseline and operational data 
to support short-pulse operations,

– activation of the magneto inertial fusion energy delivery 
system (MIFEDS), and

– qualification of nine x-ray imaging and spectrom-
eter diagnostics.

Significant	modifications	were	made	to	the	OMEGA	Laser	
Facility in FY07 to integrate the OMEGA EP short-pulse beam 
into	the	OMEGA	target	chamber.	These	modifications	include	
the following:

•	 Ten-inch	manipulator	#2	was	modified	for	near-vertical	
operation and moved from port H7 to port H3.

•	 The	gated	microchannel-plate	x-ray	imager	(GMXI)	was	
modified	and	moved	from	port	H9	to	port	H12.

•	 The	turning	mirror	structure	and	surrounding	platform	were	
extensively	modified	to	accommodate	the	short-pulse	beam	
tube (SPBT) and the off-axis parabola inserter/manipulator 
(OAPI/M);	these	modifications	include	replacing	two	seg-
ments of the personnel platform and the addition of a new 
two-level platform to provide personnel access.

•	 The	bore	diameter	of	port	H7	was	 increased	to	provide	
clearance for the off-axis parabola.

•	 The	SPBT	connecting	 the	OMEGA	target	chamber	 to	
the	OMEGA	EP	grating	 compressor	 chamber	 (GCC)	
was installed.
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During FY07, 826 target shots were taken on OMEGA for 
external users’ experiments, accounting for 54.6% of the total 
OMEGA shots for the year. The external users during this year 
included six collaborative teams participating in the National 
Laser Users’ Facility (NLUF) program and many collabora-
tive teams from the national laboratories (LLNL, LANL, and 
SNL), the Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique (CEA) of 
France, and the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) of the 
United Kingdom.

FY07 NLUF Experiments
FY07 was the first of a two-year period of performance 

for the NLUF projects approved for the FY07–FY08 funding 
and OMEGA shots (see Table 112.VI). Six of these NLUF 
projects were allotted OMEGA shot time and received a total 
of 131 shots on OMEGA in FY07. Some of this work is sum-
marized in this section.

Recreating Planetary Core States on OMEGA in FY07
Principal Investigator: R. Jeanloz (University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley)
Co-investigators: J. H. Eggert, P. M. Celliers, S. Brygoo, D. G. 
Hicks, and G. W. Collins (LLNL); P. Loubeyre (CEA); T. R. Boehly 
(LLE); S. McWilliams and D. Spaulding (U.C. Berkeley)

The approach to recreate planetary core states in the labora-
tory involves driving a laser-induced shock through a sample 

already precompressed in a diamond-anvil cell (Fig. 112.40). 
This combines the benefits of static and dynamic high-pressure 
experiments, allowing the final pressure–volume–temperature 
(P–V–T) state of the sample to be tuned across a broad range of 
thermodynamic conditions. Much higher densities are achieved 
through this approach than through traditional shock-wave 

National Laser Users’ Facility and External Users’ Programs

Table 112.VI:  FY07–FY08 NLUF Experiments.

Principal Investigator Affiliation Proposal Title

R. Jeanloz University of California, Berkeley Recreating Planetary Core States on OMEGA in FY07

R. P. Drake University of Michigan Experimental Astrophysics on the OMEGA Laser

P. Hartigan Rice University Laboratory Experiments on Supersonic Astrophysical 
Flows Interacting with Clumpy Environments

R. Mancini University of Nevada, Reno Multiview Tomographic Study of OMEGA Direct-
Drive-Implosion Experiments

R. D. Petrasso, C. K. Li Massachusetts Institute of Technology Monoenergetic Proton Radiography of Laser–Plasma-
Generated Fields and ICF Implosions

R. Falcone, H. J. Lee University of California, Berkeley X-Ray Compton Scattering on Compressed Matter
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Figure 112.40 
Schematic cross section of the diamond cell. The diamond anvil on the entry 
(drive laser) side must be thin in order to minimize attenuation of the shock 
front before it enters the sample, and diagnostics include velocity interfer-
ometry system for any reflector (VISAR) as well as pyrometry (not shown) 
collected through the thicker anvil on the exit side.
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(Hugoniot) measurements because thermal effects come to domi-
nate the latter but are suppressed by the precompression.

Thus, states directly relevant to the deep interiors of giant 
planets are reproduced, and we can study interatomic-bonding 
forces at much closer packing than is otherwise possible 
through laboratory experiments. This is important both for 
planetary science and for validating (and extending) the 
condensed-matter theory based on first-principles quantum-
mechanical calculations.

This year we developed a technique that uses quartz as a 
reference standard for Hugoniot, temperature, and reflectivity 
measurements of planetary fluids.1 This new technique greatly 
reduces the uncertainty of shock-compression data, and mea-
surements were completed for He.2 This work establishes how 
the compressibility changes with ionization and interparticle 
interaction and will serve as a key benchmark for models of the 
evolution and structure of solar and extra-solar giant planets. 
Temperature and reflectivity measurements on He were also 
finished this year, and we have collected the highest-density 
and -pressure data for He.3 

In addition to He, we have finished collecting shocked 
precompressed data on H2 and D2. While the deuterium data, 
for samples that start at the same density as liquid deuterium, 
have the same compressibility as impedance-matched liquid 
deuterium, contrasting H2 and D2 measurements reveals an 
interesting isotope dependence for the compressibility. In 

essence, the hydrogen shows a larger compressibility than 
deuterium at the same precompressed pressure. This is likely 
because the compressibility is sensitive to the excitation of 
degrees of freedom that increases the compressibility and the 
interparticle interaction that increases pressure and reduces the 
compressibility. In fact, all the tabular equation-of-state (EOS) 
models show this signature, with the maximum compress-
ibility decreasing with precompression (still, the final density 
increases with precompression). Hydrogen, which has a larger 
zero-point volume because of its smaller mass, behaves like 
deuterium, having a lower initial density.

The reflectivity and temperature data for hydrogen reveal 
that contours of constant reflectance are nearly parallel to the 
predicted plasma phase transition derived from Saumon and 
Chabrier4 and from Bonev’s density functional calculations5 
(Fig. 112.41). 

Finally we have finished our first set of measurements on 
He/H2 mixtures, finding that the temperature and optical 
reflectivity are between those of He and H2. The reflectivity 
of He increases slowly with shock pressure as compared to H2. 
At the same time, the temperature of He increases rapidly with 
shock pressure as compared to H2. These two observations 
are related: the reason H2 stays colder with increasing shock 
pressure compared to He (over the pressure range studied) is 
because H2 dissociates; also, it ionizes at much lower shock 
pressure than He, and the dissociation and ionization (which 
leads to enhanced optical reflectance) lower the shock tempera-
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ture. Over the same pressure range (0.1 to 2 Mbar), He exhibits 
much lower ionization. Therefore, increasing shock pressure 
rapidly increases shock temperature.

The 50/50 mixture of He/H2 shows that the temperature and 
shock reflectivity lie between those of H2 and He, suggesting 
that the mixture can be modeled as ideal (Figs. 112.42 and 
112.43). These data suggest that over the warm, dense matter 
states tested here, which are relevant to the outer 20% of Jupiter, 
the mixture does not phase separate. This is an important result, 
providing new constraints on models of the interior structure 
and evolution of giant planets. It warrants further analysis, both 
to refine our understanding of the experimental observations 
and to fully understand the implications for the evolution, hence 
formation, of planets.
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Figure 112.42
Reflectivity versus temperature for H2, He, and a 50/50 mixture of H2/He. 
These data start off at very different initial densities but, since the reflectivity 
is largely temperature dependent, the reflectivity for each material follows a 
specific trend. The reflectivity (and the temperature versus pressure) for the 
mixture is intermediate between that of H2 and He.

In summary, we completed 23 experiments in two shot 
days, filling out our database for H2, He, and one mixture of 
He/H2. We have characterized key properties of dense plan-
etary fluids and have documented an interesting isotope effect 
in the compressibility of H2 relative to D2. Helium becomes 
electronically conducting at ~1 Mbar and 1 eV, largely by a 
thermally activated process. The He/H2 mixture seems to 
behave like an ideal solution up to ~1 Mbar and 2 eV. Several 
papers are published or are in the process of publication,1–3,6–9 
and this work has ignited an explosion of papers on He, H2, 
and mixtures at planetary-core conditions.

Experimental Astrophysics on the OMEGA Laser
Principal Investigator: R. P. Drake (University of Michigan)
Co-investigators: D. Arnett (University of Arizona); T. Plewa 
(Florida State University); A. Calder, J. Glimm, Y. Zhang, and 
D. Swesty (SUNY Stony Brook); M. Koenig (LULI, Ecole 
Polytechnique, France); C. Michaut (Observatorie de Paris, 
France); M. Busquet (France); J. P. Knauer and T. R. Boehly 
(LLE); P. Ricker (University of Illinois); B. A. Remington, H. F. 
Robey, J. F. Hansen, A. R. Miles, R. F. Heeter, D. H. Froula, 
M. J. Edwards, and S. H. Glenzer (LLNL)

The OMEGA laser is able to produce processes similar 
to those that occur in astrophysics because it can generate 
extremely high energy densities, corresponding to pressures 
greater than 10 Mbar in millimeter-scale targets. This project 
is focused on two such issues in astrophysics: the contribution 
of hydrodynamic instabilities to the structure in supernovae 
and the dynamics of radiative shock waves. To explore hydro-
dynamic instabilities in supernovae, it was necessary to develop 
new radiographic diagnostics capable of improved imaging in 
two orthogonal directions. We have accomplished this goal 
and are proceeding to study the contributions of various initial 
modes to the enhanced spike penetration. 

In the experiment, ten OMEGA laser beams irradiate a 
plastic disk with UV light for 1 ns. The total energy of the 
beams is ~5 kJ and the average irradiance is ~9.5 # 1014 W/cm2, 
producing an ablation pressure of ~50 Mbar in the plastic layer 

Figure 112.43
Temperature versus pressure for He/H2. These are the first high-temperature, 
high-pressure data collected for this mixture that provide key information on 
the properties of the H2–He mixtures dominating giant planetary interiors.
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of the target. This large pressure creates a strong shock in the 
plastic material, which evolves into a blast wave. The blast wave 
crosses a perturbed interface into a lower-density material. This 
process is similar to what occurs in a supernova explosion. In 
the experiment, we monitor the unstable evolution of the inter-
face between the two materials using x-ray radiography. 

Figure 112.44 shows data from the latest experiments to 
obtain physics data using simultaneous, orthogonal, point-
projection backlighting. The data are obtained by using a brief 
(1-ns) x-ray source to project a signal onto an exposed piece of 
x-ray film. This experiment was imaged 21 ns after the initial 
laser beams had been pulsed. One can see on these images the 
structures that have evolved from an initial condition defined by 

a0sin(kx)sin(ky), where a0 = 2.5 nm and kx = ky = 2r/(71 nm). 
Image (a) shows mass extensions that extend from the primary 
spike toward the shock. This phenomenon has not been previ-
ously observed. We have also studied the impact of a selected 
range of initial conditions. In the next year we plan to do an 
experiment that will investigate initial conditions more realistic 
to an actual supernova.

Laboratory Experiments on Supersonic Astrophysical 
Flows Interacting with Clumpy Environments
Principal Investigator: P. Hartigan (Rice University)
Co-investigators: R. Carver (Rice University); A. Frank 
(University of Rochester); P. A. Rosen, J. M. Foster, and 
R. Williams (AWE, UK); B. H. Wilde and R. Coker (LANL); 
B. E. Blue (LLNL)

Supersonic directed jets and outflows are important com-
ponents of many astrophysical systems. Their interaction with 
surrounding matter results in the creation of spectacular bow 
shocks and the entrainment of dense clumps of interstellar 
material; it may also result in significant deflection of the 
collimated jet. The objective of this sequence of NLUF 
experiments is to develop a laboratory platform to study 
the hydrodynamics of these processes; the laboratory work 
is complementary to astrophysical observations using the 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and the Kitt Peak National 
Observatory (KPNO); furthermore, the same computer codes 
will be used to interpret both the laboratory and astrophysi-
cal observations.

In previous experiments on OMEGA, we have developed an 
experimental platform to create a dense, supersonic, titanium-
plasma jet propagating through low-density foam,10 and we 
have studied the deflection of this jet by a localized density 
perturbation.11 During the past year, two shot days were 
allocated to this project: we investigated structure potentially 
seeded in the jet by granularity of the foam medium used in the 
OMEGA experiments (no significant effect was found), and we 
progressed further into our project by beginning our study of 
the interaction of a strong shock with a spherical density discon-
tinuity in the foam. Excellent experimental data were obtained 
(Fig. 112.45), thereby laying the foundations for further work 
to study the interaction of shocks and jets with multiple clumps 
of material—phenomena also being observed in ongoing work 
using HST and KPNO. The OMEGA experiments were an 
important component of the case for these further astronomical 
observations, and our aim is to build a synergistic relationship 
between experiments, observation, and modeling that will 
provide new insight into these complex phenomena.

Figure 112.44
Simultaneous, orthogonal, point-projection x-ray backlighting images (a) and 
(b) of blast wave propagation in plastic material.
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Figure 112.45
Interaction of a strong shock with a density “clump.” The OMEGA laser drives a shock through hydrocarbon foam containing a 500-nm-diam sapphire sphere. 
The sequence of experimental images (top) at 0, 100, and 200 ns shows the shock-driven distortion and entrainment of the sphere by the hydrodynamic flow. 
The data are compared with modeling (center and bottom) using the RAGE and PETRA hydrocodes. These phenomena are analogous to those observed in 
Hubble Space Telescope images of astrophysical jets propagating through interstellar matter.

Multiview Tomographic Study of OMEGA Direct-Drive-
Implosion Experiments
Principal Investigator: R. Mancini (University of Nevada, Reno)
Co-investigators: R. Tommasini, N. Izumi, and J. A. Koch (LLNL); 
I. E. Golovkin (PRISM); D. A. Haynes and G. A. Kyrala (LANL); 
J. A. Delettrez, S. P. Regan, and V. A. Smalyuk (LLE)

The determination of the spatial structure of inertial con-
finement fusion implosion cores is an important problem of 

high-energy-density physics. To this end, three identical multi-
monochromatic imagers (MMI) have been designed, built, and 
fielded in OMEGA implosion experiments to perform observa-
tions along three quasi-orthogonal lines of sight (LOS). The 
implosions were driven with 60 OMEGA beams—23 kJ of UV 
energy in a 1-ns-duration square laser pulse; the targets were 
gas-filled plastic shells. At the collapse of the implosion, the 
hot, dense core plasma achieved temperatures in the 1- to 2-keV 
range and electron number densities between 1 # 1024 cm–3 and 
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2 # 1024 cm–3. X-ray K-shell line emission from the argon dop-
ant added to the fuel is a suitable spectroscopy diagnostic for 
this temperature and density range. In addition, x-ray absorp-
tion from a titanium tracer layer embedded in the plastic yields 
information about the state of the compressed shell.

Core images recorded by MMI instruments are formed by 
a large array of 10-nm-diam pinholes with an ~100-nm sepa-
ration between pinholes and are reflected off a depth-graded 
WB4C multilayer mirror with an average bilayer thickness of 
15 Å. The instrument is equipped with 10-cm-long mirrors 
that permit the observation of narrowband x-ray images over a 
photon energy range from 3 to 5 keV. They have a magnification 
of 8.5, provide spatial resolution of approximately 10 nm, and 
record gated (framed) images characteristic of a 50-ps time 
interval. The broad photon energy range, afforded by the use of 
long mirrors, covers the K-shell line emission from argon ions 
as well as the K-shell line absorption from titanium L-shell ions. 
As an illustration of the data recorded by MMI, Fig. 112.46 
displays a time history (i.e., three frames) of narrowband x-ray 
core images from OMEGA shot 47485 recorded along one LOS 

at the collapse of the implosion; also shown are examples of  
narrowband image reconstruction from the data for several 
spectral features. The data effectively resolve time, space, 
and photon energy, and show several argon line emissions, 
namely Lya (1s 2S–2p 2P, ho = 3320 eV), Hea (1s2 1S–1s2p 1P, 
ho  = 3140 eV), Lyb (1s 2S–3p 2P, ho  = 3936 eV), and 
Heb (1s2 1S–1s3p 1P, ho = 3684 eV). The photon energy range 
of these images is given by the (mainly) Stark broadening 
widths of the line shapes, which is 60 eV to 70 eV for the plasma 
conditions achieved in these cores. Core dimensions are in the 
60- to 120-nm range. In addition, x-ray absorption in the shell 
due to titanium ions is also observed. These absorption features 
are formed by line transitions from n = 1 to n = 2 in L-shell 
titanium ions (e.g., F-like, O-like, etc.) in the photon energy 
range from 4500 to 4750 eV driven by continuum radiation 
emitted in the core, and their analysis permits the character-
ization of the compressed shell. It is interesting to observe the 
differences in distribution of brightness associated with the 
line-based core images, which depends on both temperature 
and density conditions in the core. Detailed spectral modeling 
and analysis of the emissivity and opacity of the argon x-ray 
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Time history (three center frames) of narrowband, x-ray core images recorded by MMI and four narrowband image reconstructions from this data (OMEGA 
shot 47485).
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emission permit a reconstruction of the spatial structure of 
the core plasma. Several analysis methods are currently being 
investigated that simultaneously consider data observed along 
several lines of sight.

Monoenergetic Proton Radiography of Laser–Plasma-
Generated Fields and ICF Implosions
Principal Investigators: R. D. Petrasso and C. K. Li (Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology)
Co-investigators: J. A. Frenje and F. H. Séguin (MIT); J. P. 
Knauer and V. A. Smalyuk (LLE); R. P. J. Town (LLNL)

MIT’s NLUF program has continued an ongoing series of 
experiments using monoenergetic charged-particle radiography 
to study transient electromagnetic fields generated by the inter-
action of OMEGA laser beams with plastic foils. This work, 
involving novel studies of time evolution, field instabilities, and 
magnetic reconnection, has resulted in the publication of three 
Physical Review Letters publications12–14 and two invited talks 
at APS conferences.15,16

Figure 112.47 shows the basic experimental setup.17 One or 
more OMEGA laser beams interact with a plastic foil, generat-
ing plasma bubbles, B fields, and E fields. A special backlighter 
and matched imaging detector are used to create a radiographic 
image of the resultant plasma/field structure. The backlighter is 
a glass-shell ICF capsule filled with D3He gas and imploded by 
20 OMEGA laser beams, producing D3He protons (14.7 MeV), 
DD protons (3 MeV), D3He alpha particles (3.6 MeV), and a few 
other fusion products. CR-39 nuclear track detectors are used in 
conjunction with appropriate filters and processing techniques 
to record individual charged particles and their energies in the 
detector plane. Since the burn duration of the D3He implosion 
is short (~130 ps) relative to the nanosecond-scale duration of 

the foil illumination and subsequent evolution, and since the 
relative timing of the backlighter and the foil illumination was 
adjustable, it is possible to record images at different times 
relative to the foil illumination. A metal mesh is interposed 
between the backlighter and the foil to divide the incident 
particle flux into beamlets; distortion in the mesh pattern at the 
detector shows how the particle trajectories were deflected by 
the fields generated by laser–plasma interactions at the foil. 

In one series of experiments (Fig. 112.48), field evolution 
and instabilities were studied with 14.7-MeV proton radiogra-
phy when a single interaction beam was used. While the 1-ns 
interaction beam was on, the plasma bubble and its surround-
ing megagauss B field expanded symmetrically and roughly 
linearly, but then became increasingly asymmetric as expan-
sion continued and field strength decayed. We believe this is 
the first direct observation and evidence of the pressure-driven, 
resistive-interchange instability in laser-produced high-energy-
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Figure 112.48
Radiographs showing the spatial structure and temporal evolution of the B fields generated by laser–plasma interactions. Each image, made with 14.7-MeV 
protons, is labeled by the time interval between the arrival at the foil of the interaction beam and the arrival of the imaging protons, and each image corresponds 
to an area about 5 mm by 5 mm at the foil. Note that the laser was on for only 1 ns.

Figure 112.47
Schematic illustration of the experiment setup and the physical relationship 
between the proton backlighter (imploded D3He-filled capsule), mesh, CH 
foil, CR-39 imaging detector, and OMEGA laser beams. Distances of the 
components from the backlighter were 0.8 cm for mesh, 1 cm for foil, and 
30 cm for detector. The hole-to-hole spacing in the mesh was 150 nm.
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density plasmas. Details and quantitative analysis are given in 
Ref. 13. In a second series of experiments utilizing 14.7-MeV-
proton radiography, multiple laser interaction beams were used 
simultaneously and resulted in the first direct observation of field 
reconnection in the high-energy-density regime. Figure 112.49 
shows plasma bubbles resulting from two interaction lasers at 
a time when the bubbles have expanded just enough to contact 
each other. Quantitative field maps derived from the radiographs 
revealed precisely and directly, for the first time, the changes in 
the magnetic topology that resulted from reconnection. Details 
may be found in Ref. 14.
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A monoenergetic proton radiograph of two plasma bubbles generated in a 
foil by two interaction lasers was used to deduce a map of the B field at the 
foil. In (a), the location of each beamlet can be compared with the location 
it would have had with no B fields (beamlets on the image edges define 
the grid of “undeflected” locations); (b) shows displacement vectors. The 
displacement amplitudes are shown as an image in (c), where each pixel rep-
resents one beamlet, with value proportional to displacement. Displacement 
is proportional to dB ##  along the particle trajectory, so the lineout along 
the arrow in (c) provides quantitative measurements of 

dB ##  at the foil 
location (d), showing the loss of field energy where the bubbles collided and 
magnetic reconnection occurred.

X-Ray Compton Scattering on Compressed Matter
Principal Investigators: R. Falcone and H. J. Lee (University 
of California), P. Neumayer, O. L. Landen, and S. H. 
Glenzer (LLNL)

These experiments are aimed to measure exact electron 
density (ne), temperature (Te), and ionization (Z) of dense mat-
ter with the development of the Compton-scattering technique 
on the OMEGA Laser Facility. Since an x-ray source can 
propagate through the critical electron density ~1022 cm–3, 

x-ray Compton scattering has been the most useful diagnostic 
of local plasma conditions of dense matter with solid density 
and above. The Compton-scattering cross-section diagnostic is 
related to the dynamic structure factor S(k,~), which presents 
the Fourier transform of total electron-density fluctuation. It has 
been understood by decomposing total density distribution: the 
sum of the motion of electrons and the motion of ions. 

Two types of a planar Be target coupled with Mn backlighter 
are designed for the x-ray Compton-scattering technique with 
90° and 25° scattering angles at the OMEGA Laser Facility. 
The target consists of 250-nm-thick Be, 50-nm-thick plastic 
substrate coated with 3 nm of Mn, 50 nm of Ta with a slot 
window, and two Au/Fe shields, as shown Fig. 112.50(a). Eleven 
heater beams of 4-ns flat pulse, Iav ~ 2 # 1014 W/cm2 at 531 nm, 
are focused symmetrically onto solid Be with an ~800-nm 
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(a) Schematic of the target details for 25° scattering; (b) a real image of the 
target; (c) target schematic for 90° scattering.
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spot. To create ~6.18-keV Mn Hea x-ray photons, we applied 
12 backlighter beams to Mn-coated plastic for 25° scattering 
(17 backlighter beams for 90° scattering) with a focal spot of 
200 nm. Figures 112.50(b) and 112.50(c) present a photograph 
of 25° scattering target and an image for 90° scattering target 
that has a Mn backlighter parallel to Be. A highly oriented 
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) crystal coupled to an x-ray framing 
camera with 500-ps gating time in TIM3 has been used as a 
spectrometer and a detector. 

Figures 112.51(a) and 112.51(b) show scattering spectra 
(black lines) and fits (thick white lines) to the data of 90° and 
25° scattering geometries. In the noncollective scattering 
regime of 90°, the spectrum shows Compton down-shifted 
peaks in addition to the elastic-scattering peaks at E01 = 
6.18-keV Mn Hea and E02 = 6.15-keV intercombination x-ray 
lines. With the broadening by the thermal motion of electrons, 
the intensity and shape of Compton peak are sensitive to Te 
and ne. For the analysis, we calculated S(k,~), theoretical x-ray 
scattering spectra using random phase approximation. The 
calculated spectrum with ne = 7.5 # 1023 cm–3, Te = 13 eV, and 
Z = 2 for a Fermi temperature of EF = 30 eV gives a best fitting 
to the data. The 25° forward scattering independently provides 
a unique data set on the ne and Z of compressed matter. In the 
collective scattering regime, the probing wavelength is larger 
than Debye screening length and scattered spectrum is domi-
nated by plasmon resonance, which is associated with electron 

plasma wave resonance. The measured spectra of Fig. 112.51(b) 
show downshifted plasmon peaks; the position of the peak is 
very sensitive to ne. The thick white line presents a best fitting 
to the data. The ne and Te measured from the plasmon peak 
show very good agreement with the parameters obtained from 
the backscattering spectra as well as from the hydrodynamic 
calculation on compressed Be plasmas. 

Through this project, we successively measured the Comp-
ton and plasmon resonance on shock-compressed Be. With 
the comparison to the theoretical calculation, we find that 
compressed plasmas of ne = 7.5 # 1023 cm–3, Te = 13 eV, and 
Z = 2 within ~10% error bars could be reached under the pres-
sure in the range of 20 to 30 Mbar. From these experiments, 
we have proved that the x-ray Compton-scattering technique 
is a precise experimental tool for determining the exact densi-
ties and temperatures in compressed matter and characterized 
compressed states of matter.

FY07 LLNL OMEGA Experimental Programs
In FY07 Lawrence Livemore National Laboratory (LLNL) 

led 404 target shots on the OMEGA Laser System. This total 
represents a shot rate approximately 8% higher than nominal 
(373 shots scheduled for the year). This is an improvement over 
last year’s operations (4% above nominal) and is especially note-
worthy considering that programmatic needs frequently require 
complex configuration changes both overnight and mid-day.

National Ignition Campaign (NIC) Experiments:  About 
57% of the LLNL shots were dedicated to advancing the 
National Ignition Campaign in preparation for future experi-
ments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF). This represents a 
slight percentage decrease from the prior year, as effort transi-
tions to NIF itself. Campaigns on OMEGA had many objec-
tives, including studies of the laser–plasma interaction (LPI) 
physics in physical conditions relevant for the NIF ignition tar-
gets, improving the diagnostic suite for ignition, and studying 
dense-plasma physics via collective x-ray scattering; however, 
this year there was a special emphasis on assessing the physical 
characteristics of proposed ignition capsule materials. 

A variety of LPI experiments were conducted in FY07, some 
in collaboration with CEA, typically using gas-filled hohlraums 
arranged so that one OMEGA beam (beam 30) could be used 
as an on-axis probe beam. 

In work now submitted for publication, experiments dem-
onstrated a significant reduction of stimulated Brillouin scat-
tering (SBS) by polarization smoothing in conditions (Te ~ 
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3 keV) with no ponderomotive and thermal filamentation (see 
Fig. 112.52). Measurements showed that adding polarization 
smoothing increases the intensity threshold for SBS by a fac-
tor of 1.7. For intensities less than 2 # 1015 W/cm2, more than 
an order of magnitude reduction in the backscattered power is 
observed. This reduction in backscatter was shown to increase 
the total transmission through a plasma for conditions that are 
comparable to those in current ICF target designs. A simple 
model relevant to ICF plasma conditions is able to explain a 
direct effect on the SBS gain exponent and, consequently, the 
threshold for when SBS becomes energetically important.
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Figure 112.52
The measured instantaneous SBS reflectivity at t = 700 ps is plotted as a 
function of the interaction beam intensity; three laser-smoothing conditions 
are shown: continuous phase plates (CPP’s, circles), CPP’s plus polarization 
smoothing (squares), and with 3-Å SSD (open circles). The calculated reflec-
tivities using an analytical model reproduce the measured thresholds and a 
factor-of-1.7 reduction in the SBS threshold when polarization smoothing is 
applied to a CPP smoothed laser beam. An analytical model that calculates 
the thresholds is shown for the CPP only (solid curve) and when polarization 
smoothing is applied (dashed curve).

Another experimental result now submitted for publication, 
and detailed in Fig. 112.53, extends the limits of plasma length 
in inertial fusion laser–plasma interaction experiments. Laser-
beam propagation and low backscatter were demonstrated in 
laser-produced hohlraum plasmas of ignition plasma length. At 
intensities <5 # 1014 W/cm2, greater than 80% of the energy 
in a blue (351-nm) laser is transmitted through an L = 5-mm-
long, high-temperature (Te = 2.5 keV), high-density (ne = 5 # 
1020 cm–3) plasma. For an intensity of I = 6 # 1014 W/cm2, these 
experiments also show that the backscatter scales exponentially 
with plasma length, from <0.05% at a 1.3-mm length to >10% 
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Figure 112.53
(a) Simulated electron-density and electron-temperature profiles for a 5-mm-
long LPI hohlraum at peak electron temperature (900 ps after the heater beams 
turn on). Three LEH’s are equally spaced around the hohlraum equator to 
allow the addition of 17 laser beams. In total, 53 laser beams irradiate the 
hohlraum wall, producing electron temperature Te along the axis in excess 
of 2.5 keV. The interaction beam is aligned along the axis of the hohlraum, 
interacting with a uniform 5 # 1020-cm–3 plasma plateau. (b) The measured 
instantaneous SBS reflectivity is plotted as a function of vacuum intensity for 
the three target lengths: 2 mm (triangles), 3.5 mm (circles), and 5 mm (squares). 
The solid curves are simulations performed by SLIP. For reference, a curve 
is shown (dashed) calculated using linear theory for the 2-mm-long targets 
where a gain of Csbs = 11, for an intensity of 1 # 1015 W/cm2, is determined 
by post processing the hydrodynamic parameters.
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at a 4.0-mm length. This result is consistent with linear theory. 
The backscatter calculated by a new steady-state, 3-D laser–
plasma interaction code (SLIP) developed for large ignition 
plasmas is in good agreement with the measurements. These 
results span the gap between previous studies (L < 2 mm, Te = 
2.5 keV) and future ignition hohlraum plasmas (L = 5 mm, 
Te > 3 keV) and indicate that backscatter can be controlled at 
ignition plasma conditions and intensities. 

Additional laser–plasma interaction experiments on the 
high-electron-temperature gas-filled hohlraum target plat-
form demonstrated the effectiveness of Landau damping in 
multiple-ion species plasmas to reduce backscatter. By adding 
hydrogen to a CO2 gas fill, the SBS reflected power was sup-
pressed from >30% to ~1%, while SRS was below the detection 
threshold (Fig. 112.54). Improved heater beam coupling into 
the hohlraum by suppression of the total backscatter resulted 
in an increase in measured hohlraum radiation temperature. 
As a result of these findings, a multiple-ion-species gas fill is 
now included in the NIC hohlraum point design.
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Figure 112.54
The SBS reflectivity is reduced from >30% to ~1% when increasing Landau 
damping by adding hydrogen to the CO2 hohlraum gas fill (probe-beam 
intensities of 3.6, 5.5, and 8.8 # 1014 W/cm2).

In pursuit of a more precise understanding of hohlraum ener-
getics, and to develop methods for diagnosing possible ignition 
failure modes, half of an extended day was dedicated to a series 
of shots designed to study the impact of x-ray flux originating 
from outside the laser entrance hole (LEH) of a laser-heated 
hohlraum—measured with the OMEGA DANTE diagnostic—

on the interpretation of the observed radiation temperature 
inside the hohlraum. An empty gold hohlraum was heated with 
38 beams using a 2.6-ns-long pulse. In addition, two beams were 
used to illuminate the hohlraum outside of the LEH. One beam 
had a large spot size, mimicking the effect of LEH closure during 
the heating; the second beam had a small spot size, providing an 
indicator of the x-ray emission due to a mispointed heater beam. 
A soft x-ray imager was used to identify the various sources of 
x-ray emission, and Fig. 112.55 shows a set of images for three 
different x-ray regimes, i.e., around 250 eV, 750 eV, and above 
2 keV. For this particular shot, the start times of the cone 2 and 
cone 3 heater beams were tuned to also study the spot formation. 
The series of shots indicated that without correcting the x-ray 
flux measured by DANTE with respect to its origin, the derived 
radiation temperature was about 1% higher.
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Figure 112.55
Soft x-ray images taken from the laser-heated Au hohlraum, together with a 
picture of the target. The x-ray images show the emission from the LEH with 
various spots from the heater beams. Additional x-ray emission originates 
from a large beam spot and a small beam spot, which hit the gold washer and 
provide the required emission area outside of the LEH to mimic the “LEH 
closure” scenario. The washer also contains a spatial fiducial (cross hair).

Progress also continued in characterizing the physical 
properties of warm, dense matter. Experiments studying x-ray 
scattering on radiatively heated solid-density beryllium at 
different scattering angles provided a first direct test of dense 
matter theories describing ion–ion correlations at long scale-
lengths in dense matter, as shown in Fig. 112.56.
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Ignition capsules face challenging physics requirements 
since they must transmit shocks into the DT ignition fuel 
without also producing hydrodynamic instabilities that would 
dilute the fuel with higher-Z ablator material. This translates 
into requirements for very low surface roughness and specific 
shock response properties. In FY07, the physical properties of 
capsules based on copper-doped beryllium and high-density 
carbon (synthetic diamond) were studied extensively, using 
new techniques that significantly extend previous work on, 
e.g., Rayleigh–Taylor growth measurements, imploding-capsule 
radiography, and velocity interferometry of shocked surfaces. 

Simulations predict that residual microstructure and velocity 
fields in melted Be could still seed some hydrodynamic insta-
bilities upon shock breakout, but at a level below that expected 
and acceptable from growth of known surface imperfections. 
To validate these expectations, we have designed OMEGA 
experiments that amplify their perturbation seeding using 
high-growth-factor [GF ~ exp(cx)] Rayleigh–Taylor instabil-
ity drives. To achieve this, an 8- to 10-ns-long drive has been 
developed [see Fig. 112.57(b)], which for a given achievable 
radiographic accuracy, DGF/GF = xDc, leads to an improved 
growth-rate accuracy Dc ~ 1/x. This drive also provides suffi-
cient sensitivity to directly measure, through x-ray radiography, 
3-D growth from BeCu planar foils with a level of surface 
roughness equal to the NIF ignition design surface-roughness 
tolerance [see Fig. 112.57(c)]. The results—when compared to 
simulations that ignore possible growth from Be microstructure 
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Figure 112.57
(a) Experimental setup for ablation-front Rayleigh–Taylor growth measure-
ment; (b) measured versus calculated x-ray drive Tr; (c) 4.3-keV radiograph 
of growth of NIF-surface roughness on Be(Cu) foil at 8.2 ns.
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and, hence, consider only growth from surface perturbations—
suggest that, at least for ablation-front instability growth, 
microstructure is not important.

Determining ablator performance during an implosion 
is a critical part of the NIF tuning campaign. In particular, 
it is vital to have accurate, time-resoved, in-flight measure-
ments of the velocity, areal density, and mass of the ablator 
as it converges. In tests on OMEGA we have developed a new 
technique that achieves time-resolved measurements of all 
these parameters in a single, area-backlit, streaked radiograph 
of an indirectly driven capsule. This is accomplished by first 
extracting the radial density profile at each time step from the 
measured radiograph; then scalar quantities such as the average 
position, thickness, areal density, and mass of the ablator are 
determined by taking integral moments of this density profile. 
Results from implosions of Cu-doped Be capsules are shown 
in Fig. 112.58.
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Figure 112.58
Streaked radiograph showing converging capsule leading up to bang time 
at 3300 ps.

Synthetic diamond is a promising ablator material for ICF 
capsules because of its low-Z and high density. It is important, 
however, to know the high-pressure phase diagram of diamond 
since the tuning design for ICF capsules requires that the first-
shock state remain completely solid and the second-shock 
state be completely melted. Having successfully measured 
first-shock melting of diamond on OMEGA last year, a new 
method was developed this year to detect second-shock melting. 
This involved launching a first shock into diamond between 
2 to 4 Mbar, followed by a strong second shock between 

15 and 25 Mbar. As shown in Fig. 112.59, by measuring the 
thermal emission of the second shock through the transparent 
first shock, it was possible to determine the temperature of the 
second-shock Hugoniot versus pressure. Evidence of melting 
was found in the discontinuity in the second-shock Hugoniot 
above 20 Mbar.
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Streaked, space-resolved measurement of the thermal emission from a doubly 
shocked Al/diamond sample.

Determining the level of velocity uniformities created 
by microscopic perturbations in NIF ablator materials is a 
challenging measurement task. The measurement diagnostic 
must detect these nonuniformities at a level of a few parts in 
10,000 to be relevant to the NIF requirements. The CAPSEED 
campaigns were fielded to make these measurements with a 
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Figure 112.60
(a) Two-dimensional interferogram of a shock front emerging from a Be(Cu) ablator sample approximately 200 ps after breakout into a plastic layer (central 600-nm-
diam circular region). Bias fringes run from bottom left to top right; a preimposed ripple machined into the Be surface is visible in the edges of the image (periodic 
pattern oriented perpendicular to the fringes). (b) Velocity interferogram of a shock front emerging from a diamond ablator into a plastic layer, approximately 1 ns 
after breakout. The high-frequency spatial modulations superimposed on the fringe pattern indicate nonuniformities in the shock front.

new technique. During FY07 a high-resolution velocity inter-
ferometer was fielded on the TIM 6 diagnostic location. The 
instrument, called the OMEGA High-Resolution Velocimeter 
(OHRV), is a 2-D space-resolving “velocity interferometer from 
the surface of any reflector” (VISAR), which probes the veloc-
ity distribution across a moving reflecting surface with 2-nm 
spatial resolution and few-m/s velocity resolution in a single 
2-D snapshot. It’s main mission is to measure the seed-level 
nonuniformities in NIF capsule ablator candidate materials 
and to verify that the seed levels are consistent with current 
model predictions of capsule performance. Assembly and 
qualification of the instrument took place during the summer, 
commissioning in early September, followed by a successful 
experimental campaign in October (Fig. 112.60). Experiments 
testing Be(Cu), high-density carbon, and Ge-doped plastic 
ablators are continuing in FY08.

High-Energy-Density Science (HEDS) Experiments:  About 
43% of the LLNL shots were dedicated to HEDS campaigns, 
including quasi-isentropic compression experiments (ICE), 
dynamic hohlraums, opacity measurements of hot plasmas in 
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), and non-LTE implo-
sion physics. High-temperature hohlraums, long-duration point 
backlighter sources, and foam-walled hohlraums were also 
studied to develop HED experimental platforms for future 
NIF experiments.
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LLNL has for some time been developing laser-based 
experimental platforms that can compress materials quasi-
isentropically to very high pressures at ultrahigh strain rates. 
This laser-driven, ramped (shockless) drive is used to study 
material properties such as strength, equation of state, phase, 
and phase-transition kinetics under extreme conditions. In 
FY07 an effort was launched to develop a platform compatible 
with NIF, based on ICE drive by indirect x-ray illumination 
from a hohlraum onto a reservoir/package assembly on the side 
of the hohlraum at the midplane.

Development of such a hohlraum-driven ICE platform 
requires an understanding of the hydrodynamics of hohlraum 
radiation coupling to the ICE pressure, planarity of the pressure 
drive on the package, hohlraum filling at late times for package 
radiography, and potential preheat of the reservoir and package 
by the hohlraum M band.

Initial experiments used the normal OMEGA VISAR 
(ASBO) system and a tilted target package (since the VISAR 
does not have a view orthogonal to a standard hohlraum axis). 
This approach provided helpful information on obtaining 
VISAR data from hohlraum packages, but it resulted in hard-
to-model 3-D effects on the drive and insufficient planarity. 
A new tilted ASBO telescope was developed that is able to 
measure packages normal to the hohlraum axis. It has now 
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been tested and fully qualified for the next set of experiments, 
presently scheduled for January 2008. 

A parallel set of experiments studied the hohlraum plasma 
filling at late times. Hohlraums with and without thin CH liners 
were probed using a 6.7-keV Fe backlighter. The radiographic 
data were used to assess the Au filling from the walls at late 
times (t = 20, 60, and 80 ns after the hohlraum drive); these 
results agreed well with 2-D simulations. The hohlraum stays 
open at late times with minimal filling, providing support for 
future ICE-driven Rayleigh–Taylor radiography experiments 
at late times on the NIF.

To understand the drive on the reservoir, the radiation 
temperatures of different types of hohlraums were studied 
and compared with LASNEX 2-D simulations. Figure 112.61 
shows the Dante measurements and LASNEX simulations 
from both CH-lined and non-CH-lined hohlraums. The peak 
radiation temperature data are in good agreement with the 
simulation, but the simulation shows the radiation temperature 
remaining higher later in time than the data indicate. This 
might be caused by the on-axis stagnation effect, which is 
more pronounced in the symmetric 2-D simulation as opposed 
to the experiments, which have enough 3-D effects to reduce 
the axial stagnation. The study of late-time hohlraum ener-
getics is significant for multiple HEDS campaigns and will 
continue in FY08.

Over the past year, LLNL has continued experiments with 
laser-driven dynamic hohlraums (LDDH’s). These experiments 
have compared the neutron yield and the areal fuel density pro-
duced by “standard” xenon-filled LDDH’s (see Fig. 112.62) to 
those of capsules where the xenon is replaced by neopentane; 
the latter gas fill replicates the hydrodynamics of a xenon-filled 
LDDH but does not create the high-Z radiation-trapping cavity 
(hohlraum), thus making it possible to measure the difference 
in yield and fuel density due to the hohlraum effect. Analysis 
of this data is underway. Additional LDDH experiments have 
explored the robustness of dynamic hohlraums when driven 
by laser beams in a polar configuration, such as would be 
necessary on the NIF; the experiment showed that repointing 
the laser beams along the polar axis can compensate for the 
nonuniform laser drive.
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Figure 112.62
Concept of “dynamic hohlraum:” shock-heated Xe gas between shells radiates 
x rays that ablatively implode inner shell. Data obtained include x-ray-streaked 
images of the self-emitted x rays, multiple x-ray images, charged-particle 
information (collaboration with MIT), and multiple standard OMEGA neu-
tron diagnostics.

Prior results having shown that LDDH’s emit very bright, 
spectrally smooth bursts of multi-keV x rays, it was decided to 
explore whether LDDH’s might scale down for use as bright, 
broadband backlighters suitable for absorption spectroscopy 
experiments. Early in FY07, a set of small, Kr-filled plastic 
capsules were imploded using ten polar direct-drive beams and 
produced bright continuum emission at photon energies up to at 
least 5.5 keV (Fig. 112.63). These capsules proved bright enough 

Figure 112.61
Dante radiation-temperature measurements (solid) from scale 1.37 hohlraums 
driven with 12.5 kJ in a 1-ns square pulse, compared with 2-D LASNEX 
simulations (dashed).
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to use as backlighters for spectroscopic transmission measure-
ments of hot plasmas. Previous continuum x-ray sources either 
required too many beams (so that the hot plasmas could not be 
produced) or did not work at photon energies above ~3500 eV 
(Ref. 18). In a follow-up experiment, initial data were obtained 
for n = 1 to n = 2 absorption of Ti samples at LTE conditions 
near 100 eV inside hohlraums. LLNL plans to use this new 
capability to measure the temperatures of high-temperature 
LTE opacity samples in FY08.
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Figure 112.63
Gated spectra produced by an H2-filled capsule (dotted) and a Kr-filled capsule 
(solid). Instrument configurations were identical for both shots; Dante data for 
this band show a factor-of-2 increase in peak x-ray yield. The lines near 5200 eV 
in the H2 spectrum are from a vanadium dopant in the shell for that capsule.

The goal of the nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) 
campaign is to build a platform to study energy balance in implo-
sions by measuring ion, electron, and radiation temperatures as 
a function of high-Z dopant concentration. In the FY07 experi-
ments, all 60 beams of the OMEGA Laser Facility were used for 
direct-drive implosions of thin (4 nm) glass capsules filled with 
10 atm of D3He gas and 0.01 atm of Kr gas as a spectroscopic 
tracer. We used Xe as the high-Z dopant gas, with concentrations 
from 0 to 0.06 atm. As a time-resolved electron-temperature (Te) 
diagnostic, we fielded a new mica conical crystal spectrometer 
(Fig. 112.64), which was coupled to a streak camera, and viewed 
K-shell emission lines from the Kr dopant. Time-integrated spec-
tra were also recorded with the HENEX spectrometer developed 
by NIST/NRL. The time-resolved spectra show that the addition 
of Xe reduces Te proportionally, in agreement with simulations. 
Time-dependent ion temperatures (Ti), inferred from proton and 
neutron emission time histories and spectra, also show a reduc-
tion in the compression-phase Ti with increasing Xe concentra-

tions. Finally, secondary neutron measurements as well as gated 
x-ray pinhole images show a dramatic reduction in areal density 
and core size as the Xe concentration is increased.

One of the campaigns planned for the NIF will study the 
opacities of high-temperature plasmas in LTE conditions. 
Present-generation long-pulse facilities produce LTE plasmas 
in the range of 100 to 180 eV, and the intent is to extend this 
range upward on the NIF. To do so, it is desirable to optimize 
the coupling of high-intensity laser radiation to produce x rays 
from small targets, which in turn heat samples in LTE condi-
tions. In FY07 the high-temperature hohlraum development 
campaign began studying the utility of rear-wall burnthrough 
radiation from the back of a small halfraum as a technique for 
radiatively heating samples several hundred microns away. 
Figure 112.65 shows data from plastic (carbon) and chromium 
samples diagnosed with x-ray spectroscopy. Surprisingly, the 
samples were cooler (under-ionized) relative to what was pre-
dicted. Future work will focus on improving the modeling to 
match the observations and then looking for ways to optimize 
the experimental configuration.

To produce multiple radiographic images with a single 
NIF shot, with a minimum number of NIF beams devoted to 
the backlighter, it is desirable to have a long-duration point-
projection backlighter source. To this end, a few half-days 
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Typical time-resolved spectrum from the mica conical crystal spectrometer 
for a capsule without Xe dopant.
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were devoted to developing a long-duration, pinhole-apertured, 
point-projection zinc K-shell backlighter to diagnose NIF 
experiments. Current laser experiments use pulses of typically 
0.2 to 1.0 ns. Extending the backlighter duration out to the 
desired 8 ns for the NIF leads to issues of pinhole closure and 
signal strength. Initial experiments using a streak camera with 
an open slit showed a significant contribution to the background 
from the streak camera’s retrace signal. Subsequent experi-
ments (Fig. 112.66) showed that increasing the laser intensity 
on the backlighter and using zinc filtering to block unwanted 
low-energy radiation was sufficient to produce adequate signal 
above the retrace and other backgrounds. The continuation of 
this campaign in FY08 will explore pinhole closure time and 
new backlighter designs aimed at increasing the signal-to-noise 
ratio without sacrificing resolution.

To further improve hohlraum heating efficiency and reduce 
plasma filling (which obscures radiographic views of HED 
material samples), hohlraum development experiments have 
been conducted using laser-driven cylindrical hohlraums whose 
walls were machined from Ta2O5 foams of 100-mg/cc and 
4-g/cc densities. Measurements of the radiation temperature, 
shown in Fig. 112.67, demonstrate that the lower-density walls 
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Figure 112.66
Streak measurement of Zn backlighter radiation from multiple OMEGA 
laser pulses, demonstrating adequate signal-to-test, long-duration backlighter 
concepts for the NIF.
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(a) Spectroscopic data from a target radiatively heated by the thin back wall 
of a tiny holraum. (b) Comparison with modeling indicates target temperature 
is 60 to 70 eV at this time. 
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produce higher radiation temperatures than the higher-density 
walls. The difference in temperature is determined by the dif-
ference in energy lost to the walls. For higher-density walls, the 
radiation front propagates subsonically, so the density seen by 
the front is dominated by the density profile established by the 
rarefaction wave. For lower densities the radiation-front velocity 
is supersonic so the energetics of the wall are determined by 
the equation of state and the opacity of the wall material.

FY07 LANL OMEGA Experimental Programs
During FY07 Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 

successfully fielded a range of experiments on OMEGA to 
study the physics relevant to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) 
and high-energy-density laboratory plasmas (HEDLP) in 
support of the national program. LANL conducted a total of 
192 target shots on OMEGA, 22% higher than the nominal 
allocation. Collaborations with LLNL, LLE, MIT, and AWE 
remain an important component of LANL’s program on 
OMEGA. In particular, the LANL-led symergy campaign has 
provided a better understanding of symmetry control for the 
future NIF ignition experiments.

Radiation Transport in Inhomogenous Media:  The inho-
mogeneous radiation flow experiment was allotted a single shot 
day in FY07. This experiment studies the transport of radia-
tion through inhomogeneously mixed media, that is, where 
discrete particles of random size are randomly dispersed in a 
host material. For a constant gold fraction, the effective opac-
ity of the mixture is expected to increase as the particle size 
decreases, thereby slowing the radiation propagation in the 
media. Many models describe this phenomenon,19–24 but it 
has not been demonstrated that these models are implemented 
correctly in our codes.

The radiation source for these experiments is a hohlraum 
nominally heated by 7.5 kJ of laser energy to a peak tempera-
ture of about 210 eV (Fig. 112.68). The radiation from the hohl-
raum drives a temperature front into a gold-loaded foam. The 
foams are nominally 55 to 60 mg/cm3 of triacrylate (C15H20O6) 
foam containing nominally 12% by atom gold particles. The 
size of the gold particles is varied during these experiments 
to observe how the particle size impacts the temperature-
front propagation. 

An example of the effect the gold particle size has on the 
temperature-front propagation is shown in Fig. 112.69. The data 
clearly show this effect for the temperature-front propagation 
for two gold particle cases: 5-nm diameter and atomic mix. 
At early times, the temperature-front propagation is similar; 

(1) Hohlraum creates temperature front

(2) Temperature front
 propagates through
 gold-loaded foam

      (3) 
Temperature
front tracked
via soft x-ray
emission
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Figure 112.68
A schematic of the inhomogeneous radiation flow platform.
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Experimentally determined temperature-front position showing the differ-
ences between foams loaded with 5-nm-diam gold particles and an atomic 
mix with gold particles. By 2.5 ns, the temperature front has propagated 
100 nm farther in the 5-nm particle case than in the atomic mix case.

however, at 2.5 ns there is roughly a 100-nm difference between 
the two cases. Also, simulations with the Langrangian radia-
tion hydrodynamics code NYM25 (Fig. 112.70) show excellent 
agreement with the experimental data in the atomic mix case.

Off-Hugoniot Experiments:  Recent experiments by LANL 
on OMEGA explored the hydrodynamic evolution of embedded 
layers subject to radiative heating. These experiments, focusing 
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with the initial “as-built” profile. Thus far, the types of embed-
ded features fielded include planar disks, rectangular gaps, and, 
most recently, single-mode sinusoids. This campaign began in 
2004 and continues today with significant collaboration from 
the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE). Current efforts 
have shifted from data collection to analysis and quantitative 
comparison with simulations. In FY07 LANL conducted two 
days of shots on OMEGA that yielded high-quality images of 
both heated and shocked-gap targets as well as newly fielded 
sinusoid targets (Figs. 112.71 and 112.72). Data from the sinu-
soid targets show a recurring phase inversion of the sinusoid 
pattern as predicted by 3-D ACS calculations.
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Figure 112.72
Comparison of 3-D ASC RAGE calculation (left) with experimental data (right) 
of heated and shocked sinusoid targets.

NIF Platform #5:  The NIF Platform #5 (NIF 5) Campaign 
is developing x-ray diagnostic techniques to measure tempera-
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Targets consist of a Be housing with epoxy between 60-mg/cm3 foam parts. A plastic ablator is used to generate shocks. Full target characterization is performed 
before shots including radiographic images (right) to determine part alignment and material impurities.

on hydrodynamic evolution, are being used for quantitative 
validation of 3-D Advanced Scientific Computing (ASC) cal-
culations of both large- and small-scale hydrodynamic motion. 
In contrast to traditional shock interaction experiments, the 
material conditions are constantly changing with time before 
and during the shock interaction process. The complex mate-
rial and density gradients developed during the heating phase 
significantly change the shock evolution from what it would be 
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Figure 112.74
Measured absorption spectrum due to a heated foam. The vertical axis is the 
spectral energy (increasing to the top) and the horizontal axis is time (increas-
ing to the right). The emission is due to the M band of the gold backlighter.

ture in radiation-transport experiments on the future National 
Ignition Facility (NIF). In FY07 NIF 5 had 1.5 shot days and 
obtained extremely useful data. This year NIF 5 met both 
of its main objectives: to measure the spectrum of a suitable 
backlighter source and to determine the temperature of a foam 
that had been radiatively driven. 

The NIF 5 platform (Fig. 112.73) utilizes a quasi-continuum 
backlighter and a hohlraum to heat a low-density foam. In 
some configurations, the backlighter alone is used to measure 
its x-ray emission spectrum.
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Figure 112.73
A schematic of the NIF 5 platform experimental configuration.

Figure 112.74 displays an example of the absorption data 
obtained. The emission present is due to the M-band emission 
of the gold backlighter. The backlighter emission was initiated 
before the foam was heated and continued during the heating 
phase of the foam. As the foam heats, the absorption spectrum 
profile changes, which is captured by the data. 

Symergy:  LANL fielded two days of OMEGA experiments 
to test the concept of using thin shells to quantify asymmetry 
during the foot of the NIF pulse in support of the National 
Ignition Campaign. Figure 112.75 shows the ~0.7-scale NIF 
hohlraum geometry used for these experiments. Three cones of 
beams enter the hohlraum from each side with a 3-ns laser pulse 
to produce a peak radiation temperature of ~115 eV, comparable 
to the foot pulse incident on an ignition capsule. 

The emission levels from the capsule implosions (Fig. 112.76) 
proved the concept of thin-shell capsules as a symmetry diag-
nostic for the NIF. Furthermore, the variation in symmetry 
with beam cone pointing shows that one-way capsule asym-
metries could be corrected at the NIF. These quantitative results 
showed that we can now proceed to tune asymmetry in the 
foot of a full-scale the NIF ignition capsule using the 96-beam 
configuration in FY08!
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is a 1400-nm-diam, 15-nm-thick CH shell filled with 
1 atm of D2.
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Figure 112.76
Observed time-integrated x-ray images and corresponding P2 
and P4 asymmetries as the pointing of the 42° cone is moved 
along the hohlraum axis.

Convergent Ablator:  Two shots days were dedicated to 
investigating the slowing of protons from the D + 3He reaction 
to diagnose the ablator remaining at ignition in a NIF target in 
collaboration with MIT. Capsules were imploded in a 3/4-scale 
OMEGA hohlraum driven by 19 kJ in a 1-ns square pulse with 
hohlraum temperatures peaking at ~270 eV. By driving differ-
ent thicknesses of CH capsules we could obtain different final 
ablator and fuel tR’s to test our ability to observe and calculate 
downshifts of the 14.7-MeV proton by up to ~1.5 MeV. 

The results of this campaign confirmed our predictions of 
hohlraum temperature and our ability to observe gated images 
in self-emission of the imploding capsules. Figure 112.77 
shows the observed neutron yields from nine capsules for 
capsule wall thicknesses varying from 25 to 55 nm thick. The 
points labeled “Nom 70% LEH” are calculated yields without 
mix. The triangles include expected degradation by mix as 
the capsules converge more with increasing initial thickness. 
Observed x-ray images for all but the 55-nm-thick capsules 
were round. MIT is now analyzing the charged-particle 
detectors to obtain total proton yield and spectra from emit-
ted protons. Initial results with a 35-nm-thick capsule had 
enough yield to obtain a spectra, and calculations agreed with 
the measured energy shift.

In a similar experiment,26 abundant hard x-rays were 
measured indicative of hot-electron production. By varying 
laser energy in each of the three laser cones, we were able 
to determine that hard x rays were being produced almost 
entirely by the innermost cone, and that hot-electron tempera-
tures were >100 keV. The particle temporal diagnostic (PTD) 
and neutron temporal diagnostic (NTD) instruments, modi-

fied to become hard x-ray detectors, showed peak emission 
at ~0.7 ns and a subsequent decrease, within the 1-ns laser 
pulse. In calculations this corresponded to the appearance 
of a quarter-critical-density surface between hohlraum wall 
and capsule ablator expansions. We showed increased x-ray 
production when the plastic-capsule ablator was changed to 
beryllium from CH, and no 3/2~ radiation from either type. 
These results are still being analyzed but suggest that Raman 
scattering plays an important role in hot-electron production, 
as suggested from laser-instability postprocessing of the 
LASNEX hohlraum calculations.

Figure 112.77
Observed and calculated D + D neutron yields from the convergent abla-
tor experiment.
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Laser–Plasma Interactions:  Gas-filled hohlraums are 
often used for high-energy-density laser experiments includ-
ing inertial confinement fusion. While the gas fill is needed 
to provide a hot ionized plasma whose pressure prevents the 
ablated wall material from filling the hohlraum, it can also 
potentially lead to large laser–plasma instability growth since 
a long-scale-length quasi-homogeneous plasma is often cre-
ated. One instability that may be detrimental to gas-filled 
hohlraum experiments is stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), 
which occurs when intense laser light resonantly decays into 
an electron-plasma wave and a backscattered light wave. Two 
strategies for mitigating SRS were investigated in FY07 on the 
OMEGA laser using gas-filled hohlraums.

The first strategy uses a small amount of a high-Z dopant 
in the low-Z gas fill, which had previously been observed to 
reduce SRS in experiments at the Helen laser and last year on 
the OMEGA laser. These experiments, which were a continu-
ation of experiments started in FY06, heated a 1.6-mm-diam, 
2.0-mm-length, Au gas-filled hohlraum. The hohlraum is 
filled with ~1 atm C5H12 gas and has 0.25-nm-thick polyimide 
windows over the 0.8-mm-diam laser entrance holes (LEH’s). 
The target is aligned along the B30 axis and heated with up 
to 12 kJ using 32 beams in three cones in a 1-ns pulse. After 
plasma formation, B30 is used to interact with the long-scale-
length plasma with an intensity ~1015 W/cm2, smoothed with 
a 150-nm CPP and full-bandwidth SSD. The 3~ transmitted-
beam diagnostic (TBD) measures the transmitted light, and the 
full-aperture backscatter station (FABS) measures SRS and 
SBS growth. For this set of experiments, a small amount of Xe 
dopant was added to the gas fill and systematically varied up 
to 9% atomic fraction. These experiments indicate greater than 
a factor-of-2 decrease in SRS reflectivity when the Xe dopant 
is 1%. Experiments with a B30 intensity of 1.8 # 1015 W/cm2 
with SSD on or at 1015 W/cm2 with SSD off show little change 
in SRS with 1% Xe. Comparison of these results with radiation 
hydrodynamic calculations is ongoing and will help rule out 
whether the effect can be simply explained by an increase in 
inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption, or whether competition 
of SRS with beam spray is the mechanism responsible for the 
observed decrease in SRS.

The second strategy examined this year used lower-density 
gas fills to increase Landau damping via the dimensionless 
parameter kmD, where k is the wave number and mD is the Debye 
wavelength. To examine the effects of high-kmD regimes on 
SRS, the critical onset intensity for SRS is measured. A critical 
onset occurs theoretically for a random-phase-plate–smoothed 
laser beam with a distribution of intensities with a well-defined 

spatial correlation length (speckle length). As the average 
laser intensity increases, the calculated SRS gain diverges, 
leading to a saturated reflectivity. This is experimentally 
determined by measuring a sharp increase from no reflectivity 
to large reflectivity for a small increase in laser intensity. As 
kmD increases, Landau damping of the electron-plasma wave 
increases, thus increasing the SRS critical onset intensity. In 
these experiments, mixtures of C5H12 and C3H8 were used at 
different pressures to vary the electron density. B30 was used 
at an intensity of 1015 W/cm2 with SSD to interact with the 
preformed hohlraum plasma and drive SRS. As the electron 
density is lowered, the critical onset for SRS occurs at a higher 
intensity, qualitatively consistent with theory. In Fig. 112.78, 
the presence of large SRS (>10%) is plotted in the gray circles, 
and the presence of small SRS (<1%) is plotted as open circles. 
For a small change in plasma density at a fixed laser intensity, 
or a small change in laser intensity at a fixed plasma density, 
SRS increases rapidly to a saturated state. The dashed line is 
plotted as a guide to indicate the demarcation of the measured 
critical onset.
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Hi-Z:  To better understand the effects of instability growth 
and the resulting mix, we need to be able to calculate the 
performance of capsule implosions with known quantities of 
preimposed mix. Two days of directly driven implosions on 
the OMEGA laser in 2007 have tested the effects of pre-mix 
of Ar, Kr, and Xe in D2 + 3He–filled glass microballoons. In 
FY07 we focused on the effects of argon pre-mix, while earlier 
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experiments explored Kr and Xe. Diagnostics included D + D 
and D + T neutron yields, D + 3He proton yields and spectra, 
Doppler-broadened ion temperatures, time-dependent neutron 
and proton burn rates, and time-gated, high-energy filtered 
x-ray images. Simulated yields agree better with the experi-
ment when calculated by XSN LTE27 than by non-LTE atomic 
physics packages. 

Measured yields with a small amount of pre-mix, atom 
fractions of ~5 # 10–3 for Ar, 2 # 10–3 for Kr, and 5 # 10–4 for 
Xe are more degraded than calculated, while the measured 
ion temperatures are the same as without pre-mix. There is 
also a decrease in fuel tR. The neutron burn histories suggest 
that the early yield coming before the reflected shock strikes 
the incoming shell is undegraded, with yield degradation 
occurring afterward. Adding 20%-by-atom 3He to pure-D fuel 
seems to produce a similar degradation. This 3He degrada-
tion was previously observed in directly driven plastic shells 
by Rygg et al.28 Figure 112.79 shows how calculated gated 
x-ray images agree in radius with observed when the reflected 
shock strikes the incoming shell at 1.18 ns but are smaller than 
observed afterward. This lack of convergence and lower fuel 
density partially explains the yield degradation as well as the 
low fuel and whole capsule tR’s observed in secondary T + D 
neutrons and slowing of the D + 3He protons. Neither LTE on 
non-LTE captures the degradation by 3He or with low Ar, Kr, 
and Xe pre-mix levels, nor matches the large shell radii after 
impact of the reflected shocks.29

Reaction History:  In October 2006, LANL conducted 
the Reaction History Structure Using a Double Laser Pulse 
experiment to study the effects of time-dependent mix in a 
DT capsule implosion. Two temporally separated laser pulses, 
as seen in Fig. 112.80(a), were used to obtain double peaks 
in the fusion reaction history as determined by deconvolved 
measurements from the gamma-based gas Cherenkov detec-
tor (GCD) and the neutron temporal diagnostic (NTD) are 
shown in Fig. 112.80(b). The expected double-peak charac-
ter of the reaction history is well resolved by the GCD. The 
first laser pulse contained 10 kJ in 40 beams and the second 
5 kJ in 20 beams. Each was a square 600-ps pulse. This 
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shorter-than-the-usual 1-ns laser pulse allows the shock and 
compression fusion burn components to be separated in time. 
Comparisons with modeling are indicating that the first peak 
is dominated by shock yield and the second peak, a result of 
compression burn, becomes significant only when the delays 
between pulses are less than 800 ps. This is contrary to the 
leading mix models, such as Scannapieco and Cheng, which 
predict a dominant compression burn, and is requiring us 
to invoke the harsh mix of a fall-line mix model to explain 
these observations.

DTRat:  In June 2007, LANL conducted the DT Ratio-
3He Addition experiment to investigate the effect of 3He on 
the yield and reaction history of DT implosions. The DTRat 
experiment also used 600-ps laser pulses, but at 50% more 
energy: 15 kJ versus 10 kJ in the first pulse of the Double 
Pulse experiment. As seen in Fig. 112.81, the absolute DT 
fusion gamma and neutron yields are consistent with each 
other and dropped by 80% in going from 0 to 33% 3He addi-
tion (i.e., 5 atm 3He). The shock and compression burns agree 
with the Scannapieco and Cheng mix model relatively well 
as determined by the GCD-measured reaction history shown 
in Fig. 112.82, so there was no need to resort to fall-line mix 
in this case. In both calculations and experiment, the com-
pression burn is clearly much more degraded by the addition 
of 3He than is shock burn. The MIT group had previously 
determined that the addition of 3He to DD in thick plastic 
shells resulted in approximately a factor-of-2 anomalous drop 
in scaled yield [i.e., yield over clean (YOC)] at 50% 3He by 
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Figure 112.82
Burn history versus 3He concentration.
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atom as compared to pure DD or nearly pure 3He, as seen 
in Fig. 112.83 (Ref. 27). While a drop in scaled yield with 
the addition of 3He was observed for DT, it was not nearly 
as significant as reported for DD. These data are the first of 
a planned series to study the effects of 3He concentration on 
implosion yield and reaction history using DT capsules.
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Beta Mix:  Ignition experiments at megajoule/terawatt laser 
facilities will take the field of high-energy-density science into 
new frontiers, in terms of both physics and diagnostic capabili-
ties. In particular, understanding the nature and amount of mix 
caused by hydrodynamic instabilities in inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF) targets is important from a fundamental physics 
perspective as well as for optimizing target performance. A 
radiochemical diagnostic to measure the amount of mix is being 
developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Figure 112.84 
shows a conceptual diagram of how the diagnostic would be 
implemented. Neutrons produced in deuterium and tritium fusion 
interactions traverse the fuel to the ablator interface where they 
can upscatter tritons to MeV energies. Given the electron den-
sity or temperature (Te) in this region, the triton range is quite 
short. Thus, the probability for 9Be(t,x) interactions will depend 
strongly on the amount of mix that has occurred.

The diagnostic proposed for the National Ignition Facil-
ity is to collect and measure 8Li atoms produced in 9Be(t,a) 
interactions. Short-lived radiochemical signatures, such as 
8Li (half-life of 840 ms, and a Qb of 13.4 MeV), provide a 
distinguishable signature for measuring mix, as MeV-scale 
backgrounds from prompt activation at the millisecond and 
greater timescales should be small. Further, this approach is not 
subject to systematic uncertainties from nontarget backgrounds 
from which stable and metastable isotope techniques can suf-
fer. The two keys to executing this diagnostic are the ability 
to collect target debris after the implosion and the ability to 
begin counting the radionuclide decays of interest within this 
collected debris. 

To gain insight into the issues surrounding radionuclide 
counting after a high-yield ICF shot, experiments were per-
formed on OMEGA. Detectors were located both on the target 

Figure 112.84
Illustration of the “beta-mix” diagnostic concept. Fast 
neutrons upscatter tritons in the fuel–ablator mix region. 
Triton–ablator reactions produce unstable daughters with 
millisecond to second half-lives that are collected and 
counted by a distant detector.
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chamber wall and inside a re-entrant tube to provide a prompt, 
high-fluence flash of radiation that must be addressed prior to 
initiating counting. The prompt radiation burst was also used as 
an activation source for counting experiments. Activation tar-
gets were located directly in front of the counters and included 
graphite and 15N-enriched NH4Cl. The graphite provided a 
source of 12B atoms (x1/2 = 20.2 ms, Qb = 13.4 MeV) through 
12C(n,p)12B interactions, while the ammonium chloride was a 
source of 15C atoms (x1/2 = 2.45 ms, Qb = 4.5 and 9.8 MeV) 
through 15N(n,p)15C interactions. Figure 112.85 shows the 
results of measurements made with the graphite target. The data 
were collected using a scintillation telescope, with a Pilot-B 
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scintillator and Burle 8575 photomultiplier tubes (PMT’s). The 
PMT bases were custom bases that included a gating circuit 
to reverse bias the photocathode of the PMT to partially blind 
the tube during the prompt radiation burst. The anode signals 
from each PMT were discriminated, subjected to a coincidence 
requirement, and recorded in a multchannel scaler. The scaler 
data were then fit in the region of the 12B decay, and an abun-
dance calculation was made. From this abundance measurment, 
and a Geant 4 simluation to estimate efficiency and acceptance, 
it is possible make a preliminary 12C(n,p)12B cross-section 
measurement at 14.1 MeV of 300!30 nb.

Debris collection appears to be the most challenging of the 
two key issues for this diagnostic. A number of attempts have 
been made to collect target debris at various laser facilities 
around the world, including OMEGA, but with mixed results. 
Although gas-collection schemes appear to have been suc-
cessful, they are not practicable for short half-life counting 
diagnostics. Figure 112.86 illustrates why it is challenging to 
collect solid debris on direct-drive experiments. In an effort to 
improve efficiency of collection within a diagnostic cone, it is 
desirable to place collector materials as close to the target as 
possible. Unfortunately, in yield-producing direct-drive shots, 
two precursor shock waves strike the collector prior to the 
debris of interest. The first shock is due to the x rays produced 
at maximum compression. The second, and more damaging, 
shock in direct-drive scenarios is produced by the ions ablated 
from the target during laser illumination. The ions are calcu-
lated to have ~40 keV of kinetic energy, and if the collector is 
located close enough to the target, the energy density delivered 
to the surface of the collector is sufficient to eject a significant 
amount of mass from this collector. This ejected material 
drifts with velocities in the cm/ns range normal to the surface. 
Ejecta formation is illustrated in Fig. 112.87, which shows the 
surface profile of a 0.004-in. Ti collector foil that was exposed 

to three direct-drive shots. The foil was positioned 15 cm from 
the targets and partially covered. Approximately 160 nm of Ti 
foil was removed from the exposed portion of the foil on each 
shot. Disassembled target material, which would carry the mix 
signal of interest in putative experiments, follows the precursor 
shock materials with kinetic energies calculated to be ~10 keV. 
Stopping calculations estimate the mean implantation depth of 
the ~10-keV ions in room-temperature, solid-density Ti is of 
the order of ~20 nm, which is 8 times less than the thickness 
of material removed by the ablated material shock. These 
dynamics may explain why past solid collection schemes have 
met with marginal success.

U691JR

Figure 112.87
A Ti debris-collector foil exposed to three direct-drive shots of CH shells 
filled with 5 atm of D2. The right panel shows the difference between exposed 
and unexposed surfaces. Approximately 160 nm of material was removed 
on each shot.

During the past year, both counting detector optimization 
and debris collection experiments have been performed on 
OMEGA, in support of the Mix in Inertial Confinement Fusion, 
LDRD DR at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The experi-
ments have shown that it is straightforward to count millisecond 
half-life decays of radionuclides following high-yield implo-
sions on OMEGA. Further, studies are underway to optimize 
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the performance of the counting scheme and to understand the 
issues to implement such a system in an environment appropri-
ate for megajoule/terawatt-class laser facilities. Debris collec-
tion studies have also been initiated. The dynamics of solid 
debris collection are beginning to be understood, and work 
during FY08 is focused on furthering understanding of the 
dynamics and implementing mitigation strategies to optimize 
the collector efficiency.

FY07 Sandia National Laboratories OMEGA 
Experimental Programs

HDC Ablation-Rate Measurements in Planar Geometry:  
Accurate knowledge of the x-ray ablation rates of low-Z cap-
sule materials will be essential for successful indirect-drive 
ICF ignition experiments. As part of the U.S. National Igni-
tion Campaign, we have over the past few years performed 
experiments to measure the x-ray ablation rates in beryllium, 
copper-doped beryllium, polystyrene (CH), germanium-
doped CH, and polyimide. In FY07, we performed the first 
measurements of the x-ray ablation rates of the diamond-like 
high-density-carbon (HDC) ablator that has been proposed 
as a NIF ignition capsule material.30 The experimental tech-

nique for ablation rate measurements in planar geometry 
is illustrated in Fig. 112.88 (details in Ref. 31). Basically, 
ablator samples are placed over an opening on the end of a 
halfraum. Laser beams that enter through the LEH provide 
the input power required to maintain the radiation field. The 
Dante array of K- and L-edge filtered photocathodes views 
the hohlraum wall through the LEH, and a time- and spec-
trally resolved measurement of the hohlraum radiation field 
is obtained from this data. An x-ray framing camera views 
the interior surface of the ablator sample, and the relative 
x-ray re-emission of the ablator versus the Au wall is deter-
mined. The streaked x-ray imager (SXI) diagnostic views 
the exterior surface of the ablator sample. The SXI employs 
an imaging slit, a transmission grating, an offset slit, and 
a streak camera to provide a highly time resolved streaked 
image of the x-ray burnthrough flux on the exterior-facing 
side of the sample (as shown in Fig. 112.88). The combined 
information from these three measurements over a series 
of experiments is used to determine the mass ablation rate  
(mg/cm2/ns) as a function of hohlraum radiation temperature. 
In previous work, we found that the ablation rates in beryllium 
range from about 3 to 12 mg/cm2/ns for hohlraum radiation 
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Figure 112.89
Ablation rates measured for radiation temperatures in the range of 160 to 260 eV for (a) Be and Cu-doped Be and (b) high-density carbon.
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temperatures in the range of 160 to 250 eV [Fig. 112.89(a)]. 
As expected, the HDC ablation rates are a bit lower, in the 
range of 2 to 9 mg/cm2/ns for temperatures in the range of 
170 to 260 eV [Fig. 112.89(b)]. The corresponding implied 
ablation pressures are in the range of 40 to 160 Mbar for 
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beryllium and 20 to 140 Mbar for diamond (Fig. 112.90). 
Our post-shot computational simulations (shown as squares 
on the Fig. 112.89 plots) are mostly within the uncertainties 
of the ablation rate measurements. An iterative rocket model 
has been developed and used to relate the planar ablation rate 

Figure 112.90
Corresponding ablation pressures implied by the data of Fig. 112.89. The Be and HDC ablators approximately follow a Pr ~ T3.5 scaling.
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Figure 112.92
Axial x-ray framing camera images of wall motion in (a) empty, (b) 1-atm-
propane–filled, and (c) CH-lined hohlraums, respectively. 

data to convergent OMEGA ablation rate experiments and 
also to full-scale NIF ignition capsule calculations. 

FY07 CEA OMEGA Experimental Programs
Wall-Motion Experiment:  Measurements of wall and laser-

spot motion in a cylindrical hohlraum were obtained on the 
OMEGA Laser Facility on 11 September 2007. Wall motion 
was measured using axial imagery with an x-ray framing cam-
era (XRFC) in the axis of the hohlraum while laser-spot motion 
was measured using an x-ray streak camera (SSCA) looking 
through a thinned wall of the target (Fig. 112.91).
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Figure 112.91
Schematic of experimental configuration for OMEGA wall-motion experiments.

Empty hohlraums, CH-lined hohlraums, and a propane-
filled hohraum were shot. Axial imagery (Fig. 112.92) shows 
that plasma striction comes early in empty hohlraums, while 
lined and gas-filled targets restrict wall expansion during the 
PS26 laser irradiation.

Streak images corroborate these results by showing a 
quicker expansion of laser spots in the case of an empty Au 
hohlraum (Fig. 112.93).

Neutron Imaging on OMEGA:  In a directly driven implo-
sion of a DT capsule, the CEA neutron imaging32 system uses 
a penumbral coded aperture to cast an image of the neutron 
source onto a detector. The system now routinely provides 
neutron images with 20-nm resolution. Recently, the system 
has been used for the first time ever during the implosion of a 
DT cryo target. An image of the DT cryo implosion is shown in 
Fig. 112.94(a); an image of a gas-filled target imploded during 
the same shot day is shown in Fig. 112.94(b) for comparison.

On the diagnostic technique, the last step of development is 
to achieve a more valuable measurement with a 10-nm resolu-

tion at the source. Novel detectors made of capillaries filled 
with a liquid scintillator now reach a few-hundred-microns 
spatial resolution, which moderates the required magnification 
ratio of the system and reduces the diagnostic line of path to a 
more practical distance (<30 m). A high-resolution diagnostic 
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Figure 112.93
Spatially resolved streak-camera images of laser-spot motions in (a) empty, 
(b) CH-lined, and (c) gas-filled hohlraums.
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design now appears to be achievable but still requires address-
ing the resolution and the transmission across the field of view 
of the neutron aperture. As an example for the penumbral tech-
nique, a neutron point source transmitted through the aperture 
material cast a finite penumbra whose shape depends on the 
source location in the aperture field of view. This can result in 
an image distortion as classical unfolding methods assume a 
constant response across the field of view. These issues have 
been addressed this year both experimentally on OMEGA and 
with Monte Carlo calculation.

Our work is performed with a penumbral aperture made by 
a pair of intersecting cones on the same axes (Fig. 112.95). 

The middle of the aperture is set at 260 mm from the target 
chamber center and has a !100-nm field of view. Using the 
Monte Carlo code Geant 4, neutrons are transported through 
the biconical penumbral aperture. The neutron originates from 
a 50-nm-diam source, and penumbral images are generated 
for different locations of the source in the aperture field of 
view. Each of these images is unfolded using our standard 
autocorrelation method.33 The reconstructed images pres-
ent large distortions when the entire source is out of the 
field of view (see Fig. 112.96). However, when the source 
is at the edge of the field of view, there is clear distortion in 
the images.

Such distortions have also been investigated experimentally 
on OMEGA. The implosion of DT(15)CH[15] capsules produce 
an intense neutron source. Several neutron images using pen-
umbral or annular apertures have shown a reproducible spheri-
cal source of 50-nm mean diameter. Therefore, the penumbral 
aperture was displaced between various shots performed 
with this target. The reconstructed sources are presented in 
Fig. 112.97 and agree with the conclusion deduced from the 
Geant 4 calculations. The !100-nm field of view defined by 
the intersection of the two cones of the penumbral aperture 
appears to be very effective.

In the future, we plan to reproduce these experiments with 
a ring aperture as Monte Carlo calculations predict enhanced 
image distortion with the source position in the field of view. 
Also, the construction of a 150-mm-diam camera will allow 
us to record the image at a finer spatial resolution.
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(a) Image of DT cryo implosion (shot 47575) yielding 1.1 # 1012 neutrons; (b) image of a DT(15)CH[15] implosion (shot 47551) producing 1.5 # 1013 neutrons.

Figure 112.95
Penumbral aperture with a biconical shape made of tungsten.
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Neutron Flux and Duration Emission Measured with CVD 
Diamond Detectors:  A series of chemical-vapor-deposition 
(CVD) diamond detectors have been implemented on OMEGA 
during a directly driven implosion of a DT capsule yielding 
1013 to 1014 neutrons. These detectors discriminate neutrons 
by the time-of-flight technique and can provide a neutron-
yield measurement after a calibration with the usual copper 
activation diagnostic. Neutron bang time and ion temperature 
measurement can also be deduced from the probed signal as 
long as the diamond detectors exhibit temporal properties in the 
100-ps range. Here the diamond devices used were grown and 
fabricated by CEA with controlled impurity levels (nitrogen, 
oxygen) that affect the sensitivity and the response time of the 
diamond detectors.34 The relation between the level and nature 
of impurities with respect to the detector performances is, to 
date, empirical and has therefore required an experimental 
approach. These experiments have aimed at identifying the rel-
evant characteristics of the diamond detectors to be suitable for 
neutron-yield, bang-time, and ion-temperature diagnostics. 

Diamond detectors were inserted at distances of 30 cm, 1 m, 
and 2 m from the target chamber center using the TIM diagnostic 
insertion mechanisms. The distances and neutron-yield range 

provide the ability to probe the performances of the detectors 
within two decades of the neutron flux (n/cm2). The detectors 
exhibit a linear response over the dynamic range explored. Sen-
sitivity was also found reproducible on the A281103 diamond 
device tested in December 2005 and March 2007 (Fig. 112.98). 
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Figure 112.96
A 50-nm-diam neutron source at different locations in the field of view of a penumbral aperture using the Monte Carlo code Geant 4.

Figure 112.97
Experimental neutron images recorded at different positions in the field of view of a penumbral aperture. All images were recorded on a DT(15)CH[15] tar-
get implosion.
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Further, the diamond sensitivity can vary by a factor of 104 
(Table 112.VII), which is mainly attributed to the material nature 
and the contribution of the added impurities since the geo-
metrical dimensions of all detectors remained almost equal (3 # 
3-mm2 surface, 200 to 400 nm thick). Such results are essential 
to determine the required diamond detector characteristics as 
a function of location and detection volumes as NIF and LMJ 
experiments will require the neutron diagnostics to operate in 
the 1012 to 1018 neutron yield range.35

The relative sensitivity between the diamonds as measured 
with the 14-MeV neutrons was also probed for comparison 
with 16-MeV electrons produced on a Linac accelerator 
at CEA (Bruyères le Châtel) (Fig. 112.99). A simple test 
on an electron accelerator will make it possible to classify 
the diamond detectors prior to their installation on large 
ICF facilities. 

The temporal properties of the detectors, such as rise time, 
FWHM, and decay time, were also measured from the short 

Table 112.VII:  Diamond sensitivity measured with a pulse of 14-MeV neutrons.

Chemical Vapor 
Deposition Type Thickness Size Gold Contact

High 
Voltage

Sensitivity 
(C.n–1)

Ref Monocrystalline 225 nm 4 # 4 mm 3 # 3 mm –100 V 2.03 # 10–16

A040406 Monocrystalline 260 nm 3 # 3 mm 2 # 2 mm –750 V 4.15 # 10–18

A281103 Polycrystalline 260 nm 5 # 5 mm 4 # 4 mm –750 V 5.84 # 10–18

A270105 Polycrystalline 250 nm 5 # 5 mm 4 # 4 mm –750 V 1.06 # 10–18

A010205 Polycrystalline 630 nm 5 # 5 mm 4 # 4 mm –360 V 4.53 # 10–19

A190106 Polycrystalline 450 nm 5 # 5 mm 4 # 4 mm –500 V 2.70 # 10–20

duration (25 ps) of the Linac electron pulses. Several diamond 
detectors show a 10% to 90% rise time below 100 ps and a 
subnanosecond decay time (Table 112.VIII). On OMEGA, the 
150-ps-long neutron pulse makes it possible to measure the 
main temporal characteristics of the diamond detectors. 

The detector signal propagates through 30 m of cable 
before reaching a 7-GHz-bandwidth single-shot oscilloscope 
(IN7100). After software removal of the dispersion caused by 
this cable, the diamond detector exhibits a signal duration at 
FWHM and a decay time comparable to those measured using 
the 16-MeV electrons. The signal rise time observed during DT 
implosions is, however, somewhat different since the neutron 
pulse duration at the detector position is determined by the 
150-ps duration of the neutron source, convoluted with the 
temporal broadening induced by the DT ion’s main energy 
at bang time. This ion temperature effect is clearly observed 
on the signal rise time by probing the response at varying 
distances—37 cm, 100 cm, or 200 cm—from the target (see 
Fig. 112.100—probed on the detector A270105).
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Table 112.VIII: Temporal properties of diamond detectors as measured under 16-MeV electron pulses of 25-ps duration 
and 14-MeV neutron pulses of 150-ps duration.

Diamond 
Reference

ELSA Facility 
16-MeV Electrons

OMEGA Facility 
14-MeV Neutrons

Rise (ps) FWHM (ps) Decay (ps) Rise (ps) FWHM (ps) Decay (ps)

Ref 219 2870 4228 461 3508 4075

A040406 85 265 627 260 367 1340

A281103 134 434 772 226 442 688

A270105 73 297 608 164 318 601

A010205 86 178 540 133 241 322

A190106 n/a n/a n/a 150 266 917
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Figure 112.100
Doppler broadening of the neutron pulse.

Table 112.IX:  Ion-temperature measurement at 2 m from TCC.

OMEGA Measurement CVD Measurement

N° Tir Ti LLE (!0.5 keV) Dt Reference CVD Ti Measured Dt Measured

47539 3.4 keV 446 ps
A270105 3.8 keV 474 ps

A010205 3.6 keV 456 ps

47540 3.6 keV 459 ps
A270105 3.5 keV 450 ps

A010205 3.4 keV 449 ps

47549 5.4 keV 562 ps
A270105 5.5 keV 565 ps

A010205 5.7 keV 576 ps

47550 5.1 keV 547 ps
A270105 5.0 keV 542 ps

A010205 5.0 keV 542 ps

Using the signal processing technique already used in the 
NTD diagnostics,36 we deduce the neutron duration at 2 m 
from the target, which is mainly determined by the Doppler 
broadening produced by the ions. The resulting ion temperature 
and measured time duration are shown on the two last columns 
of Table 112.IX. For comparison, Table 112.IX also shows the 
ion temperature measured with the standard OMEGA system, 
performed at 5 m with a fast scintillator and an MCP photomulti-
plier. From these values, the time broadening (Dt) is deduced for 
a measurement at 2 m from TCC. The measured ion temperatures 
deduced from the CVD diamond at 2 m from the target are in 
good agreement with the standard OMEGA measurement.

A low-sensitivity CVD diamond with a high level of nitrogen 
impurity (A190106) demonstrates that diamond detectors can 
measure very-high-yield neutron for the NIF and LMJ. The 
development of faster low-sensitivity CVD diamond detectors 
will continue with CEA-LIST and OMEGA. Ion-temperature 
measurement with CVD diamonds will be strengthened with 
future experiments.
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One new challenging task will be to demonstrate the 
capability of a large, sensitive CVD diamond to measure the 
downscattered neutron yield for tR determination.

FY07 AWE OMEGA Experimental Program
Radiation transport through enclosed spaces with inwardly 

moving walls is a key component of the physics of laser-heated 
hohlraums. It arises in the laser-heated cavity itself (where 
inward motion of the wall results in late-time stagnation of 
dense plasma on the hohlraum axis37) and also in the laser-
entry and diagnostic holes (where an understanding of hole 
closure is important to hohlraum design and the interpretation 
of diagnostic data38). To better understand these phenomena, 
AWE (in collaboration with LLNL and General Atomics) 
successfully led two days of experiments on OMEGA dur-
ing FY07.

A laser-heated hohlraum was used (Fig. 112.101) to illu-
minate annular slits machined in samples of solid-density 
tantalum and low-density, tantalum-oxide foam. In the first 
day of experiments (November 2006), the transmitted energy 
was measured indirectly (by measuring the temperature rise 
of a “calorimeter” hohlraum), directly (by measuring the 
emission from the tantalum-oxide component, using a target 
in which the calorimeter hohlraum was omitted), and by x-ray 
gated imaging of the slit. In the second series of experiments 
(May 2007), x-ray point-projection backlighting was used to 
determine the density distribution of plasma within a radiatively 
driven slit in solid-density tantalum. Figure 112.102 shows 
the measured temperature rise of the calorimeter hohlraum in 
comparison with radiation hydrocode simulation, for slits of 
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Figure 112.101
Schematic of the experiment to measure radiation transport through slits 
in low-density tantalum oxide and solid-density tantalum. One surface of 
the slit is heated by a scale-1.4 hohlraum target, and the transmitted energy 
either heats a “calorimeter” hohlraum or is measured directly (calorimeter 
not present). Radiographic measurements of the slit closure are made by 
point-projection backlighting along the hohlraum axis. 
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Temperature of the calorimeter hohlraum for experiments using low-density (0.25 g cm–3) tantalum-oxide slits of (a) 120-nm thickness and 200-nm width, 
(b) 100-nm thickness and 100-nm width, and (c) 100-nm thickness with no slit. In each case the temperature inferred from four channels of the Dante diag-
nostic (a filtered x-ray diode array) is compared with simulation.

two different widths and also for a sample of tantalum-oxide 
foam with no slit. Heating of the calorimeter arises from two 
sources: (1) x-ray transmission through the closing slit and 
(2) radiation burnthrough of the surrounding tantalum-oxide 
foam material. Both phenomena are modeled well by the simu-
lation. Figure 112.103 shows point-projection radiographs of 
an annular slit in solid-density tantalum foil and comparison 
with a simulation in simplified (2-D Eulerian) geometry. The 
simulation approximately reproduces the deceleration shock 
and axial stagnation region at the center of the slit, as well 
as the complex shock interactions in the neighborhood of the 
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Figure 112.103
Point-projection radiographs of the closure 
of a 200-nm-wide slit in 50-nm-thick solid-
density tantalum. (a) The deceleration shock 
and axial stagnation region within the slit 
are clearly visible. Images (b) and (c) are 
separated by 1.3 ns in time and show detail 
of the complex shock interactions in the 
corners bounded by the sides of the slit and 
the radial spokes supporting the central disk. 
Radiation hydrocode simulations (d) and (e) 
approximately reproduce this structure. 

radial spokes supporting the central disk. It is interesting to note 
that “N-wave” distributions of density, similar to the central 
stagnation region, also occur, in the astrophysical context, in 
stellar atmospheres39,40 and that experiments of this type offer 
a potential laboratory platform for their investigation.
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Mackinnon, G. W. Collins, D. K. Bradley, J. H. Eggert, D. G. 
Hicks, G. Gregori, R. K. Kirkwood, B. K. Young, J. M. Foster, 
J. F. Hansen, T. S. Perry, D. H. Munro, H. A. Baldis, G. P. 
Grim, R. F. Heeter, M. B. Hegelich, D. S. Montgomery, G. A. 
Rochau, R. E. Olson, R. E. Turner, J. B. Workman, R. L. Berger, 
B. I. Cohen, W. L. Kruer, A. B. Langdon, S. H. Langer, N. B. 
Meezan, H. A. Rose, C. H. Still, E. A. Williams, E. S. Dodd, 
M. J. Edwards, M.-C. Monteil, R. M. Stevenson, B. R. Thomas, 
R. F. Coker, G. R. Magelssen, P. A. Rosen, P. E. Stry, D. Woods, 
S. V. Weber, P. E. Young, S. Alvarez, G. Armstrong, R. Bahr, 
J.-L. Bourgade, D. Bower, J. Celeste, M. Chrisp, S. Compton, 
J. Cox, C. Constantin, R. Costa, J. Duncan, A. Ellis, 
J. Emig, C. Gauntier, A. Greenwood, R. Griffith, F. Holdner, 
G. Holtmeier, D. Hargrove, T. James, J. Kamperschroer, 
J. Kimbrough, M. Landon, F. D. Lee, R. Malone, M. May, 
S. Montelongo, J. Moody, E. Ng, A. Nikitin, D. Pellinen, 
K. Piston, M. Poole, V. Rekow, M. Rhodes, R. Shepherd, 
S. Shiromizu, D. Voloshin, A. Warrick, P. Watts, F. Weber, 
P. Young, P. Arnold, L. Atherton, G. Bardsley, R. Bonanno, 
T. Borger, M. Bowers, R. Bryant, S. Buckman, S. Burkhart, 
F. Cooper, S. N. Dixit, G. Erbert, D. C. Eder, R. E. Ehrlich, 
B. Felker, J. Fornes, G. Frieders, S. Gardner, C. Gates, 
M. Gonzalez, S. Grace, T. Hall, C. A. Haynam, G. Heestand, 
M. A. Henesian, M. Hermann, G. Hermes, S. Huber, K. Jancaitis, 
S. Johnson, B. Kauffman, T. Kelleher, T. Kohut, A. E. Koniges, 
T. Labiak, D. Latray, A. Lee, D. Lund, S. Mahavandi, K. R. 
Manes, C. Marshall, J. McBride, T. McCarville, L. McGrew, 
J. Menapace, E. Mertens, J. Murray, J. Neumann, M. Newton, 
P. Opsahl, E. Padilla, T. Parham, G. Parrish, C. Petty, M. Polk, 
C. Powell, I. Reinbachs, R. Rinnert, B. Riordan, G. Ross, 
V. Robert, M. Tobin, S. Sailors, R. Saunders, M. Schmitt, 
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M. Shaw, M. Singh, M. Spaeth, A. Stephens, G. Tietbohl, 
J. Tuck, B. M. Van Wonterghem, R. Vidal, P. J. Wegner, 
P. Whitman, K. Williams, K. Winward, K. Work, R. Wallace, 
A. Nobile, M. Bono, B. Day, J. Elliott, D. Hatch, H. Louis, 
R. Manzenares, D. O’Brien, P. Papin, T. Pierce, G. Rivera, 
J. Ruppe, D. Sandoval, D. Schmidt, L. Valdez, K. Zapata, B. J. 
MacGowan, M. J. Eckart, W. W. Hsing, P. T. Springer, B. A. 
Hammel, E. I. Moses, and G. H. Miller, “The First Target 
Experiments on the National Ignition Facility,” Eur. Phys. J. D 
44, 273 (2007).

C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, R. D. Petrasso, 
R. P. J. Town, P. A. Amendt, S. P. Hatchett, O. L. Landen, A. J. 
Mackinnon, P. K. Patel, V. A. Smalyuk, J. P. Knauer, T. C. 
Sangster, and C. Stoeckl, “Monoenergetic Proton Backlighter 
for Measuring E and B Fields and for Radiographing Implo-
sions and High-Energy Density Plasmas,” Rev. Sci. Instrum. 
77, 10E725 (2006) (invited).

C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, R. D. Petrasso, 
R. P. J. Town, P. A. Amendt, S. P. Hatchett, O. L. Landen, A. J. 
Mackinnon, P. K. Patel, M. Tabak, J. P. Knauer, T. C. Sangster, 
and V. A. Smalyuk, “Observation of the Decay Dynamics and 
Instabilities of Megagauss Field Structures in Laser-Produced 
Plasmas,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 015001 (2007).

C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, R. D. Petrasso, 
R. P. J. Town, O. L. Landen, J. P. Knauer, and V. A. Smalyuk, 
“Observation of Megagauss-Field Topology Changes Due to 
Magnetic Reconnection in Laser-Produced Plasmas” Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 99, 055001 (2007).

N. B. Meezan, R. L. Berger, L. Divol, D. H. Froula, D. E. 
Hinkel, O. S. Jones, R. A. London, J. D. Moody, M. M. Marinak, 
C. Niemann, P. B. Neumayer, S. T. Prisbrey, J. S. Ross, E. A. 
Williams, S. H. Glenzer, and L. J. Suter, “Role of Hydrodynamics 
Simulations in Laser-Plasma Interaction Predictive Capability,” 
Phys. Plasmas 14, 056304 (2007) (invited).

M. J. Moran, R. A. Lerche, G. Mant, V. Yu. Glebov, T. C. Sangster, 
and J. M. Mack, “Optical Lightpipe as a High-Bandwidth Fusion 
Diagnostic,” Rev. Sci. Instrum. 77, 10E718 (2006).

T. Nagayama, R. C. Mancini, L. A. Welser, S. Louis, I. E. 
Golovkin, R. Tommasini, J. A. Koch, N. Izumi, J. A. Delettrez, 
F. J. Marshall, S. P. Regan, V. Smalyuk, D. Haynes, and 
G. Kyrala, “Multiobjective Method for Fitting Pinhole Image 
Intensity Profiles of Implosion Cores Driven by a Pareto 
Genetic Algorithm,” Rev. Sci. Instrum. 77, 10F525 (2006).

A. B. Reighard and R. P. Drake, “The Formation of a Cooling 
Layer in a Partially Optically Thick Shock,” Astrophys. Space 
Sci. 307, 121 (2007).

A. B. Reighard, R. P. Drake, J. E. Mucino, J. P. Knauer, 
and M. Busquet, “Planar Radiative Shock Experiments 
and Their Comparison to Simulations,” Phys. Plasmas 14, 
056504 (2007).

P. A. Rosen, J. M. Foster, M. J. Taylor, P. A. Keiter, C. C. Smith, 
J. R. Finke, M. Gunderson, and T. S. Perry, “Experiments to 
Study Radiation Transport in Clumpy Media,” Astrophys. 
Space Sci. 307, 213 (2007).

J. R. Rygg, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, R. D. Petrasso, 
J. A. Delettrez, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, D. D. 
Meyerhofer, P. B. Radha, S. P. Regan, and T. C. Sangster, 
“Nuclear Measurements of Fuel-Shell Mix in Inertial 
Confinement Fusion Implosions on OMEGA,” Phys. Plasmas 
14, 056306 (2007).

J. R. Rygg, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, R. D. Petrasso, 
V. Yu. Glebov, D. D. Meyerhofer, T. C. Sangster, and C. Stoeckl, 
“Time-Dependent Nuclear Measurements of Mix in Inertial 
Confinement Fusion,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 215002 (2007).

M. B. Schneider, D. E. Hinkel, O. L. Landen, D. H. Froula, 
R. F. Heeter, A. B. Langdon, M. J. May, J. McDonald, J. S. 
Ross, M. S. Singh, L. J. Suter, K. Widmann, B. K. Young, 
H. A. Baldis, C. Constantin, R. Bahr, V. Yu. Glebov, W. Seka, 
and C. Stoeckl, “Plasma Filling in Reduced-Scale Hohlraums 
Irradiated with Multiple Beam Cones,” Phys. Plasmas 13, 
112701 (2006).

F. H. Séguin, J. L. DeCiantis, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, J. R. 
Rygg, C. D. Chen, R. D. Petrasso, J. A. Delettrez, S. P. Regan, 
V. A. Smalyuk, V. Yu. Glebov, J. P. Knauer, F. J. Marshall, 
D. D. Meyerhofer, S. Roberts, T. C. Sangster, C. Stoeckl, 
K. Mikaelian, H. S. Park, H. F. Robey, and R. E. Tipton, 
“Measured Dependence of Nuclear Burn Region Size 
on Implosion Parameters in Inertial Confinement Fusion 
Experiments,” Phys. Plasmas 12, 082704 (2006).

L. Welser, R. C. Mancini, T. Nagayama, R. C. Tommasini, J. A. 
Koch, N. Izumi, J. A. Delettrez, F. J. Marshall, S. P. Regan, 
V. A. Smalyuk, I. E. Golovkin, D. A. Haynes, and G. Kyrala, 
“Spatial Structure Analysis of Direct-Drive Implosion Cores at 
OMEGA Using X-Ray Narrow-Band Core Images,” Rev. Sci. 
Instrum. 77, 10E320 (2006).
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L. Welser-Sherrill, R. C. Mancini, D. A. Haynes, S. W. Haan, 
I. E. Golovkin, J. J. MacFarlane, P. B. Radha, J. A. Delettrez, 
S. P. Regan, J. A. Koch, N. Izumi, R. Tommasini, and V. A. 
Smalyuk, “Development of Two Mix Model Postprocessors 
for the Investigation of Shell Mix in Indirect Drive Implosion 
Cores,” Phys. Plasmas 14, 072705 (2007).

L. Welser-Sherrill, R. C. Mancini, J. A. Koch, N. Izumi, 
R. Tommasini, S. W. Haan, D. A. Haynes, I. E. Golovkin, 
J. A. Delettrez, F. J. Marshall, S. P. Regan, and V. A. Smalyuk, 
“Development of Spectroscopic Tools for the Determination of 
Temperature and Density Spatial Profiles in Implosion Cores,” 
High Energy Density Phys. 3, 287 (2007).

Conference Presentations

The following presentations were made at the 17th Target 
Fabrication Meeting, San Diego, CA, 1–5 October 2006:

D. H. Edgell, R. S. Craxton, L. M. Elasky, D. R. Harding, S. J. 
Verbridge, M. D. Wittman, and W. Seka, “Three-Dimensional 
Characterization of Cryogenic Targets Using Systems Identifi-
cation Techniques with Multiple Shadowgraph Views.”

L. M. Elasky, S. J. Verbridge, A. Weaver, D. H. Edgell, and 
D. R. Harding, “Developments in Layering OMEGA D2 Cryo-
genic Targets.”

L. M. Elasky, A. Weaver, S. J. Verbridge, R. Janezic, and 
W. T. Shmayda, “Tritium Migration in MCTC’s During 
DT Introduction.”

R. Q. Gram and D. R. Harding, “Thermal Conductivity of 
Condensed D2 and D2 in RF Foam Using the 3-~ Method.”

D. R. Harding, L. M. Elasky, S. J. Verbridge, A. Weaver, and D. H. 
Edgell, “Forming Cryogenic DT Ice Layers for OMEGA.”

R. Janezic, “Operational Challenges in Filling and Transferring 
Cryogenic DT Targets.”

R. Janezic, “Performance of the Tritium Removal Systems 
at LLE.”

A. K. Knight and D. R. Harding, “Evaluating the Depen-
dence of the Roughness of Polyimide Capsules and Process-
ing Conditions.”

L. D. Lund, D. Jacobs-Perkins, D. H. Edgell, R. Orsagh, 
J. Ulreich, and R. Early, “Cryogenic Target Positioning and 
Stability on OMEGA.”

S. Scarantino, M. Bobeica, and D. R. Harding, “Performance 
of the Cryogenic Test Facility Used to Simulate the Effect 

of Injecting an Inertial Fusion Energy Target into a Hot Tar-
get Chamber.”

W. T. Shmayda, M. J. Bonino, D. R. Harding, P. S. Ebey, and D. C. 
Wilson, “Hydrogen Isotope Exchange in Plastic Targets.”

D. Turner, M. J. Bonino, J. Ulreich, and R. Orsagh, “Measuring 
and Optimizing the Dynamics of Spherical Cryogenic Targets 
on OMEGA.”

M. D. Wittman and D. R. Harding, “Isotopic Fractionation During 
Solidification and Sublimation of Hydrogen-Isotope Mixtures.”

The following presentations were made at Frontiers in Optics 2006/
Laser Science XXII, Rochester, NY, 8–12 October 2006:

W. Guan and J. R. Marciante, “Gain Apodization in Highly 
Doped Fiber DFB Lasers.”

W. Guan and J. R. Marciante, “Single-Frequency, 2-cm, Yb-
Doped Silica Fiber Laser.”

Z. Jiang and J. R. Marciante, “Loss Measurements for Optimi-
zation of Large-Mode-Area, Helical-Core Fibers.”

A. V. Okishev and J. D. Zuegel, “Highly Stable, Long-Pulse, 
Diode-Pumped Nd:YLF Regenerative Amplifier.”

L. Sun and J. R. Marciante, “Filamentation Analysis in Large-
Area-Mode Fiber Lasers.”

J. D. Zuegel, J. H. Kelly, L. J. Waxer, V. Bagnoud, I. A. Begishev, 
J. Bromage, C. Dorrer, B. E. Kruschwitz, T. J. Kessler, S. J. 
Loucks, D. N. Maywar, R. L. McCrory, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. F. 
B. Morse, J. B. Oliver, A. L. Rigatti, A. W. Schmid, C. Stoeckl, 
S. Dalton, L. Folnsbee, M. J. Guardalben, R. Jungquist, J. Puth, 
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M. J. Shoup III, and D. Weiner, “New and Improved Technologies 
for the OMEGA EP High-Energy Petawatt Laser” (invited).

D. D. Meyerhofer, “Research Using Chirped-Pulse–Ampli-
fication Lasers at the University of Rochester,” OSA Annual 
Meeting and APS Laser Science Meeting, Rochester, NY,  
8–12 October 2006 (invited).

The following presentations were made at Optical Fabrication 
and Testing, Rochester, NY, 9–11 October 2006:

J. E. DeGroote, A. E. Marino, A. L. Bishop, and S. D. Jacobs, 
“Using Mechanics and Polishing Particle Properties to Model 
Material Removal for Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF) 
of Optical Glasses.” 

J. E. DeGroote, J. P. Wilson, T. M. Pfunter, and S. D. Jacobs, 
“Adding Chemistry and Glass Composition Data into a 
Mechanical Material Removal Model for Magnetorheological 
Finishing (MRF).”

S. N. Shafrir, J. C. Lambropoulos, and S. D. Jacobs, “A 
Magnetorheological Polishing-Based Approach for Studying 
Magnetic/Nonmagnetic WC Hard Metals,” ASPE 21st Annual 
Meeting, Monterey, CA, 15–20 October 2006.

T. C. Sangster, R. L. McCrory, V. N. Goncharov, D. R. Harding, 
S. J. Loucks, P. W. McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. Skupsky, B. A. 
Hammel, J. D. Lindl, E. Moses, J. Atherton, G. B. Logan, S. Yu, 
J. D. Kilkenny, A. Nikroo, H. Wilken, K. Matzen, R. Leeper, 
R. Olsen, J. Porter, C. Barnes, J. C. Fernandez, D. Wilson, 
J. D. Sethian, and S. Obenschain, “Overview of Inertial Fusion 
Research in the United States,” 21st IAEA Fusion Energy Con-
ference, Chendu, China, 16–21 October 2006.

S. D. Jacobs, “Manipulating Mechanics and Chemistry in 
Precision Optics Finishing,” International 21st Century COE 
Symposium on Atomistic Fabrication Technology, Osaka, 
Japan, 19–20 October 2006.

W. Guan and J. R. Marciante, “Dual-Frequency Ytterbium-
Doped Fiber Laser,” LEOS 2006, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 
29 October–2 November 2006.

The following presentations were made at the 48th Annual 
Meeting of the APS Division of Plasma Physics, Philadelphia, 
PA, 30 October–3 November 2006:

K. S. Anderson, R. Betti, P. W. McKenty, P. B. Radha, and 
M. M. Marinak, “2-D Simulations of OMEGA Fast-Ignition 
Cone Targets.”

R. Betti, K. S. Anderson, C. Zhou, L. J. Perkins, M. Tabak, 
P. Bedrossian, and K. N. LaFortune, “Shock Ignition of 
Thermonuclear Fuel with High Areal Density.”

T. R. Boehly, V. N. Goncharov, D. D. Meyerhofer, J. E. Miller, 
T. C. Sangster, V. A. Smalyuk, P. M. Celliers, G. W. Collins, 
D. Munro, and R. E. Olson, “Direct- and Indirect-Drive Shock-
Timing Experiments on the OMEGA Laser.”

D. T. Casey, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, J. R. Rygg, F. H. Séguin, 
R. D. Petrasso, V. Yu. Glebov, B. Owens, D. D. Meyerhofer, 
T. C. Sangster, P. Song, S. W. Haan, S. P. Hatchett, R. A. Lerche, 
M. J. Moran, D. C. Wilson, R. Leeper, and R. E. Olson, “Diag-
nosing Cryogenic DT Implosions Using the Magnetic Recoil 
Spectrometer (MRS).”

T. J. B. Collins, J. A. Marozas, R. Betti, D. R. Harding, P. W. 
McKenty, P. B. Radha, S. Skupsky, V. N. Goncharov, J. P. 
Knauer, and R. L. McCrory, “One-Megajoule, Wetted-Foam 
Target Design Performance for the NIF” (invited).

J. A. Delettrez, J. Myatt, C. Stoeckl, and D. D. Meyerhofer, 
“Hydrodynamic Simulations of Integrated Fast-Ignition 
Experiments Planned for the OMEGA/OMEGA EP La- 
ser Systems.”

D. H. Edgell, R. S. Craxton, L. M. Elasky, D. R. Harding, L. S. 
Iwan, R. L. Keck, L. D. Lund, S. J. Verbridge, A. Weaver, 
M. D. Wittman, and W. Seka, “Layering and Characterization 
of Cryogenic-DT Targets for OMEGA.”

R. Epstein, H. Sawada, V. N. Goncharov, D. Li, P. B. Radha, 
and S. P. Regan, “K-Shell Absorption Spectroscopy at Low 
Temperatures in Preheat Conditions.”
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J. A. Frenje, D. T. Casey, C. K. Li, J. R. Rygg, F. H. Séguin, 
R. D. Petrasso, P. B. Radha, V. Yu. Glebov, D. D. Meyerhofer, 
and T. C. Sangster, “Diagnosing Cryogenic D2 and DT Implo-
sions on OMEGA Using Charged-Particle Spectroscopy.”

M. Ghilea, D. D. Meyerhofer, T. C. Sangster, D. J. Lonobile, 
A. Dillenbeck, R. A. Lerche, and L. Disdier, “Develop-
mental Status of a Liquid-Freon Bubble Chamber for Neu- 
tron Imaging.”

V. Yu. Glebov, T. C. Sangster, P. B. Radha, W. T. Shmayda, M. J. 
Bonino, D. R. Harding, D. C. Wilson, P. S. Ebey, A. Nobile, Jr., 
R. A. Lerche, and T. W. Phillips, “Measurement of the Neutron 
Energy Spectrum in T-T Inertial Confinement Fusion.”

V. N. Goncharov, V. A. Smalyuk, W. Seka, T. R. Boehly, R. L. 
McCrory, I. A. Igumenshchev, J. A. Delettrez, W. Manheimer, 
and D. Colombant, “Thermal Transport Modeling in ICF 
Direct-Drive Experiments.”

O. V. Gotchev, M. D. Barbero, N. W. Jang, J. P. Knauer, and 
R. Betti, “A Compact, TIM-Based, Pulsed-Power System for 
Magnetized Target Experiments on OMEGA.”

S. Hu, V. N. Goncharov, V. A. Smalyuk, J. P. Knauer, and 
T. C. Sangster, “Analysis of the Compressibility Experiments 
Performed on the OMEGA Laser System.”

I. V. Igumenshchev, V. N. Goncharov, V. A. Smalyuk, W. Seka, 
D. H. Edgell, T. R. Boehly, and J. A. Delettrez, “Effects of Reso-
nant Absorption in Direct-Drive Experiments on OMEGA.”

N. W. Jang, R. Betti, J. P. Knauer, O. V. Gotchev, and D. D. 
Meyerhofer, “Theory and Simulation of Laser-Driven Mag-
netic-Field Compression.”

J. P. Knauer, P. W. McKenty, K. S. Anderson, T. J. B. 
Collins, and V. N. Goncharov, “Direct-Drive, Foam-Target 
ICF Implosions.”

C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, R. D. Petrasso, 
R. P. J. Town, P. A. Amendt, S. P. Hatchett, D. G. Hicks, O. L. 
Landen, V. A. Smalyuk, T. C. Sangster, and J. P. Knauer, “Mea-
suring E and B Fields in Laser-Produced Plasmas Through 
Monoenergetic Proton Radiography.”

D. Li, I. V. Igumenshchev, and V. N. Goncharov, “Effects of 
the Ion Viscosity on the Shock Yield and Hot-Spot Formation 
in ICF Targets.”

G. Li, C. Ren, V. N. Goncharov, and W. B. Mori, “The Chan-
neling Effect in the Underdense Plasma.”

J. A. Marozas, P. W. McKenty, P. B. Radha, and S. Skupsky, 
“Imprint Simulations of 1.5-MJ NIF Implosions Using a 
Refractive 3-D Laser Ray Trace with an Analytic SSD Model.”

F. J. Marshall, R. S. Craxton, M. J. Bonino, R. Epstein, V. Yu. 
Glebov, D. Jacobs-Perkins, J. P. Knauer, J. A. Marozas, P. W. 
McKenty, S. G. Noyes, P. B. Radha, W. Seka, S. Skupsky, and 
V. A. Smalyuk, “Optimized Polar-Direct-Drive Experiments 
on OMEGA.”

A. V. Maximov, J. Myatt, and R. W. Short, “Laser–Plasma Cou-
pling Near Critical Density in Direct-Drive ICF Plasmas.”

P. W. McKenty, J. A. Marozas, V. N. Goncharov, K. S. 
Anderson, R. Betti, D. D. Meyerhofer, P. B. Radha, T. C. 
Sangster, S. Skupsky, and R. L. McCrory, “Numerical 
Investigation of Proposed OMEGA Cryogenic Implosions 
Using Adiabat-Shaping Techniques.”

D. D. Meyerhofer, T. C. Sangster, K. S. Anderson, R. Betti, 
R. S. Craxton, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, R. Epstein, V. Yu. 
Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, D. R. Harding, R. L. Keck, J. D. 
Kilkenny, J. P. Knauer, S. J. Loucks, L. D. Lund, F. J. Marshall, 
R. L. McCrory, P. W. McKenty, P. B. Radha, S. P. Regan, 
W. Seka, V. A. Smalyuk, J. M. Soures, C. Stoeckl, S. Skupsky, 
J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, and F. H. Séguin, 
“Studies of Adiabat Shaping in Direct-Drive, Cryogenic-Target 
Implosions on OMEGA.”

J. E. Miller, T. R. Boehly, A. Melchior, and D. D. Meyerhofer, 
“Thermal and Kinetic Equation-of-State Experiments Using 
Decaying Shock Waves.”

J. Myatt, A. V. Maximov, and R. W. Short, “Positron–Electron, 
Pair-Plasma Production on OMEGA EP.”

J. Myatt, W. Theobald, J. A. Delettrez, C. Stoeckl, M. Storm, 
T. C. Sangster, A. V. Maximov, and R. W. Short, “High-Inten-
sity Laser Interactions with Solid Targets and Implications for 
Fast-Ignition Experiments on OMEGA EP” (invited).

P. Nilson, “Magnetic Reconnection and Plasma Dynamics in 
Two Beam Laser–Solid Interactions.”

R. D. Petrasso, C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, 
M. Manuel, V. A. Smalyuk, R. Betti, R. S. Craxton, J. P. Knauer, 
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F. J. Marshall, D. D. Meyerhofer, J. Myatt, P. B. Radha, T. C. 
Sangster, W. Theobald, R. P. J. Town, P. A. Amendt, P. M. 
Celliers, S. P. Hatchett, D. G. Hicks, O. L. Landen, J. Cobble, 
N. M. Hoffman, and J. D. Kilkenny, “Monoenergetic Particle 
Backlighter for Radiography and Measuring E and B Fields 
and Plasma Areal Density.”

P. B. Radha, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, D. D. Meyerhofer, 
T. C. Sangster, S. Skupsky, J. A. Frenje, and R. D. Petrasso, “Infer-
ring Areal Density in OMEGA DT-Cryogenic Implosions.”

S. P. Regan, R. Epstein, V. N. Goncharov, I. V. Igumenshchev, 
D. Li, P. B. Radha, H. Sawada, T. R. Boehly, J. A. Delettrez, 
O. V. Gotchev, J. P. Knauer, J. A. Marozas, F. J. Marshall, 
R. L. McCrory, P. W. McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, T. C. 
Sangster, S. Skupsky, V. A. Smalyuk, B. Yaakobi, and 
R. Mancini, “Laser-Energy Coupling, Mass Ablation Rate, 
and Shock Heating in Direct-Drive Inertial Confinement 
Fusion” (invited).

S. P. Regan, D. D. Meyerhofer, T. C. Sangster, R. Epstein, 
L. J. Suter, O. S. Jones, N. B. Meezan, M. D. Rosen, 
S. Dixit, C. Sorce, O. L. Landen, J. Schein, and E. L. 
Dewald, “Hohlraum Energetics with Elliptical Phase Plates  
on OMEGA.”

J. R. Rygg, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, F. H. Séguin, R. D. Petrasso, 
and V. N. Goncharov, “Time-Dependent Nuclear Measure-
ments of Fuel–Shell Mix in ICF Implosions.”

T. C. Sangster, R. Betti, R. S. Craxton, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. 
Edgell, L. M. Elasky, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, 
D. R. Harding, D. Jacobs-Perkins, R. Janezic, R. L. Keck, 
J. P. Knauer, S. J. Loucks, L. D. Lund, F. J. Marshall, R. L. 
McCrory, P. W. McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, P. B. Radha, 
S. P. Regan, W. Seka, W. T. Shmayda, S. Skupsky, V. A. 
Smalyuk, J. M. Soures, C. Stoeckl, B. Yaakobi, J. A. Frenje, 
C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, F. H. Séguin, J. D. Moody, J. A. 
Atherton, B. D. MacGowan, J. D. Kilkenny, T. P. Bernat, and 
D. S. Montgomery, “Cryogenic DT and D2 Targets for Inertial 
Confinement Fusion” (invited tutorial).

T. C. Sangster, R. S. Craxton, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, 
R. Epstein, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, D. R. Harding, 
R. L. Keck, J. D. Kilkenny, J. P. Knauer, S. J. Loucks, L. D. 
Lund, J. A. Marozas, F. J. Marshall, R. L. McCrory, P. W. 
McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, P. B. Radha, S. P. Regan, W. Seka, 
V. A. Smalyuk, J. M. Soures, C. Stoeckl, S. Skupsky, J. A. 
Frenje, C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, and F. H. Séguin, “Implosion 

Performance of Fully b-Layered Cryogenic-DT Targets on 
OMEGA” (invited).

J. Sanz and R. Betti, “Bubble Acceleration in the Ablative 
Rayleigh–Taylor Instability.”

H. Sawada, S. P. Regan, R. Epstein, D. Li, V. N. Goncharov, 
P. B. Radha, D. D. Meyerhofer, T. R. Boehly, V. A. Smalyuk, 
T. C. Sangster, B. Yaakobi, and R. Mancini, “Investiga-
tion of Direct-Drive Shock Heating Using X-Ray Absorp- 
tion Spectroscopy.”

F. H. Séguin, C. K. Li, J. A. Frenje, J. R. Rygg, R. D. Petrasso, 
V. A. Smalyuk, R. S. Craxton, J. P. Knauer, F. J. Marshall, 
T. C. Sangster, S. Skupsky, A. Greenwood, and J. D. Kilkenny, 
“Using Target Shimming to Compensate for Asymmetric Drive 
in ICF Implosions.”

W. Seka, V. N. Goncharov, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, I. V. 
Igumenshchev, R. W. Short, A. V. Maximov, J. Myatt, and 
R. S. Craxton, “Time-Dependent Absorption Measurements 
in Direct-Drive Spherical Implosions.”

R. W. Short and J. Myatt, “Instabilities of Relativistic Electron 
Beams in Plasmas: Spatial Growth and Absolute Instability.”

S. Skupsky, “Nonlocal Ion-Heat Transport in ICF Implosions.”

A. A. Solodov, R. Betti, J. A. Delettrez, and C. Zhou, “Gain 
Curves for Fast-Ignition Inertial Confinement Fusion.”

J. M. Soures, T. R. Boehly, V. N. Goncharov, S. Hu, D. D. 
Meyerhofer, J. E. Miller, T. C. Sangster, W. Seka, and 
V. A. Smalyuk, “Spherical Shock-Breakout Measurements 
on OMEGA.”

C. Stoeckl, J. Bromage, J. H. Kelly, T. J. Kessler, B. E. 
Kruschwitz, S. J. Loucks, R. L. McCrory, D. D. Meyerhofer, 
S. F. B. Morse, A. L. Rigatti, T. C. Sangster, W. Theobald, L. J. 
Waxer, and J. D. Zuegel, “Status of the OMEGA EP High-
Energy Petawatt Laser Facility.”

M. Storm, J. Myatt, and C. Stoeckl, “Characterization of Fast-
Electron Beam Propagation Through Solid-Density Matter by 
Optical-Transition Radiation.”

S. Sublett, J. P. Knauer, D. D. Meyerhofer, I. V. Igumenshchev, 
T. J. B. Collins, and A. Frank, “Influence of Episodic Mass 
Ejection on Hydrodynamic Jet Evolution.”
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W. Theobald, C. Stoeckl, C. Zhou, R. Betti, S. Roberts, V. A. 
Smalyuk, V. Yu. Glebov, J. A. Delettrez, T. C. Sangster, D. D. 
Meyerhofer, C. K. Li, and R. D. Petrasso, “High-Areal-Density 
Fuel-Assembly Experiments for the Fast-Ignitor Concept.”

C. Zhou and R. Betti, “Fast-Ignition Fuel-Assembly Scaling 
Laws: Theory and Experiments.”

The following presentations were made at the 9th Interna-
tional Fast Ignition Workshop, Cambridge, MA, 3–5 Novem-
ber 2006:

K. S. Anderson, R. Betti, P. W. McKenty, P. B. Radha, and 
M. M. Marinak, “2-D Simulations of OMEGA Fast-Ignition 
Cone Targets.”

J. A. Delettrez, J. Myatt, C. Stoeckl, D. D. Meyerhofer, and 
M. G. Haines, “Hydrodynamic Simulations of Integrated Fast-
Ignition Experiments Planned for the OMEGA/OMEGA EP 
Laser Systems.”

D. D. Meyerhofer, R. Betti, V. N. Goncharov, D. H. Edgell, 
D. R. Harding, J. H. Kelly, T. J. Kessler, S. J. Loucks, L. D. 
Lund, R. L. McCrory, S. F. B. Morse, T. C. Sangster, W. Seka, 
C. Stoeckl, W. Theobald, L. J. Waxer, and J. D. Zuegel, “Prepa-
rations for Integrated Cryogenic Fast-Ignition Experiments on 
OMEGA/OMEGA EP” (invited).

J. Myatt, A. V. Maximov, and R. W. Short, “Laboratory Dem-
onstration of e+e– Pair-Plasma Production on OMEGA EP.”

J. Myatt, W. Theobald, J. A. Delettrez, C. Stoeckl, M. Storm, 
T. C. Sangster, A. V. Maximov, and R. W. Short, “High-Inten-
sity Laser Interactions with Solid Targets and Implications for 
Fast-Ignition Experiments on OMEGA EP” (invited).

P. Nilson, “Optical Probing of Underdense Laser–Plasma 
Interactions Using the Vulcan Petawatt Laser.”

A. A. Solodov, R. Betti, J. A. Delettrez, and C. Zhou, “Gain 
Curves for Fast-Ignition Inertial Confinement Fusion.”

C. Stoeckl, S.-W. Bahk, J. Bromage, V. Yu. Glebov, O. V. 
Gotchev, P. A. Jaanimagi, D. D. Meyerhofer, P. Nilson, T. C. 
Sangster, M. Storm, S. Sublett, W. Theobald, and J. D. Zuegel, 
“Diagnostics for Fast-Ignitor Experiments on OMEGA/
OMEGA EP.”

W. Theobald, C. Stoeckl, K. S. Anderson, R. Betti, T. R. 
Boehly, J. A. Delettrez, R. Epstein, V. Yu. Glebov, J. H. Kelly, 
T. J. Kessler, B. E. Kruschwitz, S. J. Loucks, R. L. McCrory, 
D. N. Maywar, D. D. Meyerhofer, J. E. Miller, S. F. B. Morse, 
J. Myatt, P. B. Radha, A. L. Rigatti, T. C. Sangster, V. A. 
Smalyuk, L. J. Waxer, B. Yaakobi, J. C. Zhou, J. D. Zuegel, 
R. D. Petrasso, C. K. Li, C. A. Back, G. Hund, R. B. Stephens, 
S. P. Hatchett, M. H. Key, A. J. MacKinnon, H.-S. Park, P. K. 
Patel, K. L. Lancaster, and P. A. Norreys, “Fast-Ignition 
Research at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics.”

C. Zhou and R. Betti, “Fast-Ignition Fuel-Assembly Scal-
ing Laws.”

The following presentations were made at SPIE Photonics 
West, San Jose, CA, 20–25 January 2007:

C. Dorrer, “High-Speed Characterization for Optical Telecom-
munication Signals” (invited).

T. Z. Kosc, K. L. Marshall, A. Trajkovska-Petkoska, C. J. Coon, 
K. Hasman, G. V. Babcock, R. Howe, M. Leitch, and S. D. 
Jacobs, “Development of Polymer Cholesteric Liquid Crystal 
Flake Technology for Electro-Optic Devices and Particle 
Displays” (invited).

The following presentations were made at ASSP 2007, 
Vancouver, Canada, 28–31 January 2007:

I. A. Begishev, V. Bagnoud, C. Dorrer, and J. D. Zuegel, “Sup-
pression of Optical Parametric Generation in the High-Efficient 
OPCPA System.”

Z. Jiang and J. R. Marciante, “Impact of Spatial-Hole Burning 
on Beam Quality in Large-Mode-Area Fibers.”

J. R. Marciante, “Effectiveness of Radial Gain Tailoring in 
Large-Mode-Area Fiber Lasers and Amplifiers.”

A. V. Okishev and J. D. Zuegel, “Intracavity-Pumped Raman 
Laser Action in a Mid-IR CW MgO:PPLN Optical Paramet-
ric Oscillator.”
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J. M. Soures and D. D. Meyerhofer, “High-Energy-Density 
Physics Research at NLUF with the OMEGA and OMEGA EP 
Lasers,” 2007 Stewardship Science Academic Alliance Pro-
gram Symposium, Washington, DC, 5–7 February 2007.

R. L. McCrory, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. J. Loucks, S. Skupsky, K. S. 
Anderson, R. Betti, T. R. Boehly, M. J. Bonino, R. S. Craxton, 
T. J. B. Collins, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, R. Epstein, V. Yu. 
Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, D. R. Harding, R. L. Keck, J. H. Kelly, 
T. J. Kessler, J. P. Knauer, L. D. Lund, D. Jacobs-Perkins, J. R. 
Marciante, J. A. Marozas, F. J. Marshall, A. V. Maximov, P. W. 
McKenty, S. F. B. Morse, J. Myatt, S. G. Noyes, P. B. Radha, 
T. C. Sangster, W. Seka, V. A. Smalyuk, J. M. Soures, C. Stoeckl, 
W. Theobald, K. A. Thorp, M. D. Wittman, B. Yaakobi, C. D. 
Zhou, J. D. Zuegel, C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, J. A. Frenje, and 
F. H. Séguin, “Inertial Confinement Fusion Research at the 
Laboratory for Laser Energetics,” 7th Symposium on Current 
Trends in International Fusion Research: A Review, Washington, 
DC, 5–9 March 2007.

J. R. Marciante, “Fiber Technologies for Terawatt Lasers,” 
Optical Fiber Communication Conference 2007, Anaheim, CA, 
25–29 March 2007.

The following presentations were made at SPIE Europe: 
Optics and Optoelectronics, Prague, Czech Republic,  
16–19 April 2007:

D. Pan, W. R. Donaldson, and R. Sobolewski, “Femtosecond 
Laser-Pumped Source of Entangled Photons for Quantum 
Cryptography Applications.”

R. Sobolewski, “Fiber-Coupled NbN Superconducting Single-
Photon Detectors for Quantum Correlation Measurements.”

The following presentations were made at CLEO/QELS 2007, 
Baltimore, MD, 6–11 May 2007:

P. Brijesh, T. J. Kessler, J. D. Zuegel, and D. D. Meyerhofer, 
“Spatially Shaping the Longitudinal Focal Distribution into 
a Horseshoe-Shaped Profile.”

W. R. Donaldson, D. N. Maywar, and J. H. Kelly, “Measure-
ment of the Self-Phase-Modulation–Induced Bandwidth in a 
30-kJ-Class Laser-Amplifier System.”

C. Dorrer, “Pulse Shaping Using Binary Sequences Designed 
with Error Diffusion.”

C. Dorrer and J. D. Zuegel, “Characterization of High-
Frequency Surface Modulation Using the Transport-of-Inten-
sity Equation.”

J. R. Marciante, “Effectiveness of Radial Index Tailoring in 
Large-Mode-Area Fiber Lasers and Amplifiers.”

J. R. Marciante, “Gain Filtering for Single-Spatial-Mode 
Operation of Large-Mode-Area Fiber Amplifiers.”

J. Qiao, D. Canning, G. King, M. J. Guardalben, J. Price, 
A. Kalb, R. Jungquist, A. L. Rigatti, and J. H. Kelly, “Inter-
ferometric Tiling for Large-Aperture Gratings for Petawatt 
Laser Systems.”

The following presentations were made at Optifab 2007, 
Rochester, NY, 14–17 May 2007:

J. E. DeGroote, A. E. Marino, J. P. Wilson, A. L. Bishop, and 
S. D. Jacobs, “Material Removal Rate Model for Magneto-
rheological Finishing (MRF) of Optical Glasses with Nano-
diamond MR Fluid.”

S. N. Shafrir, J. C. Lambropoulos, and S. D. Jacobs, “Surface 
Finish and Subsurface Damage in Polycrystalline Opti-
cal Materials.”

K. L. Marshall, K. Hasman, M. Leitch, G. Cox, T. Z. Kosc, 
A. Trajkovska-Petkoska, and S. D. Jacobs, “Doped Multi-
layer Polymer Cholesteric-Liquid-Crystal (PCLC) Flakes: 
A Novel Electro-Optical Medium for Highly Reflective Color 
Flexible Displays,” SID 2007 Symposium, Long Beach, CA, 
20–25 May 2007.

K. L. Marshall, V. Rapson, Y. Zhang, G. Mitchell, and A. L. 
Rigatti, “Contaminant Resistant Sol-Gel Coatings for High 
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Peak Power Laser Applications,” Optical Interference Coat-
ings (OSA-OIC), Tucson, AZ, 3–8 June 2007.

S. G. Lukishova, L. J. Bissell, S. K. H. Wei, A. W. Schmid, 
Z. Shi, H. Shin, R. Knox, P. Freivald, R. W. Boyd, C. R. Stroud, 
Jr., S.-H. Chen, and K. L. Marshall, “Room-Temperature Single 
Photon Sources with Fluorescent Emitters in Liquid Crystal 
Hosts,” International Conference on Quantum Information, 
Rochester, NY, 13–15 June 2007.

The following presentations were made at the 15th APS 
Topical Conference on Shock Compression of Condensed 
Matter, Fairmont Orchard, HI, 24–29 June 2007:

T. R. Boehly, J. E. Miller, J. H. Eggert, D. G. Hicks, P. M. 
Celliers, D. D. Meyerhofer, and G. W. Collins, “Measure-
ments of the Release of Alpha Quartz: A New Standard for 
Impedance-Match Experiments.”

S. Brygoo, J. H. Eggert, P. Loubeyre, R. S. McWilliams, D. G. 
Hicks, P. M. Celliers, T. R. Boehly, R. Jeanloz, and G. W. 
Collins, “The Equation of State and Optical Conductivity of 
Warm Dense He and H2.”

J. Eggert, D. Bradley, P. Celliers, G. Collins, D. Hicks, 
D. Braun, S. Prisbey, R. Smith, and T. Boehly, “Ramp Com-
pression of Diamond to Over 1000 GPa.”

D. Hicks, J. Eggert, P. Celliers, H.-S. Park, S. LePape, 
P. Patel, B. Maddox, G. Collins, T. Boehly, and B. Barbrel, 
“Measurement of Shock Wave Density Using Quantitative 
X-Ray Phase Contrast Imaging.”

J. E. Miller, T. R. Boehly, D. D. Meyerhofer, J. H. Eggert, 
S. C. Wilks, J. H. Satcher, and J. F. Poco, “Equation-of-State 
Measurements in Ta2O5 Aerogel.”

The following presentations were made at the ITER-LMJ-NIF 
International Workshop, Cadarache, France, 27–29 June 2007:

V. Yu. Glebov, T. C. Sangster, C. Stoeckl, S. Roberts, M. Cruz, 
C. Mileham, M. J. Moran, R. A. Lerche, J. M. Mack, H. Herrmann, 
C. S. Young, J. L. Bourgade, O. Landoas, J. Raimbourg, G. A. 

Chandler, and K. Miller, “Environmental Challenges for the 
Nuclear Diagnostics on the NIF and LMJ.”

W. T. Shmayda, “Tritium Management on OMEGA.”

A. Trajkovska-Petkoska, T. Z. Kosc, K. L. Marshall, and S. D. 
Jacobs, “Electro-Optics of Polymer Cholesteric Liquid Crystal 
Flakes: Applications Toward Electronic Paper,” ECLC 2007, 
9th European Conference on Liquid Crystals, Lisbon, Portugal, 
2–6 July 2007.

K. L. Marshall, A. Trajkovska-Petkoska, K. Hasman, M. Leitch, 
G. Cox, T. Z. Kosc, and S. D. Jacobs, “Polymer Cholesteric 
Liquid Crystal (PCLC) Flake/Fluid Host Electro-Optic Sus-
pensions and Their Applications in Color Flexible Reflective 
Displays,” International Display Manufacturing Conference 
2007, Taipei, Taiwan, 3–6 July 2007.

T. Z. Kosc, A. Trajkovska-Petkoska, K. L. Marshall, S. D. 
Jacobs, K. Hasman, and C. Coon, “Polymer Cholesteric 
Liquid Crystal Flakes: A Novel Medium for Electro-Optical 
Particle-Based Technologies,” Particles 2007, Toronto, Canada,  
18–21 August 2007.

The following presentations were made at SPIE Optics and 
Photonics 2007, San Diego, CA, 26–30 August 2007:

J. E. DeGroote, A. E. Marino, J. P. Wilson, A. L. Bishop, and 
S. D. Jacobs, “The Role of Nanodiamonds in the Polishing Zone 
During Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF).” 

K. L. Marshall, Z. Culakova, B. Ashe, C. Giacofei, A. L. 
Rigatti, T. J. Kessler, A. W. Schmid, J. B. Oliver, and A. Kozlov, 
“Vapor-Phase–Deposited Organosilane Coatings as ‘Harden-
ing’ Agents for High Peak Power Laser Optics.”

K. L. Marshall, R. Wang, M. Coan, A. G. Noto, K. Leskow, 
R. Pauszek, and A. Moore, “Using Time-Dependent Density 
Functional Theory (TDDFT) in the Design and Development 
of Near-IR Dopants for Liquid Crystal Device Applications.”

C. Miao, K. M. Bristol, A. E. Marino, S. N. Shafrir, J. E. 
DeGroote, and S. D. Jacobs, “Magnetorheological Fluid Tem-
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plate for Basic Studies of Mechanical-Chemical Effects Dur- 
ing Polishing.”

S. N. Shafrir, J. C. Lambropoulos, and S. D. Jacobs, “MRF 
Spotting Technique for Studying Subsurface Damage in Deter-
ministic Microground Polycrystalline Alumina.”

The following presentations were made at the 37th Anomalous 
Absorption Conference, Maui, HI, 27–31 August 2007:

J. A. Delettrez, V. N. Goncharov, P. B. Radha, C. Stoeckl, A. V. 
Maximov, T. C. Sangster, D. Shvarts, R. D. Petrasso, and J. A. 
Frenje, “Simulations of the Effect of Energetic Electrons Pro-
duced from Two-Plasmon Decay in the 1-D Hydrodynamics 
Code LILAC.” 

D. H. Edgell, W. Seka, J. A. Delettrez, R. S. Craxton, V. N. 
Goncharov, I. V. Igumenshchev, J. Myatt, A. V. Maximov, 
R. W. Short, T. C. Sangster, and R. E. Bahr, “Time-Dependent 
Spectral Shifts of Scattered Laser Light in Direct-Drive Inertial 
Confinement Fusion Implosion Experiments.”

D. H. Edgell, W. Seka, V. N. Goncharov, I. V. Igumenshchev, 
R. S. Craxton, J. A. Delettrez, J. Myatt, A. V. Maximov, and 
R. W. Short, “Time-Resolved Scattered-Light Spectroscopy in 
Direct-Drive Implosion Experiments.”

M. G. Haines and J. Myatt, “Competition Between the Resis-
tive Weibel Instability and the Electrothermal Instability in 
Fast Ignition.”

A. V. Maximov, J. Myatt, R. W. Short, W. Seka, and C. Stoeckl, 
“Modeling of Two-Plasmon-Decay Instability Under Incoher-
ent Laser Irradiation.”

J. Myatt, P. Nilson, W. Theobald, M. Storm, A. V. Maximov, 
and R. W. Short, “Determination of Hot-Electron Conversion 
Efficiency and Isochoric Heating of Low-Mass Targets Irradi-
ated by the Multi-Terawatt Laser.”

W. Seka, D. H. Edgell, J. P. Knauer, C. Stoeckl, V. N. Goncharov, 
I. V. Igumenshchev, J. A. Delettrez, J. Myatt, A. V. Maximov, 
R. W. Short, and T. C. Sangster, “Laser–Plasma Interaction 
Processes Observed in Direct-Drive Implosion Experiments.”

R. W. Short and J. Myatt, “Modeling the Filamentation Instabil-
ity of Relativistic Electron Beams for Fast Ignition.”

D. Shvarts, V. A. Smalyuk, R. Betti, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. 
Edgell, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, R. L. McCrory, P. W. 
McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, F. J. Marshall, P. B. Radha, T. C. 
Sangster, W. Seka, S. Skupsky, C. Stoeckl, B. Yaakobi, J. A. 
Frenje, C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, and F. H. Séguin, “The Role 
of Fast-Electron Preheating in Low-Adiabat Cryogenic and 
Plastic (CH) Shell Implosions on OMEGA.”

V. A. Smalyuk, D. Shvarts, R. Betti, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. 
Edgell, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, S. X. Hu, F. J. 
Marshall, R. L. McCrory, P. W. McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, 
P. B. Radha, T. C. Sangster, W. Seka, S. Skupsky, C. Stoeckl, 
B. Yaakobi, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, and F. H. 
Séguin, “Effects of Hot-Electron Preheat in Direct-Drive 
Experiments on OMEGA.”

A. A. Solodov, K. S. Anderson, R. Betti, V. Gotcheva, J. Myatt, 
J. A. Delettrez, and S. Skupsky, “Integrated Simulation of 
Fast-Ignition ICF.”

The following presentations were made at IFSA 2007, Kobe, 
Japan, 9–14 September 2007:

R. Betti, W. Theobald, C. D. Zhou, K. S. Anderson, P. W. 
McKenty, D. Shvarts, and C. Stoeckl, “Shock Ignition of  
Thermonuclear Fuel with High Areal Densities.” 

V. N. Goncharov, P. B. Radha, R. Betti, T. J. B. Collins, J. A. 
Delettrez, R. Epstein, S. X. Hu, I. V. Igumenshchev, R. L. 
McCrory, P. B. McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. P. Regan, T. C. 
Sangster, W. Seka, S. Skupsky, V. A. Smalyuk, and D. Shvarts, 
“Modeling High-Compression, Direct-Drive ICF Experiments.”

D. R. Harding, D. D. Meyerhofer, T. C. Sangster, S. J. Loucks, 
R. L. McCrory, R. Betti, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, L. M. 
Elasky, R. Epstein, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, S. X. 
Hu, I. V. Igumenshchev, D. Jacobs-Perkins, R. J. Janezic, J. P. 
Knauer, L. D. Lund, J. R. Marciante, F. J. Marshall, D. N. 
Maywar, P. W. McKenty, P. B. Radha, S. P. Regan, R. G. 
Roides, W. Seka, W. T. Shmayda, S. Skupsky, V. A. Smalyuk, 
C. Stoeckl, B. Yaakobi, J. D. Zuegel, D. Shvarts, J. A. Frenje, 
C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, and F. H. Séguin, “Cryogenic Target-
Implosion Experiments on OMEGA.”

D. N. Maywar, J. H. Kelly, L. J. Waxer, S. F. B. Morse, I. A. 
Begishev, J. Bromage, C. Dorrer, J. L. Edwards, L. Folnsbee, 
M. J. Guardalben, S. D. Jacobs, R. Jungquist, T. J. Kessler, 
R. W. Kidder, B. E. Kruschwitz, S. J. Loucks, J. R. Marciante, 
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R. L. McCrory, D. D. Meyerhofer, A. V. Okishev, J. B. Oliver, 
G. Pien, J. Qiao, J. Puth, A. L. Rigatti, A. W. Schmid, M. J. Shoup, 
III, C. Stoeckl, K. A. Thorp, and J. D. Zuegel, “OMEGA EP 
High-Energy Petawatt Laser: Progress and Prospects.”

P. W. McKenty, T. J. B. Collins, J. A. Marozas, S. Skupsky, 
D. R. Harding, J. D. Zuegel, D. Keller, A. Shvydky, D. D. 
Meyerhofer, and R. L. McCrory, “Multidimensional Numeri-
cal Investigation of NIF Polar-Direct-Drive Designs with Full 
Beam Smoothing.”

S. P. Regan, T. C. Sangster, D. D. Meyerhofer, W. Seka, R. Epstein, 
S. J. Loucks, R. L. McCrory, C. Stoeckl, V. Yu. Glebov, O. S. 
Jones, D. Callahan, P. A. Amendt, N. B. Meezan, L. J. Suter, 
M. D. Rosen, O. L. Landen, E. L. DeWald, S. H. Glenzer, 
C. Sorce, S. Dixit, R. E. Turner, and B. MacGowan, “Hohlraum 
Energetics and Implosion Symmetry with Elliptical Phase Plates 
Using a Multi-Cone Beam Geometry on OMEGA.”

D. Shvarts, V. A. Smalyuk, R. Betti, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. 
Edgell, V. Yu. Glebov, V. N. Goncharov, R. L. McCrory, 
P. W. McKenty, D. D. Meyerhofer, F. J. Marshall, P. B. Radha, 
S. P. Regan, T. C. Sangster, W. Seka, S. Skupsky, C. Stoeckl, 
B. Yaakobi, J. A. Frenje, C. K. Li, R. D. Petrasso, and F. H. 
Séguin, “The Role of Fast-Electron Preheating in Low-Adiabat 
Cryogenic Implosions on OMEGA.”

S. Skupsky, V. N. Goncharov, and D. Li, “Nonlocal Ion-Heat 
and Momentum Transport in ICF Implosions.”

A. V. Okishev, C. Dorrer, V. I. Smirnov, L. B. Glebov, and 
J. D. Zuegel, “ASE Suppression in a Diode-Pumped Nd:YLF 
Regenerative Amplifier Using a Volume Bragg Grating,” 
Frontiers in Optics 2007/Laser Science XXIII, San Jose, CA, 
16–20 September 2007.

The following presentations were made at the 8th International 
Conference on Tritium Science and Technology, Rochester, NY, 
16–21 September 2007:

T. Duffy, R. Janezic, and W. T. Shmayda, “LLE’s High-Pressure 
DT-Fill-Process Control System.” 

R. T. Janezic, W. T. Shmayda, G. P. Wainwright, P. Regan, 
K. Lintz, D. R. Harding, and S. J. Loucks, “Operational Expe-
rience of Tritium Handling During LLE’s Cryogenic Target 
Filling Operation.”

W. T. Shmayda, S. J. Loucks, R. T. Janezic, G. P. Wainwright, 
and T. Duffy, “Tritium Management on OMEGA at the Labora-
tory for Laser Energetics.”

W. T. Shmayda, C. R. Shmayda, C. Waddington, and R. D. 
Gallagher, “Operation of a 2.6-Mg/Year Heavy-Water Detri-
tiation Plant.”

G. P. Wainwright, W. T. Shmayda, R. T. Janezic, and P. Regan, 
“Tritium Capture with Getter-Bed Technology at the Labora-
tory for Laser Energetics.”

D. N. Maywar, “Optical Control of Flip-Flops Based on 
Resonant-Type SOA’s,” University of Tokyo Seminar, Tokyo, 
Japan, 18 September 2007.

The following presentations were made at the Boulder Damage 
Symposium, Boulder, CO, 24–26 September 2007:

B. Ashe, C. Giacofei, G. Myhre, and A. W. Schmid, “Opti-
mizing a Cleaning Process for Multilayer Dielectric (MLD) 
Diffraction Gratings.” 

S. Papernov, A. W. Schmid, J. B. Oliver, and A. L. Rigatti, 
“Damage Thresholds and Morphology of the Front- and Back-
Irradiated SiO2 Thin Films Containing Gold Nanoparticles as 
Artificial Absorbing Defects.”
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